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FOREWORD

As described in the Military Testing Association (MTA) by-laws the purpose
of the organization is to assemble representatives of the various armed
services of the United States and other nations that may request, to discuss
and exchange ideas and to review and study research activities of associated
organizations engaged in military personnel assessment. Further goals are to
foster improved or new techniques and procedures for behavioral measurement,
occupational & manpower analysis, simulation models, training progrvms,
selection methodology and survey systems; to promote cooperation in the
exchange of assessment procedures, techniques and instruments; and to promote
assessment of military personnel as a scientific adjunct to modern military
personnel management within the military and professional communities.

In 1982 primary affiliations of MTA included 12 armed services agencies,
with associated governmental, educational, industrial, and private
organizations engaged in activities that parallel the previously described
purposes. The primary agencies were the the US Army Research Institute, US
Naval Education and Training Program Development Center, US Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center, US Coast Guard Inetitute, US Air Force
Occupational Measurement Center, US Air Force Human Resources Laboratory,
Royal P.AstralIan Air Force, Belgian Armed Forces Psychological Research
Section, Canadian Forces Directorate of Military Structures, Canadian Forces
Personnel Applied Research Unit, and Federal Republic of Germany Ministry of
Defense. Also in 1982, the US Selective Service Syst'em Analysis and
EvaluatLon Division was approved as a member qgency, and it is anticipated
that the Israeli Defense Forces will request membership.

The 24th Annual Conference of MTA was jointly coordinated by the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory and the USAF Occupational easurement Center at the
E- Tropicano Hotel, San Antonio, Texas. The conference program began on
1 November 1982 with introductions, keynote address, and general session, and
continued through 5 Nov 1982. Paper sessions and panels/symposia began on 2
Nov 82, with three simultaneous tracks of presentations. Various special
interest/publication review groups and MTA steering committee meetings were
held during the conference.

"These proceedings document presentations made during 12 panels/symposia,
29'paper sessions, and general session. The presentations and discussions for

which manuscripts or documentatior were received and included represent a wide
range of topics, issues, problems, activities, and research from the business, N
educational, governmental and military communities, both foreign & domestic.-.---..
The papers reflect the opinions of their authors and are not to be construed
as the official policy of any institution, governraxt, or armed-service agency.

The 25th Annual Conference of the hTA will be coordinated by the Naval
Education and Training Program Development Center. The 25th Anniversary
Conference will be held during the week of 23 Oct 1983 at the Convention
Center, Gulf Shores, Alabama.

WTLLIA C. DEBOE
Colonel, USAF
Chairman, MTA Conference
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OPENING SESSION OF THE 24TH ANNUAL
MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE

1 November 1982

Welcome - Colonel Ronald W. Terry, Commander, Air Force Human Resources
Laboratory, officially opened the 24th Annual MTA Conference at 1300 hours,
1 November 1982. On behalf of AFHRL and the USAF Occupational
Measurement Center, cohosts for this year's conference, Colonel Terry
welcomed all participants to San Antonio and to the conference, and
particularly noted the participation of military representatives of Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Israel, the United Kingdom, and West Germany. He briefly
rev.-iewed the importance of Human Resources research and applications to the
US Air Force operational mission and noted a number of research thrusts
currently underway or programmed which will impact on the Air Force
operational readiness. Colonel Terry also expressed the hope that the
conference could help the cause of operational readiness through a frank
exchange of ideas and research results among all participants.
Introduction - Other key conference officials on the podium included: Colonel
Paul T. Ringenbach, Commander of the USAF Occupational Measurement
Center and cohost for this conference; Colonel William C. DeBoe, Director of
the AFHRL Applications and Liaison Office and MTA Conference Chairman;
and Dr. Walter E. Driskill, Chief, Occupational Analysis Program, USAFOMC,
and Chairman of the MTA Program Committee. Colonel Ringenbach then
introduced the Keynote Speaker for the Conference, Major General Spence M.
Armstrong, Commander, Air Force Military Training Center, Lackland AFB,
Texas. Colonel Ringenbach briefly traced General Armstrong's career from
early rated assignments to a graduate engineering degree program, to the Air
Staff at HQ USAF. In 1980-1981, General Armstrong was the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Technical Training, Headquarters Air Training Command, at
Randolph AFB, Texas, where he was responsible for all Air Force technical
training, mobile training teams, field training detachments, career
development courses promotion test development, and occupational analysis.
In mid-1981, upon his promotion to Major General, he was reassigned to
command AFMTC at Lackland, where all Air Force basic military training is
conducted.

Keynote - Major General Armstrong welcomed all conference participants to
San Antonio on behalf of the Commander, ATC, and the USAF. He discussed
"in agricultural terms" his experiences with the Air Force program
development process, including its problems in terms of funding, personnel
resources, recruiting, and training. General Armstrong described some of
the key areas of the programming/planning cycle and how system development
and procurement actions drive future manpower and training needs. These
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programs must then be translated into specific recruiting goals for individuals

possessing the capability to learn highly technical maintenance or operational
skills. Training programs must be developed or modified to meet the
changing technical and operational systems. At many of the key phases of
this process, research and applications personnel are making very important
decisions in terms of human resources requirements and development
programs. It is imperative for personnel in the scientific community who are
involved in such decisionmaking to keep in touch with the operational Air
Force. Their high degree of technical involvement in their own areas often
makes it difficult to communicate what they are doing to others, and thus
their impact on systems decisions can sometimes be limited. To be fully
effective, such highly technical specialists must ensure that their work relates
to the real needs of Air Force operational programs. Just as important is for
those working in research and analysis to assist Air Force operators to gain
an understanding of how to apply the valuable research developed. Research
is valuable only if it is used in making important Air Force decisions.

General Session - The conference was reconvened at 1500 hours by Colonel
William C. DeBoe, MTA Chairman. After administrative announcements, the
general session was devoted to presentations by representatives of several
Allied Nations: Commandant Arnold C. B8hrer, Belgian Armed Forces; Dr.
Heinz-Jurgen Ebenrett, Federal Armed Forces (West Germany); and Captain
Harold Mendes, Canadian Forces (Summaries of these presentations are
included in the Papers section of this volume).

2
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SOFT SKILLS ANALYSIS

Chair: Eva L. Baker

1~~

Participants described their work in the areas of soft skills
analysis and measurement, and identified applications for im-
proving practice in this difficult area. Members represented
academic, civilian, and military researchers, as well as I
pract iti oners.
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SOFT SKILL ANALYSIS:

7TWO PROPO3ED METHODS FOR ANALYSIS

PREPARED FOR

' MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION

BY

0 MAJOR RONALD W. TARR

- US ARMY, TRAINING DEVELOPMENTS LISTITUTE
:C) Fort Monroe, VA 23651

ABSTRACT

In 1975 the US Army adopted a state-of-the-art systems model for the development
of training. The focus of this model was on the greatest training requirement
facing the Army Training and Doctrine Comaand(TRADOC), which was and still is,
the initial entry training of enlisted soldiers. As such, the type of jobs these
junior enlisted soldiers do are made up predominantly of procedural tasks, thus
the highly detailed ISD procedures were developed to work primarily on such tasks.
By !976, TRADOC realized that the smaller, yet highly critical behaviors of senior
NCOs and officers training requirements had to be addressed.jFrom a large meeting
held in 1976(Soft Skill Symposium) began the lengthy process that has led to the
two analysis approaches reco-mneded by this author. The first approach focuses
on very complex tasks, and is called the Extended Task Analysis Procedures(ETAP).
This process was initially concieved by the original authors of ISD, and is intend-,
ed as an extension of those procedures. The second approach was developed by the
author as a result of several years of study and examination of the problem as well.
as a variety of other solutions. This approach, Complex Skills Analysis, looks
at the total job requirements of an encumbent, and attempts to sort out and ident-
ify what "soft skills" exist, how they fit and interact with the more discrete
activities and tasks and then to carefully examine these for their requirements
and quality. This approach and the ETAP model plus a recent effort conducted
under contract, together make up a total package for the analysis and document-
ation of these hi-hly complex behaviors p.eviously rather ignored under ISD.<-.

The attached is an extract from the package and is a draft of the Complex Skills
process. Copies of the complete package can be acquired by contacting the author.

The inclosed comments are those of the author and do not

necessarily represent the views or opinions of the
United States Army.
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A PROPOSED PROCESS FOR "SOFT SKILLS" ANALYSIS

The Complex Skills Analysis, stated above, is a general process that is
intended to guide the analyst through examination of these behaviors. It is
not intended to be a checklist or lockstep procedure but rather a way of
focusing the analyst's efforts. The process has been developed by the author
via several years of dealing with the analysis of these complex skills and the
synthesis of numerous existing techniques. It is in no way an approved or
foolproof solution, but it will be a recommended process for use by the TRADOC
community. Remember, doing this type of analysis is one of the best examples
of one of these complex skills!

Step I: Identify Candidate Complex Skills

Using an SME who is familiar with the complete field to be studied, develop an
initial list of skills that are fairly obvious as part of the job. For
instance, it is fairly clear that if the job calls for supervision and

*leadership activities that the skills will, as a minimum, include com-
munications and interpersonal skills. This is not a desk top or opinion
oriented analysis but merely a common sense point to itart. The substeps
below will guide this behavior.

t Substep A: Taking no notes, and after establishing your purpose with

the SME, ask him to describe the job or position in very general terms.

Explain that you must be familiar with the limits of the job, its
parameters, dimensions, and complexities, so you can understand the context of
the behaviors involved. As much as possible, assist the SME if focusing on
behavior and performance are major pieces of the jeb. 1

Substep B: With the SME, review the results of any Job Analysis that
have been previously conducted.

Remember the importance of a Job Analysis to this process. At this
:o time, you should identify what kind and hcw use-Ful (if at all) the Job

Analysis is. In some cases none will exist. This could be because it is a
new job or position or conflicting requirements simply precluded it being

* done.

/ 1/NOTE: DO NOT BECOME JUDGMENTAL IF A JOB ANALYSIS HAS NOT BEEN DONE////
This could serve only to block your effort and would not help.

What you are looking for in the Job Analysis is more concrete information
about the job. For instance, who is currently filling (type of folks), infor-

* mation about conditions, equipment involved, relative size of job, and what
procedural tasks have been identified as making up the job. These will be

4very helpful later in the process.
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If no Job Analysis is available, then a careful examination with
documentation should be accomplished. The interaction of the complex skills
throughout the entire job is an integral portion of the skills themselves.
This may be something that will delay the process but is essential. It may be
possible to have it conducted at the same time by other members of your
office.

Regardless, the output of this substep must be a clear definition of
the total job which is shared by the SHE and the analyst and either the Job
Analysis documentation or the analyst's substitute. (The analyst's substitute
should not be considered a replacement for a Job Analysis for other purposes.)

Substep C: Now taking notes, begin interviewing the SME about rele-

vant major activities about the job or position.

This is not to duplicate the Job Analysis but rather to focus the SHE
on the key interactions of the activities and to provide some important con-
text relationships for the analyst. Again, focusing the SHE on actions should
assist him and prevent too much philosophizing or "war stories."

////////////NOTE: DO NOT TURN OF THE SME BY BEING TASK ORIENTED////////////
This activity is to provide flavoring and ifterrelationships.

/////////////NOTE: DO NOT LET THE SME BECOME HUNG UP ON DETAILS/////////////
Be sure he knows you will get details later and want generalities.

Substep D: Using the results of the above steps, develop a list of
complex skills that make sense to you and the SME.

This list should be a joint effort in which you and the SME are
deriving statements of generic behavior from your focus on the total perfor-
mance involved but at the job level. This list might look like the following:

Conduct Inspections

Delegating responsiblity

Motivating subordinates

Effectively communicate

Supervise subordinates

* 8



Substep E: Compare each item on- the list against the job performan-
ces to cross check that the skills match and are relevant candidates.

being Th s is a final check that should consi!;t of each separate skill
being examined in its relationship to the total job. This could be compared
to a Murder Board for selecting critical tasks in which each task is examinedfcr its relationship to the job.

/////NOTE: THIS IS BY NO MEANS THE END OF THE LISTING OR IDENTIFICATION/////

STEP II: Establish the context of the behavior.

Substep A: Ask the SME to describe how the behavior fits into the
overall job--in detail but at job/duty level.

Substep B: Ask the SME how the behavior/skill interacts with other
skills; do they support each other; are they dependent on others; do they cue
each other, etc.

Substep C: Ask the SME what tasks are directly related to the "SS;"
does the "SS" run through several tasks; is it an integral part of a large
complex task; is the "SS" a transfer task complete (counseling)? (Here the JA
will help.)

STEP III: Select one complex task or scenario as basis for analysis.

Substep A: If the SME says that a sequence exists (similar to a
procedure), ask him to select one that is typical or representative to use as
the "base piece" for the analysis.

Substep B: If sequence is not readily identifiable, ask the SME to
help you come up with a simulated scenario that would require "iSSa applica-
tion. The scenario should depict a typical setting, be of sufficient
realistic detail to be valid, include the things that would initiate "SS,"
and require it to be properly applied.

STEP IV: Conduct initial analysis interview.

Substep A: Ask the SME to explain, based on the selected procedure or
scenario, what happens; that you will stop him to ask why he did or didn't do
something (decision points) along the way. Start by asking him what initiates
the "SS," how he knows to apply the skill, and what he considers prior to
actually starting. Dont get him into an exception loop or let him get bogged
down. Further examination will happen later. The process (decomposing) will
happen shortly but not yet. He should describe the behavi x' at the same level
as the preceding activity, but now you will make notes and looking/listening
for specifics, key phrases, terms, decisions, rules, cautions, and etc., or
anything that crystalizes the concept.

9
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STEP V: Repeat the above for each step or piece of the scenario. This
wil-FF'ode you with about four to eight steps/pieces. If you have less than
that, they are probably too big; more, and they are probably too small.
However, before you try reconstructing them, have the SME review them and the
total "SS." It may be that this behavior is too big or too little. As much
as possible, one must try to standardize the size of the "SS" being analyzed.
This is important during analysis as well as for the follow-on designer/deve-
lopers. Don't force it. 'SS" vary in size and scope, but they also inter-
twine pretty tightly sometimes and are hard to sort out. Assist the SME by
helping him focus on the main outcome or product of the "SS"; this can help
him strip away other actions or behaviors surrounding it that don't affect it.
Don't strip away a dependent or supporting.skill or piece in. your zeal to be
analytical. Size is important but is nothing compared to validity. When you
are satisified the "SS" is the right size, but you are still under four or
over eight, review each step/piece with the SME to see if they can be split or
lumped together. Some adjustment and fine tuning can always be done when you
decompose the step/pieces. The diagram below shows what you might have at
this point of the analysis.

"SS" DESCRIPTION

Label Label Label Label Label
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
et- 11ed Deet-ai-ls Fetails Ietails Details
Description of of of of
of #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

STEP VI: Decomposition - Level 2

During this phase, you will be breaking down or decomposing each Level 1 piece
into actions, rules, decisions, and etc. It will also allow you to identify
task activities from generic skills. The mixture of tasks and generic skills
can be likened to a mosaic, with the tasks being the tiles and the generic
skills the cement that acts on many of the tiles and binds them into a total
job behavior.

As in any analysis, try to have the SME describe what he does, thinks, and
etc., in behavorial terms. Use verbs that are clear and indicate peformance.
The decomposition process consists simply of having the SME do the same thing
for each major step as he did for the task.

It is very important that you clearly identify action steps (observable
performance) from decision steps (something happening internal; rules
applied). After the steps get broken down and labeled, you will begin sorting
out performance from the support skills and knowledges and evidence/

10
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indications of generic skills. NOTE: Probably one of the most basic charac-
teristics of soft skills that makes analysis difficult is that they are
rarely, if ever, by themselves. They run through all types of "hard skills"
and mix among themselves. They have no clear beginning or end; they are used
in varying amounts by different people in different situations.

In analyzing them, you must approach them by carefully stripping away the pro-
cedural aspects of a total behavior and then examine what is left. By
observing behavior, we can note what is actually happening, identify what
caused it, why it was done the way it was, and what decisions were made (also
what specific knowledge).

One of the beauties of competency is that they can be used for other than job
situations and that gives the student ample practice and reinforcement oppor-
tunities. For training this is great--for analysis it must muddies up the
water. This characteristic of competencies being integrated is a powerful
key to the whole issue. It requires the analysis be conducted differently,
especially the documentation of results, and more importantly that training be
designed and developed differently. This means that the training itself
should be integrated, if the proper performance outcomes are to be achieved.
For instance, if one is developing task oriented training, the instruction
consisted of usually three phases: task presentation, task practice and feed-
back, and then evaluation. For competency based training, there should be at
least five phases: competency presentation, integration with task presen-
tation, structured practice, and feedback (by the numbers) in which the
interaction of competence and task are clearly indicated 2nd P-F on different
task (where both task performance and competency appltcation are tested).
What this does is clearly demonstrate the generalizability of the competency
across several task; plus, it greatly enhances the student's ability to
generalize it to other new situations. Since the overall goal of a leader is
to take appropriate action when faced with a situation based on his training,
experiences, and doctrine when this transferability is absolutely essential.
Many times in the past we have seen task oriented training conducted and
people surprised when it didn't generalize to a new job situation.
Straightforward facts and procedures are so specific that they rarely genera-
lize. This is probably because the details peculiar to the procedures are
taught (and usually emphasized) in the same way as the parts that might
generalize. For example, if you are taught that X is a generator on engine Y,
then everytime you see engine Y you can easily identify generator X. But, if
I tell you all engines have a generator, and on engine Y it is located at X
and on engine Z, it is a U then you would be more likely to learn the concept
of generators which would generalize to engine A through T; that all have
generators but not in the same place or look:ng exactly the same. The concept
of generators is not important unless we expect the student to generalize the
concept to other new situations. If he is a 63W, Wheeled Vehicle Ordnance
Mechanic, responsible for 68 vehicles, then this becomes pretty important.
And it becomes really good when he is called upon to work on an M60 tank
because the tank man is wounded.

11



A way of graphically showing some of this stuff is by use of a Matrix in
which we list actions/tasks across the top and generic skills/competenciesdown the side (below).

ACTION

1 2 3 4 5

C A
0 --

M B
P

E C
T
E D
N
C E
Y

F

This shows how: (1) several competencies impact on a single task, as well
as, (2) how a single competency spreads over several tasks. Unfortunately,
this is very difficult because they are fairly separate but above we said they
interact. The results of this interaction could be called a performance out-
come and could be a description of what the complex behavior means, as an
example of success field performance (case study).

12



ON DISCRETE DISCRININANT ANALYSIS

Rand R. Wilcox

Department of Psychology
-University of Southern California

and
Center for the Study of Evaluation

University of California, Los Angeles

0 When predicting group membership, success on an external criterion,
mastery in a particular subject area, etc., there are of course many
discriminant analysis procedures that might be applied. In many cases the
techniques considered are a function of the type of data that is

M available. The goal in this paper is to t1discuss some of the author's
recent work that is relevant to discriminant analysis, 424-comnent on
recent related investigations by other investigators, and (CI suggest
directions for future research.

Discrete Discriminant Analysis with Binary Random Variables

First consider the situation where for each subject there are k+1
measures, say x1,...,xky where x. (i = l,...,k) and y take on the values 0

or 1. As is customary, a value of 1 might mean the presence of some
characteristic, or success on some task. The random variable y is some
external criterion of interest such as a subject being Judged to work well
within some group or team of individuals. It is assumed that the values of
x1,...,x, y have been observed for N individuals, and that for future

subjects the goal is to predict y from the observed values of x1,..., xk

Many solutions to this problem have been posed (e.g., Ott and Kronmal,
1976; Dillon and Goldstein, 1978; Aitchison and Aitkin, 1976). Perhaps the
best known solution is Fisher's linear discriminate function, but for the
situation at hand, it is known to be unsatisfactory (e.g., Goldstein and
Dillon, 1978).

Most other solutions to predicting y from xl,...,xk are based on

estimates of the joint probability function of x1l,..., xk,y, say f(xy).

Among the N subjects for whom there exists information about both x =
(X,,...,x ) and y, let N be the number of subjects with an observed x and
y. Then (xy) = N AI is the usual unbiased estimate of f(x,y). If a =

Pr(y=l), then the optimal rule for predicting y, given x, is to predict y
1if

af(xiy=) > (1 - ) f(xy=O); (1)

otherwise predict y = 0 (Anderson, 1958, p. 130; cf. Copas, 1974). Of
course a is usually unknown, but it can be estlmated with the proportion of
subjects having y = 1, and this together with f(x,y) yields an estimate of
the optimal rule given by (1).

Several alternative estimates of (1) have been proposed, four of which
were empirically compared by Wilcox (1980). The procedure that performed

13
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best was one proposed by Aitchison and Altkin (1976) where f(xy) was
estimated with

N

(x,y) N- 1  N K(xi,Yik) (2)

where the vector and scalar y1 are tne values of x and y for the i t h

subject,
k+l-d d

K(xi'Yi'A) = (1 .X)

d = d(xi,yi;x,y) is the number of components in disagreement between the
vectors (xi,Y i) and (x,y), and X is an unknown parameter that is estimated

from the data. The procedure suggested by Dillon and Goldstein (1978) gave
the poorest results, even compared to using f(xy) = Nxy IN. The other

procedure considered was one proposed by Ott and Kronmal (1976).
Despite the advantages of (2) listed by Aitchison and Aitkin (1976),

some caution must be used. In particular, Hall (1981) points out that
Aitchison and Aitkin's estimate of X can behave erratically, even with
large samples, and that it is strongly influenced by the presence of empty
cells, or cells having only one observation. Hall goes on to discuss ways
of correcting this problem (cf. Wang and Van Ryzin, 1981; Bowman, 1980).

Comments on Monte Carlo Studies of Discrete Discriminant Analysis
Procedures

In addition to the results in Wilcox (1980), there are Monte Carlo
Studies that also indicate that it is generally possible to improve upon
f(x,y) = N xyN in terms of predicting y from x. Most of these studies

generate observations using a two-term approximation of the multinomial
distribution proposed by Bahadur (1961). An important question is whether
this approximation works well when k is large, for example, when k = 9.
Put another way, the probability functions used to generate observations
are assu.ed to have a particular structure, but the extent to which these
structures approximate real data sets was never made clear.

From Wilcox (1982a, 1982b) it appears that a two-term Bahadur approxi-
mation of multinomial distributions generally works well for k = 4 and
possibly for k = 5, but for k = 9 this is not the case. A three termapproximation was also tried (but never published), and unfortunately it

seems to give little improvement. The implication is that certain multi-
nomial distrioutions are difficult to approximate using the procedure in
these Monte Carlo Studies, and so there is some doubt about whether these
studies generali'e much beyond k = 4. Ott and Kronmal (1976) used a repre-
sentation of binary data proposed by Good (1963), but the same concern
seems to apply.

Currently it can be said that when k is relatively small, it is
frequently -- but not always -- possible to improve upon f(x,y) = N /N

XY
when estimating (1). A reasonable speculation would be that this result
will hold for larger values of k, but this has not been established.

14
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Determining Passing Scores

I. some situations it may be desirable to determine a passing score
for predictiig success or failure on some external criterion (Huynh,
1976). For instance, a subject might be given a test, the possible values
of which are w = 0,...,n. The goal might be to find a w0 with the idea
that if w > Wo, predict y = 1; otherwise predict y = 0.

Amethod for determining the better of two passing scores was proposed
by Wilcox (1979). The situation can be breifly summarized as follows.
Consider two passing sctres, say w01 and w02 . The six possible outcomes

and their associated probabilities are given in Table 1. Thus, tl1 is the

probability of having w > w02 and y 1. the probability of incorrectly

predicting y using w02 is t10 + t21 + t31, and the corresponding probabil-

ity for w01 is tlO+ t2 0 + t 3 1 . Thus choosing the optimai passing score

reduces to determining whether t21 is less of greater than t2o.

Table 1

Probabilities Associated with Two Passing Scores

I ,y1 y=O

w > w0 2  t11  1

w02 >w> w1  t21  t20

w w01  t31  t30

For convenience let p = t + t , p = t + t , p p and
11 11 31 00 10 30 10 21

p 1 = t20. Also let Pij be the usual unbiased estimate of pij (i = 0,1; j

0,1). Then the goal is to choose N so that

pr(^lO> > p* (3)

whenever plO - p0 1 > * where * 0 is chosen by the experimenter;

the constant * is the smallest difference between plO and p01 that an

investigator is concerned about. If p = one of the two passing

scores is chosen at random. Wilcox's results indicpte that a large N might
be required to satisfy (3). When considering several passing scores the
problem gets worse.

Let p1 = p11 + plO and p2  Pll+ p0 1 in which case determinins whether

p is larger than p01 is the same as determining whether p1 is larger than

p.. Thus, results in Tamhane (1980) are the same as those in Wilcox (1979)
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except that Tamhane's includes the additional requirement that (3) be
satisfied whenever

P1 + P2 -< Y  (4)

For Y =1 the situation reduces to the one considered by Wilcox (1979),
and for < 1 a smaller N is needed to satisfy (3). Hence, if a Y-
can be specified, having to use a large sample of subjects to determine the
optimal passing score might be avoided (cf. Lain and Mehra, 1981).

Further Comments on Estimating the Optii Decision Rule

Consider any measure, say w, and again suppose the goal is to predict
y given w. If the distribution of w given y can be estimated, this yields
an estimate of the optimal rule given by (1) except that f(xly) is replaced
by f(wly), the probability density function of w given y.-A common assump-
tion is that f(wjy) is normal, but for many situations it might be more
realistic to assume unimodality, but allow for the possibility that the
distribution is skewed. Let a and b be the minimum and maximum possible
possible values of w. When a and b are known it might also be useful to
take this information into account.

If unimodality can be assumed, then a very good approximation of z
(w-a)/(b-a) might be possible using a beta distribution (Springer, 1979;
Weiler, 1965). Smith et al. (1981) found such an approximation useful, and
Wilcox (in press) indicates that this aRproach seems to improve upon the
usual chi-square approximation of the X4 statistic used to test for equi-
probable cells in a multinomial distribution.

The estimate of f(zjy) is as follows. Suppose that for y = 1, the
observed z values are zl,...,zN. Let i and 02 be the usual estimates of

the mean and variance of z. The beta distribution is given by

r(r+s) r-1 s-
r(r) r(s)

where r > 0 and s > 0 are unkricwn parame.ters, and r is the usual gamma
function. The estimates of r and s are

p-. r = i2 (1_)/82 _
and = (1-j) 2 /&2 + - 1

Of course the estimate of f(zly) for y = 0 is calculated in the same
manner.
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INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PRODUCTIVITY:

RESEARCH AND ISSUES

Chair: Michael Matthews

Issues related to productivity enhancement and productivity
measurement in the military environment were discussed.
Empirical studies showing the relationship between quality
circles ard productivity, informational feedback and pro-
d'ictivity, and job satisfaction and productivity were pre-
sented. In addition, a comprehensive methodology designed
to generate objective criteria of organizational producti-
vity was described. Finally, the use of objective measures
of productivity neasurement in management consulting was
discussed. The research presented should be of interest to
personnel involved in productivity management, as vwell as
to other researchers in the field.
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Predicting Job Satisfaction and Job Performance

Gene A. Berry and Michael D. Matthews
Manpower and Personnel Division

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 7823

The Air Force is very concerned with obtaining the fullest possible C
utilization of its personnel resources. A critical part of that goal-requires
that incoming personnel be assigned to jobs that will optimally match their
abilities and interests. In evaluating an individual's placement among
potential assignments, present placement procedures rely primarily on the

0results of aptitude testing, job entry requirements, and needs of the
service. An applicant's, vocational preferences, with respect to available

0.4 jobs, are typically assessed only on an informal basis dur.ng conversations r-
with Air Force recruiting or occupational counseling personnel. Although some

* choice may be exercised on the part of the applicant during this process,
decisions are sometimes made which are less than optimal. Additionally, since
persons entering the service typically have little prior experience in the job
market, and very little knowledge of the Air Force occupational system, they
understandably have a difficult time relating personal likes and dislikes to
the job choices available. However, the consequences of misclassifwcation'atK the entry level can be very costly for both the individual and the Air Force.

>To minimize the probability of job misclassification, an interest
assessment instrument was developed. The Vocational Interest-Career
Examination (VOICE) is an Air Force instrument designed to as se -c a
interests among Air Force enlistees. s evelopment and validation are
described by Alley and Matthews (l82). In addition to measuring vocational
interest, research has shown that job satisfaction can be predicted by the
voICE (Alley, Wilbourn, & Perberich, 1976). Job satisfaction has been found
to be related to fatigue, dissatisfaction with life, depression, psychosomatic
illness, mental illness, drug and alcohol abuse, job performance, and coronary
heart disease (Cf. Alley & Matthews, 1982). Perhaps an equally serious
implication of personnel dissatisfaction, however, has to do with its
influence on various forms of occupational withdrawal. Research has
demonstrated quite consistently that personnel dissatisfied with their jobs
are much more likely to be absent from their work (Waters & Roach, 1973) and
to terminate their employment at a higher frequency than are satisfied workers
(Mobley, Griffeth, Hand, & Meglino, 1979).

The diverse and serious implications of job dissatisfaction led the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory to initiate a study of the relationship
between vocational interests among first-term enlisted accessions, as assessed
by the VOICE, and later occupational outcomes. Preliminary results on the
relationship between job satisfaction, as predicted by the VOICE, and turnover
have been presented earlier by Matthews (1982) and Matthews and Berry (1982).
While both non-attrition and reenlistment are extremely desirable and can
probably be influenced through improved initial assignments, another behavior,
job performance, is also important. Previous research has found relationships
between J.=b satisfaction and job performance (Cf. Seashore & Taber, 1975).
The purpose of this paper is to describe preliminary findings summarizing the
relationship between predicted job satisfaction, as assessed by the VOICE at
time of enlistment in the Air Force, and subsequent performance on the job.
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Method

Sample

The VOICE was administered to-a sample of 3,782 1979 and 1980 Air Force
enlistees during their first week of Basic Military Training. The subjects
were tracked during their initial tour of duty, and ratings of their job
performance were obtained during either their second year of active duty (1980
enlistees) or their third year of active duty (1979 eniistees). The subjects
were typical of first-term Air Force enlistees in terms of racial composition,
age, and educational level.

The VOICE

The VOICE consists of a 300-item vocational interest inventory requiring
approximately 30 minutes to administer. Individual items are presented in
booklet form and consist of occupational titles, work tasks, leisure time
activities, and desired learning experiences. Respondents indicate relative
preferences for each item in a standard like-indifferent-dislike (LID)
format. Item responses were converted to two types of scales: 'a) basic
interest scales, and (b) occupational scales. The basic scales represent
measures of general interest in various occupational and technical areas.
They were constructed by grouping items of similar content into 18 independent
sets covering a wide range of interests in the vocational and technicil
domain. The basic interest scales cover areas of Office Administration,
Electronics, Peavy Cor.striction, Science, Outdoors, Medical Service,

* Aesthetics, Mechanics, Food Service, Law Enforcement, Audiographics,
Mathematics, Agriculture, Teacher/Counseling, Marksman, Craftsman, Drafting,
and Automated Pata Processing. All items within each scale are homogeneous in
the sense that each was selected to measure the same underlying dimension.
The Office Administration items, for example, measure interest in clerical,

. administrative, and business related activities.

The occupational scales were designed for use in evaluating job assignment
alternatives. It has been found that certain patterns of basic interest
scores predict job satisfaction in various Air Force job clusters (Alley et
al., 1976). These clusters, 20 in number, represent an exhaustive
categorization of Air Force job specialties. The VOICE occupational scales,
therefore, provide a predicted job satisfaction score for each of these 20 job
clusters. Consequently, if used operationally job placement personnel would
be able to readily obtain a prediction of job satisfaction for any Air Force
career field, by determining in which of the clusters that particular job
falls. The occupational scales, while formulated from basic interests,
provide direct estimates of job satisfaction for each career field in the set
and can be used for making specific comparisons between alternative
assignments (Alley et al., 1976). Predicted job satisfaction (PJS) scores
range from 200 to COC, with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100. For
a more thorough and technical discussion of the development of the VOICE and a
description of the basic interest and occupational scales, their psychometric
characteristics, and validity, see Alley and Matthews (1982).
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Procedure

A Job Performance Questionnaire was sent to the immediate supervisor of
each airman in the sample. Each supervisor was asked to respond to the
following items, comparing the airman he/she supervised to others performing
the same types of duties and possessing similar job experience:

How well does this person understand the technical aspects of his or
her job?

How motivated does this person seem to be to do a good job?

How well does this person perform assigned duties?

How well does this person appear to be progressing toward performing
in a supervisory role in his or her job?

Responses were made using a seven point scale ranging from "Very much above
average" (7) to "Very much below average" (1). Questionnaires were returned
by the supervisors of 798 male and 167 female 1979 enlistees, and 1,272 male
and 512 female 1980 enlistees, for an overall return rate of 73 percent of the
original sample of 3,782.

'The VOICE predicted job satisfaction score corresponding to the career
field in whicn each airman was assigned was determined. This information,
along with Aried Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) scores, was used in
predicting the criterion variable, rated work performance.

Result: and Discussion

Responses to the four items on the Job Performance Questionnaire were
totaled to provide an estimate of overall work performance. The main findings
of the study are presented in Figure 1, which depicts rated work performance,
collapsed across year of enlistment and gender as a function of predicted job
satisfaction. Subjects assigned to career fields with associated low
predicted job satisfaction had an overall work performance rating of 19,
which, when divided by the number of items (four), shows an average iten,
rating of 4.75, or "average" to "slightly above average" on the seven point
Job Performance Questionnaire scale. Personnel assigned to jobs with
intermediate levels of predicted job satisfaction had a total score of 20, or
a mean of 5.0 which was "slightly above average" on the seven point scale.
Personnel astianed to jobs in which they had high predicted job satisfaction
had a total rating of 22, or an average rating of 5.5, which would be between
0slightly above average" and "above average" on the seven point scale. A
regression model with vectors for VOICE predicted job satisfaction scores andAFT s ores was developed to predict rated work performance. Analyses showed

an R of .080 (F=8.78; df=2, 2,746; p < .05) for AF3T scores and VOICE scores
combined. The AFQT alone had an R of .063 (F=11.13; df=l, 2,747; p < .05),
and the VOICE alone had an R of .053 (F=7.90; df=!, 2,747; p <.05) with rated
work performance.

One factor that would tend to limit the magnitude of the relationship
between VOICE predicted job satisfaction scores and rated work performance is
the fact that .nst (703) of the 1,033 subjects for which rated job performance
data were not obtaired had attrited from the Air Force. it has been shown
that
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Air Force first-term attrition is related to VOICE predicted job satisfaction
scores, with low predicted job satisfaction associated with high attrition
rates (Matthews, 1982; Matthews & Berry, 1982). Moreover, many of these
attritions were probably related to marginal job performance. Accordingly,
the 2,749 subjects rated in the current study represented "survivors" in terms
of job performance, limiting the range of variation likely to be observed in
rated work performance data. In this sense, the current findings are
conservative to the extent that they probably underestimate the magnitude of
the true relationship between predicted job satisfaction and work performance.

In conclusion, the findings of the current study are consistent with those
of other studies that have examined the relationship between job satisfaction
and work performance. These studies, like the present one, typically find a
positive, but weak, relationship between job satisfaction and work performance
(Cf. Seashore & Taber, 1975).
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Productivity and Consulting: A New Look at Objective Measures

by

Dr. Hubert S. Feild, Auburn University
. Capt Janice M. Hightower, LMDC, Maxwell AFB, AL

for the

Leadership and Management Development Center

The LMDC Consultation Process

The principal goal of LMDC is to help make the USAF a more effective
fighting force by focusing on the identification and solving of leadership and
management problems, particularly, "leople problems.LtWC, -) LDC
addresses this goal by using organizational development leadership and manage-.
ment problems involving key organizational processes. The resolution of these

- 4 problems is sought through five basic steps;l(see Mahr, 1982; Westover, 1979;
Hendrix and Halverson, 1979; Short and Hamitn, 1981; and Short and Wilkerson,
1981 for mol-e information).

1. 'Invitation. Request by the client organization for consultation
services.

2. ,ata Cc'lection.) During the first visit, the Organizational Assessment
Package (OAP) is adminil-tered to the client organization.

3.. 3.Data Analysis 9) After returning to LMDC, the OAP data is analyzed.

4. The Tailored Visit-O~second visit to perform the actual consultation,
the contents of which i-ermined by the results from the OAP data analysis.

5. 3Follow-up., A third visit several months later to re-administer the OAP
to measure any change produced by the consultation visit.

The most prevalent research design used by LMDC to evaluate its consulta-
tion efforts is the one-group pre-test/post-test design (Campbell and Stanley,
1963), in which the OAP administered during the data collection is the pre-test
and the OAP administered during the follow-up is the post-tast. Unfortunately,
this method suffers from several limitations, known as "rival hypotheses,"
i.e., hypotheses that represent alternative explanations r any organizational
change other than the consultation intervention. These include (Campbell and
Stanley, 1963, pp. 7-12; and Cook and Campbell, 1979, p. 52)

- History or the simultaneous events occurring during the consultation.

- Maturation or the natural change within an organization that would have
normally occurred.

- Testing or "Hawthorne effect" - type reactions.

- Instrumentation. Changes in the survey instrument.
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- Regression or the tendency for the extreme values to gravitate toward the
mean.

Objectives

The OAP pre-test/post-test comparison has served as the principal basis for
assessing the impacts of a consultation intervention. These perceptual mea-
sures are certainly important for characterizing changes in the quality of "
working life of Air Force personnel. However, these soft measures alone do not
give a complete account of the consultation effects and suffer from the limita- I
tions described above. Performance data are also needed for providing a .
clearer picture of the effects of the consultation efforts. Before obtaining-i
this performance data, the following questions must be answered.

- What performance measures should be used?

- Where can these data be obtained?

- What type of research design is most appropriate?

Criteria for Selecting Hard Measures

By drawing upon the findings of Tuttle (1981) as well as other investiga-
tors addressing the notion of criteria (Hurst, 1980; Joint Financial Management
Improvement Program, 1977), the following criteria were developed for selecting
hard measures:

1. Reliability. The measures should provide information that is depend-
able and accurate.

2. Quantifiable. Quantitative measurement data are more desirable than
qual itative data.

3. Available on a frequent basis. Measurement data should be available on
at least a weekly or monthly basis.

4. Ease of retrieval. Measurement data should be easily retrievable.

5. Compatible with existing information sources. Measurement data should
be from existing information sources rather than from new data sources.

6. Sensitive to change. The measurement data must be sensitive to detect
and discriminate among differences in performance, yet not so sensitive as to
be influenced by external factors.

7. Controllable by client group. Members of the organization under study
should be able to affect the outcome being measured.

8. Uniqueness. Multiple measures of organizational performance are needed
to adequately capture an organization's effectivengss and efficiency.

9. Comparable. Measurement data should be comparable from one time period
to another.
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10. Validity. Measures chosen should assess what they are supposed to
measure.

An Alternative Design: Interrupted Time Series

Because of the nature of USAF hard measures, i.e. most are reported over
time and by work unit (not by individual), and because of the weaknesses of the
pre-test/post-test design, a new research design is proposed: interrupted time
series. Interrupted time series was selected for three reasons.

1. The nature of USAF hard measures, i.e., most data are collected and
reported over time.

2. In evaluating a time series prior to and after an intervention, several

types of effects in the series are tested:

- A change in the level of intercept of the series.

- Changes in the slopes of a series may be tested.

- Effects can also be studied with respect to whether they are continu-
ous or discontinuous.

- Time series effects can be tested in terms of whether they are
instantaneous or delayed following an intervention.

3. The only principal threat to internal validity of the interrupted time
series design is history.

Application to Consolidated Base Personnel Office (CBPO) and Aircraft

Maintenance

Two client groups, the CBPO and Aircraft Maintenance, were chosen to inves-
tigate the feasibility of using existing performance-based measures for evalu-
ating consultations. For the CBPO analysis the Proficiency Status Reporting
System (P-Status) was selected as a source for performance data. For the Air-
craft Maintenance analysis the Maintenance Data Collection (MDC) and the Main-
tenance Management Information Control System (.14ICS) were selected as a source
for performance data.

The P-status report seems to be a useful vehicle for providing some hard
measures on CBPO performance. Within one week, monthly P-status reports were
received from a large, mid-western Air Force base, suggesting that it would be
possible to obtain relevant hard measures through the mail. Two measures
appeared to be particularly useful, i.e. Late Airman Performance Reports and
Late Officer Effectiveness Reports. The utility of two other measures (Per-
sonal Reliability Program and Testing No-Shows) may vary across particular Air
Force bases.

The quality of maintenance data studied was somewhat disappointing. There
was no problem in obtaining the quantity of data necessary in a timely manner
(within one week). Preliminary review of nine measures showed that five mea-
sures might be suitable. After further analysis, three of the five had unac-
ceptably low reliability estimates, while the remaining two (Partial Mission
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Capable--Maintenance and Scheduling Effectiveness) had marginally acceptable
reliability estimates (odd-even, Spearman-Brown corrected reliability estimates
of .74 and .63, respectively).

Recommendations

The preceding analyses and results lead to several recommendations for LMDC
to consider in implementing its evaluation of the consultation efforts using
hard measures.

1. Time series design and analysis should be employed as a method for
analyzing hard measures.

2. In addition to data availability, the hard measures chosen should meet
as many of the criteria for hard measures outlined in this paper as possible.

3. "Tailored" criteria may have to be developed to adequately assess
organizational changes.

4. Late Airman Performance Reports and Late Officer Effectiveness Reports
could be used to evaluate the effect of the consultation effort on the Quality
Force section in CBPO.

5. Partial Mission Capable Rate--Maintenance and Scheduling Effectiveness
could be used to evaluate the effect of the consultation effect on an Aircraft
Mai ntenance organization.

6. Future research should investigate the applicability of time series
analysis to previous LMIDC consultations.

7. LM C should carefully examine the utility of those measures developed
by Air Force productivity researchers for possible inclusion in its evaluation
program.

8. Future research should examine the relationships among various hard
measures and the soft measures of the OAP.
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The Measurement of Organizational Productivity
A Description and Field Test

ym Michael D. Matthews
Charles N. Weaver

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
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Maryland Center for Productivity
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University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

Among the most serious obstacles to the study of productivity is the
so-called criterion problem, that is, the measurement or assessment of
productivity itself. Most published studies of productivity rely on indirect
methods of productivity measurement, mainly on the perceptions of-productivity
reported by supervisors and job incumbents (eg., Berry and Matthews, 182;
Field and Hightower, 1982). Few investigations employ productivity criteria
which have resulted from engineering studies (cf. Tuttle, 1981).. As a
consequence of the widespread use of subjective criterion measurement, the
results of many studies of productivity are of questionable validity and
limited generality.

Like many civilian organizations, the Air Force is concerned with
enhancing and monitoring organizational productivity. And like productivity
research in the civilian sector, attempts by the Air Force to measure
productivity have been hampered by the lack of objective criterion measures.

% The lack of objective measures, especially in organizations where
engineering-based criteria are not possible, led the Air Force to sponsor the
development of a procedure for generating objective measures of productivity.
This procedure, referred to as the Methodology for Generating Effectiveness
and Efficiency Measures (MGEEM), was developed and described by Tuttle
(191.). The inclusion of the words "efficiency" and "effectiveness" in the
name of the methodology refers to the notion proposed by Tuttle (1981) that
productivity involves considerations of both of these components. That is,
productivity is defined as the volume of resources used to provide products
and services (efficiency) and the extent to which these products and services

. conform to acceptable standards of mission performance (effectiveness).

--The current paper summarizes the results of a field test of the MtEEM
methodology. The field test, conducted in three different Air Force
organizations, was undertaken to determine ,.) the extent to which the MGEEM
and its products are acceptable to organizational participants, 40 ] the
generality across similar organizations of productivity indexes developed
using the methodology, and (3) the extent to which indexes developed are cost
effective as indicated by their use of existing data.< A more complete
discussion of the design, results, and implications of thig study is available
in Tuttle, Wilkinson, and Matthews (in press).
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Target Organizations. Three Air Force functions with different missions
were studied: (1) Weather, (2) Administration, and (3) Propulsion. Eight
organizations in each of the three functions were drawn from the following Air
Force commands: SAC, TAC, MAC, ATC and ARC. In all, 24 organizations and 11
bases were included in the field test.

MGEEM Methodology. The MGEEM involves a group decision making process
known as tne Nominal Group Technique (Delbecq, Van de Ven, and Gustafson,
1975). The Nominal Group Technique (NGT) consists of six steps: (1) silent
generation; (?) round-robin listing of ideas generated by individual group
members; (3) :;iscussion and clarification of the raw list of ideas developed;
(4) individuial voting to prioritize items from the list; (5) further voting
and c1-rification of items and voting patterns; and (6) additional voting and
discrf ion, if necessary to achieve consensus. The NGT requires the use of a
skillr1 group facilitator to conduct the group process. While the facilitator
guides the group i making a decision, he/she must not attempt to lead the
9ro-ip toward any particular decision.

Procedure. The NGT process, as utilized in this field test, was used to
generate inaexes of organizational productivity. Two types of indexes wr
generated: (1) Key Results Areas (KRAs); and (2) Indicators. In order to
generate these indexes, two groups of organizational members were involved in
the NGT process. The first group, Group A, consisted of the organization's
commander and representatives from the next lower level of management. Group
A was tasked with the development of KRAs for the organization. KRAs were
generated in response to the question "What does the Air Force pay this
organization to do?" KRAs were proposed by members of Group A on the basis of
their belief that the KRA tapped the basic mission-essential goals or products
of the organization. Group A was then asked to vote and prioritize in order
to develop a list of six to nine KPAs, the number depending on the diversity
of the organization's mission and on the time available to conduct the NGT
process.

Following the generation of KRAs by Group A, Group B was formed. Group B
consisted of all members of Group A (except the cormander) and their immediate
subordinates. Group B was tasked to develop six to nine "Indicators" of
efficiency and effectiveness for each KRA.

Each organization in the study was visited by a single researcher
(facilitator) for five days. On the first day, an inbriefing and
familiarization with the subject organization was conducted. On the second
day, Group A was formed and KRAs were developed. Days three and four involved
the generation of Indicators by Group B. Day five consisted of a review of
the KRAs and Indicators with the commander of the organization. In addition,
this discuss-on with the commander identified existing data sources which
could provide information required to form the Indicators in actual
operational use.
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Results

Three questions were addressed in the field test of the MGEEM. First, to
what extent did the MGEEM generate indexes which were acceptable to personnel
in Lhe organizations studied? Second, how consistent were the generated
indexes among organizations within functions? Third, to what extent did the
generated indexes make use of existitg data?

Acceptability of Indexes

In order to determine the acceptability of the results of the MGEEM
procedure to organizational participants, a Participant Feedback Report (PFR)
was completed by each participant following their experience in the MGEEM
process. The PFR is described in detail by Tuttle et al. (in press).
Analysis of responses to the PFR by Group A showed a clear understanding of
the purpose of the process and a favorable reaction to the facilitator, as
well as to the working climate created. Furthermore, the consistency of these
three findings across functional areas of Weather, Propulsion, and
Administration provided an affirmative answer to th6 question of whether the
facilitators conducted the process similarly in the tharee functions.

Group A participants viewed their task as only moderately difficult, but
interesting. The KRA indexes wre considered acceptable to Group A memters as
was the priority ranking of KRAs. Group A rated itself as very successful and
rated the success of the total VC-EEM process as only slightly less than very
successful. For all three functions (Weather, Administration, and
Propulsion), the members of Group A reported an increase in productivity
awareness as a result of participating in the process.

The results for Group B were very similar to the results of Group A.
Group F members expressed satisfaction with their success in generating
indicators and felt that the process was beneficial in helping them understand
their organization's mission. As with Group A, Group B members expressed
satisfaction with role of the facilitator, the work climate cr-eated, and with
the process used. They, too, found their task only moderately difficult, but
interesting. Compared to Group A, members of Group B expressee a slightly
lower initial level of productivity awareness, but similarly felt that their
participation in the process raised their level of awareness concerning
productivity.

With only one exception, the IGEEM process was viewed favorably by unit
commanders. Other management and non-management participants, as a group,
felt that the process and its results were quite acceptable. Thus, in terms
of participant reactions, the MGEE. process was generally viewed as quite
acceptable.

Similarity of Indexes Within Functions

The similarity of indexes between pairs of organizations within the same
function, that is, between two Weather detachments, or two Administration or
Propulsion organizations, was investigated in two ways. First, each unit
commander and his/her deputy were asked to ake judgments about differences
between KRA's and indicators for their organization in comparison with KRAs
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and Indicators for each of the other organizations in their functional area.
Second, the researchers rated the similarity between all possible pairs of
organizations within similar functions in which they acted as facilitator of
the MGEEM process. Both groups of raters, the unit commander and his/her
deputy, and the researchers identified KRA's and Indicators which were the
same or substantially the same in each pair of organizations considered.
Examples provided in the instruction booklet were designed to define usame" or
"substantially the same" at the same level of generality, the same meaning,
and the same item form (e.g., ratio, error count, etc.).

Prior to the series of similarity analyses conducted by commander/deputies
and researchers, it was hypothesized that the three functional areas, Weather,
Administration, and Propulsion, would differ in terms of average pair-wise
similarity of Indicators. Influences which were hypothesized to contribute to
these differences included command differences, differences in the extent to
which performance measurement is institutionalized within the function,
homogeneity of the organizations, and the differences produced by the
facilitators.

Considering the influences hypothesized to contribute to organizational
differences, it was predicted that the Weather function would be the most
homogeneous of the three functional areas. In contrast to the Administration
and Propulsion functions, all Weather organizations belong to a single
command, measure many facets of their performance as a common practice, and
(although personnel in Weather organizations can fall into three different job
types) do work which is highly interrelated and has a common focus. The next
most similar Indicators were predicted to be in the Propulsion function.
While Propulsion organizations cut across three commands, the work is quite
similar, performance measurement is used extensively, and the work performed
is perhaps the most homogeneous of the three functions studied. The lowest
similarity Indicators were predicted for the Administration function which
spans three cornands and does not measure performance to the extent of the
other two functions. In addition, their work is separated into three very
distinct job types which are always geographically separated. Finally, two
facilitators were employed in the work 4ith Adrinistration organizations while
only one was employed in Weather and Propulsion.

Results of the similarity analysis showed differences among the three
organizations in average similarity ratings by both participants and
researchers, but the differences were in the hypothesized direction. Average
similarities for KRAs for Administration, Propulsion, and Weather were,
respectively, 37.8, 58.9, and 48.6 percent for participants and 21.6, 35.1,
and 46.5 percent for researchers. Average similarities for Indicators for the
three organizations were, respectively, 70.8, 18.8, and 18.8 percent for
participants and 6.1, 11.9, and 18.9 percent for researchers. These results
support the hypothesized predictions that the ranking of similarity ratings
would be in the following order: (1) Weather, (2) Propulsion, and (3)
Administrative. One exception, the case of participant ratings of Propulsion,
can be discounted because tne ratings are based on a very small subset of the
sample.

Cost Effectiveness of the Indicators

A third important aspect of the field test evaluation concerned the extent
to which Indicators generated in the MGE24. process can be formed using
existing data. In the organizations studied, there are at least three forms
of existing data. The most obvious is an entry on an existing reporting
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form. Another type of existing data includes entries in management
information system products provided to managers/commanders by staff support
agencies or higher headquarters. Finally, there is a variety of local data,
such as status boards, customer feedback forms received, and duty rosters. In
the latter case, data are available but may not be tabulated in the exact
format required to form the indicator. Nevertheless, all three categories are
grouped together for this analysis under the heading "existing data.* If an
Indicator requires that a new log be established or that some other form of
initial data collection be instituted, then the Indicator is considered not to
make use of existing data. Inclusion of Indicators or KRAs on the final list
does not necessarily mean that data presently exist for their support. It maybe that the unit commander has determined that the Indicators or KRAs are
sufficiently important to justify the cost of collecting the additional data.

Results of the analysis of Indicators with respect to use of existing data
showed that for both Administration and Propulsion the percentages of
Indicators that require no new data collection exceeded 90% and that for
4Weather the percentage was 80 percent. Thus, from the viewpoint of the
cost-effectiveness of the Indicators, the Indicators generated may be said to
have made extensive use of existing data.

Discussion

A field test of the -EEM methodology demonstrated that (1) the process
was highly acceptable to participants, (2) the judged similarity of KRAs and
Indicators varied from low to moderate across organizations within the three
functions, and (3) the Indicators developed were cost effective. These

findings have implications for both research applications of the methodology
and for organizational productivity measurement and enhancement applications.

With reference to implications for research applications of the MGEEM
methodology, the limited generality of indexes across organizations within the
same function would tend to restrict the value of the methodology to the
extent that productivity indexes relevant to one organization would .3t apply
to similar organizations. However, as discussed more thoroughly by Tuttle et
al. (in press), evidence suggests that two refinements of the methodology may
result in a level of similarity across organizations which will be acceptable
for research purposes. The first refinement would be to allow more time in
KRA and Indicator development. The second refinement would be the addition of
another step in the MG-EEM procedure in which idiosyncratic and unit-specific
indexes would be eliminated before indexes are compared across organizations.
Given these refinements of the procedure, and in view of the fact that most
Indicators generated utilize existing data sources, the MGEEM methodology
would seem to hold promise as a research tool for measuring productivity
across organizations.

The results of the field test clearly demonstrate that the MIGEEM
methodology is useful in generating productivity indexes for uses within
organizations. These uses, both diagn ,stic and therapeutic in nature, do not
appear to be affected by limitations in inter-organizational generality. The
high acceptability of the methodology to field test participants and its

4apparent ability to utilize existing data sources for most Indicators

developed underscore the potential utility of the methodology as a management
tool.
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In conclusion, the field test of the methodology demonstrated that the
?'-EEI' can be applied in operational Air Force units, is very acceptable to
participants, and generates useful productivity indexes that are readiv%.
obtainable from existing data. The methodology generates organizational
productivity indexes useful for both productivity enhancement and monitoring.
.nd, assuming that proposed refinements are incorporated into the process, the-,
WKEEV should generate productivity indexes useful in inter-organizational
applications.
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__ _ Effects of Feedback and Goal Setting
on Productivity

by

Robert D. Pritchard

00 Department of Psychology
University of Houston

0-'The research described here is the most recent effort in a program of re-
search sponsored by the Air Force inan Resources Laboratory and the Air Force

) Office of Scientific Research. The basic logic of this program is that it is

appropriate to explore ways of increasing productivity which can be implement-
ed by local management and which rely on intrinsic motivation to increase pro-

* ductivity.

In the first phase of this program of research, t-he existing literature
was exaz ined to isoiate those -riables that had promise for affecting intrin-
sic motivation (Pritchard & Montagno, 1978).

In the second phase, some oi these variables were explored in a controlled
setting to begin to assess their suitability for eventual field application.
Feelings of personal control and competence, as well as contingent extrinsic
rewards, were examined by Fisher and Pritchard (1978). Performance Zeedback
was addressed by Pritchard and Montagno (1978).

The third phase attempted to isolate variables which could be implemented
in an operational Air Force environment and to test a fairly large number of
different possible applications in a controlled, yet realistic setting. In
this stage, it %as necessary to narrow the list of potential determinants of
intrinsic motivation to a sm-ller subset for more careful study. After evalu-
ating them in terms of (a) the.r potential use in a field setting, (b) the
feasibility of testing them in the work simulation setting to be used, and (c)
the quality and quantity of previous literature available, major emphasis was
placed on the performance feedback variable. Six dii.ensions of feedback and a
job design variable, completeness of the task unit, were evaluated in the con-
trolled setting. The major conclusion of this study was that feedback had
meaningful potential for increasing productivity (Pritchard, Montagno, and
.More, 1978).

in the most recent phase, described here, several specific t)pes of per-
formance feedback, singly and in conjunction with goal setting, were selected
to be tested in an operational work environment similar to those found in some
Air Force settings. A more complete report on this study may be found in
Pritchard, Bigby, Beiting, Coverdale, and M4organ (1381).

Procedures

Two civilian clerical type jobs were selected for study. The exeriment-
al conditions consisted of varicus types of feedback, and one type of goal
setting. Based on our previous research, the optimal typc of feedback was
identified as being 1) individual in nature in that each employee was given
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feedback on his/her own performance, 2) private as opposed to public in na-
ture, and 3) directed to the specific tasks performed by the employee. How-
ever, there were two other dimensions of feedback which the previous work had
showm to be equally effective and, as such, were directly examined in the proj-
ect. The first was personal vs. impersonal feedback. In personal feedback,
the information came from the supervisor, it was clear to the subordinate that
the supervisor had seen the feedback, and it was evaluative in nature. That
is, there was a good-bad component to the feedback. In impersonal feedback,
the information did not come directly from the supervisor, but rather from
other sources. In this type of feedback it was not clear that the supervisor
had seen the informaticn, and the information was purely descriptive of perfor-
mance rather than evaluative.

The second feedback dimension was absolute vs. comparative. In absolute
feedback the employee re-,ived information only about his/her performance. In
comparative feedback the employee also received information about how he/she
performed compared to the rest of the work group.

In order to implement these feedback procedures, computer software was
developed to produce daily feedback reports for each employee. These reports
indicated the employee's performance on the various types of tasks for the
most recent day that could be processed. (It typicA!l> took 2-4 days to proc-
ess the reports.) T ; addition, each employee was .-es/her average perfor-
mance scores for the previous week.

The second type of condition was goal 3etting. io ±nstitate goal setting,
supervisors were trained to assist their subordinates in setting specific,
moderate to difficult goals in a manner that would promote employee acceptance
of the goals. A set of easy, moderate, and difficult goals were given to the
supervisor for each employee. These suggested goals were persunalized for each
employee by consideration of his/her place on the learning curve and his/her
-tential for improvement. Supervisors met with their subordinates at regular
ii. ervals to set or reset goal -h the goal setting condition.

] Design
In both jobs there was a day shift and an evening shift. Each shift was

_eated as a separate experimental group. For each, there was - baseline pe-
riod, during which performance data were collected but no experimental condi-
tions were administered, followed by a first treatment and a second treatment.
All first treatments involved scie combination of feedback conditions. In
three of the four groups, govl. setting was added to feedback in the second
treatments. In the fourth, the type of feedback was changed. Such a design
allows for a direct comparison of the effects of the feedback and goal setting

*procedures on productivity.

Results

1. Tie treatments showed an overall positive effect on
performance. Increases in quantity of output typ-
ically ranged from 5% to 10% with a mean increase of
6.4%. Error rates decreased. The mean decrease in
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errors was 11%, with over half the decreases in the
15% to 28% range.

2. Persoral feedback was equally as effective as imper-
sonal feedback.

3. Absolute feedback was equally as effective as com-
parative feedback.

4. Goal setting plus feedback showed higher performance
than feedback alone.

5. The positive effects of the treatments did not diminish
over time.

6. The treatments had fairly strang effects on employees
who were initially low performers. They did not have
much effect on employees %3,o were initially high per-
formers.

7. There was some evidence that the treatments effected
the rate of learning, but these results were not pres-
ent in all situations.

8. Attitudes under the treatments were as good or better
than before the treatments.

9. Reactions of the unit supervisors were very favorable.
They felt that their subordinates' productivity and
attitudes improved and saw the feedback and goal setting
proceduros as an excellent management information and
counseling tool.

Conclusions

It was concluded that feedback md feedback plus goal setting are very
useful techniques that could be used in field settings to improve productivity.
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.*-,. \ QUALITY CIRCLES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE:
SOME PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

Robert P. Steel, Nestor K. Ovalle, 2d, and Russell F. Lloyd
Air Force Institute of Technology

oABSTRACT

Quality Circles management has been greeted with tremendous enthusiasm by
American managers attempting to emulate the recent economic success of theO Japanese industrial complex. The Department of Defense is becoming actively
involved in Quality Circles. Scant rigorous research exists on the effec-
tiveness of Quality Circles as a management tool. A nonequivalent controlgroup design compared 14 Quality Circles groups to 37 untrained work groups on

a number of attitudinal measures. No consistent differences between groups
were detected. Design flaws limiting the validity of the findings included
sample-size problems, experimental mortality, weak treatment effects, and poor
experimental control. The study's results should be treated as highly ten-
tative and further research should attempt to overcome these design
limitations.

The popular management literature is replete with testimonials praising
Quality Circles management as a revolution in the management of work
organizations. Quality Circles are designed to foster work group-oriented
decision making geared to the solution of task-related problems. Commonly,
face-to-face work groups (usually 5-12 people) will meet periodically to iden-
tify problems relating to the productivity of the unit or to the quality of
outputs produced. A preprogrammed set of decision-making tools including
brainstorming, cause-efeect analysis, pareto diagramming, and the like are
routinely used as guides to problem analysis (Rehg, 1976).

The tremendous enthusiasm greeting Quality Circles management is indica-
tive of thc iaterest among American managers in Japanese management
techniques. Quality Circles management took root in Japan some years ago and
is now being offered as a partial explanation for the productivity gains
realized by Japanese industry relative to the world economy as a whole.

Beyond the realm of opinion and anecdotal evidence, very little systematic
and controlled evaluative research on the effects of Quality Circles programs
currently exists. With few exceptions (e.g., Hunt, 1981; Tortorich, Thompson,
Orfan, Layfield, Dreyfus, & Kelley, 1981), there has been little published
work evaluating the outcomes of Quality Circles interventions in order to
ascertain their effect upon attitudinal or behavioral criteria. The present
study reports the results of a six-month longitudinal investigation examining
attitudinal changes in Quality Circles members as a function of participation
in Quality Circles groups.

Exact figures are not available, but estimates of the number of Quality
Circles operating in the Department of Defense indicate that as many as 1,000
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Quality Circles (Mento, Note 1) may currently exist within the various mili-
tary departments. Such an investment of resources should be counterbalanced
with a serious commitment toward research and evaluation examining the results .

of Quality Circles activities for groups instituted in the federal sector.

This paper describes a longitudinal evaluation carried out jointly by the
Leadership and Management Development Center (LMDC) and the Air Force
Institute of Technology on the effects of Quality Circle participation.

METHOD

Subiects

Between the periods 10 Sep 80 and 1 May 81, six Quality Circles were
inaugurated in the Civil Engineering Division of a Department of Defense
installation. These groups served as the source of data for the present
study. Typically, groups are provided with an orientation and some initial
training on the merits/techniques of Quality Circles followed by regular
meetings designed to identify and resolve work problems. A total of 383 indi-
viduals responded during the final wave of survey data. The departments
involved in the Quality Circles effort ranged in size from 3-21 assigned
employees. The average size of the departments involved was 10 employees.

Measures

The Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) was used to assess attitudi-
nal and cognitive changes in study participants. The OAP is a survey
questionnaire containing 109 items measuring employee attitudes (e.g., job
satisfaction, organizational climate), beliefs (e.g., work-group productivity,

*. job characteristics), behavioral intentions (career intentions), and
demographic characteristics (e.g., sex, pay grade, length of service). Except
for the demographic factors which are distributed on both ordinal and nominal
scales, all items are arrayed on seven point Likert-type scales. The non-
demographic items in the OAP are keyed to 23 underlying psychological factors
which were identified through factor analysis. Developmental procedures, fac-
tor analytic results, and scale reliabilities for the OAP may be found in
Hendrix (1979) and Hendrix & Halverson (1979).

Procedures

The OAP was administered to the entire Civil Engineering organization by
LDC in September 1980 (pretest) and again in May 1981 (posttest). The entire
organization was surveyed in order to provide a control group against which
the Quality Circles groups might reasoutably be compared.

The study design approximates a nonequivalent control group design
(Campbell & Stanley, 1963) and is described in more detail elsewhere (Steel,
Lloyd, Ovalle, & HendrLx, 1982).
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The experimental treatment condition (called the Quality Circles group)
contained results (aggregated by department) for each of the fourteen depart-
ments active in the Quality Circles program. These daLa were pooled from the
responses of 133 individuals (posttest). Data were not aggregated according
to actual Quality Circles boundaries because some circles crossed formal
departmental lines. A control condition was composed of the departmental
means for 37 work units (250 individual respondents on the posttest) that did
not directly participate in the Quality Circles process.

RESULTS

Demographic Measures

Mean difference tests (t-tests) between the Quality CGicles groups and
the control groups on selected demographic variables are displayed in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Quality Circles and Control Group Demographic Characteristics

Pretest Posttest
Quality Control Quality Control
Circles Group Circles Group

Variable X X t X X t

Age 30.42 36.91 2.51* 32.00 37.61 1.80
Pay Grade 4.86 6.2 2.84** 5.27 5.51 .43

Years in Air Force 4.52 4.77 .74 5.03 5.13 .26
Months in Present Field 6.01 6.11 .39 6.04 6.01 .09
Months at Current Station 5.09 5.63 1.72 5.34 5.23 .34
Months in Present Position 4.20 5.01 2.61* 4.57 4.31 .77
Education Level 2.41 3.01 2.*50* 2.56 2.76 .91

*p < .05
**p < .01

Several significant premeasure differences were detected between the
treatment and control groups. Control group members appeared to be signifi-
cantly older, had a higher average pay grade, had performed longer in their
current position, and were significantly better educated than their Quality
Circles counterparts. Considerable leveling of the sample appears to have
taken place prior to the posttest since by this time significant demographic
differences between experimental conditions had disappeared.

To further amplify the demographic differences between groups, t-tests
were carried out comparing pretest and posttest means within treatment groups.
This set of tests was conducted to shed light upon changes in group com-
position over time. A significant reduction in the average time spent in pre-
sent rosition was detected within the control group b pre-post scores (t=2.61;
-( .C2). No other significant changes were found.
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Attitudinal Measures

Pretest and posttest means for the Quality Circles and control groups are
presented in Table 2. To avoid restrictive assumptions associated with analy-
sis of covariance (e.g., homogeneity of regression slopes), the data were ana-
lyzed using stepwise hierarchical regression analysis. Posttest scores on the
23 OAP factors were employed as criteria. Pretest results were entered on the
first step of the regression analysis to eliminate criterion variance attribu-
table to pretest differences. A dummy variable representing treatment con-
dition (Quality Circles or Control) was entered in step 2 of the analysis.
Significant increases in R2 on step 2 would indicate explanation of uiique
criterion variance attributable to the Quality Circles intervention. No
significant increases in R2 were observed for the regression on the 23 OAP
attitudinal measures. Actual increases in R2 observed when treatment con-
dition was entered into the regression equations ranged between .000 and .046.

These results tend to suggest that participation in the Quality Circles
program at this installation had minimal impact on the attitudinal responses
of participants during the period of study. This conclusion must be regarded
as highly tentative, however, because several technical limitations operated
to severely confound study results.

TABLE 2

QUALITY CIRCLES AND CONTROL GROUP MEANS FOR OAP FACTORS

Pretest Posttest
Quality Control Quality Control
Circles Group Circles Group

FACTOR Y T Y x

Skill Variety 4.63 4.75 4.75 4.89
Task Identity 4.71 4.96 4.96 5.14
Task Significance 5.50 5.39 5.41 5.66
Job Feedback 4.65 4.79 4.71 4.79
Work Support 4.11 4.14 4.40 4.39
Need for Enrichment Index 5.25 5.53 5.20 5.36
Job Performance Index 4.54 4.58 4.72 4.65
Pride '-.79 4.78 4.96 5.08
Task Characteristics 4.88 4.99 5.00 5.11
Task Autonomy 3.Q( 4.41 4.12 4.45
Work Repetiriveness 5.03 4.82 5.07 4.92
Desire for Repetitive Tasks 3.79 3.23 3.46 3.27
Advancement/Recognition 3.40 3.80 4.07 4.06
Supervision 4.58 4.44 4.86 4.98
Supervisory Communication Climate 4.30 4.18 4.56 4.44
Organizational Communication Climate 4.18 4.56 4.23 4.62
Work Group Effectiveness 5.07 5.43 5.34 5.35
Job Satisfaction 4.81 5.09 5.11 5.29
Job Training 4.19 4.59 4.55 4.61
General Organizational Climate 4.45 4.76 4.47 4.37
Job'Motivation Index 98.26 113.98 113.38 19.71
OJI Total Score 63.53 66.26 65.b4 68.14
Job Motivation Index (Additive) 13.37 14.18 13.91 14.45
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DISCUSSION

Quality Circles management enjoys immense popularity and interest at the
present time. Conventional wisdom holds that this technique can be a very
effective means of enhancing work group effectiveness. Carefully conducted
scientific research is sorely needed to evaluate the effects of Quality
Circles participation upon the attitudes and behavior of their members. The
present study attempted to make a small contribution toward filling that void.

Taken as a whole, the configuration of results tend to support the
conclusion that the Quality Circles groups initiated in this organization had
little, if any, influence upon the constellation of work related attitude
measures contained in the OAP. Conclusions from the present study's findings
must be tempered considerably by the recognition of a number of technical and
design limitations which may have served to diminish the validity and general-
izability of the study's results.

These methodological difficulties are enumerated as they recresent sig-
nificant obstacles which future Department of Defense research on Quality
Circles must attempt to overcome in order for meaningful unambiguous evalua-
tion to be possible.

Five methodological impairments confounded study results. (1) Some
Quality Circles studied did not have an opportunity to reach full maturity
prior to collection of the postmeasure. Quality Circles groups at this
installation did not all begin at the same time. Rather, start-up dates for
the various groups were staggered throughout the observation period. In fact,
three of the Circles in this study had less than a month to develop prior to
administration of the posttest. (2) Experimental mortality altered the
character of samples in both treatment conditions. Significant fluctuations
in the demographic measures over time indicate that there may have been
changes in the composition of treatment groups during the course of study.
This could occur through such mechanisms as employee turnover, new hirings,
transfers, or reassignments. Incomplete exposure to the Quality Circles
treatment for some experimental subjects would tend to water down treatment
effects and lead to a lack of significant group differences. (3) The treat-
ment groups were not equivalent at the outset of the study. Significant dif-
ferences between the treatment groups on the demographic measures at the
pretest were observed. Statistical control (controlling for pretest
differences) is a less than perfect control for pre-existing differences
between groups in a study as uncontrolled differences may interact with the
treatment to produce uninterpretable findings. (4) Nonattitudinal measures of
outcomes were not investigated. Improvements in employee morale have been
mentioned as outcomes anticipated from participation in Quality Circles
(Dewar, 1980), but behavioral and results criteria should also be examined.
(5) The sample size used in this study was small by most standards. The power
of statistical tests to detect treatment effects was attenuated by small
sample sizes in both treatment conditions and, therefore, some incidence of
Type II errors is to be expected.
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Future Research

Based upon the many design flaws encountered by this study, the results
of this investigation must be viewed as most inconclusive. These design flaws
should not be seen as insurmountable deterrents to worthwhile research on
Quality Circles. Rather, more carefully controlled research can (and will) be
done studying Quality Circles in the Department of Defense. We have expanded
our research efforts on Quality Circles and now have evaluations on-going at
six different sites. We sincerely hope that present and future research
efforts may benefit from some of our "lessons learned."

REFERENCE NOTES

1. Mento, A. Program Director, AFIT Quality Circles Program. Personal
communication, August 31, 1982.
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TABE AND THE COMAT SOLDIER

Chair: J. E. Gerber

Use of the Test of Adult Basic Educations (T6E) was discussed.
Discussion included its application as a placement test in Army
Basic Skils Education, and as a counseling aid in developing
career education plans. Some findings on correlation studies
of scores of soldiers tested with both the TAE and the Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVY) were presented.



-" TEST OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION (TABE OR NOT TAEE)

Michael Bachem, Ph.D., Temple University

This paper is being written after thirty-one months working as a repre-
sentative of an educational contractor, with the responsibility for the
Basic Skills Program (BSEP) in the Army's VII Corps. Among che many things
I learned was that the contractor does nct meddle in the Army's determination
of eligibility for SSEP and therefore not in the choice of screening instru-
ment the Army wishes to use. To be sure, the relative merits of various tests
were discuzsed frequently by everyone involved in the administration and -he

teaching of the BSEP program. What counted for the teachers in our classrooms
were our own criterion-referenced diagnostic tests. These tests determined
exactly which skills a soldier would need to work on during the sixty hours
of instruction. The TABE score with which the soldier entered the class tended

*' to be used as a general i~iicator of achievement, and was certainly taken into
consideration , but the TABE simply does not yield detailed diagnostic infor-
mation which could then be used to plan a series of learning prescriptions.

During the sixty hours of class, instructors and students concentrated on
the skills that had been identified by the diagnostic test, and day to day
success, encouragement, and motivation was determined by the degree of mastery
of the skills identified on the student's Individual Training Plan. Neverthe-
less, teachers and students knew that the TABE score achieved after the class
would be used as a measure of their success, all of our -_*isclaimers notwith-
standing. Surely many students must have wondered why, to oversimplify some-
what, they spent sixty hours doing one thing and then were tested on another.
The contractor's representatives also worried much about the dichotomy bet-
ween their contractual obligation to achieve a 9.0 -"BE score and their judg-
ment as nrofessional educators concerning what went inro a basic skills pro-
gram.

This dilemma, which was discissed often, but which neither side seemed to
be able to do anything about, is expressed very succinctly by S. Allen Cohen
as quoted in The Seventh Mental Measurement Yearbook, ed-ted by O.K. Buro:
"The (TABE) battery could be used as a pre-post measurement for groups, but
not for individuals." Therefore, one might conclude, what the contractor was
doing-not using TABE information for individual diagnosis and prescription-
and w.at the Army was doing-using TABE as a pre-post measurement for large
groups-was justified by some of the professional literature. So, perhaps
all is well with the way things w.re donc.

There are, however, a few fundamenta) questions that are raised by the
use of TABE in the screening of soldiers for BSEP eligibility. First of all,
does the TABE test skills that the Army is interested in? Without presuming
to know precisely what the Army, or even the individual commander might be
interested in, it is safe to assume that the sills should be those that matter
in the performance of a soldier's duty. Without detailed examination of all
items on the TABF it is clear that this test must fal short. After all, TABE
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is derived from the California Achievement Test Battery, revised to eliminate
childish references. But, to quote Cohen again, "What kinds of behavior should
a test of literacy for disadvantaged, semiliterate, and illiterate adults tap?
Should it assess the same things as are measured in middle-class elementary
school children? It is doubtful." Put this way, there is probably wide agree-
ment that a revamped test, such as the TABE, is -nappropriate for measuring
basic skills needed by active duty soldiers. That the TABE, in its present
form, has not been normed, and that the norms are said to be "inherited" from
the California Achievement Test, is a dubious, if not unethical practice.
The use of elementary school grade levels to categorize adult combat soldiers
seems little short of an insult, no matter how desparate their need for reme-
dial work may be.

If one examines the three BSEP curricula, mathematics, reading, and wri-
ting, to see how the items on the TABE match the diagnostic tests used by
Temple University, one notes clear differences and also some interesting facts.
There is most similarity in TABE items and the reading curriculum, ±ess in
mathematics, and least in writing. At the same time, TABE gains achieved by
a sample of 1518 soldiers over a six months period (July to December 1981)
also show some differences, with highest gains in mathematics (1.78), fewer
in writing (1.73), and least in reading (1.09), all achieved after sixty
hours of BSEP instruction.

The difference is surely not cause by a difference in quality of either
the instruction or the curriculum. The differences rather highlight certain
simple truths. The subskills in reading are more or less universal. To compre-
hend language one has to understand sequences of words in context, one has
to be able to understand what one reads. This is neither simple, nor easy, but
it is rather straightforward, and there is comparatively little opportunity
to teach for the test. Therefore, the TABE scores achieved in reading are
probably the most reliable, ana our reading coordinator expressed no dissa-
tisfaction with the TABE. The TABE reading scores are also the most realistic
gains achieved by the contractor in BSEP. The fact that they are also the
lowest simply underlines the need for patience in building basic skills in
reading.

The TABE mathematics scores are more problematic. The TABE tests skills
in computation, in understanding and use of mathematics concepts, and in the
ability to work word problems. Some areas, however, are not testea, such as
estimation, judging reasonableness of results, and the reasonable use of
measurements. Other areas do not receive enough attention, such as under-
standing and working with percents. These areas were deemed important in our
curriculum, and I would presume that they would be important to the job skills
of soldiers. Therefore, the TABE results five a somewhat distorted picture
of relevant achievements in mathematics. The general applicability of TABE
test items to the skills of soldiering remains as problematic with the mathe-
matics section of the TABE as with other curricular areas. This is especially
true with the word problems in mathematics, which tend to lack any connec-
tion to the work of a soldier.

The TAL mathematics gains were higher than those in any other curriculum.
There are su-ely many reasons for this, some having to do with the ease of
reactivating skills learned a long time ago. Other reasons may touch on the
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nature of dilling in mathematics, nich, if done right, should come more
naturally to soldiers than drilling communications skills. It is relatively
easy to accept the need to drill computation skills because the common per-
ception is that everyone needs to improve these skills. In contrast, even
the lowest achievers on the TABE language test ccumunicate skillfully and
with complete mastery among their peers, and therefore tend not to accept
the need fro drilling communications skills quite as easily. Another reason
may have to do with the notion of accuracy and reliability. It is commonly
accepted that the results of a mathematical operation are what they are,

and a mathematical proof usually suffices to quiet the skeptics. It is a
different matter to convince a reluctant student that generally accepted
usage of a certain word or phrase is what it is. Teachers sometimes have to
resort to authority without benefit of mathematical proof. Teaching commu-
nication classes may approximate the arbitrariness of a foreign language
class where rational explanations frequently are simply not available.

The greatest disparity between what the TABE tests and what the con-

tractor taught exists in the area of writing. In a nutshell, the problem
exists because you can only test writing skills by evaluating writing sam-
ples. The TABE, on th_ other hand, simply tests communication skills that

are easily scorable, primarily capitalization, punctuation, and-spelling.

Of the 132 comnranications items on the D level TABE, 104 test these three
skills. To be sure, lack of mastery of any of these skills is a powerful

stigma in our society, and yet these are essentially editing skills which,
I would respectfully submit, all of the participants in this conference are

sti1 refining. The more important skills of organization, or sequencing, of
separating relevant from irrelevant items, of development, in short of the
major ingredients of clear aud forceful writing, are not tested by the TABE.

Yet in no other curriculum would it have been as easy to achieve spec-

tacular gains as in the communications azea, and in no other area would the

soldiers have been as ill served by such a strategy. The spelling lists and
the punctuation problems tested on the TABE were available without too much
difficulty for many teachers, since the TABE is a commercial item, and

irstances of astonishing gains would prompt our communications coordinator
to suspect that teachers were drilling their atudents too specifically. for
the pest-test. Hewever easy and tempting this solution may seem, I would
assume, and we lid assume, that this is not what the Army wanted for its
BSEP writing program.

It seems like a truism, but ine that has to be recalled occasionally,
that one learns to do what one does. What seems obvious in other curriculum
areas-one learns comprehe .sion skills by reading, computation skills by
computing-is frequently approached too indirectly in the BSEP writing pro-
gram. It should be clear that, as in all other skill learning, one learns

to write by writing and not by practicin; editing skills, as the test items

on the TABE seem to imply. There is no shortcut to teaching writing by

making students write and re-write, daily, if possible, no matter how diffi-

cult this may seem. Evaluating actual writing samples produced by students
may seem unreliable and subject to arbitrary judgments. But this is precisely

where the teacher training efforts of a good contractor would come into play.
This training would insist that reliable ;mnd fair e--aluation of students'

writing is possible, and is, in fact, the goal of the writing program.
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The reason for this stubborn insistence is, in the final analysis, found
in the belief that there is a connection between writing and thinking, and
that the better writers will be the clearer thinkers, and that clearer think-
ing can be taught. In combat there will hardly be time for clear writing, but
clear thinking may be a matter of survival.

There are other areas where the TABE falls short of being an adequate
screening device. As already mentioned, the use of grade equivalents to I
express 'ABE scores makes no sense for this particular population. The test
results ought to be stated in value-neutral terms, ant, at best, ought to be
criterion-referenced. In the best of all possible worlds, the test would be
keyed to military occupation-a" skills. Such a test would then also provide
initial guidance for teachers even before more specific diagnostic tests
can be adinistered.

Identification of skills needed by soldiers in their MOS would not only
provide tne basis for better testing, but would also provide the basis for
truly job-related curricula development. Using all the professional help
available, its own resources, and its most irtimate knowledge of its own
requirements, the Army should, in my opinion, develop its own screening de-
vice to test soldiers in skills that matter to them, and it should and could,
at the same time, define these skills with sufficient clarity so that a truly
job-related curriculum could be developed. Failing this, the alternative seems
to me to be a BSEP program that removes the requirement of an MOS-related
curricalum. In the long run, if some sort of basic skills program should be
needed to support combat readiness, an adequate screening device, and an
adequate curriculum can only be developed on the basis of thorough coopera-
tion between the Army and a first-rate educational contractor.

(Acknowledgment: This paper would not have been written without the help of
friends and colleagues in the Temple University Basic Skills/ESL Program.
Special thanks go to Kenneth Schaefer (Communications Coordinator), Jane Paal-
borg (Mathematics Coordinator), Howard Blake (Reading Coordinator & Curricu-
lum Director), and Frederic Harwood (Curriculum Coordinator).)

(The opinions expressed are the authcr's own and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of Temple University.)
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Mary F. Koss, USAREUR ACES

COUNSEL-NG SOLDTERS ON TABE RESULTS AND CAREER EDUCATION PLANS

INTRODUCTIoN

* The Army's Basic Skills Education Program (BSEP) is designed to Jtreduce
educational dae 'incies that hinder soldiers' military duty performanceC
(ARA21-5, Chaer 2)- The key factors in accomplishing this mission are
counseling and instruction. This paper will address the counseling function

*..ad the use of the Test for Adult Basic Education (TABE) at various stages in
tLat counseling process.

Each Army Education Center is staffed by professional guidance counselors.
These counselors accomplish the identification, placement and evaluation of the
BSEP process.

There are various methods for identification of soldiers needing BSEP, One
ofthe most common is to review education records for the score achieved on the

General Technical (GT) area of the Armed bervices Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The general rule is that a soldier with a GT scorB of 90 or below is
a potential BSEP .-mdJate.

The second identification factor is a result of the Ski.ll Qualification
Test (SQT) taken by soldiers to validate their military occupational specialty
(MOS). Tho' soldiers who do not achieve qualifying scores, particularly in
those areas related to reading, writing or mathematics, are referred to the Ed-
ucation Center for counseling and evaluation.

Soldiers who are not functioning adequately on the job may be referred to
the Education Center for testing and evaluation by their commanders. These
individuals may be enrolled in BSEP classes eveu though they have GT scores of
90 or above. Commanders may also refer soldiers who must retake the ASV&.B in
order to reenlist.

Finally, at some installations soldiers are administered the TABE during
the in-processing procedure when they arrive at a new installation for perman-
ent assignment.

In each of the first three cases, the soldier is scheduled for the TABE.
EiLher le el M _z D is used depending on the installation or major command
practices/policies. Level M (3-9th grade level) requires a little more time
to administer but is more discriminating for those individuals with lower basic
skills. Le-el D (5th to 12t,. grade level) provides an evaluation measure for
soldiers at the upper achievement range and for whom the counselor needs a pre-
dictor of success for retesting on the ASVAB or other higher level test/academ-
ic experience.

The u.e of standardized ability tests has come undzr fire in recent years
and some critic isms are undoubtedly ceserved. However, the test instruments
we have available are only part of a viariet : diagnostic tools to provide
data on which to base judiements needed to a. .,lish a mission. The history
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of ability testing goes back to the last half of the nineteenth century with
the developing of social sciences and probability statistics. World War I gave
a major impetus to the field when the need to determine potential success in
training for large numbers of young men conscripted into the Army led to the
develepment of the Army Alpha test. David A. Goslin in The Search for Ability
(published in 1963 by the Russell Sage Foundation), credited the development
and application of the Army Alpha test with setting the stage for "group test-
ing in education...where large numbers of individuals have to be classified
quickly and efficiently." (Page 28)

The need for a diagnostic and predictive instrument for a program such as
BSEP is obvious. Aga.Ln, it is only part of the process, one tool among several.
The counseling process for BSEP enrollment and subsequent evaluation depends on
the professional skill and understanding of the guidance counselor to success-
fully initiate and monitor BSEP enrollment and progress for the individual sol-
dier.

THE COUNSELING PROCESS

The counseling process begins the same way regardless of the method of in-
itiation. A review of the educational record of the individual and an inter-
view is the the first step. Next the soldier is scheduled for the TABE. The
TABE Locator, a short pretest in reading and mathematics skills may be admini-
stered first or Level M or D may be scheduled immediately depending on the
counselor'.s evaluation.

Results of the TABE, the soldiers MOS, his or her educational record, the
needs of the unit and the availability of instructors are among the factors
determining placement in a class. The maximam progress in the time alloted is

the aim of the program.

Actual implementation of BSEP may vary; however, optimum tiMe devoted to
one subject is four hours per day. Usually classes are taught in three weeks,
five days per week for a total of sixty hours. In US Army Europe (USAREUR)

, this pattern prevails. Classes are taught by credentlaled instructors admini-
stered by Temple University under contract to USAREUR.

During the course of each class, counselors review the Individual Training
Plan (ITP) prepared by the instructors for each student. This review takes
place when fifteen hours of instruction have been completed. Progress and the
ITP are again reviewed when the class is nearing completion. These reviews
and the cooperation between counselor and instructor not only assure that pro-
gram objectives are being met, but provide incentives to the soldiers. The
counseling interview near class completion also allows the counselor to dis-
cuss and tentatively estimate the number of additional classes (if any) that
t, soldier may need to complete the program. The student is considered to
have completed the program when they achieve scores above the ninth grade
level in all areas of the TABE.

Depending on the student's progress during the class, and the recommenda,-
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tion of the instructor the student may be scheduled for a post class test with

another form of the same level TABE in the subject area covered by the instruc-
tion received.

Army Education Center guidance counsel.-s are generally very much aware of
the need to provide a supportive environment to the individual soldier when
dealing with the sensitive area of academic deficiencies. The use of the term
"grade level" must be qualified when working with adults, particularly those
who have completed high school, or -- in some cases -- college work. The term
"functional grade level" can be utilized to remove some of the negative connota-
tions of a low grade level interpretation from the TABE. In other words, the
counselor stresses IABE results as a measuring or comparison score for current
skills rather than a school grade level. The close participation of the counse-
lors before, during and following BSEP classes, the "caring" attitude they dis-
play and their interest in the soldiers' progress enhances the learning process
and hastens achievement of the program's goals.

Results of an average six month B3EP program at a small Education Center
in Germany are shown below. A total of 221 soldiers participated in five ses-
sions with twenty classes. There were four BSEP I Communications classes,
three BSEP II Reading classes, seven BSEP II English classes and six BSEP II
Math classes.

-. LOWEST HIGHEST GREATEST
CLASS NUMBER OF AVERAGE INCREASE POST TEST POST TEST GRADE LEVEL
SUBJECT STUDENTS IN GRADE LEVEL SCORE SCORE INCREASE

Area A Area B Area A Area B A B A B
Mech- Spelling ME SP ME SP ME SP

BSEP I anics
COMMUN. 33 2.25 1.0 4.4 3.0 10.1 12.2 7.1 5.7

ME SP ME SP ME SP ME SP
BSEP II
ENGLISH 95 1.41 .77 5.1 5.1 12.2 12.0 7.0 5.4

Vocab. Compre- VOC CO VOC COM VOC COM
hension

BSEP II
READING 22 1.30 3.17 7.0 6.9 10.0 11.0 2.7 4.0

Compu- Problems COMP ?ROB COMP PROB OMB PROB
tation

ESEP II 66 3.3 1.73 7.2 6.4 12.3 12.5 7.1 5.7
TH _

While not all soldiers experienced an increase in grade level as demon- 
strated through TABE results, and while factors such as physical condition and
attitude may have been influential in the scores achieved, the above chart
does indicate that some form of behavior modification has taken place through
the soldier's participation in the BSEP program. The average increase in grade
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. level that took place over the six month period described in the chart is typical
of the program in Europe. The lowest post test scoves and highest post test
scores shown above are averages of the lowest and highest scores achieved in
each series of classes for the subject. The areas of English and Math appear
generally to be the areas of greatest remedial need. Discussions with command-
ers and military supervisors do indicate that there is an improvement in the
job performance of soldiers who have taken BSEP classes.

CONCLUSION

The BSEP program was developed to solve a problem, the problem of soldiers
with inadequate basic skills to function efficiently in an increasingly sophis-
ticated technological Army. With concentrated instruction in the subject and
supportive guidance counselors the problem is being solved. However, without
adequate measuring instruments the solution would be much more difficult. The
TABE is providing that measuring instrument.

The future role of the TABE and counseling with the TABE appears to lie
in the direction of diagnostic testing to predict success in retaking the ASVAB.
Each Education Center is, hopefully, in the process of eliminating the need
for the BSEP program. Aneed for further evaluation of TABE results and study
to develop coorelations with the ASVAB exists. Whether or not the TABE contin-
ues to be utilized as it is now will probably depend on the development of such
studies.
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PERFORMANCE MOTIVATION

Chair: Glenda Y. Nogami

Task performance is mediated by three broad categories of
variables: Characteristics of the individual, characteristics
of the task, and intrinsic/extrinsic motivation. The papers
presented in this symposium reflect research in these three
areas which are being supported throughout the Armed Forces.
Robert Philips presented an overview of the National Youth
Attitude Tracking research he helped conduct at Ohio State.
This was a longitudinal study of the individual characteristics
of high school students - the traditional military recruiting
pool. Two papers dealt with the interaction of characteris-
tics of individuals and tasks on stress and performance.
Siegfried Streufert investigated the effects of information and
stimulus load (in a decision making simulation and a video-game
task, respectively) on strategic/integrative decision making
and planning performance. George Troxler and William Hendrix's
paper dealt with stress as a mediating variable for co-worker
relations, job enhancement levels, and job satisfaction, with
its consequences on job performance. The paper by John O'Hara
inve;.tigated the differential effectiveness of extrinsic
mo .:itors (incentives) for high and low performing recruiters.
He .ggests some alternative/additional incentives for increas-
ing job performance.

I7
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Stress: Its Behavioral and Physiological Consequences

William H. Hendrix, Clemson University
R. George Troxler, School of Aerospace Medicine

Nester K. Ovalle, 2d, Air Force Institute of Technology

0Performance of an individual within a job settirg can be conceived as
an interaction between organizational, non-organizational, and individualccharacteristics which affect one's productivity. One of the potential
effects of these factors is that of distress by the individual which
affects his or her performance. Generally, if an individual's stress is
continually increased, a point will be reached where performance decreases
as stress level increases. Along with this decreased performance for the
individual is the likelihood that group performance will also decrease due
to the individual's reaction. The individual may not have time to inter-
act properly with group members. This behavior may take the form of de-
veloping a short temper or hoarding information needed for task accomplish-
ment. In addition, the individual may develop physical problems which
decrease his or her effectiveness on the job, or if severe enough may
require hospitalization. The problems of ulcers, high blood pressure,
allergies, and coronary heart disease are believed to be in part
precipitated by stress.

Various physiological changes occur when one is exposed to a stress-
ful environment. Two blood compocents affected by stress are cholesterol
and cortisol (an adrenal hormone). Friedman and Carroll (1957) examined
tax accountants to determine the effects that heavy work load, high level
of responsibility, time pressure, conflict, and job-role ambiguity had on
cholesterol level. Their results indicated that there was a marked in-
crease in the blood cholesterol level as the tax-filing deadline approach-
ed. After the deadline passed, the cholesterol decreased returning to
normal within two months. HDL cholesterol, on the other hand, has been
indicated as a coronary heart disease reducing factor (Kritchevsky,
Paoletti, and Holms, 1978). That is, as HDL cholesterol increases, there
is a decreasing probability of developing coronary heart disease.

Cortisol is an adrenal hormone which is secreted into the blood
stream. A series of studies (Brown, Schalch, and Reichlin, 1971; Kopin,
1976; Rubin, Rache, Clark, and Arthur, 1970) have indicated that as stress
increases there is a resulting increae in the blood cortisol level. In
addition, there is some evidence that increased cortisol levels result in
increased total cholesterol levels. This relationship suggests that
stress may be a factor in the development of coronary heart disease.

Notwithstanding the la .dible research efforts on stress in both the
behavioral and medical sc ence areas, there is a need for integrative
efforts, investigating the relationships between organizational!psycho-
logical variables, including productivity, physiological dimensions, and
stress. In other words, stress research must be performed to incorporate
the concerns and knowledge of the physiological and psychological sciences.
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This study is a part of a large scale stress research program to es-
tablish relationships between individual characteristics, work group and
organizational factors, and extia-organizational factors to organizational
and individual outcomes. Specifically, the major organizational outcome
identified in this study was work group productivity. The individual out-
comes were: (a) potential for coronary artery disease, (b) physiological
stress, and (c) perceived stress.

Method

A sample of 436 individuals completed the Stress Assessment Package
(version 2), and had their blood drawn. Individuals were DoD civilian and
military employees located at installations across the United States. Of
these, 269 were males and 167 were females. Participation was on a
voluntary basis and anonymity was insured by each subject selecting a
number which served as their personal identifier known only to them.

Survey Instrument

The Stress Assessment Package (version 2) used for data collection
consisted of 160 items of which 130 were primarily 7-point Likert
attitudinal scales and 29 were background iinformation itens. The Likert
attitudinal items were designed to measure organizational variables (e.g.,
organizational climate, job enrichment, autonomy, role conflict, and goal
setting) and personality variables (e.g., Type A Behavior and Locus of
Control). The background information items were used to collect data such
as sex category, race, and for personal history items such as smoking,
dietary fat consumption and jogging experience.

Procedure

The Stress Assessment Package was administered to volunteers en masse
at each administration site. After completing the survey, individualu
computed their indices on a series of factors such as assertiveness and
Locus of Control. An explanation of these factors and how each was re-
lated to stress was provided. Individuals desiring to learn of their
ch3lesterol and cortisol levels had their blood drawn. Almost all in-
dividuals completing the survey also had their blood drawn (over 90%).
The attitudinal items were factors analyzed with 25 orthogonal factors
extracted (Table 1). In turn, the dependent variables/factors of (a)
perceived stress, (b) physiological stress (cortisol), (c) potential for
coronary artery disease (measured by r'e ratio of total cholestrol divided
HDL clolesterol), and (d) perceived wor.k group productivity were regressed
using as independent factors those extracted during factor analysis of the
Stress Assessment Package.
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TABLE 1.
Orthogonal Factors

Factor No Label

1 Internal/External Locus of Control

2 Type A/B Behavior

3 Perceived Productivity

4 Job Autonomy
5 Planning Time
6 Intergroup Conf±ict
7 Task Significance
8 Goal Clarity

9 Need for Enrichment
10 Group Goal Setting

12 Problem Solving Participation

12 Job Enhancement
13 Supervision

14 Supervisory Control
15 Micro Supervision

16 General Organizatinal Climate
17 Organizational Control
18 Co-worker Relations

19 Assertiveness
20 Community/Social Activity

21 Family Relations

22 Exercise

23 Job Satisfaction
24 Tolerace for Change

25 Perceived External Stress

Results and Discussion

What organizational, extraorganizational, and individual factors are
predictive of perceived organizational stress? Table 2 gives the regres-
sion results with organizational stress as the dependent variable and all
the factors listed in Table 1 as independent variables.

TABLE 2.
Regression Analysis Results

Dependent Variable: Perceived Organizational Stress
Independent Variables: All Factors

2 Chang Signifi-

Factor Label R in R Beta cance

17 Organizational Control .10800 .119 .017

4 Job Autonomy .16333 .055 -.227 .001

2 Type A/B Behavior .22233 .059 .152 .002
6 Intergroup Conflict .24968 .027 .153 .002
I Locus of Control .26621 .017 .099 .047

24 Tolerace for Ch3nge .27798 .012 .138 .005
8 Goal Clarity .28912 .011 -.141 .007

:2 Job Enhancement .29967 .010 .237 .001

C Job Satisfaction .31621 .017 -.185 .004
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Generally, individuals had higher perceived stress if they were in
organizations that had a high degree of control with low autonomy for indi-
viduals, high job enhancement levels, poor goal clarity, bigh intergroup
conflict, and low satisfaction. Those individuals who experienced high
degrees of stress were those who tended to be type A, external locus of
control individuals who scored high on tolernace to change. This last
factor is in line with the literature which indicates rigid individuals
are stressed less than more flexible individuals.

What organizational, extraorganizational and individuel factors are
predictive of physical stress, i.e., cortisol? Table 3 su.-_rizes the re-
gression results with cortisol as the dependent variable and all 25 factors
as the independent variables.

TABLE 3.
Regression Analysis Results
Dependent Variable: Cortisol
Independent Variables: Factors

Change Signifi-
Factor No. Label in Beta cance

24 Tolerance For Change .02487 -.151 .004

21 Family Relations .04289 .018 .140 .008

18 Coworker Relations .05457 .012 -.109 .038

As one would expect, the data indicate that individuals have higher
cortisol levels if coworker relations are poor. However, the data
indicate those with positive family relationships and high tolerance for
change also have high corrisol levels. Ther- is no apparent reason for
these unanticipated results except that cortisol is very unstable (i.e.,
is influence significantly by many factors) and the results maybe only
chance variation.

What organizational, extraorganizational and individual facets are
predictive of CHD potential (i.e., the ratio between total serum choles-
terol to HDL cholesterol)? Table 4 summarizes the results of the
regression analysis with the ratio of total cholesterol to HDL cholesterol
as the dependent variable and the factors identified by factor analysis as
the independent variables.

TABLE 4.
Regression Analysis Results

Dependent Variable: Ratio of Total Cholesterol to HDL Cholesterol
Independent Variables: Factors

Change Signifi-
Factor Label R2  in R2  Beta cance

25 Dietary Fat .01885 .135 .011

4 Job Autonomy .C3240 .014 .152 .007
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The data indicate that an individuals ratio increases with increase in
dietary fat and with increased job antonomy. Here we have some indication
that the responsibility associated with job antonomy may have a
physiological effect, specifically an ircreased ratio.

What organizational, extraorganizational, and individual factors are
predictive of perceived productivity? Table 5 summarizes the results of the
regression analysis having perceived productivity as the dependent variable
and all the other factors as independent variables,

TABLE 5.
Regression Analysis Results

Dependent Variable: Perceived Productivity
Independent Variables: All Other Factors

Change Signifi-
Factor Label R2  R2  Beta cance

14 Supervisory Control .04106 .166 .002

7 Job Significance .06284 .022 .133 .0il

18 Coworker Relations .07424 .011 .103 .049

4

The data general indicate that productivity increase is related to a
job that is high in significance, that has good coworker relations, and has
a supervisor who controls the work process.

Summary

Overall, these data indicate that stress, potential for developing

coronary artery disease, and perceived productivity are dependent on

individual, organizational, and extraorganizational factors. In order to
provide optimal effectiveness for the organization while providing for a
workers satisfaction and encouraging performance motivation one should
ensure that a significant job with adequate supervisory control and good co-
worker relations is provided. Generally, the data related to stress and
potential for coronary artery disease are consistent with organizational
health. That is, a healthy organization does not produce a distress, high
coronary artery disease potential individual.
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Introduction

InCreasing recruiter productivity thrcugh the use of incentives is a
continuing concern of the U.S. Arny Recruiting Command. The problem of
increasing productivity becomes more crucial as the need for highly
qualified recrits increases. Recruitere are now expected to recruit for
quality as well as quantity. The specific turpose of this research effort

0 was to assess the research needs and operational problems of the current
U.S. Army recruiting incentive awards system.

The current .,cruiter incentive system can be divided into three
co-ponents: performance measurement, consequences of perform.ance, and
management of' the system. Recruiter performance is measured by bow well a
recruiter meets his or her "mission box" requirement. The mission box
requirement is based on amiW needs for seve-al categories of recruits with
emphasis on quality. To satisfy mission box raquirements, a recruiter nust
each month contract specified numbers of individuals in categories based on
ecucation, prior .ervice status, gender, and performance on the Armed 4

Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. A variety of recognition awards are
given to recruitrs for succ 'ssfully meeting mission box requirements and a
variety of corrective act -ons may follcw when recruiters fail to meet these
requirements. The management of the current system is accomplished
primarily at recruiting command headquarters.

Method

.his research was part of a larger data collection effort conducted
between August and October, 1981. Recruiters and station coi-manders were
interviewed and surveyed to determine their knowledge of and attitudes

about the current incentive awards program. Recruiter attitudes toward the
current award system were exmiined as a function of gender, performance,
satisfaction with recruiting, and recognition received from conmanders.
Recruiter and station comimander suggestions concerning changes in
perfornance measurement, consequences of performance (the awards), and
system ranagement were examined as well.

"he views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the US Ar,"W Research Institute or the
Department of the Ar'm.
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Survey and Structured Interviews

The survey consisted of a paper and pencil questionaire that solicited
inforation about demographics, productivity, job satisfaction, personality
characteristics, and job preferences. The structured interview covered
several topics, one of these was recruiter incentives and motivation. The
interview questions were essentiaily the same for recruiters and station
couminders. These were open ended questions, with no restriction on the
number of responses an individual could give. The interview responses were
content analyzed to identify major categories of responses, and the
frequency of responses in those categories reported.

Survey and Structured Interview Sample

Recruiters and station coimanders were sampled equally from each of
the 5 regional recruiting commands. The total sample included 53 station
comanders and 103 recruiters.

The 50 stations were divided among 5 ARI interviewers for survey
administration. Survey forms and interviews were completed in the
recruiting stations daring regular woridng hours. Interviews were
conducted in a private location within the station. Participants were
promised confidentiality.

Results

Are the Current Awards Effective?

Recruiter attitudes toward the current awards program were examined by
asking: "Do the awards avrailable to recruiters motivate you?" The percent
of the sample of recruiters responding "yes" and "no" to the question is
shown in Table 1 as a function of recruiter gender, productivity in term
of percent of objective acheived, job satisfaction, and certificates of
appreciation received from high-level commanders.

Only 27 percent of the sample of females said that they were motivated
by the awards compared to 52 percent of the sample of male recruiters, X'
(1)=5.67, p=.O17. Clearly, female recruiters feel especially unmotivated
by the awards available to recruiters. Since females were represented at a
higher percent in the sarple than in the actual recruiting force, the total
sample was weighted for the proportion of male and female recruiters n the
force. Weighted responses for all recruiters were 46.5 percent "yes," 46
percent "no," and 7.5 percent "no response."

Productivity in terms of percent of objective achieved in the last 6
months was supplied by recruiter self-reports on the questionaire portion
of the survey. The reported effectiveness of the awards was related to the
productivity of recruiters, X 2(2)= 13.39, D=.OO1. Recruiters who were
below average in productivity said they were extremely unmotivated by the
awards while those at exactly 100 percent said they were somewhat
unmotivated.
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High or low job interest was determined from responses to three
questions on the questionaire part of the survey. These questions dealt
dith job importance and job activities. Recruiters who showed high Job
interest said they were especially -motivated by the awards available to
them, X2 )=13.82, =.0002. Also, recruiters who received certificates of
appreciation or commendation from -high-level commnders at an above average
rate said they were especially motivated by the awards, X2(1)-8.93,
pj=.0028.

he opinions of station commanders about the effectiveness of the
awards system were also assessed. They were asked, "Do the awards
available to recruiters motivate them?" Responses were 45 percent "yes,"
38 percent "no," and 17 percent "no response."

Table 1

Percent of Recruiter Responses to:
"Do the Awards Available to Recruiters lbtivate You?"

By Dbderating Variables

Percent (Frequency) Moderating
Variable

Yes No

Gender
Nle 52 (32) 48 (30)
Fenale 27 ( 9) 73 (25)

Percent of Objective Achieved
Above 100 62 (25) 38 (15)I00 0(i)66 (15)

Below 100 19 (6) 81 (25)

Level of Job Interest
High 59 (32) 41 (22)
Low 21 (9) 79 (33)

Fumber of Certificates Received per Year from a DRC or Higher Conriand
High 58 (26) 42 (19)
Low 27 (12) 73 (33)

Note: Total N=103, but there were a few omissions in each section
of the table.

In surmary, the current award system is most likely to be perceived as
a source of motivation for recruiters who are male, above average in
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produCtivity and .job interest and receive many certificates of
appreciation or cormandation. It is least li'ely to be perceived as a
source of motivation for recruiters who are female, average to below
average in production, below average in -ob interest, and receive few
certificates of appreciation or commendation. The overall interest in the
award system was not high.

that Other Incentives .F t _ d to Motivate Recruiters?

Mar recruiters ai, -, . ;n commanders listed a variety of potential
incentives when they were asked: "What would motivate you to do even
hetter in recruiting?" or "What motivates recruiters?" 7hese potential
incentives are shown in Table 2, listed by percent of recruiters giving the
response. The irequencies in this table represent relative importance of
responses. There ap-ear to be several potential incent'ves beyond the
recognition awards cuerently used that are meaningful to recruiters and
ight be used to mot, iate them.

Table 2

Potential Incentives Identified by Recr-tters and Station Commanders

Percentage of Percentage of

Incentive Recruiters Station Conanders

Awards -- 38
Better oay and benefits 24 15
time off 23 15
Better opportunity for promotion 13 19
Choice or assignment 7 ---
Personal ap oval and recognition 6 19

a ali64 60

a
Percents do not su, zo the total because individuals could make
more than one iesponse. The total is less than 100 because other
types of oesponses were also given.

How Can System Menagement and Performance Measurement be Improved?

Recruiters and station r )mmanders were also asked "How can the
award system be improvel?" Many of the responses dealt with
performance measuruzeint and system management.
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Recruiters preferred that performance measurement be based on
total numbers put in the arnW rather than the mission box categories.
There was concern with aspects of system fairness such as geographical

suggestions were that the reception of awards should be more prompt,
that the system should be explained better, and that the system should
not change so often.

Conclusions

While more evidence is needed before causal interpretations of these
relationships are pssible, some ideas are worth consideration. Low
productivity recruiters might be more motivated by the awards if the., had a
better chance to get them. Recruiters and station conmnders comented
that the awards are too hard to get. Hamner and Hamner (1976) state that
for rewards to work, people should have a chance to succeed. Of course the
above must be balanced by the necessity to differentiate rewards based on
performance (Hamner, 1974). Nadler and Lawler (1977) state that
individuals have expectations that they can accomplish a level of of
performance and expectations of outcomes for that level of performance.
Individuals would therefore bave expectations concerning their chances of
getting awards, and those with low expectations might lose thuir motivation
for the awards.

That female recruiters were not as motivated by the awards as males
might be further evidence for sex differences in job orientation as
reported by Manhardt '1972) and Schuler (1975). These and other
researcher, have reported that females show greater interest in social
aspec4- of a job while males show greater interest in career objectives of
the j These differences have been questioned by many investigators
reporting no sex differences in job orientation such as Voydanoff (1980),
but the issue is not yet settled. Awards might be an aspect of career
objectives for recruiters, and therefore of greatest interest to males.

Receiving certificates of appreciation or commendation from
high-level commanders correlated positively with being motivated by
the awards. That certificates of appreciation or coimendation used
judiciously would motivate is consistent with recruiter and station
conmander comnents that praise and personal recognition are a debired
reward.

Tr he direction of causation between job interest and motivation for the
awards must be determined. It is not clear whether poor job interest is
the cause or result of poor job performance. It is also not clear whether
poor job interest is the cause or result of low interest in the current
awards program.

The reward preferences expressed by Army recruiters (Table 2) are more
similar to those of civilian sales forces than to those of other military
personnel, manufacturing personnel, or public sector personnel (Spector,1982). This suggests we can be more confident in using information from

civilian sales incentive programs to develop hypotheses about recruiter
incentives.•
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These survey results provide information concerning which
recruiters are most in need of further incentives, and what changes in
the incentives or the system of management are preferred by recruiters.
The results will be used in the development of an ..mproved incentive
system for Armn recruiters.
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LOAD EFFECTS ON THE USE OF STRATEGY
7 IN MOTIVATED PE1SMNEL

Siegfried Streufert

Pennsylvania State University, College of Medicine, Hershey PA 17033

While much research employs the concept of "motivation" as a dependent or

independent variable, motivation may be viewed in terms of a mediating
variable as well. This is the apprcech taken in the present paper. Theo primary concern of this !anuzciipt is with the effects of information load on
perfcra: ce. in two quite different tasks. Load is, without uestion, a
potential stressor, (StA.fert ar1L oder, -45.-- Streiert ad r

4 -82). ith is now well known that overload may diminish performance. However,
underload, i.e., information deprivation, may also impair performa (Qf-.
Streufert and Streufert, 1978 and the extp amsearh of Suedfeld
a assQ(ates, e.g,. 1uedfel~dr_ 8).- Load and its potential stressor
components would l aleffect porra a sser dr ( ,n'sne
car,&-not .atQ1-l) if personnel performing a task were roo tivated. Lack of
motivation would likely have two quite separate (aitfbwh in'~eltive)
effects: IS) information input would not be taken as seriously, thereby
diminis' -g the effective load level, and 12.')performance levels which would
be relati. ely low would provide for lesser differences between diverse load
effects (a ceiling effect) .,The motivated person, on the other hand, would
likely be eager to consider all relevant information which he or she receives,
and would - if able - achieve his or her optimal level of performance where
load levels are conducive so that considerable performance decrements can be
measured when load levels represent aversive conditions.

To study the effects of load on performance, we should then consider not
only load (as the independent variable) and performance (as the dependent
variable) but also stress effects (strain, a mediating Vai.l. dnd finally
motivation. In the present research, motivation levels are held relatively
constant at high levels (with one exception mentioned below) by providing
environments where .ncentives for doing well are presented, including cam-
petitive challenges and financial rewards. Motivation to pe'rform well can
then be assumed to be given (and is demonstrated to exist via manipulation
check t-chniques).

The concept of stress cannot be as easily controlled or held constant if
one wishes to study load effects. As stated above, load itself is a stressor.
Mor over, its effects are not linear. As described long ago in the Yerkes-
Dodson law, stress may be experienced at higher levels both at the low and the
high end of the load dime.si- i. optimal stressor effects may be experienced
at intermediate levels.

How does load stress relate to performance? This paper will discuss two
sets of research efforts: one is concerned with load effects in complex
decision making tasks. The other utilizes a much simpler performance setting:
a visual-motor task similar to a video game. For the present purposes the
interest is in one specific performance measure: strategic planning (measured
as the integration of a current action with a planned future action). Both
tasks, despite their considerable differences, allow sone strategic planning
to occur. We may ask to what degree stress experience (at low, moderate and
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high levels) induced by diverse information load levels are likely to alter
strategic planning across the diverse task conditions. This paper will
initially review the data obtained in a research program on a complex decision
making task and will then turn to the visual-motor task. Finally, a com-
parison of the results from these research prograns will be made.

Load and Complex Decision making
With increasing automation, the number of simple decisions which need to be

made by organizational, including military, personnel are likely to continue
to decline. However, computers are not (at least certainly not yet) able to
aid us in making complex decisions in uncertain conditions in response to
complex task demands. At best, automation can produce a greater flow of
(hopefully more relevant) information. Increased information, however, may
imply increased load experienced by the htman personnel that must make the
final decision. How can this load be dealt with most effectively?

Unfortunately the standard decision making .terature is not of much help
in answering such questions. Most efforts to describe and predict human
decision making processes have been based on providing alternative choices
between fixed outcomes with more or less certain implications (or similar sets
of relatively "simple" components in the cognitive decision making process and
its informational basis).

Complex decision making in the "real world" has rarely corresnonded to such
models. For example military decision naking at command levels necessarily
involves degrees of uncertainty which often are not even resolved a ter a
decision has been made. Wohl (1981) has argued this point rather well. Wohl
believes that relatively little agreement among researchers has been reached
with regard to the decision process. Decision theorists have been prescrip-
tive rather than descriptive (or analytic) in their efforts. Uncertainty has
been concerned with decision input, not with the decision making process
itself (e.g. Edwards, 1961). On the other hand, military commanders are
necessarily concerned with the "creation, evaluation and refinement of
hypotheses" with regard to their situation and with options for responses.
These processes are not necessarily "rational" in the sense used by standard
decision theory (c.f. Janis and Mann, 1977) nc-: can they be solely determined
from the knowledge of information input. Rather a cognitive analysis is
needed. Again, following Wohl, when data is of high quality and options can
be specified without error, a mapping process can be designed which traFsates
inputs directly into outputs. However, tactical military decision making is
generally characterized by data of limited quality and by open-ended or poorly
defined options. Rapid hypothesis formation and option processing is con-
sequently needed. Standard decision making approaches do not provide much
in formation about such processes.

Theory (e.g. Streufert and Streufert, 1978) and research (e.g. Streufert,
1970) by Streufert and associates has attempted to explore load effects on
complex information processing under conditions of uncertainty which reflect
organizational and military environments more appropriately. The missing
elements of uncertainty and lack of immediate feedback are provided. A
complex, yet experimental simulation technique (c.f. Fromkin and Streufert,
1976) was devel.ped to provide the necessary task environment for the measure-
ment of complex decision making. Data are obtained via statistical analysis
of a time/event matrix (c.f., for example, Streufert and Streufert, 1981)
which describes the inputs and outputs to and from decision maker(s) over a
specified iength of time. Data obtained wit- this procedure have shown high
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levels of reliability. Validity has been demonstrated in executive settings.
Applications to senior level military decision making processes a-e under way.

Clearly, the optimal choice for measuring the presence and the degree of
stressors (as components of load) is physiological arousal, measured, for
example, in terms of delta (elevations of) systolic blood pressure, diastolic
blood pressure and heart rate. For the earlier data on load effects in a
complex simulated decision making envirorment which will be reported here,
physiological data are not available. Scale responses (manipulation checks),
however, indicated that stress was highest at overload levels (e.g. when load
reached or exceeded one item of information every two minutes), high at
underload (information deprivation) levels, (e.g. when load levels were at or
below one item of information every six minutes) and moderate or low when load
levels approached one item of information every three minutes1 . In other
words, we may assume that stress in complex simulation tasks is less associ-
ated with intermediate load levels than with low or high information load
levels.

A number of performance measures were obtained in the simulation task. Fbr
the present purpose, the focus is on responses reflecting the utilization of
strategy (in the popular meaning of that term), i.e. planning for future
actions. Credit for planning activity (decision integration) was given when a
decision was made (entirely or in part) as the basis for a future decision of
a different kind, assuming that future decision was indeed carried out later
on. The number of decision integrations were counted separately for a number
of playing periods in the simulation. Each period (in random order from
participants to participants) presented information at a different load level
(e.g. 2, 5, 8, 10, 12, 15, 25 items of information per 30 minute playing
period). Optimum integrative decision making performance i.e. the highest
level of strategic planning activity, was obtained at load level 10, that is
when one item of information was presented every three minutes. Figure 1
represents a typical relationship between load and mean (across 20 groups of
subjects) integrative (strategic planning) p. rmance fran one series of
experiments (carried out in various countries and wiu various populations).
The data obtained show high levels of reliability across the various settings,
samples and experimenters.

For performance in complex simulation experiments, then, it appears that
load is associated with stress and that stress, probably in part as a mediator
variable, has a direct effect on strategic planning performance. It may be
mentioned as an aside, that individual differences in cognitive complexity
have considerable modifying e fects on the observed load effects on per-

p formance: while an inverted U shaped curve is obtained for both more and less
cognitively complex persons (as in Fig. 1), the elevation at optimal load
levels is considerably higher for the more cognitively complex individuals.
Further, other measures of performance (e.g. quantity of decision making
output and the number of responses which can be characterized as inappropriate
to the task at hand) tend to show a curvilinear rise with increasing load
levels. They are, in other words, less affected by underload stress.

1A current research program will obtain physiological strain measures for a
*similar data set.
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FIG. 1. Effects of load on integrations
50 w (strategic planning) in decision
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Load in a Visual-Motor Task
For a research project which is presently in progress, a visual-motor task

has been developed (e.g. Streufert, Streufert and Denson, 1982). The parti-
cipant in the task, working individually, is introduced to a video-game type
setting. He or she must guide a scoop through a matrix presented on a TV
screen, collecting stationary squares within the matrix while avoiding
circular objects which move randomly through that matrix. From one through
nine circular objects may be presented and scoop and objects may move at
various predetermined speeds. The participant in the task should, if poss-
ible, avoid moving his or her scoop through any corridor in the matrix more
than once: points are lost in traversing blank (empty) spaces where squares
were already collected previously. More serious, however, is a collision with
any one of the circular objects: a collision results in a vibration of the TV
screen, a loud noise, and an instant loss of 100 points.

To obtai.i as high a score as possible, the participant must not let squares

stand in locations where longer enpty spaces must be traversed ac a later time
to collect those squares. While the participant is urged to be as effective
as possible to obtain as high a score as possible (very high canparison scores
supposedly achieved by others are provided) he or she is not told what the
best strategy for achieving high scores would be. Load in this task is
represented by the number of circular objects with which the participant has
to deal. Strategic planning is scored in terms of the number of times a
nearby (but not in direct line) square is picked up (positive score) and the
number of times the participant fails to make a turn in the matrix which would
have provided less costly access to squares later in the task (negative
3core).

Stress in this task was measured as physiological strain experienced during
task performance. Systolic, diastolic blood pressure and heart rate was
obtained in intervals of two minutes during all task periods. Following a
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warm-up trial period (with low speed and only one circular object present),
participants worked to erase all squares in the matrix during four additional
playing periods. They experienced (in randomized sequence) either 2, 4, 6, or
8 circular objects. Speed during these periods was moderate. The data
indicate that load resulted in a linear decrease in systolic blood pressure
and heart rate. At the same time, a linear increase in diastolic blood
pressure was obtained. Diastolic blood pressure is associated with peripheral
constriction any may represent the measured equivalent of nor-epinephrin
showers into the bloodstream. In this task, then, increasing load is associ-
ated with increasing strain. Manipulation check scale responses collected
after each task period confirm that participants felt increasingly stressed as
load increased.

Performance (strategy) was inversely related to the strain measure. As
load was (randomly) increased, strategy scores decreased. For the higher load
levels (6 and 8 circular objects in the matrix), the obtained strategy scores
fell to levels below zero, in other words, strategic errors exceeded positive
strategy actions. The data are shown in Figure 2. As an aside, it may again
be mentioned that other performance scores (in addition to the strategy
measure) were obtained as well. Total score (the number of points credited
for collecting squares minus points for empty spaces traversed and minus 100
points for each collision) showed a similar effect as did strategy. Risk
taking, on the other hand, showed a linear increase with increasing load.
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FIG. 2. Effects of load -m strategic performance
(planning) from a visual-motor task.

Load Effects Across Tasks
Tne data obtained i.n both research settings indicate that load does affect

strategic performance. It should be remembered, however, that the parti-
cipants were highly motivated, and that equivalent effects may not be expected
in less or in unmotivated persons. For that matter, one study in which
motivation was diminished through an experimental manipulation (utilizing the
ccmplex simulation task) produced considerably diminished load effects.

Particularly interesting is the reliable association of load effects with
perceived stress and/or physiological strain and with strategic performance.
Both related to load levels as U shaped vs. inverted U shaped curves for the
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complex task. Both showed a linear (rising vs. declining) function for the
simpler visual-motor task. It then appears likely, that at least strategic I
(planning) performance due to load in motivated personnel may be mediated
directly by strain, i.e. stress experience. Providing training, or making
(where possible) changes in the task environment to decrease stress while
maintaining motivation may well aid in assuring higher task performance (at
least in strategic planning activities) across diverse task settings.
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ASSESSMENT OF PRACTICE EFFECTS: ASVAB & PACE

Chair: Hilda Wing

Historically, the effects of practice on standardized tests
have much anecdotal but little systematic evidence. If a
test or test part be subject to practice effects, reliability
and predictive validity may be impaired. A special concern
is the particular practice effect available to a few examinees
via coaching or breaches of security. This symposium presented
the results of four empirical studies of two nationally admin-
istered standardized multiple abilities test batteries: ASVAB
and PACE. The data answer some questions, clarify others, and
expose new concerns.
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* ABSTRACT

The Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) was administered
five separate times to fifty-seven men and %omen of military service age. The
objective was to determine to what extent means and cross-session correlations
are stable over sessions. Ten individual subtests, the derived ASVAB area
composites (N=1O) and the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) were examined

for stability. The means and dispersions of scores for this population were
below the national average. Means increased over sessions .5 standard
deviations or more on half the subtests and consequently on most of the
composite scores. Correlations for the composites were largely stable over
sessions. Correlations between composites were generally lower than within
composites. The implications of practice effects for paper and pencil as well
as automated selection tests are discussed.

Opinions or conclusions co-n-ained in this report are those of the authors and
do not neressarily reflect the views nr the endorsement of the Department of
the Army. This research was supported oy the United States Army Research
Institute under the supervision of Dr. Hilda Wing (MDA 903-82-M-3943).
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INTRODUCTION

Although psychologists have known since at least 1920 that mental test
scores frequently increase with practice (Dunlop & Snyder, 1920; Gundlach,
1926; Thorndike, 1922), few studies involving multiple testing have been
conducted. In recent years there has been an increased interest in
practice and coaching effects (Anastasi, 1981; Catron & Thompson, 1979;
Messick & Jungblut, 1981; Whimbey, Carmichael, Jones, Hunter & Vincent,
198C Wing, 1980), but few studies have been conducted which involve more
than two or three replications. What evidence there is, however, suggests
that repeated testing may produce appreciable effects on the mean.
Mackman, Bittner, Harbeson, Kennedy and Stone (1982) found that
inter-session correlations on the Wonderlic were stable over 18
replications but the means increased over 21 percentile points, suggesting
that exposura history would be an important variable, were one to employ
this test in the assignmnent of personnel. The Wonderlic possesses many of
the same item types as the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB). The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent means
and cross-session correlations of the ASVAB are stable over sessions.

METHOD

Subjects: The subjects for this study were 57 men and women enrolled as
trainees in the Job Corps Center, Shreveport, LA. Thirty-four subjects
were male (29 Black and 5 White) and 23 were female (19 Black and 4 White).
It was explained that subjects would be required to take the ASVAB on five
consecutive mornings and that the results would be used for research
purposes. Additionally, trainees were told that their scores from the
first day of testing could be used for determining their eligibility for
enlistment in the armed services, if they so desired. It was emphasized
that participation in this project would not obligate subjects to
consideration for mi itary service. Trainees were also told that they
would be paid for thlir participation contingent upon completion of all
five days of testirg. The first 60 volunteers were selected. On the
second day of testing two subjects dropped out of the study and a third
quit on the fourth day. All three who left quit due to unforeseen work,
school or family circumstances.

Apparatus and Procedure: Five forms of the ASVAB were administered from
8:00 AN to 12:00 noor in a group setting for five consecutive days. On
each day of testing all subjects took the same form of the ASVAB. The
order of administration was: For A, B1, B2, C1, C2. Forms of the ASVAB
having the same letter designation al'.o had identical items comprising the
subtests of General Science (GS), Coding Speed (CS), Auto & Shop
Information (AS), Mathematics Knowledve (MK), Mechanical Comprehension
(MC), and Electronics Information 'Fl). Paragraph Comprehension (PC),
Arithmetic Reasoning (AR), Numerical Operations (NO), and Word Knowledge
(WK), were different across forms. (These are described in greater detail
elsewhere in Ree, Mullins, Mathews & Massey, 1982 and Kass, Mitchell,
Grafton & Wing, 1982.) Administration followed standard procedures and was
conducted by members of the Shreveport Military Enlistment Processing
Station (MEPS). Neither coaching nor feedback was given to subjects during
the days of testing.
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Scoring: Subjects' responses were made on answer sheets which were scored
by computer at the MEPS on the afternoon of each day of the project.
Results for the ASVAB subtests were combined to form composite scores for
AFQT and for the ten aptitude areas.

RESULTS

Means: Significant linear trend, indicating an improvement with practice
-in-e absence of feedback, occurred with four test sections: CS, NO, MK,
and MC (Note 1). The means and associated p-values are presented in Table
A. The most dramatic increases were for CS and NO, where the fifth test
performance exceeded the first test performance by 48.3% and 27.0%,
respectively. No test showed a signficant drop with practice. However,
both W. and PC showed significant quadratic (U-shaped) changes with
administrations, which suggests possible motivational deficits on the
intermediate Days 2, 3, and 4. The significant quadratic component for CS
was apparently due to the rapid increase in mean score from Day 1 to Day 2,
followed by a slower increase thereafter. These mean scores on the first
administration are slightly more t'an one standard deviation below those
reported in two reference samples (Kass et al., 1982 and Ree et al, 1982),
but for those tests which showed improvement (viz., CS, NO, MK, MC)
somewhat less than a standard deviation in later sessions. The standard
deviations were constant over sessions and about 75% of the size of the
reference sampl es.

Significant linear trend occured for all the composites except General
Technical (GT) and Skilled Technical (ST) (Table B). In the case of
General Maintenance (GM), and Electronics Repair (EL), the increase while
significant was small (< .2 standard deviations). Composite score group
means were approximately half a standard score less in this sample than in a
large reference population (Kass et al, 1982). In the first session the
average composite score one standard deviation above the mean was 76.2.
After five sessions it was 80.6 (p<.001).

To better study to what extent practice might help this below-average
group, a fine grained analysis of the EL and CO composite was performed.
Only five subjects consistently scored higher than 85 on EL, and these same
five (and none other) scored higher than 85 on CO. Persons whose
scores were slightly below 85 (e.g., 77+) on their first or second
administration tended toward higher scores later in practice, but these
changes were neither dramatic nor consistent and rarely would they have
been sufficient to be able to influence an administrative decision.
Individual scores of Surveillance/Communications (SC) (which showed the
greatest relative improvement over sessions), revealed no important
differences from those seen with EL and CO. Similar relations were also
seen for the other composite scores: Field Artillery (FA), Cperator/Food
(OF), Mechanical Maintenance (MM), Clerical (CL) and (ST).

On the first administration 31 subjects obtained scores of less than
11 for the AFOT. Of these subjects, eleven later achieved higher than 11
at least once and five of them did so on two or more occasions.
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Correlations: The intercorrelations across five repeated administrations
of each subtest of the ASVAB are presented in Table C. For each subtest a
single factor accounts for the bulk of the covariance between sessions.
In this sample, eight of the ten subtests either appear to improve with
practice or to stay the same. The between session composite correlations
are all greater than r = .70 and appear constant or to increase slightly

*: with practice.

Factor Analysis: When five administrations of all ten composite scores
were cast into-a single 50-variable matrix, the eigenvalue of the first
principal factor was 35.1 while the second eigenroot was 4.2 and the third,
1.4; all the rest were approximately equal to or less than unity. For
these below-average performers, a single factor accounts for the bulk of the
common variance among the area composites.

DISCUSSION

In the present sample differential stabilization (Jones, 1981) with
practice is not a problem in ASVAB. All ten subtests are more/less
differentially stable on the first administration and remain so. The same
is true for the ten aptitude area composites. In neither the subtests nor
the area composites is there any appreciable differential change with
practice.

Mean changes present more of a problem. Four of the subtests show
significant increasing linear trend with practice, and four of the area
composites show increases from the first to the fifth administration of .5
standard deviations or more. These changes are sufficient to warrant some
concern, although they are not surprising in light of the Mackaman et al
(1982) finding of almost 21 percentil: points improvement with practice in a
population whose mean score began at the 50th percentile.

Several of the correlations for aptitude area composites tend to
increase with practice, a finding which has been reported many times before
in repeated measures testing (cf. Kennedy, Bittner, Carter, Krause,
Harbeson, McCafferty, Pepper & Wiker, 1981). Whether this is due to the
restricted range of the present sample or is a more generalizable finding
awaits further study. It would appear advisable to attempt to replicate
this outcome in a larger and more representative population. Study in a
more heterogeneous sample might also reveal that several test
administrations would provide a more accurate assessment of an individual's
aptitude. It would be useful to study whether certain persons might profit
better than others by extra test taking. It is possible that more accurate
classification of low-scoring applicants into suitable MOS could be made
with repeated measurements.

If test automation of ASVAB proceeds further, it may be helpful to
study practice effects. This helpfulness depends on exploiting the
possibilities of the new technology by developiag new tests, tests that
involve more elements of a perceptual, information processing, psychomotor
and decision-making sort. It is offered that microcomputer vids-c games
might provide a fertile target of opportunity (Jones, Kennedy & Bittner,
1981). It should be noted that when automated, these and other such tests
usually involve implicit knowiedge of results, which might be expected to
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show greater changes in the mean than were found in the present
study. Consequently it is likely that with practice they will show
appreciable differential change (Jones, 1981) as well. The ioost promising
possibility of introducing more heterogeneity into the ASVAB will also
probably revive stabilization with practice as a major concern.
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APPENDIX I

TABLE A. MEANS FOR ALL SUBJECTS FOR FIVE SUCCESSIVE TEST
ADMINISTRATIONS ORDERED BY STRENGTH OF LINEAR TREND

WITH LINEAR AND QUADRATIC PROBABILITIES

Section A B1 82 C1 C2 Linear Quad

Coding Speed 26.7 33.6 36.0 34.9 39.6 .0000 .0081
*Numerical Oper 24.1 26.4 26.4 29.4 30.6 .0000 .7602

Math Know 6.8 6.7 7.2 8.4 7.7 .0017 .7758
Mech Comp 8.1 7.7 7.6 8.7 8.5 .0200 .1 16
Auto & Shop Info 7.3 7.6 7.8 7.8 8.1 0757 .6083
Gen Science 8.6 8.1 7.9 8.4 8.1 .0824 .2023

* Word Know 13.0 12.7 12.4 10.7 13.1 .1698 .0041
Electronics Info 6.5 6.3 6.7 6.8 7.0 .2280 .4727
Arithmetic Reas 8.9 8.4 10.0 9.4 9.3 .2730 .3533
Paragraph Comp 6.6 4.9 5.6 4.8 6.7 .5982 .0001

TABLE B. TREND OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

FOR 10 AREA COMPOSITES OVER 5 ADMINISTRATIONS

Means

A B1 B2 C1 C2 Linear Quad.

1 GM 64.9 65.1 65.1 67.0 66.9 .0112 .6220
2 EL 66.2 67.0 67.3 69.9 68.0 .0152 .5240
3 CL 69.3 72.5 72.8 73.4 79.0 .0000 .0752
4 MM 65.2 66.2 67.0 70.2 70.8 .O00OU .6040
5 SC 66.5 68.9 70.3 70.0 74.5 .0000 .3168
6 CO 66.2 69.1 70.3 70.7 72.4 .0000 .2456
7 FA 68.6 72.2 73.4 75.6 76.1 .0000 .0890
8 OF 64.9 64.7 65.8 66.8 70.0 .0000 .0080
9 ST 66.0 63.0 63.5 64.7 66.5 .2034 .00i0
10 GT 67.6 65.6 67.7 63.2 68.0 .5655 .0202

Standard Deviations

1 GM 11.5 11.8 11.8 12.7 12.7
2 EL 12.4 12.7 11.8 12.9 13.5
3 CL 13.9 15.4 16.6 15.6 16.5
4 MM 11.4 11.4 11.3 12.2 11.7
5 SC 11.6 12.0 14.0 13.7 13.6

*6 CO 12.4 9.9 10.2 11.6 11.9
7 FA 12.3 11.0 11.8 11.7 12.4
8 OF 11.5 11.2 11.8 11.7 12.4
9 ST 10.6 11.7 13.4 11.0 12.6
10 GT 12.8 12.9 13.2 13.1 13.5
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TABLE C. INTER-ADMINISTRATION CORRELATIONS
OF THE TEN TEST SCORES

General Science Arithmetic Reasoning

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 .66 .68 .72 .72 1 .46 .56 .71 .63
2 .74 .73 .70 2 .54 .51 65
3 .76 .79 3 .58 .70
4 .82 4 .73

Word Knowledge Paragraph Comprehension

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 .70 .73 .67 .79 1 .62 .59 .58 .58
2 .80 .71 .80 2 .69 .47 .69
3 .78 .83 3 .60 .66
4 .77 4 .57

Numerical Operation Coding Speed

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 .85 .86 .85 .86 1 .80 .73 .73 .67
2 .90 .90 .87 2 .86 .82 .77
3 .90 .86 3 .85 .80
4 .93 4 .86

Auto & Shop Information Mathematical Kaowledge

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 .44 .45 .66 .67 1 .24 .46 .52 .50
2 .58 .41 .39 2 .39 .36 .26
3 .47 .54 3 .54 .42
4 .72 4 .46

Mechanical Comprehension Electronics Information

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

1 .20 .58 .38 .46 1 .64 .51 .54 .52
2 .48 .45 .40 2 .54 .61 .54
3 .57 .56 3 .43 .35
4 .76 4 .70
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TABLE D. VARIMAX-ROTATED FACTOR LOADINGS FOR THE TEN TEST
SECTIONS AS FUNCTIONS OF TEST ADMINISTRATION NUMBER

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3

Administration Administration Administration

Section 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1Gen Sci .78 .68 .80 .77 .78- - - - - - - - -

2 Arith Reas - - - - - - - - - .66 .69 .76 .66 .76
3 Word Know .73 .68 .70 .52 .70 - - - - - - - - - -

4 Para Comp .53 .60.55- - .54- .57- .57 - - - - -

5 Num Oper - - - - - .76 .80 .80 .84 .78- - - - -

6 Code Speed- - - - - .78 .86 .89 .85 85- - - - -

7 Auto&Shop .65 .69 .66 .69 .75 - - - - - - - - - -

8 Math Know - - - - - - - - - - .63 .63 .55 .70 .5b
9 Mech Comp - - - .65 .69 - - - - - - - - - -

10 Elec Inf .73 .73 .62 .72 .67 - - - - - - - - - -
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ALTERNATIVES TO THE ALL-VOLUNTEER FORCE?

Chair: Michael Berger

,I-.

The draft ended in 1973, and the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) was
established. Selective Service registration ended in 1975, but
was resumed in the summer of 1980, in response to dangers (such
as the invasion of Afghanistan) which suggested the need for a
more rapid manpower mobilization capability if the nation ever
faced a military threat. This panel addressed the pros and
cons of the AVF and its impact on military readiness.
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- I rr NECESSARY TO SEEK AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE AVF

B. Michael Berger

Deputy Manager, Analysis Division

National Headquarters, Selective Service System

This afternoon we will hold a panel discussion on the need for seeking an
" a:ternative to the All Volunteer Force. The idea for this panel developed this past

Spring, after I read an article by Harvard University doctoral candidate Eliot Cohen
which appeared in the April 1982 issue of Commentay magazine. Cohen's article, "Why

c, We Need a Draft," e,!amined the purported advantages of an All Volunteer Force, and0 compared them with his concept of the problems associated with continuing the all
volunteer policy. He concluded that there was a need to return to a limited or full-scale
induction process (Cohen).

.94r Let me summarize the events of the past several years as background for today's
discussion. As you know, the military draft ended in 1973, when President Nixon
permitted the Congressional authority to induct men into the armed forces to expire.
President Nixon based his decision to end the draft, in part, on recommendations of the
Gates Commission, a panel appointed by him to study the feasibility of an all volunteer
military. The All Vo~unteer Force was created in concert with the Commission's
recommendation that it be backed up by an ongoing registration process. The Selective
Service System continued registering men until 1975, when the process was ended by
President Ford. Selective Service then went into "deep standby" and remained in that
posture until late 1979 when President Carter ordered the resumption of registration and
revitalization of the Seleective Service in response to dangers (such as the invasion of
Afghanistan by Soviet forces) which suggested the need for a more rapid manpower
mobilization capability if the nation ever faced a military threat. In January 1982,
President Reagan reaffirmed the need for continuing peacetime registration as assuring
overall preparedness. He made it clear, however, that he would stick with the All
Vlunteer Force and could not forsee a need for the resumption of the draft. Since mid-
1980, more than 8.5 million men have been registered, and overall registration
compliance stands at better than 94 percent.

The nine year AVF experience has been coupled with dramatic changes in the
operation and management of the armed forces of the United States. Wages have been
substantially increased to attract and retain quality persornei; training has been
redesigned to insure the mastery of basic Pnd job related skills; the role of women in the
forces has been expanded to include thewr integration into the military academies and a
wide variety of job fields; there has been a strong effort to insure equal opportunity for
men and women almost everywhere in the forces, and enlistment standards have been
changed to emphasize high school graduation as a "minimum" prerequisite. As recently
as this past October, the Military Manpower Task Force, established by President Reagan
and chaired by Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger, reported that it is likely that the
armed forces can achieve their goal of growing by 188,000 men (and women) over the
next five years without resorting to a draft, provided that military pay keeps pace with
wa.is in the civilian sector. The task force noted the continuing rise in percentages of
recruits scoring above national averages on the Armed Forces Qualification Test.
Secretary Weinberger, in response to a comment that the depressed economy was a major
factor behind improved recruitment, noted that it was only "one factor." He contended
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that the rise in enlistments and reenlistments was due also to the fact that "it is again an
honor to wear the uniform"...that, "There has been quite a change in the way the military
is viewed." (Washington Post).

In spite of reports of success in the AVF, the program is not without its critics.
Some who challenge the AVF concept suggest that the military is attracting a less
educated class of soldiers and that military standards have been changed to make these
soldiers appear better qualified than they rza.y are. It is suggested that training has
been simplified to-compensate for the lack of qualification, and that too many soldiers
continue to fail when faced with tests of the most basic skfl It has been suggested that
the Pentagon may be deluding itself into believing that the high school diploma, long the
"standard" of educational achievement for the enlisted forces, reflects real academic
performance and perseverance, especially when well over three-quarters of American
youth now complete high school. There have been suggestions that the number of women
in the armed forces and their training and job assignments may be degrading the overall
capability to fight. Others suggest that the spillover of the women's rights movement
into the military is just another manifestation of the permissiveness sweeping the
nation. And, naturally, there is a chorous of voices crying that illness in the economy is
the only thing keeping the AVF together. In essence, ctitics suggest that the AVF is a
failure which should, as quickly as possible, be replaced by a draft or other manpower
procurement alternative which will raise the qualifications and capabilities of the
military.

These conflictin, views on the concept of the All Volunteer Force will form the
basis for today's discussion. Panel members will address the changes which have
occurred in the armed force since implementation of the All Volunteer Force, and
consider, as they deem appropriate, the issues I have described. They will endeavor to
analyze conditions in the force, discuss advantages and disadvantages of continuing the
AVF, and consider whether an alternate form of manpower procurement is in fact
necessary. Discussion will focus on the types of persons being attracted to the AVF and
consider their motivations and qualifications. The role of women will be considered in
terms of their impact on war fighting capabilities.

Each member of the panel will have the opportunity to present his or her views on
the topic and issues. We will then have a free discussion of the issues amongst the panel
members. Following a break we will open the discussion to members of the audience,
first by responding to written questions submitted during the break, then to spontaneous
questions from the floor. We hope today's program proves interesting and informative.

This paper represents the views of the presenter. It has not been endorsed or rejected by
the Selective Service System, and is not an Agency position.
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CITIZENSHIP AND MILITARY SERVICE IN AMERICA

David R. Segal

Department of Sociology, University of Maryland
Tn and

The Twentieth Century Fund

00 THE TRIPOD OF COMBAT EFFECTIVENESS
The literature on military perforozice that has

accumulated over the past century suggests that the combat
effectiveness of soldiers stands on the tripod of cognitive
ability, cohesion, and citizenship. I am not suggesting
that the three legs of this tripod have received equal
attention in the literature, or that they are equally
important. They have not, and they probably zre not. The
first has received continuous scrutiny in the American
forces during this century. The second is now experiencing
a renaissance after becoming dormant in the post-World War
II years. The third is closer to extinction than to
dormancy, and is barely admissable as a topic in polite
conversation. That we cannot estimate the relative
importance of these three components forces us to confront
the possibility that the differentials in the attention that
we have payed to them may be counter-productive. American
military manpower and personnel policies have emphasized the
first, have only recently begun to attend to the second, and
have studiously avoided the third. If cognitive ability is
not, by a very wide margin, the most important of the three,
t_ than current policy is not optimally supporting combat

.* effeciv sz7The recent improvement in accession quality
in the American forces is not due to the policy of
maintainino an all-volunteer force, but rather to the youth
unemployment rate, and to accession standards that were
adjusted in response to that rate. An improvement in the
nation's economic health can rapidly lead to a deterioretion
in the intellectual quality of the armed forces. As a -
citizen, I get no great feelino of security from the .

knowledge that the effectiveness cf the armed forces that
protect me is dependent upon the continued illness of the
economy.

COGNITIVE ABILITY
All three legs of the tripod are subject to

strengthening or weakening through policy changes. The
level of cognitive ability of our military personnel has
been shown to be respcnsive to gross accession strategies
(e.g. conscription versus an all volunteer force), and to
specific accession standards, as well as to economic
factors. An economy in disarray, and the high rates of
youth unemployment that it produced, made the all volunteer
force a success when it was born in ;973, and saved it in
the early 1980s. Although the net effect of psychological
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screening of potential military personnel has been called
into question (Ginzberg et al., 1959; Janouitz, 1982), a
long history of research, in the United States and in other
nations, has demonstrzted the importance of the "Gideon
Criterion" (Wallace, 1982). Smarter soldiers -end to be
better soldiers, ceteris paribus (Toomipuu, 1981). Thus, an
accession policy that allows the armed forces to draft
college educated, college oriented, and college qualified
personnel will produce a more effective force than a policy
that does not, other things being equal. Similarly, if we
assume a direct and strong positive relationship between the
amount that we pay our military personnel and their
intellectual quality, then a generous compensation system
will produce a better force than a stingy one.

COHESION
For much of the nine year history of the all-volunteer

force, the American armed services, and particularly the
Army, have attempted to substitute manpower policy for
personnel policy. That is, they have assumed tnat by
bringing quality personnel into the force, they mould
produce a quality force. Military analysts have known for a
century that combat behavior is influenced by a soldier's
peers (du Picq, 1958). The lesson was reinforced by social
research on both the American forces (Stouffer et al., 1949;
Marshall, 1947) and the Wehrmacht (Shils and Janowitz, 1948)
in World War II. The cohesive units called for in the
research, however, are not achievable through manpower
policy. Accession practices have little impact on unit
cohesion. Personnel policies, which dictate how people will
be managed after they are in the force, do have in impact on
cohesion, but until very recently, personnel policies were
not aimed at this goal.

There are reasons why personnel policies have been
driven by considerations of efficiency rather than cohesion.
Advocacy for the collectivistic orientation in which the
concept of cohesion is imbedded came most strongly from
those disciplines that have kept closest to their academic
roots: history and sociology. The indivualistic
orientation that has oost influenced policy, by contrast,
has been influenced by those disciplines that recognized as
legitimate the non-academic employment of their
practitioners early: psychology and economics (Segal,
19F2). Thus, the sociologists who, having been mobilized
for the war 2ffort in the 1930s were demobilized after the
war returned to their universities, while psychologists have
had i continuing presence in the defense establishment. The
ascent of the economists, on the other hand, can be
attributed to the decline of the mass armed force. The
technologies of air power and nuclear weaponry that burst
forth in World War II made obsolete the concepts of
widespread demobilization in inter-war periods, and massive
mobilization for war, because these new technologies cost us
the luxuries of time and distance from the battlefield that
had made the mobilization model possible. We moved into an
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era in which a large force in being had to be maintained
during peace-time (Bachman, Blair and Segzl, 1977: 6-9).
While Americans were not greatly concerned about defense
expenditures during the waging of a popularly supported
World War, or during the Cold War period, when there was a
widely shared perception of an external threat, it was an
other matter to maintain high defense expenditures during a
period of peace and detente, so efficiencj in expenditures
had to be demonstrated.

I am not suggesting that cohesion was universally seen
as the most important element in combat effectiveness in
World War II. There were dissenting voices (see Moskos,
1976: 62). Neither am I suggesting that the importance of
cohesion went thoroughly unrecognized for decades. The Army
launched a series of experiments in unit rotation to achieve
cohesion in the post-World War II years (Segal and Segal,
:984), and the field of experimental small group research
would not have been developed had it not been for support
from the Navy and Air Force (Segal, 1982). Nor do I want to
suggest that current initiat:ves to achieve unit cohesion
are necessarily going to improve the combat effectiveness of
the Army. These initiatives are aimed at building primary
groups supportive of the Army mission within Army units.
This was the model that worked in World War II. Times have
changed however. The informal social structure of American
society is today characterizei better by diffuse social
networks than by primary groups, and the maneuver units that
host carefully nurtured primary groups in the Army may not
be able to maneuver as units on the dispersed battlefield of
the future. It may be that military cohesion in today's
Army should be structured as a series of social networks
rather than primary groups. This may be an area in which we
are again preparing to fight World War II. The important
point is that the Army's new manning system, initiated by
the Chief of Staff and Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel,
Gen. Meyer and Lt. Gen. Thurman, reflects a recognition that
accession policies that bring quality people into the
service is essential, but is not sufficient. Those people
must be shaped into cohesive combat elements if they are to
function effectively on the battlefield of the future.

CITIZENSHIP
The history of American military manpower policy is

replete with manifestations that as a nation, we heve always
regarded military service as an obligation and right
of citizenship (see Janowitz, 1975: 435). This was
reflected in the early militia acts, as well as in the
definition of conscripts and of reservists as
"citizen-soldiers." Such a conception, however, has a
political dimension to it, for citizenship is a political
concept, and the trend in recent decades has been toward
depoliticization of the American military.

The research on cohesion done in World War II was in
fact a major factor in this depoliticization. Janowitz

4
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(1982: 511) feels that the morale studies conducted by
: Stouffer and his research team (1949) gave military leaders

a justification for limiting the political content of their
training. Certainly social scientists saw it in this light.
Those who were willing to look beyond cognitive factors in
seeking explanations of combat effectiveness saw the World
War II research on cohesion as unicausal and deterministic,
emphasizing primary group formation and denying the
importance of other factors such as attachment to secondary
symbols (e.g. Savage and Gabriel, 1976). Actually, Shils
and Janowitz (1948), while noting the apolitical attitudes
of German soldiers, noted as well their personal devotion. to
national leaders. Similarly, in the case of the U.S.
forces, Shils (1950) noted that the "tacit patriotism" of
the American soldier contributed to combat motivation.
loskos (1970), who in fact questions the importance of
primary groups, discussed the importance of "latent
ideology" for American troops in Vietnam. Indeed, Moskos
(1976) viewed ideology as more important than group cohesion
for the combat motivation of American soldiers in World War
II, Korea, and Vietnam. Ir the Soviet Union, the importance
of ideology in the motivation of soldiers has been
manifested in active programs of political socialization
both in support of, and within, the military (Jones and
Grupp, 1982). Indeed, this may be the major personnel issue
on which Ivan stands taller than Johnny.

The depoliticization of the military wzs consistent
with another emerging trend in American society: the advent
of the welfare state. The growth of a recognition on the
part of the state of its responsibility for the well-being
of the citizenry has contributed to the material well-being
of the populations of those societies subscribing to this
ethic. This has been reflected in the allocation of
goverrzental resources. In the United States, for example,

federal government expenditures for health, social security,
welfare, and labor increased from 7.7% of all federal
expenditures in 1952 to 31.7% in 1975 (The Conference Board,
1977:39). The growth of the welafe state in America had two
major implications for military manpower policy. First,
whereas previously citizenship had been conceived as
involving obligations and rights, the welfare state
emphasized rights almost to the exclusion of obligations.
Second, the grants economy that the welfare state spawned
increasingly defined the relationship between the citizen
and the state in terms of a cash nexus. The major
obligations of the state were to be met by granting aid 'o
individuals and groups of citizens, and the major obligation
of-the citizenry was to refill the public co4fers by paying
taxes. This perspective served as a strong base for the
econometric blueprint of the Gates Commission that paved the
way for the all-volunteer force, which left it to the labor
market to decide who would serve, so that wars would be
fought by those who needed the work.
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The major intellectual debate on military manpower
policy during the past two decades has been between those
who view service to the nation, both in the military and in
other roles, as a citizenship obligation (e.g. Janowitz,
1967), and those who view military manpower as a problem in
labor market dynamics (e.g. Friedman, 1967). While the
economic model has dominated military manpower policy during
the all-volunteer force era, we have learned of its
shortcomings. We have learned that in a healthy economy, it
is difficult to bring quality personnel into the military in
sufficient numbers to man the force, and we have learned
that while taking advanatge of economic malaise allots us to
upgrade the quality of the force, we do so at a cost of
confronting the American people with very hard choices to
make between guns and butter, because it is precisely in
times of economic hardship that welfare demands on federal
funding are highest (See Harries-Jenkins, 1981). Moreover,
although we have been able to improve the intellectual
quality of the force, the military effectiveness of the
force has not been tested. And if the. economy's wounds
heal, we may again con-Front quality problems.

One solution to the problem is to keep the economy in
shambles, but there are political costs to a chief executive
who takes such a tack. Another strategy is to reinstitute
conscription, which provides some protection from labor
market fluctuations, and also yields some dollar savings.
We learned during the 1960s and early 1970s, however, that
the American people have little tolerance for an inequitable
draft. One might argue that the inequities of the Vietnam
era draft can be corrected by closer approximation to a

- .purely random lottery, but I would suggest that the
percentage of the population at risk that is actually
drafted is a more important parameter than the fairness of
the draw. Conscription in America has been most acceptable
during those periods when it brought into the military the
largest percentages o eligible young men. The worst year
of the all-volun'eer force saw a shortfall of about 26,000
men, and I submit that a draft of only 26,000 men, no matter
how random, will not be acceptable to the Americdn people.

- R&ndomness is not the same thing as equity.
--- But if the armed forces can use no more than 26,000

draftees, how can we increase the number who crve? I
suggest thst it be done by embedding the notion of military
service in a broader matrix of na.ional service, in which
doing something for the nation becomes a normative part of
American life. It may not be a cost-effective way of
meeting specifically military manpower problems, but I
oelieve it will make us a healthier nation.
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-. Military Service in the 198Gs:
Perspectives on the All-Volunteer Force

by

SWayne S. Sellman

Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics)

0 Transition

On 30 June 1973, Dwight Elliot Stone assumed an important, if
little recognized, role in American history. He was the last U.S.
citizen to be drafted. Since then, the Armed Services have been
manned with volunteers. Based on the experiences of the last nine
years, the Department of Defense is convinced that this is both the
right way and the best way to man America's peacetime professional

*: military.

Debate regarding what type of standing military the United States
should have is not a new phenomenon. Its genesis is rooted in our
colonial experience and constitution. The first major initiative to
move away from a small volunteer armed force came as a result of
experience in World War II and with it the realization of America's
world leadership role. It is important to remember that from an
historical perspective our reliance on conscription was an exception,
not the rule, as a personnel procurement policy.

In March 1969, President Richard M. Nixon appointed a distinguished
nommission under Thomas S. Gates, former Secretary of Defense, to
"devel.p a comprehensive plan for eliminating conscription and moving
toward a volunteer force". The commission identified problems associated
with the draft-dominated military manpower system that was being openly
challenged by significant portions of our society, and they structured
concrete proposals to be considered as alternatives to it. These pro-
posals to meet thp bonafide manpower requirements became the blueprint
for a voluntary military.

What many may not know is that DoD appointed its own review force
in April 1969 to "develop a program to meet future quantitptive and
qualitative mdnpower requirements to the greatest extent possible,
without reliance on the draft". The DoD group provided a working
dialogue with the Gates Commission, but a DoD report was not officially
released to avoid the appearance of competition.

However, there was consensus in both groups as to the feasibility
of the all-volunteer force (AVF) and the principal steps needed to end
reliaace on the draft. These included: (i) substantial pay increases
for junior enlisted personnel, (2) selective pay incentives for
specialists, (3) additional ROTC scholarships, (4) greatly expanded
rocruiting programs, (5) need to retain members of the career force,
(6) preserve strength of reserve forces, and (7) special emphasis
required for physician and dentist recruiting/retention programs.
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On 23 April 1970, the President announced in favor of the AVF,
and DoD moved from planning to action. Nevertheless, it took almost
three years before AVF implementation -- a period marked by great
uncertainty. During this period, there were also several decisions
to promote fiscal constraint made by the Nixon Adm~nistration that
undermined the expansion programs necessary to und'cwrite the volunteer
concept. This was viewed by many manpower analysts and AVF critics
as evidence that the Administration lacked real commitment to its
own program.

Thus, while the transition, was uneven, by July 1973 we had
moved to the AVF, and Dwight Elliot Stone was the last conscript in
the United States. There was little doubt at that time that the
decision reflected a broad national consensus against conscription.

Even so, the great AVF debate started almost immediately.

Status of the All-Volunteer Force

To sustain an AVF is probably the most complex and demanding task
that the Department of Defense (DoD) will face over the next decade,
especially as the result of our conscious decision to increase the
size of our military by approximately 200,000 servicemembers. From

a policy point of view, the most important military manpower questions
for the 1980s include, "Are we recruiting and retaining enough high-

quality people to meet our national secruit) requirements, and what
steps must we take to ensure that we will be able to do so throughout
the 1980s?"

End-Strength -- In every year of its existence, the AVF has either
achieved the Congressionally authorized end-strength, or been no more
than 1.5 percent short. It is true that during the post-Vietnam
era, end-strengths were gradually reduced because of budgetary shortages,
Congressional restrictions, and hanges in force structure. Neverthe-
less, maintaining our numerical objectives so well without any resort
to conscription was no small achievement. This is the only time in
our nation's history that we have built a large peace-time standing
force exclusively with volunteers.

Recruiting -- Fiscal year (FY) 1979 was the first year in which
AVF recruiting did not meet planned objectives; in fact, it was seven
percent short. However, because fewer people left the military that
year than were expected, overall end-strength was only slightly below
authorization. There is no doubt, however, that FY 1979 was tile worst
recruiting year in the history of the AVF.

Fortunately, the picture has brightened. In FY 1980, tile Services
not only met their recruiting goals but were able to make up for the

previous year's shcrtages. This success wab attributable largely to
three factors: relatively high unemployment rates, particularly
among youth; some recruiting innovations; and the Army's willingness
to accept large numbers of high school dropouts and people who scored
comparatively low on the enlistment test. As for FYs 1981 and 1982,
numerical objectives were satisfied with significant improvements in

the educational levels and aptitude test scores of new recru.its.
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K. This later point leads usefully away from recruit quantity to
quality. The issue of quality has become one of the thorniest and
most a'guod in the entire debate about the AVF. "Quality" is generally
used by manpower analysts to describe those characteristics and attri-
butes of military personnel that contribute to a productive, effective,
and motivated force. Although many researcn efforts have been conducted
and are underway to define and refine measures of "quality," the current
operational definition of the quality of enlistees consists of two
measures: educational attainment and enlistment test scores.

The Armed Services place high premium on completion of high school
for the enlisted ranks. The possession of a high school diploma is
the best single measure of a person's potential for adapting to life
in the military. Enlistees who have not completed high school (at
time of entry), are about twice as likely as are high school graduates
to leave the military before finishing their first term of service.
Thus, one practical gauge of military recruiting "success" has been
the proportion of high school graduates.

The Military Services attempt, in any given year, to recruit as
many high achool graduates as possible. In some years they have been
more successful than in others. Indeed, in FY 1974 only half of all
Army and Marine Corps enlistees were high school graduates. However,
by FY 1981 the proportion of recruits with high school diplomas had
increased in all Services. In FY 1982, those percentages were the
highest ever, including periods of conscription. Never before had
the proportion of new recruits in the Army--or the proportion for
all 3ervices combined--eclipsed the 80-percent level. In FY 1982,
those percentages were 86,79 86, 94, and 86 for the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Air Force, and total DoD, respectively.

As in the case of formal education, the Military Services would
prefer to recruit the "most trainable" young men and women from the
general population. The test used to screen applicants for enlistment
is the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). The ASVAB
consists of ten subtests. The scores of four of the subtests (word
knowledge, paragraph comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, and numerical
operations) are combined to produce an Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) score. The AFQT score, supplemented by scores on various
composites of aptitude subtests, is used in conjunction with educational,
medical, and moral standards to determine an applicant's enlistment
eligibility. The Services prefer to enlist individuals with high AFQT
scores because those recruits can be trained more quickly and are more
likely to qualify for specialized training in more occupational areas.

For reporting purposes, scores on the AFQT traditionally have been
grouped into five broad categories. Persons who score in Categories I
and II are above average in traitiability; those in Category III, average;
those in Category IV, below average; and those in Category V, markedly
below average and, under current Service policy, not eligible to enlist.

A recent error in calibrating the AFQT produced higher scores for
many individuals than they should have been given. As a result, the
Services accepted large numbers of people who would not have been
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eligible to enlist had their res been calibratad properly. Parti-
cularly at the lower end of ti ;cale, the error had significant con-
sequences. Whereas we originally believed that six percent of all
DoD recruits in FY 1980 were in Category IV, after correcting for the
calibration error, 31 percent of all DoD recruits that year were Category
IV. For the Army, 50 percent of its FY 1980 accessions scored in the
below average range. The calibration problem was corrected in October
1980 with the introduction of a new ASVAB.

Increased attractiveness of military service, brought about by
recent initiatives, such as the 1980 and 1981 pay packages (compen-
sation and bonuses), innovative recruiting strategies, a test program
of enhanced educational benefits, and the economy resulted in significant
improvements in the AFQT scores on new recruits. The proportion of non-
prior service accessions scoring in Category IV declined to 18 percent
for total DoD in FY 1981 and to 13 percent in FY 1982. For the Army,
the FY 1981 rate was 31 percent; that percentage dropped to 19 percent
in FY 1982.

Retention -- The heart and soul of any military organization is the
career force. The composition of the career force is almost completely
independent of the way in which people arebrought into the military
for their first term. If serious problems in retaining careerists should
occur, they would not be solved by a draft.

Today's area of concern is the mid-career force--those with more
than 10 years of service--especially in certain critical job skills.
Low first-term reenlistment rates during Vietnam coupled with declining
second and third reenlistment rates since the mid-1970s have produced
a force dangerously short of midcareer, senior enlisted personnel.
Career reenlistment rates dropped from 80 percent in 1974 to 68 percent
in 1979.

The reasons for this sharp decline are not obscure--pay scales
increasingly less competitive with the private sector (in stark contrast
to the explicit assumptions behind the AVF) and a general deterioration

- •in the living conditions for military personnel and their families.
" Military pay kept pace with the civilian sector only for the first
* two years of the AVF. Pay caps in 1975, 1978, and 1979 yielded military
* pay in 1980 that was 20 percent below what it was in 1972. The gap

between military and civilian pay had widened so much that even the
-ubstantial raises of 1980 and 1981 left military pay still behind
ts 1972 relationship to civilian pay. The end result has been a
'icious cycle in which mid-career shortages force those mid-career
ersonnel who stay to work longer hours, serve longer overseas tours
f duty, and, in the case of the Navy, have more frequent and longer
ouri at sea-thus discouraging many of them from reenlisting.

The 1980 and 1981 pay raises and other initiatives have tried
interrupt this cycle, and results are now beginning to be realized.

reer reenlistment rates climbed to 82 percent at the end of FY 1982.
t the same time, the reenlistment rates among first-termers increased
om 30 percent in FY 1976 to 39 percent in FY 1980 and to 55 percent
FY 1982.)
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We have also paid more attention to quality of life both here
and overseas, and this means, among other things more and better
housing, improved medical care, and enhanced recreational facilities.
But it will take a long time to repair t'te cumulative damage of
these shortages. You do not produce a seasoned first sergeant over-
night, and you cannot pick up 20,000 experienced petty officers in
a year. We are moving in Lhe right direction, but we must maintain
the momentum.

Representation

Two other issues warrant consideration--women in the military
and the representativeness of the force.

In 1972, women constituted 1.5 percent of the armed Forces;
today, 8.5 percent. Dramatic increases in the number of military
women are the result of two developments--the women's movement through-
out our society and the All-Volunteer Force. This expansion of
opportunities for women in the military has been good for women, and
it has been good for the military. Ethically, it is right, and
pragmatically, if we are to maintain the AVF while the male youth
population is shrinking, it is wise.

Our experience so far is that women exhibit the same range of
ccmpetence as their male counterparts. Military women have proven
themselves dedicated, effective, and professional. Yet, the ultimate
i3sue regarding women in the military is indeed the ultimate test
of a military force--combat. Thus, a comprehensive and systematic
review of the role of women in the Services is underway.

The second issue is how representative the Armed Forces are
of American society as a whole. The question is raised in two
ways--practical and ethical.

I, for one, reject the "practical" concern based on the notion that
servicemembers from certain socioeconomic backgrounds or of some
races or from particular regions of the country will be less willing
or able than their comrades in arms to defend America or American
interests under certain war scenarios. This argument is specious
at best, bigoted at worst. Based on experience in past wars and
based on what I know firsthand of those in uniform today, I personally
see no grounds for concern along these lines.

The ethical concern is, in theory, more well-founded. The burden
of defending an entire society should not fall disproportionately on
any one group or segment of that society. I say that knowing full
well that virtually no army in history has been fully representative
of the society it defends.

Numerouj surveys and studies of the representativeness of the
* force have been conducted. The truth belies the popular myth. In

terms of socioeconomic status, the very highest and the very lowest
brackets are underrepresented in the enlisted force, but otherwise
it is quite representative. Geographically, we are getting a propor-
tionate share of recruits from all regions and all states. Our most
recent major study compared 18-23 year-old military personnel with
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their contemporaries in the civiLlian workforce. The findings will
be surprising to many: (1) the percentage of high school graduates
is greater, (2) the educational and occupational distributions of
their parents are virtually the same, (3) their marital status
distribution is the same, (4) their health profiles reveal no
differences, and (5) their mental abilizies are somewhat higher.

In terms of race, the minority composition of the Armed Forces

began to grow during the Vietnam War, and it has increased more rapidly
under the AVF. It is important to note two facts. First, since
1973, all recruits were volunteers, not draftees; and, second, higher
percentages of black youth meet the standards for enlistment now
than before. Improved educational opportunities for blacks have,
I believe, yielded higher aptitude scores for blacks. During this
same period, however, unemployment rates for black youth have become
high. In my opinion, the military offers blacks and other minorities
better opportunities fnr training and advancement than does much
of the civilian sector. It is no surprise, therefore, that large
numbers of blacks are joining and making a career of the Services.

At the same time, the equity issue persists--no group should have
to bear a disproportionate share of the burden of defending, or, in the
event of war, a disproportionate share of the casualties. I do not
believe we are at the former stage yet, nor do I foresee it in the
future. As for the latter, a major war would in all likelihood stimu-
late a draft, and racial balance among military personnel, including
casualties, would be quickly restored.

Future Forecast For The AVF

I haqe spoken about the past and present of the AVF. In
that regard, we need to recognize both its successes and problems.
A la Mark Twain, the rumors of the death (or even the terminal
illness) of the AVF are premature. Thus, we in DoD are convinced
that the AVF is a success; however, we cannot become complacent.
The recent military pay raises were essential. Educational incentives
must be enhanced. Quality of life must be improved and maintained.
The Reserves, in particular, must be strengthened.

Last year, the President appointed a Military Manpower Task
Force, chaired by Secretary Caspar Weinberger. The Task Force has
worked hard reviewing the adequacy of military compensation and
incentives; educational benefits; current manpower readiness;
effectiveness of training, leadership, and discipline; enlistment
standards; recruiting and retention efforts; and Selective Service
registration. Its findings were released in a press conference on
18 October 1982, and the report will be available shortly.

Finally, another key element important to the success of the
* volunteer force is the attitude of the public toward our servicemembers.

Over che past several years, the American people has become more
i* supportive of our young men and women in uniform. That positive
* shift in attitude, if sustained, combined with management initiatives

and appropriate compensatioa levels shouid preserve the viability
of the AVF.
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JOB-TASK ANALYSIS: INATCHING INPUT TO OUTPUT

Chair: F. Worth Scanland

Several papers were presented. One compared costs for storing,
analyzing, and maintaining a totally automated data base 'to
support Naval ISD) to the costs of current data analysis which
includes both automated data storage and analysis and use of
subject-matter experts. Another paper compared and contrasted
occupational data input methodologies for both current and
projected use, based on their suitability for front-end job/
task/skill analysis. The third paper reflected on the current
method of data collection in occupational analysis and compared
it to other data collection methodologies for cost, objectivity,
and kind of information obtainable.
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F - FRONT-END ANALYSIS: CONFIGURING OCCUPATIONAL DATA INPUT TO SUIT OUTPUT

Thomas M. Ansbro
Headquarters Chief of Naval Education and Training

-Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida

This paper discusses Navy occupational data input methodologies
in both current and projected use, related to their determined suit-

00 ability for employment in front-end job/task/skill analysis (FEA).
The text is essentially a historical treatment of a practicum based

S0 on ideas presented in the rjaper titled "Selection of a Data Collec-

" o tion Methodology for Occupational Analysis" by William A. Hayes.

Projected data input and analysis methodologies are discussed in
view of potential support or produces outputs projected downstream.
These are seen to exist at two levels: foreseen outputs of the entire
front-end analysis system (job/task inventories for paygrades, billet
descriptions/manpower documents, training programs, curricula) and
those within the analysis subsystem (of the processing mechanism
itself--task/skill hierarchies, inter/intra task relationshins,
rankings, etc.).

FEA PARAMETERS
In 1975 a Navy training systems research organization tasked to consolidate

Navy Occupational Standards and other Navy occupational data for use as a "front
end' to the then-new Instructional Systems Development (ISD) System addressed
its assignment by setting parameters for an "ideal" FEA:

a. The Navy enlisted "world of work" must be the source of all procured
occupational data,

b. All data should come from officially documented sources or existing
"hard data" (work-record) systems.

c. Occupational data input should be essentially "raw", devoid of any
processing of evaluative or judgemental criteria. Judgemental data should be
products of analysis, preferably by a process that could be procedurally mechanized.

d. The FEA should orovide a Navy occupational data base suitable for use
beyond application of ISD. *The rationale is that training program derive from
worlo-of-work data principally aligned with job/billet requirements and job-
incumbent certification. In order, job requirements influence (if not clearly
dictate) the skills mastery array of the job incumbent; certification and ad-
vancement align with this mastery, and training programs are designed specifically
to provide this mastery. Therefore, an occupational data base and analysis system
could not be designed to meet the needs of ISD alone without also attending to
basic job-descriptive analytic needs of manpower management and job-incrbent
certification/dvancement, as well as training.

e. The training community requires FEA outputs in greater detail and
depth then other users (d above) of occupational data; therefore, meeting the
data and analysis needs of trainers should satisfy other user requirements as well.

At this point in the development of further parameters, clarification was needed
concerning what constituted descriptive occupational data and what was the product
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of job/task analysis (Rankin, 1975). Most work (task) data extant appeared to
be a mixture of both. Questionnaires distributed to the fleet gleaned an ad-
mixture of job-incumbent responses that covered frequency of task performance,
percentage of time spent peoming, equipment worked with or on, tools, instru-
ments used (recall of basically factual information), job irmortance/satisfaction
(opinion), physical/mental characteristics (experience, judgement), and task
lists augmented by supporting skills. These data essentially provided inven-
tories of tasks, skills, and underlying work-performance characteristics.
Follow-on analyses statistically arranged, rearranged, and prioritized elements
in these inventories for the indicated data consumers throughout the Navy.
Certainly, almost everything that trainers needed appeared to be there, even
references; but a hierarchical information structure keyed to individual tasks
in an inventory was not. By whatever means the data were acquired, the line
between task description (input?) and analysis (output?) was not clear.

WORK-UP OF FEA MECHanISM
In an attempt to establish separate classifications for occupational data

input and analysis, it was determined that all task-descriptive data in a job/
task inventory (JTI) would be provided (acquired) as input--no data requiring
conjecture, judgement, evaluation, comparison, ranking, or assignment to pay-
grade or skill level-only data coming directly from official Navy technical
documentation and Subject-Matter-Expert (SME) recall of documented on-job
experience (tasks, task elements, component skills, task action objects, refer-
ences, tools, equipment, support materials). In the resulting JTI mockup,
individual-task entry format (Figure 1) was composed of separate "data blocks":

1. Categorical: The task statement itself (action and object of action).
2. Environmental: In what work-site category or envirorrent (platform,

system, equipment, shop, etc.) is the task performed?
3. Identifying/supporting: According to what authority/reference; with

what supprting items, materials, tools, equipment is task performed,
and according to what standard?

4. Descriptive: What detailed component, subordinate, or supporting work
behaviors describe or underlie performance of the task (thereby providing
skills profile of a job incumbent)?

These data blocks were keyed to Ospecific-action/object" task statements
rather than the "generic" statements (frequently specific action, but 'typical"

or "representative" object of action: electric motors, generators, ground
support equipment, etc.) common to then-current occupational data banks. Con-
sequently, the proposed data acquisition presupposed considerably larger JTIs
and repetitive task-descriptive in.put. However, the data input was scheduled
for use with tabulated data-entry forms and was to be essentially a data transfer
from technical documentation, augmented by SME job experience. The anticipated
volume of tasks to be listed and task-descriptive data to be recorded ruled out
any prospective use of questionnaires or observation of incumabents at work.
Scope of any JTI would most likely be bounded by such Navy entities as rating
or Naval Enlisted Classification (NEC). Assembling JTIs would eventually
comprise an occupational data base.

It was decided that the data base provided by such an assembly should be
complemented by a FEA system capable of operating within, among, and across
occupational fields and yielding output data of sufficient specificity to support
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writing billet descriptions, determining job-incumbent task/skill performance
requirements, and developing job/skill training programs. Further, data acquisi-
tion, storage, and analysis should provide an independent "front end" for ISD
rather than be incorporated into it. ISD was seen to use processed as well as
descriptive data: task distribution, hierarchies, interrelationships, priorities,
rearrangements, etc; therefore, the relationship of FEA to ISD could be shown as
producer-to-consumer". If the descriptive data input were sufficiently exten-

sive and detailed, with component features catalogued, most (possibly all) judge-
mental outputs (hierarchies, etc.) should be produced by computer, thereby rein-
forcing the producer-to-consumer concept and literally taking the instructional
system/curriculum developer (ISD user) out of FEA as a producer.

OUTPUTS OF ANALYSIS
Outputs of FEA should address such foreseen interrelationships among dataelements/items as commonality and componency; further, the perceived complexity

inherent in each task should be calculcated and recorded:

1. COMPLEXITY: Numerical index determined by quantifying task-descriptive* data. Task complexity should be a fixed factor, dependent upon measurable
physical and mental characteristics of task performance requirements and compon-
ent skills (Figures 1 and 2). It should not be described as "learning difficulty"
or "task difficulty"; such factors appear to be variables influenced by character-
istics of the task performer as well as by the inherent complexity of the task
(Ansbro, 1977). Complexity determination should be made by the computer early in
the task-analytic process, since it would become a structural entity in producing
other related outputs (Figure 1). Complexity is seen as an element in a vertical
hierarchy of task ranking.

2. COMM014ALITY: Task-to-task relationship, determined by matching identify-
ing and descriptive factors task-by-task. Whether or not a categorical task
statement (action + object) matches that of another task (or of many others).
the component descriptors (conditions, standards, underlying skills) should be
the factors upon which a commnality decision depends. Tasks should be considered
common if all the descriptors of one identically match all those of another.
Commonality could be further delineated by some producer-consumer agreement on a
degree or percentage of task similarity somewhat below the s'rinqent requirement
of "identical". It should follow that identical tasks have identical complexity
indices; if so, then one computer output would appear to verify the other.
Conmnonality is seen as lateral distribution throughout occupations. A detailed
examination of task-descriptive data would likely disclose a high degree of task
commonality within and across ratingsiNECs. Such findings would help to compress
or reduce the size of the data fields, facilitating FEA data-handling and manage-ment in spite of the projected size and coverage of JTI data acquisition.

3. COMPONENCY: A vertical hierarchy of work-behavior coverage, or span,
within which tasks of greater span (and attendant higher complexity indices)
superimpose on those of lesser span, provided that all work behaviors of those
tasks of lesser span are included in those tasks of greater span. it is aproposition "hat in a hierarchy of' tasks so arranged, large-scope, high-complexity,

multi-behavior-encompassing tasks would contain (or "embody") tasKs of lesser
content, pemittinq computer scanning of task content to group tasks in such
content hierarchies- Res ultant outputs of such analysis should become a salient
eature in prioritizing tasks for training or determining skill acquisition
spectra for enlisted careers. With racard to one principal benefit to be
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derived from the computer's projected exercise of commonality, the employment
of componency hierarchies should further compress the size of processed data
inventories to be used by FEA consumers.

4. CRITICALITY: Some measure of the importance of performing a particular
task to the completion of a larger function (job, assignment, etc.). To what
decree would inadequate performance of a task decay the quality of job perform-
ance? Or impact on safety? Could such impact be accurately measured (especially
incrementally)? Criticality appears to be a factor in task element and skill
performance as well.

ADD-ONS
A fifth data block category was added to the JTI input document--Adjunctive:

What further information (not descriptive of supporting work behaviors) helps
to detail or further define task-performance environment? Block content reflected
data collected ir. other FEA systems as well as some internal outputs of the
proposed FEA (Figure 1).

TRIAL RUNS OF MECHANISM
With the basic design of the FFA system completed and all computer-programming

requirements of the mechanism developed, FEA was given a series of trail runs.
Salient results fol'ow:

a. Internal outputs (complexity, commonality, componency) proved workable
and useful. Their employment made possible computer separation of job-specific
tasks and rating-specific skills, disclosed high incidence of task commonality
within and across assumptively associated ratings, made possible task distribution
among paygrades, provided prioritized task/skill lists for training purposes.

b. Criticality, as an internal output, was never successfully employed, was
discontinued. Flexibility of analysis and the success of other outputs acceler-
ated departure of the rest of the Adjunctive data block.

c. It proved possible for the computer to translate task statements (with
included conponent behavior descriptors) into learning objective format, thus,
in effect, printing-out curriculum outlines. The computer also printed out billet
descriptions (in terms of tasks to be performed by incumbents).

d. Occupational Gata collection by questionnaire for the subject FEA was
determined to be impractical. Input data structure required listing tasks with
specific action objects and citing all appropriate descriptors provided. The
resulting volume of data input (Figures 1 and 2) (23,000 tasks in 4 Navy ratings)
dictated a less manpower-intensive method. However, man-hours expended in the
selected method did not exceed that total expended by then-current data collection
methodology.

(l) Resulting JTIs for individual ratings ran to several thousand tasks
listed, reasonable coverage of each rating.

(2) Tabulated-data entry forms for manual service (input) eventually
gave way to use of a microcomputer for input, facilitating and speeding up the
input process.

REFERENCES
ANSBRO, T.M.: Commonality and complexity as Factors in Skills Transferability,
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-TOTALLY AUTOMATED VS CURRENT DATA ANALYSIS
FOR NAVY ISD: A COST COMPARISON

Douglass Davis, Ph.D.
Head, Research Applicat.ons

Chief of Naval Education and Training
Pensacola, Florida

ABSTRACT

This paper compares costs for storing,
analyzing, and maintaining a totally
automated data base to the costs

00 incurred in utilizing current data
analysis that includes both automated

0data storage and analysis and use of
0 subject matter experts. The Naval

Education and Training Command has used
documented maintenance and repair
procedures from four avionics (aviation

0electronics) ratings to build a
computerized data base for automated

=job/task/skill analysis in the ISD
process; current analysis uses data
collected primarily from job
incumbents, stored and analyzed in a
computer, and analyzed further by users
for employment in ISD.,Costs are
compared over a ten-year economic life
for the Aviation Electrician's Mate
(AE) Rating.

The third in a trilogy of Navy papers addressing
training job/task/skill analysis methodology, this
paper compares the costs for storing, analyzing, and
maintaining a totally automated data base for the
Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE) Rating to the costs
incurred in utilizing current data analysis that
includes both automated data storage and analysis and

;. . use of technical subject matter experts (SMEs).

The present method of job/task/skill analysis in
0 Navy Instructional Systems Development (ISD) makes

extensive use of data supplied by the Navy Occupational
Task Analysis Program, (NOTAP). The NOTAP collects and
processes data about job tasks reported to be performed
by j3b incumbents. These data are obtained periodi-
cally through surveys, stored in a computer, and made
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available to the Naval Education and Training Command
in a standard package, NO AP printouts are utilized in
combination with equipment technical manuals and exper-
ienced petty officer (SME) judgment. Additional infor-
mation is often extracted from such sources as the
Ships Equipment Configuration System, Weapon System
File, and Fleet Modernization Program. Data from all
sources are reviewed and the SMEs select from among the
data tasks recommended for training in Navy courses.

The Naval Education and Training Command experi-
mental Task Inventory File was designed to make job/
task/skill analyses through use of data taken exclu-
sively from official equipment manuals and other
approved sources of job data. This method utilize*
SMEs to record job data, by equipments, onto Job Data
Worksheets, which include descriptive information:
what the task is, where it is performed, the cues which
initiate performance, and other requirements, including
tools, equipments, materials, etc. The SMEs also
record the duty subcategory for each task, which is a
further breakdown of a major functional category, such
as "maintenance." For each task recorded on a Job Data
Worksheet, a technician completes a Task Data Worksheet
containing up to one-hundred-fifty-six descriptive
characteristics that define the task. These descrip-
tive data are scanned by the computer which orders
tasks by componency, commonality, and complexity indi-
cator. Directly from these printouts tasks are selec-
ted for assignment in Navy training courses.

For purposes of comparing costs attendant the
job/task/skill analysis method presently in force and
the costs attendant to the totally computerized method,
each method was treated as an alternative. The present
method is referred to as Alternative I; the computer-
ized methpd, Alternative II. These two alternatives
were the only two considered since they were the only
known methods of job/task/skill analysis in Navy ISD
(Pink, 1978).

Approach

The approach used in this cost analysis was that
of examining actual costs of the two methods for job/
task/skill analysis for the AE Rating. The resource
requirements for each alternative were identified, and
those common for both alternatives were factored out of
the analysis. Research and development costs which had
already occurred were treated as sunk costs and were
considered to be irrelevant in the cost analysis.
Those resources required by, but not common to, each
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alternative were identified, quantified, and costed,
and the costs for each alternative were specifically

• -.. identified.

Assumptions

The analysis of alternatives was subject to the
following assumptions:

1. The facilities required for each of the two
alternatives will be approximately the same; facility
costs will not be included as a data element in the
analysis.

2. Both alternatives would continue to function
as presently configured: combined in-house assets,
primarily personnel, and data services obtained through
contract or other agreement; therefore, investment
costs will not be included in the comparisons.

3. The costs for future years are to be dis-
J- counted at an average rate of 10 percent.

4. The costs shown reflect only the appropriate
differences between the two methods and are not total
costs.
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Costs

Alternative I: Continue the Present Method. The
projected costs for Alternative I are presented in two
categories, personnel related costs, and operating
costs, which include printing costs and computer
services costs. Total discounted (present-value) costs
for Alternative I are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Total Discounted Costs* for Alternative I,
Project Years One Through Ten ($000)

Military
Project Personnel Operating Cumulative
Year Costs Costs Annual Costs

1 $53.74 $ 4.22 $ 57.96
2 57.96
3 57.96
4 57.96
5 36.73 2.88 97.57
6 97.57
7 ----- 97.57
8 97.57
9 25.06 1.08 123.71
10 $123.71

• Data sources:

Navy Occupational Data Analysis Center Memoranda,
CDR TODARO, of 24 Feb and 10 Mar 1981

Navy Occupationai Task Analysis Program Computer
Printout AE RATING-Responses . . . by Paygrade,
Skill Levels, and Total, No. 2AE-01A9

Navy Comptroller Manual, NAVCOMPNOTE 7041 of
30 Nov 1979

Personal Conversation with CNTECHTRA (Code 0162)
of 5 Dec 1980
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Alternative II: Implement the Computerized
Model. The projected costs for Alternative II are pre-
sented in two categories, personnel costs and operating
costs. All personnel costs for Alternative II are
Training Commands Costs. Operating costs are printing
costs and computer services costs. Total discounted
(present-value) costs for Alternative II are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2

Total Discounted Costs* for Alternative II,
Project Years One Through Ten ($000)

Military
Project Personnel Operating Cumulative
Year Costs Costs Annual Costs

1 $49.90 $ 6.09 $ 53.99
2 1.82 .48 56.29
3 1.66 .43 58.38
4 1.51 .39 60.28
5 1.37 .97 62.57
6 1.24 .33 64.14
7 1.13 .30 65.57
8 1.03 .27 66.87
9 .94 .63 68.44
10 .85 .22 69.51

* Data sources:

Personal Conversation with CNET (Code N-54 of
10 Mar 1981

Navy Comptroller Manual, NAVCOMPNOTE 7041 of
30 Nov 1979

Comparison of Costs

Alternatives I and II were compared in terms of
discounted costs since the period of comparison was
greater than three years. The cumulative annual costs

_4 shown in Tables 1 and 2 ar present-value-costs for the
two alternatives. That comparison indicates that the
discounted cumulative annual costs for Alternative II
are less than sixty percent of the discounted cumula-
tive annual costs for Alternative I.

To show the amount of money, which, if budgeted in
equal yearly installments, would pay for the alterna-
tives, a uniform annual cost for each alternative was
calculated (Naval Automated Data Command, 1980). The
uniform annual cost incorporates the concept of time
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value of money, whereas a simple arithmetic average of
the cumulative annual costs does not. The uniform
annual cost for Alternative I was $19,188.00. The
uniform annual cost for Alternative II was $10,798.00.

A graphic illustration of the discounted cumula-
tive annual costs for both alternatives is presented in
Figure 1. The intersection of the cost curves in
Figure 1 determines the break even point, or the point
at which the economic desirability of the two alterna-
tives is equal. That point lies between years three
and four.

Selection of Alternative

The variance between the total discounted costs
for Alternatives I and II over an economic life of ten
years resulted in A-ternative II being the more eco-
nomically feasible method for collecting, processing,
and retreiving data for Navy ISD job/task/skill
analysis.
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1 SELECTION OF A DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY
FOR OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS

William A. Hayes
Headquarters Chief Naval Education and Training

Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida

Monumental effort has been expended on the analysis of
occupational data to produce numerous products for Manpower,

0 Personnel, and Training Managers. In comparison, however,
little has been done to analyze input methodologies and
determine the optimum method for collection of that raw
dat_-9This paper reflects on the method of data collection

0currently in use and compares it with an alternative
data-collection methodology for:

1. "Kind~of information obtainable,)
2. ',Objectivity and
3. Cost.

kIn order for the products of analysis to continue
providing managers with adequate and timely decision-making
information, the input must contain not only sufficient
detail to produce those products, but it must also be
objective and cost-effective as well. As the outputs become
more numerous and sophisticated and their accompanying
processing mechanisms are refined, the input methodology
inevitably is impacted by these events. It must be reviewed
and re-examined periodically to avoid being overcome by the
advancing sophistication of chese mechanisms.

DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES

Data collection techniques are widely varied and,
whenever possible, tailored to the output requirements. The
traditional and current method of occupational data
collection is the questionnaire. It will be compared with
an alternative method, the observation. In actual practice.
the observation is seldom used alone and is usually
supplemented by the interview. The use of the term in this
paper implies the combination of both observation and
interview. This combination method may be employed either
in the manual mode using a subject matter expert as the
investigator or in an automated mode using the computer as a
partial substitute for the investigator.

KIND OF INFORMATION OBTAINABLE

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

The nature of the questionnaire dictates that it be
created prior to distribution. Consequently, the originator
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or creator must have a working knowledge of the subject in
order to generate appropriate items upon which respondents
will be allowed to vote. This technique is ideally suited
for collection of some data but unsuited for other. Both
the pros and the cons will be addressed.

It is extremely difficult to produce a succinct
instrument, for in order to produce one which is compact and

concise, it becomes necessary to compromise detail for
brevity. According to Rankin (3), construction of an
adequate questionnaire is seldom achieved in one iteration.

There is little personal contact with respondents
during the administration of the questionnaire. Possibly
due to lack of attention, respondents often misinterpret
items being surveyed. Additionally according to Van Dalen
(5), respondents frequently tailor replies to conform to
their biases, to protect their self interests, to place

themselves in a more favorable light, to please the
researcher. or to conform to accepted social patterns. Such
an instrument is not well suited for collection of factual
"hard data" which is a matter of record and available from
other sources.

These disadvantages tend to be partially offset by the
major advantage of the questionnaire - information may be
collected from a large number of respondents in o relatively
short time. This feature makes it an ideal instrLment for
collection of data relating to opinions, self-perceptions,
subjective judgements, attitudes, and the like.

THE OBSERVATION

Like tt-e questionnaire. the observation technique
requires that the investigator (or creator) have a working
knowledge o{ the subject. An additional requirement, unlike
the questionnaire, is that it requires the investigato- to
participate in a "one-on-one" situation with the
respondents. This feature substantially increases the

manpower expended in data collection. This disadvantage,
particularly if data are required from a large number of
respondents, renders it unsuited for collection of opinions,
self-perceptions, subjective judgements. attitudes, and the
like.

Even though many participants may not contribute during
the observation process, complete and accurate data may
still be collected. The investigator has the liberty of
evaluating the data and separating the essential facts from
the non-essential. In a face-to-face meeting, an
investigator is able to probe more deeply into a problem,
particularly an emotionally laden one. Questions are easily
resolved and fewer mistakes or misinterpretations are

encountered. Because of these factors, the data are usually
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more precise and less opinionated. The observation
technique is particularly well suited for collection of
factual or "hard data" relatini to performance, the end
products of performance, or rLcords.

OBJECTIVITY

When comparing the two techniques for objectivity,
TenBrink found that the questionnaire was highly subject to
bias and error, and it was less objective than the
observation. The observation, however can also be
subjective. especially if the instrument has been poorly
constructed; but usually it tends to be the more objective
collection technique.

COST

Two primary ingredients affect the cost or data
collection: time and the number of personnel involved.
Davis (1) found the cost of the two techniques to be
approximately equal; the anomaly occurred for different
reasons, however. The cost of the questionnaire derived
from a large number of personnel utilized for a relatively
short time. The cost of the observation derived from a few
personnel utilized for a relatively lengthy time.

Figure 1 is a summary of the characteristics of the two
data collection techniques.

QUESTIONNAIRE OBSERVATION

KIND Self-perceptions, Performance,
OF subjective end products,,
INFORMATION judgements, facts.
OBTAINABLE attitudes "hard data"

Least objective, Can be
highly subject subjective.

OBJECTIVITY to bias and usually
error objective

COST Many personnel, Fe4 personnel,
short time long time

Figure 1 - Comparison of Data Collection Techniques

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR OCCUPATIONAL ANALY3IS

II- Occupational analyses support the needs of menpower.
personnel, and training managers. The kind of juagments and
decisions made by these managers dictate the type of
information, and consequently, the kind of data they require
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to perform their roles. A major function of manpower
managers is to determine manpower billet requirements;
personnel managers assign personnel to fi.11 those billets.
A data base which supports those types of requirements has
traditionally been one of broad description and whole-job
detail.

A major function of training managers, on the other
hand, is to provide training which will enable graduates to
perform specific tasks in those billets. Driskill (2) and
Rankin (3) agree that these managers need detailed
descriptions of work performed by billet incumbents in order
to provide the proper type and quantity of training. Too
little detail in the trainer's data base can lead to
incomplete training or else to costly overtraining or, the
trainer simply has to go out and get the data himself.

Figure 2 depicts the scope of the data base
requirements. While it might appear that the data
requirements are so diverse that two data bases might be
required to ensure satisfaction of al1 concerned, resource
constraints prohibit that luxury. Is it possible then that
a single data base might serve the needs of all three
managers?

BREADTH OF DESCRIPTION

WOLE JOB PARTS

BROAD MANPOWER/
LEVEL PERSONNEL

OF MANAGERS
DESCRIPTION

DETAILED TRAINING
MANAGERS

FIGURE 2 - Scope of Data Base Requirements

For a single occupational data base to adequately serve
all manpower, personnel and training managers, it must be
sufficiently detailed to provide specific needs for the most
discerning or for those data users with need for greatest
depth of subordinate data and detail- From specific
detailed data, generalities may be derived; the obverse,

*e however, is not necessarily true. It therefore follows that
the detailed data base which would adequately support
training managers could also be used to support manpower and
personnel managers.

In order for that single occupational data base to be
effective, it must possess the +ollowing characteristics:
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1. it must describe the tasks in detail,
2. it must be derived objectively, and
3. it must be produced inexpensively.

CONCLUSIONS

Rankin (3) observed that the primary difference between
the questionnaire and the observation method is tha' the
observation method culminates in a task description9 wherea-
the questionnaire requires one, a priori. In principle, all
tasks are described and cast in questionnaire format for
check--off or endorsement; incumbents enter the picture
merely for obtaining estimates of the proportion of a
population who actually perform or are associated with the
prescribed tasks. The attitudes, opinions and perceptions
available through this technique could adequately satisfy
the needs of manpower and personnel managers, but not those
oaF training managers.

The observation technique with its objectively-derived
performance and "hard data" seems to be better suited for
the training manager's needs. Since the cost of the two
methods are approximately equal, and since the precise.
detailed data provided by the observation techniquie can
support the needs of training managers as well as those of
the manpower and personnel managers, it seems obvious that
it should be the method selected for support of the single
data base of all occupational analysis.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN TURNOVER RESEARCH: PROBLEMS & PROMISE

Chair: Thomas Watson

Interest in turnover is high in both military and civilian
organizations. As a result of this considerable inte'est,
turnover research has undergone a conceptual and methodo-
logical evolution over the past several years. In this
symposium, the problems and promise assocdted with new
directions in turnover research were discussed from the
perspective of investigators in the Air Force and academia.
A representative from the Air Force Manpower and Personnei
Center (AF!PC) described .nw approaches to the study of
turnover and retention used at the Rtention Studies and
Reports Division. Also, representatives from the Air Force
Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL) discussed efforts t5-4e-
velop a precise taxonomy of turnover criteria, to exagine
turnover from a dynamic process perspective, and to validate
an Air Force vocational interest inventory using attrition
criteria. fn addition, representatives f-om the U;iversity
of Texas at Austin discussed problems associated with the
unique contribution of general and specific satisfaction to
turnover decisions, and the advantages of using a 'Butterly"
Catastrophe Model in turnover research.
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A CONTENT ANALYSIS OF RECENT SURVEY INSTRUMENTS

USED IN TURNOVER RESEARCH

Victor H. Appel

University of Texas at Austin

"lt is axiomatic that every psychological process is
ultimately defined by the instrument used to measure it. By
this standard there can be little question that the definition
of turnover has been undergoing a dramatic change in just the
past five years. Since 1976 we have seen remarkable advances
in the efforts to devise measures to predict stay/leave be-
havior or intent both within military and civilian organiza-
tions. It will be the intent of this paper to outline some
of the major changes that have been made, to suggest additior-
al refinements and to indicate what effects current instrumenta-
tion may have on turnover research in the future.

iMajor Changes in Instrumentation Since 1976

Perhaps the most striking change in turnover questionnaires
has been the formulation of theoretically based instruments.
Research investigators have heeded the oft-repeated criticism
levelled at earlier measures that they lacked an adequate con-
ceptual basis (Porter and Steers, 1973; Price, 1977; and Mob-
ley et al., 1979). As an indication of the theoretical de-
velopment taking place, one can point to no less than five
conceptual models (W'ith corresponding instrumentation) advanced
since 197-7. Mobley, Homer and Hollingsworth' s(1978) Intermediate
Linkage Model; Bluedorn's (1979) Path Model of Turnover Intent;
Koch and Steers' (1978) Organizational Commitment Model; Martin's
(1979) Causal Model of Intent to Leave and Price and Mueller's
(1981) Causal Model. Indeed, the expected synthesizing process
in which several of the models are combined, .has already begun
(Bluedorn, 1980).

It would be instructive to compare the best performance
achieved by a questionnaire measure tapping dimensions of a
model with the best of measures with no specific conceptual
basis. Such a comparison might be made between the questionnaire
instrument developed from Bluedorn's Causal Model (.1978) and the
extensively refined Occupational Attitude Inventory (OAI) as
developed by the Air Force over the past eight years (Tuttle,
Gould and Hazel, 1975; Finstuen, Weaver and Edwards (1981).
Using a sample of Army officers, Bluedorn (1979) was able to
account for 65% of turnover-intent variance. By contrast, using
first term enlisted Air Force personnel, Finstuen, Weaver and
Edwards (1981) were able to account for between 46% and 52% of
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reenlistment intent variance with a 1973 sample of over 1,000
airmen. Upon replication in 1975, that figure shrank appreci-
ably to 33% to 35% respectively , using a similar sample of
over 4,000 airmen. Plainly, the potential of conceptually
based questionnaires is promising.

Nature of the Conceptual Models Underlying Instrument Development.

What can be said regarding the types of conceptual models
used as the basis for questionnaire construction? Looking at
recent measures, are there areas of commonality? There are
indeed. Three major attributes will be discussed: 1) Use of
the desirability of the alternative construct 2) Adoption of
a process focus 3) Incorporation of a wider array of variables,
reflecting more comprehensive models.

As indicated by Watson and Appel (1982) a growing consensus
has emerged among research investigators in the last several
years that the prediction of turnover should be viewed from a
systems perspective in which focus is shifted from assessment of
level of satisfaction within a single setting to the assessment
of the relative satisfaction one has with an existing setting as
compared with that of alternative options. This approach reei5g-
nizes that reenlistment intent or stay/leave behavior should be
construed as a decision-making situation in which the indirid~ 1
weighs prospects within an existing context against compara!:e---
opportunities perceived to be available elsewhere.

7-. The utility of such a concept as desirability of the alterna-
tives has already been strongly supported by the empirical data.
In fact, it has sometimes been found to be the most effective
single predictor of turnover. Price and Mueller (1981) stress
that that opportunity.(their term for the construct) was four times
as potent a predictor as pay, the other widely supported predictor.
Bluedorn (1978) also found environmental pull (his equivalent term)
to be his most potent predictor. These results are even more
striking when one considers the wide variability in the ways this
construct has been operationalized within survey measures. For
example, Schneider (1976) used a full thirty items to compare and
contrast the perzeived relative efficacy of the Navy with a civil-
ian alternative. Respondents were asked to indicate what they
thought their (hances were (extremely poor to extremely good) of
finding desirable job attributes in the navy or in a civilian
context. Variables being compared ranged from "having supervisors
who take an interest in you" to "learning new skills and abilities

V on your job" to "developing close friendships with the people you
work with." This extensive, point-by-point comparison contrasts
sharply with with more recent measures which use fewer items, and
seek less specific bases for assessment.
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This difference is most keenly illustrated by examining
Price and Mueller's (1981) four item scale to tap the desira.-
bility of the alternative variable. They ask the respondent
to indicate how easy or difficult they believe it would be to
find suizable employment elsewhere. Respondents evaluate how
easy or difficult they feel it would be to find employment in
their field of endeavor, and of comparable quality to their
present position. They are also asked to assess how they
perceive the demand within their specialty. Note that these
are global items which ask for overall judgments. Still, a
third means of opezationalizing the construct is illustrated
by the DOD Personnel Survey (Undated). Items focus rather
specifically on particular aspects of the job, but there are
many fewer attributes appraised ( only 12). A common opera-
tional definition for desirability of the ulternatives would
allow direct comparison of outcomes achieved.

The second commonality among recent conceptual models deals
with the use of a process focus. There is considerable support
for the merit of this approach. Both Greenhalgh (1980) and Mobley
(1982) argue that previous zonceptualizations of turnover have
viewed it as a static rather than a dynamic process. A criven
employee, they argue, is not influenced to the same degree by
the same factors at different points during his career. Thus,
pay may be relatively more important early in one's career and
se:urity increasingly central as one achieves greater tenure.
As a consequence, administration of a survey instrument at a
single point in time is less descriptive of the actual varia-
bility in importance of the variables in question than if a
longitudinal study were carried out. In that case, it would
permit the use of repeated measures which could reveal the
relative importance of a factor over time; that is, at Timel ,
Time 2, Time3and Time4.

As an example of the process model focus, the Navy is now
surveying reactions of first term enlisted personnel to their
military experience. This is done at four points in time: 1)
While still in boot camp (New Recruit Questionnaire); 2) After
completing boot camp (End of-Recruit Training Questionnaire);
3) While taking apprenEt-eship (Class A) training (Training Ex-

eerience Questionnaire and 4) While at the first duty assignment
(Fleet Experiences Questionnaire). Nested questions permit ass
sessment of the salierce of differing factors on turnover behav-
ior at each of the four points in time. The use of Process Models
can be expected to ix..rease in the future.

The third commonality among recent conceptual models is
the increasing scope and complexity of the models. Content has
expanded from a near complete focus on job satisfaction/commitment
related variables to a much wider coverage. The more recent models
embrace variables which are at the economic and organizational
level of analysis in additional to the variables at the individual
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level. This is readily apparent from even a cursory perusal
of the expanded model of the employee turnover process as
devised by Mobley, Griffeth, Hand and Meglino (1979). Similarly,
one can expect to encounter an increasingly extensive set of
demographic, background variables. As- reflected by measures
used in testing Bluedorn's (1980) unified model, one may expect
an increasing array of items used to assess a series of depend-
ent measures. Not only may the traditional turnover intent
variable appear in increasingly sophisticated forms, but so too
may one find extensive measures of the commitment variable such

. as the 15 item, Military Career Commitment instrument developed
- by Butler and Bridges T1978). One may also see items to assess

other dependent measures such as the extent of Job Search. Re-
markably,these multiple variables are being assessed parsimon:-
iously through the use of Path Analysis techniques (Bluedorn,
1980).

Needed Improvements in Future Turnover Instruments

Despite the significant development taking place in recent
turnover measures as outlined above, there are a number of re-
finements which would be fruitful. Some reference has already
been made above to the utility of increased standardization in
the operational definitions of key variables. At present there
is little consistency across investigators in the items used.
Clearly, replication is made more difficult as turnover studies

*. use differing bases to measure Intent to Leave, Desirability of
the Alternatives, Job Satisfaction and the like. As a case in
point,two relatively sophisticated organizational commitment
measures- have been derived recently. Mowday, Steers and Porter
(1979) have devised their own, 13 item, Occupational Commitment
Questionnaire (OCQ), and Gould and Penley have developed a 15
item instrument which they call the Involvement Questionnaire(IQ)
(1982). The IQ is based on Etzioni's three types of commitment.

It is becoming increasingly clear that different variables
may be predictive of one but not necessarily other turnover out-
comes. The variables which tap Intent to Stay/Leave most reliably,
may not be the same variables which tap job satisfaction. As a
result, research investigators need to clarify for themselves
the particular outcome with which they are most concerned,and
then construct measures that contain those items pertinent for
that purpose. In their recent study, Finstuen, Weaver and Ed-
wards appear to view the Occupational Attitude Inventory as
equally applicable to assess job satisfaction, Intent and actual
Turnover behavior.

There needs to be increasing specification of the type of
person leaving an organization. From which subset are those
who leave organizations coming. The recent use of Performance
indices may be an important step in addressing - .s, ib.,ut. We
need clearer specification whether we are losing our best or our
marginal personnel.
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The critical importance of turnover data for personnel
planning argues that turnover research needs to become a con-
tinuing part of on-going, organizational information processing
systems. This is in contrast to the more typical, current view
that periodic turnover studies ought to be conducted. The mili-
tary services have made much more progress in this regard than
has the civilian sector.

Traditionally, studies of turnover have sought to isolate
single, generic factors associated with the turnover of all
personnel within an organizational setting. Obviously, it is
appealing to try to identify a determinant,such as Pay, which
would have universal or near-universal relevance to persons at
varying levels and across a wide array of occupational groupings.
It is already apparent that predictive efficiency may be enhanced
as those occupational groups are examined separately. For example,
Watson (1982) reports AFHRL efforts at developing AFS-specific
regression equations to predict turnover potential.

Implications for the Future

In summary, it is apparent that substantial progress has been
made in the last five years to conceptualize the process of tuznover.
While it is clear from Mobley's (1982) most recent critical analy-
sis that much further work remains, the aviilable measures of turn-
over stand a much better chance of capturing the complexity of the
turnover process than has been possible heretofore.
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--- Vocational Interests and Job Satisfaction:
Effects on Turnover jmong Air Force Enlistees

Michael D. Matthews
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks Air Force, Texas 78235

The Vocational Interest-Career Examination (VOICE) is an Air Force
instrument designed to assess vocational interests among Air Force enlistees.
Its development and validation are described by Alley and Matthews (1982). In
addition, job satisfaction can be predicted by the VOICE (Alley, Wilbourn, &
Berberich, 1976). J3b satisfaction has been found to be related to fatigue,

0 dissatisfaction with life, deprassion, psychosomatic illness, mental illness,
drug and alcohol abuse, job performance, and coronary heart disease (Cf. Alley
& Matthews, in press). Perhaps the most serious implication of personnel
dissatisfaction, however, has to do with its influence on various forms of
occupational withdrawal. Research has demonstrated quite consistently that

-personnel dissatisfied with their jobs are much more likely to be absent from
their work (Waters & Roach, 1973) and to terminate their employment at a
higher frequency than are satisfied workers (Mobley, Griffeth, Hand, &
Veglino, 1979).

_ The diverse and serious implications of job dissatisfaction led the Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory to initiate a study of the relationship
between vocational interests among first-term enlisted accessions, as assessed
by the VOICE, and attrition from the Air Force, Preliminary results from this
research program jae -prese-bted-earieiir by Matthews (1982) and Matthews
and Berry (1982). '>The purpose of this paper is to present additional findings
from this research program,

Method

Subjects

36,759 male and 12,909 female 1973-1975 Air Force enlisted accessions were
administered the VOICE during basic training and tracked through their initial
tour of duty. The subjects were typical of past Air Force accessions. Their
average age was 18, the racial composition of the sample was similar to that
of the United States population as a whole, and most (95.29%) had completed
high school.

The VOICE

The VOICE consists of a 300-item vocational interest inventory requiring
approximately 30 minutes to administer. Individial items are presented in
booklet form and consist of occupational titles, work tasks, leisure time
activities, and desired learning experiences. Respondents indicate relative
preferences for each item in a standard like-indifferent-dislike (LID)
format. Item responses were converted to two types of scales: (a) basic
interest scales, and (b) occupational scales. The basic scales represent
measures of general interest in various occupational and technical areas.
They were constructed by grouping items of similar content into 18 independent
sets covering a wide range of interests in the vocational and technical
domain. The basic interest scales cover areas of Office. Administration,
Electronics, Heavy Construction, Science, Outdoors, Medical Service,
Aesthetics, Mechanics, Food Service, Law Enforcement, Audiographics,
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Mathematics, Agriculture, Teacher/Counseling, Marksman, Craftsman, Drafting,
and Automated Data Processing. All items within each scale are hoi;;-i neous in
the sense that each was selected to measure the same underlying 'imension.
The Office Administration items, for example, measure interest in clerical,
administrative, and business related activities.

The occupational scales were designed 'or use in evaluating job assignment
alternatives. It has been found that ct:rtain patterns of basic interest
scores predict job satisfaction in vario.o Air Force job clusters (Alley et
al., 1976). These clusters, 20 in ..:mber, represent an exhaustive
categorization of Air Force job specialtie:. The VOICE occupational scaleS,
therefore, provide a predicted job satisfaction score for each of these 20 job
clusters. Consequently, if used operationally job placement personnl would
be able to readily obtain a prediction of job satisfaction for any Air Force
career field, by determining in which of the clusters that particular job
falls . The occupational scales, while formulated from basic interests,
provide direct estimates of job satisfaction for each career field in the set
and can be used for makina specific comparisons between alternative
assignments (Alley et al., 1916). Predicted job satisfaction (PJS) scores
range from 200 to 800, with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100. For
a more thorough and technical discussion of the development of the VOICE and a
description of the basic interest and occupational scales, their psychometric
characteristics, and validity, see Alley and Matthews (1982).

Procedure

The sample of recruits was monitored until completion of their initial
four to six year duty obligation and cumulative attrition rates were assessed
after 12, 24, and 36 months of service. Each subject's career field of
assignment was identified and the PJS score associated with that field
determined. Attrition rates were determined for each of the 20 VOICE DOD
occupational clusters, and by sex within clusters. The occupational clusters
were then combined for an overall analysis of attrition as a function of PJS
score. Finally, these overall data were broken out by sex to examine possible
effects of gender on the relationship between PJS scores and attrition. In
addition, pre-enlistmnt variables including age, education level, Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) scores, and Armed Forces
Qualificaticn Test (AFQT) scores were obtained for each subject. These
variables are known to be related to Air Force attrition rates (Finstuen &
Alley, in press) and, together with VOICE PJS scores, were entered into
regressicn models designed to identify the sources and magnitude of variance
predictive of attrition.

Results and Discussion

The relationship between predicted job satisfaction and attrition from the
Air Force at 12, 24, and 36 months of service is depicted in Figure 1, which
presents the percentage of cases lost from the Air Force as a function of
predicted job satisfaction. For example, approximately 40 percent of subjects
who had low predicted job satisfaction scores had attrited within 36 months of
their initial enlistment, versus 26 per'ent of the group with high predicted
job satisfaction scores.
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A regression analysis was conducted on the 36 month attrition rates. A
full regression ,odel (n=51,916) containing vectors for age, education level,
ASVAB composite scores, AFQT scores, squares of 'all the above, cubes of all
aptitude variables, and VOICE PJS scores was developed. This full nodel
resulted in a significant (F=50.93; df=21, 51,894; P < .001) R of .142. A
restricted model, differing from the full model only in the deletion of the
PJS vector, also significantly predicted attrition (F=-41.90; df=20, 51,895;
P < 001) with an R of .126. Moreover, the difference between the Rs of the
full nd restricted models was also significant (F=227.80; df=l, 51,894; P<
.001), indicating that the VOICE predicts attrition above and beyond the
influence of other pre-enlistment variables. Finally, VOICE PJS scores alone
were significantly related to attrition (F=334.07; df=l, 51,914; P < .001),
with an R of .080. An examination of the correlation matrix (not shown) of
the pre-enlistment variables and attrition showed that only high school
graduation (r=.088) correlated higher with attrition than did VOICE PJS scores.

The statistical analysis of the relationship between PJS scores and
attrition presented in Figure 1 indicates (1) that PJS scores are
significantly related to attrition, and (2) PJS scores add to the predictive
power of other pre-enlistment variables, such as ages education level, and
aptitude level. It is possible that the small, but significant, relationship
between PJS scores and attrition would be more substantial if the anaysis
differentiated sources of attrition Lnlikely to be related to predicted job
satisfaction (eg., death, disability) from those sources likely to be affected
by job satisfaction (eg., marginal performance). Finally, additional
regressions testing the effects of the predictor variables on attrition within
each of the 20 DOD occupational clusters may reveal a greater or lesser degree
of relationship between predictor and criterion variables than did the overall
analysis.

In conclusion, the results from the present study indicate a small but
reliable relationship betweer predicted job satisfaction and Air Force
enlisted attrition. Data frowt this study suggest that utilization of VOICE
PJS scores in the classification of recruits to career fields would have a
major impact on attrition rates with consequent decreases in training costs
and an improvement of overall force quality.
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-'7 Definition, Classification, and Measurement of Turnover
in Civilian and Military Contexts

Thomas W. Watson

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Employers invest considerable resources in recruiting and training
employees, and the loss of personnel can be costly. Losses also make it
difficult for organizations to develop a career force with levels of
experience and proficiency necessary for optimum organizational
effectiveness. Thus, employers have focused attention on turnover.

Much turnover research has been conducted, primarily to determine factors
- . influencing termination or retention decisions. Although knowledge has been

accumulating for decades, certain issues have been overlooked. For instance,
little attention has been focused on the criterion issue. Considerably more
effort has been directed toward identifying the antecedents of turnover, than
in carefully defining or classifying criteria, or in identifying optimal
measurement methods for specific purposes. The effort invested in the
predictor set has been productive, but more consideration needs to be directed
toward terminatior/retention criteria and methods of measurement.

: This paper examines the termination/retention criterion issue. First, the
need for precise definition, classification and measurement will be discussed;
then, attempts to define and classify turnover and retentii i. military and
civilian contexts will be presented; finally, measurement wifl te discussed.

The Need for More Precise Definition, Classification, and Measurement

The distinction between retention and turnover appears easy to specify:
turnover occurs if an employee leaves, and retention occurs if employment is
continued. However, turnover is sometimes broadly defined to include entry
into as well as exit from an organization. Also, many conditions exist under
which turnover can occur. For instance, an incumbent may leave voluntarily,
or may be forced to leave involuntarily. These categories can be further
subdivided. Likewise, employment might be terminated prior to fulfillment of
a contractual cbligation. Separation under such circumstances is defined
differently than separation under conditions of no obligated term of service.
Even retention can be subcategorized. For instance, those who remain can be
differentially classified on the basis of productivity or commitment. Thus,
definition, classification, and measurement of these complementary term.. is
more difficult than would initially appear to be the case.

Understanding of turnover and retention can be enhanced by examining how
turnover has been defined and classified. If more precise subcategories can
be developed in which different types of stayers or leavers are not
inadvertently grouped together for research or applied purposes, error in
prediction equations can likely be reduced. The variables which influence
specific types if turnover can also better be identified. Such information
will also provide more precise information for making management decisions.

Another impnrtant consideration exists. A stay/leave criterion often is
not available, or may not be the most desirable criterion to use. An interim
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or surrogate dependent measure such as behavioral irtent is frequently used.
For some purposes, such a criterion is preferred, for it gives management an
opportunity to identify problems and take remeiial action to induce valued
e..p'oyees to stay. The definition, classification rleasurenent of
surrogate criteria also need to be examined.

Definition and :las~ification of Separation ard Retention Criteria

To measure a construct and use it effectively it needs to be carefully
defined, and tailored to the intended use. Without precise definition, the
validity of measures can be questioned. In addition, if 3 multifaceted
construct like turnover is defined and measured as if it were unidimensiona!,
its utility will be diminished. It is the purpose of this se-tion to examine
how turnover has been defined and classified. While broad definitions of
turnover are of limited practical utility, they can provide a starting point
for understanding turnover and developing a refined classification. Selected
broad definitions are discussed below.

Definition: Defining Turnover in Its Broadest Sense

Broad Definitions From the Civilian Literature. Belknap (1977) provided a
straightforward macro-defin n of turnover that conveys the implicit
definition most researchers and practioners hold. OTurnover is anyone who
[leaves the company]" (p. 233). Likewise, Forrest, Cuimings, and Johnson
(1977) noted that some definitions of turnover include all leavers while
others exclude personnel who leave for particular reasons, and advocated the
more global approach. Based on a skepticism concerning reasons for leaving
(see Lefkowitz . Katz, 1969), they recormended the following definition:
removal from an organization's payroll. Mobley (1982) provided a similar
.drfinition: cessation of organizational membership by someone receiving
compensation from the organization.

The definitions provided by Belknap (1977) Forrest el at. (19771 and

Mobley (1982) focus on all who leave an organization. However, leaving a job
might include movement wThhin a firm and, as Van der Merwe and Miller (1975)
pointed out, most authors do not consider such movement to be turnover. Carr
(1972) took exception to the practice of excluding intraorganization transfers
and argued that turnover includes the continuing movement of employees within
organizations. He defined such movement as internal turnover, and used the
term total turnover to describe the flow of human resources into, through, and
out of an organization. In this second respect, Carr's definition is similar
to the macro-definition proposed by Price: *the degree of individual movement
across the membership boundaries of a social system* (Price, 1977, p. 4).
Price (1975) stated that movement included the ertry and exit of individuals.
Unlike Carr (1972), he excluded intraorgarizational transfers or promotions.

Although Price (1977) deviated from common practice by including both
inward and outward migration in his definition of turnover, he favored a
defintion of turnover also favored by most other social scientists: -ovement
of individuals. This is in contrast to turnover as an aggregate phenomenon
often used by economists. Bluedorn (1978) also described turnover as
representing a change in an individual's membership status, but noted problems
with Price's conceptualizaticn, since directionality was not specified. He
stressed that turnover conmonly refers to the act of leaving an organization,
but described turnover as leaving in a narrower sense than did Belknap (1977),
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Forrest et al. 01.77), or t1obley (1982) by emphasizing that turnover usually
refers to people who quit, not to people who are fired.

J-litary Approaches to Defintion. Post of the broad definitions of
turnover discussed thus far have been developed in the civilian literature.
Turnover is seldom used in reference to the loss of military personnel, but
the military tends to define termination in a similar fashion to the civilian
sector. Organizational exit and termination of nteershio arc hasized.
For example, ArR 3547 and DOD Directive 1332.14 both define- discharge as the
termination of enlistments (or appointments) or other military status.
However, despite similarities, there are also differences. Militarl
separations are defined in a broader sense than turnover in the civilian
cominity, referring to a change in status which may involve termination, or

" retention. The military also provides a far more elaborate subclassification
of reasons for separation. Another important difference exists. Due to the
unique character of the military employment contract, which usually involves a
period of obligated service, separation prior tu completion of a contractual
active-duty obiigation is referred to as attrition (see DOD Directive
1415.7). Although this type of turnover cay apply to selected civilian jobs,
it is infrequently used in such contexts. Turnover defined as attrition is
usually categorized in terms of when it occurs during a military member's term
of obicated service.

Classification: reveloping a Taxonomy of Turnover

Ptterpts at classifying turnover into a variety of subcategories
represents a shift in focus from broad definition to the development of a
taxonomy of turnover. Using Bluedorn's (1978) efforts to develop a taxonomy
as a starting point, this topic is discussed below.

.'oluntary vs Involuntary Turnover. Bluedorn (1978) developed a taxonomy
cf turnover based on two dimensions: (1) the direction of L-jveent across t,.
ornanizational boundary (i.e., in or out), and (2) tne source of initiation of
noveme-t (i.e., the individual (voluntary), or by forces other than the
indiviaual (involuntary). Like Bluedern, Price (1975, 177) subcategorized
tur*over into voluntary and involuntary categories, placing primary emphasis
on voluntary turnover. Price defined voluntary turnover as "individual
movemert across the me5'bership boundaries of a soc~ai system which is
initiated by the individual" (Price, 1977, p. 9), and defined involuntary
turnover as movement not initiated by the ir. ividual.

Contro?-lable vs Uncontrollable Turnover. A distinction nas also been made
between controllable and uncontrollable turnover. Concrollable and
uncontrollable turnover, as defined by Van der Merwe and Miller (1971), appear
to be synonomous with avoidable and unavoidable turnover, which are terms also
found in the ,iterature. Van der Merwe ana M!iller (1971) defined controllab.e
turnover as the avoidable loss of personnel since management action couid have
been taken to reduce, or prevent, the lois. The rationale for emphasis upon
controllable turnover, according to Van der Merwe and Miller (971, 1975) is
based on the promise that any ipproach to the measurement of tj.nover used for
management decision making should distinguish between tuinover which is within
managenent control fron that which is not. There is, however, disagreement
concerning what is under managennt control. Van der Merwe and Miller
proposed that employee-initiated separations (i.e., voluntarj separations) and
eirployer-initiated separations (i.e., dismissals) be incluced under the
heading of controllable turnover. They recommended against further
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differentiation on the basis of reasons for leaving due to the unreliability
of statements made by employees at the tite of exit. Van der Merwe and Miller
(1971, 1975) included voluntary separations and dismissals in their definition
of controllable turnover. Other's have d;fined controllable turnover in a
narrower sense. Price (1977) noted that controllable turnover is often
similar in meaning to voluntary turnover.

Other investigators have also recommended subcategorization of turnover
into categories similar to those proposed by Van der Merwe and Miller (1971,
1975). Dalton, Krackhardt, and Porter,(1981), and Dalton, Tudor, and
Krackhardt (1982) recommended that voluntary turnover be subdivided into
unavoidable and controllable categories. Likewise, Lefkowitz and Katz (1969)
recommended that turnover be subcategorized as involuntary, avoidable
voluntary, and unavoidable voluntary.

Functional vs Dysfunctional Turnovnr. Historically, emphasis has been
placed on voluntary turnover. In addition, turnover has been construed to
have negative consequences for both individuals and organizations. More
recently, Dalton and his colleagues (Dalton, Krackhardt, & Porter, 1981;
Dalton & Tudor, 19i2; Dalton, Tudor, & Krackhardt, 1982) have challenged the
notion that volunta.'y turnover is invariably detrimental to organizations.
They have taken the classification of turnover on the basis of positive versus
negative organizational consequences and developed this theme into an expanded
taxonomy of turnover emphasizing the distinction between functional and
dysfunctional turnover. They focused on the incumbent's evaluation of the
organization and the organization's evaluation of the incumbent. They also
expanded uppn the traditional approach by looking at high-quality and
low-quality employees and the organizational outcomes associated with
voluntary turnover among these two different groups of employees.

According to Dalton, Krackhprdt, and Porter (1981) dysfunctional turnover
occurs when an individual wants to leave the organization, and the
organization desires to retain the individual. In contrast, functional
turnover occurs when an individual wants to leave but the organization is
unconcerned, due to a negative evaluation of the individual. Such turnover is
considered beneficial to the organization. Dalton and his associates included
the criteria of employee quality and replaceability in their exposition of
functional/dysfunctional turnover, ana applied these criteria to stayers and

* ! leavers. Implicit in a quality dimension is performance. Other investigators
have also emphasized the import&nce of 'lassifying those who leave along a
performance dimension. For instance, Porter and Steers (1973) recommended
that more attention be given to the turnover of differentially valued
employees. Martin, Price, and Mueller (1981) noted that most of the relevant
literature indicates that incumbents who perform better are most likely to
leave. This finding is consistent with the importance of alternative job
prospects stressed by Price (1977) and by Watson and Appel (1982). Higher
performers would be most likely to leave since they would have the greatest
employment opportunities external to their present work environment.

Military Efforts at Precise Classification of Reasons for Separation.
Generally, civilian efforts towardclassification have yielded the rather
broad categories previously discussed. The DOD departments have developed an
elaborate systen1  for coding reasons for leaving. Separation Program
Designator codes are assigned to those separating from the service, or
transferring between services. These three-digit co6es represent separation
type and separation reason. However, until recently, considerable variation
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existed in the separation classification schemes developed by the different
services. In recent months, efforts have been underway to increase the
uniformity of classification across the DOD. This has been in response to DOD
Directive 1332.14, dated 28 January, 1982, which applies to administrative
separations after I October 1982. This directive provides current guidance
concerning the manner in which the military services classify separations.
The major subcategories of sepjrations contained in this directive are as
follows: (a) Expiration of Service Obligation, (b) Selected Changes in
Service Obligation, (c) Convenience of the Government, (d) Disability, (e)
Defective Enlistments and Inductions, (f) Entry Level Performance and Conduct,
(g) Unsatisfactory Performance, (h) Homosexuality, (i) Drug Abuse
Rehabilitation Failure, (j) Alcohol Abuse Rehabilitation Failure, (k)
Misconduct, (1) Separation in Lieu of Trial by Court-Martial, (m) Security,
(n) Unsatisfactory Participation in the Ready Reserves, (o) Secretarial
Plenary Authority, and (p) Reasons Established by the Military Department.
rhe Defense Vanpower Data Center provides another useful taxonomy referred to
as Interservice Separation Codes, as follows: (a) Release form Active
Service, (b) Medical Disqualifications, (c) Dependency or Hardship, (d) Death,
(e) Entry into Officer Programs, (f) Retirement (Other than Medical), (g)
Failure to Meet Minimum Behavioral or Performance Criteria, (h) Other
Separations or Discharges.

The Measurement of Separation and Retention

As Baysinger and Mobley (1982) noted, turnover and retention are
individual and aggregate phenomena. As an individual phenomenon, turnover is
frequently measured using an intent criterion, or as a dichotomous stay/leave
criterion. As an aggregate phenomenon, measuires such as accession and
separation rates, stability and instability rates, and survival and wastage
rates are computed. Space limitations preclude discussion of how these rates
are computed For detailed accounts, the reader is referred to Van der Mere
and Miller ( 75) and Price (1977). Selection of individual or aggregate
measures often varies with intended use or professional specialization.
Although there are exceptions, ec-nomist and practitioners interested in human
reources management frequently us. 3ggregate measures while psychologists are
more inclined to use individual measures.

In light of issues raised earlier in this paper, it is important that
researchers and managers consider how they wish to define and classify
turnover before developing a measure appropriate for their intended use. The
question of what type of organizational movement constitutes turnover should
be addressed first. Next, consideration should be givwn to how one wishes to
subclas:ify the broader set of employees under stu.y. After defining and
classifying the target population of interest, the investigator should then
decide on a method of individual or aggregate measurement which is tailored to
the target population of interest, and the intended use.

Summary and Conclusions

Turnover and retention are complex phenonema. Researchers need to
consider the interelationship of organizational entry, intraorganizational
movement, and organizational exit. They also need to consider how best to
define, classify, and measure turnover and retention on the basis of
particular research or applied needs. In addition to identifying the relative
contribution of determinants of turnover, more consideration needs to be given
to the dependent variable itself.
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V Process Models of Turnover Within an Open-Systems Context

Thomas W. Watson

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

V Employers are interested in retaining experienced, productive personnel.
Thus, employee turnover has been a topic of concern. During the past decade,

0 there has been renewed interest in turnover, as documented in a recent
bibliography (Berry, Weaver, Watson, & Finstuen, Note 1) and in recent

S-t literature reviews (see Porter & Steers 1973; Hand, Griffeth, & Mobley, 1977;
!! \ Price, 1977; Mobley, Griffeth, Hand, & Meglino, 1979; and Muchinsky & Tuttle,

1979).

/Despite renewed conceptual and empirical interest, researchers have been
F'only moderately successful in enhancing our ability to understand or predict

turnoveLr bhvor Both Greenhalgh (1980) and Mobley (1982) have lamented
(-hatour understanding of turnover remains limited. They proposed that our

understanding could be advanced by examining turnover from a process
perspective and recommended that future turnover research incorporate such a
perspective. Watson and Appel (1982) noted that until recently even the most
sophisticated studies were accounting for no more than 25% of the turnover
variance. They provided theoretical and empirical support for a
desirability-of-alternatives construct and advocated a shift in conceptual
focus. Watson and Appel recommended that future research on turnover gather
comparative data concerning incumbent perceptions of prospects in existing
work settings vis a vis desirable and obtainable alternative work contexts.
In so doing, they advocated an open-systems approach to the study of turnover
which is compatible with the process perspective advocated by Greenhalgh
(1980) and Mobley (1982).

)The Air Force is concerned about factors influencing separation and
retention decisions, and the Air Force Human F -ources Laboratory (AFHRL) has

been involved in retention research for several years. One component of this
program involves process mrodels of turnover research.?which is designed to
correct the shortcomings noted by Greenhalgh (1980), M bley (1982), and Watson
and Appel (1982) by examining turnover from bo' process and open-systems
perspectives. It provides new directions urnover research which should
enhance our understanding of turnoyor' ecisions, and increase the proportion
of explained variance in turnover. This paper provides a brief description of
AFHRL process models research, followed by a discussion of the process and
open-systems perspectives, as well as the manner in which these perspectives
have been incorporated in the process models research designing

The process models turnover research at AFHRL involves a longitudinal
assessment of factors influencing separation and retention decisions of Air
Force enlisted personnel. An initial survey instrument is currently under
development for longitudinal administration to a random sample of
approximately 15,000 First- and second-term Air Force erlisted personnel. At
the time of initial survey, these participants will be at different points in
their career, and will be surveyed yearly for at least three consecutive years
to identify changes in the factors influencing their intent to stay or to
leave over time. To provide a check on the validity and reliability of the
information obtained, and to gain a richer understanding of the factors
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influencing separation and retention decisions, a subset of participants will
also be surveyed via phone. Occupation-specific and career-cycle-specific
models of the turnover decision process will be developed and tested,
initially using a behavioral-intent crite ion. Actual st3y/leave behaviors
will be determined later via personnel data files, and used as an additional i
dependent measure. Multivariate analysis techniques such as regression
analysis, path analysiz, and discriminant analysis will be used to assess the
relative influence of the variables examined on turnover decisions.

The Process Perspective in the Process Models Research

Historically, turnover has been regarded as a static phenomenon. A static
view is conceptually simple and convenient since it does not require
consideration of change over time and requires only a single time assessment.
However, this view appears to be an oversimplification which ignores the
dynamic nature of the turnover process. Mobley (1982) criticized traditional
turnover research for neglecting the critical feature of turnover as a
process: chenge over time. In his judgement, repeated measures of multiple
factors over time are essential to understand this process better. He further
cautioned that multivariate analyses need to have a strong conceptual base in
order to enhance our understanding of the process of turnover.

The AFHRL process models research incorporates a process perspective since
turnover is viewed as a dynamic process characterized by change over time. By
using multiple surveys over a period of years, changes in the relative weight
of turnover determinants over time can be assessed. Such an approach can also
better illuminate the stepwise character of turnover decisions.

A longitudinal approach is being taken because change over time is so
critical to a process perspective. Although all process models of turnover
stress this characteristic, some investigators, such as Mobley (1977), Mobley,
Horner, ard Hollingsworth (1978), and Steers and Mowday (1981) focus primarily
upon changes occuring over a relatively short period of time. For instance,
fobley and his associates have proposed an intermediate-!inkace model of the
turnover decision process. This is a multi-step model invol'iing thoughts of
quitting, intention to search, actual search, and the intention to leave as
orderly, sequential precursors to the act of leaving. Other invesligators,
such as Greenhalgh (1980) have described process models which encorpass the
entire career cycle. Greenhalgh's model is based on the assumption that the
decision process concerning staying or leaving should be traced throughout a
person's career with an organization. At different points in an individual's
career cycle, different factors become salient. Thus, changes in the factors
influencing stay/leave decisions need to be examined over extended periods of
time.

In the process models research conducted by AFHRL, a survey instrument is
currently being developed to measure the dynamic nature of the turnover
process over the short term, and as individuals progress in their careers.
Information will be gathered concerning the intermediate steps which precede
the actual stay/leave decision. Information will also be obtained on multiple
factors presumed to influence turnover decisions and to have a differential
impact over time. Variables considered for inclusion in the survey instrument

6 are being selected on the basis of their theoretical or empirical relationship
to turnover decisions. Air Force managers concerned with retention issues
have also been consulted to identify variables uniquely applicable to life in
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the Air Force. Variables are being selected with care, and in accord with
Mobley's (1982) recommendation, the multivariate approach is conceptually and
empirically based. Promising factors considered for inclusion (other than
biodemographic variables) are as follows: absolute and relative job
satisfaction; satisfaction with the Air Force way of life; pay and fringe
benefits; family responsibilities and the attitudes of family members;
frequency of, and satisfaction with assignments; met expectations; promotion
opportunities; organizatioral commitment and behavioral intent; immediate
affective and behavioral precursors to behavioral intent; the desirability and
availability of alternative employment opportunities; transferability of
skills to the civilian sector; and the perceived utility of Air Force versus
civilian employment. Additional variables, like biodemographic data, and
information pertaining to economic conditions, will be obtained from other
sources such as AFHRL persnnnel data files or lie B3treau of Labor Statistics.
The rationale for variable selection is discussed further in the following
section on the open-systems perspective. This is not intended to be an
exhaustive list.

The Open-Systems Perspective in the Process Models Research

In addition to surveying respondents longitudinally to determine changes
in the factors influencing separation and retention decisions over time, the
JFI'RL process models research is designed to examine turnover within an
open-systems context. An open-system is one that influences, and is
influenced by other systems. This perspective acknowledges that organizations
are embedded in a larger social context and that factors in the external
environment can have an impact on turnover decisions. Most
psychologically-oriented turnover research has not taken such a perspective.
Rather, most such research has taken an implicit closed-systems perspective
wherein intraorganizational determinants have been emphasized, and the impact
of externz-.l factors has been ignored.

Some investigators have taken, or advocated, a more open-systems
approach. For instance, economists have long been interested in factors such
as unemployment rates. Family responsibilities and the impact of the desires
of one's spouse have been given some attention. Consideration of the impact
of alternative work contexts was advocated as early as the 1950's and 1960's
by Varch and Simon (1958), and Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969). However,
these authors' recommendations were largely ignored, and not until recently
has the impact of desirable and obtainable alternatives been given serious
consideration. This construct, which Watson and Appel (1982) called the
desirability of alternatives, has been given a variety of names and been
operationally defined in a variety of ways. However, considerable empirical
support for the importance of this construct as a determinant of turnover has
been accumulating (see, for example, Schneider, 1976; Bluedorn, 1979; and
Price and Mueller, 1981a, 1981b).

Bronfanbrenner (1979) has exposited a theory supporting an open-systems
approach. Although B,-onfenbrenner (197) was interested in the ecology of
human development, his work can readily be applied to turnover research. He
portrayed the individual as interacting with an ecological environment
conceived as a set of nested structures, defined in terms of the following
interrelated systems: the imicrosystem, the mesosystem, the exosystem, and the
macrosystem. He advocated that the possible impact of all these interrelated
systems on the behavior of individuals needs to be considered.
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Relating Bronfenbrenner's conceptualization to turnover, the microsystem
refers to the work environment in which the individual participates. The
mesosystem refers to other social systems in which he or she also
participate!, such as a family. The exosystem refers to alternative work
settings in which the individual does not necessarily participate but about
which he or she has knowledge, and which can influence his or her behavior.
The macrosystem refers to the society in which the individual lives. From an
open-systems perspective, data concerning all of these systems would need to
be collected. Thus, in addition to measuring perceptions of an incumbent's
current work setting (the closed-systems approach), information such as the
attitudes of family members, perceptions of alternative work settings, and
economic conditions in the society at large would need to be gathered.

As the partial list of variables provided earlier in this paper suggests,
the AFHRL process models research incorporates an open-systems perspective.
Not only will information be gathered concerning an incumbent's existing work
environment, relative perceptions of future propects in one's existing setting
compared with desirable and obtainable alternative work contexts will also be
measured. This approach measures relative satisfaction in multiple work
contexts and the perceived utility of multiple work environments for the
attainment of desired outcomes. Not only will comparative perceptions of the
microsystem and alternative exosystems be obtained, so also will information
about to the mesosystem. For instance, the impact of family size and
responsibilities will be assessed, along with the impact of career aspirations
of one's spouse, or extended separations from family members during
unaccompanied assignments. The macrosystem will also be examined. Taking an
interdisiplinary approach, data will be gathered on the state of the economy
and the extent of employment opportunities in the external environment.

Summary

In two major respects, the PFHRL process models investigation provides new
directions for turnover research which hold promise for improving our ability
to understand and predict separation/retention decisions. First, this
research provides for assessment of the dynamic nature of turnover via
longitudinal survey administration. Second, the research goes beyond the
traditional assessment of intraorganizational factors by also considering the
impact of factors in the external environment. Thus, it incorporates both a
process perspective and an open-systems perspective.

The research is innovative in other ways. For instance it uses a
conceptually based multivariate design and multimethod survey techniques.
Although the process models research provides promising new directions for
turnover research, there are also problems which will require attention. For
instance, some of the most promising new variables, such as the desirability
of alternatives have not been adequately defined operationally or measured
with sufficient precision. Also, as with all survey research, there are
problems concerning the reliability and validity of responses, and of
nonrespcnse, which will need to be resolved. The use of both paper-and-pencil
and telephone survey techniques should attenuate such problems.
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OFFICER JOB ANALYSIS

Chair: Paul DiTullio

An overviev of officer job analysis was provided by
representatives of ArPy, Navy, Marines, Air Force,
Coast Guard, and Canadian Occupational Survey organi-
zations.
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OFFICER SURVEYS - CANADIAN FORCES

FRED J. HAWRYSH

DIRECTORPATE OF MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURES

BACKGROUND

1I. Officer surveys have been conducted by the analysis section of
the Directorate of Military Occupational Structures (DMOS) since the0 early seventies. In order to describe how officer surveys are
conducted it is first necessary to provide a brief description of some

-0 aspects of the Canadian Forces officer system.

2. DMOS exists to support the Military Occupational Structure which
is the structural foundation on waich personnel management is based.
The occupational structure is designed to provide appropriate personnel
to meet tne roles and objectives of Canadian defence policy. A basic
tenet of the occupational structure is that similar task, knowledge and
skill requirements are grouped so that personnel in these groups are
given orderly and systematic assignnents, progressive and economical
training and competitive promotion opportunities.

3. OfFicers of the Canadian Forces are categorized into three broad
groups.

a. General Officers. All Officers of the rank of
Brigadier-General and above are known as General Officers.
Speci~ications are not provided for general officers.

b. General Service Officers. Officers in the general service
category of Zhe rank of Colonel and below are trained for
a,4 employed in positions relating to their classification
and also fer general positions which do not cail for their
specific occupational grouping.

c. Specialist Officers. Officers in the specialist category in
the rank of Colonel and below are normally trained for and
employed exclusively in positions relating to their
classifications. Some classifications in this group are

* Medical, Dental, Legal and Chaplain.

4. Within the three broad categories described above there can be
3ny number of classifications. A classification is the basic
occupational group into which an officer is assigned. The grouping is
based on a requirement to perform r'lated functions embracing similar
skills and knowledge associated with the performance of a particular
series of duties. Each of these classifications is described by a
specifica~ion or series of specifications.
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L-" 5. Our officers are viewed from two different points of view which

in simplistic terms can be described as the Leader/Manager view and the
narrow Occupational view. It is this duality of purpose that can make
officer surveys difficult. Most officers in a non-specialist cate!-ory
classification (refer to definition of specialist in para 3) spend the
majority of their time and effort in the Leader/Manager role while for
specialist officers the opposite tends to be true.

6. Leader/Manager data has been found most difficult to gather by
survey, however, it has at the same time been found to be quite
uniform in the standard of requirement across all officer
classifications. This uniformity is shown in the "Officers General
Specification" which describes requirements for all officers regardless
of classification. It is from this specification that staff,
leadership and management courses are developed. Training which is
directed towards occupational requirements does not, of course, exclude
the staff, leadership or managerial requirements which are closely
related.

HOW SURVEYS WERE CONDUCTED

7. Officer data has been gathered by survey in three ways:

a. Specific to occupation - (Aircrew Study);

b. Specific to Leadership/Managerial requirements - (Management
Study); and

c. Both occupational and Leadership/Managerial requirements in
the same survey - (Aerospace Engineer Study).

8. officer surveys are conducted on all grades up to and including
Colonel. Type of data collected includes:

a. biographical information;

b. job satisfaction;

c. attitudinal information;

d. tasks performed - including time spent and type of

involvement in task;

e. knowledge required to perform current duties - including
level of knowledge;

f. skills required to perform current duties (eg, pilots
aircraft handling skills) - including level of skill; and

g. equipment - including type of involvement with equipment
listed.
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9. Administrative procedures vary with surveys. Majors and below
are usually administered in groups. LCols and Cols receive a short
personal briefing and complete the survey on their own. A small
percentage of surveys are mailed where circumstances dictate. In this
case the surveys are mailed directly to the individual with a personal
letter whose purpose is mainly to motivate towards participation in
the survey.

SURVEYS COMPLETED

10. The following Officer surveys have been completed:

a. LOGISTICS - All logistics officers MWSs were surveyed as
one group. Recommendations made included reversal of a
previous decision to combine all logistics officers into a
single MOS. This recommendation was not accepted, however,
it is anticipated that changes along the lines of the
Occupational Analysis recommendations may be made in the
next two to three years.

b. AEROSPACE ENGINEERING - Five groups which had previously
been separate MOSs were surveyed as a single group.
Recommendations included proposing a single MOS with
specialties and to include more officer development in both
basic and advanced training. These recommendations were
accepted and implemented.

c. SECURITY - A single MOS of Security and Intelligence was
surveyed in 1974. The main recommendation was that it be
split into two MOSs. After much further Branch study the

concept was accepted and was put into effect in 1982.

d. AIRCREW - Pilots and Navigators were surveyed together in
1978 (along with non-commissioned aircrew) in the
perspective of their participation in the tactical
employment of multi-crew aircraft. One result was the
modification of the navigator MOS to a single M'.S with three
sub-classifications. Tactical training for maritime pilots
was increased as a result of an identified deficiency.
Length of basic training was reduced for Navigators even
though the curriculum was expanded. This was accomplished
by the removal of "nice to have" segments of training.
Officer development training was increased for pilots and
navigators as recommended. Navigators were made eligible
for more senior officer positions as recommended.

e. MANAGEMENT/TRAINING SURVEY - A sample of Capts to Colonels
inclusive participated in this survey in 1975 which was
limited to examining managerial requirements. Management
courses were updated and upgraded as a result of the survey.
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11. Surveys being considered for 1983/1984 timeframe are one of
Military Engineering, Marine Engineering, Logistics and Automated Data
Processing personnel (both officers and other ranks.

FUTURE DIRECTION

12. In our somewhat chequered OA past in the Canadian Forces ie have
tended to place greater emphasis on enlisted surveys then on officer
studies, primarily because payoffs in terms of any reduction in
training and development time are multipled by rather large numbers.

13. During the past few years our methodologies have improved not
only in the process of actually doing the studies, but also in the
intricies of having the data understood and acted on. Our efforts will
be concentrated on refining our current methodology.
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0 _ OFFICER OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS IN THE MARINE CORPS
David W. Sutter

Policy/Control Branch
Training Department

Headquarters, U. S. Marine Cor-o
Washington, D. C. 20380

The Marine Corps has conducted 19 officer occupational
surveys since 1971. "he problem associated with officer surveys
that we all have ex,.Lrienced, i.e., that of.Zicers are usually
managers and they perform softskill tasks, has precluded the
Marine Corps from surveying officers over the entire occupational
field spectrum. Officer studies have usually t.een linked to the
technical officer occupational specialties and to special p-rpose
studies.

>Officer occupational surveys used the standard task analysis
methodology such as was used for enlisted studies - research
phase, task list construction, observation and interview,
questionnaire construction, admit:istration in person by Marines,
CODAP processing. objective analysis, report writing, and
subsequent staffing.

Officer grades surveyed included warrant officer through
colonel except in special study situations requiring fewer
grades. Officers completed a questionna.re booklet that
consisted of descriptive information abuut the incumbent, job
related background questions, task statements, job satisfaction
(not all studies) and solicited written comments.f

A summary of the officer occupational surveys conducted is
listed in Table 1.
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OFFICERS OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS STUDIES

O MOSs Included Last Admin Disposition01 ..

Personnel & 02,07,08,30,60,70 Sep 72 Appr Jul 75
Administration & 80

02 05,02,10,40 & 50 Jan & Feb 75 Appr Apr 77
Intelligence

04 02,10,30 & 50 Feb 76 Appr May 79
Logistics

23 Ammunition 05 & 10 Jun 74 Appr Aug 75
and EOD

~23 Data/cc,~ %. J. U Early 77 Appr Jan 78
Maintenance OccFld 59 & 593X)

30 Supply 02,10,40 & 60 Mar 76 Appr Jan 79
Admin & Opns (Studied w/MOS 9662)

3102 Traffic Feb 76 Appr Mar 78
Mgmt Officer

33 Food 02 & 10 (Studied w/ Feb 76 Appr Dec 77
Service OccFld 41 & 99)

34 Auditing, 02,06 & 10 (Studied Feb 76 Appr Dec 78
Fin & Acct w/MOS 9644)

40 Data All Dec 73 Appr Jul 75
Systems

41 MC 30 (Studied w/OccFlds Feb 76 Appr Dec 77
Exchange 99XX&33)

59 Electronics 05,07,10,20,50 & 70 Early 77 Appr Jan 78
Maintenance (Studied w/OccFld 28)

SPECIAL STUDFS

OFFICERS

Study Last Admin Disposition

01 (Bn Admin) Jan-Feb 81 Dir, MP

2502 (Comm 0) Jun 77 MOS Specialist

3002 (Ground Supply 0) Jun 81 DC/S I&L

Marine Lieutenants Apr 80 TBS, MCDEC

Education for Military 0 Mar 71 DC/S M HQMC

SEP (Special Ed Prog) Nov 74 DC/S M HQMC

NAO (Naval Avn Observer) Mar 82 Dir NAOS, MAG 29
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The officer surveys were used for the following purposes:

a. Classi 'cation
b. Validatl.on
c. Assignment
d. Training

A recent aexample of a special purpose training survey is the
study conducted for The Basic School, which is provided in
enclosure (1). This study provides an objective methodology for
curriculum review and design. It could save training dollars by
eliminating unnecessary portions of the curriculum; see the table
on page 4 of enclosure (1).

All of the studies listed in Table I were accomplished under
the cognizance of the Manpower Department. On 6 November 1981
the Office of Manpower Utilization (Task Analysis) was
incorporated into a reorganized Training Department. The primary
mission of the Training Department is to develop policies and
programs for the training and education of Regular and Reserve
Marine Corps personnel and units. This responsibility includes
the formulation, development, and publication of individual and
collective training standards for all categories of training
conducted in Marine Corps units and institutions.

At the present time, the Training Department has formed an Ad
Hoc group to develop and establish the standard operating
procedures necessary to complete the Individual Training Stand-
ards Manuals (ITSMs). Training standards have been developed for
only one occupational field. Training standards need to be
developed for 37 occupational fields with a total of 756 military
occupational specialties, recruit training, officer acquisition
training, professional development education, essential subjects
training and related training. Because the Marine Corps uses a
manual system that requires a long period of time to produce an
ITSM, we are investigating the possibility of automating the ISD
process. Our purpose is to develop software that will reduce the
time and cost required in the analysis, design and development
phases. That is why we are interested in knowing about any
software system3 that may have already been developed. Then,
once we have our process and the first ITSM is completed, the
three branches within the Training Department responsible for
analysis and ITSM development will begin work on the areas under
their cognizance. For example, the Professional Development
Education Branch will complete studies of formal officer schools,
such as: Command and Staff College, Amphibious Warfare School,
and the Basic School.

We have not come to the point of establishing, although it
may be soon, a Training Department prioritized survey schedale.
In the interim, the Marine Corps has an interest in and intends
to monitor the efforts of the other services.
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JCB ANALYSIS ;N'ENORIES IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Chair: Ron Page

Papers describing uses of job analysis inventories within
private industry were presented. Among the participants
were representatives from Control Data Corporation, Honeywell,
Inc., American Telephone and Telegraph, and Organizational
Research and Development, Inc.
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-- The Use of Job Analysis information in Assigning

00Managers to Positions in a Diagnostic

Organizational Simulation

Stephen M. Colarelli and Dennis J. Colarell'

Ball Foundation Boulder, Colorado

Within the past few years several corporations began using au organiza-
tional simulation called Looking Glass, Inc. (LGI; McCall & Lombardo,
Note 1) to analyze the training and development needs of managers. LGI
is a six-hour simulation of the top 20 management positions in a medium
sized manufacturing organization. The positions range from president to
plant manager, and the simulation is organized into three divisions. Each
division faces a different external environment: turbulent, placid, and
a mixture of the two. The content of the simulation is based on issues
and problems faced by managers in actual glass manufacturing organizations
(McCall & Lombardo, Note 1). Participants are placed in an office-like
setting--complete with a telephone system, mail stations, financial state-
ments, and memos--and they are free to run che organization in any way
they please. Looking Glass is a remarkably accurate simulation of a
typical "day in the life" of upper level managers. Evidence of the con-
tent validity can be found in McCall and Lombardo (Note 1; 1982). In
running LGI, the participants produce managerial behavior; this is ob-
served by staff members and used as the oas5s for individual diagnosis.
For a more detailed description of the uses of LGI in training needs
analysis, see Kaplan (Note 2).

There are several advantages in using a simulation to assess managers'
training and development needs. First, diagnosis is made in an off-the-
job environment which is supportive and encourages introspection and open
discussion. Second, a trained staff observes participants' behavior.
And third, staff observers-unlike colleagues back on the job--are able
to view a full range of managerial behavior. However, a critical issue
in using LGI for needs analysis is the degree of isomorphism between the
behaviors required in a LGI position and those required in the actual
position a participant occupies in his employing organization.

If a manager is placed in a LGI position that is substantially different

1Requests for reprints should be sent to Stephen M. Colarelli, Ball
Foundation, 800 Roosevelt Road, Building B, Room 314, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
60137
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Job Analysis and Multiple Assignment

than his owm organizational position, two problems may result. First,
the individual may behave less effectively -ban usual because the unfamil-
iar demands of the LGI position may require him to spend most of his time .'-.
s'±mply learning the job. This being the case, the feedback he receives
would be inaccurate, not reflective of his true strengths and weaknesses. -*o
For example, this would likely occur if an individual with a staff posi-
tion were assigned to the president's role in LGI. On the other hand,
when ai, individual is placed in a LGI position that is similar to his
regular job, the demands of the LGI position are familiar. He will spend
little time learning the position and be more likely to exhibit his
typical managerial behavior. As a result, the feedback he receives will
be more reflective of his actual needs. The purpose of this paper is to
describe how job analysis information andan hierarchical assignment al-
gorithm were used to assign managers to positions in the simulation.

Three ateps were involved in developirg a procedure to match managers to
LGI positions. First, a job analysis of the positions in the simulation
was carried out. Second, a method for gathering information from partic-
ipants on their current positions was developed. And third, an assign-
ment procedure was developed to combine the two sets of job analysis in-
formation so that each of the 20 participants would be matched to a
position in LGI.

Analysis of LGI Positions

A job analysis of the LGI positions was performed using the Position
Description Questionnaire.(PDQ; Page & Gomez,-Note 3). The PDQ is a be-
haviorally based job analysis instrument developed specifically for man-
agerial jobs. It contains 154 items which measure nine position descrip-
tion dimensions: strategic planning, product/service activities, control-
ling, monitoring business indicators, supervising, coordinating, customer
relations/marketing, external contacts, and consulting.. For each item,
respondents indicated its combined frequency and importance on a scale
from 0 to 4. Four PDQs were independently completed for each LGI position.
The first two PDQs were completed by managers from a large manufacturing
organization after they participated in the simulation. The final two
PDQs for each position were completed by the developers of the simulation
and staff members. Final scores were determined by computing the mean
score over the four raters fox each dimension. This resulted in a profile
of nine dimension scores for each position.

A series of 3 x 6 analysis of variance tests (three divisions by six
positions) revealed that. the positions differed significantly on five of
the job dimensions, while significant differences occurred on three dimen-
sions across the three divisions. None of the interaction terms was
significant. These results confirmed our belief that different positions
in LGI demanded different behaviors. A more thorough description of the
job analysis of LGI can be found in Stein (Note 4).

7
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Job Analysis and Multiple Assignment

Analysis of Participants' Corporate Positions

The next step was to devise a method for obtaining job analysis informa-
tion on participants' corporate jobs on the nine 1DQ dimensions. Asking
managers to complete the PDQ on their corporate Jobs was considered but
ruled out because of the length of thL irstrument. Past experience in-
dicated that managers would be reluctant to spend an hour of their time
prior to the simulation completing the PDQ. To overcome this problem, a
short form of the PDQ was developed (PDQ-SF; Colarelli et al., in press).
The final version of the PDQ-SF consisted of 54 items and took about 15
minutes to complete. It closely paralleled the PDQ with respect to factor
structure, convergent and discriminant validity, and reliability.

Assigning Participants to LGI Positions

Finally, it was necessary to devise a method to combine the two sets of
job analysis information to assign participants to the LGI positions.
This problem could be brokken down into two tasks. First, the degree of
fit between each partici,'ant's profile and the optimal profile for each
LGI position needed to be determined. Second, an algorithm was needed
to assign participants to positions.

We matched participants' scores with the optimal scores for each position
by using the absolute deviation or 1I - metric (Srinivasan & Thompson, 1973).

-'1

(1) sip =  j max (v i - apj..0)

where
sip = the score for participant p at position i

a pi = the score for participant p at dimension j

v = the optimal score for position i at dimension jij
This metric gives us a condition of "least regret." That is, a partici-
pant is penalized to the degree his score falls short of the optimal score,
yet he is not given credit when his score is greater than the optimal
score. The closer one is to the optimal score on each dimension the bet-
ter, but scores above the optimal do not count in one's favor. We decid-
ed against using a full compensatory model because we wanted to maximize
the utility of high dimension scores across all 20 positions (Srinivasan &
Thomp.on, 1973).

With the set of participant-position scores determined, the second task
was to assign the participants to the 20 positions. This invol;ed a trade
off between individual and organizational utility. To maximize the rele-
vance of individual feedback, we .anted Lo match each participant with
the LGI position that most closely resembled his coiporate job. Yet it
was also important to be concerned about the effectiveness of the total
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Job Analysis and Multiple Assignment

organization. If the organization performed ineffectively, the quality
of the experience and feedback for all participants would be lessened.

The standard assignment problem solution that optimizes organizational

efficiency is given Ielow (Charnes, Cooper, Niehaus, & Stedry, 1969;
Srinivasan & Thompson, 1973):

(2) Min Ei E Sip X ip

subject to the constraints

.x 1 for all p
E p = i for all i

x. = 0 or 1 for all i and p
ip

where

sp= the score for participant p at position i

x.p = amount of position i assigned to participant p

However, with this solution some participants who are best matched for a
given position may be assigned elsewhere so that the total system is
optimized, thus jeopardizing individual utility. On the other hand, there
are situations where maximizing individual utility (i.e., in this case,
maximizing the fit between persons and positions) may jeopardize organ-
izational utility. Consider the example presented in Figure 1. If one

Figure 1

Individual Utility Scores

Candidate Jobs

President Director Plant Manager

A 20 0 100

B 40 10 85

C 75 95 50

Note: 0 equals a perfect match between corporate position PDQ scores
and LGI position.
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Job Analysis and Multiple Assignment

were concerned with maximizing individual utility, candidate A would be
assigned to the director's role, leaving candidate B to the president's
role, and candidate C to the plant manager's role. This procedure placed
the second most qualified person in the president's role. It is, however,
reasonable to assume that organizational effectiveness is hampered when
the most qualified candidate for the president's role is placed elsewhere.
To deal with the problems of the differential contributions of the positions
to organizational effectiveness and the importance of a good person-posi-
tion match for training needs diagnosis, we used the following hierarchial
assignment procedure:

(3) Min pSi i

where i = 1, 2, . . . 20

subject to the constraints in (2)

All positions were ranked according to their importance in contributing
to organizational effectiveness. The president was ranked first, vice

president second, and so on through plant manager. Positions were as-
signed sequentially, starting with the president and filling it with-the
best matched individual from all 20 participants. That participant was
then removed from the list of available participants and the next most
important position was filled. This continued until all the positions
were filled. This procedure allowed a compromise to be reached between
individual and organizational utility.

Discussion

-In this paper we described how job analysis information and an hierarchi-
cal assignment algorithm were used to assign participants to positions
in an organizational simulation that is being used by several corporations
as a tool for analyzing managerial training needs

'A unique feature was that job analysis information was used both for
determining job content and in prediction. The job analysis of LGI posi-
tions determined the job content, and the information from each partici-
pant's analysis of his corporate job served as the predictor. Two key
differences exist between this and traditional assessment and selection
methodsK First, we used dimensional content of individuals' current jobs
as predictors, not ability measures. Second, we were not trying to dif-
ferentiate individuals on qualities in order to predict job performance
over the long run. Rather, our goal was to differentiate people according
to the demands of their current jobs in order to maximize performance in
a temporary system over the short run. That is, we wanted to place people
in positions so as to minimize the new learning that needed to occur for
effective performance, not place people based on their potential to learn
the demands of the positions.
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One must note, however, that our assumption about the validity of the ' -,

procedure remains untested. We have no empirical :ita on the effective-
ness of assigning people to LGI jobs most slmilai to their own. Thus we
cannot be sure that participants assigned to LGI by the procedare describ-
ed here actually performed more effectively (and hence receivel more ac-
curate feedback) than, say, if they had been randomly assigned. At this
point, the soundness of the procedure rests upon its content validity.

Another interesting aspect was the hierarchical assignment algorithm.
Most multi-attribute assignment algorithms are concerned with maximizing
organizational utility (Charnes, et al., 1969). The assignment model
described here was constructed to reach a compromise between both organ-
izational and individual utility. Given the goals for the simulation,
organizational and individual utility were not independent, and thus both
had to be taken into account. However, while our model was suitable, it
was not necessarily optimal. Comparisons are needed between the present
and other assignment procedures to determine the most effective model for
maximizing both utility parameters.
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- The Use of Job Analysis Inventories for Developing

rN Improved Selection Systems

CGail Drauden, Sr. Personnel Research Specialist, Honeywell

X -'The use of job analysis material is basic to
the choice, construction or valioation of materials used

0 in selecting people in entry or promotional situations.

Task/ksa inventory analysis is better suited to some of
the tasks facing the selection expert than for others.

4 For most of the work: examining job design, classification
of jobs, constructing work samples, and interview and other
materials, the task/ksa inventory is the single most useful
tool.

First of all, in designing a selection project, the analyst
must determine which jobs belong together. We usually do
this by making a rational determination of which job titles
belong in the family,:,then using the task inventbry" to
examine the structure of the jobs within the family. While
there is some controversy these aays as to whether it is
necessary to break jobs into their components and use
perhaps somewhat different batteries for job groups of
different component mixes, it is always the case that the
analyst wants to know this, if only to be able to tease out
reasons post hoc for anomalous results. The first step,
then is to determine the homogeneity of the job family, and
decide whether to treat the study as one of a single or
multiple groups. Related to this, and at this phase of
the work, we also bring the preliminary results of the
job analysis back to the client manager's to review. Is
this the way they want the job to be done? Task/ksa
inventory printouts are a fast way for the managers to see
how the job is presently being done and to work at restructuring
the positions before a massive testing study is carried out
on jobs that should be redefined.

We find this classification step most helpful in large
studies, spanning many divisions and job titles. The
interdivisional studies of Production Control, Factory
Supervisor, and Sales Representative are examples of such
large projects. In each of these, we needed to examine the
similarity of work across organizational units, job titles,
and geographic area.
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A second place task/ksa inventories are useful are in the
construction of work sample tests. I find this to be true
especially in operator and technician work. For assembly
and technical areas, there is always an engineer or some
other expert who can help construct the proper materials once
the important knowledges, skills, and task compentencies have
been identified. In white collar jobs,:.such as management
and sales, the work domain has not been as clearly identified,
and the test constructor finds that he or she must do much
of the test construction. White collar jobs require the analyst
to build the test and to obtaini additional information
through interviews and critical incident gathering. With
operator, or technical jobs, the results of the task/ksa
inventory can be turned over to some job expert, and with
coaching on psychometrics and test construction issues, that
person or group can build the test themselves. I used this
approach in one of our factories which does assembly of large
circuit boards. The task!k;a inventory results indicated the
things that entry operators usually did with high frequency.
An industrial enginer in the plant built these tasks and
skills into a work sample. We are conducting a predictive
study on this test (and some ability and desterity tests we
are administering along with it), but on preliminary analysis
it seems to be the best predictor. A similar approach
is being taken in building an entry test for one of our
high technology microscope assembly clean room areas. A
task analysis I did there last year identified the major
tasks, skills, and personality requirements. Job experts
will be building similations of some of the tasks, and
I have chosen ability and personality tests on the basis of
the inventory output.

As a practical matter, these inventory results can be used
like specifications. Having this clear list of what is
needed cuts down on the discussion time required to get a group
of experts moving toward a finished product. It focusses
discussion and speeds the work.

A third area in which task/ksa inventories are useful
in selection work is as a basis for test choice, for picking
the best from the standard published stock. I usually come
back from the round of interviews from which the inventories are
constructed, with some pretty solid ideas about what abilities

"4l are require on the job. I find the process of looking at the
highest frequency or importance tasks and ksas, and looking at
the factor structures that emerge, suggest additional areas
and changes in emphases on the areas already identified.
The inventory process enriches, organizes, and refines the
judgments made on the basis of the interviews alone.
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Others are discussing inventories in relation to
performance appraisal and evaluation. I will just mention
that our procedure is to use the dimensions resulting fom
the task/ksa inventory, collect critical incidents on them
and contruct BOS scales on them, as the criteria for most
of our validation work.

We a,o rely heavily on task/ksa inventories for
constructing the support materials used in a selection system.
By this I mean those products which are usually content validated:
jobs previews, training and experience ratings, and interview
questions.

One approach which we have used as a sort of stop-gap
measure to provide reasonable selection supports until
more structured testing could be done, is a combination
job preview and training & experience booklet. The booklet
describes the various ksa-s required on the job, one per
page. For each ksa, the tasks associated with it are described.
Then the applicant is asked when he or she had ever
done anything of this type. For example: "Ability to teach
or train:: The sales representative will generally organize
and participate in teaching 3-5 large seminars (20 people
for 2-3 days) during the year. The representative, depending
on the audience, will train in sales techniques, technical
product information .... " Such booklets can be constructed
almost by the numbers from the results of task/ksa inventories.

A related product that we provide our divisions is the
structured interview form. These interview forms usually
have one part built from the task/ksa inventory which
list the ksa factor, then indicate various tasks on the
job in which the ksa factor is used. The interviewer is
told to aik about skills and experience in these areas.
We also include job demands on our inventories, sdch things
as required travel, noise, dirt, outdoor work, long hours,
interruptions at home, etc. The interviewer is told to
ask the applicant how he/she feels about these jobs demands.
The second part of the interview comes from critical incidents,
and would ask the applicant what he/she would do in
given situations.
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In addition to the actual construction, choice, and
validation of selection instruments, there are some administrative
and organizational reasons why task/ksa inventories are useful.

One reason is consistency. We use the dimensions resulting
from the task/ksa inventories as a basis for an integrated
approach to personnel programs. This enables us to use the
same dimensions for all of our selection materials, our
performance appraisal materials, our training needs analysis,
and so forth. Because the inventories are carefully constructed
from interviews and tailor made for the job families, and
because a large sample of incumbents and managers complete the forms,
we are confident that the results are a solld base on which tc
build out programs.

A second reason is speed. For large programs especially,
the initial investment in time in doing the job analysis
survey is repaid by the speed with which some of the later
products can be delivered. We are all aware of the amount and
the richness of the information that job analysis inventories
can gather. 1 want to emphasize the order and clarity of the
results. This has allowed us to put together as many as
70 interview booklets in two weeks, from the printout.s,
in rather mechanical fashion, and yet produce what I subjectively
feel were good forms.

A third reason, and perhaps one of the most importait,
for using task/ksa inventories is the higher probability of
acceptance for the resulting selection materials. Employees
know that the survey itself came from employee interviews and
observations. The results of the survey also come directly
from the responses of people doing the job. Two outcomes seem
to flow from this.

One outcome is that the basis of whatever personnel program
is instituted is clear and visible. .When we helped implement
a system of promotional interviews based on a job analysis
inventory completed throughout a factory, there was no
confusion among those going through the promotional process
as to where the questions came from. Material on orientation
booklets, structured interviews, etc. C3n be traced directly

-4 back to the inventory and the ite.s ranked as most frequently
performed or most important. A typical emplo-ee response is,
"I remember that Item from the survey."
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A second outcome is that employee ownership of the
programs is increased. Because people in the job are included
from the very beginning, In the job description and
program planning stage, they perceive personnel programs
based on a task/ksa inventory as something they have done, have
had a part in, helped develop. The job inventory booklets
which reach everyone or nearly everyone in the JO.b, give these
members of the job class an opportunity to impact on the
content of the program. During tne interview and survey
process, we explain that the purpose is to obtain information
from which to design some specific program. When the program
(structured interview, performance appraisal form, etc.)
is implemented, any objections to it can be dealt with by
demonstfating that the bas.s of the program was the information
orovided by the employees and managers themselves.

I have tried to demonstrate the usefulness of task/ksa
;nventories in the a'reas of job grouping, work desi.gn
evaluation before a study is done, construction of work
sample tests (especially in fa,-tory operator ant' technician jo:1s),
selection of ability or personality tests, and tne construction
of training and experience and interview questions.

Finally, I would like to emphasizL once more that
the power task/ksa inventories have for involving everyone
in the development of personnel programs and establishing
ownership for the programs among the people who will be
affected by them is a little mentioned *but very important
reason to use them.
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. JOB ANALYSIS AND TASK ORIENTED RATINGS

Sidney Gael
1

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
The present paper describes two recent task oriented rating (TOR)

Cstudies conducted in the Bell System in which TOR forms based on job inventory
results were developed and utilized. The study objectives were to (1)

0examine the psychometric properties of TORs, and (2) determine whether
supervisors can use TORs to evaluate task by task effectiveness. Several job
analytic based TOR and TOR-like anproaches have been studied for many jobs
with generally favorable results Rosinger, et. al. (1982), for instance,
found little rater error, hig interrater reliabiltiy (r=.90), and
significant concurrent validity. -TORs are an efficient way to evaluate job
performance because the rating forms are easily developed once job tasks have
been analyzed, performance can be rated ir about five to ten minutes per
employee, results can be used for employee development and appraisal feedback
sessions, and TORs have high face validity because important job tasks are
covered

Work Perfmance Survey Sysaten
Before discussing the two Bell System TOR studies mentioned above, I

would like to describe the Work Performance Survey System (WPSS), the job
inventory approach we have developed at AT&T. WPSS is a computer assisted
job analysis approach that relies on job inventory questionnaires to obtain
detailed data about job tasks, functions, and incun.:bents. Any source of job
information from which job tasks can be derived is fair game. Generally,
though, the bulk of the task statements contained in WPSS questionnaires is
derived through a combination of interviews with job incumbents and
supervisors and through content analyses of written materials, such as job
descriptions, training materials, maintenance manuals, and company
practices. After a WPSS questionnaire has been prepared, trialed,
finalized, and printed, copies are distributed with detailed distribution
instructions to field coordinators who are responsible for getting the
questionnaires to appropriate respondents, tracking project progress, and
assuring that completed questionnaires are returned for computeri-aticn and
analysis.

WPSS questionnaires usually contain two questions about each task
statement, for instance, a question about task significance and one about
task time. The number of questions is limited to avoid overburdening
respondents and operations; the guideline is two hours. The answers
reauested are ratings on a 0-7 scale, where zero indicates that the incumbent
does rot perform the task and 1-7 represent differing degrees (low to high) of
an attribute. The zero response, in essence, answers the implied question,
"Do you perform the task?" in place of a separate question addressing task
occurrence.

There are two types of WPSS reports -- statistical summaries and
crosstabulations -- but a variety oi computer printouts can be obtained
within each type. Figure 1 shows a sample taken from a task significance by
company report. The column headings in Figure 1 represent a total sample and
telephone company subsamples. Similar reports can be generated for job
title subsamples instead of company subsamples. Separate reports must be
generated for each task attribute question contained in a WPSS questionnaiTe,
i.e., task attributes cannot be used as column headings. The number of total
sample and subsample respondents appears immediately beneath the column

iThe views expressed here are solely those of the author's clid not
necessarily those of his employer.
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headings. Each cell in the report con~ains a mean response for a task
statement, a standard deviation, and the proportion of the specific sample
that contributed to the cell statistics. Reports summarizing the relative

* percent timre spent on tasks and functions can also be generated, providing
that a time spent question is included in the questionnaire. W4PSS software,

* by the way, is available to the general public for a fee under a license-
* agreement with AT&T.
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many important tasks. SRs and their supervisors, on the other hand, work
closely together, and the supervisors can easily observe the full range of SR
tasks.

Both studies were conducted in essentially the same way. TOR forms and
an orientation for supervisors were developed, trialed, and modified in
accordance with tryout results; small groups of supervisors per job met at
several locations throughout the country, the orientation was presented, and
the supervisors completed TOR forms for each of their subordinates plus a few
other employees not under their direct supervision whose work they they felt
they could rate. Supervisors also rank ordered subordinates on the basis of
overall effectiveness, and indicated the importance of each SR function
performed in their particular operation by spreading 100 points across the
functions. Technician supernisors rank ordered their subordinates again one
month later. Inasmuch as the two sets of rank orders were very highly
correlated (r=.8 2), the procedure was not repeated with SR supervisors. SR
supervisors were asked to provide indices of individual SR output tracked
during day to day operations (performance records are not maintained
systematically for individual technicians) and to answer a few questions
about the acceptability of the TOR approach.

The technician TOR form was composed of 36 task statements, four under
each of nine functions, the sales SR form was composed of 40 task statements
under seven functions, and the billing SR form was composed of 42 task
statements under six functions. A seven category rating scale, as
recommended by Siegel, Federman, ind Wesiand (1980), was used to rate task
performance effectiveness, and the words, slightly, somewhat, rather, quite,
decidedly, very, and extremely, taken from a perceived intensity scale (Bass,
Cascio, and O'Connor, 1973) were used to label each effectiveness category.
Two additional categories were provided so that supervisors could identify
tasks that are not part of an incumbent's job or that they had not observed
being performed.

The purpose of the rater orientation was primarily to minimize rater
errors commonly found in rating studies. The orientations, presented
immediately prior to the rating session, were standardized in terms of
content, presentaticn sequence, visu3l aids, and time devoted to each topic.
Each orientation included the purpose of the study, including its research
perspective, an assurance of confidentiality, a review of the TOR form, and a
description of rating pitfalls, e.g., halo, leniency, and central tendency,
and how they might be avoided. The content of the orientation for SR
supervisors was expanded by inrluding a discussion of a systematic thought
process they might follow when evaluating task performance, more detailed
discussions of the TOR rating orocess and rating pitfalls, plus rating
exercises that the supervisors completed and discussed before rating their
subordinates. The expanded rater orientation was intended to increase rater
reliability over that obtained in the technician study, which is in the range
typically obtained in job performance rating studies.

TOR Study Results
Supervisors completed TORs for employees in the three jobs studied as

follows:

Sup. Tech. Sup. SR-Billing Sup. SR-Sales
Primary 23 138 33 259 30 220

Secondary 20 52 13 33 13 31
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As can be seen above, supervisors were sufficiently familiar with only a few
employees not under their direct supervison to rate (secondary) their task by
task performance; only 19 percent of the 617 subordinates could be rated by a
second supervisor. As expected, the Not Observed and Not Performed
categories were used much less frequently, on the average, for the sales and
billing SR jobs (10.5 and 7.3 percent, respectively) then for the technician
job (32.9 percent).

Two methods were used to score TORs. For both methods, task ratings
were first averaged by function per employee, and function averages, in turn,
were averaged to obtain total TOR values. For one of the two methods though,
function averages were mul riplied by weights derived from the assignments of
100 points across the functions before they were averaged to obtain total TOR
values.

TOR Discrium ating Power
Regardless of job classification or scoring method, TOR values obtained

support the discriminating power of TORs. The distributions, however, are
negatively skewed, suggesting a tendency toward leniency. Individual task
rating distributions indicated that the lower rating categories were used
infrequently. If the task raLing distributions represent a tendency toward
leniency, it is not due to just a few tasks, but pervades the task ratings.
Another explanation for the task rating distributions is that employees
included in the study, for the most part, warrant ratings above the mid-scale
value. Function raw score averages ranged from 4.8 to 5.6 for technicians
and 5.1 to 5.9 for SRs, again suggesting a tendency toward leniency, but the
mapnitudes of the standard deviations (about 1.3, on the average, for
technicians and L.i for SRs) indicate that the distributions around function
averages are adequate.

Other views of the discriminating power of TORs were obtained by
correlating individual task ratings with total TOR values for the SR jobs and
through saiyses of variance. The correlations obtained are moderate to
high for both jobs, suggesting that task ratings are measuring the same
underlying diinension(s) as the total value, and that they discriminate those
with high from those with low total TOR values. On the other hand, the
correlations may be regarded 3s indicative of halo. Ratee main effects in
analyses of variance, except for one study site, are highly significant,
supporting the discriminating power of the TORs. The ratee effect for raw
scores accounted for about 45 percent of the variance on the average across SR
study sites, whereas the ratee effect for weighted scores accounted for 13
percent of the variance.

Rater Reliability and Validity
Rater reliability was determined by correlating two independent ratings

obtained for each employee. The average correlation for pairs of technician
supervisors is .46. As mentioned previously, reliability coefficient,
obtained for rank orderings of technicians is .82. TOR reliability
coefficients for billing and sales SRs are .56 and .16, respectively. The
low relisbility obtained for sales SRs is due mainly to a few pairs of ratings
-- without all four pairs of ratings obtained at one location and the single
rP~ir obtained at another location, the correlation coefficient for the
cemaining 26 pairs of ratingb is .36, still quite low. TOR validity was
determined by correlating TOR values with standardized ranks and several
performance indices tracked daily for individual SRs. Correlations of TOR
values with ranks are .7!, .56, and .69 fe the technician, and billing and
sales SR jobs, respectively (highly significant in each case). Five job
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performance indices were obtained for 54 sales SRs, while only one index
tracked for on]y 25 billing SRs, the percent of incoming calls handled (PCH),
was suitable for analysis. The correlations between the performance indices
and the raw score and weighted TOR values are as follows:

Raw Score Weighted

Sales Volume .31 .26
Percent Items Sold .26 .31

Gift Certificate Sales .47 .51
Service Order Accuracy .3] .33

Phone Center Store Referrals .24 .29

The above correlations are statistically significant at least at the .05
level, except for the correlation between TOR raw score values and Phone
Center Store Referrals. The relationship between TOR values and the one
performance indicator obtained for billing SRs, PCH, was not statistically
significant.

Sources of Rater Error
Pating approaches should seek to minimize certain rater tendencies,

such as tendencies to focus on global impressions rather than distinguish
among different aspects of performance (halo), to be too lenient or severe, or
to concentrate ratings at the midpoint of the rating scale (central
tendency). A few ways by which the presence of rater error was examined have
already been mentioned. Additional views of rater error, in accordance with
operational definitions of rater error found in the literature (Saal, Downey,
and Lahey, 1980) are discussed below.

Halo. Function irtercorrelations, correlations between task ratings
and total TOR values (previously discussed), principal components
?nalysoQ ^- task ratings, and rater by ratee interactions in analyses of
variance indicated that halo was present in varying degrees. Many
function int. rcorrelatiors, for instance, range between .40 and .70
suggesting the presence of halo, but there are also logical grounds for
the relationships between functions. The proportion of variance
accounted for by Jhe rater by ratee interaction in the technician study
is less than four percent for the analysis of raw scores and about one
percent for the weighted scores, whereas for the billing and sales SRs,
the proportions are 15 and 5 percent and 17 and 3 percent, respectively.

Leniency/Severity, and Central Tendency. Distributions and statis-
tics for tasks, functions, and total TOR values and rater main effects in
analyses of variance weAre used to determine the presence of leniency (or
severity) in the ratings. As mentioned previously, the function
averages and the negatively skewed distributions indicated that
leniency might be present. By the same token, central tendency was
ruled out. Statistically significant rater main effects also
signified the presence leniency, but the proportions of variance
accounted for by the effect are neligible.

Degree of Acceptance
The utility of any performance evaluation approach is dependent upon its

acceptance by those who use it. In response to questions designed to obtain
impressions of TORs on five point scales, supervisors mainly used the top
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three categories to rate TOR fairness (96.8%), objectivity (90.5%), ease of
use (73%), acceptability to employees (79.3%), and favorability compared to
the present evaluation procedure (78.7%). A few procedural modifications
were suggested, for example, expand the task list to include more job
activities.

Conclusimum
It appears that supervisors can use TORs adequately, and, according to

their questionnaire responses, would like to use them in on-going operations.
The data suggest that rater errors comonly associated with ratings are in
evidence, but the effects appear to be small and should not interfere with the
application of the TOR approach. In any case, the rater errors found give
employees the benefit of the doubt. The largest proportion of variance
accounted for is associated with ratee effects, where it should be. The
extended training for supervisors introduced in the SR study did not help
increase the reliability over that obtained in the technician study. As
Saal, Downey, and Lahey (1980) point out, however, a number of researchers
have expressed reservations about the usefulness of interrater reliability
or agreement as a criterion of rating quality. Borman, for instance, found
that reducing rater error through training produced lower interrater
reliability but more accurate performance profiles. A significant problem
confronting reliability analyses conducted in industry is finding two or more
supervisors who are in a position to rate the same employee. Certaiinly, the
validity analyses for the present studies are highly supportive of the TOR
approach. Inasmuch as weighted score values affected distributions and
proportions of rater error variance more favorably than raw score values, and
since they have greacer face validity, they will continue to be used.

In view of the study results, a much-broader trial of TORs will be
initiated. Since the extended training did not produce anticipated results,
the next time around, TORs will be introduced in some groups without any
special training at all. Perhaps, special training for so simple an
instrument may not be buying anything. A sought after ingredient in the
anticipated trial will be jobs in which individual employee performance
indices are systematically tracked. Many administrative procedures for
actual TOR implementation remain to be worked out, for example, developing a
weighted scoring method that can be used across locations, setting standards
and developing a total evaluation approach, and then, of course, preparing
methods for using TOR results in appraisal.
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.THE USE OF JOB ANALYSIS INVENTORIES IN JOB EVALUATION

Ronald C. Page, Ph.D. Jeffrey J. McHenry

Control Data Corporation

- Controi Data Corporation (CDC) is a rather young company. It
" ~ began in 1957 as a three-person R&D firm in the fledgling

" 0 computer industry. Many have characterized the computer industry

as a growth industry, and Control Data is a good example. By
1963, the company had 3,000 employees, and by 1969, 49,000

0 employees. In the last decade, the company has uatured and
*diversified from a manufacturer of computer mainframes and per-ipherals to a service-o-iented company providing financial ser-

vices, data services, education, and health care; and it has
undertaken large-scale projects in urban and rural development.

* Today Control Data employees work in 47 countries.

rapid gr. th and diversification has presented a number of

complex problems to Control Data's personnel function, particu-
larly in compensation. There have been two primary reasons for

this: 1) continued technological advances have led to rapid
changes in job content that could not be Zracked with traditional
job analysis methods; and Jy the geographic dispersion of the
work force has hindered ensuring equity in compensation.

These factors contributed to the realization that the corporation
needed an improved means of evaluating the worth of jobs and
compensating employees appropriately. In fact, we realized that
our fundamental need was to find out just what work our employees
were performing and what constituted the differences between jobs
and pay grades. We concluded that we needed an improved means of
gathering job content information so Lhat evaluation criteria
could be firmly based upon identifiable differences in job con-
tent.

J
After a careful analysis of our problems and needs, we decided on
a structured questionaaire approach to job analysis in which
questionnaires are tailored to specific job families. The system
was to have an integrative role: the job content information
would provide inputs for various other personnel functions, in-
cluding staffing, performance appraisal, training, EEO, career
development, and compenation. However, because the corporate
sponsor for this undertaking was t the Compensation Department, our
foremost research applications to date have been in that area.

Initial R&D for a questionnaire-based, computer-scored system for
describing and evaluating managerial jobs began in 1974, and the
results of this research are documented by Tornow and Pinto
(1976) and Gomez, Page, and Tornow (1979, 1982). In developing
this management job analysis and job evaluation system, question-
naire design and software development were done in-house. For
our non-management jobs, it was decided to adopt tie task inven-
tory methodology developed by the Air Force and to acquire CODAP

for analyzing the job analysis data. After a period of negotia-
tion in late 1978, we were able to acquire a copy of CODAP from

,* the University of Texas, which had converted the 1974 Univac
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version of CODAP to a CDC-compatible version. In 1979, we began
the development and implementation of a CODAP-based job analysis
and evaluation system for the corporatio±'s 54,000 non-management
positions.

After some of our initial publications on our research, we had a
number of requests from other companies for assistance in devel-
oping similar questionnaire-based systems or for assistance in
computer analyzing data that had been collected. Initially, we
referred these contacts to others, such as the Air Force, but in
1980 a management consulting susbsidiary was formed, Control Data
Business Advisors, Inc. (CDBAI). Although the majority of CDBAI
services are oriented toward small businesses, job analysis ser-

. vices have been included with CDBAI's offerings. As a result, we
have two organizations within Control Data that are providing job
analysis research development and delivery--one research team
serving the internal organization, and a second serving external
organizations.

Now that we have given you some background on our entry into
questionnaire-based job analysis research, we would like to give
you an overview of some of the differences between our method-
ology and that of the Armed Services, and we would also like to
describe some of the enhancements and modifications we have made

to CODAP. The major areas in which we have worked include 1)
making the CODAP system and reports more user-friendly, and 2)
manipulating the data so that we can better identify a hierarchy
of jobs and determine job value.

Making CODAP user-friendly. Even though the original CODAP pro-
grams proved a tremendous aid to our ongoing job analysis and job
evaluation efforts, we soon encountered a number of situations
where we felt that it would be to our benefit to make the CODAP
system wore user-friendly. For example, we quickly noticed that

I-. it was difficult to track all of the control card and generated

files required to perform a CODAP analysis for a given data base.
Our solution was to develop a series of interactive front-end
programs for CODAP. These front-end programs automatically track
all of the CODAP files and, through a few simple prompts of the
user, generate all of the job control cards needed to execute the
CODAP program and route output to the appropriate output device.

AP: Last year, we completed the development of an automated Task

Inventory Management System, TIMS. TIMS is a user-friendly pro-

gram designed for use by personnel analysts who have little or no

computer experience. TIMS assists in the inventory construction

process ty permitting the easy tracking, sorting, editing, and
printing of task inventories during the iterative development

process. The TIMS editor allows inventory developers to search
previous task inventories for key phrases, thereby assiting in
the development of a preliminary inventory. Users can then more

effectively work with committees of employees in revising and
updating statements. Rather than retyping all of the task state-

menes during each iteration of the inventory development process,
revisions are easily entered into the terminal by the personnel

analyst, and a new sorting of tasks by duties is quickly printed.

The new and revised task statements then become part of the
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expanding TIMS data base. TIMS can also process a finalized task
inventory and create control cards for CODAP's INPSTD program.
As anyone who has created INPSTD control cards knows, these
routines can save an enormous amount of data entry time.

User-friendly report formats. Over the past few years, a sub-
stantial effort has also been invested in making the CODAP report
formats more user-friendly. Our first task was to display output
on 8.5 x 11 inch paper to aid storage and use by management.
Subsequently, we began reformatting the reports themselves. For
example, the PRIJOB program is used to compare the percent time
spent performing a given task by various user-specified groups
within a data base. PRIJOB output can be useful in determining
why groups do or do not form clusters. Unfortuaately, PRIJOB
output is often extremely bulky. To reduce this bulk, we added
two cutoff options to the P7lJOB program. The user could a
priori specify that the percent time spent by a group on a given
task or duty would only be printed if the group spent at least a

certain minimum percent of time on that task and/or a certain
minimum percent of group members performed that task. Judicious
specification of these options reduces the PRIJOB output to a
manageable amount and at the same time permits a quick assessment
of the critical differences between jobs.

We have also undertaken efforts to upgrade the way we display our
information for presentation to management. While the informa-
tion included in CODAP output is extremely valuable to pe;sonnel
professionals, we have found that it is not very user-friendly
for managers or job incumbents. Therefore, we are investing
considerable energy in improving the format of our job analysis
output, using computer graphics whenever possible. For example,
for our management sytem, we have created a Factor Profile tha'-
uses high-speed computer graphics to produce a report summarizing
an incumbent's overall standing with respect to sets of job
evaluation and job description factors. The Job Comparison Pro-
file is a multi-color pen plot graph that performs much the same
function as PRIJOB. The profile shows the percent time spent on
all d'ity areas by two or more groups of job incumbents. These
reports contain basically the same information presented in CODAP
reports, but the information is now presented in a format that
facilitates its understanding by management.

Computational changea. In addition to the changes designed to
make the CODAP system more user-friendly, several computational
options have been added to CODAP. One change was in the scaling
of the time spent responses. We noticed that our individual job
descriptions from JOBIND and our group job descriptions from
JOBSPC indicated that our employees were all performing an exten-
sive range of tasks, and spending approximately equal amounts of
time performing each task. Common sense, however, led us to
believe that our job holders had to be spending differentially
larger proportions of time on certain tasks. After analyzing a
number of job descriptions and relating them to what we knew
about these jobs, we realized that our scaling was leading to
tliese bland *job descriptions and that we needed a geometrically
progressive scale. After contacting the Air Force, we decided to
investigate three scaliig alternatives: 1 .5 x , 1. 7 5 x, and 2 .0 x ,
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where x ranges from one to nine and represents the individual's
time spent response. Our results, as judged by subject matter
experts, revealed that the 1. 7 5 x and 2.0 scales yielded more
accurate results than either the 1-9 scale or the 1 .5X scale.
Our results indicated no clear superiority for either the 1. 7 5 ,
or the 2.O x scale, and we have used both in our research. How-
ever, we have generally favored the 2.O x scale because the scale
anchors are then round numbers (i.e., 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.).

The second change we made was to transform the data used in the
calculation of the similarity values entered into the hierarchi-
cal cluster analysis. CODAP's clustering algorithm uses the
overlap in percent time spent as the 3imilarity index. We found
that using this similarity index yielded groups that were func-
tionally similar. However, the job structures of the clustered
groups were often quite dissimilar. This was a major problem for
our compensation staff, since we wanted to develop our compensa-
tion system from job clusters that reflected job structure. For
example, for the 1,892 software employees whom we surveyed with a
445-item questionnaire, we found a rather diverse cluster of
incumbents who were grouped together because they shared a number
of data entry tasks. This cluster included both keypunch opera-
tors and programmer analysts who worked at remote sites and had
to handle all of their own data entry. We realized that our
rational assessment of similarity was not being captured by the
CODAP clustering algorithm. Our rational assessment of similar-
ity was a function of both percent overlap in job behaviors and
the organizational value of those shared behaviors. The CODAP
clustering procedure, however, was assuming that all tasks should
be weighted equally in the assessment of job similarity. We
therefore decided to estimate the value of each task to the
organization Through a process we call task valuing. The time
spent index ws then weighted by multiplying the time spent times
the task value. The resulting weighted time spent index is used
to comput(- the percent overlap for the hierarchical cluster
analysis. We have found that this procedure results in a job
taxonomy tnat is more consistent with our classification struc-
ture than the taxonomy resulting from a standard CODAP analysis.

Supplements to CODAP. While CODAP has significantly aided our
iob analysis and job evaluation research at Control Data, it is
not the only software package that we use. Oae limitation of

CODAP is the lack of flexibility with respect to cluster analy-
sis. As a result, we make use of a software package called
CLUSTER. CLUSTER is based on a series of FORTRAN clustering
routines written by Michael R. Anderberg. These were written
while Ariderberg was at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
(AFHRL), and his book Cluster Analysis for Applications (1973)

wa-s his Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Texas.

The Control Data adaptation of CLUSTER is extremely flexible.
Options include 15 similarity indices for binary data and three
similarity indices for scaled data, including the correlation
coefficient, Minkowski distance, and the CODAP overlap metric.
The user may also select from seven different hierarchical clus
tering procedures. Perhaps most importantly, CLUSTER permits
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non-hierarchical cluster analysis. Thus, we can use a hierarchi-
cal cluster analysis such as CODAP's to identify the apparent
number of job clusters within a sample of job holders. The
results of the hierarchical analysis can then provide average job
descriptions of job types as seed points for the iterative task
of ensuring that each individual is grouped with that cluster to
which he or she is most similar. This allows us to scrub up the
clusters resulting from a hierarchical analysis. Our preliminary
research leads us to believe that up to five perceut of the
individuals in a hierarchical analysis are misclassified--they
have less similarity to the group that they have been classified
in than some other cluster. Additionally, the non-hierarchical
clustering method allows us to cluster far greater numbers of
individuals than the hierarchical approach. Whereas our version
of CODAP may cluster 2,000 cases, our non-hierarchical method in
CLUSTER can group 60,000 cases. A final advantage to using
CLUSTER is that it requires far less central processing time than
the clustering routine of CODAP. We can cluster samples at a
fraction of the cost of using CODAP.

Currently, we at CDBAI are in the process of updating CLUSTER by
incorporating some additional options for improving group homoge
neity. Among these is the AFFIRM algorithm developed by Schoen-
feld (1970). AFFIRM identifies and excludes from analysis those
job incumbents who do not fit neatly into any of the existing job
clusters, or who fall very near the boundary between two or more
clusters. Elimination of these incumbents tends to create m. e

* homogeneous clusters. AFFIRM then uses a non-hierarchical clus-
tering algorithm to identify new clusters, tests to see if the
incumbents who were previously excluded will fit into any of the
new clusters, eliminates new outliers from the data analysis,
forms new clusters again, etc., until an optimal solution is
obtained. We believe that enhancements like these will make
CLUSTER an even more valuable part of our job analysis system.

Another supplement to CODAP is our large-scale factor analysis
program, FACTOR. FACTOR has been used to test the rational
assignment of tasks to duty areas. Last year, for example, we
performed a factor analysis of our software data base. The
statistically derived factors closely replicated the rationally
derived duty areas, suggesting the accuracy of rational duty area
judgments made by job experts. We hope to use FACTOR in the
future to test further the accuracy of rationally derived duty
areas, and also to investigate the factor structure of knowledge,
skills, and abilities (KSA's) and training competencies.

Job analysis at Control Data. To date, Control Data has surveyed
approximately 9,000 employees from 16 different countries with
our job analysis questionnaires. These represenz management
employees surveyed with our Position Description Questionnaire
and non-management employees surveyed with our CODAP-based system
which we call FOCAS, or Flexible Occupational Analysis System.
We will complete the development of 15 non-management question-
naires for all corporate jobs by the end of 1983. Internally, we
have scarcely begun to tap the potential of CODAP as a tool in
the development of an integrated personnel system spanning human
resource planning, selection, performance appraisal, training,
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and career development as well as job evaluation.

In addition, at CDBAI, we have been assisting external clients
who are interested in job analysis. To date, we have worked with
ten external companies, and our current and completed external
projects have so far involved almost 10,000 U.S. and interna-
tional employees. With several of these firms, we have been
extensively involved in the research effort, including assistance
with questionnaire development, data analysis, and the ongoing
implementation of the new job analysis sytem. With other
clients, we have acted as a service bureau, simply assisting in
the analysis of data collected by an internal research staff.

The future of CODAP. Following such a grand tribute to CODAP, it
may come as a surprise to learn that we are beginning to phase
out CODAP at Control Data. There are a couple of reasons for
this. First, in 1983, Control Data will cease support of FORTRAN
IV, which is the language that was used in programming CODAP.
This will make it impossible for us to add enhancements to CODAP
in the future. To convert CODAP to FOPTRAN V would be a substan-
Lial effort that we will probably not undertake. Second, as part
of our ongoing software development effort, we are beginning to
create a number of programs that perform many of the same func-
tions performed by CODAP. Invariably, these routines are faster
and more efficient, and they do not require the huge amounts of
core memory and disk storage space needed to perform CODAP data
analyses. These computational programs will form the basis of a
new Job Analysis Software System, JASS, which we ara committed to
developing at CDBAI. JASS capabilities will include large-scale
cluster analysis and factor analysis via CLUSTER and FACTOR,
respectively, CODAP-style analysis of task data via our new
computational programs, and graphical display of major results
via our new report generator programs.
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The Use of Task Based Job Analysi3 'Data for

Developing Performance Evaluation Systeas

David M. Van De Voort Beverly Stalder

Organizational Research & Development, Inc.
2455 North Star Road, Columbus, Ohio 43221

The Integrated Personnel System Concept

In 1979 the Nationwide Insurance Companies and Organizational Research &
Development, Inc. commenced developing an Integrated Personnel System (IPS)
in which human resource decisions and programs are data baseZ& and job related.

0The foundation of the IPS is a comprehensive job analysis data base. Task
level data was gathered using three task inventories, each targeted to a
different segment of the organization:

9 an inventory for 4500 employees in 350 jobs in the range from
first level manager down to, but not including, clerical jobs
comprising four large job families (Administration, Claim,
Systems & Data Processing, and Underwriting).

o an inventory fo: 1500 managers and executives designed to
assess the strictly managerial content of job3.

* an inventory for approximately 1500 employees in 500 jobs in
the range from first level manager down to, but not
including, clerical jobs in the 14 job families not covered
by the first inventory. These 14 families are diverse in
content (Legal, Facilities, Research, Planning, Personnel,
Marketing, Finance, etc.) but small in number of employees
(12 to 350). This inventory consists of modular surveys,
each with a "core" of 242 common tasks, plus 50-200 function-
specific tasks, not shared across job families.

The task inventory method was chosen for the job aralysis because of the
need to amass detailed information on hundreds of jobs from thousands of
incumbents. Task data are amenable to computer storage and analysis and are
applicable to a wide variety of personnel decisions. Incumbent ratings of
time spent on tasl.s provide a very close link to "job behaviors" and "worker
requirements", concepts that are central to legal guidelines for personnel
decisions.

To date, the task database has been applied to several personnel programs
at Nationwide. Evaluation dimensions for a Managerial Assessment Center were
identified by analyzing the task content of "target jobs", those representing
the levels and functions for which management potential is being assessed.
Generic dimensions of managerial job performance derived from the managerial
inventory serve as the basis for an annual supervisory rating of promotion
potential. The task data base was used to develop a job classification and
titling system based on similarity of task content. Requirements of entry-
level professional jobs were derived as the basis for a structured employment
interview guide. Task based jo5 evaluation similar to that described by Page
and McHenry, in another paper in this symposium is an ongoing effort.
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FORM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT REVIEW

JOB ANALYSIS :Interview representative sample of all job incumbents la

to gather task information about work performed.

:Edit tasks; Assemble tasks into inventory format.

:Administer task inventory to entire population of
incumbents. Ratings of task on relative time spent
and relative importance.

:Sort or statistically derive task catagories.
(Job Performance Dimensions).

IDENTIFY SUBFAMILIES :Cluster jobs by task similarity and/or obtain job
similarity judgments from job experts. Determine
which jobs are to be grouped for the development
of EDR inst-uments.

PRODUCE EDRs FOR :Average task ratings over individual incumbents in
EACH SUBFAMILY each job title identified as a subfamily.member.

Produce a list of tasks for each subfamily listed
by Performance Dimension in order of relative time
spent.

:Assemble EDR from subfamily task list. Attach rating
scales.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

JOB ANALYSIS :As above

IDENTIFY TECHNICAL :Policy makers and personnel specialists in each
STANDARDS job family develop specific criteria for evalu-

ating function-specific, professional/technical
performance as content of a "Technical Aspects"
Dimension to upplement the Performance Dimen-
sions, identified abo ,e, which are generic to
all jobs.

DETERMINE FACTOR :Job family policy makers determine the range within
WEIGHT RANGES which an individual supervisor can determine the

multiplier weights for Performance Dimension ratings.

FIGURE I
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Samp Page: Employee Development Review

KEEPING WORK RECORDS

Maintain and Keep Records

PERFOPMANCE ON THIS TASK.

DOES NEEDS MEETS EXCEEDS
NOT SECONDARY PRIMARY tiPAOVE- REqUIRE- REqUIRE-

APPLY ASPECT ASPECT MENT NENTS MENTS

Transcribe inZormaticn

from company forms into

records, files.

Reviews and summartzes
information in files,
logs. records.

aintain and update
reference manual.

Organize and maintain a
personal file or record
system.

Maintain lo of routine
work activities.

Additional Tasks

- - - File/Organize Work Materials

Pilu applications, in-
complete applications,
rejected applications.
claims authorizatLion,
or new files in appropriatz
place.

Additional Tasks

FIGURE 2
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Task Based Performance Appraisal

A key component of the IPS is the task based performance appraisal pro-

gram. As advocated by Meyer, Kay, and French (1965) the two major purposes
of performance appraisal are "split", with a performance review for employee
development temporally separated from the annual evaluation for merit pay/

promotion. Figure 1 outlines the development of the Employee Development
Review (EDR) and the Performance Evaluation Form (PE). One page of an EDR is
illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates two performance evaluation
dimensions (Working with Others and Making Decisions) and illustrates how the
six performance dimension ratings are multipled by dimension importance
weights to derive an overall importance "score". The key aspects and con-
trasts of this system are summarized below:

0 The PE is the traditional annual performance review with
direct linkage to merit pay and promotion decisions. The
EDR is solely a tool for employee development.

e The PE consists of supervisory feedback to the employee
regarding performance. The EDR is a'Joint discussion of
employee development needs and preferences. Both Supervisor
and Subordinate complete the EDR and discuss their percep-
tions in detail.

* The EDR focus is on enhancing future per:ormance. The PE
is an evaluation of current performance.

The EDR is a private process involving only the employee,
the direct supervisor, and the supervisor's supervisor (who
reviews the EDR to evaluate the supervisor's performance in
developing employees). No formal record of EDRs is kept.
The PE ratings become part of a central, computerized, longi-
tudinal performance data base, which serves as a source of
information for a variety of human resource planning and
management decisions.

e In most cases the PE is an annual review. The EDR is
a working/planning tool which employees and supervisors are
trained and encouraged to use for frequent performance
coaching.

o The EDR is job-related at the task level. Performance
expectations are discussed in terms of specific tasks. The
PE is job-related at the dimension level, consisting of
ratings on a set of generic performance dimensions which are
common to all jobs across the company. All employees are
rated on six dimensions (see Figure 3); supervisory employees
on two additional dimenisions dealing with supervising, devel-
oping, and evaluating subordinates and budgeting.

o The EDR is individualized with different forms for different
job families reflecting functionally specific job content.
The PE is standardized, with a commcn set of generic perfor-
mance dimensions used to evaluate all employees. A Technical
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Aspect insert to the PE addresses the function specific,

professional/technical competence of the employee.

To summarize the strengths of this system:

e Performance ratings are not based on personal traits but on
performance dimensions which are quantitatively related to
job content.

o Rating on performance dimensions and metrics which are common
to all jobs permits comparison across individuals, work
groups, or functions.

e Maintaining centralized performance data in computer files
permits comparisons across time, thus providing built-in
criteria for longitudinal "time series" tests of any
organizational intervention which purports to "increase
productivity" or enhance employee performance.

* Training programs can be developed to address specific task
clusters where performance deficiencies are noted and
training targeted to the individuals or groups with the
specific need.

Finally, the implementation of this system has produced several additional
benefits.

* The EDR discussion involves precise and mutual definition of
job expectation on a regular basis.

Eitablishment of importance weight ranges for performance
dimensions by policy makers in each job family resulted in

public clarification of Department-wide performance prior-
ities.

* Performance evaluation is put on an objective basis,
providing supervisors with a specific "language of tasks" to
use in describing performance.

* Supervisors are, themselves, evaluated in terms of their
effectiveness in using the employee development and appraisal
tools, thus providing a new organization wide focus on devel-
opment.
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DISCUSSION OF JOB ANALYSIS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Lt Col Jimmy L. Mitchell, Chief, OMYO
USAFOMC, Randolph AFB, TX 78150

INTRODUCTION - Since this session is running overtime, this
discussion will be very brief. Overall, I am delighted with this kind
of symposium. My compliments to the companies involved for sharing
their job analysis experiences and data with us today. The quality of
the reports was outstanding; I am very impressed with the the data
displayed and by the way the reports were presented. On the other
hand, as a discussant, I feel obliged to point out a few things about
each of the presentations.

GAIL M. DRAUDEN, HONEYWELL, INC. - The use of work sample tests in
this reseach is excellent. Likewise, the study of the transferability
of people to new jobs is exciting; we have needed research into this
area very much. However, we may have a language problem. Gail uses
the t.rm "task factor" to mean something quite different that what is
meant o these words in most occupational reseach. Unless we have a
common taxonomy of terms, we cannot be sure that we are really
communicating, and thus the value of the research may be lost. This
problem has been detailed elsewhere (see my Taxonomy paper, 1977 MTA
Proceedings) and will not be repeated here. None-the-less, our
language is something we need to be careful about. With reference to
Drauden's research, one of the unresolved issues is the relationship
between tasks performed and Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities (KSAs).
We do not yet have an unambigious way to translate from tasks to the.
underlying KSAs. This is an area which needs considerably research in
the future.

DAVID M. VAN DE VOORT, ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, Ii4C.
- This report is an excellent example of what can be done with the
integrated use of task-based job analysis data for all the jobs in an
organization. However, with 300 job titles ani only 500 tasks, the
tasks obviously must be fairly general. I like the approach used here
of a "family" of inventories to cover the 14 job categories with a
core o+ common tasks. I also very much liked the clear separation of
performance review from pay and promotion actions. Someone finally I
noticed the Kay, Meyer, and French article and takes it seriously;
this is a big plus as far as I am concerned. There may, however, be
some problem in using the same tasks for all objectives. Don't be
trapped into using one instrument or one level of specificity for all
purposes. We may need multiple levels (possibly hierarchical levels
of inventories) in order to have a tlexible system for multiple
purposes. I welcome the promise for a futute report of more data from
this research project.

STEPHEN M. COLARELLI, BALL FOUNDATION - The crganizational
simulation in Steve's report was an interesting and exciting new
application of job analysis data. The idea of assigning persons to
positions in the simulation based on their job data provides a sort of
diagnostic evaluation of their present level of occupational
development. You could take this idea a step further and explore
better use cf person and position data in a person-job match to
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optimize future assignment of people to a progressive series of
developmental jobs in the organization. Or, you could also use this
kind of exercise to teach managers about making the best possible use
of their human resgurces. I would commend to you Joe Ward's research
on optimizing for both the organization and the individual. Some
combination of what you have done with job diagnosis and his
optimization scheme could have fantastic potential for dynamic career
progression of human resources in private industry.

SIDNEY GAEL, AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY - I was
extremely well impressed with Sid's use of quantitative criteria
(Importance ratings + 75% performing) to select tasks for evaluation.
While I have some qualms about some scales (such as the Importance
scale), I am +amiliar with his WPSS. Since it is quite like the Air
Force task inventory approach, I am naturally biased in its favor. I
would also applaud the AT&T research into the psychometric properties
of the instruments. This is something which everybody should be doing
and is long overdue. We have to know this kind of information if we
are to take job analysis research seriously! I would also like to
congratulate Sid on the display of his results and data. His report
was extremely well done, and I wish that we had time to hear it
presented in much more detail.

RON PAGE, CONTROL DATA BUSINESS ADVISORS, INC. - Ron did not leave
me much time to be critical. His research is an excellent example of
a historical phrase - good old "dustbowl empiricism." If it works, use
it! But we also need to publish our results. Ron and his associates
have tried t-ansformations of 1.5, 1.75, and 2.0 to make time-spent
data more realistic, and apparently it worked. By publishing those
results, they can save the rest of us considerable research. And I
think that by reporting such data here, CDBA has taken an important
first step toward making their results available to the wider job
analysis community. As regards the CDC development of CODAP, I apolaud
their enthusiasm. At the same time, I would urge some caution, in the
sense of not getting so far away from the mainstream of CODAP that the
evolving technologies are not useable to them. For example, task
factors (difficulty of tasks or training emphasis ratings by senio-
technicians) have not yet been exploited in the civilian applications
oC the Task Inventory approach, and yet these are the areas where we
in the military are getting our occupational data used more and more
often in objective, real-world decision making. Overall, Ron, I
enjoyed your presentation and look forward to being able to study your
data in more detail.

CONCLUDING REMARKS - This has been an exceptional session; one of
the best I have ever attended. There just is not enough time in a two
hour session to do justice to all of the information which was made
available today. I congratualate Ron Page for putting it together.
We have all learned from this interaction, and I want to thank the
participants for reporting their occupational research in this kind of
forum. I sincerely hope that this is the start of a series of such
symposia, and I look forward to seeing more such sessions at future
MTA conferences, and in other meptings as well. I know that the
audience joins me in saying thank you for this symposium, and a hearty
"Well Done!".
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ENLISTMENT AND REENLISTMENT MOTIVATION

Chair: Timothy Elig -

This symposium presented current research on motivation to

enter or reenlist in the military. Among topics discussed
were the 1978 Selected Reserve Reenlistment Bonus Test,
1982 survey of persons entering the Armvy, and a literature
review of motivation factors leading to military enlistment.
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Enlistment Motivation in the All-Volunteer Force Environment:
A Review of Major Surveys

David P. Doesel
John A. Richards

Deftnse Manpower Data tenter

It is unlikely that any event since World War II %ar s.imlated more silitary-related
* -; 00 socia" research in this country than the termination of the draft ix 1973. In the years

insediateiy preceding and in the nine years bince the inception of the All-Volunteer Force0" (VM, military-eligible youth have come under increasing scrutiny, especially in surveys.
Most notable ama.ng the surveys of this population have been the Gilbert Youth Attitude

- Surveys, conducted semiannually by Gilbert Youth Research. Inc. from 1971 through 1974, and
the Youth Attitude Tracking Surveys, conducted seaiannuali' from 197S through 1980 and
annually since then by Market facts Inc. Both surveys were conducted mong roughly t e sae
population--nont-prior Service, sale youth in age groups 16-21 for the Gilbert surveys and
17-21 for those conducted by Market Facts. The Gilbert surveys used personal interviews,
while Market Facts has been using telephone interviews. Both were cross-sectioAal. rathez
than longitudinal.

Also begun in 1971 wer the DoD Surve-s af Per-.umel Entering Military Service--that is,
surveys of military recruits conducted immediately --ollowing their being sworn in at AFEES
in-processing centers. The APEES surveys were conducted ansually through 1976, and once
since then, in 1979. Unfortunately, the quality of the AFUS surveys has been, for a variety
of reasons, inconsistent. The 1979 administration was the only carefully-ccntrolled and
fiully-documented survey in the series.

Several iportant studics of this population--the -Youth in Transitin" studies by the
Institute for Social Research, for eaq1le--predate the AVF or were conducted primoaily for

other purposes and are, therefore, beyond the scope of our talk. Also, there have been a
nber of recent studies that provide excellent data on military recruits vis-a-vis their

non-military peers--the Ohio State National Longitudinal Study of Youth Labor Force Behavior
and the 1981 Rand Survey of Applicants for Military Service are the two best exaples. Vind-

wings from both of these will be discussed in a few minates by my colleague, David Soesel.

-his review concent-ates on self-reported reasons for enlisting in the military. These
resemble attitudinal data and must be regarded as only one kind of variable contributing to
enlistment. Others include aggregate variables such as unemployment rates and military pay,
and individual variables *such as parental occupation and respondent educati=, among others.
A variety of mltivariate analyses are currently being conducted in an effort to sort out
the relative contributions of each, as well as the interactions amog them.

The Draft-Motivated Enlistee

There was a time when one of the most comn reasons for enlisting in the military. was
to beat the local draft board:to the punch, thereby preserving an element of seif-determina-
tion. In a 1964 DoD Survey of Active Duty Personnel, 20 percent of the non-high school
graduates, 40 percent of the high school graduates and 58 percent -f the college graduates
claimed their enlistments were motivated by the draft (Lee and Parker, 19u). Yet, -ven in
the days of conscription, another incentive showed up in study after study as far back as

M1949: many enlistees and potential enlistees were strongly influenced by the opportunity
provided by the Services to learn a marketable trade or skill. -his aotivation has ezsisted,
and later surveys suggest it occurs within the context of a more generalized desire for self-
improvemnent.

The Youth Attitude Tracking Survey

The :cth Attitude Tracking S-..vey, now condueted annually, has be&ome a staple among
the military recruiting comunity. This survey, the successor to the Gilbert Touth Attitude
Surveys, is administered to approximately i,000 ailitsv.-eligible males (a female samle was
added beginning with the 1981 survy -very fall. It provides data on enlistment propensity,
attitudes toward and perceptions of the military., and a number of demographic variables. To
be of saxin.m utility to recruiters, the sample is stratif'id by geogra hical trcking areas.

The salient findings from the last administration of the Youth Attitude Survey are
umaried in Table I.

In this table, the top seven ra..ked job attributes are grouped according to their a-
chievability in military 's civilian jobs. as perceived by positive and negative propensity
respondents. Positive propensity respondents are these who said they would probably or de-
finitely sere in the military within the next few years and negative oropensity resp-ndents
are those who said they uoui probably or definitely not serve. Those who -_r ressed an
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TABLE 1

PERCEIVED ACHIEVABILITY OF IMPORTANT JOB
ATTRIBUTES IN MILITARY vs CIVILIAN JOBS

MORE ACHIEVABLE MORE ACHIEVABLE
IN MILITARY IN CIVIUAN JOBS

POSITIVE JOB SECURITY 0 ENJOY YOUR JOB

* TEACHES VALUABLE 0 GOOD INCOME
TRADE OR SKILL

PROPENSITY - DEVELOPING YOUR * EMPLOYER TREATS
POTENTIAL YOU WELL

RESPONDENTS , OPPORTUNITY FOR
ADVANCEMENT

* JOB SECURITY 0 ENJOY YOUR JOB'
NEGATIVE e TEACHES VALUABLE 0 GOOD INCOME

TRADE OR SKILL 0 DEVELOPING YOUR

PROPENSITY POTENTIAL
R EMPLOYER TREATSR, ESPONDENTS YOU VEL
o OPPORTUNITY FOR

ADVANCEMENT

SOURCE- FALL 1I YOUTH ATTITUDE TRACKING SURVEY s-s

TABLE 2

MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR ENLISTING IN THE MITARY
BY LEVEL OF EDUCATION

FORM 1

2 YEARS HIGH

MOST IMPORTANT HIGH SCHOOL 2 YEARS 4 YEARS TOTAL
REASON SCVOOL GRADUATE COLLEGE COLLEGE SAMPLE

1(Nz-1 (N=42421 tN:2331 (N=14N tN:7419)

SKILL TRAINING 251 214 172 21.5 2L5

MONEY FOR COLLEGE 3.0 7.0 12.4 4.7 6L

TO BETTER MYSELF
IN UFE Js 3I 31. 43.6 39.0

SERVEMY COUNTRY 92 7-5 7. 121 I.1

FORM 2

2 YEARS HIGH
MOST IMPORTANT HIGH SCHOOL 2 YEARS 4 YEARS TOTAL

REASON SCHOOL GRADUATE COLLEGE COLLEGE SAMPLE

(N:64) (N=3U0) tN:I' (N=111) (N:7332Z

SKILL TRANING 36.3 37.7 2L 24.3 35.4

MONEY FOR COLLEGE 7.0 9.2 17.7 7-2 9.0

TO BETTER MYSELF
IN LIFE 23.3 27.3 37.3 34.2 23.0

SERVE MY C:OUNTRY 13.6 9.4 7.6 162 10.0

SOURCI TM DOD SU*VFW OF tSOXXV. E dG WUJMAft SEnVCI$
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interest in military service view it as a job where they can learn, develop and advance while
enjoying a high degree of job security. To achieve these job goals, they are willing to make

some sacrifices in the areas of job enjoyment, income, and employer good will, which they

feel would more likely be found in civilian jobs.

The negative propensity group apparently agrees that the Services are more likely to

provide job security and skill training. However, they feel that opportunities for advance-

nent and development of potential are more likely to be found in civilian jobs.

In the surrey report, the authors point out that, "over time these attitudes and per-

ceptions have remained fairly =onstant, though in the past year negative propensity sales

have come to regard 'teaches a valuable trade/skill' as one of the more desired job chara-

cteristics. This might reflect perceptions of an increasingly competitive job market and the

co- equent greater need to obtain practical vocational training" (Market Facts. Inc., 1982).

Sur-eys of Personnel Enterinz Xilitary Service

Vith the DoD Surr-eys of Personnel Entering Military Service the focus shifts from
eligible youths to those who have just been sworn into the Service at an AIEES in-processing
center. y discussion of the AFEES surveys will be based on data from the 1979 survey.

The 1979 APES Srm was administered in two waves, one in the spring and one in the
fall. Two forms uere used with each wave, and they were modified between waves, so there
were four forms in all. All eligible non-prior service males and females were sampled for a
20-day period. The two versions of the form were distributed on an every-other-person basis.
There were between ve.n and eight thousand respon -nts for each form.

Respondents aere asked to indicate the one MOST important reason for their enlisting in
the Service. In Forms 1 and 3 the response options were isted in the same order, but for
Forms 2 and 4 the order was reversed to test for order effects. The results for each pair
of forms in which responses were listed in the same order were quite similar; however, a
r-ono-nced order effect shows up when results are compared across variations. This effect is
particularly noticeable in the two most fri.cuently mentioaed reasons for enlisting. It can
be seen quite clearly in the data for the total sample, which I've presented in Table 2 for
both Forms 1 and 2. 1flecause of space limitationc, I've omitted data for forms 3 and 4 since
they were similar to the data for their like-ordered counterparts.) In addition to data for
the ccabined sa. le, Table 2 shows the tcp four veasms for enlistment by four educational
level sub-gon s.

For Form I, SKILL TRAINImf is the second most frequently cited reason for enlisting,
coming after TO BETTER .MSELF IN LIFE, which appeared above SKILL TRAINLNG in the list of
options. The results for Form 2 are just the reverse, as was the order of the response op-
tions. with SKILL TRAINLG clearly leading the list. This effect is less pronounced for
other reasons for enlisting.

In spite of the order effect, SKILL TRAINING makes a strong shoing in these data. If
ou cancel out the order effect by combining Form I and Form 2 data, about a third of the

respondents across fors said it was the main inducement to enlistment. TO BETTER MYSELF IN
LIFE was also selected by about one-third of the respondents to Forms I 2nd 2 combined. "TO
BETTER MYSELF IN LIFE' is a rather vague statement though, and it obviously means different
things to different people. It would ot be unreasonable to assume that training and educa-
tion comprise a major omenent of this concept for some people.

The data on reasons for enlistment become nore interesting when their rrlat;ion to level
of education is examined. The appeal of SKILL TRAINING generally declines as a furction of
increased educational atainment- %VE FOR OLLEGE followc a more distinct patte. increas-
ing in importance a- a reason for enlisting for those with up to tuo years of college, then

falling back sharply for those with four-year degrees.

Patriotism, or SE-E Yn COUNTRY, is a surprisingly ?owerful incentive acccrding to these
data. it is the third most commonly cited reason for enlisting, and. sorewhat coter-inz~i-
..rely, it takes a big leap in i-portance for four-year college graduates.

The conclusions of the author of an unpublished paner on the 1974 AFESS Survey summarx:e
well the major finding. fro this entire series. He renorted that, "withcut any dot, the
main reason gi#ou for entering the Serexce was to obtain job training. This is true for all
ages, races, sexes, branches of thc Se-vice and regions of the country" (Giesecke. !9'.61.

the .ati¢nal Loniti-u-inal Sur ey

The Touth Cohort of the Nation-l Longitudinal Suri-ev of Labor Force Exnerience began in
.:979wita sanlefl2,000 :cuth age 14 to 2, incidint. 1,-Z00 nOiltary -neers. and has

been repeated each ::ea. since then. Sponsored by the 2evarn=ent of Labor. with subs anzi ii
contributions fron the %enar.=enr of Dfense. the NLS Youth Cohort provides an invaluab!e
source of information on enlistnent and on the =ilita.- and .ost-military careers of service
=pebers.
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An analysis of 1980 NLS data (Kim, 1982b) eamhasi:es the inportance of training, educa-
tion, and morebradly, personal development among the reasons for enlisting given by re-
spondents in the military. Training, a desire to better oneself, and money for college
education are most frequently cited as the main reason for enlisting.

1980 National Longitudinal Surey (NLS)
Main Reason for Enlisting

(1979 Enlistees)

of
Enlistees

Training for civilian job 28
Better myself in life 20
Money for college education 15
Travel 9
Was une loyed 8
Serve my country 7
Get away from hcme 5
Prove myself 5
Earn more money than on civilian job 1
Get away from personal problem .6
Family tradition to serve .2
Retirement/fringe benefits .2

These data are supported by the 1981 Survey of M'ilitary Applicants, con,'uced as a com le-
nent to the DoD Educational Benefits Experiment of 1980. In a preliminary analysis of the
Applicants data, Rand researchers find a clear relation between the probability of enlistment
and the need for money to finance education: the greater the need, the greater the tendency
among (in this case, high q-rality) applicants to actually enlist.

Enlistment Rate by Financial Need
(High Quality Applicaats)

Additional Amount Needed
to Conti.,ue Education

so S1-SlOO $1001-2000 S2001-3000 S3000-

Enlis ttRate 43% 52% 5M% 601 6S%

() (404) (239) (290) (252) (182)

as they affect the principal choices facing high school graduates: college, other civilian
pursuits, or the mlitary. Eploying multiple logit methods, Xim finds that educational
aspirations and the desire for vocational training are powerful predictors of the outcome of
this decision process. Male youth who hare the highest educational aspirations tend to go on
to college. "However," Xis notes, "when the choice is either the military or a noncollege
civilian pursuit, an individual with a higher educational desire has a higher prof-1'z4ity of
c~hoosing the armed forces," and it is a reasonable inference that 2 need for money to finance
higher education is a factor in this decision.

The foregoing might seem to suggest that educational benefits should be increased as the
suply of potential recruits dwindles in the coming years. However, Friedland and Little
(1982), in an interesting analysis of National Longitudinal Survey data, argue the contrary.
The authors use discri2inant analysis to identify the variables which best distinguish among

three groups of respondents - ailitary memhers, youth who had talked to recruiters but had not
enlisted at the tine of tI.e survey, and those who haa never talked to recruiters.

For white =ales, the variable which most clearly distinguishes those in the nilitary from
those who were ;nterested but had not joined is educatio;al asirations; the variable which
most clearly distinguishes the military group from t.%e not-interested grout) is desire for
vocational training. in both cases, those in the =ilitary have the zreater desire.

!.19
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1979 NLS
Best Discriminating Variables:

Desire for More Education and Training

Enlisted Desire nested
in the for More But Had

Military Education NotLJined

Enlisted Desire Not Intereste

in the for More I7 ~ . in the
Military Vocational Military

Training

"In short," Friedland and Little observe, "variables reflecting a desire for self-im-
provement distinguish those in the military from those not in the military, and particular-
ly. . . from those not in the military who considered at some time joining..

Looking at the means for each group we s.e that the military group has the highest
educationcl aspirations, and those who were interested but had not enlisted have the lowest.
The military group also shows the greatest desire for vocational training, though the
"interested-but-had-not-joined" group occupies an intermediate position between the military
and the ";ot-interested" groups. Those in the intermediate group show a fair amount of
desire for vocational training.

1979 NLS
Educational Aspirations and Desire
for Vocational Training: Mean Scores

Not Interested Interested but Enlisted in Significance
in the Military Did Not Join the Military of F Test

Educational
Aspiration 3.01 2.72 3.36 F .01
Scale

(0-5)

Desire for
Vocational .58 .75 .86 F .01
Training
(0-1)

From these analyses Friedland and Little conclude that increased educational benefits
may be of limited value at best, because those who find them attractive have already joined,
while those who expressed interest in the military but did not join are apparently not much
motivated by educaticnal aspirations. We may further note that the recent cutbacks in
federal student loans and grants are likely to increas the number of youth who asrpre to
higher education but cannot afford college. This should improve the drawing power of the
military's educational benefits program at its present level. An increased emphasis on

* training, we infer from the findings above, might produce some incremental gains, inasmuch as
the "interested" group shows some desire for training, but again, thos; with the most desire
are already in the Services.

While the Friedland and Little study is interesting and provocative, it leaves some
important questions unanswered. For one thing, while we can see that the "interested" group
has the lowest educational aspirations of the three, we cannot tell from this analysis what
priority they give to educatien. Even if their leiel of aspiration is lower than that of
military members, it may still be enough to warrant increased educational benefits. Second,
we do not know what the youth in the "interested" group are doing and why did they decided
to follow some other path. How valid is the implicit assumption thaz because they have talk-
ed to military recruiters they should be regarded as good potential source of accessions?
Soe must have applied for the military and been rejected; what proportion of the sample do
they comprise? These and related questions pertaining to this significant group of youth are
currently the focus of analysis at the Defense Manpower Data Center.
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In summary, the specific desire for training, and a broader desire for personal develop-
ment -- through training, education, and experience -- seem to be the mainsprings of motiva-
tion to enlist, according to surveys over the last decade or more. From these studies it
appears that for a great many youth the Services, like the colleges and junior colleges,
represent a period of maturation and preparation for adulthood.
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THE 1982 DA SURVEY OF PERSONNEL ENTERING THE ARMY

Timothy W. Elig, Paul A. 6ade, and Joyce L. Shields

U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Sccial Scier:- s

\ The purpose of this paper is to document the 1982 DA Survey of
Personnel Entering the Army and to introduce this survey to the milita'ry
manpower community. Because of the brevity required for this forum, it is
impossibie to do justice to the full scope of results obtained from this
survey effort. Thus we focus in this paper on the development and
administration of the survey rather than on the results. The results
included in this paper are meant only to be suggestive of the possible
scope of quettions which can be addressed in surveys of this type.

Background

The 1982 DA Survey of Personnel Entering the Army was developed to
answer questions concerning the demographics and enlistment motivations of
new Army recruits. Military personnel planners require such information to
monitor current recruiting strategies and to forecast future enlistment and
oreenlistment trends. While there is an apparent need for such information

or, a regular and ti iely basis, we know of no effort to collect such
information on a regular basis. Prior to the current study, the most
recent effort to collect demographic and motivational data from a large
sample of military recruits was conducted in 1979 by the Rand Corporation
(Doering, Grissmer, & Morse, Notes 1 & 2).

Military recruiting in 1982 is dramatically changed from military
recruiting in 1979. While Army recruiting in FY79 suffered one of the
poorest years in both quantity and quality since the inception of the All
Volunteer Force (AVF), the high quality of FY82 Army recruits with no loss
in quantity is unprecedented under the AVF. Army personnel policy planners
need to know who these 1982 recruits are and why they dcided to enlist.
This knowledge should facilitate efforts to capitalize on the current surge
in high quality applicants.

Survey Development

The 1982 DA Survey of Personnel Entering the Army is almost wholly
based on the 1979 DoD Survey of Personnel Entering Military Service
(Doering, Grissmer, & Morse, Notes 1 & 2). Questions were selected from
the 1979 DoD Survey, and in some cases modified, to fit the purposes of the
1982 DA Survey. In taking this approach we gained two major advantages.
Frst of all, by using previously tested items we avoided the neccessity of
a long developmental effort to insure items appropriate for the subject
population. The other major advantage of this approach was that it insured
the availability of a cross-sectional comparison group in the Regular Armyrecruits surveyed in 1979.

The views expressed here are those of the authors and do not
neccessarily reflect the views of the Department of the Army.
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The 1982 DA Survey was designed to collect information about
enlistment motivation and personal background. Motivation for enlistment
was assessed bo'h Oirectly and indirectly. Direct questions included 11
true-false items on specific reasons for enlistment and 2 forced choice
items in which respondents were asked to indicate the Most and Second Most
Important reasons for enlistment. Indirect assessments of motivation for
enlistment were based on personal background questions, on educational
history and aspirations, financial and employment history, and on family
history as well. In addition, questions about demographic topics such as
gender, ethnic group, marital status, and rural-urban background were
included.

A major source of supplemental information has been planned for the
1982 DA Survey. Individual survey responses have been matched by SSAN to
computerized accession records. Thus we are able to look at survey
responses segmented by variables such as AFQT, length of the enlistment
contract, and enlistment/educational bonuses received.

Survey Procedures and Administration

The 1982 DA Survey of Personnel Entering the Army was administered to
recruits in group settings during initial entry processing. For the first
survey period, 3-7 May 1982, all recruits processing through five of the
seven US Army Reception Stations were surveyed. Because of a conflicting
mobilization exercise, the other two stations were not available until the
end of May. All recruits processing through all seven stations were
surveyed during the periods of 24-28 May and 14-18 June.

A total of 3313 new Regular Army recruits were surveyed with the 1982
DA Survey of Personnel Entering the Army.* This is approximately 3% of all
FY82 Regular Army accessions. Ninety-five percent of these survey
respondents (3155) were matched by SSAN with their accession records in the
AFEES Reporting System (ARS).

Depending on local conditions, the Personal Affairs Branch or Testing
Branch at each Reception Station administered the surveys in accordance
with written procedures prepared by ARI and the Soldier Support
Center-National Capital Region. ARI personnel were in close telephonic
contact with local personnel throughout the survey period and visited each
Reception Station during the first week of the survey to observe the
administration conditions and procedures. Local variation in procedures
appeared to be minimal. However, the possibility of sample biasing did
arrise at the Ft. Jackson Reception Station during the second and third
weeks of the survey. This station requested and received permission to
sample recruit companies rather than survey everyone being processed at the
station. This exception was granted because an unusually large number of
recruits was being processed by the station at that time which required
extremely tight scheduling of recruit and station personnel time. Station
personnel were instructed to survey by company and to favor infantry

*US Army Reserves and National Guards account for 1660 and 2812

respectively of the total survey sample of 7785. Further information on
these samples are available from the authors.
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companies in the selection process. Over. ling of infantry co,,panies was
done to compensate for the absence of infai.ry recruits surveyei during the
first week of the survey. The infantry reception stations had been unable
to survey because of the conflicting mobilization exerc'se. The result of
this sampling stategy was a slight oversampling of infantry recruits.

All Regular Army, Army Reserves, or Army National Guard recruits were
requested to complete the survey. The Privacy Act Notice printed on each
survey was read to all personnel. The voluntary nature of participation in
answering each question was emphasized. Only a few individuals would not
answer any particular question; however, many individuals would miss at
least one question.

Results

Survey Representativeness

The sample size, our success in matching cases with ARS records, and
the low rate of nonresponse are all positive signs that this survey effort
has succeeded in capturing useful data about attitudes and motives that

influence enlistment decision making. However, there are several aspects
of the survey procedures that must be considered when interpreting the
results. The usefulness of this data base lies ,.uch more in representing
segments of the market rather than in a representation of all FY82 Army
enlistments.

The survey sampling covers only the third quarter of FY82. The impact
of regular seasonal variation or other shifts in motivational patterns
during the course of the year are not accounted for in results reporte.d
here. The possibility of seasonal bias is attenuated somewhat by the fact
that we are dealing with accession rather than contract data. People who
are included in our survey signed enlistment contracts at various times of
the year under the Delayed Entry Program (DEP;. As can be seen in Table 1,
over half of the sample contracted for enlistment at least one month prior
to accessioning.

Table 1

Percentages of Respondents Signing Enlistment Contracts by Month

FY81 FY82

Month In Which
Contract Signed JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN

Percent of
Sample 7 7 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 10 29 14 5

Note: n = 2700 Non Prior Service Regular Army recruits.

The DEP has made enlistment decision making a complex process of
multiple decision points. For people who enlist in the DEP, enlistmentdecision making involves at least a decision to sign a contract and a
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decision to fulfill the contract and access. Our respondents were asked to
report reasons for enlistment based on memory. The reasons given by our
respondents for contracting are probably confounded with their reasons for
accessing.

Thus the results of our sample of 3rd quarter FY82 accessions are best
interpreted as indicative of the relative strength of motivations for
enlistment in FY82 rather than as definitive of actual percentages of FY82
accessions motivated in certain ways. The major strength of this survey is
in defining the motives of specific market segments. For example, this
survey can be used to study the characteristics of recruits motivated by a
desire to fund a college education. The timing of this survey is
particularly good for the comparison of the motives of recruits recently
graduated from high school with the motives of other recrtlts. This
comparison is of particular importance for the Army Rec.uiting Conmand's
efforts to penetrate the high school market.

Most Important Reasons for Enlistment

The 1982 DA Survey of Personnel Entering the Army asked each
respondent to indicate the first and second most important reasons for
their enlistment. The only difference in these questions from the
questions asked in the 1979 DoD Survey is that one reason (Travel) which
was asked in 1979 was not asked in this survey. One of the eleven reasons
in the 1979 Survey had to be dropped for the question to fit the 10-answer
format used in the 1982 DA Survey; travel was selected as being of least
interest to our current research.

Table 2

Reasons for Enlistment of Non Prior Service Regular Army
Respondents in 1982 DA Survey and 1979 DoD Survey

PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS

Which one of these reasons is 1979 1982
your MOST IMPORTANT REASON
(SECOND MOST IMPORTANT REASON) MOST MOST SECOND MOST
for enlistment? IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT

I was unemployed 4 10 11
To be away from home on my own 5 4 7
Chance to better myself 39 30 20
Travel (not measured in 1982) 4 -- --

To get away from a personal problem 1 1 2
To serve my country 10 9 10
Earn more money 1 2 7
Family tradition to serve 0.5 1 2
To prove that I can make it 4 6 8
To be trained in a skill 26 22 18
Money for a college education 7 15 15
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Table 2 lists the percentages of respondents in the current survey who
chose each reason as the first and as the second most important reason for
enlistment. Notice that the rank order of reasons is the same for the
first and second most important reasons in the 1982 sample. Chance to
better myself, skill training, money for a college education, and
unemployment were selected as most important or second most important by
49%, 4V,, 29%, and 20% of the 1982 sample, respectively.

The first column of Table 2 lists the responses of recruits from the
spring wave of the 1979 DoD Survey. These recruits were surveyed in March
and April of 1979 after signing enlistment contracts. Note that data are
not included here from respondents who were given the reasons in the
opposite order because order effects were found for this question in the
1979 DoD Survey (Boesel & Richards, Note 3). The rank order preference for
the two top responses was reversed when their ordering in the list was
reversed in alternate forms of the survey. This reversal is most likely to
occur between pairs of reasons of almost equal attractiveness to recruits.

The two top rated reasons in both 1979 and 1982 are a chance to better
myself and skill training. Some clues as to why 1982 was a better

ILI recruiting year than 1979 can be been in the reasons that gained in
importance in 1982 compared to 1979. Money for a college education and
unemployment are the two reasons which show major changes between 1979 and
1982. Either or both of these could be associated with the general

Table 3

Reasons for Enlistment of Male High School Diploma Graduates

PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS

BY AFQT BY GRADUATION
Wh4.h opp of these reasons is NOT
your MOST IMPORTANT REASON I, II IlIA IIIB IV RECENT RECENT
(SECOND MOST IMPORTANT R-,SON)
for enlistment? n=837 n=439 n=624 n=666 n=1441 n=1110

I was unemployed 9 9 10 12 F 8 13
To be away from home on my own B 2 4 6 5 D 5 3
Chance to better myself C 21 33 32 33 F 25 35
Get away from a personal problem 1 0.5 2 1 1 1
To serve my country A 9 9 6 11 E 10 7
Earn more money 2 2 3 4 3 3
Family tradition co serve 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.) 0.7 0.5
To prove that ! can make it 6 5 7 6 D 7 5
To get trained in a skill A 24 21 26 20 21 24
Money for a college education C 27 16 8 7 F 19 10

1 -0-0 100" 100 100

Note: NPS Regular Army Recruits only.
A: p < .05 for AFQT D: p < .05 for GRADUATION
B: p .001 for AFOT E: p < .001 for GRADUATION
C: p < .0001 for AFOT F: < ( .0001 for GRADUATION
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improvement in recruiting quantity. However, v.:hen we examine analyses
segmented by quality, these reasons do not appear to be equally responsible
for the quality gains in 1982.

Male high school diploma graduates are the prime market segment for
the Army Recruiting Command (USAREC). In Table 3, we focus on this market
segment. Table 3 presents the most important reasons for enlistment of
male NPS Regular Army recruits whose highest educational certification is
the high school diploma. Respondents are segmented in this table
separately by AFQT and by when they graduated from high school. Recent
graduates are those who graduated in January 1982 or later, and either
enlisted as high school seniors or within 3 months of graduation.

The prime Army recruits in this survey appear from the data in Table 3to be more motivated by educational incentives than by unemployment.* A

male HSDG recruit is more likely to be enlisting for money for a college
education the higher his AFQT category is; by these self-reports a male
HSDG in Category I or II is more likely to enlist for educational benefits
than for any other reason. Seniors in the classes of 1982 were more likely
to enlist for educational incentives than the other male HSDG recruits in
the sample who had enlisted after leaving school. High school seniors were
less likely to say they enlisted because of unemployment or to better
themselves but were more likely to report serving the country as the most
important reason for enlistment.

Di scussi on

The results reported here show the need for routine collection of
information on enlistment decision making and the need for careful market
segmentation of the data. The Army Research Institute (ARI) has undertaken
an ongoing research effort to collect and analyze both longitudinal and
cross-sectional information at key points in the enlistment decision
process of Army recruits. The 1982 DA Survey of Personnel Entering the
Army reported here has already been revised to include questions on
advertising and more questions on motives and economic incentives.
Separate forms of the revised survey for active duty and reserve Army
forces have already been administered.
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ISD SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TRAINlING IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Chair: Stewart Malcolm

There is little doubt that the Instructional Systems Development
(ISD) model and procedures such as the Inter-Service Procedures
for ISD (ISISD) are a comprehensive basis-for development of
training programs. This basis has been established by many varied
and intensive research efforts to ensure the validity and accuracy
of the procedures. However, for the most part, the model and
associated procedures have been developed for military orgariza-
tions which have significant supporting agencies as well as largepopulations, which makes the entire effort cost-effective. This

discussion focused on the ISD model and the principles which are
essential to maintaining system integrity. Discussion included
methods and procedures which could be used to ensure that a sys-
tems approach was achieved but with less complex and resource in-
tensive methods and procedures. Individual experiences of panel/
audience members in introducing a systems approach to training in
their organization were highlighted. While recognizing the tre-
mendous value of the ISD model, many public and private sector
agencies must compromise on the approach to training development
due to cost/resource constraints. The principles and procedures
that seem to be compromised the most are those associated with
Analysis.
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SYSTEMS APPROACH TO TRAINING - A MANAGEMENT MODEL

Stewart P. Malcolm and Ian L. Jackson
Quality Assurance Division,
Staff Development Branch,
Public Service Commission

Ottawa, Ontario

Canada KIA OM7

INTRODUCTION

oo "This paper describes the progress to date in Lhe design and implementation of
0 a model for a systematic approach to training, such as an Instructional Systems

Development (ISD) type system, across the civilian departments of the Canadian
a government. Our experiences will be of interest to other organizations that

include a number of heterogeneous operations and functions and use training
as a human resource management tool.

Currently, the management of training ranges from completely systematized

operations in a number of departments to haphazard, informal applications in
.< other departments.

This paper covers:

- the background to the project

- the analysis and development of system specifications

- the resulting system and supporting manual

- implementation

- conclusi.on

The project team experience included military and civilian applications of

systematic and unsystematic approaches to training.

BACKGROUND

Organizational Roles (Simplified)

- The Treasury Board of the Canadian Public Service sets and approves

pol'cy, procedures, budgets, standards, etc. for the training function
across the public service

- The Departments and Agencies are delegated the responsibility to
operate training by the Treasury Board

- The Public Service Commission provides training services to the
Treasury Board (e.g. accreditation of instructors) and to the

Departments (e.g. over 100 different courses)

- The Auditor General is responsible for auditing the accounts of the
government departments and agencies
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Needs Identification

The need for a common training system that supplies a rational framework for
the management of training activities and resources has been identified through
a number of sources:

- two independent studies identified growing irrelevancies in training
and weaknesses in the management of training resources

- the Auditor General identified weaknesses in training policies and
controls

- senior government officers have pointed out missing elements such
as performance standards for instructors/trainers

- increasingly scarce resources have resulted in a closer scrutiny
of training cost-benefit ratios by policy and planning decisionmakers

Results

To meet the identified needs, the Treasury Board issued a new training policy
that:

- required training to become work-performance oriented

- imposed stronger control mechanisms (e.g. comprehensive audit,
planning, reporting, etc.)

- started the development of mandatory accreditation program for
federal trainers/instructors

- established a Staff Training Council of senior officers from
the Treasury Board, Public Service Commission, and a cross section
of Departments to "manage" the training function

The Staff Training Council, in turn, directed the Public Service Commission
to develop a Systems Approach to Training model and manual that would become
the basis for rationalizing training activities and decisions.

NA LYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

Analysis

The Analysis reviewed:

- current systems operating in Public Service departments and agencies

- the relationships between training and non-training managers

- current systems operating in other organizations e.g. military
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- recent literature on the subject of systems in training and their
application

- the opirions and ideas of experienced trainers and non-training
managers

Specifications

As a result of the analysis, the system specifications had to include:

- The establishment of common straightforward terminology. A serious
breakdown in communications has occurred in many areas between
training technologists and non-trainers because of the prolifera-
tion of training jargon. In some cases the breakdown was occurring
among training technologists working in different functions such as
design and evaluation. A recent article hi-lited more than 20
different terms referring to training objectives alone. To quote the
1982 MTA keynote speaker, Major General Armstrong "Tell me in
agricultural terms'. The 1980 MTA keynote address by Lieutenant
General Carswell ca]lcd for clearer communications and an active
cooperation with thL decision makers.

A -nanagement rather than training technology orientation. In addition
to the communication problem, training has been allowed to drift away
from the operations and become more of an isolated staff function. As
a result client managers do not always manage training and in some
cases are not involved in the training process. As a result, there
have been resourcing problems and shortfalls in operationally controlled
activities such as selection of participants and on-the-4ob training.

- Flexibility. The system has to be applicable in a variety of organi-
zations as diverse as Corrections (prisons) and External Affairs
(embassies). The system has to be able to cover projects ranging
from a performance problem with one or two tasks to an occupational
group of several thousand workers in a number of jobs. The system
must recognize the availability of time and resources as the starting
poinc.

A comprehensive audit trail. Training is one of the few remaining
functions without a specific comprehensive audit guide that supplies
the framework for management and operational audits. The training
system and supporting manual has to supply a description of the basic
activities and decision points for the audit guide.

- Non-threatening. The system has to be seen by the departmental managers
and their training technologists as a "good" thing. That is, the
departments with systems in place will not have to make significant
changes while other departments should find the system to be a guide
and aid for system implementation.
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- Environmental Emphasis. The system had to place greater emphasis cn
the environmental factors that are not specific to particular task(s)
or jobs but overlay the entire operation. For e::ample, interviewing
in a manpower office with an unemployed person is not the same as an
immigration officer interviewing a possible illegal immigrant. Training
must take into consideration environmental factors such as policies,
physical location, cultural differences, etc.

THE SYSTEM AND MANUAL

Our Systems Approach to Training (SAT) is made up of five phases - ANALYSIS,
TRAINING DESIGN, EVALUATION DESIGN, CONDUCT, and VALIDATION, in order to
facilitate description.

Key elements

- The manual describes a system that is a framework for the management

of training activities and resources. It is not addressed specifically
to the training technologist but rather to the user.

- The system is a prototype that will run more efficiently and effectively
when custemized to specific projects in particular organizations. The
prototype represents minimum standards only.

- When documented, the system provides the basis for a comprehensive
audit trail

- Training technologists cannot activitate the system or its phases. The
system must have a sponsor from the department's management cadre with

the necessary authorities.

- Wherever possible, operators of individual phases are limited in their

own standards, e.g. The Analysis phase produces the training objectives
for implementation by the Training and Evaluation design phases.

- The system encourages the use of subject matter experts from the sponsor's
organization on a temporary basis as the key resource, wherever practical.
The objective being to integrate training as closely as possible into
operations.

The manual is easy to read with a minimum of jargon. It is also
unbalanced In emphasis to address specific weaknesses in current systems
as well as the non-trainer's understanding of training. Tne target
level of literacy was a grade 10 equivalent.

IMPLEMENTATION

In the Public Servica Commission, we expect to convert the current catalogue
of courses to a systems base in the next three to five years. The resource
situation dictates the conversion schedule. Meanwhile, all new courses are
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being developed to conform to the system principles. We are in the process of
developing format models based on the experience of implementing the phases.
Other implementation activities, in process, include:

- A multi-disciplined working group is developing a comprehensive audit
guide for use in all federal departments. Completion is planned for
a pilot in March, 1983.

- Departments are being briefed on adapting the system manual to make
it organizationally specific.

- Performance standards and mandatory training technologists accredi-
tation courses are being developed, based on the system parameters,
for implementation in 1982.

CONCLUSION

The results of the initiatives taken to date w.ll not be available for a year
or two. But we feel that our approach in developing the system as a management
process will meet Canadian Federal Government needs as long as we keep it both
pragmatic and practical. We are concerned with the art of the possible. It
is also obvious that the systematic approach will be in a state of development
requiringl continuing adjustments for a number of years. Our efforts will be
directed at keeping the training system aimed at specific work being performed
by defined workforce in a particular organization. A limited number of
copies of the manual are available on request.
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CHAIR PERSONS OF PAPER SESSIONS

NAME SESSION TITLE

Antons, Chris Training Tests
Archer, Wayne Air Force Occupational Research
Arnott, Gail Inovations in Testing
Ballard, John Attrition and Counter Attrition

Black, Doris Training Research
Buescher, Ruth M. Performance Appraisers
Clark, Harry Criterion-Referenced Tests
Cowan, Doug Training Issues
Edwards, John Vocational Interests and Aptitudes
Falle, Ian Systems Design and Evaluation
Fracker, Lee Tactics Training
Gentner, Frank Tactical Symbology
Gott, Sharon New Approaches in Personnel Measurement
Gould, Bruce Training Evaluation
Jansen, Hans Navy Occupational Research
Knight, Ralph Readiness Evaluation
Lipscomb, Suzanne Training Requirements
Phalen, Bill CODAP 80
Ribera, Rick Psychological Screening
Roach, Ben Selection & Classification Testing
Ruck, Hendrick Occupational Studies
Short, Larry Stress Management
Stanley, Paul P. Testing Theory and Models
Stephenson, Stan Special Topics
Tartell, Jay Inovations in Job Analysis
Thompson, Nancy Performance Appraisal
Weeks, Joe Enlistment Standards
Welsh, John Recruiting
Wiekhorst, Linda Officer Training Issues
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF COMMAND GROUP OPERATIONS

Authors: Major Denis Aitken MSc and Major Robert R. Begland PhD
Training Consultants, Army School of Training Support, England

"-7This paper reports on a study carried out on behalf of the Director
General of Army Training (UK) to evaluate the existing Battle Group HQ

* _ trainers in order to enhance them and to assess their utility for training

command groups at higher levels.
0A detailed analysis of the workings of a Battle Group HQ was carried

out by the study team making use of a technique labelled "Scenario Analysis."
Evidence suggests that this methodology may be of value when producing

collective training objectives for similarly complex command groups.
0 The paper describes the analysis methodology used and briefly reviews

the evaluation results.

BACKGROUND TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF BATTLE GROUP TRAINERS

The rationale behind the development of the present Battle Group
Trainers (BGTs) arose from the complexity of the modern Battle Group as
a fighting unit, the command of which in war would be a formidable task.
The difficulty of this task would be increased by the reducing opportunities

for the components of the Battle Group to train together in the field in
peace because of lack of deployment space and because of financial and
equipment constraints. It fnllowed that the maximum benefit had to be

obtained from limited collective field training. To obtain this benefit
optimum use needed to be made of preparation for these exercises and,
in addition to the usual study days, model exercises and TEWIS, exercises
were also required in command and control, communications and tactical

decision-making without the need for the costly deployment of troops in

support.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT BATTLE GROUP TRAINERS

The BGTs were designed to subject the commanding officer and his staff

to stressful situations, relating exercises to real ground and portraying
battle conditions which are as realistic as possible within a realistic
time frame. The training system can best be described as a combination of
a tactical exercise without troops (TEWT), a command post exercise (CPX) and
a war game. The trainers have three main components; the BGHQ, the control
room and a tactical HQ.

The BGHQ is very much like a theatrical set. It uses actual vehicle

bodies and realistic mock ups to portray the situation of a BGHQ whi::h has

taken up temporary accommodation in an old farm and outbuildings. The
"set" produces, as much as is possible, the conditions that the commanding

officer and his staff would expect to work under in the field, in terms of

varying light levels and the background noise of battle. The information

which flows into the HQ through simulated radio networks is generated in
the control room.
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During the TEWT phase of the training period the commanding officer
makes his plan, issues his orders and co-ordinates compliance with his plan.
All of this activity takes place over real ground near the trainer. The
second phase of the exercise is to "fight" the battle using a computer
supported simulation in the control room. The main tool used during the
simulation is a master map board. The map (scale: 4cm represents 100m)
is very detailed, showing features down to individual hedgerows and ditches.
Own and the enemy's men, individual vehicles and major equipments are
represented by symbols on the map. Contouring is shown by coloured layer-
ing and, as an aid to intervisibility, valleys and ridges are highlighted
by coloured lines. Around this map sit the commanders of all the sub units
involved in the battle (company commanders, reconnaissance troop commander, ,.
etc). These people "fight" the battle in respect of their own troops and
report to, and seek guidance and assistance from BCHQ staffs via the
simulated communications system. The play of the battle is free to the /2
extent that the actions and reactions in the battle depend, on the one hand,
on the commanding officer's plan and the way he and his subordinate com-
manders carry out this plan and on the other hand, upon the result of each
and every individual sighting, engagement or movement. )P4J

The computer sub-system is used to generate the combat information by .4,
assessing the likelihood of sightings, of detection and the outcome of -

engagements between opposing units. Engagements are assessed using a
data base of hit and kill values which take into account the range and
circumstances of opponents as well as the weapon types. Engagements can
be as simple as one on one, one on many or many on many. The computer
sub system also accounts for ammunition, records battle casualties and
assesses the effects of artillery, mortar, helarm, fighter ground attack
and air defence weapon systems. The simulation is therefore used to
generate the information used by the BGHQ to control the battle and is,
except in the circumstances described for the tactical HQ, closed to the
BGHQ staff.

The tactical HQ is a simulation, again using vehicle bodies and
theatrical set, which allows the commanding officer to leave his main HQ
during the battle. All the normal communications are provided and a
combination of slides and close circuit television, focussed on the map
board, is used to allow the CO to see the battlefield as he "moves."

Overall the environmental realism is achieved by theatrical means
whereas the realism of the information generated during the simulation is

*g a consequence of the attention paid to timings, movement, intervisibility,
the chance of sightings, the application and assessment of direct and
indirect fire, accounting for ammunition and battle casualties and the use
of realistic enemy tactics. The emphasis during the design process was
therefore on environmental and information realism. However, the training
benefits which accrue from simulations are dependent upon task fidelity
as much as realism. No matter how scientifically the information is

7generated during the simulatioe process, if the information is being used
in inappropriate ways anI causing the development of disfunctional
behaviour then the expenditure of resources on the training system is

inefficient.

j- BACKGROUND TO THIS STUDY

A number of suggestions for the future development of tactical training
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* simulators had been considered as early as February 1981. Included in these
was the possible requirement for brigade and divisional level trainers,
particularly in the continuing context of increased financial constraints,
pressure on training areas and equipment restrictions. The use of simulation
for training commanders and their staff at all levels was therefore becoming
increasingly attractive and higher level trainers seemed a logical extension
of the BGT concept.

While suggestions for the development of tactical training simulators
were being discussed, DGAT was aware that the concept of such a training
system had not yet been validated. To embark upon the development of
tactical training simulators at higher levels without taking into account
the lessons learned during the development of the BGTs and without firm
evidence of their effectiveness could lead to inefficient development.
Furthermore, the BGTs themselves would require replacement of their hardware
in the mid 80s, and it was clearly sensible that the opportunity should be
taken to review possible system enhancements. Consequently it was essential
that a prerequisite for any developments of the BGTs themselves, or of
trainers at any levels, would have to be an evaluation of the BGTs already
in operation.

The terms of reference for the present study were for the Army School
of Training Support (ASTS) to carry out:

a. An evaluation of the BGTs at Buvington and Sennelager, taking into
account their expressed aims and acknowledged limitations.

b. An investigation into possible ways in which the BGTs could be
developed to improve their effectiveness, taking into account relevant
developments in commerce, industry and the Armed Forces of other nations.

THE PROBLEM

T:aditionally the Commanding Officer of a battalion or regiment has
been given a great deal of freedom to run his unit in his own way. The
emphasis in any evaluation of the units, and consequently the CO's, readi-
ness for combat has been summative. Hence, although guidelines are provided
in field manuals and personnel are established to man the HQ in accordance
with the guidelines, there are as y-ae
commanding officers. The organisation of the BGHQ is further influenced by
the operational role of the unit providing the HQ. Armoured regiments are
established differently from mechanised battalions in terms of personnel
and vehicles. A move from the British Army of the Rhine to a station in
the United Kingdom will also cause changes in emphasis. Finally the
organisation of the BGHQ reflects the CO's own experience and his perception
of the level of training of the individuals who become part of his HQ Dn -
operations. The tasks to be carried out in a BGHQ, both individually and
collectively, are therefore a function of the organisational structure of
the HQ, the level of training of the individuals who constitute the HQ
staff and the operational role of the battle group. In terms of any indi-

vidual within the HQ, the tasks he will have to perform will be an amalgam
of those things demanded of him by the CO through giving him in a practical
role within the HQ, the tasks forced upon him by his involvement in a
particular type of operation and his background and training.

The study team had specifically and appropriately been tasked with

reviewing the objectives of the BGTs. However, the preliminary investigation
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phase had revealed that no such objectives existed. In order to conduct
a vigorous and objective evaluation of the trainers as possible an
essential but major stage would be the listing of the OPERATIONAL activities
of a BGHQ and its supporting staff.

THE CRITERION PRODUCTION PHASE

The reason for this Pease was the identified need to produce a set of
criteria, or a base line, against which the BGTs would be evaluated objec-
tively. Initial liaison with various training establishments revealed
that there was no document available which listed those activities that
might be expected to be undertaken by a BGHQ while on operations in NW
Europe.

In order to produce this list of operational activities an approach
on three fronts was adopted:

a. A "Training" perspective; in which the s _lls and knowledge that
could be expected of a BGHQ staff were obtained from Training Establishments.

b. A "User" perspective; in which the views of a number of present
and past COs of Battle Groups were obtained concerning the operational
functions of a BGHQ.

c. An "Operational" perspective; in which a major operational scenario
(the Defence) was analysed together with a number of special contexts in
order to identify the functions of each member of the BGHQ and supportingstaff which could be expected to take place while OIL operations.

This paper will concentrate on the Operational Perspective. This
involved the team in analysing the activities of a BGHQ at a more detailed
level than had been possible in the "User's Perspective." To obtain this
detail a fresh technique was adopted, called "Scenario Analysis," The BGT
staff of both trainers were asked to help in the provision of this detail.
The combined staff not only represented a multi arm perspective, but
because of their own prior training and experience at BGT were particularly
well qualified to consider the operational activities of a BGHQ.

SCENARIO ANALYSIS

This analysis involved joint activity and agreement by both these multi
arm reams working chronologically through a series of BG operations with a
member of the study team. As a first step in the analysis the team identi-

fied those contexts likely to cause significant activity in a BGHQ. In the
Defence Scenario twenty-five such contexts were identified. The second
stage of the analysis was to agree which BGHQ members h. significant input
to that context. The number of appointments identified varied according to
the context. The third step in the process was to determine the activities

of each identified appointment. An example of the activities of the Mortar
Officer identified in the context of COMBAT TEAM (CT) OVERRUN is given below
in the format of the analysis proforma used:

CONTEXT - Combat Team Overrun

INPUT ACTION BY EVENT DESCRIPTION

'A' CT reports 'B' Mor BG reacts to oqe of its own
CT's posn has been sub-units being overrun
overrun
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Desired Response:

1. Implement DF FP 4. Request Ammo resupply

2. Receive SITREP from MFCs 5. Discuss changes to FP with
and pass to BC BC if required

3. Move Mor Base Plate if 6. Reallocate MFCs where
threatened by breakthrough appropriate

As Measured by:

1. Accurate and timely response to FP.

2. Mors report reaiy in new loc.

3. MFCs ack changes to FP and new orders where appropriate.

A similar process was undertaken for each of the other eleven BGHQ members
previously identified as being involved in this context.

The study team was extremely grateful to the staff of the two BGTs who
contributed to this analysis, which was both time consuming and difficult.
Agreement, which was important and fundamental tc the end result, was not
always easy to achieve due to procedural or organisational d'.fferences
between the arms. At the end of this analysis both BGT teams remarked that
their own knowledge and understanding had grown considerably because of the
requirement to consider the workings of a BGHQ together, systematically,
in detail and achieve agreement.

THE EVALUATION PHASE

The Criterion Production phase was completed immediately before
Christmas 1981 and by combining and comparing the data from the various
perspectives a comprehensive task list was produced of the activities a
BGHQ could expect to undertake on operations in NW Europe. This task list
of operational acrivities became the basis for the questionnaires which
were the main information gathering technique for the evaluation phase.
While time precluded the obtaining of formal approval by any authority,
informal but informed comment from trainers and ex commanders indicated
that this task list was both comprehensive and technically sound. Apart
from minor comments, it subsequently received professional and techrical
endorsements frox all the units to whom it was circulated, and a number
of units, both regular and TA asked for copies as an "aide memoire" for
their collective training.

Apart from MOD Command and Training Establishments, a total of 45
field units were approached and provided information for this study.
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This represented a majority of the Battle Group and battalion sized units
using BGTs. Duing the evaluation phase information was obtained from
appropriate sources on the following:

a. Opportunities provided by the BGTs for carrying out the operational
activities identified using "Scenario Analysis" and the opportunities taken
by users.

b. The importance of the activities on a five point scale ranging
from "Absolutely Critical" to "Not Important."

c. The relative training value of the BGT compared with that of FTXs
and CPXs for each Gf the identified activities.

d. The overall context of BGT training, in order to ascertain where
attendance at RGT should occur in the training cycle.

e. The fidelity of the various tasks as presented at BGT.

f. The reality of the environment at BGT in which the tasks are

presented (This was termed "Physical Fidelity").

g. Any developments in Tactical Doctrine which might affect subsequent
designs of the BGT.

h. The Training and experience of BGHQ members.

i. The relative costs of the various means of this type of training.

RESULTS

This study was completed in June 1982 and a written report forwarded
to the Director General of Army Training (UK) in September 1982. The study
team were able to present a rigorous and objective evaluation of the present
BGTs and make recommendations for the future development of command group

simulators. By using the technique labelled "Scenario Analysis" a task
list was produced with a level of detail that ensured effective communica-
tion between those involved in this study. The "Scenario Analysis"
methodology is likely to be of value when considering the analysis and
evaluation of complex command group operations. The production of
collective training objectives using a "top down" approach may also be
achieved using this technique.
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-"" IMPLEMENTING THE CRITERION REFERENCED USAF APPRENTICE KNOWLEDGE
TEST PROGRAM

iLt Christopher M. Antons
USAF Occupational Mesurement Center

An Air Force Apprentice Knowledge Test (AKT) is designed to measure specialty
knowledge at the three-skill or apprentice level of a specific Air Force enlisted specialty.
The Occupational Test Development Branch of the USAF Occupational Measurement
Center (USAFOMC) is responsible for developing and maintaining the AKT3. AKTs are
used in conjunction with other factors to select airmen for bypass of technical training

Sand direct entry into a specific career field at the apprentice level.
Prior to 1976, AKTs were 65-item multiple choice tests with passing scores set

0 annually at the thirtieth percentile of the score distribution for all examinees who hadK previously taken a specific AKT. Inherent to the method, passing scores fluctuated,
sometimes dramatically, depending upon the examinee population for a given year. AKT
use in some specialties was very low, thereby severely limiting the reliability of the
passing score. Conversely, for high usage AKTs, a change of only one point for the
calculated passing score on this relatively short test meant a large difference in the total
number of airmen passing or failing. For the few 65-item AKTs still in existence, the
passing scores range from 19 to 26 raw score points. The most severe limitation of this
method was the fact that the passing scores were established relative to the examinee
population without reference to job incumbents or expected performance.

To improve the AKTs, USAFOMC initiated a series of studies. In the first study,
AKT scores were compared for three groups: beginning trainees and graduates of a techni-

* cal training course for general vehicle maintenance, and airmen already selected for
bypass in that specialty. (Va an,,1Ua). Mean scores for both the beginning trainues
and bypass group were significantly lower than the mean score for graduates. Differences
in scores of beginning trainees and graduates showed the test was able to discriminate
among levels of knowledge for a specialty. Differences in scores of the bypass group and
graduates demonstrated specialty knowledge differences between a group seeking appren-
tice skill level and a group just completing formal technical training. In comparison, the
score at the tenth percentile of graduates was the same as the score at the seventy-fifth
percentile of the bypass group. Using the score just above the tenth percentile as a

*=. passing score, some airmen previously selected as bypass specialists would not be quali-
fied.

'\ A second study replicated the first study on an additional five Air Force specialties
. and found similar results (Vaughan, 1976b). Based on the results of these studies, the

USAFOMC implemented a criterion referenced testing program for AKTs using technical
training graduates as the criterion group and the tenth percentile of that group as the
passing score. The rationale given for originally setting the passing score above the tenth
percentile was that extremely low scores are likely to contain considerable error (Lord
and Novick, 1978). Conversely, a higher passing score was decided against since it might
prevent acceptable performers from being selected to bypass training. Performance of
technical school graduates and selected bypass specialists from one of the five specialties
in the previous study were compared (Vaughan, 1978). Performance of the bypass special-
ists was shown to be equal to or slightly better than the technical school graduates. This
evidence supported the decision not to set the passing score any higher than just above
the tenth percentile.

In 1978, the USAFOMC began converting all AKTs to 100 items and criterion
referencing those tests with a high usage (greater than 25 administrations per year), and
a large enough criterion group of technical school graduates. All AKTs were expanded to
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100 items to increase their reliability. The criterion referencing anchored the perform-
ance of bypass specialist candidates on the AKT to a known level of performance of tech-
nical school graduates. This allcwed us to assume that successful bypass candidates had
at least as much knowledge as the lower ten percent of technical school graduates for a
given specialty.

Two main problems were encountered. First, we assumed that a few members of
the examinee group would lack motivation for testing since they had just graduated, were
preparing to depart for duty assignments, and were aware that the test had no impact on -

their own training. The USAFGMC explained the significance of this testing to training
personnel and, in turn, the graduating trainees. This helped dispel the motivation prob-
lem. The second problem involved subject-matter experts (senior noncommissioned offi-
cers brought to the USAFCMC from working units in each specialty to provide input on
content of the tests). They wanted to increase the difficulty of the tests to insure that
bypass special*.sts would be knowledgeable. Test developers at the USAFOMC explained
that increasing the difficulty of the test would also decrease the average score of the
criterion group. With a lower mean criterion score, the passing score would be set lower.
If set low enough, some examinees might achieve a passing score by chance alone.

Current Status

As of September 1982, of 270 specialties the following number of AKTs are availa-
ble.

TYPE NUMBER OF SPECIALTIES AVERAGE USAGE
Criterion referenced 87 86
Noncriterion referenced 45 25
No test 138 --

The AKT program now includes both criterion and noncriterion referenced tests. All
AKTs are criterion referenced unless annual usage is too low to justify the criterion
referencing. For many specialties, no AKT is construrted because training is mandatory
or other reasons specific to the individual specialties.

The following table provides information on usage of AKTs. Airmen take the exami-
nations to bypass technical training when first entering the service (bypass) or when
changing from one specialty to another (retraining), or to demonstrate apprentice level
competency after a period of on-the-job training (upgrade).

AKT UTILIZATION
./: (CY 81)

USE TOTAL TESTED PERCENT PASS
Bypass 3517 686o
Retraining 1771 821b
Upgrade 1951 84%
Total 7299 75Y

0: (Jan-Jun 82)

USE TOTAL TESTED PERCENT PASS
Bypass 934 59%
Retraining 1334 80%
Upgrade 962 83%i

The following table provides information on the passing scores established for both the
criterion and noncriterion referenced AKTs.
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PASSING SCORE DISTRIBUTIONS
N Mean SD Range %Passing

Criterion referenced 81 42.96 8.37 26-60 78%6
Noncriterion referenced 29 42.28 6.20 30-56 77%
(65 item)Noncriterion referenced 6 24.50 2.74 19-26 89%

The average passing scores are nearly the same for criterion and noncriterion
referenced tests. The difference, then, is not in placement of the passing score, but in
the criterion that determines that score and the distribution of scores for that criterion
group. As will be shown later, score distributions for the criterion groups are much less
varied than for the examinee groups. Also, for % of examinees achieving passing scores,
criterion and noncriterion referenced tests are nearly the same. According to the criteria
for setting the passing score on noncriterion referenced tests, only 70% of examinees
should pass. However, as stated earlier, the passing scores can fluctuate from year to
year according to the population of examinees and the number of examinees passing
depends upon the distribution of scores for one group compared to all past examinees.
For the 65-item noncriterion referenced tests, there is more opportunity for fluctuation
in scores from year to year and for examinees to achieve passing scores by chance.

Some Specific Criterion Referenced AKTs
Six criterion referenced AKTs were selected for analysis of both the criterion

group and examinee group scores. Analyzing the AKTs individually, two were from spe-
cialties previously studied by Vaughan (1976a, 1978), two were selected for having
extremely low passing rates and two were selected for having extremely high passing
rates. Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC) 47230, Apprentice Base Vehicle Equipment
Mechanic is similar to the general mechanic specialty examined by Vaughan (1976a). The
passing score of 45 on this test is close to the average of 43 for all criterion referenced
AKTs. In the 1976 study, the tenth percentile of the criterion group was the 75th percen-
tile of the bypass group. In this case, the tenth percentile of the criterion group is the
47th percentile of the bypass group and the test is much more selective for the bypass
group than the retraining group. For the purvoses of the AKT, these characteristics are
desireable.
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AFSC 90230, Apprentice Medical Service Specialist, was used in the performance
measurement study (Vaughan, 1978) and criterion referencing study (Vaughan, 1976b).
The passing score of 46 is also near the average for all craterion referenced AKTs. 33%
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of the bypass group were below passing on this test compared to 58% in the 1976 study.
Though means of examinee and- criterion groups were nearly the same, the examinee
group had the greater variance. The variance was not due to subgroups, since bypass and
retrain groups both had large variance with their standard deviations twice the difference
of their means. The upgrade group had less variance but was a smaller group and had a
mean similar to the bypass group. What was notable was the large percent passing in the
bypass group, indicating that, for this career field, civilian experience may provide ade-
quate background. Considering the variance of the examinee groups, the cutoff sco-es
were able to discriminate among examinees despite the similarity of examinee and crite-
rion mean scores. 90230

AMUTIICZ NEDICaL SEIC SPI*LST

n at. SD, . loth Percentile

C riteri o. Croup 309 56.34 9.72 45

S- -aine* Group .70 54.41 14.69

aypass 79 51.28 14 63 330 failed
Q Retrain 87 6.18 94 20% tailed

Liade il 51.36 7.91 298 failed
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AP?1 NIcc =GIUIU:IG ASSISTAWIB S1IAL S

n h~. $S.D_. 0th Percentile,

35 CriteriCn OUp 224 ?U.40 10.78 55

Examinee Group 11 49.27 13.21

30 3yp5sS 53 43.09 11.43 88 failed

Retrain 30 53.53 12.90 533 failed

d6

20
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: . . .. . . .

Two specialties, Plumbing and Engineering Assistant, shewed high failure rates.
Passing scores of 60 and 56 respectively were re!atively high. Again, the examinee scores
were highly varied. For the plumbing specialty, although the failure rate for the bypass
group is the highest, the -failure rate for the retraining group is also high. This suggests
that those retraining may be coming from a variety of career fields and do not have the
background knowledge required. For the engineering assistant specialty there is a much
higher failure rate in the bypass group than in the retrain group. This suggests that
knowledge required for this specialty may not be acquired in a civilian related job or
there may not be a related civilian job. Again, the retrain group has a high failure rate
that may suggest that those retraining are coming from a variety of career fields and lack
the needed background knowledge. Also, the criterion group scores are higher than typi-
cal. Content of the test and training quality and enphasis may contribute to this effect.
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24130

APPRh1ITICE SAFW SYBLIULST

n Mean S.OD. 10th Percentile

- Criterion Group 108 63.79 8.2- 56

f. Examinee Group 78 65.23 11.85

Bypass 0 - - -

Retrain 64 64.64 12.85 91 failed

so prade 14 67.93 4.65 0% failed

45

40_

35

30

25_4

10_

25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 56 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82

23 26 29 32 35 38 41 44 47 50 53 56 59 62 65 68 71 74 77 80

RW S=

AFSCs 20630, Apprentice Imagery Interpreter and 24130, Apprentice Safety Spe-
cialist, had AKTs with few or no failures. Both were different from the other AKTs stud-
ied in that only one test was administered for bypass and most tests were administered to
Air Force Reserve and National Guard members either for retraining or upgrading
purposes. Higher examinee means would be expected for these groups than for bypass

groups. Airmen taking these exams may have already worked in the specialty or a very
closely related specialty. In the case of the Safety specialty, some knowledge of that
field is required for all specialties.

In general, all six AKTs exhibited two distinct characteristics. First, the variance
in the distribution of scores was always greater for the examinee group than the criterion
group. 'hough it can be expected that the criterion group, having just completed training
in a specialty, would not vary much on a test covering that specialty, it was somewhat
less expected that the examinee group scores vary so much more than the criterion gioup.
For the Apprentice Medical Service Specialist test, the standard deviation for the
examinee group was nearly five points greater than for the criterion group. Second, in
looking at the subgroups of examinees, those taking the test for retraining and those for
upgrading always had higher mean scores than those in basic training trying to bypass
technical training. This result can be expected since those airmen retraining and testing
for upr,-ding have been in the Air Force for a period of time already and have had an
oppor .iity for more specific experience or, in the case of testing for upgrading, have
been through on-the-job training in the specialty. These characteristics indicate that the
criterion referenced tests are able to discriminate across varied groups of examinees.

Conclusions

For the AKTs analyzed, the higher means and relatively small standard deviations
of the criterion groups provide a more precise pass/fail cutoff. It can be seen from the
,2ore distributions that when the scores at and below the tenth percentile for the crite-
rion group are eliminated, the criterion group has greater homogeneity so that selection
for bypass or retraining is similar to membership versus nonmembership in the criterion
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group rather than achieving a specified criterion percentile across a distribution of crite-
rion scores. This serves the expressed purpose of the AKTs to provide a means of
selecting or not selecting an individual to bypass technical training.

For those AKTs with either very low or very high passing rates, criterion
referenced tests were able to discriminate where the noncriterion referenced tests would
have allowed too many or too fev! passing scores respectively.

Recommendations

Given large differences in mean scores of examinee and criterion groups, it is diffi-
cult to determine the validity of very high or very low passing rates. Performance studies
of the bypass groups (Vaughan, 1978) should provide validity for the criterion cutoff
scores. We are directing future research toward this goal.

Additionally, the high var.ance of examinee groups analyzed indicates a need for
screening potential examinees. Given the wide range of examinee scores, some tests may
be administered to airmen lacking the appropriate background knowledge or experience
needed for a specialty. This suggests overuse of the tests and need for a better screening
procedure.
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r -- Performance Appraisers as Test Developers

Cristina G. Banks, Ph.D.
Department of Management

The University of Texas at Austin

Nuerous authors have expressed disappointment in the lack of
success organizations experience with most performance appraisal
systems (Carroll & Schneier, 1982; Landy & Farr, 1980; McCall &
DeVries, 1977). Most complaints center on the plethora of
intentional and inadvertant biases that permeate performance ratings
(Landy & Farr, 1980) and the lack of acceptance of performance

0appraisal systems by users (DeVries, Morrison, Shullman, & Gerlach,
1981). Numerous strategies were implemented to improve the
psychometric qualities of performance ratings, the most common
consisting of more effective rater training and improved format
development. We now know that these strategies have reaped few
positive results (Dunnette & Borman, 1979; Landy & Farr, 1980).
Despite improvements in the mechanics of appraisal (e.g., format' clarity, increasing appraisers' awareness of the importance of

appraisal), ratings are still fraught with errors and management

Pstill has a difficult time getting people to complete appraisals
Z- au-rate-ry Our current research emphasis on the appraisal process

and the impact of organizational context variables may reach the same
end. All past and current efforts to improve the quality of
performance appraisals may be doomed to failure because they fail to
take into account the demands of the appraisal task on the appraiser.
That is, the appraisal process requires appraisers to be good test
developers.f 

I_

While at first this appears to be a strange idea, a closer
examination of the rater's role in the appraisal process will reveal

the link between appraisal and test deveopment. First, consider the
activities a rater undergoes when engaged in a rating task. The
rater observes an employee performing job-related duties and records
(in memory or on paper) instances of job-related behavior that could
be used to evaluate specific dimensions of performance. At an
appropriate time, the rater recalls recorded employee information and
through some process relates this information to the criteria
provided in the appraisal format to generate summary performance

evaluations for each dimension.
How does the appraisal format assist the rater in this task?

For illustration, we will use behaviorally-anchored rating scales
(BARS) to answer this quest' n since BARS have been characterized as
the preferred type of rating format (Carrol & Schneier, 1982) and
enjoy widespread use. Other formats such as graphic rating scales
and mixed standard scales could be examined in a similar way. The
question we must pose is, what do BARS present to the rater to

facilitate his or her assessment of employee performance?
In most cases, BARS consist of a set of scales, each describ;ng

one important aspect of job performance, called performance
dimensions. Each dimension becomes the title of the scale

accompanied by a single continuum marked off in units representing
scale points. Scale points are anchored by one or more specific
examples of employee behavior. These anchors are selected on the
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basis of their ability to serve as unambiguous indicators of specific
levels of performance along the continuum. Raters scan the anchors

for each performance dimension and select the anchor that best
reflects a ratee's typical job behavior (Carroll & Schneier, 1982, p.
112). The point value associated with the anchor becomes the 4 Il
performance rating for that dimension. Thus, from the user's point -'

of view, BARS provide separate judgments for each aspect of job
performance and with each dimension, provide examples of specific
job-related behavior for the rater to "scale" recalled instances of
the ratee's behavior on the job. The advantages of BARS include a
focus on actual job behavior (and not vague trait or global
characteristics), an ability to specify exactly what an employee
needs to do to receive high ratings, alloving raters to give feedbaci&-i
and specify why employees received the ratings they did, and
providing greater awareness of important aspects of job performance
(Carroll & Schneier, 1982, pp. 112-113). Given this description of
BARS, do they actually aid the appraisal process?

Consider, again, what a rater does when eveluating an employee

with a BARS format. If a rater participates in scale development, he'
or she is exposed to considerable discussion of the differentiation
of dimensions and more importantly, the specific job behaviors which
illustrate different levels of performance. This essentially
"teaches" the rater what is relevant and irrelevant to observe on the
job. In addition, persons who participate in scale development are
taught approximately the same rules by which they selectively observe
and evaluate ratee behavior. When the rater does not participate, he
or she depends on one's own experience and previous training
regarding relevant and irrelevant ratee behavior. Regardless of the
degree of involvement, raters selectively observe and evaluate ratee
behavior and later recall this information when completing an
appraisal. When using a BARS format, the rater must review recalled
information and make a summary judgment of the level of performance
indicated by the behavior before the anchors on the format can be
utilized. This is because one must make a judgment concerning a
person's typical performance level on the job before one can make a
judgment of the similarity between an anchor and the ratee's typical
performance. The only way one can judge an expectation that .;:1
employee will behave in a particular manner is to have a standard
with which to compare it to, and in this case, the standard is a
summary evaluation of the types of behaviors an employee has or will
engage in. By this point, the appraisal process has already
occurred; that is, relevant items (job-related behavior) have already
been selected and evaluated along some criterion (which is probably

schema driven) before anchors play a part in the appraisal process.Li The anchors provide a way of setting a numerical value to the summary

judgment by relating the probability an employee will engage in a
specific behavior to the cluster of behaviors the employee has
engaged in previously. And it might be the case that when the
numerical value associated with the preferred anchor does not
correpsond to the summary evaluation previously formed, anchors may

F- be ignored in favor of matching scale values to the previously formed
judgment. Anchors would be ignored to the extent the rater does not
sha-e the same criteria for evaluating job-related behaviors with the
scale developers. Thus, it can be argued, that the BARS format has
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% Zlittle impact on the appraisal process itself, and merely allows a
scale point to be assigned to judgments already formed on the basis
of a rater's idiosyncratic criteria.

Why doesn't the BARS format have a greater impact on the
appraisal process? The answer lies in the lack of sound psychometric
properties built into an appraisal format as a test. After a
torough review of well-known texts on test construction (e.g.,
Anastasi, 1981; Cronbach, 1970, Ghiselli, Campbell & Zedeck, 1981;
Guion, 1965), several properties of tests were identified as critical
for the reliability and validity of assessments. Those particularly
relevant to performance appraisals are listed in Figure 1. These may
be grouped into four general areas: selection of items (A), item
power (B), scoring and interpretation of scores (C), and
contaminating effect! (D). With respect to the first group, the
general problem is that BARS do not provide many items the rater can
use to evaluate employee performance. The only items given are the
anchors which are few in number, are not intended to representatively
sample the behavior domain, and are developed on the basis of
experts' notions of performance schema which may or may not be
similar to the rater's schema. The lack of items on which to judge
performance forces raters to develop their own set of items (e.g.,
job-related incidents) of unknown intercorrelation.
representativeness, discriminability, validity and bias. The power
of these items is unknown because these items are never explicitly
stated and hence, not empirically tested, leaving little opportunity
for feedback necessary for item revision. Also, when these items are
maintained within the rater's mind, there is no opportunity to
develop schemes for optimally weighting and combining items.
Whatever strategy a rater formulates to select and score items, the

problem of interpreting scores in a meaningful way also must be
overcome. The rater does not have at his or her disposal a table of
norms from which to interpret scores and thus, must relate scores to
previous scores obtained -- hardly an unbiased stanIrd and one that
can be generalized to employees in general. When items are contained
within the minds of raters, there is little opportunity to
standardize procedures (approaches, strategies, etc.) and to ensure
assessment reliability. Thus, we can expect unstandardized item

development and scoring of items with unknown discriminating power
and usefulness, and idiosyncratic interpretation of scores that may
differ not only across raters but also across ratees for the same
rater.

Several contaminants also contribute to the lack of reliability
and validity in appraisals. Because performance judgments are so
dependent on the input of the rater, appraisals become highly
susceptable to factors which may alter the rater's ability to conduct
an appraisal consistently such as the rater's emotional state (e.g.,

fatigue, motivation) and skill (e.g., knowledge of appraisal,

personal bias). Obviously, if the scoring and interpretation of
items occur within a rater's head, the appraisal is susceptible to
"subjective" as opposed to "objective" scoring, contributing further
to appraisal unreliability. In addition, in the process of searching
for relevant ratee information, it is possible that early information
collected may color one's evaluation of subsequent information,
resulting in an assessment that reflects a response set more than an
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employee's status on a performance continuum.
It is evident by examining appraisals from a test construction

view that appraisal formats offer little direction for properly
evaluacing employee work performance. At least in the case of BARS,
the format. merely defiries the construct (i.e., dimension) to be rated
and offers illustrative items. The rater must develop a strategy for
identifying, scoring and weighting relevant itemas (i.e., job-related
incidents) and then interpreting employee scores. In essence, e:-ch
rater develops his or her own "test" of job performance. The actual
use of the BARS format comes at the end of the appra isal process;
that is, whetn a nu.nerica* value is assigned to the employee's score
on the rater's own "test." Thus, the appraisal fcrmat is mer,ly
incidental to the appraisal process, severly limiting its impa-t on
appraisal success. Therefore, what is likely to be a major
determinant of rating quality is the appraiser's (e.g., rater's)
skill in developing valid performance tests, not appraisers' ability
to use the format properly.

So, what does this perspective of performance appraisal as test
development say about efforts to improve performance ratings? This
paper has discussed the tasks a rater must engage in, and shown that
the formats typically used fail to aid the rater in completing those
tasks. Yet the continual problems of low validity and reliability of
ratings indicate that raters are unable to complete the tasks
themselves -- that is, they are not naturally good test developers.
I believe that efforts to improve performance ratings will need to
address these two flaws. Either the rater must be taught how to
independently develop and use a valid test, or a rating format/task
must be constructed that provides raters with the aids they need.

The view of rating as test development can be useful in
investigating both strategies. For example, what kind of rating
format is likely to result in improved ratings? The checklist shown
in Figure 1 provides some clues. It will need to have valid items
readily available, so that all raters utilize the same ones, and have
optimal scoring systems already defined. A method that might
possibly meet rhese criteria is job sampling, where raters need only
observe behaviors that have or have not occurred, and idiosyncratic
judgments and inferences are eliminated. Behavior assessment (Cone,
1980; Komaki, Collins & Thoene, 1980) may be another viable option.
Again this method utilizes the rater only as an observer and recorder
of events.

The design of rater training programs can also be facilitated
using a test development perspective. In training, the objective
would be to teach raters how to construct valid tests and to insure
that all raters use similar tests. Again, a glance at Figure I shows
the various behaviors that must be taught in a training program.
Raters must learn to select appropriate behaviors, evaluate them in a
certain way, and combine their evaluations into a summary judgment.
This implies that training must change and standardize raters'
cognitive structures and strategies, which has been suggested by
other writers (Cooper, 1981; Feldman, 1981). However, previous
writings on cognitive processes in performance appraisal have failed
to provide clear objectives for training design. By breaking up the
rating process into the steps of test development, the behaviors
needed to perform the rating task are delineated and training methods
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designed explicitly to change those behaviors car, be developed.
In conclusion, nte intervention strategies currently available

to improve performance ratings (e.g., formats, participation,

training) have no theoretical base. Not surprisingly they have come
to dead ends. Although cognitive theories of rating are gaining
popularity , they are not developed to the point where specific
interventions can be suggested. The test development perspective

explicitly ties the rater's cognitive processes to the appraisal
context, and thus points to specific interventions that also have
theoretical potential for improving rating quality.
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Figure 1

Qulity of 'Good' Tests Defzintion Observed I-- PA's

(A) Representative samplinig of The extent to which Ite cover tbc- *nge N
behavior domain of behavior* included within the t-nstruct

(A) Multiple Items The degree to which construct is mersured by7I
(A) Interites correlationseneral oistenc fii o~rclts

(A) Construct well defined The degree to which it is clear what the I
construct does and does not cover

(A) Item developed from input of The 4egree to which Item do not reflect a No0

several experta single idiosyncratic view

*(B) item discriminability The degree to which the Item correctly W- emprical test
separates people into higo and low criterion

groups

(B) Item validity The degree to which Item predicts meaningful N0o empirical test

criterion

5'(3) Optimal weighting of items The uanner In which item say be combined to No empirical test
maximize prediction of a meaningful criterion

(3) lw'rs precested in representative, The degree to which Item are generalizable to ISO
beterojaneous ample other samples

(B) Unbiased, 'culture-fair# itemTextn to which Ite do not Inherently No empirical test

(C) Standardized scoring procedure A standard approach to scoring Item No0

(C) Norm available for score A standard available to which a single score .n3

interpretation my be compared

(C) Hechanism for checking reliability Ability to check for scoring evrors NO

(C) Uniformity of test procedures Consistency In the application of test procedures No0

Contaminants

(D) Items "trigger" a response set The probability that one Item will lead to a Likely
closed view of responses from following items

*(D) Susceptibility to examiner'sa The probability emotional factors affect Item Yes
emotional states (anxiety, selection, scoring and interpretation
motivation)

(D) Susceptibility to subjective The degree to which scoring criteria are Yea
scoring unobservable ani idiosyncratic

(0) Susceptibility to examiner's The degree to which item vlection, scoring 4 Yea
idiosyncracies (skills, bias, interpretation dependent orn cramier
contamination) cha:ccteristics
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What seems to be a new trend in industrial/organizational

0 psychology is to examine the decision-making processes in performance
appraisal. It appears to be a fad in the sense that only very

0 recently researchers have seriously considered "process" issues, and
despite the recency of this awakening, almost everyone seems to be
doing it. This is evidenced by the proliferation of process-oriented

symposia at the latest American Psychological Association meeting
(1982). Like most fads, the value of this approach has been accepted

uncritical.ly, and like most participants in fads, researchers are
jumping into studies with paradigms borrowed frtom other areas and

disciplines (e.g., social cognition, policy capturing) without

examining their fit to the unique specifications of the appraisal

task. This paper addresses the issue of paradigm fit by testing the
validity of a specific paradigm and assessing its value for gaining

insight into rating accuracy. -

In presvious research, the author developed a new paradigm for

studying the appraisal process that was believed to fit reasonably

well with the kinds of questions that need to be answered in the

appraisal context (Banks, 1979; 1980). Validity data were not
available at that time to support this approach though preliminary

analyses supported its potential (Banks, 1932). This paper present3

three types of evidence which lend strong support for the value of
this paradigm and for the importance of process appcoach in general.

First, the paradigm is briefly described and then the three sources

of validity evidence are presented.

Instantaneous Report of Judements (IRJ)

Instantaneous Report of Judgments or IRJ was developed by the
author to capture some of a rater's cognitive processes during an

appraisal task. Briefly, a rater reports his or her judgments formed
during a rating task by using a panel of buttons to record judgments

of ratee performance and by reporting verbally behavioral cues that

"trigger" judgments (see Banks, 1980 and 1981 for more detail).

. Basically, IRJ provides raters a mechanism for reporting the contents

of their decision-making whenever they feel the "urge" to report.
A typical IRJ task is to present a videotaped performance of a

manager in a job and ask the rater to evaluate the manager's

* performance along a single performance dimension (e.g., "Establishing
74 and Maintaining Rapport"). The rater is instructed to press a button

whenever one "feels" he or she is making a judgment, and to press the
button (1 to 7; 1 = low effectiveness, 7 = high effectiveness) that

best represents his or her judgment of ratee performance. After

pressing a button, the rater reports verbally the basic for his or

her judgment. Raters are encouraged to press buttons as many times as

they make judgments, and at the conclusion of each task, the rater

renders a summary rating. Typically, a rater views and rates several

ratees in erder to obtain multiple samples of raters' cognitive
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processing.
Several behavioral indices of raters' cognitive processing are

obtained: (1) number of judgments made per task; (2) variation in :
judgments within tasks; (3) variation in mean judgments across tasks*
and (4) latency before initial judgment. These indices are
operationalizations of four constructs believed to be related to
rating ability: (1) degree of information utilization; (2)
sensiti ity to ratee differences; (3) sensitivity to ratee strengths-.--
and weaknesses; and (4) global vs. specific observational style,
respectively. In addition, it is possible to trace the specific
information utilized by a rater during a task. These behavioral
indices of the rating process provide access to rater behavior whilei
judgments are formed and thus, allow the possibility for gaining
insight into the determinants of rating accuracy. This research
focuses on the segment of performance appraisal that entails initial
formation of judgments from observation only; it does not shed light "-
on the recall of information nor on the factors that affect how -

stored evaluations are combined to generate final appraisal ratings.
Three studies were conducted to evaluate the meaningfulness of

these data. Study I investigated the impact of reporting on the
appraisal process. It sought to determine whether reporting the
contents of raters' thought processes disturbs the rating process,
hence limiting the generalizability of these studies. Study 2
examined the relationship between the cues (or information) raters
select and rating effectiveness. This study sought to determine
whether more accurate raters tended to select different kinds or
amounts of information than less accurate raters. Finally, Study 3
examined the relationship between various indices of rater behavior
and rating accuracy. All three studies were undertaken to test the
construct validity of the IRJ procedure and thus provide some measure
of the meaningfulness of the rating behavior measured.

Study I
To examine the impact of reporting judgments on the racing

process, overall ratings obtained from IRJ tasks were compared with
those obtained from typical reting tasks. Two samples of raters
participating in IRJ studies were compared with two independent
samples, one from Borman's rating reliability and accuracy study
(Borman, 1979) and one collected recently by the author. The two
non-IRJ studies consisted of raters viewing the same managerial
performances as in IRJ tasks and simply recording overall performance
ratings. Mean performance ratings per task "managerial p-rformance)
were calculated for each of the four samples, and these are shown in
Table 1. Mean ratings were correlated between IRJ and non-IRJ samples
to determine their similarity in rating outcomes. As can be seen in
Table 2, the mean ratings are highly correlated between both types of
studies Cr's at least .90; p < .01). This suggests that despite
differences in procedure, samples, and rating instructions, rating
outcomes were remarkably similar. When differences between pairs of
mean ratings are examined, almost all differ by less than one scale
point and the sum of the differences are near zero (e.g., Borman &
IRJ1 sample = .3). It appears from these data that the reporting
requirement for subjects participating in IRJ studies does not
distort the rating process and thus, we can say that findings from
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IRJ studies are probably generalizable to more typical rating
-studies.

Tabl* I

I EFOUWiC RTINES FOR 2 ATING TASKS
FR IJ m NONII-IRJ SMPL

TAs IRJI I1J2 BONN 3A

1 1.95 2.23 3.18 2.61
2 4.81 4.51 4.0 4.12

3 4.03 3.14 3,72 3.48
4 4.08 3.17 3.99 3.69
5 3.57 2.58 3.73 3.81
6 4.08 3.21 3.64 3.71
7 6.56 645 5.64 6.71
8 5.29 4.92 3.91 4.46

9 5.83 5.68 4.65 5.33
10 5.00 5.5D 4.50 4.94

11 4.92 4.98 3.49 5.30
12 4.59 4.18 4.12 5.17
13 3.57 3.14 3.63 3.17
14 1.35 1.46 2.3 2.15
15 2.58 2.28 3.47 2.74
16 2.56 1.82 2.3 2.15
17 2.12 L2 3.30 2.E1
1 -..1 1.53 3.22 LT

19 3.mS 2.58 3.08 3.02
20 L L575 L77 2.3

Table 2

Intercorrelations of Mean Performnce Ratrims Between Four Independent Sawles

IRJ 1 IRJ 2 Shrmn Banks

i_ 2 .97

Botu, .90 .91

Banks .94 .96 .91 KU

Study 2
As part of a larger study of cue selection and evaluation, the

author examined the types of cues raters utilize in their judgments.
Raters were divided into high and low deviation groups on the basis

of the absolute difference between their rating and the corresponding
expert rating for thc same aanagerial performance. Raters were
divided into high and low deviation groups by median split (excluding
the middlemost score). Basically, raters who deviated greatly from
the expert rating were "high deviators" and those who deviated little
from the expert rating were "low deviators." While deviation scores
are only crude estimates of accuracy, they may be sufficient to gain
insight into cue utilization.
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Behavioral cues reportea verbally by raters were examined for
each-group for two racees (A and C). The frequency of report for each
behavioral cue were determined for each of six performance dimensions

per ratee. Then the authors classified cues as either "relevanL" or
"irrelevant" for evaluating each performance dimension without
knowledge of cue frequencies within groups. The frequency of report
of relevant and i-relevant cues are reported in Table 3. The table
shows that irrelevant cues are reported with a much higher frequency
by high deviators than by low deviators, and for sooe dimensions,
deviators are further differentiated by a higher report frequency of
relevant cues by low deviator3 than by high deviators. A test of the
significance of a Deviation X Category (relevant vs. irrelevant)
interaction obtained in a multilevel contingency table analysis was
sigaiiicant for both ratees (likelihood x = 99.7 & 181.73 p 1 .01).
Thtus, raters who provide ratings most similar to those of expertn
select and evaluate different sets of cues from those of less similar
raters. This suggests that IRJ is sensitive to identify cues
utilized by raters and more important, can capture impcrtant
differences in cue selection strategies. This evidence provides
considerable support for the internal validity of the IRJ procedure.

Study 3
In this study, various indices of rater behavior elicited during

the rating process were correlated with accuracy, halo, leniency, ann
restriction of range. Accuracy, halo, leniency, and restriction of
range were calculated accordiag to accepted conventions (see Borman,

1979, for details). Correlations were calculated separately for a
student sample (S - 23) and a manager sample ( - 33). Correlations
between four rating behaviors - judgment frequency (AVGNJ),
variation in judgments (AVGSDJ), variation in mean judgments (AVGSD),

and latency of first judgment (AVGLAT) and the four rating outcomes
are shown in Table 4. It appears from the table that restriction of
range error is related to AVGSD as it should be since AVGSV is the
micro-level analog of restriction of range; both measure
differentiation between ratees. This correlation suggests that
differentiation (or absence of it) at the judgment level is

consistent with differentiation at the sunmary rating level. For
managers, leniency was related to the number of judgments a rater
made (AVGNJ) and the variation in judgments (AVGSDJ), suggesting that

-
Uaa 3

Fgomacy of 1*1~adst Iryra1sat CMs

fttM A

t*L 1 3 #a a7so s
L t 33 it S3 21 SS
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the more judgments a rater makes and the greater the differentiation
in judgments per ratee, the lower the leniency. These correlations,
however, were found only in the manager sample.

Of greater importance are relationships with accuracy For

students, accuracy was related to the judgment frequency, variation
in judgments, and latency; that is, accurate raters tended to make

fewer judgments, exhibit less variation in judgments, and take more

time generating the first judgment than less accurate raters.

Cozversely, no significant correlations were found for the manager

sample.

Table 4

Correla ions Secween Racing Sehavlors and Racing Outcomes
for MWnagers 4d Students

Racing 0Q-ccins
lat." I

Behaviors Halo Leniency Resc. I"ege Accuracy

AV=. -. i35 .s8 .01

AWGSDJ .15 -- 5 0 -.01

.- " VG',. .09 Z 4 -.15 -. 12

A7.CSD .12 .37- - -. 03

S~TMESTS

AL~TU 1-23 -. 13 .04 .&6*aa;CGflJ -.-05 .36 -.2.'*-.2*

AVGSD .13 .01 .66"
'  

.13

*P-05
";<.01

*.001

Results observed in the student sample could explain those found
in Study 2; that is, accurate raters make fewer judgments because
they select fewer irrelevant cues than less accurate raters. Thus for

student raters, a more conservative repcrting style seems to be more
effective. Low judgment frequencies were also associated with smaller
variations in judgment and longer latencies. These observations
reinforce the notion that student raters were probably processing
ratee information at a more global or abstract level.

The lack of significant correlation in the manager sample was
puzzling at first. However, a scatterplot of the relationship between
judgment frequency and rating accuracy revealed a ooderate
curvilinear relationship (eta = .39), suggesting that for managers,
two styles of rating behavior may be adaptive: one which is similar
to the students' style, and the other which utilizes and processes
specific ratee information. The latter style could be developed over
time with growing knowledge of the appropriate interpretation of

4 ratee behavior through job and appraisal experiance. Highly
experienced managers would have then the necessary cognitive "schema"

to interpret subtle behavior cues, resulting in high judgment
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frequency, large variation in judgments, and short latency. At this
point, however, this is purely speculative.

Results from Study 2 and Study 3 suggest what some of the
linkages between rating behavior and rating accuracy might be,

Clearly, for students, a more conservative, general processing style
results in greater accuracy, but this does not hold true uniformly
for managers. For manager -, cue selection and evaluation strategy may
be depeadert on the extent of a manager's experience in the job,
familiarity with appraisal issues, and knowledge of the specific

content of the managerial job.

Conclusion
Results observed in these three studies suggest that

Inscantaneous Report of Judgments permits on to: (1) obtain
detailed process information witrhout disturbing or altering the

judgment process and ratings that result; and (?) specify hov more
accurate raters differ in some rspects from less accurate raters.
This paper provides only a brief look into the kinds of rating
process information IRJ can provide. Potentially, the IRJ procedure
can provide a wealth of useful information. This basic information
about process is necessary for organizations to design potent rater
training programs and appropriate appraisal formats to maximize
accuracl. Inhdeed, process research need not be a fad.
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PRO3LEM SOLVING AND STUDENT MOTIVATION
FOR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORS

by
G. M. Barry, Ed.D.

Educational Research and Development Center
The University of West Florida

Introduction

0What is it that instructors do when they help students? FI.bejow
is it that some instructors seem to have a special ability to help a student
overcome n personal or academic problem that is a deterrent to that student's

0ability to learn in the classroom?
At the Educational Research and Development Center (ERDC) we have

found that the following knowledge and skill areas are important parts of
this process:

i-k1I Area Behavior Indicators

1. 1 Organization. Being able to be in control of a
Bein a bnproblem solving process with a student.

, This control can be natural, learned,
or a combination.

2. S1nstructor styles and Being able to share with others their
preferences..) organizational and instructional

> / strategies that demonstrate knowledge
of themselves and their instructing
style.

3..,Student individual Being able to recognize individual
differences-, differences in students, knowing how to

motivate students through their pref-
.... erences, and giving them confidence in

approaching the unknown.

4. -L;.reninq Being able to recogniz. the level of
listening that a student is attending
when listening to the instructor's
thoughts and ideas.

5. Problem solving' Being able to help the student identify
problems wi hvJnut the instructor be-

- -coming solution oriented too soon.

6. -Helping - Being able to use the helping relation-
ship while working on problem identi-
fication.

7. "Giving and receiving Being aLie to give and receive feedback
feedback- * / while :,ot creating an imbalance in the

relationship.

8. 'ersonal model of Being able to apply a strategy for
instruction. working with individual students as

n well as groups that allow students to
develop new insights into reasons for
their problems and how they might
improve.
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Over the past two years, ERDC has designed and implemented a
training program for military instructors for learning in the eight skill
areas and perhaps more important, to try out these skills with real stu-

- .dents. The training takes two and one-half days and has the following
as its major goal: t

GOAL: To provide specific skills to enable
instructors to help the student learner
solve a variety of problems, many of
them non-academic, which are deterrents
to h&i*s/her suveess in a learning
situation.

For an educational research and development center to say that we came '-
up with these eight areas by a careful needs assessment procedure, litera-
ture review, and a program design would probably be typical. Unfortunately,
or fortunately, that was not the case. What did happen was that the program
design was tied to th- mission of our service oriented research and develop-
ment center. We are charged by the legislature in Florida to deliver
research-based wor.able programs to a seven-county area. In the process of
experiencing and experimenting wilth-raining materials such as the Myers
Briggs Type Indicator, (MBTI), (Myers, 1962) process training packages from
the Northwest Regional Laboratory (Jung, Pino, Emery, 1972), and one of
Joyce and Weil's Models of Teaching (1980), we came up with what has turned
out to be a highly successful training sequence.

Even though we thought our research base was good, we have learned the
importance of organizing, sequencing, and allowing for an actual tryout of
the skills. Maximum program potential and post training evaluation improve-
ments came when we began to do more live demonstrations and when we brought
in students with real academic problems as part of a practicum experience.

This program is designed for one school organization at a time. Some
educators would call this a school-based program. There are three important
ingredients: (1) a high quality 21 day training program for instructors;
(2) an organizational phase that includes cnunselors and administrators;
(3) a training program for students.

What is the Program Like?

The program is designed to put instructors more in control of instructor-
student interactions. If instructors have skills available and a workable
format to use the skills, they will be better able to help students with
problems and motivate students toward specific learning roals. No attempt is
made to make counselors out of instructors, but it is clear that there are
not enough counselors to help all the students who need help. What is done
in this program is to develop the personal aspects of instruction, especially
problem solving and student motivation, that is usually carried out on a one
instructor to one student basis.

Many of the skills are familiar to instructors and the training is a
chance to tune up these skills. The context of individual differences is

' developed through the use of the Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). Other
instruments which clarify perception and point out individual differene.es
among students and instructors may work just as well, but the MBTI has the
advantage in that it says positive things about individuals which is an impor-
tant base for skill development for the rest of the training.
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A major emphasis during the training program for instructors is the
process of giving and receiving feedback. Since giving feedback can create
imbalances in relationships, instructors often avoid giving feedback to
students. This is an understandable situation given the lack of training
and the real per ption that instructors teach groups and not individuals.
For the student who is different in their learning preference from the
instructor, a dilemma develops. Now there is need for feedback if for no
other reason than to set common learning goals. It is for this reason and
others ;ike it that a personal model of teaching is useful and practical.

Content Areas and Schedule

Instructor Training Phase

Major Content Areas

I. Personality Types and Preferences
2. Problem Identification
3. Helping Relationship
4. Learning and Teaching Styles
5. Giving and Receiving Feedback
6. Intervention Techniques and Demonstration
7. Try Out (Practicum)

Training Schedule

First Day: Course Objectives
Administration of the Myers Briggs Type Indicator
Introduction to Type

Feedback on the Myers Briggs Type Indicator
Case Studies
Learning and Instructor Styles
Myers Briggs Type Indicator Research

Second Day: Levels of Listening
Problem Identification and the Helping Relationship
Giving and Receiving Feedback
Academic Problem Solving Model and Demonstration

Third Day: Prepare for Practicum and Review
Student/Instructor Problem Solving
Feedback to Instructors
Student Interviews
Debrief Problem Solving Sessions
Complete Course Evaluation

Where the Learning akes Place

In the afternoon of the second day instructors begin to integrate
their knowledge of individual differences and the skills and processes
involved in the helping relationship. This program is different because
instructors are simultaneously learning problcm identification and problem
solving techniques. The concepts of personal learning and task orientation

4 are combined.
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Students with real school related problems become part of the third
day. All students are given the Myers Briggs and the results are given to
them beforehand. Students are informed of the nature of the process and
human subjects regulations are followed. Students are all volunteers and
are instructed that they are part of an instructor training program.

Instructors are given some background information on students as well
as their MBTI scores. Three instructors work with one student; one person's
role being the intervention process, the other two are observers. Following
a 30-minute session students are dismissed and interviewed on a survey
schedule that mirrors the skills in the 21 day training program. Meanwhile
the observers give the intervention instructor feedback. In a general de-
briefing session all groups are debriefed and student feedback is shared in
a summarized form. The learning possibilities are enriched Sy sharing among
instructor groups. The effects of instructor and student style, as measured
by the Myers Briggs, are analyzed and discussed. Communications in this
session are conducted in an impersonal way with the student's name and
history protected.

Organizational Aspects

The school counselor(s) should experience the program before it is
given to instructors. School administrators and curriculum specialists
also should be participants. The opportunity to use concepts such as
listening, feedback, and problem solving have organizational as well as
instructional benefits. Because change is enhanced by a top-down approach,
there are practically no good reasons for an attempt at training from the
bottom up. Where training programs get little support in the permanent
system from administrators and support personnel, few lasting results can be
expected.

What makes this program successful is the research base, the field
tested sequence, and the practical experience provided at the end of the
program. A naval communications school in our West Florida service area has
been using the program for two years. Some data exists supporting decreased
attrition rates and extensive data exists in the form of st-training
evaluation forms indicating that 95% of the participants rate the program as
very successful.

A similar design has been utilized with chemical engineers with the
goal being improved supervisor/empioyee relations. A study conducted in
this environment indicates even higher participant ratings at subsequent
times after training (i.e., post training, two weeks after, three weeks).
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V N ARMORED FIGHTING VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION TRAINING:

A NEW PERSPECTIVE

by: Robert R. Begland Ph.D.
MAJOR, USA

_.__ CGSC
NJ' Ft Leavenworth, KS 66027

00 -The complexity of the modern battlefield suggests that the chaos,
confusion and destriction of previous wars will be only an inkling of the
furor of tomorrow's potential conflict. It is incumbent upon the Army's

* 0 leaders to quantify those factors that will contribute to success or guarantee
failure on this future battlefield. The study described in this paper relates

( to one fundamental issue of fighting on the modern battlefield: the
recognition and/or identification of armored fighting vehicles.

Historically, armies have produced weapon systems that have altered the
ways in which wars are fought. One significant recent example of these
changes is the engagement of armored vehicles. Due to the increased
sophistication of weapons and range finders, various weapons are now capable
of engaging and destroying armored vehicles at distances not previously
possible. Yet the engagement and destruction of armored vehicles at
extraordinary ranges is not practical unless the right vehicle is selected and
engaged.

At the suggestion of the Director of Army Training, the Army School of
Training Support of the Royal Army Educational Corps conducted a feasibility
study into the issues associated with armored fighting vehicle recognition
training. This feasibility study found that the present level of AFV
Recognition/Identification Skills in the British Army were generally
unsatisfactory and dysfunctional. Both of these findings were derived from a
series of related Army-wide systemic deficiencies:

o Recognition Training is generally accorded low priority ir units;

o AFV training is unrealistic;

o AFV training focuses on a specific AFV with the salient features being
taught, normally not observable at actual recognition distances;

44q o the training media as utilized produced AFV recognition skills not

readily transferrable to field conditions;

o the training system was person dependent, in that it relied on the

enthusiasm or dedication of the CO or an instuctor to create adequate AFV
training, there was no systematic Army-wide support or direction.

The prototype AFV instructional system developed by ASTS was a practical
approach resolving the above identified AFV problems, in light of the
associated issues that influenced the content, delivery system, packaging and
utilization in the field. The system is based upon:
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o Progression - AFV training begins at the recruit stage and continues
in the soldier's unit through basic and advanced levels.

o Menu Approach - The actual content and standards reflect the
operational needs of each arm, unit or equipment
employment. The soldier or commander selects from the i ,
total recognition training menu those 4_,
vehicles/variants that are required for effective job
performance.

o Realism - Training woula be linked to weapon and equipment deployment
and use, and latest tactical doctrine.

System Characteristics. The prototype instructional system represented
the collective integration of the most appropriate training media presently
compatible with the budget constraints of 1981. The system was composed of a
series of 45-minute AFV training packages presented as discreet instructional
covered units. Each lesson covered four to five vehicles and included an
assessmert at the end. Each lesson had a series of slides for each vehicle
with the salient features graphically embellished to facilitate learning. It
also included a video-segment of each vehicle where the vehicle was rotated
thru approximately 180 degrees with graphic embellisment of those features
used for recognition, followed by video-segments of the vehicle moving
cross-country under actual tactical conditions. In addition to the visual
materials, the system also included one to one-hundred scale models for
training, charts for wall posters, workbooks for soldier use, and a number of
additional training devices for motivational purposes.

The factors considered in building the prototype trainging system were
research based. The basis for this system was found in the application of a
small number of relatively straight forward, but important training principles:

o Teach the "Right Features"
The most important decision that is made during the development of any
AFV training system is the decision on which features are to be
taught. The essence of AFV training is found in the set of features
that are taught for each vehicle. Traditionally there have been two
problems associated with the features that are taught: they were
wrong the features and there were too many features. Research has
repeatedly pointed out that the amount of information that an
individual can mentally deal with on a given subject in a relatively
short period of time is fairly limited. Therefore the number of
features taught to a soldier should be within this approximate range.
Secondly the features that are taught shcuid possess practical
relevance to either the recognition oi, identification of that vehicle
and to the tactical environment. Too often the features that are
being taught are visible only at unrealistically close distances. If
the wrong features are being taught in a relatively large number, then
the efficiency/effectiveness of that training is never in doubt.
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o Teach the Soldiers "How to See"
One of the major problems with the traditional approach to AFV
training nas been the reliance upon oral stimulation of the brain as
opposed to a visual stimulation. Soldiers have traditionally been
told a lot about the AFV, but little attention has been devoted to
helping the soldier actually see the features that were being talked
about. Research has shown that individuals of a lower ability level
require assistance in focusing their attention to the significant
aspect/feature being presented. The high quality, blown up image of a
May Day Parade shot of a T-72 does not provide the appropriate visual
stimuli to soldiers to be able to see the real image and the
recognition/identification features such that he will remember them
and be able to use them. The'problem of teaching soldiers how to see
involves three distinct, but related factors: direct the attention of
the soldier to the discriminative stimulus to which he is to attend,
while deemphasizing all other extraneous features and quickly get the
soldier from a highly cued situation to a realistic situation with a
minimal cueing. This was accomplished in the prototype lesson by the
use of professionally produced training aids that were systematically
developed to a precise design specification. Keep AFV training
"visual". It is essential that the designer of the AFV training
system keep in mind the real operational requirement for the soldier
in either recognizing or identifying AFV. The task is predominantly a
visual task and the training system should accommodate the visual
need. All too often it seems that the slides being shown are in
support of the words being said. The script or dialogue that is used
in each lesson must be developed as an oral aid to the visual image.
The visual image must convey the message to be learned, the words
should support not suppress the learning experience.

o Facilitate "Transfer of AFV Identification Skills to Real World"
The worth of any training solution is best measured through testing on
the job. The prototype lessons facilitated the transferrence of
skills by the use of video materials which were tied integrally to the
slide materials. Through the rotation of the images of the vehicle on
video, the soldier was given a "Gestaltist" or wholistic view of the
vehicle, thereby helping him to bridge the visual gap from two
dimensional slides to the three dimensional world of real tanks.
Subsequent *o these video rotations, the soldier was then brought to
the realistic stage of seeing actual AFV moving under tactical
conditions and distances.

o Help the soldier "remember what you taught him"
The problem with teaching a subject such as AFV recognition is that
the soldiers will forget it unless you do something to keep the
proficiency level high. The prototype system demonstrated the various
training opportunities that can be generated for soldiers to maintain

the skills previously learned. The variety of revision activities
include the individual soldier's AFV workbook that was designed to
generate the mental rehearsal of recognition/identification features
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during the critical period of five to eight hours after being
instructed, AFV cards, slide rules, posters, and formal revision
lessons. These devices and activities were an essential component to
the system, in that the system must help the soldier remember what he
has previously been taught.

o Teach the unit instructor the "right way" to teach AFV Recognition/
Identification skills
Given the operational requirement for individual soldiers to be able
to recognize/identify a relatively large number of AFV, it is obvious
that the majority of AFV training is going to occur in the unit.
Therefore, it is essential that the system be compatible with any
problems and needs of units. One historical problem in the unit is
that the instructor conducting AFV training will normally not be an
accomplished AFV instructor. Regardless of the quality of the
prototype material, the ultimate delivery of instruction will be
achieved by the unit AFV instructor. It is necessary that the unit
instructor be trained in the best way to teach, using the
professionally produced AFV instructional materials.

In summary, the philosophy that underpined the development of this
training system was that for the system to be maximally effective and
efficient the designer should focus upon five basic rules: teach the right
vehicles, teach only the most appropriate features, teach trainees how to see
the features, help trainees to focus attention on each feature in order to
improve the chances of remembering that feature, introduce realism which would
allow the transfer of training to the real situation, and have the trained
instructors conduct AFV training.

Instructional System Prototype. The instructional system prototype was
composed of a series of lessons: two prototype lessons (APC and TANKS), each
teaching five different vehicles, one enrichment lesson entitled "Comrades in
Arms", two alternative review lessons, and a progress test. The lessons on
APC's and TANKS comprised a slide tape and video based lesson while the
enrichment lesson, the diagnostic test and the progress test were entirely on
video. In addition to these basic lessons there were posters, playing cards,
slide viewers, workbooks, and sand table models incorporated as aids to
retention and motivation. The instructional paradigm for the primary
instructional lessons was developed such that the soldier would be shown a
series of approximately 14 slides which would progress from close up to more
distant views of AFV and avoid the traditional side view. The use of graphic
embellishment techniques would help the soldier to see the feature that was
being taught and help him to remember the information. After the slides, the
vehicle would be rotated through 180 degrees with the key features again being
embellished. This segment was then followed by video clips of the actual
vehicle at engagement distances. When all five vehicles had been presented in
this way there would be a short assessment session to confirm that learning
had in fact taken place.

Design Rule for Slides. From the outset the design of the slide
presentation sequence was governed by eight basic rules. The title slide or
first slide in the series for each vehicle should be a clear, close up view of
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the vehicle with its name prominently displayed. This insured that the
trainee quickly associated the vehicle with its name or identification number
from the beginning. The second slide or scale slide in the sequence should
present the immediate impression of relative size of the vehicle. This was
achieved by the comparison of the vehicle to a man approximately six foot
tall. The key features for each vehicle were then presented in their relative
order of significance. Significance can be considered as a combination of
prominence and permanence (e.g., can the feature be easily seen and is it
unlikely to be removed or shot off?). Thus, the first feature that a soldier
was taught was, in effect, the most significant discriminative stimlus
available for him to either recognize or identify that vehicle. The fourth
design rule relates to view. Side views of AFV are the most easy to identify
and should be used sparingly. Front views are the most difficult and should
be included. For the remainder of views a variety of frontal oblique views
should be used. The availability of 35mm slides of real vehicles should not
become the basis for instructional purposes. When teaching soldiers to see a
particular feature, that feature should be presented clearly against an
insignificant representation of the whole vehicle. This was accomplis.ed
using line drawings or photographs of scale models that were then graphically
embellished. Concerning the graphic embellishment techniques, when teaching a
specific identification feature, graphic techniques were used to highlight or
embellish that particular feature so that the learner's attention was focused
on it. The first slides in the sequence used this additional cueing strategy,
but the cues were subsequently removed as the sequence progressed. The
seventh design rule related to the review activities, where a review slide
summarizing the features taught was presented after every three or four
features had been taught and all the features were summarized on a slide
towards the end of the sequence. The slides were designed to cause the
soldier to mentally rehearse those features which he had just been taught and
to associate those features with the name or number of that vehicle. The
final design feature was the use of a tactical view, ifi that the last side
should be a tactical view of the real vehicle in a real tactical study. These
eight rules became the basis for the designing of the views that were used as
the primary instructional strategy for teaching the initial identification
skill.

Acknowledging the constraints of the paper and the size limitations, I
will not address the strategies by which the salient features used for
recognition and identification training were selected, other than u state
that four independent strategies were developed and operationalized and that
their combination produced the features that were taught for each AFV.
Similarly, space does not permit a description of the actual techniques used
for selecting the graphic embellishment procedures used in the instructional
paradigm.

Evaluation Procedures. The AFV identification training system was
subjected to both formative (developmental) evaluation and to summative

j( (validation) evaluation. The developmental evaluation occurred throughout the
prototype development effort, and every aspect/component of the system went
through some form of developmental trials. The validation phase consisted of
a large scale unit trial, in which the effectiveness of the total system was
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demonstrated on representatives of the ultimate target population. In
addition to this unit trial based objective data, extensive subjective data
was collected from both the instructors who conducted the unit trials and the
soldiers who participated. The test used to measure the performance of the
recognition and identification skills of the soldiers was ccmposed of 60
different test views (40 still photographs and 20 moving shots of actual AFV
shown on a :2 inch TV.)

The Unit Trial Results. The performance test was administered to four
A',y units with total of 215 soldiers participating. The retention test was
administered to three of these units with a total of 164 soldiers
participating. The average score on the perfcrmance test for recognition was
88 percent correct and for identification 72 percent correct. The average
score on the retention test for recognition was 92 pe-cent correct and for
identification 81 percent correct. The pretest scores were 46% recognition
and 10.5% for identification.

Conclusions. This prototype training system achieved an operational
demonstration of one approach to solving the poor standard of AFV recognition/ I
identification skills in thE British Army. The prototype resolved the
problems identified in the earlier feasibility study (conducted by the
author), while achieving quality AFV training in operational upits, using the
personnel assigned to those units. The prototype resulted in the production
of a design specification of a workable AFV identification training system,
that was comdtible with the needs of the Army. It is important to realize
that the results reported herewith were achieved as a result of the total
system being use! in the fashion in which it was intended. The various
learning events were carefully planned and integrated to achieve a synergistic
effect upon the soldier. If components of the system were to be removed and
utilized in a strategy different than intended, the efficiency and/or
effectiveness of that bastardized application must be doubted. The prototype
training system represents an effective example of the application of systems
theory to the identification and resolution of a legitimate performance
problem facing the British Army.

The concurrent needs assessment effort which was also conducted as part of
this total training system achieved the operational specification of the
performance requirements of all soldiers in terms of their AFV recognition and
identification training needs as perceived by their respective ARIS and
services and as dpplied to their unique geographic operational position.

NOTE:
Individuals desiring more informatior concerning either the prototype

instructional system or the needs assessment effort should contact eitter the
author or the Commanding Cfficer, The Army School of Training Support, Royal
Army Educational Corps Center, Wilton Park, Beaconsfield Sucks, England,
HP92RP.
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OFFICkR AS A COTNSELOR
IN ELIMINATING "!HLF-- rAcIIT BE~!AVIOR

CONIZAD G. BILLS, Captain, USAF, Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies, Air
Force ROTC, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-2606.

00 JONATHAN M. CHAMBERLAIN, Ph.D., Cotuiseling Psychologist, Counseling Center,
Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602.

"0 Much has been written on the officer's (commissioned or non-commissioned)
role as a counselor. Zavachi and LaSota (11) noted "the Air Force cannot expect
its present-day leaders to be counselors in the professional sense . . . However,
it can expect today's commanders and supervisors at least to be familiar with

CZ certain behavior concepts and apply them in management of today's personnel
force." Elsewhere the helping relationship (3) was discussed and the conditions
for success in counseling were enumerated. Transactional analysis was offered
as a too" for the effective manager to use in analyzing transactions with
employees (9). Also, reality therapy or "RT" was presented as a practical
approach in counseling subordinates (1). Yet in all of these discussions, no
attempt was made t offer effective self-applied principles of behavior change.

" - The purpose of this article is to present effective principles for behavior
change. These principles, when taught in the suggested sequence, can be applied
by a person to change a self-defeating aspect of his/her life. The officer in
the counselor role who knows tCese principles car use them in developing under-
standing of a person's (the help.e'sl behavior as well as providing him/her (the
helpee ) a process for bringing about change. In effect, this paper presents
several tools useful to the officer as a counselor. These tools are presented
for the layman's application. rhamberlain (5) has applied these principles
successfully in a home study progr.-m for Eliminating Self-Defeating Behaviors
(ESDB). Self-defeating behavior (SDB) is defined as any recurring thought,
feeling, or action that in some way prevents the doer from being a fully function-
ing person. There are many defeating behavior patterns ranging from deviant,
aggressive sexual behavior and other forms of violence to feelings of timidity
and shyness. These behaviors are exhibited in and cut of the work environment
and are often asses3ed as hindering work performance or hampering accomplishment
of the mission,

The ESDB Program has been empirically researched and reported (2, 4, 6,
7, 10). Typical of nor-empirical results is an immediate and one-month follow-up
survey (Table 1, from twenty-nine school district personnel in a two-day ESDB
workshop. They rated themselves on the following scale:

1. Wow! I no longer do my SDB! 4. Very little change (some but not
2. Considerable change, but not much)

completely eliminated 5. I do my SDB just the same as
3. Noticeable change before the course (no change)

On the post survey, 81 percent rerorted a change (1-3 on scale above), and on
the follow-up survey 90 percent reported a change (1-3 on scale above).
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The same scale was administered at the conclusion of the workshop by 108
university students, mixing 9 separate groups conducted by 4 different leaders
(Table 2). N'.nety-two percent of the students reported a change with no signi-
ficant difference batween counselor groups, indicating the success was due to
the principles presented and not the personality of the leader.

Again using the same scale, a summary of the self-ratings from 46 home
study students completing the ESOB course to June 1976 (Table 3) indicated 94
percent of the students reported changes in behavior.
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The ESDB Program

Specifically, the ESDB program is a seven-step process designed to provide
a person with techniques and personal assistance for use in eliminating behaviors
that are self-defeating to them. The objectives of the program are three-fold:
1) to take a person through a step-by-step process designed to eliminate self-
defeating behavior (SD), 2) to help that person demonstrate control over that
SDB, and 3) to help experience life without this SDB. Associated with these
results is a discovery of the self as a person of worth and dignity and the
casting aside of a worn, erroneous self-image. Some SDBs that have been elimi-
nated by participants in the ESDB program are: inferiority feelings, compulsive
eating, procrastination, fear of people, perfectionism, depression, alienation
of others, and avoidance of reponsibility.

As a person enters the ESDB program, he/she is made aware that the same

behavior identified to be eliminated is often used to defeat the change process.
Some of these "defeating-the-program behaviors" are: being noncommittal to the
change program, not fulfilling the assignments given, and putting the responsi-
bility for change entirely on others. A key for the officer counselor is to
obtain from the person a true commitment to change.

The seven steps in the ESDB program are: 1) How do I do my SDB? 21 How
do I disown responsibility for doing my SDB? 3) What prices do I pay for Cloing
my SDB? 4) What choices do I make to activate my SDB? 5) what negative techniques
do I use to activate my SDB choices? 6) What fears must I face to be me without
my SDB? and, 7) Facing my fears and discovering my inner self (5. 6).
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A personal diary is kept by participants in conjunction with each step in
the change program. The diary assignment is to record thoughts, feelings, and
actions regarding the self-defeating behavior. Before going on to the next
step the officer counselor critiques the diary by emphasizing personal responsi-
bility for choices to do the behavior by interjecting in the submitted diary
phrases such as: "I decide to" or "I told myself" or "I make myself feel" or
"I choose to." A brief explanation of each step in the ESDB program follows.
The optimum time frame to apply each step is 5 to 7 days.

Step One: How do I do my SDB? Here the person determines one SDB to
eliminate. The choice should be the SDB that seems to be at the heart of problems
one creates for oneself. Once the behavior is identified, then the daily diary
assignment begins. From this diary the person can make a list of the ways he/
she does this SDB. Then the individual can catch himself/herself doing, or
about to do, the SDB and describe in the diary these thoughts, feelings, and
actions.

Step Two: How do I disown responsibility for doing my SDB? By now the
person is ready to identify and state the negative label, conditions, or "facts':
about oneself, which he/she has been living under. These negative labels are
warped self-images, images warped from the mirrors of life because of the SDB.
These negative labels, although distorted and erroneous, are adopted as ones
own because he/she does not know any better. Negative labels can be used as
"cop outs" so a person feels he/she does not have to try. They feel they can

blame the label, "I'm no good." Changing the negative label to a positive label
can be done by shifting the "I am" personal connotation such as "I am a liar"
to the "I do" behavior connotation: "I do lying." Another method is to state
the opposite of the negative label such as "I eat sensibly." The new label can

be a coined phrase or acronym and should be placed -on the mirror at home, on
the desk, in the lunch box, and other places where the positive label can be
recalled and reinforced. Another method for disowning responsibility for the

SDB is to shift the blame for doing the SDB to someone or something else. The
person lists who or what is blamed in order to perpetuate the SDB.

Step Three: What prices do I pay for doing my SDB? Here the person makes
an exhaustive list of the long- and short-range prices he/she pays for doing the
SDB and the positive things missed. The importance of this step is to come to
an understanding at a deep level the penalty paid for doing the SDB, convincing
himself/herself that the SDB must be terminated. As a part of the diary assign-
ment is a discovery and list of the methods used to minimize the price. The

person sees the control he/she has over his/her own behavior. When the assignments
are complete and the critiquing is done, the person can go on to step four.

Step Four: What choices do I make to activate my SDB? It is important

to distinguish between two concepts of choice, i.e., the inner and the outer
choices. The inner choice is a predetermined decision made prior to the time
the person enters the situation where the SDB is usually done. Cn the other
hand, the outer choice is the decision to carry out the inner choice. The outer
choices are comprised of actions demanded by the situation. For example, if a
person's inner choice is: "I will not trust my own judgment," then the outer.
choice is required: "I manipulate other people to make the decision on this
issue for me." In step four the person recognizes and states the inner choices
used to activate the SDB as well as the outer or action choices to help the
SDB "happen" again. During this process the person can think through inner
choices wnich allow him/her to pre-experience taking control over the SDB. The
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person is shown a road map of life, and SUB route and a non-SDB route, so the
person-can see where he/she is at any given moment. Chamberlain (6) lists five
major choices which a person makes to keep the SIM going. All of these are
within their contrc.i- 1) choosing to do the SIB, 2) using outer choices to
carry out inner decisions, 3) choosing to minimize prices paid for doing the
SMB, 4) choosing to become irresponsible and disowning long enough to do it
again, and 5) choosing to abandon ones best self each time he/she does it. The
person is requested to list alternative choices that can be made in place of
the choices leading to the doing of the SIm.

Step Five: What negative techniques do I use to activate my SIM choices?
The person having experienced the reality of being the chooser and doer of the
SIB is likely to have discovered ways of keeping the SIB active. These subtle
"aids" are ca~led negative techniques. Some examples are comparing oneself to
others, anticipating certain things might occur, distorting feedback, intellect-
ualizing, pouzing, manipulating oneself and others, blanking the mind so the
problem cannot be dealt with realistically, and placing unreasonable expecta-
tions on oneself and others. These negative techniques are like fuel to a fire.
They keep the fire burning; without them the fire would go out. So without
techniques to keep it going, the SIB would cease to exist.

In step five the person lists 1) his/her negative techniques used to acti-
vate the SIB and 2) some positive techniques reeded to be developed and used to
keep on the non-SIB route. The person should also stop using the negative
techniques, keeping a daily diary for critique on the struggles to change.

Step Six: What fears must I face to be me without by SI? As a person
grows from infancy, he/she responds to the world as an "integrated self." As
new anxiety producing situations arise, the person chooses either to respond
as the fully integrated person or to abandon this non-SIB route for methods
which result in SIB patterns (6). These fear and anxiety feelings are perceived
to such a degree that the person forsakes the integrated self. The person feels

there is no other alternative in order to cope with the situation. Because
these choices were made under stress, the behavior is deeply seated and based
on an erroneous assumption. Thus, in present life, behavior is partially based
upon fear, a fear of re-experiencing the original situation, but fnow stored
away. This is the SI creation story. However, the reason these learned SIM

patterns continue is the fear of living without them.

* In step six the person lists what he/she fears When considering letting
go of the SIB. These fears can be grouped under what the person might find
out about himself/herself or what might happen to him/her. Next comes the recog-
nition that these fears are mythical in nature, contrived by the person to keep
the SUB because they are least likely to occur on the non-SIB routes. Though
these fears are distorted and erroneous, they are often perceived by the iri-
vidual as awesome and foreboding. Firally, in this step is a counter effort,
listing the positive benefits to be received by dropping the SM.

Step Seven: Facing my fears and discovering my inner self. At this point,
it might be helpful for the person to complete this step in the presence of a
professional helper, a close friend, or a loved one who is willing to read aloud

the "guided imagery" zession (6). During this session through a simple pro-
cess, the person faces the barrier to being ones best self. The officer counselor
guides the person in a step-by-step manner through a mythical or imaginary
barrier by having them close their eyes and imagine certain ideas or experiences.
This is best accomplished in a location without interruptions for about thirty
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minutes. Once the person has gone through the exercise, listening carefully
and responding mentally and verbally, he/she writes these expetiences and any
insights learned. The typical person will face at deeper levels a mental

barrier which p-evented progress along the non-SDB route and do away with the
barrier; identify an origin of the SDB and feel it is no longer needed. Also,
the person will discard the ne-ative self image and visualize coping in life
without the SDB.

Beyond this step is an opportunity for the person to gain the realization
he/she is not alone in the things imagined and receive additional help in
understanding the relationship between the things imagined and the real--fe
struggles. Chamberlain (6) described this step as follows: "Breaking through
the barrier seems to represent a symbolic breaking cut of a long-held habit
into a new life."

Adaptation for the Officer as a Counselor

The evidence is growing that the officer as a counselor can apply the
Eliminating Self-Defeating Behavior (ESDB) program as an effective method for
eliminating undesirable behavior. This method has been successfully applied
in group and individual counseling as wrill as by home study (6). Chamberlain's
cassette recordings (7) are useful to 'ie lay counselor and the counselee. Since
a person can go through this program almost on their own, the ESIM program could
be integrated as a tool for the officer in the role of counselor.

The initial session is to identify the self-defeating behavior (SMB) to
be eliminated and begin the ESM program or refer the counselee to the home
study course (5). Prog:cess dates to .-omplete the program steps are established.
The officer counselor creates the atmosphere for a helping relationship in the
ESM8 program. The assignments for homework will include a daily diary. Next,
the officer counselor sets an appointment with the counselee to evaluate the
first step of the ESM program. Interim follow-'p 7tight be needed depending
on the counselee.

During the second session the officer counselor critiques the counselee's
diary, discusses with the counselee how he/she disowns responsibility for doing
the SDB, and identifies a negative as well as a replacement positive self-label.
At this point the officer counselor assesses the progress and deterrines how
many steps the counselee could accomplish on his/her own before the next session.
Regardless of the number of steps accomplished between sessions, the officer
counselor establishes regular intervals for the counralee to turn in homework.
The officer counselor reviews the homework, makes helping comments, and returns
the critiq ed homework to the counselee.

Step seven of the ESEM program often requires additional attention on the
4 part of the officer counselor. Here the cassette tape recording or the step-by-

step procedure in the ESD text can be followed. Perhaps the officer counselor
would feel a need for referzal to a counseling agency at this stage or the change
process.

it is important to - .ze that the ESDB program is an effective tool.
It offerE a catalyst for .;: ,nge. The program teaches a method for understanding
how a behavior is self-defeating, tne choices that can be made to eliminate it,
and the mythical barriers that can be discarded so the integrated self can operate.
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Some results of applying the ESM program have been demonstrated. The
change in the counselee's life brings about a chain of events that improves
his/her performance in and out of the work environment. The counselee's self-
esteem is enhanced. The overall result is the preservation of our most valuable
resource, our people. The time investment for this process is minimal compared
to other alternatives of dealing with personal behavior problems. Though time
requirements vary between counselees, the key point is the self-help nature of
the ES]M program. Some counselees have successfully eliminated their SDB without
any assistance in formal counseling sessions.

The ESDB program is a tested counseling procedure. It has direct appli-
cation in the role of the officer as a counselor. The published materials make
the program useful to the lay counselor. The steps are sequential, the homework
assignme:,ts are established, and the methodology for feedback is well outlined.
The cassette tapes and the home study course even offer a professional counselor
to assist in the process of eliminating self-defeating behavior when needed.
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" Combining Results of Independent Research in Tank
Crewman Performance

Barbara A. Black
U. S. Army Research Institute

Charlotte H. Campbell
Human Resources Research Organization

00 AThe effectiveness of any combat weapon system is in large measure a
function of the level of performance uf the soldier operator. The US Army is
interested in ensuring maximum effectiveness of the new M1 tank system by

0optimally selecting and training Ml crewmen. To support the Army's effort in
maximizing system effectiveness from the personnel selection aspect, the Army
Research Institute has conducted extensive research in the area of tank crew-
man performance prediction during the past several years. The purpose of
this paper is to evaluate the results of this research in order to determine
by job content area, for both trainees and job incumbents, whether quantifi-
able aptitudes are related to tank gunnery performance.

Black and Kraemer (1981) identified three aptitude categories which
potentially underlie gunnery performance. These included a cognitive compo-
nent as encountered in troubleshooting, a perceptual component as in target
acquisition and a psychomotor/perceptual-motor component as in target track-
ing. Each of the four crew positions within the tank system (i.e., loader,
driver, gunner and tank commander) requires performance of tasks which appear
to contain these components, albeit in varying degrees. A review of the
Armor crewman performance prediction literature lends support to this cate-
gorization but points to an additional dichotomy with reference to research
techniques utilized. Techniques include paper-and-penc-l tests as well as
tests called job samples which require either simulators or actual tank
equipment.

These aptitude categories and research techniques were identified in the
tank crewman performance prediction literature. In the area of cognitive
testing, the literature included validation of ASVAB-derived composite scores
such as CO, GT and AFQT as paper-and-pencil predictors of gunnery performance

"* (Greenstein & Hughes, 1977; Campbell & Black, 1982; Black, in preparation),
. and simulator based tests of the tank fire control computer (Campbell &

Black, 1982; Black, in preparation). For perceptual testing, paper-and-
pencil tests are also the most commonly encountered (Greenstein & Hughes,
1977; Eaton, 1978; Eaton, Bessemer, & Kristiansen, 1979), although two
instances of siaulator based perceptual tests were found (Eaton, Johnson, &
Black, 1980; Campbell & Black, 1982). Validation of psychomotor tests using
hands-on equipment can be found in three reports (Eaton, 1978; Kress, 1980;
Black, in preparation), and finally, simulation techniques are applied to
psychomotor performance prediction in two reports (Eaton et al., 1980;
Campbell & Black, 1982; Black, in preparation). The correlations reported
for these research efforts provided the data for the meta-analyses.

Method

The eight documents included in the review of Armor crewman performance
*[ prediction literature produced a total of 18 data sets for evaluation. Data

sets were accepted for meta-analysis based upon the following criteria:
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1) predictor variables were obtained from tests which could be classified as
either cognitive, perceptual or psychomotor/perceptual-motor, 2) criterion
measures were tank live fire gunnery hit scores, and 3) subjects were either
tank gunner trainees or operational unit gunner/TCr.

Data sets were placed into analytic categories according to the format
presented in Table 1. Each data set had between one and ten correlations
that were used in the meta-analyses for each analytic category.

Table I
Number of Correlations (and Data Sets)

Available for Meta-Analysis

APTITUDE TEST TYPE
CATEGORIES Paper-and-Pencil Job Sample

Cognitive 18 (11) 8 (2)

Perceptual 63 (10) 6 (6)

Psychomotor or
Perceptual-Motor 41 (11)

To methods were used for combining and evaluating the results reported

in rhe literature. The iirst, drawn from Rosenthal (1978), used exact
probabilities (one-tailed) of the correlations to compute an overall Z for
each data set; the exact probabilities were corrected for the number of

correlations drawn from each data set in each analytic category. The
Z-values for each data set in each category were then combined using a method
whereby each Z is weighted by the degrees of freedom of its respective data
set. The method yields a Z for each analytic category (see Table 2).

The second method was based on Glass (1977), who advocates the averaging

of correlation coefficients or coefficients of determination. Here, the
Fisher z-scores were computed for each correlation and combined (Snedecor &
Cochran, 1967) first within data sets and then across data sets within each
category to yield an overall weighted average z. This value was then
converted back to a correlation; the squared correlations, representing the
proportion of varia:..ce accounted for, are reported in Table 2.

Results and D ascussion

While the aggregated results of cognitive paper-and-pencil testing

produced a statistically significant cumulative Z for trainees, it is
interesting to note that the average variance in gunnery scores accounted for
by the cognitive component is only 2.5%. So although the predictions are

consistent and reliable, they do not provide very much information. One
variable of the cognitive job sample tests, computer accuracy, was a signifi-

cant predictor for operational unit personnel, accounting for over 10% of the
variance in gunnery performance, but the variable is not a significant
predictor for trainees.
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Table 2
Results of Two Meta-Analysis Techniques Relating
Tank Crewman Aptitudes to Tank Gunnery Performance

OPERATIONAL UNIT SOLDIERS TRAINEES

Variance Variance
Z Accounted for Z Accounted for

COGNITIVE
Paper & Pencil Tests 1.511 2.5% 2.171* 2.5%

Job Sample Tests
.M1 Computer Accuracy 2.106* 10.6% .977 0.4%
.M1 Computer Speed -.627 2.5% 1.079 0.8%

PERCEPTUAL
Paper & Pencil Tests -6.741 0.0% -4.957 0.1%

Job Sample Tests

.Round Sensing 3.002*** 4.8%

PSYCHOMOTOR/PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR

Job Sample Tests

.Tracking Accuracy 1.441 6.0% 1.266 1.0%,

.Tracking Speed -.122 0.0% 1.?88 0.9%

.Main Gun Lay Accuracy 2.542** 7.1% --

.Main Gun Lay Speed 2.239* 4.9% - -

.Target Engag. Hits -.433 0.1% .581 0.1%

.Target Engag. Speed - - .245 9.0%

.Sub-Caliber Hits -.239 0.1% - -

.Sub-Caliber Speed 1.547 4.0% -

*2 < .05 one-tailed
**2 < .01 one-tailed

< .001 one-tailed

Perceptual paper-and-pencil tests were poor predictors of gunnery scores
for both operational unit personnel and trainees. The job sample test
approach, however, produced positive correlations in all data sets, for a
highly significant effect, but the variance accounted for averages less than
5%. Whether the approach would be effective among operational unit personnel
is unknown. Two of the job sample tests of psychomotor/perceptual-motor
aptitude were significant predictors across studies for operational unit
soldiers, but none was a predictor for trainees.

Overall, it would appear that job sample tests are better predictors of
performance by job incumbents than are paper-and-pencil techniques. For
trainees, however, where performance is usually measured during their ear-
liest experience on the tank, hands-on teers are sometimes predictive, and so
are paper-and-pencil tests. It should be noted that no attempt was made to

separate concurrent predictions and actual time-separated predictions for the
analyses of unit personnel performance. And because perceptual paper-and-
pencil tests were combined within data sets and adjusted for that process of
combining, the large numbers of small correlations in each data set caused
the combined Zs for the sets to be very large negative numbers. Examination
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of individual tests across research -fforts could lead to different conclu-
sions for a few. In general, meta-analysis techniques appear to be valuable
tools in assimilating independent research results and providing insight for
future research efforts.
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, TESTING A HA12 MILLION ThIRNEES: AFNEI PJC
Wallace Bon Ph.D

Wilford Hall USAF MEDICAL CMEM (SGHMSR)

-'To facilitate early identification of basic trai-nees with significant
psychiatric problems, the Air Force Medical Evaluation Test (AFMEr) Project has
been conducted by the Wilford Hall USAF Medical Center since June 1975,)(G J. 1)

00 (Blpxd -1980b). By 30 Septem~ber 1982, the initial screeinr (PhasgI<1id pro-
cessed 532,384 basic trainees at Lackland Air Force * and a half (6'2)": O percent were not cleard~ for return to dut(R1, end these 34,462 were ident-

ified for individual interviews and-fthfier tests (Phase II). After this, 8,055were still not cleared for~return to duty and more than a third of these were

reccmnended for discharg6 after being clinically interviewed, tested, and diagnosed
at Phase III (Table 1).:>In fiscal year 1982, the USAF saved $6,340,430 by releasea4 of those trainees who were neither suitable for nor adaptable to USAF duties and

military life. Since the project has been described in other papers and present-
ations, this article focuses on the evolutionary dynamic changes during the firstseven yfears to accomplish the fine tuning suggested by General B. Davis. As data

.was collected and analyzed, improvements became possible and these were implemented
as soon as feasible.

Phase I: Initial Screening by a Ccmputer Scored Test.

Initially (1975) all inccming basic trainees where given the Historical Orien-
tation Inventroy (HOI) at the Lackland AFB Recept.on Center within an hour of their
arrivals (Bloom 1977a). Thiis often occurred late at night and the procedure was
changed in October 1976, to testing during normal duty hours on the second day of
training (2-DOT) in classrooms adjacent to the eleven squadrons. The original 100
item 1OI test (Guinn) was changed to 50 items to reduce errors when marking respons-
es on optical scoring sheets and eliminate fifty of the unscored (camouflage) items.
In 1982, the items were printed right on the response sheet rather than on a

"- separate card, and some demographic data was added. A study of the over forty
thousand 1977 enlistees, tracked for 4 years to identify factors related to early

* attrition due to unsuitability, and/or unsatisfactory behavior or performance,
indicated (after stepwise multiple linear regression and other statistical analyses)
that 28 factors could better identify trainees unlikely to complete enlistments.
Each HOI question couid be given an individual preductive weight rather than just

" one of two numerical scores. 1he itens added a3 useful predicitive factors were
education, age, sex, and marital status. These improvements were accomplished by
1 February 1982, along with change in data processing on the Sentry 60 system
rather than OPSCAN 17 so that data went directly to magnetic tapes rather than to
two IEV punched cards per individual. Members of the Air National Guard and
Reserves were also identified as such. Data processing was shifted fran the
Human Resources Laboratory to Air Training Carmnand resources as the Air Staff had
directed the experimental project be made operational after they had reviewed the
first year's data.

Phase II: Individual Interviews and Tests.

During the research year, all Phase II interviews and tests were at the Base
Dispensary starting after supper, at 5:00 PM. In the fall of 1976, three satellite
mental health clinics within or in close proximnity to the Basic Military Training
Squadrons were established as OUTI.ACII facilities, and the !&lET interviewers were
integrated with other mental heal th personnel. This facilitated cornunications,
and cooperation with trainin9 instructors and commranders. Phase II interviews,
and tests were conducted at theso clinics during normal duty hours (O'Hearn 1978).
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Data fram the interviews of each selected trainee (6 to 7% of all trainees)
were marked on a 5 point scale for 39 items by specially trained enlisted mental
health technicians. Subsequent analyses produced periodic frequency distribution
counts, inter-item correlations, differences in average scores of groups retrained
or discharged, and correlation with psychological test scores (Blocm 1981).

The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) was first used as part
of Phase Il screening and the computer scoring took two days. It did not help very
much and the clinicians in Phase IlI rc orted excessive misidentifications. Air
Force norms were developed but their use resulted in little improvement. It was
supplenented with a sentence completion test (Bloan Sentence Completion Survey,
BSCS) which was taken by Phase II selectees prior to their interviews. The data
proved to be useful as intervievers found responses furnished useful icebreaker
information and helpful information about the subjects attitudes. Subsequently
they learned how to score the seven subtests (People, Physical Self, Family,
Psychological Self, Self-Directness Work, and Accomplishment) (Bloom 1975). The
scores had high inter-rater reliability, stability over tine, and validity as those
returned to duty averaged 14 points higher than subjects reccmrended for discharge.
Use of NIPI was moved to Phase III (Bloom 1980a).

Phase III: Clinical Interviews and Tests.

Usually between the 8th to 12th day of training, airmen not cleared for return
to duty at Phase II are scheduled for clinical and diagnostic interviews by officers.
Daring the past seven years, the use of psychological tests has increased and data
optical scanning sheets have been redesigned so that test scores become part of the
data bank. Clinicians select the tests for each individual and those used included:
RIPI, Gordon Personal Profile, Firo B, 16 PF, TAI, WAIS, Shipley and Neuropsychol-
ogicals. The diagnoses most often used when recommending discharges were:
(1) Atypical, mixed or other personality disorder, which includes immature personality
disorder (301.89). (2) Adjustment disorder with mixed emotional features (309.28).
(3) Avoidant personality disorder (301.82). (4) Dependent personality disorder
(301.60).

Some trainees were found to have difficulty in coping with the stresses of
training and needed brief supportive therapy. Terapy groups now are scheduled
twice a week, and 91 trainees participated in October 1982. Attendees often had
high state but low trait anxiety, and almost all were enabled to complete basic
training.

Conclusions: Results and Benefits.

In 1 October 1982, a new Air Force Regulation 39-10 became effective which
emphasized the substantial USAF investment in airmen, and that those "who do not
show a potential for further service should be discharged" (Par 5-1-a). A condition
which maybe a basis for discharge is a Personality Disorder supported by a report
of evaluation by a psychiatrist, or a psychologist (Par 5-12-i). Since AFMrT

* - project focuses on trainees psychological problems that existed prior to enlist-
ment, and contribute to poor adaptation to military life, this project is streng-
thened by the new regulation. It has saved the Air Force millions of dollars each

* year by early identification, and elimination of individuals who otherwise would
have used up many more training dollars, pay, supplies, administrative costs before
later being discharged prior to expiration of term of service (PETS), and rarely
ever being p.oductive. Unsuitable or unadaptable individuals have been spared the
stresses, and emotional damages that might have resulted fran thieir further retention.
We haVe developed procedures for more effective use of enlisted mental health
technicians.
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Useful nonm for standardized psychological tests have been developed. A
* computerized mental health data bank has been established for data collection,

retrieval, analyses and reporting. This buildup of information, and normative
data may, in future years, prove to be a major benefit of the project as we can
learn the demographic, interview and test data variable that relate to success
or failure. Not to be overlooked is the fact that more than half a million trainees
have gone through the AFMET mental health screenings and none had comitted suicide
here in spite of the stresses of training and uprooting from hore. A similar age
population group in civilian life would have been expected statistically to have

had at least seventeen suicides in the past seven years.
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Figure I. Diagram shows how AFMET screens new trainees through three-stage tesfin& sending a
few back home (to left) if they woul not be able to adapt emotionally to military life. After AFMET
screening, more than 99 % of new trainees enter basic training.
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'.- Maintenance Performance
1..

Douglas J. Bobko

US Army Research Institute

During the next twenty years, there will be within the Army an unprecedented

0 increase in both the number and sophistication of military systems. It is now
important to recognize that modern and more efficient techniques are needed to
manage the development and support of those Army personnel who operate and

maintain these systems. The unique problems encountered in the development and

support of personnel are illustrated below by comparing the life-cycle of
military personnel with the life-cycle of military hardware. Following this
comparison, a field-tested prototype management system (the Maintenance Per-
formance System) which addresses these problems is discussed.

The life-cycle of a weapon system begins with a current or future mission
requirement. Once the mission requirements are adequately specified, the weapon
is designed, developed and tested. If the weapon does not perform to specifi-
cations, appropriate design changes are made and the system is reevaluate4.
When a satisfactory prototype is achieved, the system is mass-produced and
fielded. To aid in the support of the fielded weapon system are performance

measures such as probability of part failure, mean time bet-reen failure, mean
. down tim-, mean repair time, etc. Althzugh these measures may be somewhat less

- than " .iable, they establish an important standard against which support

*requirements can be anticipated. The Army-wide management of materiel is further

aided by relatively rigorous and atandardized data collection and reporting

systems such as the Maintenance Control System (MCS).

The scenario above differs significantly from the development and support of

personnel. Although personnel requirements are driven by and can be estimated

from materiel characteristics, personnel cannot be mass-produced to meet those

requirements. Rather, parsonnel developers (i.e., military trainers and educators)

start with a heterogeneous group of recruits who differ in education, ex-perience

and motivation; probably none of these recruits arrive with any of the skills

needed to operate or maintain military hardware. About the best that can be

done at this point is classification of personnel according to more or less valid

measures of aptitude, placement into Military Occupational Specialties (MOE)

according to aptitude measures and manning requirements and, finally, enrollment

for several weeks in an MOS-specific Advanced Individual Training (AIT) curriculum.

When "fielded," however, these soldiers are far from possessing more than

the basic skill requirements for operating and maintaining hardware systems.

Moreover, the development of any soldier's skill is never complete since the
skill requirements change as a function of advances in grade, changes in equip-
ment cesign, the fielding of new equipmenc, and unit missions.
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Unlike military hardware, then, the development and support of personnel
begins in large part AFTER they are placed into the field and continues for
many years. According to Army doctrine, this development is to take place at
the lowest organizational level and is to occur primarily in the form of super-
vised on-the-job training (OJT). However, unit level training managers and
training supervisors have been provided with little in the way of guidance or
resources to accomplish this training. The resLlt has been a documented lack
of proper and sufficient technical skill training. What is lacking at this
point in the personnel life-cycle is an effective system to monitor the per-

formance and utilization of personnel much as MCS monitors these factors for
materiel.

As a first step toward addressing this problem in the management and de-
livery of unit level OJT, the US Army Research Institute (ARI) developed a

q prototype performance and training management information system for use at
the direct support maintenance level (a more extensive system for use at the
organizational maintenance level is under developrent). This system is called
the Maintenance Performance System (MPS) and it is designed to identify training

.. strengths and deficiencies, to locate available training resources, and to
monitor the effect of training on job performance.

MPS is an automated maintenance management information system which provides
to training supervisors up-to-date and unique information about WHO needs to be
trained, WHAT tasks need to be trained, and HOW training can be accomplished.
This information is presented in report form so that training opportunities can
be easily recognized and taken advantage of within the context of a unit's
available resources and constraints. Of equal importance is that MPS provides
quantitative measures of individual and unit-level proficiency and efficiency
(e.g., job completiGn time) so that the effects of training can be assessed.

Information for MPS is collected through the use of two simple input forms
which are completed by technical MOS supervisors. One of the forms is attached
to the job order packet and is used to record job performance data and OJT ex-
perience. The other form is used to record special training or the occurence
of performance-based tests such as the Skill Qualification Test (SQT). Based
on observations to date, supervisors spend about ten minutes each week completing
these forms. A microcomputer is used to process the information and to print
management reports.

As a means to improve the conduct and quality of unit level training, MPS
is successful in several ways:

* ACCEPTANCE BY USERS: MIPS has been operational for more than a year at two

divisional FORSCOM maintenance battalions and is accepted by users as a
system which provides timely, accurate and useful training-needs information.

* GUIDANCE OF TRAINING: MPS information is used to guide the course of training,

to make job assignments, and to serve as a memory refresher about which re-
pairmen require special trainlng on critical skills.
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* AUTOMATED JOB BOOK: MPS frees the training supervisor from making daily
entries into each soldier's job book. As part of its regular report output,
MPS provides each supervisor and individual repairman with an up-to-date
record of OJT and other types of training.

* SKILL AND PERFORMANCE BANK: The historical records of skill and performance
data provided by MPS constitute a skill bank -from which battalion and
company level management assess current unit proficiency and readiness.

* INCORPORATION INTO SAINS: MPS-like training information has been approved for
incorporation into the Standard Army Maintenance System (SAMS). This is a
milestone in that it represents the first systematic Army-wide collection of
training and performance information, a vital step toward an improved and
integrated training management system.

It should be noted that additional benefits accrue from the MPS data-base
itself and that these benefits extend beyond the unit level. The maintenance
performance information found in MPS can be used, for example, to target Army-
wide skill deficiencies and fine-tune institutional training curricula, to
pinpoint areas in which training materials need to be developed or improved,
to estimate future manning requirements, to establish more reliable and compre-
hensive performance standards, to aid in the design of hardware, and tc evaluate
differences in training strategies and training management.

it-is clear that hhe development cf military personnel is different from
that of hardware in two important respects: (1) skill development occhrs largely
after personnel are assigned to a unit, and (2) skill development continues for
the duration of a military career. MPS was designed with these differences in
mind and has been demonstrated to be an effective tool for the management of
training and skill develcpment. As we enter a period of declining available
manpower and increased weapon sophistication, more attention will be focused on
the quality of personnel and the need fur systems s,,ch as PS will grow.
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VALIDATION STUDIES OF THE BELGIAN ARMED FORCES
RESERVE OFFICER SELECTION SYSTEM

A. B6HRER & H. LUYTEN
BELGIAN ARMED FORCES e PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH SECTION • BRUSSELS

*The actual Belgian reserve officer selection system proves to be valid.
OM, regression analysis of the predictor variables on the officer

utcome yields a substantial increase in prediction capacity
luced number of predictors : 'Intelligence' and 'Sense of Res-

-.iity' emerge as the most important ones.

- Th general purpose of the Belgian officer selection system is to
.define to what extent a candidate will be capable of leading a group of

people in difficult and dangerous circumstances. Specific training on
aptitudes necessary to become a successful military leader is given in
a 5 month's officer training period. The specific objective of the
psychotechnical assessment is -o determine whe her the candidate is
sufficiently well qualified to pass the training period with success.
It is the aim of this study to validate end improve the prediction ca-
pacity of this psychotechnical assessment.
DescriDtion of the selection proceduxe.

The person characteristics judged important for success in the
training period are : intelligence, decisiveness, initiative, social
adaptability, dynamism, influence, sense of responsability, presenta-
tion, motivation and physical fitness. These characteristics are
assessed in a two day selection pro' edure. Intelligence is measured
by means of a broad spectrum of standardised intelligence .ests (ver-

bal reasoning, reading comprehension, mental labyrinth, logical reaso-
ning, spatial memory, learning-speed, fieldmap memory, and organizing
ability). A general level of intelligence is based on a weighted sum
of the testscores. In this intuitive ponderation, testscores for rea-
ding comprehension and verbal reasoning are double weighted. Trained
observers give marks for decisiveness, initiative, dynamism, social

adaptability and influence, based on the behaviour of the applicants
in 5 small-group tasks without an appointed leader. After studying
an autobiographic,_ report, the resul-s of personality tests (Achieve-

. ment Motivation, Social Anxiety, 16 PF, Lpc), a motivational invento-
ry aad a written report on group behaviour observation, the psycholo-
gist interviews the candidate. Marks for sense of responsability, pre-
sentation and motivation are then given, based on the total available
information. A short physical test (+ 10') of speed, skill, snppleness
balance and strength leads to the mark 'physical fitness'. A final
rncrk L worked out at the meeting of the selection bo_rd. This final
mark is the only score taken into accolint in the acceptance/refusal
decision.
ST 1 : VALIDATION OF THE ACTUAL SELECTION PROCEDURE.

The psychological selection of .licants is evaluated against the
criterion "success in the officer trainii 6". First, the validity of
-' h, -inal selection mark is examined; second the relation of the diffe-
rent predictors with the criterion is exarTIned, in order to evaluate
thei: -rediction capacity.
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A. Subjects
Subjects are 3.226 Dutch- and Frenchspeaking reserve officer can-

didates, having passed the selection procedure from 1975 to 1979. The
educational level varies from high school (36 %) and higher education
(28 %) zo university (36 %). The age of the applicants varies between
19 and 24 years, according +o their educational level. The specific

N,. composition of this group reflects three main army aspects namely corn-
bat (Infantry and Tanks), technical (Artillery and Engineers), and cle- ',

rical functions (Logistics and Administration).
B. Method

Validity coefficients are calculated between the final selection
mark and the criterionvariables. As the training staff is unaware of
the selectioscores of the traineez, echocfects in awarding the crite-
rionmarks are avoided. Criteronvarciables are:
a. a score 'occupational knowledge', measured by means of theoretical

and practical examinations on subjects s.a. map reading, armament,
tactical use of weapons, administration, leadership tasks, etc...,

b. a score 'personality', based on the judgement by the trainingstaff
of the personal qualities mentioned before,

c. a score 'physical achievement', based on the performance of the trai-
nees in several ohysical tests (obstacle race, cross-country race,
etc...),
d. a final criterionmark (C-Mark), which is a weighted sum of a, b and c

.7(a)+.2(b)+.l(c)).
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TABLE 1 : VALIDITY OF THE FINAL SELECTION MARK AND OF THE PHYSICAL FIT-
NESS TEST. (Coefficients corrected for restriction of range)

FINAL SELECTION MARK PHY FIT TEST
OCCUP KNOW PERS FIN C-MARK PHY ACH

INFANTRY (n=488) .37 .32 .37 .41
TANKS (n=390) .17 .28 .15 .48
ARTILLERY (n=288) .31 .36 .35 .40
ENGiNEERS (n=228) .29 .32 .26 .41
LOGISTICS (n=530) .45 .18 .47 .42

"ADMINISTRATION (n= 85) .38 .11(i) .42 .42
M DIAN CORRELATION .34 .30 .36 .41

-TOTAL POPLATION (n=2009) .31 .25 .31 .36

(1) All coefficients are significant at p < .01, except this one.
TaLle I gives tha validitycoefficients of the final selection mark and
of the physical fitness test.
Table 2 gives the corr-lationcoefficients between the selection-
variables and the criterionvariables "occupational knowleage", "perso-

nality" and "final criterion mark". The resul-. in table 1 shows that
the prediction power of the final selection mark is approximately the
same for che three criterionvariables; the validity is about .36. Ta-
ble 2 shows that for the criteria "occupational knowledge" and "final
training mark", the predictor capacity of intelligence is higher than
the validitycoefficient of the final selection mark. This suggests
that the prediction capacity of the selectionsystem can be improved.
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TABLE 2 CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS BETWEEN THE SELECTIONVARIABLES AND
THE CRITERIONVARIABLES

FINA HAVIOUR IN GROUP INTERVIEW INTEL
....___ MARK DEC INIT SOC AD DYN INFL G RESP PRES MOTIV

OCCUPATIONAL r .24 .14 .16 .13 .12 .16 .18 .23 .13 .12 .43
K' .31 .18 .20 .16 .14 .20 .21 .30 .17 .15 .45KNOWLEDGE r
rmad .34 .23 .24 .18 .14 .24 .21 .34 .19 .21 .45

.19 .14 .16 .12 .14 .15 .12 .15 .15 .14 .12
PERSONALITY r" .25 .18 .20 .15 .17 .18 .14 .19 .18 .18 .13

r 'med .30 .19 .18 .15 .14 .19 .15 .20 .15 .14 .20
r .23 .17 .18 .13 .13 .18 -i

e  .23 .15 .13 .36
FINAL SCORE r .31 .21 .23 .16 .17 .231.22 .29 .18 .17 .38

r'med .36 .20 .21 .15 .151 .221 .22 .25 .16 .16 .41

r - not corrected / l= corrected for restriction of range / r'med
median corrected correlation
STUDY 2 : IMPROVING THE PREBICTION CAPACITY OF THE SELECTION SYSTEM.

The prediction capacity of the selection system can be improved by deter-
mining the optimal weight of the most powerful predictors. This optimal
selection and ponderation is found in a multiple regression analysis.
A. Subjects
Group one : cfr study one. Group tw;o : Subjects are 261 Dutch- and
Frenchspeaking reserve officer trainee3, accepted in the training school
in 1980-1981. This sample is representative for the total population of
-ccepted candidates in 1980-1981 and highly comparab e to group one.
B. Method
The objective of the officer selection system is to assess the most es-
sential officer qualities of a candidate without respect to the speci-
fic demands of the different arms. This approach is based on the con-
viction that the task of an officer Is essentially the same in all arms.
Besides, the acceptance rules make it impossible to construct a specific
prediction formula for each single arm, for a candidate is assigned to
an arm after being accepted as a potential officer. In fact the similar
hierarchy in the main predictorvariables across arms suggests that such
a c-=mon prediction formula is possible. In order to reduce the number
of variables used ir the multiple regression equation, it was decided to
reduce the nuwr~er of 'group behaviour predictors' to one. As correla-
tions between the group, behaviour predictors ranged from .81 to .93 (me-
dianm.88) (cfr table 3), it is clear that these predictors are in fact
one undifferentiated global measure of 'behaviour in roup'. A multi-
ple iegression andlysis is performed to examine whether a weighted sun
of the five group behaviour variables exceeds substantially the p--edic-
tion power of 'influence' or 'initiative,. The resulting regression e-
quation is crossvalidated on group 2. A final multiple regression is
then performed on the variables 'intelligence', 'sense of responsability',

'presentation', 'motivation' and "influence' (or its sunstitute). Occu-
pational knowledge is taken as the criterion, as it is the most important
cicerionvariable (it determines 92 % of all criterionvariance). BeforeK '!,rpuring the regression equation the correlations with the criterion
*=-o -orrected for restriction of rang,. Indeed the Officer Selection
Bcc rd Days more attention to the moral and leadership qualities of a
carndidate than to his intellectual and physical abilities.
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Consequently, the final mark reflects the former characteristics more
than the latter and the restriction of range is more pronounced for
sense of responsability', 'influence', 'presentation', and 'motivation'

than for 'intelligence' and 'physical fitness'.
C. Results and discussion

1. _Th~e_ neqaioon of the groe

In a stepwise regression (1) the rariables influence, initiative and dy-
namism were selected, resulting in a multiple R = .1996, which is a
better prediction of the criterion 'occupational knowledge' than
'influence' or 'initiative' alone (r .1641). The standard regression
equation for the group behaviour is
Y' = .256 (Influence) + .215 (Initiative) - .318 (Dynamism)

G
The adjusted multiple correlation R ..1970. Crossvalidation of the
regression equation on group 2 resut in a multiple R = .1603. Although
the R of the combined group behavioiir predictors is higher than the pre-
diction capacity of each single group behaviour predictor, it loses its
gain after crossvalidazion.
2. The regrtession of the variables 'intelligence~ sense of res~onsabi-
liy,_sentation, motivation and G'. on 'occlational knowledge_

Table 2 gives a summary of tel raw-, currected and median corrected corre-
lations between the selectionvariables and the criteria used in the mul-
tiple regression analysis. Table 3 gives the correlation between selec-
tionvariables. Physical fitness, being a specific predictor, is not in-
cluded in this an.alysis.
Table 4 gives the results of stepwise multiple regressions on the raw,
corrected and median corrected correlationcoefficients.
TABLE 3 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PREDICTORVARIABLES (ACCEPTED + NON-ACCEP-

TED APPLICANTS, n = 3.226)
BEHAVIOUR IN GROUP INTERVIEW:[ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1. DECISIVENESS - .92 .81 .90 .92 .73 76 .69 .71 .33 .88
2. INITIATIVE - .84 .92 .93 .81 .77 .69 .73 .32 .90
3. SOCIAL ADAPTABILITY - .81 .83 .67 .75 .68 .70 .28 .85
4. DYNAMISM - .92 .58 .71 .65 .72 .29 .88
5. INFLUENCE - .82 .76 .71 .71 .33 .90
6. G - .68 .62 .56 .31 .73
7. SENSE OF RESPONSABILITY - .67 .78 .36 .87
8. PRESENTATION - .62 .28 .74
9. MOTIVATION .26 .83

10. INTELLIGENCE - .38
I1. FINAL SELECTION MARK __
TABLE 4 STEPWISE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ON RAW, CORRECTED AND MEDIAN

CORRECTED CORRELATIONCOEFFICIENTS
VARIABLES IN RAW CORRECED EI CO CTEDR-
EQUATION R R2 INC R' R R2  INC R R R2  INCR

1 INTEL. .4344 .1887 .1887 .4530 .20521 .2052 .4528 .2050 .205
2 INTEL. .4538 .2059 .0172 .4699 .2208 .0156 .4911 .2412 .0362

RESP. _ _

INTEL. .4546 .2067 .0008 .4753 .2259 .0051 1.4950 .2450 .0038
REst.-I _

(1) DIXON, W.J., 1981
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In each case (raw, corrected or median corrected correlation) the contri-
bution of the G-variable is neglectable. The beta-coefficients for the
G-variable will even be lower considering the shrinkage after crossvali-
dation. Besides, the intercorrelations between G and the variables al-
ready in the equation are rather high (.68 and .31 with responsability
and intelligence respectively). As a result a prediction formula with
only the variables intelligence and responsability is chosen. The three
regression formula for respectively raw, corrected and median corrected
correlations are : !)Y' =.3994( Intelligence)+.1359(Respon!ability).

2)Y' =.3986( Intelligence )+.1362(Responsability).
3 )Y' =.3797( Intelligence )+.2037(Responsability).

3. Crossvalidation

Formula 2 is chosen and crossvalidated on group two. The shrinkage of
the multiple R is about 8 % (R=.4699 - r=.4322), which is a pretty good
result, especially when the small modifications in the selection proce-
dure during the years 197£-1980-1981 (additional tests, personality
questionnaires, changements in grouptasks, etc...) are taken into account.
The data for occupational knowledge show little variability in the pre-
dictor accuracy between arms. However for the final criterionmark the
differences are more pronounced. Pearson-correlations between predicted
and observed final criterionmarks are higher for clerical (.49) than for
technical (.38) and combat (.35) function. To estimate the capacit of
this formula to identify the early training drop-outs, (only drop-outs
forcharacterial and intellectual reasons are taken into account), a two-
way frequency table is formed and measures of association are calculated.
Table 5 gives, for each interval of the predicted criterionscore, the
frequency and proportion of drop-outs and other trainees.
TABLE 5 OBSERVED FREQUENCIES AND PROPORTIONS OF DROP-OUTS JID OTHER

TRAINEES FOR 5 CLASSES OF PREDICTED CRITERIONSCORES
• PREDICTED CRITERIONSCORE

LOW 1 LOW AV. AVERAGE HIGH AV. HIGH TOTAL
f P f P f I P f .P f P) f P

DROP-OUTS 66 .24 72 .22 142 .12 32 .07 21 .04 333 .12
TRAINEES WITH 2084 .76 249 .78 1010 .88 440 .93 489 .96 2396 .88

*FINAL C-MARK
TOTAL (1) J274 1 1.-0 1152 1.04721.0 P10 1.01272911.0

(1) In this total 150 paratroopers are included.

The data show a dependency of the proportion of successful candidates
on the predicted criterionscore. For candidates with low predicted
criterionscore (10 %) the proportion of drop-out is .24. For the sub-
jects with high criterionscore (19 %) the proportion of drop-out has
decreased to .04 while for the total group o accepted candidates, about
12 % do not finish the training period. A X -value of 111.5 with 4 df
(p K .001) confirms this observed relation between predicted criterionsco-
re, and probability of success/failure.
4. Additional attempts at refining the -on formula

First, it was examined whether a new weighting of the intelligence tests
should improve the predictionower of the factor intelligence. The ana-
lysis performed on group 2 yielded a multiple regression equation with
four tests.
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Compared to the intuitively weighted sum of all seven tests, this com-
bined score yielded a higher muliple R (.43144 - .4540). Unfortunately
the crossvalidation on a thirth group was negative. Second, it was
tried whether a new predictor could be based on a number of personality
tests. But, also this attempt was unsuccessful for the same reason.
D.Conclusion
Study two proved that it is possible to reduce the number of selection-
variables to two (intelligence and respcnsability) resulting in an in-
crease in selection efficiency (reduction of selection time) while at
the same time increasing the selection accuracy. A new final mark com-
posed cf about 75 % intelligence and 25 % responsability will predict
at least 20 % cf the criterion variance. The formula is psychologically
meaningful since intelligence and sense of responsability can be consi-
dered crucial for military leaderschip.
In the light of these findings it is utrist surprising to see that
the selection board pays little attention to the most important pre-
dictor (intelligence). The selection board stresses personality fac-
tors more than intelligence, because the former are believed to have
greater importance in later occupation than in the officer training
period.
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9USING OCCUPATIONAL SURVEYS TO DEVELOP
AIR FORCE SPECIALTY TRAINING STANDARDS

FREDERICK B. BOWER, JR., MAJOR, USAF
Detachment 805 AFROTC, Texas A&M University

critical each year, we must constantly seek out effective ways to utilize both

personnel and material resources. With this in mind, Air Force Air Training
Command (ATC) training managers are developing programs which reduce the amount

o of resident training airmen receive. These reduced resident training programs
result in lower training costs and higher productivity by placing airmen on the
job sooner. However, such a course must be carefully developed. In order for
a program of this type to work, training cannot be reduce-d arbitrarily. Airmen
must be trained to perform those duties and tasks required in their first job
or first enlistment.

All ATC curriculum managers have been tasked with structuring basic airmen
resident courses to prepare students for their first job. This entails not only
a review of each resident course but also a review of the entire airmen training
program. This is accomplished through careful analysis of a career's Specialty
Training Standard (STS) which serves as the primary training outline for a career
ladder. STS requirements identify needed training for the first job. Many STS
requirements not required in the performance of the first job are now taught on-
the-job (OJT). Other more technical STS requirements will be in follow-on resi-
dent training courses after the first enlistment. Consequently only career moti-
vated individuals receive the extensive resident training required to perform the
first job.

Beginning in 1977, at the direction of the ATC Commander, General John W.
Roberts (1977), utilization and training workshops (initially called course
scrubdowns) wete scheduled to provide a forum for discussion of training needs.
Training Managers, and users of the trained product all provide in-put toward
course development. However, participants in the workshops had no means of dis-

*playing reliable data to substantiate training requirements. As a result, parti-
cipation by the USAF Occupational Measurement Center, Airmen Career Ladders
Analysis Section, was included in the workshop agenda. Personnel from this orga-
nization, were asked to furnish occupational survey data collected from airmen
serving in the specialty being evaluated. The effects of using job analysis data
in this way have had a profound and significant effect on the way training is now

* being reviewed within ATC.

"The use of job analysis data in making training decisions is not a new concept.

Morsh (1964) described one objective of the Air Force Occupational Survey Pro- 7

gram as tie determination of training needs. Since that time, the same te
has often been repeated, most recently by Keeth (1977) and Turner (1978)-. How-
ever, until institution of the Utilization Workshops, the full impact of job data
as a training tool had never been so fully demonstrated. Other military services
and instittions in the civilian sector are also using job analysis to make train-

ing decisions as was reported by Davis (1978) and Cunningham and Drewes (1978),
out not to the extent now used by ATC. 2 The Air Force, more than any other ser-
vice, employs a system that outlines an airman's training requirements for a
complete career in a single job specialty, and documentation for this system is
the STS.

The T as described by Air Fo-ce Regulation 8-13, Air Force Specialty Train-
ing Standards, outlines the training required achieve various skill levels
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within an enlisted Air Force Specialty (AFS). Through its use the individual
training of airmen is standardized and the quality of training controlled.
STSs are designed to perform the following:

a. Describe tasks, knowledges, and proficiency level requirements for
one of more AFSs.

b. Specify the degree of training provided in formal schools.
c. Identify career development courses (CDCs) and additional references

needed for upgrade and qualification training, and serve as a review for spe -
cialty knowledge tests (SKTs). As such, they are used:

(1) As course specification documents.
(2) For basic referenc by major air commands in evaluating course

graduates.
(3) As the basis for preparing career development courses.
(4) As a guide for establishing local OJT programs.
(5) As the basis for development of SKTs.

It is easy to see that development of STSs using occupational survey data en-
compasses more than just a basic training course, because the STS influences
an individual's total training program and his job classification and promotion
testing opportunities as well.

Flournoy (1978) traced the evolution of the STS form the earliest require-
ment for documentation of OJT to its present form. Air Force managers recog-
nized the need for standardized training outlines in order to insure that air-
men were trained to perform the job they were assigned. The increased size of
the peace time Air Force, a rapid turnover of experienced personnel, and the
constant increase in the cost of formal training initiated the movement away
from formal training and toward thie documented OJT program we have today. While
this paper is not intended to debate the advantages and deficiencies of the STS
it should be pointed out that the STS is the only single document currently
being used by the U.S. military services that lists tasks, knowledges, and the
skill levels required of an individual to progress satisfactorily in a chosen
profession through a complete career.

The STS consists of two primary sections; the tasks, knowledges and study
references section, and the proficiency level, progress record, and certifi-
cation section. The tasks and knowledges are listed in columnar fashion with
their associated study references. To the right of each task or knowledge ele-
ment is the proficiency level and space for recording the progress and certi-
fication of that element for each of the three technical skill level progres-
sions. The 3 -, 5 - and 7 - skill levels equate to the apprentice, specialist,
and technician level of competence. The proficiency level code may be a task
performance task knowledge, or subject knowledge level. These codes are ex-
plained in Figure 1.

Until ATC began the Utilization and Training Workshops, the tasks, knowledges
and proficiency levels listed on STS documents were, for the most part, determined
by subject matter experts assigned to ATC or through in-puts submitted by tech-
nicians in the field. Although occupational survey data is routinely sent to
those responsible for STS construcion, training managers often were not trained
to extract the needed information from all the data available. Now, however,
occupat4 onal survey analysts are present at the workshops to provide that service.
Therefore occupational survey results have been most effective in enhancing the
development or review of STS documents.
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The process is relatively simple. Subject matter experts are asked to
match each task statement in a job inventory for a given specialty to an item
in that specialty's STS. Occupational survey analysts can then evaluate the
STS in three ways.

An STS item is first looked at in terms of what percentage of the person-
nel report using tasks identified with that item. This evaluation may be by
skill level, time in service, (rank or other identifiable grouping). Although
percent of members performing is not a criteria for inclusion or deletion of
an item from the STS, a criteria does exist for inclusion or deletion of items
taught in formal resident training. ATC Regulation 55-22, Occupational Survey
Program, sets a minimum criteria to be applied in design or revision of basic
resident training courses of 30 percent of first job/first enlistment airmen

performing any given task in a job inventory. For tasks where the probability
of performance by this group is less than 30 percent, resident training is not
recommended unless such training can be justified (as for safety reasons).
Therefore, all subject matter areas covered in a resident training course will
be listed in the STS,. but all STS items need not be covered by formal resident
training.

The fact that a task statement elicits a high response rate, however, does
not mean that the task must be listed in the STS. Analysts next look at each
task in relation to its task learning difficulty rating. Task learning diffi-
culty 5s a secondary factor routinely collected during the occupational survey
administration. Briefly, experienced senior airmen in the specialty being sur-
veyed are asked to rate each task in the job inventory based on the time it
would normally take an airman in the specialty to learn to do the task. Ratings
are from one (very small amount of time) to nine (very large amount of time).
Combined ratings are then standardized so that a rating of five represents an
average amount of time spent to learn a task. The development and validation of
task learning difficulty is explained in more detail by Mial and Christel (1974).
By comparing task difficulty rating to the task statements and the percent of
members performing the tasks, it is easier to see just what is required in terms
of OJT and/or formal training. Obviously tasks with low difficulty ratings may
requre little or no formal traiaing, and for that reason they may also have no
need for being listed in the STS.

The third way of evaluating the STS is through the use of the training
emphasis rating. As reported by Ruck, Thompson, and Thomson (1978), training
emphasis is a secondary factor collected in the manner of task learning diffi-
culty ratings. The difference is that subject matter specialists are asked to
rate each task statement on a nine point scare (extremely litte to extremely
heavy) in terms of whether formal training (school or OJT) should be enphasized
for first enlistment airmen. This data can be used to cross reference tasks
with high response rates or high task difficulty ratings in order to justify
formal training and inclusion in the STS. They may also justify formal train-
ing or inclusion in the STS of inventory tasks with low response rates if sub-
ject matter experts in the field believe them to be important.

What of tasks with low responses and low task learing difficulty or train-
ing emphasis rating, but are unique and important to a specific agency or unit
within the specialty population? The Air Force has provided fox this situation
through the use of the Air Force Form 797, Job Proficiency Guide (JPG). The
JPG is used to document training required of an individual above the normal re-
quirements for a given specialty. The JPG is prepared by the agency requiring
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additional training and is attached to the STS by the unit providing the train-
ing. In this manner, the STS remains a general document listing only training
required by most airmen assigned to the specialty. Thus, unnecessary training
is precluded, but the capability to idantify and document additional require-
ments is available when needed. A full discussion of the JPG can be found in
Air Force Regulation 50-23, On-The-Job-Training.

In order to effectively utilize the survey data, a computer product develop-

ed by Thew and Weissmuller (1978), the modular factor printout, is being used by
occupational analysts and provided to training managers. As shown in Figure 2,
the tasks in the job inventory are clustered under their corresponding STS item.

- The training emphasis rating, task learning difficulty rating, cnd the percent
of members responding by skill level are displayed to the right of each task
statement. In this single printout, all the survey data used to make a train-
ing decision are displayed for each task. Although the printout is time con-
suming and expensive to produce, the data is presented !n a manner that is comp-
rehensive and understood by decision makers not generally accustomed to using
computer generated products.

The impression should not be left that occupational survey data alone could
be used to revise or develop training documents or formal training programs,
rather the data is ancther tool for training managers and subject matter experts
to use and weigh in relationship to other factors. The quality and complete-
ness of the job inventory, and the timeliness of the survey bear on the usefull-
ness of the data. Training costs, system procurement, programmed changes in per-
sonnel utilization, and equipment modification all must be considered when deter-
mining whether tasks can or should be trained. Job analysis is just a part of
the Instructional System Development(ISD) model used by the Air Force for design-
ing training programs.

The point to be made is that unlike other methods of employing job analysis
to define and design training, the Air Force method relies on a cross-check

- approach of evaluation of an established training outline (STS) encompassing

*' both formal rebident training and OJT, rather than starting from the beginning
each time training is reviewed. This method allows for use of occupational data
to be applied to the identification of training nepis beyond the classroom with-
out creating redundancy of training, because both the technical training centers

and field trainers are following and documenting training on the same outline.

How successful has the Air Force been in developing effective training pro-
grams while reducing costs? Pigures from just one training center reported by
Meece (1979) reveals that savings have been significant and course graduates
are reporting to the field better prepared to perform their assigned first job.
While the use of occupational survey dara to revise and develop STSs cannot be
credited for all of the savings, reports from training managers indicated that
such savings would never have been achieved had the job survey data not been

employed. As a result, Headquarters ATC, Technical Training, has formalized a

system of scheduling workshops to coincide with the completion of occupational

survey reports on some career specialties needing a review of training require-

mants. This system has been included in both Air 7orce and ATC regulations to

institutionalize the systems. The comb4nation of an integrated scheduling of
workshops and improvements of occupational survey data for use by curriculum
developers and workshop participants suggests that the Air Force will continue
to enhance its management of our very critial training dollars.
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Figure I

PROF ICIENCY CODE KEY

ICL~ DEFINIIIO-TeIddjo

Can do simple parts a' the task. Needs to br told of shown now to do most of the lst

-I ______ II(EXTREMELY LI!AITED)

Con do most parts of the tosk. Needs help only on hordest parts "a not "eti loco, de.anrls la,
Jspeed ot accuracy (PARTIALLY PROFICIENT)

Cant do all ports of the task. Needs on! 7.ao spot check of completedl wark. Mtet minsaw.' local
w ~ jdemands for Wped and accuracy. (COMPE IENT)

Con do the compleitet quickly andi accuraterly. Con tell or shew others he. to do the task.
SJ(HIGHLY PROFICIENT)

0 Con nme pans. tools. and simple (acts about the talk (NOMENCLATURE)

3C Con 4vtirrs"r step by step procedures for doing tile task. (PROCEDURiES)ICon epanwyand when the task must be done ond .rhy each step is needed.
S (OPERATING PRINCIPLES)

d Con predect. identify. ond resolve problems about the task. (COMPLETE THEORY)

A Con identify basic facts and itrms about the subject. (FACTS)

z _J C Cats onalyte facts ornd princples and draw. conclusior.s about the subjict. (ANALYSIS)

IraD Cont ev'aivate conditions and makse proper decisions about the subject. (EVALUATION)

-EXPLANATIONS -
*A task krsowetge scale value may be used alone or wth a task performance scale vralue ta define, a level of

krnowluedge for a specific task. (Examples: b and 1b)

A subject knowledge scale vealue is used clane to define a level i-f knewledge far a subject not directly related to
any specific task. or far a subject common to sevreral task*.

-This mark is used alone instead of a scale -clue to shaw tnet rno proficiency tsining is provrided it, the course.
or that no proficiency is required at this &kill levrel.

X This mark ;s used alone in course columns to show that training is not given due to limitatiarri in resources.

Figure 2 "
TNG TSK 906 1ST 906
EIIP DTF 30 JOB 50

DTK TITLES *D* (F) (M) (M) (M)
N 432 Annotate Alpha Rosters with incoming

or outgoing przrsonnel information_ 2.83 3.78 13.9 12.8 8.7

086 16D. Eibltyfor Medical Care

F242 DtrieAdmission Elgibility 5.96 4.44 20.5 11.9 15.6LiN460 Verify Idntification of atients 51 .93. 53 2.
LG283 Verify Eligibility of Air Force

Reserve Admissions to Hospital 4.55 4.88 6.8 7.8 9.1F4  285 Verify Eligibility of Civil
- - Service Employee Admission to the

Hospital 4.53 5.00 6.3 7.3 8.0

......
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SUBJECTIVE APPRAISAL AS A FEEDBACK TOOL

-~ Billy L. Burnside

U.S. Army Research Institute
1

Fort Knox Field Unit

The products of U. S. Army Centers/Schools are trained graduats and
training support materials. In order to appraise the quality and utility of
these products, training deveopers and evaluators in the Centers/S hooln

meaningful feedback from users at che institution and in the field.'4 There are
six principle methods which these personnel may use to obtain such feedbaLk:
receipt of informal comments, administration of surveys/questionnaires, con-' duct of interviews, analysis of available unit performance records, observa-

tion of training classes and exercises, and administration of performance
tests.-,-Interviews with battalion commanders and staffs (Burnside, 1981) and
with trathing developers and evaluators in a typical Center/School (Witmer and
Burnside. 1182) indicate that the first three of these methods are the most
commonly used. )A common attribute of these three methods is that they are
relatively subjective in nature; i.e., they are largely based upon individuals'
perceptions, judgments, and opinions.

-Since the feedback presently available to training developers and evalu-
ators consists largely of subjective data, an important issue to be addressed
is how acL-rate or valid these data are. That is, how do they compare with
data gathered using more objective methods an-d criteria? This issue is ad-
dressed in the present paper by reviewing research results comparing subjec-
tive ratings gathered using surveys or interviews with relatively objective
data gathered using structured observations or "hands-on" performance tests.
The type of feedback of interest here is appraisal of the performance of in-
dividual soldiers and military units on specific tasks, rather than assessment
of general knowledge and abilities. An example of subjective appraisal is us-
ing a survey or interview to ask a soldier whether he or she can perform a
specific task. The comparable objective appraisal would involve administra-
tion of a "hands-on" test in which the soldier's performance was compared to a
validated standard. Subjective appraisal is a relatively efficient and cost-
effective method of gathering feedback, so il will continue to be used in the
military. The key question thus becomes whether the data gathered using this
approach are sufficiently accurate to warrant their use in particular situa-
tion, and whether their accuracy can be increased by refinements in collection
methodologies.

The aspects of subjective feedback addressed in this paper include what
is appraised, who does the appraising, and how the appraisal is done. The
type of appraisal of greatest interest here involves estimates of soldiers'
proficiencies on specific tasks, but other types addressed include judgments

of the criticality, difficulty, and performance frequency of specific tasks.FThe views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not

necessarily reflect the view of the U. S. Army Research Institute or the De-
partment of the Army.
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These are the types of estimates typically obtained using Comprehensive Occu-
pational Data Analysis Program (CODAP) surveys. The issue of who does the ap-
praisal is addressed by summarizing research relating to self-appraisals,
supervisory appraisals, and peer appraisals. Discussion Gf the issue of how
subjective appraisals are done centers around survey and interview techniques,
and the paper concludes with discussion of ways to improve the accuracy of
subjective data.

Types of Appraisals

Prof ici Ancy
A key element of feedback to Army Centers/Schools is data relating to the

proficiency with which soldiers can perform specific required tasks. Such
data are needed to allow training developers to evaluate both institutional
and unit training and to make modifizations as needed. Since the operational
testing of soldiers' performance is costly in terms of time and resources,
proficiency data are usually gathered through subjective estimates. That is,
soldiers are asked to estimate their confidence or the likelihood that they
can perform specific tasks. Supervisors may also be asked to rate soldiers'
proficiencies. How accurately do such subjective appraisals reflect actual
task proficiencies?

Several pieces of research conducted outside the military are relevant to
answering this question. There is some evidence that people can appraise
their own task-specific proficiencies with moderate accuracy, as long as the
tasks appraised are basic ones with which they have had extensive experience.
For example, Ash (1980) found that self-ratings of straight copy typing ability
correlated i the .44 to .59 range with the results of typing tests. However,
subjective ratings of more complex typing skills did not correlate as highly
with performance. In a recent meta-analysLs of self-evaluation of aoility,
Mabe and West (1982) found the mean correlation between self-evaluation and
performance measures to be approximately .30. While they found many methodo-
logical weaknesses that limited the interpretation of correlational data, the
general conclusion is that self-appraisals of proficiency are not particularly
accurate. In a meta-analysis of educational research, Cohen (1981) found that
the mean correlations between students' subjective appraisals of instruction
and measures of students' proficiencies ranged from .38 to .47. He alsc. iden-
tified several methodological problems, such as the lack of objective criteria
to compare subjective appraisals against and the fact that most appraisals ob-
tained have been global rather than task-specific in nature. DeNisi and Shaw[ (1977) avoided some of the common methodological problems by examining the ac-

curacy of self-appraisals for specific abilities on tasks such as visual pur-
suit and manual speed and accuracy. While the correlations between self-
appraised and tested abilities were almost all statistically significant (in
the .20 to .40 range), they showed that these results had little practical
significance. Due to methodological weaknesses in the relevant research and
problems in interpreting correlations in the .30 to .40 range, the appropriate
conclusion appears to be that there is no co"ivincing evidence that subjective
appraisals of proficiency are accurate.

Few studies oZ the accuracy of subjective appraisals of proficiency have
been conducted in a military setting. Many of those that have been conducted
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have suffered from methodological problems, such as the lack of objective cri-
teria or the lack of specificity or explicitness in the tasks addressed. For
example, Hall, Denton, and Zajkowski (1978) found that supervisors' estimates
of sailors' proficiencies on several tasks did not correlate significantly
with performance. However, the criterion used was performance on a written
test rather than "hands-on" performance. A further examination of two sets of
data previously published by the Army Research Institute provides some in-
sights that have not previously been available.

Hiller (1980) collected data which allow comparison of self-estimates and
"hands-on" performance test results for five specific tasks. The general
finding is that self-appraisals of proficiency were accurate for general lead-
ership skills, were at best moderately accurate for cognitive skills, and were
inaccurate for motor skills. The accuracy of subjective appraisals was thus
found to decline as the objectivity of the performance test criterion and
standards increased. Leadership skills are difficult to develop standards for
and objectively evaluate; the high accuracy of self-appraisals of leadership
skills may have resulted from the comparison of these appraisals with results
of relatively subjective performance tests. Relatively objective performance:tests are available for "hands-on" motor skills, and self-appraisals of such

skills were highly inaccurate. This indicates that subjective appraisals of
proficiency are not accurate when compared to an objective criterion.

In the military skill retention literature, several instances can be
found in which self-appraisals of proficiency were collected prior to a reten-
tion test, but the results were not reported. This leads one to suspect that
the results were negative; i.e., that the self-appraisals were not found to be
accurate. This suspicion is supported by further examination of data collected
by Shields, Goldberg, and Dressel (1979), in which confidence ratings of pro-
ficiency on 20 tasks were found not to significantly correlate with performance
test results. It thus appears that retention research has not supported the
accuracy of subjective appraisals of proficiency.

The data reviewed above indicate that subjective appraisals of proficien-
cies (largely in terms of self-appraisals) on specific tasks often do not
represent true abilities. This appears to be especially true when the subjec-
tive appraisals are compared to objective well-specified performance criteria.
Before subjective appraisals are used as feedback to training developers, the
relationship between such appraisals and more objective measures of performance
should be further examined. Self-ratings of proficiency may only be accurate
when addressing explicit tasks with which the ratees have extensive experience.

Criticality
Since training resources are limited, training developers must somehow

determine which tasks are most critical for combat performance and therefore
most important to train. This is typically accomplished by preparing an ex-
tensive list of tasks and asking subject matter experts to subjectively rate
their criticality. Just as with estimates of proficiency, one can question
how accurately subjective appraisals of criticality represent the "true" rela-
tive importance of tasks. Data are relatively sparse in this area, but those
available indicate that rater agreement (interrater reliability) has generally
been found to be low. The accuracy or predictive validity thus would be
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expected to be low. Another problem in this area is the specification of an

objective criterion of criticality. Due to these reliability and criterion
problems, subjective appraisals of task criticality should be used cautiously,
if at all.

Difficulty
Knowledge of the relative difficulty of tasks is important to training

developers, in order to determine the proper distribution of training time and
resources. Appraisals of task difficulty are usually made subjectively, based
upon the experiences and opinions of subject matter experts. I..dications are
that subjective appraisals of task difficulty are not generally a-curate;
i.e., the tasks picked as most difficult by subject matter experts are not the
ones most commonly failed by soldiers. Part of the reason for this problem
may lie in the fact that difficulty is not consistently defined. Some tasks
are difficult to learn but not to perform, and vice versa. Raters having dif-
ferent perceptions of what is meant by difficulty would thus provide unreliable
tatings for such tasks. In obtaining subjective appraisals of task diffizulty,
care must be taken to precisely define the rating dim.asion.

Frequency
While limited relevant data are available, indications are that judgments

of the frequency with which specific tasks are performed are not generally ac-
curate. Again, there is a criterion problem here, since objective measures of
task performance frequency can only be obtained through laborious observation
in the field. In cases where this has been done (e.g., Johnson, Tokunaga, and
Hiller, 1980), accurate frequency estimates have been obtained only for broad
categories of tasks addressed through carefully controlled data collection
techniques. As with the other types of subjective appraisal addressed above,
frequency estimates should not be assumed to be accurate. They should be col-
lected very carefully and their accuracy should be checked against objective
criteria.

Types of Appraisers

A primary consideration in the use of subjective appraisals is the sources
from which they are collected. Three general alternat:.ve sources are available
for providing subjective appraisals as feedback: soldiers evaluating them-
selves (self-appraisal), supervisors, and peers. Research on the relative ac-
curacy of these appraisal sources has produced mixed results; it is difficult
to address the relative accuracy of these sources when the absolute accuracy
of each of them is undetermined.

The biggest advantage of self-appraisals is that individuals have e.:ten-
sive data available about themselves and can provide information that is un-
available from other sources. Individuals are aware of situational factors in
their own behavior, and are less likely to over-generalize than outside ob-
servers are. A problem with self-appraisals is that individuals may not be
capable of appraising themselves accurately, as shown by the research summa-
rized in the previous section. Another problem is that individuals may have
reason to bias their self-appraisals in a positive direction, resulting in
leniency errors. Such errors are common in self-appraisals, but they can be
reduced by techniques such as making the appraisals publicly verifiable
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(van Rijn, 1981). When self-appraisals are used, their accuracy should be
checked against an objective criterion, and the appraisers should be aware
that this is being done.

The research literature does not at this time allow any definitive con-
clusions on the relative accuracy of subjective appraisal sources. What is
needed is a study which includes the collection of supervisory, peer, and self-
predictions of proficiencies on specific tasks, followed by objective measures
of task performance. The literature thus far has generally failed to include
objectve criteria for comparison purposes, and until it does the accuracy
issue will be unresolved. Self-appraisals often suffer from leniency biases,
and peer and supervisory appraisals may suffer from tendencies to over-
generalize from small samples of data. Accuracy of these approaches should
thus not be assumed, but should be checked against relatively objective
criteria.

Types of Appraisal Methods

The previous discussion leads to two primary conclusions about subjective
appraisal. The first of these is that adequate data are not yet available to
determine either the absolute accuracy of subjective appraisals or-the rela-
tive accuracy of different appraisal sources. The second is that the limited
research which has directly addressed the accuracy of subjective appraisals
has in general not found it to be high. These appraisals should thus be used
very cautiously with frequent checks on their accuracy. However, military
agencies will continue to use subjective appraisals as feedback, due to the
ease with which they can be collected. Recognition of this fact leads to the
need to identify ways in which the accuracy of subjective appraisals can be
increased. A review oi the literature by the present author and a meta-
analysis reported by Mabe and West (1982) has indicated several ways in which
this can be done. These are briefly summarized below.

1. Integrate mutually supportive subjective appraisal methods within a
feedback system. Since no appraisal method is complete and sufficient in and
of itself, methods should be used to complement each other. Surveys can be
used to obtain a general overview of the situation, interviews can be used to
obtain more in-depth detail on specific problems, and observations and per-
formance tests can be used as accuracy checks.

2. Ensure that question developers and subjective appraisers have a com-
mon basis of understanding. These groups should share a common understanding
of task elements, successful task completion, appropriate standards, and rating
dimensions.

3. Design questions to maximize accuracy. Make the situation and be-
havior being addressed as explicit as possible, and specifically state the
action being addressed.

4. Make rating scales as explicit as possible. Phrase rating scales in
terms of observable measures of performance, rather than in vague, general
terms.

5. Be sure that raters have had experience with the tasks rated. Ensure
- that supervisors have had ample opportunity to observe task performance by the

people they are rating.
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6. Train raters before they provide subjective appraisals. This training
should include experience with the rating scales to be used, a discussion of
common types of psychometric errors, and a discussion of the dimensions of the
situation being evaluated.

7. Facilitate raters' recall of relevant experiences. Ask raters to re-
view their previous experiences, provide them with thorough descriptions of
the tasks and situations being rated, and provide any other cues which aid
memory.

8. Make certain that appraisers have the cognitive capacity and motiva-
tion to provide accurate ratings. Explain the need for accurate rating data
during instructions. Check the accuracy of subjective ratings whenever possi-
ble, and let the raters know that this will be done.
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* INTRODUCTION
"-An Air Force Occupational Research Data Bank (ORDB) is being implemented
to provide ready access to a variety of current and historical occupational
information for. research and management use:.The prime contractor for this
effort is the GSA data processing services contractor, currently OAO
Corporation. OAO personnel assigned to this project are co-located with the
monitoring activity (AFHRL/MODS) at Brooks AFB, Texas.

Development of the ORDB began in 1978 with the investigation of available
data that would contribute to Air Force occupational analysis and management.
A number of sources and types of information were identified and have been
obtained for inclusion in the OROB. Major types include hard copy reports and
studies, statistical variables summarized for occupations from indiviauai Air
Force members and technical training course data, and Comprehensive
Occupational Data Analysis Program (CODAP) studies performed at the Air Force
Occupatioral Measurement Center (OMC) and AFHRL (Carpenter, Archer, & Camp,
1979; Stephenson, 1979).

These types of information have been obtained and are being incorporated
in the ORDB. The system which provides for storage and on-line retrieval of
the information is described in the following section.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ORDB operates on the AFHRL's Univac 1100/81. Five subsystems are
tailored to the types of data and kinds of retrieval needed by the user.
These subsystems are linked together by a front end program to simplify the
use of the OROB. The programs are designed to interact with the user,
assisting in the choice of the appropriate subsystem, and in selecting the
desired information. Each subsystem is described below.

- 1. Computer Assisted Reference Locator (CARL) Subsystem. The CARL system is
used to retrieve references -to occupationally-related information, such as
published studies, technical reports, recurring reports and films. Retrieval
is based on user selected keywords. CARL was obtained from the Navy Personnel
Research and Development Center (NPRDC) and modified to operate on the 1100/81
(Sands, 1978; Sands & Hartman, 1979). Additional modifications were made to
accept Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSCs) as keywords, and to clarify user
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selection of output options. Two search. tectniques hdve beeni added to CARL.
The first utilizes a binary search to speed the retrieval of references for
known keywords. The second uses a string-scarch process to compare a
user-input keyword, such a3 OJOB" to keywords on file, retrieving keywords

"JOB REQUIREMENTS," JOB ANP.YSIS" ana "JUB DIFFICLP-TY." and the number of
references for each, for example. This enables the user to determine the
available keywords most likely to meet requirements, dna to structure the
inquiry accordingly. Sample output is provided in Figure 1. CARL is written
in FORTRAN.

2. Statistical Variaole Subsystem. This subsystem provioes on-line retrieval
of summary statistics for enlisted AFSCs, Career Ladders and Career Fields.
Information available in this subsystem includes duty descriptions JFigure Z),
prerequisites, and demographic, performance rating, aptitude scores, and
trairing variables. Within specialty, data is organizea oy enlistment status
(1st term, 2d term, Career, Total) and for the accession cohort during a given

calendar year. The information reflects the characteristics of the Air Force
enlisted personnel, by specialty, for different calendar years
(see Figure 3). Iata for 1978 and 1979 has been loaded, ano t.nat for 1980 and
1981 is being generated. 1982 data will be added after the end of December,
1982. This subsystem uses System 2000 (S2K) Data 3ase Management System with
COBOL extension (Intel Corporation, 1982).

3. CODAP Report Display Suosystem. This subsystem was developed to provide
the task scientist and manage, with the ability to rapidly retrieve OMC and
AFHRL CODAP reports and review them on the terminal screen. To accommogaa' te
the standard CODAP report format, Datagraphix 132 character remote terminals
are in use at principal user sites. Studies can fe selecteo oy either AFSC,
study number, or from a menu of available studies. Studies from 1978 to
present have been loaded, and any reoort retrieved on the screen can also be
printed at the user's option, as can be seen in Figure 4. This subsystem is
programmed in PRISM (AFHRL/TS, 1982).

4. Cross-Study Analysis. This subsysLem was developed in response to the
need to compare CODAP reports across specialties. Since CODAP variable
numbers and titles are not necessarily standard, ioantifying corresponding
data in different studies presented a difficult task. To solve this problem,
studies are indexed as they are loaded to the ORUB for a set of lb variables
end 8 groups. The variables include: Number of Tasks, Average Task
Difficulty Per Unit Time Spent (ATDPUTS), Job Difficulty Index, Graue, Major
Command, Time in Career Field (TICF), Total Active Military Service (TAFMS),17 Eligible to Reenlist, Eligible for Retirement, Job Interest, Talent
Utilization, Training Utilization, Sense of Accomplishment, Plan to Reenlist,
and How Assigned to Present Career Fiela.

Groups that can be anaiyze4 include: Total Sample, Skill Levels 3, 5, 7,
9, 1-48 Months TAFMS of TICF, 49-96 Months TAFMb or TICF, and 97+ Months TAFMS
o. TICF. On-line retrieval of corresponding d-.ta from multiple studies on one
or a number uf job groups can be performed using tnis system. For example,
job difficulty of airmen with 1-48 months TAFMS or TICF can be retrieved for
comparison across any number of AFSCs. This subsystem is written in PRISM dnd
uses the same data files as the CODAP Report Display subsystem. Sample output
is provided in Figure b.

5. Comments. The comments subsystem prov.des an opportunity for users ana-
developers to record ir.formation related to the ORDB while using the remote
terminal. Com ents can include anything relevant to d.;ta contained in th.1
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system, or to the system operation itself. It's been especially useful - a
means of obtaining user feedback during the development effort, and -For
announcing the implementation of enhancements or changes

PROJECTED ENHANCEMENTS

Enhancements projected for the OROB fall in two main categories: new data
and new capabilities. References will be added to the CARL system as new
items are published, generated or produced. The ORDB statistical data base
will contain five calendar year's data when complete. As a new year is added,
the oldest year's data will be saved on tape and deleted from the master file
to save space. As CODAP studies are cempleted, reports will be extracted for
addition to the CODAP Report Display file.

New capabilities for the ORDB include an interface with the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), and a batch process for Cross-Study
Analysis. The statistical data base will be examined to determine the types of
SPSS analysis that would be appropriate to the statistical variables it
contains. Procedures will be developed to convert selected S2K data into
SPSS-compatible data. It is anticipated that correlation and trend analysis,
as well as other SPSS techniques, will prove useful to researchers.

Cross-Study retrieval will be expanded to include more data and format
manipulation, with the development of batch programs to extract and compare
CODAP data from different studies, and to generate analysis reports that until
now have been impracticable.
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2Predicting Trainability of Ml (Abrams) Tank Crewmen

Charlotte H. Campbell
Human Resources Research Organization

4Barbara A. Blackf) U.S. Army Rsearch Institute

The iatroduction of the Ml (Abrams) tank, with its technologically
sophisticated weapon system and correspondingly complex maintenance demands,

0 has caused the U.S. Army to take a hard look at the selection process for M1
training. The current Armor selection standard is a score of 85 or higher on

0 the Combat Operations (CO) scale of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
S Battery (ASVAB); the CO scale is composed of scores on four subtests: Auto-

motive/Shop Information, Coding Speed, Mechanical Comprehension, and Arith-
-metic Reasoning. An analysis of differences between the M6OAI and Ml tanks

(Black & Kraemer, 1981) concluded that while the Ml tank is easier to fire
when fully operational and no more difficult to fire when not fully func-
tional than the 116OAI, the tasks required for overall operation are more
lengthy and critical for the Ml. The concern was that more technical skills,

\or even higher overall intelligence levels, might be needed for Ml crewmen.

7The purpose of the research on which this report is based (Ca U &
Bk,A2) was to develop and test two types of predictors of the perform-
ance of M1 trainees. The first type was to be based on the ASVAB subtests,
already being obtained for all soldiers. The second type was based on an
approach known as job sample testing. In this context, job sample testing is
a means of measuring job or training aptitude by testing part task perform-
ance on critical portions of the job.

Data were collected on soldiers in the first two One Station Unit Train-
ing (OSUT) classes for the Ml, a total of 146 soldiers. Their scores on a
special administration of the ASVAB were obtained: ten subtest scores; CO
score; the General Technical (GT) score, composed of Arithmetic Reasoning,
Word Knowledge, and Paragraph Comprehension; and the Armed Forces Qualifi-
cation Test (AFQT) score, which is used to determine a soldier's mental cate-
gory. They were also tested on five job sample tests developed by the Army
Research Institute: gunner tracking, target acquisition, operation of the
fire control computer, use of the technical manual (TM), and round sensing.
Time and accuracy measures were obtained for the tracking, target acquisi-
tion, and computer tests, and accuracy for the TM and round sensing tests.
The criterion measures included tests results on the Graduate Armor Tests
(GATE tests), for tests that covered Ml tasks; target hits during firing of
Tank Table VII; and rankings of soldiers by the drill sergeants and t.:nk
commanders of the training brigade. Descriptive statistics are at Table 1.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for OSUT Criteria

OSUT I OSUT II

Standard Standard
Criter-on N Mean Deviation N Mean Deviation
GATE Scores 88 87.6% 8.4 58 90.4% 10.5
Firing Hits 82 65.7% 26.3 58 79.6% 17.6
Ran"kings 88 25.21 9.49 58 25.54 9.26
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The first phase of the analysis consisted of a search for ASVAB subtests

that could provide better predictions of training success than CO. A compar-

ison of the two OSUT classes on CO, GT, and AFQT scores revealed no differ-
ences between the two classes. For OSUT I, CO was the best predictor of GATE

scores and rankings, but for OSUT II, AFQT was best (see Table 2). For the

two OSUT classes combined, CO was highest. Therefore, CO was designated as

the standard to be matched or beaten. (None of the three ASVAB scale scores
was s'gnificantly correlated with firing hits.)

Table 2 ".
Correlations Between ASVAB Scale Scores

and OSUT Criteria

OSUT I OSUT II Combined
Criterion Co GT _AFQT Co OT CL GT AFQT
GATE Scores .411** .237* .230* .278* .231* .325* .330** .206* .204*
Firing Hits .066 .129 .181 .143 .128 .077 .053 .076 .106
Rankings .391** .296** .337** .256 .120 .283* .338** .223** .304**

< .05.

< .01.

To determine whether any ASVAB subtests could combine to predict train-
ing success, multiple regressions were calculated on each of the three cri-
teria, separately for the two OSUT. The separate regressions were performed
to provide two sets of predictors so that a double crossvalidation could be
carried out, applying the predictors derived from the data of one OSUT to the
data of the other. Results are displayed in Table 3. For GATE scores, one
analysis selected Auto/Shop Information and Coding Speed, the other selected

. only Auto/Shop Information. For firing hits, one analysis selected Numerical
Operations, the other found no predictors among the subtests. For rankings,
one analysis selected Mathematics Knowledge and Paragraph Comprehension, the

.-.- -other selected Numerical Operations and Electronics Information.

Table 3

Results of Regressions of ASVAB Subtests on OSUT Criteria

Correlationsa
Criterion OSUT Predictors Selected OSUT I OSUT II
GATE Scores I Auto/Shop Info. + Coding Speed .425** .298* (X)

II Auto/Shop info. .388** (X) .358**
Firing Hits I Numerical Operations .278* -.055 X)

II (no predictors)
- Rankings I Math Knowl. + Para. Comp. .422** .204 (X)

II Num. Ops. + Elec. info. .301** (A) .502**

acorrelation with unit weighted predictors. (X) indicates crossvalidation

coefficient.
S" *£ < .05.
•* **.a < .01.

The crossvalidations were performed using unit weighted composites of
predictors, in which a waight of one is applied to the standardized score of
each predictor, and the sum is then correlated with the criterion. Both
predictors of GATE scores-Auto/Shop Information and Auto/Shop Information
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plus Coding Speed-crossvalidated (i.e., had statistically significant corre-
lations between the unit weig~ted composite and the criterioa), as did Numer-
ical Operations plus Electronics Information as a predictor of rankings.

These four subtests were then combined into a single unit weighted com-
posite, entitled CO-Mi. It is highly correlated with CO in both OSUT. When
correlated with GATE scores and rankings, it has lower correlations than CO
in OSUT I, and higher in OSUT II and in the combined group (see Table 4).
The differences between correlations with CO and corr lations with CO-Mi are
not statistically significant; in the combined group of all soldiers, the
difference in the squared correlation, or percent of variance accounted for,
is about 2% for GATE scores and 6% for rankings, in favor of CO-MI.

Table 4
Correlations Between CO-M.

and OSUT Criteria

Criterion OSUT I OSUT II Combined
GATE Scores .390** .370** .360**

Firing Hits .104 -.035 .038
Rankings .379** .506** .421**

*£< .05.

< .01.

Thus there is some indication that CO-Mi may effect a modest improvement
over CO in predicting Ml training success. At the same time, there is no
evidence in these data that CO is not itself an effective predictor, except
that it is not correlated with firing hits.

However, the CO-Mi composite has intuitive appeal for future use. As
equipment, manuals, and job aids become more sophisticated, they take over
many of the thinking processes formerly required of soldiers, particularly in
algebraic manipulations. The soldier no longer uses formulas. He enters a
table with certain parameters and finds the necessary solution. Or he enters
the parameters into a fire control computer, and the answer is applied to his
firing as a correction without him ever knowIng it. In some cases he does
not enter the input data; many inputs (e.g., crosswind, cant) are sensed
automatically. Basic arithmetic, as measured by NO, may be all he needs.
Furthermore, the increased sophistication of the Ml tank has re.ied on vast
amounts of electronics equipment. A person familiar with electronics con-
cepts, who does well or. EI, may also be the person who quickly becomes cor-
fortable with and proficient on his Ml tank.

But further research relating success in Ml OSUT to CO-M1 is needed
before a recommendation to change the selection criterion is justified. This
line of research should also be extended to other MOS in Armor (e.g., for
Scout and M60 tank crewman training), because: (a) assignment of Armor
soldiers trained on one Armor system or for one crew position to another
system or position within Armor should not be further complicated by
different aptitudes required in different Armor MOS; (b) a different
selection criterion only for Mi OSUT would be cumbersome to implement; and
(c) technological advances have also been made on other Armor systems such
that CO-Mi may be an improvement over CO as an Armor training selector in
general.
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The second set of analyses focused on the usefulness of the job sample
test variables to augment the prediction from CO, or from CO-Mi. Again, mul-
tiple regressions were used, separately for the two OSUT. This time, how-
ever, the analysis forced either CO or CO-M1 to enter the equation first; the
relevant job sample test variables were then considered for possible contri-
butions to the regressions. In this way, the job sample tests acted on only
that portion of variance in a criterion that was not already explained by CO
or CO-Mi. in terms of utility, it addresses the predictive power of job
sample test variables, given that soldiers are already screened on the basis
of the ASVAB. Crossvalidatior, again consisted of correlations with unit
weighted composites of selected predictors.

For the regression on GATE scores, only the computer and TM job sample
test variables were considered for inclusion; the tracking, target acquisi-
tion ,nd round sensing job sample test variables were added to the regression
on firing hits., Test variables and criteria were matched in this way on a
rationai basis--there is no reason to expect the perceptual-motor job sample
tests to reliably predict performance on GATE tests, which cover primarily
procedural tasks that are not time constrained, nor is there reason to expect
the cognitive Job sample tests to predict highly skilled gunnery performance.
Because drill sergeant and tank commander rankings were likely based on their
knowledge of both GATE scores and firing performance, all job sample test
variables were considered for inclusion in the prediction of rankings.
Results are displayed in Table 5.

Tabl( 5
Results of Regressions of Jub Sample Test Variables

on OSUT Criteria

CorrelationsaCriteria OSUT Predictors Selected OSUT I OSUT 11

GATE Scores I CO - Comp. Accuracy .368** .368** (X)
Firing Hits II CO + Round Sensing .113 (X) .347**

II CO-Mi + Round Sens. .143 (X) .228
Rankings I CO - Comp. Accuracy .442** .233 (X)

II CO - Target Acq.Time .425** (X) .377**
- II CO-Mi - Comp. Acc. .406** (X) .311**

a or CO-Ml entered first. If no Job sample test variables

were added to CO or CO-MI, the predictor equation is not listed.

bCorrelation with unit weighted predictors. (X) indicates

crossvalidation coefficient.

< .05.6! * < .01.

When CO was entered first, the prediction of GATE scores was improved by
the addition of computer accuracy (with a negative regression weight) in one
regression--this finding was crossvalidated--but not augmented by any vari-
ables in the other regression. When CO-M1 was entered first, no other vari-
ables entered the prediction for either OSUT. For firing hits, both regres-
sions in one OSUT added round sensing accuracy to the prediction, but these
failed to crossvalidate. In the other OSUT, neither CO nor CO-Mi drew in any
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variables, but neither alone was a statistically reliable predictor of hits.
In the prediction of rankings, CO was augmented by computer accuracy in one
regression and by target acquis.tion time in the other; only target acquisi-
tion time was crossvalidated. With CO-Ml, one regression added no variables,
while the other added computer accuracy, which was negatively weighted; this
result did crossvalidate.

Although none of the 'Job sample tests was able to dramatically improve
the predictions from CO or CO-Mi alone, there are some consistent relation-
ships that warrant further examination. The first is the association of com-
puter accuracy with both GATE scores and rankings, always with a negative
weight, after CO or CO-Ml has entered the prediction. Either computer accu-
racy has something in common with CO and CO-Mi that they do not share with
the criteria, or computer accuracy is truly negatively related to something
in the criteria that is not predicted by CO or CO-Mi. What do CO, CO-Ml,
GATE scores, and rankings have in common? CO and CO-Mi obviously share the
subtests Auto/Shop Information and Coding Speed; GAiE scores and rankings

* " probably share GATE test outcome. Predictors and criteria share, at a mini-
mum, the knowledge of tools and attention to detail that the ASVAB subtests
measure. But CO and CO-Mi are scored very reliably and consistently-an
answer is either right or wrong. They also depend on reading skills. GATE
tests and rankings, on the other hand, were both somewhat subjective--an
obvious point in the case of rankings but also true for GATE tests where
scorers give inadvertent cues to correct and incorrect performance. The com-
puter job sample test was also rigidly scored, and demanded a high level of
reading ability. Thus computer accuracy is probably only included in the
prediction of GATE scores and rankings because it does not predict them, but
does make the predictions from CO and CO-Mi more reliable. Its usefulness as
a selection tool, if this is the case, would be somewhat limited.

A second consistency is observed in the prediction of rankings from CO
and target acquisition time. Even without CO, target acquisition time is
correlated highest of all the job sample tests with rankings in both OSUT.
This time measure does not necessarily represent accuracy, but more of a
quick decision characteristic. It would not be surprising if drill sergeants
and tank commanders gave high marks based on their perception of decisive
thinking.

Thus, there are indications that the approach is sound, although the
desired point-to-point relationship between the job samples and actual per-
formance was not achieved here. Somewhat mixed success has been experienced
in using such tests to predict job performance (Eaton, 1978; Eaton, Johnson,
& Black, 1980). Additionally, the relationship between trainability and job
performance has not been fully explored, and not at all for Ml crewmen.
Follow-up of these soldiers after they are assigned to units would provide
the opportunity to examine the relationship between job performance,
trainability, and job sample testing.

Weaknesses in the present research should be mention:;i so that results
may be interpreted accordingly, and future work may be better planned. A
significant and unavoidable problem concerns the nature of the criteria.
Hypotheses concerning the prediction of soldiers' ability to operate the fire
control computer could not be tested because a definitive criterion measure
of that behavior could not be derived from GATE tests. Criteria against
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which to measure the predictive power of the TM job sample test were not
available; GATE tests that did require soldiers to use the TM in fact
required only that he read aloud given paragraphs in response to scorer

questions. Main gun firing data, which were to serve as criteria for the
three psychomotor job sample tests, were contaminated (from the researcher's
point of view) by admirable (from the trainer's perspective) coaching and
assistance from the TC, as well as the simple fact that range conditions did
not provide for moving targets and the firing exercise required no tracking,
round sensing, or target acquisition. It was, in fact, training and not a
test. As such, it provided data that are likely neither valid nor reliable.

If these criteria are measures of what is meant by "success in train-
ing," then the conclusion is clear: use either CO or CO-Mi as the selector.
These ASVAB composites were both correlated with GATE scores in both OSUT.
But until training criteria can be more reliably measured, job sample test
results will be of little use in predicting trainability. The fact that the
job sample variables did predict some of the variance in the criteria that
was not explained by CO or CO-Mi indicates that research on job samples in
the Army should not be considered complete.
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ABSTRACT

Installation and Testing of CODAP 80 at NODAC

David W. Campbel1
John J. Pass, PhD

Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center

CODAP 80, as received by NODAC from Texas A&M University, is
in an IBM OS/JCL "ready to go" state, and as such, can be easily
installed on an IBM OS system. To use CODAP 80 on a non-OS/JCL
system, the machine interface must be converted. Machine inter-
face is a definition to the computer of the various files being
used and of the programs to be executed. OS/JCL is a means of
doing that for IBM operating systems (OS); and "CMS EXEC" is a
means for VM/370 (virtual machine). This paper described one
alternative set of steps to follow to install the OS/JCL version
of CODAP 80 onto an IBM 4331 CMS (VM/370) system. The paper
also described the steps taken to test CODAP 80, including cre-
ating CODAP 80 output to match against standard CODAP output.
Displays of actual codes were used. Comments on the flexibility
and the utility of CODAP 80 were also presented.
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' United States Army Advanced Medic (91B30) Training:
An Iterative Decision Method Application

CPT Terry D. Carroll, M.A., M.Ed., Ph.D and
Kenn Finstuen, M.S., M.Ed., Ph.D.

Academy of Health Sciences, United States Army
Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234

'Abstract

This paper describes the first implementation of the Iterative Decision Method (DM) for the selecticr of training
task in the 91B30 Alvanced Medical Specialist Course, US Army Acddemy of Health Sciences. The pur;ase of this research
w to determine the feasibility of conducting front-end-analysis of medical training requirevents with the IDli.W Fiveo pert judges wore employed to select or nonselect 209 tasks, grouped into 13 modules, ranging from 3-58 medical t as__.-:'
In the first iteration, judges made independent selection decisions (01). Task judgments were analyzed for goodness-of-
fit (R) and inter-rater reliability (r ). Next, judges met and reviewed the results. Discussion was directed to dis-
agreed upon tasks. Revised group Judnts (J2) follow1d, with consequent increases in R and r . For the largest mod-
ule, Medical/Surgical Procedures, findings indicated JI-J2 increases of .55 to .93 for R, and 55to .96 for r Fin-
ally, tasks were prioritized within modules based on 3-point task training rat.Igs.

"The views of the authors are their own and do not purport to reflect the
position of the Department of the Army or cne Department of Defense."

Background
The Academy of Health Sciences (AHS), Fort Sam Houston, TX, has the

responsibility for the development and implementation of training for over 30
enlisted medical military occupational specialties (MOS). Within the
Academy's organizational framework, the Directorate of Training Development
(DTD) holds primary purview for the delineation of training rcquirements for
jobs and tasks within each medical MOS, and, in conjunction with the
Directorate of Combat Development and Health Care Studies (DCDHCS), has the
responsibility for revising training programs to meet emerging combat medical
needs. The largest and most significant MOS which the Academy trains is the
91B Medical Specialist, with over 15,000 active and 22,000 reserve component
positions authorized (7th largest MOS in the US Army). Prior training for
this MOS consisted of a single Advanced Individual Training (AIT) phase rang-
ing from 6 to 10 weeks. The possibility existed that a 918 medic could
complete a 30-year career with only AIT and no additional mid-career MOS
training. For any technical field, and in particular medical jobs, the
resultant training deficiency is obvious. Further, analyses conducted by
DCDHCS were conclusive in the idntification of the need for combat medics to
acquire new and sophisticated trauma skills for the treatment of casualties on
middle to high intensity battlefields.

To remedy these problems, The Surgeon General of the Army, in February
1981, directed the Academy to develop a new Advanced Medical Specialist
Course. An implementation date of April 1983 was targeted for the new 91B30
program.

The central problems confronting the developers of the 91B30 course
consisted of the identification of job performance criteria, and the selection
of tasks to be trained. Utilizing the Instructional Systems Development (ISD)
technology (TRADOC, 1975), a number of task lists were prepared by various
teaching elements within the Academy, viz., Medicine and Surgery, Physicians
Assistant, and Special Forces Aidman. These lists were compiled by DTD and an
initial Critical Task Selection Board (CTSB) was convened. Meeting twice in
September 1981, the board selected 220 of 443 medical tasks for training. The
board consisted of 20 Army Medical Department (AMEDD) personnel, 10 officers
(0-3 to 0-6) and 10 enlisted (E-6 to E-9).

A number of problems were encountered with the CTSB configuration, but the
most significant areas were: a) the board spent inordinate amounts of time

4_ discussing items on which they agreed; b) rank and branch of service, rather
than experience and expertise often influenced decision making; c) individual
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participation was limited due to the size of the group; and d) semantic prob-
lems, particularly across professional lines, occurred frequently. Problems
not withstanding, the initial 91B30 task list was reviewed Z...d sanctioned by
the AHS Commandant, 29 September 1981. While the task list con'ained numerous
critical life saving duties, many Army medical professionals felt that the
list was incomplete and additional tasks were requested to be added to the
list by the Office of The Surgeon General (OTSG) and OTSG consultants.

The list underwent continued refinement during a Site Device Selection
Board (SDSB), required by the ISO process, which was held in February, 1982.
The SDSB recommended further semantic changes to task titles and added another
16 tasks to the list. The lack of an acceptable quantitative method for task
selection and prioritization made it increasingly difficult to stabilize the
task list. As a result, .the list was subjected to many additional alterations
and modifications. In short, closure was needed on the task list to eliminate
the recurring amendment process before a final list could be sanctioned by
OTSG. To meet this need the Iterative Decision Method (IDM) was developed
(Finstuen, 1982; Note 1) and plans were made to test the technology.

Method
Participants

The first major step in implementing the IDM involved the procurement of
five expert medical judges to serve in the process. To insure balanced
results, OTSG input, Reserve component participation, and Academy Directorate
representatives were required. Recommendations from the OTSG consultants on
emergency medicine and emergency nursing were requested and an Emergency
Medical Service (EMS) physician and Emergency Room (ER) nurse were cited, by
name, to participate on the board. Through the National Guard Liaison Office,
AHS, an approved Reserve Component 91B incumbent was secured. In addition,
the Academy provided two senior NCOs, from the Directorates of Training and
Training Development. The five board members constituted the 91B30 Critical
Task Relook Board.
Materials and Procedure

The 91830 task list consisted of 209 tasks, and was divided into 13 duty
modules. Modules ranged from 3 to 59 tasks. For the purposes of this paper,
the largest and most significant segment, Medical and Surgical Procedures,
will be the only detailed module presented. Other modules included topics
such as fiela sanitation, preventive m.edicine, and combat psychiatry. Overall
results also will be included. A detailed technical report covering all
aspects of the project is in progress and will be available from DTD at a
later date. Table 1 presents examples of some of the medical and surgical
procedural tasks.

--T,,, A briefing was prepared and pre-
Examllis of re41l 4wT ~cl a 'sts In

M, d &,NW Wuit Cois sented to each of the participants
,.1k ,tat,.t outlining their mission, and the

. ontrol MvrrP by Ligatio of l it~ ls
S. Contol mnaplb .lqatlo of Vssels basic technology of the method.

16. On Sterile Gem and Glowt"
t9. Idetif vW 1%8 -, I ,,.. T"U , Judges were encouraged to partici-20. Iftntify mved NA 410 "Iloity "113110e Wataw,

2 rfor- (GA. %%&I. al -u vTO# Inseonl, pate in the process regardless of29) P,.rw Crm tl w- €t irotawy

01.ommio, ., their position on any issue viz-a-viz14, 01W 't& And MRtAt SUtlON f41110011Perf',orm ter ,,, o. her judges.

The IDM is a highly structured
group judgment model, designed to maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of
decision making, for a panel of 5 or 7 experts. The technology draws from
several decision making techniques (i.e., Nominal Group Technique and Delphi
Processes, Delbecq, Van de Ven, & Gustafson, 1975) and is based upon the
research findings of over 70 small group interaction and productivity studies
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%I
(Finstuen, 1982). The productivity of the IDM process rested on two critical
tenets. First, to maximize effectiveness, independent judgment (J1) results,
from a nominal group were used as feedback for making the revised group
judgments (J2) under a "pooling-of-abilities" model. Numerous research
investigations have shown that discussion and revision of group judgments
increases the accuracy of the decisions (Huber & Delbecq, 1972; Shaw, 1971,
Steiner, 1972; Thorndike, 1938) anJ are more motivating and satisfying to
participants than purely nominal group judgments (Hackman & Morris, 1975;
Hare, 1962; Shiftlett, 1972).

Multiple linear regression equations (Ward & Jennings, 1973) were used to
express decisions of the nominal group as a function of dichotomously coded
task and rater variables. Group equations for each duty module took the
following form:

Y = w1T(1' + w2T(21 + ... + wnT(n) + w(n+1)R(1) + ... + w(n+k)R(k) + c,

where Y was a criterion vector of decision scores (length equals k raters
times n tasks), TO'), i = 1 to n, was a task pre ictor variable coded 1 if
decisions were observed on task i,-O otherwise; R(J1, j = 1 to k, was a rater
predictor variable coded 1 if decisions were associated with rater j, 0 other-
wise; wI through w (n+k) were the raw least squares regression weights
associated with each predictor, and c was a regression constant. Selection
criteria consisted of binary decision scores (Lunney, 1970) and were coded 1
if a task was selected for training, 0 if nonselected. Multiple correlation
coefficients, R's, were used as indicators of the goodness-of-fit for the
group prediction equations.

Second, to increase efficiency, discussion was directed to disagreements
hich merited attention, and not to tasks which the experts had already agreed

upon for either selection or nonselection. The gross level of group agreement
for duty modules was measured by the inter-rater reliability coefficient rrkk
(Guilford & Fruchter, 1973). Specific task and rater disagreements were iden-
tified by examining the squared- residual contributions of task and rater
variables to the total squared residuals associated with the group
equation. With this form of decision making there were no correct or
incorrect expert opinions. The objective of the process was to have the group

at an acceptable level of agreement in regard to the tasksselected for
training; it was not necessary that 100% consensus be obtained. After tasks
were selected for training, they were prioritized and catego-ized through the
use of an anchored 3-point combat criticality rating scale ( 3 = combat
critical--tasks crucial to survival in combat; 2 - mission essential--tasks
necessary to support the stated mission of peacetime AMEDD organizations; and
1 = other essential--tasks that contributed to the performance of combat
critical or mission essential tasks, but did not, by themselves, affect
mission attainment).

Clearly, this technology remedied several of the key problems experienced
with the CTSB, but most noteworthy was the assurance that all expert judges
contributed their expertise individually and as group members, and that the
selection decisions were made in an effective and efficient manner. It was
anticipated that the technology would provide the needed closure through the
stabilization and prioritization of the task list, based upon judgments
secured from the medical expert judges.

Data collection began 23 April 1982, by securing independent task selec-
tion judgments (J1) from the Academy members and the Reserve Component
representative. On 27 April 1982, an AHS team traveled to Darnell Army
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Hospital, Fort Hood, TX, to gather data from the EMS physician and ER nurse.
The group component of the IDM (J2) was secured 6-7 May 1982 at Fort Sam
Houston. DTD sponsored the assembly of all of the judges, and after a review
of the J1 findings and procedural briefings, J2 judgments were rendered.

Several actions taken at the convention of the board were of particular
assistance to the members. First, to provide a frame of reference for
decision making, DCDHCS presented a briefing on the scenario of the modern
battlefield and the equipment the 91B30 would have to use. Second, results
from an initidl front-end-analysis (FEA) of the task list items were made
available by several 91B30 subject matter experts. Third, representatives
from Collective Training Division, DTO, and DCDHCS were on hand to answer
technical questions relating to the needs and requirements of the Army in
general. Finally, the project officer served as facilitator to insure smooth
procedural operation.

Results
Collectively the board had 70 years of active duty Army medical experi-

ence, of which 39 years had been served in Table of Organization and Equipment
(TOE) field units. In addition, two enlisted members of the board had combat
experience and had collectively served a total of 39 months in Viet Nam. On
the average, board members were 35 years old, and had an average of 16 years
of formal education.
Selection of Tasks for Training

A summary of the overall J1-J2 selection results and prioritization
results is presented at Table 2, together with specific results obtained for
the Medical and Surgical Procedures Duty module. As shown, some 97% (100 x
.97) of the 290 medical and surgical J1 task decisions were voted as "select".
Goodness-of-fit for the group equation (R = .55) was modest and the low
reliability (.38) for this module indicated that group discussion was
required. Figure 1 presents the standardized display, which experts used to
interpret disagreements for the medical/surgical duty.

As shown, task selection averages
Talt 2,. o (a(trainability indices) ranged from 0

_________,_______&W __>,_la_,__ to 1.0 and were plotted vertically.
" I rt 4JO Task information was also plotted

horizontally in terms of the amount
-Witalm =,50 9 M .55 A. of disagreement each task exhibited
i2 4I 1 G,,, A.re""w (percent of each task's squared

,tdl , 58.9 .:4 - residual sum in relation to the
coet citility Ri total group equations' sum of

..at CfltlcaIfty &t1Rg$

"c"a , ' 2.71 .9 W . ' squared residuals). Most tasks,04cral 21 07 X.OS_.4 .0 9 9

CW LI =,a wnr., 1 clustered in the upper left corner,aXlr tiontt ritin" ""e Gotate from 3-calnt rati"l scaln ra"Ing from

S3co -Critcal. 2-w,,iton nsmit,. to I ,ov -,atal, were selected for training and all
,,t,. Corlatin W, stat stical y s , ,, c , ,, M - Z.. tP.ax raters agreed they should be

selected (zero disagreement). How-
S.33- ., ever, Tasks 32 (Perform Thoracen-

*I '' ""' = tesis), 43 (Perform Advanced Cardiac
, it -..,-, J--, Life Support)l, 47 and 48 (Pertain-

*, 4 * - ing to Pediatrics and Child Abuse),
,= -43 and 51 and 52 (Snake Bite and Anti-Z= venom) were disagreed for selection.

After discussion of those par-
*,~ ,, I®ticular tasks, the board rendered a

no& 1.SCU I revised set of judgments. One task

2689"K s ,c ,e R--. God sg," ,-=--.-" go"(51) was declared as nonselect by
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all memoers of the board, and four raters decided to select Task 43 while one
did not. Because one expert still disagreed on this task, its selection
priority resulted in .80. Both goodness-of-fit and inter-rater reliability
(rkk) substantively increased for the revised group judgments as a result of
thie discussion (to .93 and .9b respectively).

This finding indicated that the information exchanged during the revised
group judgment phase produced a more carefully considered and agreed upon
listing of training tasks, even though 100% consensus was not attained. After
the revised group judgments were made, the tasks selected for training (207
out of 209) were rated using a 3-point combat criticality scale (Table 2).
Findings for medical and surgical procedures, and for all the modules, indi-
cated that the ratings were stable and reliable. Table 3 presents the results
for hypothesis tests of-differences among task selection and prioritization
averages. These results were used to gauge the effects of task variables in
regard to the dependent decision measures, while controlling for the effects
due to raters. Full group equation results (Rfull) were tested against
results from equations restricted to only rater variables (R restricted)-
Significant results were obtained for all comparisons, and as shown,
differences among task selection means increased from the J1 to the J2
condition. These findings indicated that raters had differentiated among tasks
in terms of selection and combat critical priority, and that the group
discussion had indeed enhanced the decision making process for the Medical
Surgical module, and overall modules.

TOW 3 Table 4 presents an abbreviated
SWa u~ iOP "mImamipftgu prioritized list of the medical and

1141,ft U". i, It e: .a i* surgical tasks that were selected
-, s-,c-a -woodgml for training development. Cut-off

aw .21 m Z" 57 2n 1 points were established to group
Ce itlcal s9w .m G tasks into three categories as
0-W All I" shown. The final overall task list

J '- J on Ix contained 74 combat critical, 109
,,, O U& 32-. mission essential, and 24 other

- essential tasks. Tasks which are
identified as combat critical, and certain high priority mission essential
tasks, are typically employed as input to soldier's field manuals and serve as
a basis for specialty qualification testing. Medical and surgical procedures
accounted for 26 of the 74 (35.14%) combat critical tasks. While all 207
selected tasks were grouped throughout the range of possible criticality from
.6 to 3.0, finer discriminations would probably be desirable. Future studies
would benefit from the use of an expanded 7- or 9-point rating scale or a
ranking procedure to determine finer just-noticeable-differences among tasks.

Conclusions
The IDM technology provided the DW with an effective and efficient method of
task selection and prioritization and, in the case of the 91830, task
reaffirmation. Through the combined J1 - J2 decision making process and
ratings of selected tasks, over 3,000 expert judgments were directly applied
to the task data. The prioritized task list constituted a defensible and com-
prehensive basis for the identification of training requirements and for the
subsequent development cf training materials and courseware- for the 91B30
Advanced Medical Specialist School.

Yet another significant fa~zet of the technology, of considerable import
and utility to trainers, was the ordering of duties and tasks within the list.
Given the five judges, each task received a rating from 0 non-select, to 1.0,
select, separated by intervals of .2. Thus it was possible to group tasks
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seattal ~eCal me sor1cal ?rfelml Taots with simil1ar trainability index1" m2INIIIt values, i.e., .8,o6, .4, .2, and
Sutilize the selection values in

I,. corjufittion with the priority

tram ratings as task discriminators, if
n.- Our -ms -Kes time or monetary resources preclutded

S"Icl S"the training of all tasks. Thea
Qmw offtus" 2 m"Nm 26 "Sm priori statement that 100% consensus

aw al"Is tofIm 2.4 ese of task selection during J2 was not
S6 is EfetsofGiumPosos-.0required, provided the expert judges
wtif7 ai p9 nl~~ew el 2 O with an opportunity to express their

me ~ ~ ~ EU -om~ uetn opinions in a way that could change
_TA* 4 raiping priorities without comn-

pletely deleting or adding the task
for training (Task 43), an aspect that the judges felt was most equitable.

While this first implementation of the IDN at the Academy served as a
relook for tasks that had already been through two boards, the value and
workability of the system was established beyond any doubt. In fact, use of
the 1DM under these circumstances provided a very rigorous :e-4 for the
technology since the J1 task list had already been refined fraz. a larger

- .. original list of 443 Fe~ical tasks, so decisions required a high degree of
discrnmination on the part of the expert judges.

In conclusion the 1M has enormous application potential in any perfor-
mance technology based organization, but is particularly germane to military
training for several reasons. First, the quantifiable aspects of collective
expertise provide multiple benefits, with a clear audit trail and statistical
soundness providing proper task list closure, not the least of themi. Second,
the expert judges involved in the methodology can provide inter-agency input
equivalent to several iterations of normal staffing. Third, a clear course of
action for review/revision protocols consistent with initial action can be
provided through subsequent boards.
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-USAMPS TEST VALlDATION PROCEDURES

="' ) Dr. Albert L. Castelli

0 United States Military Police School

Over the past two years the US Army Military Police School has made a
0 concerted effort to impro-e their resident courses' testing program. This

has resulted in a very viable testing program Before discussing the
/v vlidation procedure us-ed-I wF l presenti:7 rroduction of the directorates

involved with the testing program. Then I will show how testing fits into
the course validation process. Then a detailed discussion of the test
validatiop process will follow.

The Military Police School has three directorates involved with the test
validation process; that is, the Directorate of Training Developments (DID),
the Directorate of Training and Doctrine (DOTD) and the Directorate of
Evaluation and Standardization (DOES). The DTD is responsible for the
ongoing validation of the testing program. DOTD personnel develop the test
items and compile the tests. DOES is responsible for the internal and
external validation of the testing and instructional program.

Personnel from each of the directorates are part of the Test Review
Committee involved with the test validation process. The DOTD is represented
by the course manager and the subject matter experts, the DTD by the POI
manager and an education specialist, and the DOES has a representative
assigned to each resident course.

Before I go into the specifics of the test validation let's review a
transparency which depicts the course validation process and note where test
validation fits into this process (see Figure 1). You will note that test
strategy is discussed after the needs and job/task analysis. The SME and DTD
plan the test strategy followed by the SHE developing the test items. The
development of instruction and the implementation will be in progress while
the validation process is functioning.

/There are three steps in the validation process (s " ure 2). lu wa3:
n&e trt -he first step is content validation, the second step is a small
group trial and the final step, a large group trial or trials, completes the
validation process.

Content validation is conducted immediately after the test items have been
written by the SMEs. Then the Test Review Committee is convened to review and
evaluate the test items. The items are analyzed for their adequacy in testing
the students kmowledge of a specific task in the module. (Each critical task
or critical steps in a task should be tested). Secondly, the items are
analyzed for the level of fidelity (see Figure 3). The highest fidelity
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possible must be the goal. However, the available resources and time
available have to be considered. Therefore, items are evaluated for both
graumatical form and meaning. Any apparent ambiguities are changed to
improve clarity. Lastly, the items are checked for doctrinal exactness.
The SME is asked to furnish specific references that support the correct
answer. Any suggested changes are made before the compiled test is subjected
to the next step, the small group trial.

The small group trial is under the direction of the POI manager. He
selects a specific number of masters and non-masters to whom to administer
the test (our criteria is at least five of each category). Masters, as
used in the validation process, refers to individuals who by virtue of
training or experience should be capable of passing the test. Non-masters
refer to those individuals who by virtue of training and or experier-e
should fail. At least 802 of the masters should pass and 80% of the
non-masters should fail. The results of the small group trial are submitted
to the education specialist, Test Branch, for analysis. The Test Review
Committee is again convened to discuss this analysis. At this neeting more
changes and revisions may be made. If any changes are major, these specific
changes are subjected to aacther small group trial. After all necessary
adjustments are made and approved by the Test Review Committee the test is
ready for a large group trial.

The large group consists of a class that has received instruction on the
specific module. The test is then administered to this group. The test is
graded by the SHE and delivered to the education specialist, Test Branch,.
for another analysis. The test is item analyzed and each item that falls
below an 80% difficulty level is tagged for discussion by the Test Review

• .- Committee. The education specialist completes a form listing these items
. with their corresponding difficulty level and discrimination index. The P01
- manager distributes a copy to each member of the Test Review Committee and

schedules a post test analysis meeting. Each one of the items are discussed
fc-- validity zf the specific item. If a certain incorrect distractor seems
to be popular it will be thoroughly analyzed. If it is selected by those
who made the lower scores it is possibly a good distractor. The analysis may
result in acceptance of the test items, . slight revision of the item or the
distractor, a major revision or writing a completely new test item.

A test is finally considered valid if 80% of the class scores 80% or
higher and 80% of the rest items receive a difficulty level of 80% or higher.
This is commonly referred to as the 80-80 crters.

Each subsequent large group administration is item analyzed and necessary
refinements made.
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FIDELITY LEVEL TYPES OF MEASUREMENT

LOW FIDELITY 1 ASK FOR OPINIONS

2 ASK FOR ATTITUDES

3 MEASURE KNOWLEDGE

4 MEASURE RELATED BEHAVIOR

5MEASURE SIMULATED BEHAVIOR

HIGH FIDELITY 6 MEASURE "REAL LIFE" BEHAVIOR

FIGURE 3
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARMY RESEARCH INSTITUTE INTEREST SURVEY (ARIIS)

John G. Claudy, Ph.D.
John S. Caylor, Ph.D.

American Institutes for Research
Palo Alto, California 94302

00 Richard A. Kass, Ph.D.

0 U. S. Army Research Institute

0 Introduct ion

,:-" 0 Brief Background

Measures of vocational interests have for many years been recognized as
important in predicting success in military training and work, and several

*different types of such instruments have been employed in military settings
(for example, the Army Classification Inventory (ACI) and the Air Force

a; r VOICE). As tests of vocational aptitude have become increasingly refined, the
potential net contribution ^f non-cognitive measures to efficient, effective
prediction of training and 'ob success has grown larger.

As presently constituted, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB), used by the Army for Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) assignment
decisions, does not contain any non-cognitive vocational scales. However,
until recently four such scales were included: Maintenance Scale, Electronics
Scale, Attentiveness Scale, and Cround Combat Scale. The U. S. Army Research
Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) supported this project
to develop a more comprehensive and differentiating measure of non-cognitive
vocational interests, called the Army Research Institute Interest Survey
(ARIIS), to assist in classification and assignment decisions.

Requirements for a New Test

To permit more specific measu.ement of vocational intereits for a greater
number of job areas, theh e reported here as undertaken to develop he
ARIIS to meet the folloing requirementse

1. All items are to be appropriate in content and language to the
knowledge and experience of first-tour applicants to the Army.

2. The set of items must cover the full range of vocational
interests most applicable to Army jobs - with emphasis on
high density Army MOS clusters such as armor, clerical,
infantry and mechanical.

3. The interest survey must provide an independent, numeric
score on vocational interest for each MOS for which a scoring
key is developed.

4. The interest survey must permit the development of additional
vocational area/MOS keys, as may be needed, without any
change in the survey form itself and without further
conceptual analysis of the new MOS.

5. The interest survey must permit the development of separate
keys for males and females without any change in the
survey form itself.

6. All items must be objective in format, with responses
chosen from fixed alternatives on a single, machine-
scoreable answer sheet.

7. The test should require no more than one hour to
administer.

8. The test should be suitable for computer administration
and scoring.
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Model Splection and Itpm DevnlopinPnt

Modol

The initial activity undertaken b-/ the project staff was a comparison and
evaluation of various approaches tn measuring vocational interests.
Instruments designed to measure vocational interests can be classified
according to several different dimensions, each of which represents an issue
related to the design and development of the instrument. Among the dimensions
are:

How the items in the instrument were selected:
A. Empirical keying
B. Homogeneous keying
C. Logical keying

How many scales a single item contributes to:
A. One scale
B. Several scales
C. All scales

How the items are presented to the examinee:
A. One item at a time
B. Pairs of items
C. Triads of items

What sort of choice the examinee is to make:
A. Degree of liking of the item
B. Forced choice between items

Type of scoring weights used:

A. Zero-one weights
B. Multiple whole number weights
C. Fractional weights

Suitable for hand scoring:
A- Yes
B. No

Type of scores reported:
A. Broad interest area profiles
B. Scores on specific occupations

These dimensions are not mutually exclusive, and there are other dimensions
along which interest measurement instruments could be classified, however,
once the target population for the instrument has been defined, these are the
major issues to be addressed. Within these dimensions several tradeoffs
exist. For example, if the instrument is designed for easy hand scoring- th'.n
usually zero-one scoring weights are used, each item contributes to only one
or at most a few scales, and scores are usually reported for broad interest
areas rather than for specific occupations. On the other hand, if scores on a
number of specific occupations are to be reported, then individual items
usually contribute to several scales and computer scoring is used. When
scores are reported on specific occupation scales, empirical keying of items
is usually employed; but when scores are reported on scales for broad interest
areas, homogeneous or logical keying is generally employed. In addition, two
of the dimensions are so closeiy tied together as to in effect represent a
single issue. If items are presented one at a time, then the examinee
virtually always responds by indicating a degree of liking of the item. If
the items are presented in pairs or triads, then the examinee responds by
making some sort of forced choice between items.

Two of these issues were settled in the initial requirements for the new
sLrvey instrument: scores would be reported for specific occupations and hand
scoring would not be required. This in effect also specified that empirical
keying would be used and that each item would contribute to several or all of
the scales. This left only the issues of single vs. multiple item
presentation and the types of scoring weights to be used.
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The single item presentation -pproach is best exemplified by the
tr-cng-Campbell Interest Inventory which presents one item at a time and asks

the qxaminee to respond to each item by marking like, dislike or indifferent.
The multiple item presentation, forced choice approach is best represented by
the Kuder Occupational Interest Survey, Form DD which presents items in triads
and asks the examiree to respond by r.arking the most liked and the least liked
of the items (options). In scoring the Strong-Campbell, each item has a
scoring weight of +1, 0, or -1 for each scale. The Kuder, Form DD uses a more
complex scoring procedure based on fractional weights. Either approach is
equally suitable for computer scoring. Thus the selection of an approach to
ube for the ARIIS was essentially a choice between single item presentation
and forced choice presentation.

After comparative study of the various approaches to conceptualizing and
measuring vocational interests, it was decided that the requirements for the
Army Research Institue Interest Survey (ARIIS) would best be met by developing
the survey fo-m in accordance with the recent work of Frederic Kuder (1977),
as exemplified in the Kuder Occupational Interest Survey, Form DD (Kuder g
Daimond, 1979). That is, a forced choice, triad format.

Following this model, the basic element in the interest survey form is a brief
statement of an activity such as "repair a light socket" or "take care of farm
animals." Such statements are presented in sets of three, called triads. For
each triad, the respondent chooses the one activity in the triad 2iat lie/she
would MOST like to do and the one activity in the triad that he/she would
LEAST like to do.

The data necessary to develop an empirical key for virtually any job (MOS) can
be obtained by administering the interest survey to experienced, satisfied
incumbents in the job. Scoring weights are established by assigning to each
staterient in the triad the proportion of job incumbents who most liked that
statement, and similarly, the proportion of job incumbents who marked the
statement least liked. An individual's scores on such an interest survey can
be obtained by comparing that individual's pattern of responses on the triads
with the pattern of responses of the job incumbents. The measure of
similarity between the responses cf job incumbents in any particular MOS and
the examinee's responses is the Clemans' Lambda Coefficient (Clemens, 1958).
At this point it is sufficient to note that Lambdas range from -1.00 to +.1.00
with positive scores indicating a potitive relationship, zero scores
indicating an absence of similarity or a random relationship, and negative
scores indicating a negative relationship between the respondent's
preferences, as indicated by responses to the interest survey triads, and
those of the job incumbents.

The major advantages of this model are:

1. Only limited, relative judgments are required when
alternatives are presented in triads as opposed to
the repetitive judgment of all alternatives on an
absolute scale.

2. It is comprehensiva and efficiency in testing, in that
all alternatives a-e used on all scoring keys.

3. It is easy to develop empirical keys for any other
job or MOS without changing the survey form.

4. It provides a numerical index of occupational
interest for each job area which facilitates comparing
different jobs for an individual as well as different
individuals for a job.

Developing an Item Pool

There were two primary considerations in the initial drafting of items for the
ARIIS:

1. Items should incorporate choices or preferences that,
on a judgmental/conceptual basi3, would most clearly
differentiate amcng srtisfied and dissatisfied individuals
in the major, high deisity Army MOS clusters.

2 Items should be appropriate in both content and language
to the Army applicant population.
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Based on these general considerations, the project staff developed the

following rules to guide the writing of triads:

Rules for Writina Triads

1. None of the choices should be the names of occupations
or professions.

2. All choices should start with an active verb if possible
rather than the verb "to be."

3. All choices should be activities a 17 to 20 year o1J has
p-obably done or has some realistic understanding of.

4. All options in a triad should be equally socially attractive.

5. The activities contained in tho options for any given
triad should require about the same arount of time
to carry out when they are actually uone.

6. Some triads may include the same verb with three different
objects or modifiers.

7. Some triads may include the same object or modifier with
three different verbs.

8. Options should not by their nature exclude females.

9. Use simple, straightfo.-ward words and language.

10. Keep options as short au possible.

11. Across triads, options should cover a wide range of
behavior and preferences.

Developmental Tryout

Using these guidelines, project staff members independently drafted and
jointly examined an initial, pool of triads. After revision, editing, and
elimination of duplicate and nearly duplicate triads, the remaining 225 triads
were divided into three sets of 75 triads each. Each set, along with
instructions and a disclaimer stating that participation was voluntary and
that results would not be reported to school officials, constituted one of the
three developmental tryout forms of the inter-est survey.

In April of 1980 these three developmental tryout forams ,0ere administered to
16 senior students in high school vocational classes in Seaside, CA. Six
students took Tryout Form I, five tc:.k Tryout Form II, and five took Tryout
Form III. Testing times ranged from 7 to 20 minutes with a median of 15
minutes. The participants reported having no trouble understanding the
directions or marking the options. All triads on all forms were properly
marked and none were omitted.

Based on this limited tryout with high school students, the 225 triads were
reviewed and 88 (39 percent) of the triads were revised. The principal
revision was to make highly "most preferred" options less attractive and
highly "least preferred" options more attractive. This was done in the
interest of increas;ng the potential discrimation power of the triad. All 225
triads were then combined into a single pool for later use.

Data Collection and Triad Selection

Data Collection Booklet

In March of 1981, the project director spent six days in the Republic of
Panama where he worked with a team from ARI collecting data from troops of the
193rd Infantry Brigade. In preparation for this field work, the project staff
developed a 19 page data collection booklet entitled the "U. S. Army
Experimental Classification tnventory." In addition to the 225 interest triads
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developed as a part of this contract, the data collection booklet contained
two sections of questions provided by ARI. The first of these was called the
Job Performance Self-Report and contained 12 items related to the soldier's
reasons for joining the Army and the soldier's perception of his/her job
(MOS). These items were included because it was fel' thnt they related to the
dimension of job satisfaction and thus, during the data analysis phase of the
project, a job stisfaction measure could be developed from them. The econd
ARI-provided set of questions as called the Job History and Status report and
contained 33 questions about the soldier's personal characteristics, job
history, education, training and physical fitness. This second set of
questions was included to provide ARI with data for an in-house study of
potential Army-wide performance measures. Therefore, it has no direct
relevance to the interest survey development effort.

Stsdv Participants

Data were collected from a total of 527 enlisted personnel, representing 29
separate units within the 193rd Infantry Brigade. These individuals came from
a total of 15 different MOS, however only five M'5 were represented by a
significant number of individuals: infantry (MCS I1B), mechanics (MOS 63B),
drivers (MOS 64C), medics (MOS 91B), and military police (IOS 95B). Almost 94
percent of the sample were males.

Developing a Job Satisfaction Index

The plan for the analyses of the interest survey triad results specified that
the analyses would be carried out within a subset of the troops from each MOS
who were satisfied with their jobs in the Army. Since there are no regularly

l collected satisfaction indices for Army troops, eight items thought to relate

to job satisfaction and job performance had been included in the data
collection booklet at the suggestion of ARI staff.

In ordsr to develop a job satisfaction index from these eight items, three
;. iterated principal axis factor analyses (a one factor, a two factor, and a

three factor solution) using squared multiple correlations as the initial
.ommunality estimates were carried out. The principa, axis solution5 ve,z
rotated to orthogonal simple structure matrices using the Varimax procedure
and these Varimax matrices were further rotated to oblique simple structure
solutions using the Promax (Procrustes) procedure. Of the three factor
analyses, the three factor solution most clearly extracted a factor (Factor 3)
that could be identified as job satisfaction. (Factor 1 appears to be a
global factor related to charac.eristics of the job, an-. Factor 2 appears to
be self-evaluation of job perfor.mance.)

The simple structure matrix vector for the third factor was then converted to
C'" a scoring coefficient vector, as would be used to actually produce a score on

job satisfaction for an individual.

From this scoring coefficient vectir it was clear that Item 7 was the only
item making any significant contribution to the jnb satisfaction index as
defined by factor analysis. Accordingly, it was decided to use Item 7 as the
index of job satisfaction and not to include the rasponses to any of the other
seven items. Item 7 was a simple question which asked the the soldier to u:e
a four point scale to respond to the statement "I enjoy doing the type of wcrk
my job requires." Individuals who responded either I or 2 to Item 7 were
classified as satisfied while individuals who responded either 3 or 4 tiere
classified as dissatisfied.

Splecting Triads to Retain

The project staff had initially planned to develop scales to measure interests
in seven of the major Army high density MOS clusters:

Armor
Clerk
Cook

Electrician/Electronics
Infantry
Mechanic
Medic/Lab Technician
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Because no truops from four of the seven target OS clusters were available,it was not possible to employ the strongly empirical approach to identifying

discriminating triads that had been planned. Instead, a modified approach,
which the project staff called a "rational-empirical" approach, was adopted to
identify the iriads that would be retained for inclusion in the final version
of the interest survey.

This so-cal.ed "rational-empirical" approach was implemented in the followingway. For each of the five MOS clusters for which troops from the 193rd

Infantry Brigade were tested, and for the four additional target M0S clusters
from which no t-oops were tested, the project staff made a rational judgmentwith regard to which options of which triads should discriminate which MOSclusters. In other words, based on their knowledge and experience, the two

senior project staff members made an "educated guess" about which options of
which triads would be chosen more or less often than the average by
individuals in the nine M0S clusters. That is, which triads would
discriminate between which M05 clusters. Then, for the five MOS clusters for
which responses to the triads were available, an emg'rical determination of
the discriminating power of the triads was made. For these five M0S clusters
the results from the empirical determination were compared with the rational
judgments of the project staff to provide an estimate of the validity of the
judgmental process used by the project staff. While no forn.al, numeric
validity coefficient was calculated, the level of agreement between the
rational and empirical estimates of the discriminating power of the triads for
which empirical data were available was sufficiently high to cause the project
staff to feel that their judgments for the other four MOS clusters would be
useful in the final triad selection process. Overall, the empirical results
indicated that about eighty percent of the triads thai the project staff
identified were in fact discriminating in the anticipated direction.

The final 100 triads were selected in the following manner. Fifty-eight
triads were selected because they met two empirical criteria: for the total
set of 225 triads, they were in the top 100 triads on the basis of an overall
discrimination index; and they were also in the top 100 triads for at least
seven of the ten rankings of discrimination indices for pairs of OS. There
were no triads that were in the top 100 for at least seven of the ten rankings
that were not also in the top 100 on the basis of thai- overall discrimination
indices. The other 42 triads were included in the final set because, in the
opinion of the project staff, they showed the greatest promise of
discriminating individuals whose interest patterns would tend to place them in
one of the target M0S clusters for which no empir'cal .::ta were available. It
would be possible to t*ibble with the selection of some of the triads that
were included in the final set of 100, and in fact th* p-oject staff spent a
great deal of time discussing the selections. Howeveg;, the project staff
feels that in the absence of adequate empirical data, tVis set of 100 triads
is as defensible a set of 100 triads as can be selected and is more defensible
than most set3. To create the ARIIS, the final 1@O triads were ordered
according to the length of the longest option in the triad.
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• \"PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF SUPROGATE MEASURES OF JOB PERFORMANCE FOR NAVY GENDETs
by

Charles H. Cory, Navy Personnel Research & Development Center

Like many other organizations, the Navy for a number of years has been wrest-
ling with problems of validating personnel selection tests against job per-
f omnce criteria. In this connection, the Navy, and particularly the Navy

/fersonnel Researc and Development Center, the lead personnel research center
0 i for the Navy, has carried out a number of studies using supervisory marks as

I job performance criteria (Cory, 1976; Cory, Neffson, and Rimland, 1981; Cory,
1 1982). Refinements of the supervisory evaluation scale have been used

0 (Borman, Toquam, & Rosse, 1979) and a survey of the job performance field to
determine the current state-of-the-art has been carried out (Vineberg &
Joyner, 1981). As a result of these studies we have concluded perhaps not
surprisingly, that supervisors' marks are not useful as performance criteria
for the bulk of Navy jobs. Validity coefficients for supervisors' marks are
simply too low and too unreliable for the marks to be useful as performance
criteria for most jobs.

* One choice resulting from this conclusion is between job knowledge and job
sample tests as measures of performance, both of which alternatives are costly
and time consuming to develop and to utilize. However, while developmental

-. effort with job knowledge and job sample tests is being carried on, another
choice is to investigate as a performance criterion measures which are avail-
able on a routine basis, are capable of being collected and processed inexpen-

- sively, and have high face validity. I am referring to surrogate measures of
Job performance-criteria derived from the operational records which measure
outcomes related to and/or based on job performance. For instance, categories
such as job level attained and speed of advancement are obviously related to
job performance, although they are not direct measures of job performance such
as supervisors' marks are purported to be (Vineberg & Joyner, 1981).

?An exploratory study of the characteristics of surrogate job performance
criteria was conducted at NPRDC using General Detail personnel (GENDETs).
GENDETS are enlisted personnel who do not receive Navy technical school training
for specific jobs. Instead they are sent directly to the Fleet and serve there in
apprenticeship positions, generally in the Seaman, Fireman, and Airman ratings,
where they receive training on the job Because these positions are separate
from the school training pathway of Navy advancement, measures of job perfor-
mance are the only useful selection criterion to use for GENDETs.

For this study, a data set was formed by extracting from 10 data bases the
records of first-term, non-prior-service male GENDETs who were enlisted as Els.
The 10 data bases had been used for predictive validation studies which had
been conducted at NPRDC from 1968 through 1976. Each of the studies had
utilized as predictors operational variables formed not only from the classi-

fication test scores available operationally, but also biographical variables,
and a set of experimental predictors.

The 10 data bases are shown in Table 1. Five of them were from research con-
ducted in connection with Project 100,000. In addition, data bases used for
the predictive validation of the Navy Vocational Interest Inventory, the
Gates-McGinity reading test study and the BCS/Cleff Study were used, plus two
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small studies, Computerized Perceptual Tests and the Technical Classificaticn
Assessment Center Study.

Predictors

Operational predictors included four biographical variables: Age, Years of
Education, AFQT and Success Chances for Recruits Entering the Navy, (SCREEN) a
composite variable based on years of education, age, marital status, and AFQT
mental group. SCREEN previously had been found to be effective as a predictor
of Navy enlisted personnel attrition. Scores for the Basic Test Battery and
the Special Classification Tests, a total of eight tests which were the fore-
runners in the Navy of che ASVAB tests and measured about the same mental abili-
ties were also used as predictors.

A total of 114 experimental predictors were formed for use in the seven data bases ,
used for the predictive validity analyses, an average of 16 per data base. These "-
included 17 aptitude measures, the majority of which were developed as culture-
fair meast -es for the Project 100,000 studies, and 75 predictive scales developed
from three biographical information questionnaires and two vocational interest
tests. The other 22 experimental predictors consisted of 13 vocational interest
scales, 3 achievement test scores and 6 miscellaneous measures.

Criteria

The source of criterion data was the Navy Enlisted Cohort History (NECH) tape,
originated and maintained by the Naval Health Research Center. The NECH contains
comprehensive data on the career histories of all enlisted personnel who have
entered the Navy since 1 January 1965. From it four career history variables
were extracted to serve as surrogate job performance criteria. They were (1)
Rated/Non-rated, a binary variable coded "1" if rated and "0" otherwise, (2) Days
to E4, the total days elapsing between enlistment into the Navy and achievement
of E4 status, (3) Highest -Pay Grade, the highest pay grade achieved by the indi-
vidual during his Navy career, and (4) Disciplinary Record, a weighted composite
formed from tbe total unauthorized absences, desertions and demotions. This
variable is negatively scaled. Zero, indicating 0 disciplinary infractions is
the highest score. A global supervisory performance evaluation mark which was
present on five of the data bases was used to form the fifth criterion. It was:
(5) Overall Performance, a supervisors' global cvaluation of job performance re-
corded on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from "1", Lowest 20%, to "5", Highest
20%.

RESULTS

The following types of analyses were carried out for the five criteria: (1)
Criterion Intercorrelatlon Analyses, (2) Means for the six AFQT mental level
groups (1s, 2s, Hi-3s, Lo-3s, Hi-4s, and Lo-4s) and (3) PredictivE Validity.
analyses.

Criterion Intercorrelations

Table 2 shows the Pearson Product Moment intercorrelations of the five criteria
and AFQT. Because of the very large sample sizes, all but one of the correla-
tions are statistically significant even though many of them are too small to
be of practical significan-e. In general, except for the high relationship
between Rated/Non-ratee and Highest Pay Grade (r = .71) the four career outcome
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variables were relatively independent with three of the five other corre-

lations being .10 or less. Overall Performance (OVER), the supervisory evalu-

ation, was not highly related to the surrogate job performance measures

(maximum r = .17). On the other hand, AFQT, a measure of general mental

ability, was substantially related to three of the four career outcome cri-

teria, (rs = -Al, 35, and .25) although it had very low relationship to OVER (r .06

Mean Performance of AFQT Mental Level Categories

Table 3 elaborates on the relationships shown in Table 1 by presenting means
for the five criteria for personnel in six AFQT mental level groups. Compari-

son of the criterion means illustrates that for some criteria, the magLitude of

the effects of AFQT on performance were very large. For instance, the percen-
tage of Mental Group ls who became rated was nearly four times that of Hi-4s,

nearly twice that of Lo-3s, and 50 percent greater than Hi-3s. Similar large
differences are evident in days to E4. In contrast the associations of

mental level with changes in OVER and Disciplinary Record were not very
pronounced.

The percentages of mental level groups achieving E3 and E5 pay grades and the
days required to achieve these pay grades were also computed and were used to
compute the percentages of days in a 4-year enlistment period which would have
been spent at or above a particular pay grade. These statistics are shown in
Table 4.

There was a low positive relationship between mental level group and the
average percentage of time speat at E3 level or higher. n contrast, a sub-

stantial monotonic increasing relationship existed lietveen mental level and
percentage of time spent as E4s and E5s. Pe:sonnel with 'higher mental abili-
ties spent a much higher percentage of their overall enlistment period in
rated status than did personnel with lower mental abilities. For instance,

Mental Group ls, on average, spent 46% of their enlistment period as rated
personnel, compared with 12 percent for Lo-3s, 2% for Hi-4s and 0% for Lo-4s.
If it is assumed that time spent as a rated person is of greater value to the
Navy than time spent on the job in a partial performance or training capacity,
these data clearly demonstrate the importance of mental level for the selec-
tion of enlisted personnel for GENDET assignments.

The predictiveness of each of the criteria using predictive composites formed
-from up to five variables was also investigated. For this step the seven

large data bases in the study were split in half and predictive composites
were forned using a step-wise multiple regression program. The variables in

the predictor composites thus selected were given unit weights and the pre-
dictor composites formed were used to compute cross-validation coefficients on
the holdout samples and back validation coefficients ci the predictor selec-
tion samples. Average cross-validation coefficients aad standard deviations

for each criterion were computed using a validity generalization formula re-

commended by Schmidt and Hunter (1977), and difference scores for each cri-

terion were computed by subtracting the average cross-validation coefficient

from the average back validation coefficient. These statistics are shown

in Table 5.
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It is clear from Table 5 that both Highest Pay Grade and Rated/Non-rated
were much more predictable than were supervisors' marks. Adjustment of the
RAT/NR coefficient to compensate for the restriction in magnitude occurring

because RAT/NR was a binary variable (not shown) indicates that the coeffi-
cients for HIPG and RAT/NR were equal. These coefficients indicate that
there was nine times more predictable variance for HIPG and RAT/NR than for
OVER.

The stability of the predict.ve validity coefficients is shown by the small
average shrinkages occurring from the Back Validation to the Cross-Validation
mean coefficients. Shrinkage of OVER on cross-validation (.05) was consid-
ably greater than that of any of the career outcome criteria.

Follow-up Research

JWe consider the findings to be promising, and NPRDC has undertaken additional

studies to evaluate the use of career outcome criteria for all enlisted
personnel. One of the studies will investigate the feasibility of developing

.. a job performance weight for inclusion in the Navy CLASP system so that job
performance may be considered in addition to achievement in Navy technical
schools when assigning enlisted personnel.
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- Table 1

Data Bases Used

Name of Data Base Year Collected Description N N

100K Research, Phase 1 1967 Experimental Tests for 2,898 2,566
Project lOOK

100K Research, Phase 2 1968 Experimental Tests for 6,245 4,650

Project 10K

100K Research, Phase 3 1968 Experimental Tests for 5,992 4,589
Project 100-K

100K Research, Phase 4 1969 Experimental Tests for 6,120 4,521
Project 100K

100K Research, Phase 5 1970 Experimental Tests for 3,687 3,287
Project 100K

Navy Vocational Interest 1969,1970 NVII as predictors of 17,109 15,041
Inventory A-School grades

Computerized Perceptual 1972 Computerized tests as 83 83
Tests predictors of super-

visors marks

Gates-McGinity Reading Test 1974,1975 Study of reading laiel 2,761 2,754
of Navy enlisted input

Assessment Center Study 1975 Hands-on performance 86 86
tests for classifying
GENDETs

BCS/Cleff Study 1976 Interest Inventory for

A-School selection 1,250 1,243

TOTAL 46,231 39,020
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Tab .e 2
IntercorreLations oi Five Cri'eria & AFQT

DAE4 HIPG DISR OVER AFQT MEAN SD N

Rat ed/Non-
Rated -- .71i*** -. 08*** .09*** 25*** .44 .50 46,231

Days to
E4* -. 17*** .1***-.02 -. 4j*** 873 440 20,159

Highest
Paygrade -. 14*** .17*** .35*** 3.62 1.21 46,231

S')iscip[inary
Record* -. 07*** -.06*** .75 1.60 46,231

Overa L L

= Performance 06*** 3.13 .26 5,625

AFQT 56.43 20.85 39,020

* VariabLe was negativeLy-scaLed
***p ( .001{

TabLe 3
Mean Job Performance Indices of GENDETs

CLassified by Mental Level

Mental Level Group

Criterion 1 2 H - -3 Lo-3 Hi-4 Lo-4 N

Z Achieving
' Rated Status 77 62 51 42 20 73 39,0'9

Days to E4 580 726 929 1,026 1,301 1,487 19,487

Highest Pay-
grade 4.75 4.23 3.78 3.42 3.04 4.65 39,019

Si c•"Lii.ary
Record .55 .66 .85 .99 .53 ..8. 39,019

OveraLL Per-
formance 3.16 2.88 2.73 2.58 2.75 2.43 3,712
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Tab I. e 4

Average Percentage of Days Worked at or above each Pay Grade Level
d uri ng a Four -"Year F irst~ En istment Per iod

MentaL LeveL Category

Tota 1.
12 H3 L3 H4 L4 Group

N=1629? N=11893 N=10332 N=11350 N=352? N4=293 N=39019

E3 72 67 60 51 48 67 11

E4 46 31 18 12 2 - 20

E5 9 3--

TabLe 5

Descriptive Statistics for PreJctive VaLidities

Average SD of Average Average Shr inkage
C ross -Va L id a t ion CV Coefficient on Cross-VaLidation

Ra ted/N~on-
rated .35 .06 101

Days to
E4 -.29 .1 .03

Higheat Pay
Gr"ade .43 .08 .01

Disc ip Linary
Record -.13 .04 0

OveraLI.
Per formanc, .15 .09 .05
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ABSTRACT

MILES Air Ground Engagement Simulation/Air Defense
Training Effectiveness Analysis

Dale M. Dannhaus, PhD
Charles R. Hughes
Major John M. Shea

US Army TRADOC Systems Analysis Activity

MILES employs an eye-safe laser beam to simulate a firing weapon
and laser detectors attached to targets to assess casualties.
The MILES program allows two-sided force-on-force free-play train-
ing exercises. MILES AGES/AD is presently being developed to ex-
pand the MILES system to include helicopters and division short
range air defense weapon systems in combined arms tactical training
exercises. This presentation highlighted the results of the train-
ing effectiveness data collected during Aug-Oct 1981. Three groups
participated in the test, each consisting of one attack helicopter
platoon (5 AHIS; 3 OH-58; 1 UH-l), one CHAPARRAL section, one
VULCAN section, three STINGER teams, one M113, and three M6OAI tanks.
A video cassette of the exercises was shown. The presentation pro-
vided an assessment of the potential collective training value of
the MILES AGES/AD devices.
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=THE CODAP80 "RANDOM" PROCEDURE

Richard W. Dickinson

Occupational Research Division
00 (Industrial Engineering Department

Texas A&M University

INTRODUCTION

CODAP80, a new job analysis softwara system, is being developed that will
allow analysts greater flexibility in the way occupational information can
be manipulated and displayed. This paper discusses the incorporation of a
procedure into CODAP80 that will allow the convenient determination of the
effects of different sampling distributions on the results derived from
occupational information.

CODAP80

At present, a new version of job analytic computer software is being
developed, called CODAP80, that will greatly increase the job analysts'
ability to answer questions of occupational information. In this new system,
users access the occupational database thiough the use of an easy to learn,
English-like language. There are no restrictions on data access and recrie-
val, allowing any piece of information residing on the database to be pro-
cessed. The basic design philosophy of the new system is to conceptualize
job analytic database information as a two-dimensional matrix in which
incumbents represent the columns of the database, and the variables the in-
cumbents are measured on representing the rows of the database (see Table 1).

Using CODAP80, job analysts will have the ability to perform calcula-
tions on any variables (rows) in the database across any subset of incumbents
(columns)0 The resultant calculations may then be added to the database for
further processing. The flexibility of the new system allows the added
convenience of "symmetry," in which any calculations performed across data-
base columns may also be performed across database rows0 For a more in-
depth discussion of the new system's operational capabilities and character-
istics, the reader is referr . to Dickinson (1979, i980).

The Random Procedure

The purpose of the RANDOM procedure is to give the job analyst a con-
venient method by which database columns jr rows may be randomly selected
for processing0 Since a CODAP80 database may contain virtually any infor-
mation, the applications of the procedure are as various as there are types
of occupational data. For example, were a CODAP8O database to contain items
!rom, say, a test bank of questions, the RANDOM procedure could be used to
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provide a random listing of a subset of the total for purposes of education-
al assessment or selection. To aid in readministration, the RANDOM procedure
will optionally save the aggregate of rows (called, in CODAP80 terminology,
a "module") that was randomly selected for reference at a later time.

The RANDOM procedure is particularly convenient and easy to use. For
example, suppose a user desired to randomly select 100 incumbents from a
study population for processing. The user would only need to code:

RANDOM COLUMNS INCUMBENTS 100

RANDINCS 't0 RANDOMLY SELECTED INCUMBENTS',

In the above CODAP80 syntax, the keyword RANDOM identifies the command.
COLUMNS indicates to the procedure that the selection is to be made from the
columns of the database (specifically, from the incumbent columns of the
database, as indicated by the INCUMBENTS keyword). The integer number fol-

-., lowing the INCUMBENTS keyword indicates how many of the columns to select.
RANDINCS is the user supplied ID that will be permanently associated with
the randomly selected "group" of incumbents and the character string en-
closed in single quotes that follows the ID is the user supplied descriptive
information that will be stored along with the ID. From this point, the
user need only to refer to the ID RANDINCS in other procedures for the
CODAP80 system to know what incumbents were randomly selected.

Hierarchical clustering can be, depending on the number of objects

being clustered, very expensive in terms of computer processing. For purposes
of classification it may well be that clustering a randomly selected subset
of the incumbent population of interest could yield patterns of common time
spent that would serve as well as a cluster solution derived from the total
population. The RANDOM procedure used in conjunction with CODAP8O's
CLUSTER procedure would provide an easy method of determining this. The
flexibility of the RANDOM procedure even allows a subset of incumbents to
be randomly chosen from within a cluster group.

As an alternative to "pure" random sampling, the RANDOM procedure
provides the user with the "KTH" option, This option directs the procedure

* (through user input) to select every "kth" element of a population, with the
*irst element being chosen randomly

CONCLUSION

The CODAP80 RANDOM procedure provides the user with an easy and con-
venient way to investigate sampling effects on the overall results derived
from occupational information. Along with CODAP80's other procedures for
data manipulation and display, the RANDOM procedure allows job analysis to
move away from single study investigations to more general database
applications.
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TABLE I

" CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION OF JOB ANALYTIC DATABASE

1i 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Tl

T2

T3

T4

El

E2

E3

E4

H - History or Background Information
T - Task Information
E - Equipment Usage
I = Incumbent
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PREDICTING ATTRITION IN THE ARMY INITIAL ENTRY ROTARY WING COURSE
John A. Dohme, William R. Brown and Michael G. Sanders
US Army Research Institute Field Unit, Fort Rucker, AL

0 Selection testing for Army flight training goes back to the days of the
Army Air Force in World War II and the august crew of psychologists who were
called upon to serve their country in time of war. A group including
J. C. Flanagan, Neal Miller, Paul Fitts, Edwin Fleishman, Arthur Melton and
others launched their successful careers developing tests and measares to

0 select and classify aviators. The Flight Aptitude Selection Test (fAST),
which is currently in operational use, has its development (and a few of its
items) directly traceable to that research effort undertaken during World

War II. Parenthetically, we can note that a few of the aforementioned
Q psychologists are also currently in operational use.

Selection procedures, especially those rooted in antiquity, benefit from

an occasional -reevaluation and/or revalidation since there are periodic ,7
changes in the flight training curriculum and also drifts in the qualifica-
tions of the applicant pool. Since the initial development of the Army Air
Forces Qualifying Examination (AAFQE) in 1942, the Army has developed the
helicopter as a tactical vehicle and weapons platform. In addition, the Army .'
has initiated the aviation warrant officer training program recentlyla
in TV spots offering "High school to flight school" training' Us-1,.ir
research program at ARI continuously evaluates the selection, mission assign-
ment and training of both commissioned and warrant officer aviators. The
Aviation Center's 36 week Initial Entry Rotary Wing (IERW) training course
graduates combat ready aviators who have been tactically trained in either
the Aeroscout or Utility mission. This paper reviews recent research aimed at
uptimizing selection in order to minimize attrition in IERW training.

Historically, selection of Army aviators began with the efforts ofr
COL Flanagan's group during WWII. Their AAFQE reduced the attrition rate
from 75% with unselected trainees to 35% (Davis, 1947). In the current IERW

program, attrition is approximately 7.2% for commissioned officers with about
50% of that attrition occurring because of flight deficiencies. Among the

- Warrant Officer Candidates (WOCs), overall attrition is approximately 20.5%
*" with 14% of that attrition related to flight deficiencies. Part of the dis-

crepancy in flight deficiency attrition rates relates to the fact that com-
* missioned officers have been through officer development training before

coming to the IERW training program, whereas the first 6 weeks of the WOC
training program is Warrant Officer Candidate Military Development (WOCMD)
training. Thus, over half of the WOC eliminees have attrited before flight
training begins. However, the WOC attrition rate, looking only at individuals
who have successfully completed WOCMD, is still 15.6%, double the rate for
commissioned officers. Although these attrition rates are rather low vis a vis

4other flight training programs, with IERW training costs running approximately
$125,000 per student, there is continuing interest at Fort Rucker in minimizing

*. attrition and optimizing selection.

METHOD

4 In FY 82, the present authors reviewed the causes and correlates of attri-
tion in the IERW course for all trainees in FY 80 and the first half of FY 81
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(Dohme, Brown and Sanders, 1982). In all, the training records of 3,293
flight students were reviewed; 1,108 commissioned officers and 2,185 WOCs.
Each student's progress through the course was tracked (including medical oi
administrative leave time and "turnbacks" to an earlier training class) until
either graduat'on or elimination. Eliminations were analyzed in terms of the
stated reason for the elimination, the training phase during which elimination
occurred, the incidence of single or multiple turibacks, and the race of the
eliminee. These analyses did not shed much lighr .n the attrition process
except in showing no clear differences between bi,-k and white eliminees.

Training records were searched for variables that might be predictive of
IERW training performance. Since the FAST and the General Technical (GT)
--,btest from the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) are pre-
requisites for application to flight training, they were obvious candidates
for predicting graduation/elimination. Other potential predictors included
in the analysis were the Skills Technical (ST) subtest from the ASVAB, age
at the time of IERW course matriculation, and amount of formal education
(where 12 years equates to a high school diploma).

The predictor variables were related to the criterion variable individ-
ually (using biserial correlation) and in combinaticn (using discriminant

S- analysis). Two methodological limitations should be noted in this approach.
First, the GT and FAST scores have been used administratively to screen the
individuals who enter flight training. This reduces the range of observed
scores on the GT to approximately the top 35% of the population and on the
FAST, co approximately the top 50% of the WOC population and the top 92% of
the officer population.* In addition, the criterion measure reflects com-
ponents other than the individual's ability to master the flight training
tasks. Overall, 26.5% of officer and WOC eliminations are related to flight
deficiencies while the remainder are related to medical problems, administra-
tive problems (such as illness in the family), resignation and lack of mili-
tary development.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents biserial correlations of the predictor variables with

the criterion (graduation/elimination).

OFFICERS ToCs

PREDICTOR VARIABLE BISERIAL r SIGNIFICANCE BISERIAL r SIGNIFICANCE

GT Not Applicable .07 NS
ST Not Applicable .13 p<.05
EDUCATION .18 P<.01 -.08 NS
AGE -.46 p<.Ol -.36 D<.01
FAST .32 p<.Ol .26 P<.O1

Figure 1. Biserial Correlations of Predictor Variables with Graduation/L ow Elimination for Officers ane WOCs.

Except for a 9-month period during FY 80 when the WOC FAST cut score was

lowered frow 300 to 270 corresponding to approximately the 34th percentile.
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The biserial co.:relations are presented separately for officers and WOCs
because the two groups formerly took different forms cf the FAST. Presently,
both applicant groups respond to the same form of the Revised FhST (RF&ST)
which was first fielded in mid FY 80.

Another way to consider the prediction of IERW training performance is to
plot the percent of students graduating (also interpretable as the probability
of graduation) as a function of scores on each predictor variable. Figires
2-7 present these data for the variables GT, ST, years of education, age at
entry and FAST score for WOCs and officers.

To evaluate race as a predictor, we performed a stepwise discriminant
analysis on the data to classify students as probable graduates or eliminees.
After the other predictor variables were entered into t.e stepwise discrimi-
nanu procedure, race was forced in last. The rationale was that if race adds
predictive efficacy after inclusion of the traditional predictor variables,
then there are perfcrmance differences associated with race that are not
accounted for by the other predictors. This outcome would signal a problem
ur1th -nfairness in the predictor variables and/or racial bias in the IERW
training program. The F to enter values for the stepwise discriminant function
-oefficients are presented in Figure 8.

OFFICERS - WOCs

VARIABLE F TO ENTER SIGNIFICANCE VARIABLE 2 TO ENTER SIGNIFICANCE

AGE 22.83 p<.Ol AGE 23.53 P<.O1
FAST 8.31 p<.O1 FAST 13.53 p<.01
EDUCATION .12 NS EDUCATION 9.83 p<.Ol 
RACE .06 NS RACE .25 NS

GT .01 NS

Figure 8. Significance of Variables Entering into the Stepwise Discriminant
Analysis.

As the F values demonstrate, race is not a significant predictor. In fact,
race adds virtually no information to the prediction of graduation/elimination
once the other predictive relationships have been accounted for. Moreover, the
univariate F ratios for race in the discriminant analysis do not reach signifi-
cance. For officers, the univariate ratio is F = .46 (p = .50) and for WOCs,
F = 2.01 (p = .16). Thus, race is not significantly related to IERW training
performance and we may conclude there is no observed racial effect in the pre-
diction of graduation/elimination in the IERW training program.

Figure 2 shows that the GT subtest is not an effective predictor of IERW
graduation/elimination in the range plotted. Since the GT is used to screen
individuals for acceptance into the flight training program, there are no
scores below 110 in the trainee population, This truncation in range
probably affects the predictive relationship to lower the apparent effective-
ness of the GT. Figure 3 demonstrates that the ST subtest is somewhat more
effective as a predictor than the GT. However, the range of scores is not as
greatly restricted on the ST subtest (see Figure 3) since it is not currently
used for selection. Also, the intercorrelation between the two subtests is
r .69. Subsequent research will evaluate the ST subtest as a selection
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test to determine whether it adds to the prediction of WOC performance over
and above the variance accounted for by the GT subtest.

Jigure 4 shows that education has a complex relationship to the probability
of gradtation for WOCs and officers. Figure 1 reflects that the biserial corre-
lation of education and the criterion is significant for officers (r = .18) but
not for WOCs (r = -.08). Figure 7 shows that education adds significantly to
the stepwise discriminant analysis but only for WOCs. Drawing conclusions
regarding the relationship between education and graduation must be tempered
by the fact that some points on the graph in Figure 4 represent very small
sample sizes. For example, 7 WOCs have 17 years of education and 4 have 18.
Therefore, more research should be performed to ealuate education as a pre-
dictor of graduation/elimination.

Figure 5 shows that age is closely related to the probability of gradua-
tion/elimination for both WOCs and officers. While both curves show perturba-
tions due to the relatively small sample sizes at each age level, there is a
linear trend from age 18 to 30 with an inflection downward past age 30. The
biserial correlation and discriminant analysis results show that age bears a

strong inverse relationship to graduation from the IERW course.

Figures 6 and 7 show the FAST as a predictor of graduation/elimination for
WOC and officer students. A comparison of the 2 figures shows that the FAST
is a more effective predictor for WOCs than for officers. Additionally, the
WOC FAST battery is most effective as a screening test in that Figure 6 shows
a steeper slope for lower scorers than for higher scorers. In other words,

the FAST can identify those individuals who are greater risks in IERW flight
training.

The best use of this predictor information is to combine the predictors
in a stepwise fashion to optimize selection. In fact, we're currently
developing a selection procedure for Warrant Officer Branch of MILPERCEN
using dis;-.iminant analysis to combine the predictor sccres discussed above
with judgmental scores from the selection board members. The judgmental
scores include fresh information in the selection algorithm such as the
applicant's aviaLion background, military experience, and letters of recom-
mendation. Optimal selection of applicants can be achieved by developing
and cross-validating an algorithm that uses the variables discussed above
as well as RFAST subtest scores, each with its appropriate 8 weight.

Recent research with the Revised FAST (RFAST) by lockwood (1982) demon-

strated greater predictive validity using the 7 subtes: scores in place of
the composite score. Eastman and Mclullen (1978) estimated that the pre-
dictive validity for the FAST was r = .38 for WOCs and r = .44 for officers.
The use of RFAST subtest scores in Lockwood's multiple regression equation
raised the validity estimates to R = .42 for WOCs and R = .56 for officers
for a sample of 108 student pilots. While this finding is subject to cross-
validation, it suggests the utility of combining subtest scores in the

optimal WOC selection algorithm. In fact, when Lockwood included the ST
score along with RFAST subtest scores, the predictive validity for WOCs was
raised to R = .68.

* Research is currently addressing a number of related selection and

assignment issues. An alternate form of the RFAST is being tested for
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equivalency at the current time. The RFAST has been evaluated for bias
and replacement items have been developed to substitute for those found
to be biased for and against minority groups. A front-end analysis has
been completed identifying the abilities required to fly each of the Army
helicopter missions, Aeroscout, Attack, Cargo and Utility. Work is under-
way to develop tests and measures that will permit differential assignment
of student pilots to specific mission training as part of the IERW
curriculum. At the same time, an ability analysis has been performed on
the phases of IERW training where most flight deficiency attrition occurs,
primary and instruments. New FAST subtests will be developed to measure
these critical abilities and, hopefully, reduce attrition. Since over half
the WGC attrition occurs in WOCMD, a study is being conducted to develop
predictors that will identify applicants who are likely to be eliminated in
that training phase. In short, we're working the problem and we think
COL Flanagan would enjoy being a part of our research effort.
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THE GRADUATES' VIEW OF NAVAL ROTC

Andrew N. Dow, Ed.D.
Project Direccor, Naval Science Evaluation and AnalyL,_

Chief of Naval Education and Training, Pensacola, FL 32508

\ I. INTRODUCTION

O In resnonse to a Naval Inspector General (IG) requirement the Chief of
Naval Education and Training (CNET) developed, distributed, and analyzed the
NROTC Graduate Feedback Survey. This survey looked at the noncurricular as
well as curricular aspects of NROTC The IG suggested that such a survey be
1.-odC ei after those of te cademy (USNA) and the naval Officer Candidate

School (OCS). In 1979 a form was developed and used on the 1977 year group.
USNA surveys their graduates 3, 7, and 12 years after commissioning; CNET

- - decided to use these same time frames. As of 1981, the year groups 67, 68,
S 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, and 78 hae b-en surveyed and analyzed. In the groups

surveyed in 1981, 3E percent of the forms sent to Navy officers and 57 percent
of those to Marines were received completed.

-- The survey form was similar to the one used at USNA. There are demographic
items, 25 items asking fcr the value of the program and its phases, and eight
to rate the value of the program to aspects of personal development. The 33
items use a five point rating scale; three others are open-ended questions.

The responses are put on magnetic tape, then tallied and analyzed by
HIISA. Currently two programs from the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS), "Cross tabs" and "Frequencies" are used; each makes distribu-
tions. In addition, "Cross tabs" divides the data along two dimensions aid

Srcalculates the number and percent in each cell, while "Frequencies" computes a
. mean scale value for each and draws histograms of the responses.

Printouts are checked for trends and atypical responses. Using the percent
who marked the two upper cells, the items rating the preparatory value of the
various aspects of the program were ranked within groups and for some combina-

-. tion groups. The items that rated the value of the NROTC Program to aspects of
personal development were also ranked. Mean scale values of both sets of items
are observed, then analyzed for long-term treads and irregularities in addition
to their relative ranking.

II. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF SIX YEAR GROUPS

USNR CNET Hq Det 110 analyzed 6 year groups (67, 68, 72, 73, 76, and 77).
Using the percent that marked the two favorable categories they ranked survey
items 11 through 31 (except 24, 25, 27, and 28) for each group and for all six
together. The rank orders of the items for these groups combined are:

1. First class cruise (taken after junior year)
2. Third class cruise (after freshman year)
3. Second class cruise (after sophomore year)
4. Example set by staff
5. Leadership and Management training
6. Physical Fitness Program
7. Staff counseling
8. Orientation course
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NI
9. Military Drill and Ceremonies
10. Naval Science Laboratory
11. Military law instruction
12. Seapower course
13. Contact with unit C0
14. Naval Z.ngineering course
15. Administrative Procedures training
16. Social events and activities
17. Naval Weapons course

They also ranked items 32 through 39 on a comparable basis; these deal with
tie value of the NROTC program to personal competencies. These ranks are:

1. Sense of responsibiliLy
2. Leadership abilities
3. Self-confidence
4. Comunications skills
5. Decisionmaking skills
6. Think and act undec pressure
7. Ability to manage time
8. Analltic skills

From these rankingE , we find that the cruises and the examples set by the
staff were the asnects felt to be most valuable. The ranks earned by items 32
through 39 show that the six groups felt that NROTC had contributed the mst
toward building their sense of responsibility, leadership abilities, and relf-
confidence.

!!I. ANALYSIS BASED UPON NINE YEAR GRO)UPS

In 1981 surveys were sent to the 69, 74, and 78 year groups. The data from
these were added to the previous, then tabulated and analyzed by MIISA.

A. Characteristics of the Responding Groups

Table 1 (imediately below ane on the next page) presents data descrip-
tive of the respondents of nine year groups, singly and combined.

YEAR GROUP 67 68 P9' 72 73 74 76 77 78 ALL
NUMBER 132 165 119 171 238 288 705 563 563 3005
NO. FEMALE 0 0 0 1 35 0 38 34 12 120
"% SCHOLARSHIP 83 75 71 65 89 94 92 92 92 89

RESPONDING

% SCHOLARSHIP
GRADS IN YEAR 76 46 57 72 84 87 87 88 87 72
GROUP

USHC % 23 18 8 17 20 1, 22 19 18 19

AVIATORS %
(USN & USMC) 40 35 36 40 44 49 29 29 31 34
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-% M .t7-7.= 7-=7

NUC %

(SUB & SURF) 2.3 3.0 0.6 1.8 0.4 4.2 2.4 0.7 9.9 5.9

STAFF CORPS % 17 27 22 17 27 12 15 18 15 18
., TECH & ENG

MAJOR % 41 38 35 36 32 36 35 43 48 39

WOULD CHANGE
MAJOR % 67 70 69 63 71 65 75 79 74 72

% CAREER
UNDECIDED 2 5 7 46 37 39 62 70 59 49

% 20 YEAR
EXPECTATION 96 94 89 35 48 46 15 15 19 35

# 20 YEAR
EXPECTATION 127 155 159 60 115 133 106 84 107 117/YR

GRP

TABLE 1

In every year group, the percent of scholarship holders responding was
larger than the percent of thaL class that had held scholarships. Also, the
proportion o tect aical majors (including engineerilig) is consistently less
than one half. Futther, 2/3 to 3/4 would select a different major if they
could. The percent expecting to have a 20-year career increases radically--16
to 43 to 93 as we go from 3 to 7 to 12 years after accession--but the numbers
increase only slightly. The makeup o4 the responding group changes with the
passage of time. This raises a question-- Are the changes in response pat:tern
with increasing seniority real changes based upon experience, or are they only
the r-,iiit of the different makeup of the group responding?

B. Evaluation of the Features of NROTC

When the ratings are processed through the SPSS program "Frequencies"
a mean response value is calculated for each item. Using the mean values zom-
bined, the sama items that USNR Hq Det 110 u3ed were ranked. The similarity of
the two sets of ranks is striking. Here are the 17 items in order based upon
the means ot nine year groupe; the ranks at the right are from the six groups
studid by Hq Det 110.

Rank Rank
(9 YG) (6 YG-UShTR study)

1. First class cruise I
2. Third clas cruise 2
3. Second class cruise 3
4. Example set by staff 4
5. Leedership and Management 5
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6. Physical Fitness 6
7. Staff Counseling 7
8. Orientation course 8

9. Military Drill and Ceremonies 9
10. Naval Science Laboratory 10
11. Sea Power - Maritime Affairs 12
12. Military Law 11
13. Administrative Procedures 15
14. Social Events and Activities 16
15. Naval Engineering Course 14
16. Naval Weapons Course 17
17. Contact with unit CO 13

Items 32 through 39 ranked exactly the same as they did for the 6 year
groups. The sameness of the rankings using the two different, but overlapping,
methods shows that either is a satisfactory system of analysis.

When comparing the ratings of each item over the years, it was noted that
some were rated about the same with minor fluctuations. A few were found to be
more valuable to recently accessed officers than to their seniors.

The two items that had the largest increase in perceived value were:

Contact with NROTC Unit CO
NROTC Staff Counseling

Others perceived to be more valuable to recent graduates than to the earlier
ones (in the order in which they appear on the survey):

Value of NROTC in competing with non-NROTC officers
Naval Science Laboratory Sessions
Physical Fitness
Example Set by NROTC Staff Members
Social Events and Activities
Navigation course
Leadership and Management courses
Amphibious Warfare (Marines only)

Whether this indicates real improvement, changing attitudes, or the different

composition of the groups cannot be determined from these data.

C. Analysis and Synthesis of Subjective Responses with Commentaries

On several occasions, officers on temporary assignment to CNET have
read the forms, then categorized, summarized, and tallied the responses to the
open-ena questions. A good example of this is the 1969 year group from which
we find that:

N Thirty-eight percent stated that training was weak in administration,

including leadership, management, and military law. Thirty-six percent asked
- - for more training directed toward the shipboard officer duties and the "Real

World," with some asking for "hands-on" training. While we can't know the
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exact nature of these expressed desires, they are for specific training, the
kind that is better left to SWOS and other postaccession schools.

Thirt seven percent stated that some instructors were weakly moti-
vate. This aeficiency may be the result of casual selection processes, of
inadequate instructor training, or of insensitive leadership. If the Navy is
interested in probing the possible causes of these perceived difficulties, fur-
ther research is needed.

Seventeen percent commented that the NROTC courses were weak or out-
dated. The continuing process of course review takes care of this.

Fourteen percent were dissatisfied with summer training, but the favor-
able ratings that it got in the objective evaluation overbalances these com-
ments. The unfavorable comments are likely based upon real problems, but as
it has been several years since these problems occurred, specific difficulties
and their cures need not be identified.

Twelve and eleven percent respectively commented that there was too
little training in writing and too much required science. General training in
writing is a university function, and specific naval writing should be taught
in postaccession schools or special courses, not in NROTC. As for the excess
of science--that is difficult to evaluate. It may have resulted from poor
quality instruction and/or from a failure to show the student how the knowledge
of science fits into the everyday life of a naval officer.

IV. FINDINGS

The responses are favorable; programs and relationships were seen as valu-
able. Many of the difficulties pointed out by early groups have been spotted
through other channels and ameliorated.

All groups praised NROTC for bringing the midshipman into the Navy gradu-
ally and merging the military training into the university experience.

Some praised the quality of the NROTC instructors, while others felt that
weak instructors were the main shortcoming of the program. Some spoke of the
value of a commanding officer with strong leadership, others mentioned the
dulling aspects of a commanding officer cn his "grave yard" tour. The single
feature of the NROTC program that is rated very valuable the most often is the
first class cruise.

These polarities in the feelings toward several features or personnel
point out that these are sensitive items and deserve attention. In other
words, when these items are good they are a positive influence and should be
maintained as they are; when they are weak, they should be brought into line
quickly.

The respondents did not perceive the formal naval science courses as espe-
cially valuable. This is confirmed by the items about the value of the overall
NROTC program to areas of personal development. Sense of responsibility and
leadership abilities being the aspects to which NROTC had contributed the most.
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Seventeen percent of the class of 69 felt that the courses were weak or out-
dated. Of the courses, Naval Weapons (Ship Systems II) is rated the lowest.
It is being revised at this time; as it is a sophomore course, the effects of
the revision will not be known for several years. In any event, the feelings
about courses should be referred to the course coordinators.

The two specialized courses taught by and for the Marlaes are valued more
highly than most of the Navy courses. The restricted student body, the spe-
cificity of these courses, and the career orientation of the Marine instructors
may account for this acceptance.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

To provide continuity, permanent data bank facilities, and the advantages
of other personnel, the Training Analysis and Evaluation Group (TAEG) should be
brought in as resource persons and consultants. While the present data pro-
cessing arrangements are satisfactory, and the in-house handling has not yet
imposed an undue burden upon CNET (Code N-122), the long-range program should
benefit from the proposed interaction with TAEG. Before there is any formal

tasking of TAEG, N-122 personnel, CNET Code 002, and members of the TAEG staff
should discuss this survey and its future.

The validity of using the Graduate Feedback Survey only with those officers
that are 3 years removed from their accession should be investigated. Present
observations of the returns from those who have been commissioned 7 and 12
years seems to show that the composition of the responding groups changes mark-
edly as the time after graduation increases. At present, no year group has
been resurveyed. We do not know the reaction of a group to a resurvey, nor how
comparable the two surveys will be. Neither can we say whether the change in
response pattern across the year groups is real, an artifact caused by changes
in the group composition, or simple fading of the memory.

While the present form may be adequate, there are changes that might
improve it. The current form requires that the respons-s be coded onto special
sheets for the keypunchers. If changes are made, they s )uld include reformat-
ting to allow ditect keypunching to save time and reduce errors. It also
should be reviewed with an eye toward evaluating content, specific wording, and
overall length. Any change that would make it more attractive and look easier
to answer and return should increase the percentage of returns, and improve the
representativeness of the sample.

If the Navy perceives a strong need for information that is not on the cur-
rent form, then it should be added or used to replace items which are no longer
desired. Although it is assumed that a longer questionnaire will have fewer
returns than a short one, we have no pertinent evidence of this. Therefore, we
should conduct a brief experimental study using two nonequivalent forms of the
survey.
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Organizational Maintenance Performance System

00
OMicnael Drillings, Ph.D.

US Army Research Institute

for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

In recent years, a change in Army training philosophy has resulted in
a reduction in the length of initial school-based training for many Mili-
tary Occupational Specialties (MOSs). Correspondingly, the responsibili-
ties of units to provide on-the-job training (OJT) has increased. While
the Army has increased the amount and variety of training material avail-
able to units, there is little evidence that the units have been able to
use this material efficiently. The General Accounting Office (GAO) con-
curs in the finding that the management of training at the unit level is
deficient.

When the Army Research Institute (ARI) first began to look at ways to
increase the skills of Army maintainers, the lack of an overall effective
training management system was seen as a hinderance to introducing effec-
tive OJT to units. While the recent introduction of the Battalion Train-
ing Management System (BTMS) appears to remedy some deficiencies, trainers
of maintenance skills still lack the tools that specifically and easily
point to the skills that most need training for each individual soldier.K ARI is now performing research to develop computer-based management

systems for providing training and other information to managers. One sys-
tem, for the direct support or intermediate level of maintenance, has been
substantially completed and tested. Some of the training-relevant charac-
teristics of this system are expected to be incorporated into the Standard
Army Maintenance System (SAMS), which will be a computerized system for
managing supply and maintenance operations. When this project is complete,
it will be the first example of the inclusion of training information into
a computerized Army system. The second system, for organizational mainte-
nance, is still being developed in an armor battalion. The purpose of this
report is to discuss the characteristics of that system.
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Background

GAO (1978) has reported that Army maintainers are not receiving ade-
quate on-the-job training at their units. They conclude that the reasons
for these maintenance deficienc'es are that unit commanders and supervi-
sors are not sufficiently committed to develop OJT programs. The need for
these programs should be clear. Dressel and Shields (1979), studying main-
tenance at the organizational level, found an average rate of unnecessary
parts removal of 42%. For one item, relay boxes in the M551 turret, the
unnecessary removal rate was 72%. Kern and Hayes (in press) also examined
the performance of organizational maintainers. They found that on those
tasks requiring an end-of-job checkout, 66% of the checkouts were either
not performed or performed incorrectly. Furthermore, on tasks requiring
special tools, 71% of the completed work contained uncorrected errors.
Reports of deficiencies in maintenance performance are not limited to the
Army. Orlansky and String (1981) report unnecessary parts removal rates
for the other Services which are comparable to Army rates.

Why are soldiers having such difficulty maintaining their equipment?
Before we consider our answer to this question, let us review some of the
important characteristics of the Army training system at the unit level.

The current system of Army training places heavy emphasis on both the
Soldiers' Manual and the Job Book. The Soldiers' Manual is a list of each
task and its standard that soldiers in each MOS should be able to perform.
The Soldiers' Manual, therefore, is a statement of overall training re-
qu:rements. The Job Book, kept by each individual soldier's supervisor.,
is a record of each soldier's record of performance on each Soldiers' Man-
ual task. The Job Book, therefore, should form the basis of an individual-
ized training plan for each soldier. The problem with this system is that
it .s extremely rare for a Job Book to be kept accurately.

Although units have received the mission for conducting increased
traiaing that was once provided by the schools, the units have not received
increased resources to accomplish that mission. Unit commanders are typi-
cally rewarded for having vehicles and equipment in good repair, not for
trair-ing maintainers in how to do the repairs more effectively. When a
commander must choose between high operational readiness (OR) rates and
more training, he chooses high OR. Even when time is available for train-
ing, non-commissioned officers (NCOs), who must conduct the training, are
generally not sufficiently trained to perform this job effectively. Also,
even with BTMS, too many supervisors still view training as something that
occurs. behind a lecturn or in front of a blackboard and not on the shop
floor.

Description of the Organizational Performance System

ARI and Anacapa Sciences, Inc. are now engaged in research to produce a
new approach to the in-unit training of organizational maintenance skills.
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V'" The key elements of the approach are an overall model for unit OJT and a
-- -computerized information and e',aluation system. Together, we refer to

these elements as the Maintenance Performance System - Organizational
(MP S-o).

In 1MPS-O, we have attempted to produce a unified system that will im-
prove the current Army training system to more effectively train mainte-
nance skills. One problem that we previously identified was the inaccura-
cy of Job Books. MPS-O tries to correct this deficiency by more clearly
linking the performance of actual day-to-day operational maintenance and
the record of that performance in the Job Book. Our electronic Job Book
is kept automatically through inputs to the system that are primarily of

-' operational and not of training value. Through an audit of the electronic
Job Book, we know that its accuracy is substantially greater than that of
the traditional Job Book.

In our experience, we have found that the electronic Job Book serves
as the primary system output that controls training of maintenance tasks
in the unit. MPS-O, however, contains a number of other outputs which
also have the potential to motivate and direct training activities. The
success of these outputs will be determined through further research.

Many of the other system outputs utilize the connection between indi-
vidual maintainers and the vehicles upon which they work. This lirnk per-

* mits supervisors to potentially use the vehicle repair history to identify
both ineffective repairs and the individual responsible for the repair.
These individuals can then be trained in the specific skills that they.
lack. As an added benefit, MPS-O maintains separate records of the number
of preventive maintenance and corrective maintenance man-hours expended
per v-hicle. It also tracks the average number of man-hours expended for
each specific task. This latter information can be used by managers to
establish time standards for each task. Specific task repair times could
then be compared to the standard with significant deviations possibly in-
dicating a need for further training.

As part of the MPS-O model for the management and conduct of unit OJT,
ARI has established a system for establishing and maintaining records on
task qualification for each maintenance-related Soldiers' Manual task.
The concept of task qualification has often been used informally in Army
units over the years. Any system for qualifying maintainers on specific
tasks seeks to take advantage of each individual's pride in his own abili-
ty and interest in receiving at least symbolic reward for a job well done.

In the MPS-O model, task qualification is awarded by each maintainer's
supervisor according to easy to follow standards. In short, qualification

indicates an individual's ability to perform the task correctly without
supervisory intervention. The record of each maintainer's experience and
qualification on each task is kept publicly in the shop area. We expect
this to provide incentive both for maintainers who want to be trained and
for supervisors by indicating that training is occurring.
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One of the key problems previously identified is that commanders have
few resources to provide for training activities and that NCOs often lack
the ability to conduct formal training. For the NPS-O model, the solution
to this problem is that training should occur, for the most part, as part
of the normal operational maintenance responsibilities of the unit and be
conducted by NCOs on the shop floor as part of their normal duties.

The structure of MPS-O is designed specifically to reinforce this con-
cept of unit training. Maintainers are given credit for their performance
of maintenance in the electronic Job Book and training requirements are
identified by reference to how well normal maintenance activities are per-
formed. Both maintainers and supervisors actively participate in the eval-
uation of system outputs. Maintainers can see how their record of experi-
ence and qualification changes as a function of supervised OJT and their
supervisors can readily see their training activities ref'.ected by those
same changes. Commanders and higher level supervisors are also involved in
the system because they receive summaries of both the training progress of
individual companies and MOSs and overall reviews of the skills possessed
by unit personnel.

While MPS-O is currently an experimental system, we are still planning
for its future implementation into the Army. One major problem is that at
this time, combat battalions do not have ready access to computers capable
of supporting NPS-O. Fortunately, ARI is also conducting research with the

-.'.high-technology division of Ft Lewis where computers are now being intro-
-" -duced at that level. Only after both units have demonstrated their ability

to manage computer resources and the computers have demonstrated their.
ability to surviv- the battalion environment will MPS-O be capable of full
implementation.
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One of the problems experienced by training developers is the lack of

O sufficient time and resources to train all of the tasks that are performed by
soldiers in a particular job or MOS. There are several ways to handle this

0 problem. One is to lower the performance standards so that more tasks can be
taught in the same amount of time. Another is to conduct training during
hours that are not normally devoted to training, such as evening hours or
weekends. Still another solution, and the one that is advocated by TRADOC'i&
TRDOC a.fphlet q5.O,5Interservice Proce-dur f& Tnstii-n ystems

S Development, is to limit training to those tasks that are most necessary for
S successful job performance. If the job is combat related, then training

would be limited to tasks that are most necessary for the successful accom-
plishment of the unit mission. It is this concept, task criticality, with
which this paper is concerned.

Guidelines for selecting tasks for training are also presented in TRADOC
Pamphlet 350-30. Eight criteria are recommended, although the guidelines
state that the user is free to use any of these criteria, and may even add
new ones. A more recent set of guidelines for selecting tasks for training
is contained in TRADOC Circular 351-4, Job and Task Analysis. This document
states that the selection of critical tasks for training is one of, if not
the most important requirement In the training developments area of responsi-
bility. The document lists four criteria that should be used to select tasks
for training:

1. The amount of delay that -an be tolerated in
performing the task.

2. The difficulty involved in learning the task.
3. The consequences of inadequate task performance.
4. The percentage of soldiers performing the t.:1,

Based on these or other similar criteria, the training developer almost
always obtains the required information from a questionnaire administered to

a sample of job incumbents or experts. The respondents are given a list of
task titles and are asked to choose a numerical rating according to each
criterion for every task. The overall task criticality is then measured as a
weighted average of mean ratings on each criterion. This method of collect-
ing task criticality data has some inherent advantages for the training
developer. It is easy to prepare, easy to administer, and easy to score.
But the method has two potential deficiencies. First the criteria at best
bear only an indirect relationship to mission accomplishment. Second, the
criticality of a task may not be constant across all conditions. During some
circumstances a task may be very critical, but during other circumstances it
may not be critical at all. But what one actually finds in such surveys is
that most tasks tend to be rated as being very critical. This may be due to
the possibility that there is almost always some circumstance during which
even a trivial task is important. In making their judgments on a task,
respondents may tend to think mostly of situations where the task is impor-
tant, without considering a variety of situations.
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To overcome these problems, a different app.-oach might be used. First,
ratings of contribution to mission accomplishment can be obtained directly
for each task. Secondly, particular situations in which the task is
performed can be specified. A sample of combat situa'ions would first be
selected to include situations which are most likely to occur or situations
for which we want soldiers best prepared. Once these situations are
identified, a description or scenario could be prepared for each. Ratings of
task criticality would then be based based on the role of each task within
the scenario rather than on an abstract basis. -

The purpose of this research was to compare judgments of task criti-

cality based on the use of scenarios with judgments usir.g the ISD approach.
Three questions were asked. First, would the criticality of a task differ
across scenarios? Second, would the criticality of a task obtained using the
scenario-i ased method differ from those obtained using the ISD approach? And
third, would the tasks selected for training differ when selected on the
basis of these two anproaches?

METHOD

To determine the effects of scenarios on judgments of task criticality
and on the tasks selected for training, two surveys of task criticality were
conducted at Fort Knox. The surveys differed in the type of questionnaire
that was used. The questionnaire for one survey was based on the ISD guide-
lines and contained an alphabetical list of tasks that were to be rated along
several ISD-based scales. The questionnaire for the other scrvey contained a
set of scenarios. The tasks that were listed in this questionnaire were
those that were described in the scenarios.

ISD-Based Questionnaire. The ISD-based questionnaire contained alpha-
betical listsof 161 tasks performed by platoon leaders of tank platoons
during combat. These 161 tasks were selected from a larger number of platoon
leader tasks identified in an anaiysis of armor operations conducted earlier
by HImRRO for ARI. The 16i tasks were rated on four different scales. Three
. o the scales were prepared from the ISD guidelines contained in TRADOC
Circular 351-4, Job and Task Analysis. The scales pertained to the amount of
time required to learn the task by most new officers, the amount of damage to
equipment and/or injury to personnel that could result from the performanceL. of the task by the platoon leader, and the amount of time that the platoon
leader would have available before starting the task. A fourth scale was
prepared that would correspond more directly to the ISD definition of task
criticality. This scale pertained to tne effect of task performance on the
successful accomplishment of the team mission. To eliminate the possibility
that the order in which the scales were presanted could affect the ratings of
task criticality, the order of presentation was counterbalanced. Each scale

0e contained five response alternatives from which the respondents were asked to
select the most appropriate.

Scenario-Based Questionnaire. The scenario-based questionnaire con-
tained four scenarios. Each described a different armor operation. The
scenarios contained two parts. The first part was a description of the

* general situation. It described the team mission, the enemy situation, the
terrain and weather, and the units involved in the mission or supporting it.
A sketch depicted the situation described in the general mission. The second
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part of the scenaric depicted the special situation for the platoon. It
described the role of the platoon in the mission and the tasks that were
performed by the platoon leader. A second sketch depicted thz special situ-
ation for the platoon.

Each scenario was followed by lists of the platoon leader tasks that
were performed during the operation that was described. The tasks were
presented in the same order in which they appeared in the scenario. The
questionnaire contained a total of 51 plaloon leader tasks. All 51 tasks
were included among the 161 tasks contained in the ISD-based questionnaire.
Several of the 51 tasks appeared in more than one scenario so that 66 ratings
were made on each scale. To eliminate the possibility that the order in
which the scenarios appeared could affect the ratings of task criticality,
the scenarios were counterbalanced so that each scenario appeared in each of
the four positions an equal number of times.

The tasks described in each scenario were rated on six different scales.
Only one of these was identical to any of the four scales contained in the
ID-based questionnaire. This was the scale that pertained most directly to
the ISD definition of task criticality. It asked the respondents to rate the
effect of the performance of the task or, the successful accomplishment of the
team missio-. The remaining five scales pertained to different factors that
are generally regarded zs affecting the outcome of combat. These were the
effect of task performance on the effective application of fire power by the
platoon; effective mobility and maneuver by the platoon; effective command,
control, communication, and coordination, within the platoon; survivability
of men and equipment within the platoon; and the capability of the platoon to
sustain its combat effectiveneza. Each scale contained five response alter-
natives.

Respondents. The respondents for both surveys were Army captains
enrolled in the Armor Officer Advanced Course at Fort Knox. A total of 65
officers rated the 161 platoon leader tasks on the four scales based on the
ISD method. A total of 57 officers rated the 51 tasks on the six scales
contained in the questionnaire using scenarios. Each questionnaire was
adminiscered at the same time, but in different classrooms. The question-
naires were completed in approximately one hour.

RESULTS

The reliability of the scales contained in the ISD questionnaire ranged
from .92 to .96, while the reliability of the six scales contained in the
scenario-based questionnaire ranged from .86 to .93. Since only one rating
scale appeare in both questionnaires, the remainder of this paper will be
concerned only with it. This was the scale on wh4ch the respondents rated
the effect of task performance on the successful accomplishment of the team
mission. The .eliability of the mission success scale was .94 in the
ISD-based questionnaire and .89 in the scenario-based questionnaire.

Table 1 contains the five most critical and the five least critical
tasks that were identified using the two types of questionnaires. The most

4 critical tasks identified using the ISD method involved aspects of tactical
decision making. Three of the tasks, Chooses Course of Action, Makes an
Estimate of the Situation, and Analyzes Operations Order, involve either the
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decision itself or the activities involved in the preparation for making the
decision. The remaining two tasks, Issues Operations Orders and Issues Frag
Order, involve the implementation of the tactical decisions. The most
critical tasks identified in the scenario-based questionnaire are more combat
specific and involve some aspect of gunnery. One task, Directs Enemy Be
Engaged, appears twice. This is possible since the task appeared in more
than one scenario.

Table 1

Tasks Rated As Most and Least Critical
Using ISD-Based and Scenario-Based Questionnaires

Most Critical Tasks Mean Rating
1. Issues FRAGO 4.55

From ISD-Based 2. Issues FRAGO 4.52
Questionnaire 3. Chooses a course of action 4.49

4. Makes an estimate of the situation 4.47
5. Analyzes OPORD 4.45

1. Directs fire and maneuver be conducted 4.48
From Scenario-Based 2. Directs enemy be engaged 4.46
Questionnaire 3. Directs avenue of approach be covered 4.45

4. Directs enemy be engaged 4.39
5. Requests indirect fires 4.39

Least Critical
1. Directs coil formation 2.69

From ISD-Based 2. Directs coil or herringbone formation 2.74
Questionnaire 3. Directs herringbone formation 2.78

4. Controls interval between tanks 3.00
5. Controls speed of tanks 3.05

1. Requests illumination 2.84
From Scenario-Based 2. Monitors TOWs 3.50
Questionnaire 3. Directs ground guards be posted 3.59

4. Requests wire communications be installed 3.61
5. Directs air guards be posted 3.66

The least critical tasks identified using the ISD method involve aspects
of tank platoon movement. Coil and herringbone formations are two formations
used when a tank platoon halts along a route of movement. The remaining two
tasks that were rated as least critical involved the interval betwe;i .'tanks
and the speed of movement. The five tasks that were rated as bein; 1feZst
critical using the scenario based questionnaire vary in their content.

One important aspect of these results should be noted. No task appears
among the five most or least critical using both types of questionnaires.

Six of the 51 platoon leader tasks contained in the scenario-based
questionnaire were embedded in more than one scenario or in more than one
operation within the same scenario. One-way repeated measure analyses of
variance were conducted to determine if the ratings of task criticality were
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affected by the scenario in which they appeared. Table 2 lists the six tasks
that were contained in more than one scenario and summarizes the results of
the analyses. Significant effects for scenarios were obtained for two of the
six tasks--Requests Indirect Fires and Submits SITREP. Thus, the results of
the study showed that the context in which the tasks appear affected the
ratings of task criticality for two of the six tasks appearing in more than
one scenario.

The next step in the analysis was to compare the ratings of the 51 tasks
that were contained in the scenario-based questionnaire with the ratings of
the same tasks contained in the ISD-based questionnaire. Ratings were
analyzed using a one-between and a one-within subjects repeated measures
analysis of variance with method as the between subjects factor and tasks as
the within-subjects factor. Four separate analyses were conducted, one for
each scenario. If a task appeared more than once within the same scenario,
the mean of its ratings was used in the analyses.

Table 2

Summary of Analyses of Variance Comparing
Task Criticality Ratings Obtained From Different Scenarios

Task df F P
Directs Enemy Be Engaged .97 ns

Requests Indirect Fires 4,216 2.68 .05
Requests Indirect Fires Be Adjusted 4,216 2.03 ns
Requests SPOTREPS 1,56 .25 ns
Submits SITREP 3,162 4.66 .01.
Submits SPOTREP 1,55 .21 ns

Table 3 summarizes the results that were obtained from the four analyses
of variance. A significant effect for questionnaire type was obtained only
in the analysis of the ratings obtained from the scenario Occupy Battle Posi-
tion. When rated using the ISD-based questionnaire, the tasks contained in
this scenario received an average rating of 3.72, while they received an
average rating of 4.10 when rated using the scenario-based questionnaire.
However, there was a significant task by questionnaire type interaction in
all four analyses. These results indicated that the effects of questionnaire
type varied with the task whose criticality was being measured.

Table 3

Summary of Analyses of Variance Comparing Task Criticality
Ratings Obtained From iSD-Based and Scenario-Based Questionnaires

Main Effects For Interactions Between Task
Questionnaire Type and Questionnaire Type

Scenario df F P df F P
Action on Contact 17117 173 ns 1053 8.23 .01
Hasty Attack 1,116 1.14 ns 14,1624 4.17 .01
Occupy Battle Position 1,113 14.73 .01 22,2486 2.05 .01
Defend Battle Position 1,113 0.00 ns 10,1130 5.11 .01
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Because of the significant interactions, post hoc comparisons were made
K" for all tasks, Table 4 lists the number of tasks that appeared in each

scenario and the number of tasks on which ratings of task criticality were
affected by the method of measurement. The ratings of 2 to 4 tasks contained
in each scenario were thus affected by the method of measuring task
criticality.

The practical implications of these results can be illustrated best by
examining the task, that would be selected for training using each of the two
types of questionraires. For this analysis, only the 51 tasks that were

*-. contained in both questionnaires could be considered. Since the tasks t!at
*::: would be selected for training would also depend to a large extent o. the

number of tasks that could be trained, it was necessary to make an assumption
' about this number. The decision was arbitrarily made that about half or 25

of the 51 tasks could be selected for training. It was then necessary to
decide how to handle the tasks that appeared in more than one scenario. The
decision was made to use the highest criticality value received by a task if
a significant difference was obtained for that task between scenarios.
Otherwise, the mean rating across scenarios would be used. Of the 25 tasks
that could be selected for training, 18 would have been selected by either of
the two methods and 19 would have been rejected by either of the two methods.
Seven of the 25 tasks selected for training would have been unique using
either type of questionnaires. Thus, if half of the tasks could be selected
for training, 28 percent of the tasks chosen for training would depend upon
which method was used to assess task criticality.

Table 4

Number of Tasks On Which Ratings Of
Task Criticality Were Affected By Type of Questionnaire

Number Of Number Significantly
Scenario Tasks Affected By questionnaire Type

Action on Contact 10 2
Hasty Attack 15 4
Defend gattle Position 11 2
Occupy Battle Position 23 3

One final observation should also be mentioned. The two surveys were
administered simultaneously, but in different rooms. Neither group of
respondents was aware of the purpose of the study, nor did they know that
there were two different types of questionnaires. After the administration
of the ISD-based -uestionnaire, several of the respondents in that group
expressed their eissatisfaction with the questionnaire. They told the
administrator that the survey was a waste of their time and that judgments of
task criticality could not be made without providing some context in which to
make the judgments. No critical comments were made in the adjacent room

- where the scenario-based questionnaire had been administered.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study have shown that the method used to assess task
criticality affects the ratings of some tasks, but not all. From 13 to 27
percent of the tasks contained in the different scenarios received
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significantly different ratings when different methods were used to assess
their criticality. The results have also shown that the particular context
in which a task is performed affects the criticality of some tasks, but not
all. Two of the six tasks that were contained in more than one scenario
received significantly different ratings when different scenar4 os were used
to assess their criticality.

These results suggest that tasks differ in the degree to which their
criticality is sensitive to the situations in which the tasks occur. This
difference, unfortunately, can cause problems for the training devzloper who
must select tasks for training, particularly when only relatively few tasks
can be selected. If all of the tasks performed in a given job or MOS could
be taught, then there would be no reason to even measure task criticality.
But as increasingly fewer tasks can be taught, there is an increase in the
potential impact of the particular method used to assess task criticality.
Wheni relatively few tasks can be chosen for trairing, there exists a
possibility that the training developer could overlook a task that is
critical in a high likelihood or high risk combat situation, either because
the method used to assess criticality did not take combat situations into
account or because it did not depict the particular situation.

The definition of task cr-:;icality on which this research was based
specified that the criticality of a combat related task is equivalent to the
degree to which the performance of tne task affects the accomplishment of the
unit mission. Ratings of the effects of task performance on mission accom-
plishment are only one way to measure task criticality. It can also be
assessed, at least theoreticall !, by determining the actual effects of task
performance on tie outcome of different missions. But if a single rating is
chosen to depict task criticality, then it is important that it be general-

* izable across combat situations. The results of this research have shown
that not all ratings of task criticality are 4n fact generalizable. The
criticality of some tasks must be assessed separately in the different situ-

* ations during which the task is performed. The ISD method assumes the gener-
alizability of all tasks, and its continued use to assess task criticality
must therefore be reevaluated.

Finally, it is important to note some limitations to the present study.
First, the two methods for assessing task criticality were compared for only
a sample of leadership tasks performed by the platoon leader of a task
platoon. It remains to be determined if similar results would be obtained
for other types of tasks performed in combat. In addition, the effects of
combat operations on ratings of task criticality were confounded with the
eff, cts of different :ombat situations since each operation was depicted as
occurring in only one situation. The extent to which variatiors of task
criticality arc to be attributed to differences in comDat operations as
opposed to differences in combat situations remains to be clarified by future
research.
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The Jackknife: Its Application to Test Equating

James A. Earles
Malcolm James Ree
M. Gayle Kadura

Manpower and Personnel Division
- 0 (Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Brooks AFB, Texas

Many tests used by the Armed Services are revised frequently to update
content and to reduce compromise. A major psychometric concern during
revision is the necessity of deriving scores on the new test which are
comparable to those on the old test. This score conversion permits the
direct comparison of the scores of current examinees with those of past
examinees and permits the retention of past decision score points because of

! consistency of meaning over time.

Equating Tests

The psychometric task "f developing derived scores on one test so that
they are equivalent to scores on a second test is called test equating or
test calibrating. in general, two procedures have been in common use:
linear equating and equipercentile equating. Linear equating equates two
scores if their respective Z-score transformations are identical. It

, requires that equivalent Z-score transformations of the two tests represent
the same cumulative proportion. Stated differently, distributional shapes
must be the same or at least only trivially different. Equipercentile
equating sets scores equal if they cut off equal proportions of the group' or
groups involved and makes no assumption of Z-score equivalence in the
distributions. An equipercentile equating must be smoothed in some manner.
The linear method offers the advantage of dealing with the analytic
statistics of means and standard deviations, and because it provides a
linear transformation, no smoothing is required.

Angoff (1971) has ideritified the two most frequently used equating
designs as single group and equivalent groups. In the single group design,
both the new test and the reference test are administered to the same group
usually in a counterbalanced manner. In the equivalent groups design, each
group is randomly given one of the two tests.

Jackknifing Equatings for Error Variance Estimates

The goodness of any given equating is difficult to assess. The
stability of an equating depends upon sample size, the method, and the kind
of smoothing performed. Error variance is one means of assessing the

* stability.

Variance error formulae for linear equating can be found in Angoff
(1971). Lord (1981) gives variance error formulae for raw (unsmoothed)
equipercentile equating. However, most equipercentile equating requires
smoothing, and often extension to score points not found in the range of the

*equating sample. No variance error formulae exist for such smoothing or
extension. There is a technique called "Jackknifing" (Miller, 1974) which
can be applied in conjunction with any given equating method, giving results
similar to equating in the usual manner and at the same time providing error
variance estimates.
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The technioue known as "Jackknifing" is a method for obtaining an
estimate on a sample and the variability of the estimate. It proceeds by
estimating A sample statistic, Y, on the entire sample. The sample is then
randomly partitioned into g independent non-overlapping groups, and Y(i)
is the estimate in the total sample with the ith group removed. If g = 24,
then 25 eauatings ore accomplished; 24 jackknife iterations for complements
of the g groups and one equating for the total sample.

Let Yi = gY - (g - 1) Y(i) be called a pseudo value and let

g
I I Yi be the jackknifed value. The estimateY*= i=l

of the variance is given by setting

1 1 g
2Z -. _ ( Z Yi )2

* g i =l g 1=1= i l

g-i

The Y and S2 are then the estimate and its error variance respectively.

The jackknife may be applied to equipercentile equating wnich is smoothed
and/or extended by any analytic technique. When the unjackknifed equating and
its jackknifed version are similar, the jackknife technique will provide
information on the stability of the equating at each test score 'value,
including those values that are outside the range of the equating samples.

Problem

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the error variances
given by jackknifing with the theoretical error variances from the formulae in
Angoff (1971) for single and equivalent group linear equating. The object was
to find a reasonable rule for the number of jackknife iterations to provide

error variance estimates from jackknifing that are reasonable estimates of
those obtained from the theoretical formulae. It is intended that this rule
can be extended from linear equating to equating where there are no formulae
for error variance (such as smoothed equipercentile equating).

II. METHOD

Samples

Applicant data on Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) Form

8b and Form 9b were available. Data cn 2,621 males for 8b and 2,587 males for
9b were collected at 21 Military Entrance Processing Stations and 800-plts
associated outlying sites. Sinqle group equatings were accomplished by

equating different composites within ASVAB 8b, and equivalent group equatings
were accomplished by equating composites from ASVAB 8b with composites from
ASVAB 9b.
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Composites

The ASVAB contains eight power subtests: Arithmetic Reasoning (AR-30
items), Auto-Shop (AS-25 items), Electronics Information (EI-20 items), General
Science (GS-25 items), Paragraph Comprehension (PC-15 items), Mechanical
Comprehension (MC-25 items), Mathematical Knowledge (MK-25 items), and Word
Knowledge (WK-35 items). Four composites, based on these power subtests, were
created for the equatings in this study.

8b(9b) 8b(9b)
No. of Items Skew Kurtosis

EL =GS + AR + MK + EI |00 T.-(.24) -.80(-72)
MATH = AR + MK 55 .48 -.68
TECH = AS + MC + EI 70 -.25 -.69
VERB = GS + WK + PC 75 -.46 (-.18) -.72 (-.93)

Equatings

For both single group equating (within the 8b sample) and equivalent
group equating (between the 8b and 9b samples) the following were composites
equated:

MATH (8b) to EL (8b) and MATH f8b) to EL (9b)-Similar distribution
MATH (8b) to VERB (8b) and MATH (8b) to VERB (9b)-Dissimilar distribution
TECH (8b) to VERB (8b) and TECH (8b) to VERB (9b)-Similar distribution

Analysis

The error variance formulae in Angoff (1971) for linear equating in
single and equivalent group designs are both quadratic functions of the score
values of the test being equated. It can be shown that for any given
jackknifed linear equating, the error variance is also a quadratic function of
the score values of the test being equated. The information from these
quadratic functions is summarized as averaged standard errors where the average
is taken over the range of possible score values on the equated test. The
difference between the average from the formulae and average from the
jackknifing was computed. Also, the ratio of the average from jackknifing over
the average from the formulae was computed. This indicates how close the two
are on the average and whether or not the jackknifed estimate is conservative.

III. RESULTS

The standard errors from both the formula and the jackknifed procedure
were computeci for the equatings at each value in the range of the equated
test. The average difference over the test range between the formula and
jackknifed standard errors is reported in Table 1 for jackknife iterations of
size 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, and 250. Also reported in Table I is the
ratio of the average jackknife error to the average formula error. Finally,
information on computer (CPU) use is given for the various jackknife iteration
sizes.
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Table 1. Average Differences Between and Ratios of Jackknifed Standard
Errors and Formula Standard Errors of Linear Equating

Single Group Equating Equivalent Group Equating
N = 2,624 N = 2,587

Number of
Jackknife Average Average
Iterations Difference Ratio Difference Ratio

MATH to EL

5 .081 1.42 .077 1.11
10 .039 1.12 -.031" .96
25 .031 1.16 -.010 .99
50 .026 1.13 -.024 .97
75 -.002 .99 -.012 .98
100 .003 1.02 -.013 .98
150 -.007 .96 -.037 .95
250 -.009 .95 -.083 .88

MATH to VERB

5 .268 1.84 .239 1.42
10 .118 1.56 .051 1.09
25 .111 1.35 .040 1.07
50 .074 1.23 .036 1.07
75 .029 1.09 .026 1.05
100 .046 1.15 .013 1.02
150 -.077 .76 -.303 .99

* 250 -.003 .99 -.048 .92

TECH to VERB

5 .470 2.50 -.081 .87
10 .280 1.89 -1.62 .73
25 .126 1.38 -.029 .95
50 .064 1.20 .032 1.05
75 .030 1.10 .056 1.09
100 .051 1.16 -.010 .98
150 .009 1.03 .012 1.02
250 .002 1.01 -.042 .93

Table 2. Average CPU Minutes for Various Jackknife Iterations

Number of Iterations 5 10 25 50 75 100 150 250
Average CPU Minutes .19 .34 .79 1.55 2.30 3.05 4.56 7.58
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IV. DISCUSSION

For single group equating, the results show that on the average the
jackknifed estimates of error variance have a strong tendency to come down
to and then go below the formula estimates as the number of jackknifed
iterations increases. For equivalent group equating, such a tendency
appears fcr the MATH to VERB equatings and somewhat for the MATH to EL
equatings.

The objective was to find the point at which the number of jackknife
iterations gives error variance similar to that given by the formulae. It
is desirable to remain conservative in that the jackknifed averaged values
should not be less than the averaged formula values. Fifty iterations
appear reasonable. It should be noted that 50 is approximately the square
root of the sample sizes. Further investigation on the generality of this
jackknifing square root rule for providing variance estimates that are close
but conservative with respect to the theoretical estimates would seem to be
warranted.

Also, the computing time increases directly with the number of
jackknife iterations. It should be noted that the absolute time is specific
to this computer program. The jackknifing program reported actually
produces four additional jackknifed eauipercen.ile equatings in addition to
the linear equating investigated.

In view of the similarity of jackknifed values to ordinary estimates
and in view of the conservative nature of the jackknifed variance estimates,
it would appear that use of the technique is advantageous in equating
problems.
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DISCIPLINARY PENALTIES AS SEEN BY SOLDIERS OF THE GERMAN

FEDERAL ARMED FORCES

- Heinz Jurgen Ebenrett, Ph. D. -

- Jurgen Herrguth, M.A. -
Psychological Services of the German Federal Armed Forces

1. On the problem

0 'The instrumentarium to maintain discipline and military order in the
Federal Armed Forces is essentially graded in a twofold way. We dis-

__" tinguish between
S.. educational measures and

0 disciplinary measures.

In the first instance both kinds of measures provide for a reward for

exemplary performance of duty, for example by means of praise, awaid of
a prize or pass. Related to the frequency of application, coercive mea-
sures, by means of which unwilling soldiers are disciplined, respective-
ly disciplinary offenses are punLshed are, however, much more frequent.
In the following we will confin,- ourselves exclusively to those coercive
measures.

Educational measures are employed above all in order to encounter acute
deficiencies in training and discipline. In most cases those measures
are taken openly and directly. Depending on rank and office of the
superior inter alia the following educational measures are possible:

A. general educational measures (every superior)
- correction, admonition, rebuke, warning
- order to remedy a deficiency
- prolongation of an exercise section

- report to a senior superior

B. additional educational measures (superiors: sergeants and higher
ranks)

- physical exercises
- additional elaborations in writing

- additional repetitive duty (max. 1 hour)

C. special educational measures (disciplinary superiors only)
- change of the duty roster
- additional duty
- denial of overnight pass and weekend pass

* If a culpable offense of duty, which is also iwportant in kind and gra-
vity was committed, as a rule a formal disciplinary penalty is indicated.
Disciplinary penalties can only be imposed by the disciplinary superior,
that is, by the company commander and higher ranks or - in rarticuiarly

severe cases - by disciplinary courts. Disciplinary penalties include a

formal examination and exec,!tive procedure and are reflected in the per-

*sonal records of the sjdiers concerned.
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We distinguish between simple disciplinary penalties, which can be im-

posed by disciplinary superiors and disciplinary court measures:

Simple disciplinary penalties (disciplinary supcrior)
- reprimand
- strict reprimand
- disciplinary fine CI-
- restriction of pass

- disciplinary arrest

Court disciplinary measures (disciplinary court)

- curtailment of salary
- ban on promotion
- reduction of rank

- dismissal

For the imposition of simple disciplinary penalties the "principle of
expediancy" applies, that is, the responsible disciplinary superior
determines at his own discretion, in conformity with his duty, whether
and how steps must be taken against an offense of duty. Senior superiors C
may merely advise him, they may, however, not give any instructions.
The relevant regulation (=Wehrdisziplinarordnung WDO (Military Discipli-
nary Code)) merely lays down that for the imposition the entire duty and
off-duty conduct of the soldier concerned must be taken into considera-
tion (Article 7 of the Military Disciplinary Code) and lays down that
as a rule the more lenient disciplinary measures should be taken first
and that only in the case of repeated offense of duty more severe dis-
ciplinary measures should be taken (Article 34 of the Military Discipli-
nary Code).

The two procedural regulations mentioned last emphasize the meaning of'
the Military Disciplinary Code which consists in providing the superior
above all with an educational means to maintain discipline and order.I" The expiatory and retaliatory character of disciplinary penalties is
clearly subordinated to this.

Since its introduction in 1957 the Military Disciplinary Code has basi-
cally remained unchanged. By the directive on "Educational measures"
in 1970 it was, however, significantly supplemented.

Therefore the question arises whether the original function of the Mili-
tary Grievance Code as an educatinal means is still valid today or
whether it has been subjected to a change of meaning.

In the following examination steps we will investigate this question
and by means of the frequency of the different disciplinary measures as
well as on the basis of questioning data we will examine to what exte.nt
the educational meaning of disciplinary measures is still in the fore-

_. ground of the imposition.

2. Basic data of the study

The present study forms a first step of analysis within the scope of a
representative questioning by the Leadership Development and Civic Edu-

0cation Center at Koblenz, during the course of which in winter 1982/83

soldiers of all ranks are to be questioned on the effectiveness and
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assessment of disciplinary measures. At present it is only based on
the data of a preliminary questioning in summer 1982, by means of which
the suitability of the questioning instrument was to be tested.

The random test of the preliminary questioning was composed as follows:

90 privates Signal Battalion 310 at Koblenz
50 non-commissioned Fighter Bomber Wing 33 at Buchel

officers

52 disciplinary company commanders in the rank of
superiors a captain, who participated in a

course of instruction at the Fede-
ral Armed Forces Command and
General Staff College at Hamburg

Although the data may not be considered representative, they certainly
permit the determination of valid tendencies, which can specifically be
verified in the main study.

The data on the frequency of disciplinary measures which are also in-
cluded in the analysis are, however, related to a respective overall
counting of all soldiers in the Federal Armed Forces. The data are
drawn from the statistical annual reports of the "Leadership and Civic
Education Section" with the Armed Forces Office in Bonn.

3. Frequency of disciplinary measures

During the last ten years the number of simple disciplinary penalties
decreased by more than 50%:

1972: 107,000 disciplinary penalties
1977: 66,000 disciplinary penalties
1981: 44,000 disciplinary penalties

The decrease in the number of disciplinary penalties may certainly not
be attributed to a drastic improvement of discipline or supervision,
although quite a number of the superiors questioned think that this is
also an important reason (42.3% affirm an improvement of discipline;
34.6% an improvement of supervision). It must rather be assumed that
since 1970 the instrument of educational measures is being employed to
an increased degree instead of disciplinary measures also in the punish-
ment of less severe offenses of duty.

Related to the career categories in 1981 proportions of disciplinary
penalties were as follows:

Career category percentage of disciplinary percentage of soldiers
penalties punished

privates 83.7% 9.6%
non-commissioned
officers 15.5% 3.9%

officers 0.8% 0.6%
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The frequencies of imposition reflect a clear imbalance among the ca-
reer categories. According to that - related to the personnel strength
of the career categories - privates are punished 16 times more often
than officers and non-commissioned officers 6 1/2 times more often.
T"ther the different frequencies of penalties are merely a result of
differences in the conduct of the personnel concerned or also a result
of different handling of disciplinary power with regard tc the members
of different rank categories, must be left open. There are some facts
in favor of the assumption mentioned last. Thus for example 75% of the
superiors questioned admitted that under the same circumstances they

inflict other disciplinary punishments on higher ranks than. 1a lower
ran. Especially for officers an indirect, career-impedr' .ffect
would also be of great weight, which is expressedly exclud-.4 I&, ttz re-
gulation on simple disciplinary penal-ies (Article 18.3 of the Miliary
Disciplinary Code) and which 46.2% of the superiors questioned also re-
gard as unjustified. Almost all disciplinary superiors (94.2%) are, how-
ever, convinced that even simple disciplinary penalties have a career-
impeding effect and take that effect into account when taking discipli-
nary measures.

The differing treatment of the career categories also becomes obvious
from the kinds of disciplinary penalties which are predominantly in-
flinted in the respective category.

Percentage of the simple disciplinary penalties in
the career categories (1981)

p.ivates NCO's of ficers

reprimand 4.4 12.8 38.5

strict reprimand 6.4 21.7 25.1

fine 42.6 50.8 31.2

restriction of pass 31.7 7.1 -

arrest 14.9 7.6 5.2

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

On officers and non-commissioned officers almost exclusively less se-
vere disciplinary penalties, on privates more severe disciplinary penal-
ties are imposed. This drastic difference substantiates the assumption
that obviously different direct and indirect effects for the members of
different career categories are taken into account. That fact as well
as the fact that on privates less severe disciplinary penalties are
hardly imposed any longer is incompatible with the regulation (Article
34 Military Disciplinary Code). Further-"ore it is opposed to the
claim of the Military Disciplinary Code to I ., primarily an educa-
tional effect. Therefore in the following iv. will examine the question
to what extent the actual handling of the disciplinary power is con-
sidered justified by the soldiers.

4. Attitude towards disciplinary measures

In accordance with the Military Disciplinary Code disciplinary super.;-
ors in the first line connect disciplinary penalties with the purpose
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The ratios of approval make clear that the deterrent effect of discipli-
nary penalties - also as compared to other motives foL a correct per-
formance of duty - is estimated very highly by all career categorie5.
Only the fear of discrimination in duty (e.g., extra duty, guard duty o,
weekends, cleaning of quarters and so on) is regarded as still more
significant. It is, however, also remarkable that the majority of sol-

diers is also guided by intrinsic motives (sense of responsibility,

acceptance of their roles) - with regard to the identification with
their task as a soldier even to a much higher degree than estimated by
the disciplinary superiors.

5. Educational claim of the diF' :iplinary penalties

The vast majority of the soldiers are of the opinion that the educa-

tional effect of disciplinary penalties is overemphasized. By a great
portion of all career categories it is even questioned altogether:

Ratios of approval with regard to opinions on education

- percentages of the answer alternative "correct" -

privates NCO's officers
An adult cannot be educated any
more 52.2 40.0 28.8

The educational effect of discipli-
nary penalties is overemphasized 84.3 58.0 48.0

Disciplinary penalties are an ad-
mission that education has failed 33.3 30.0 7.7

Disciplinary penalties above all
result in obstinacy 73.3 70.0

The answer alternatives confirm preiuious determinations according to
which a primary educational effect of disciplinary penalties must be
questioned. The opinion of more than two thirds of the privates and
non-commissioned officers that disciplinary penalties above all result

in obstinacy even speaks for a contrary effect. Obviously many sol-
diers consider the claim of their superiors who still want to educate
them, inappropriate and out-of-date.

A further reason for the obvious negation of the educational effect of
disciplinary penalties may be that the superiors do not meet the peda-
gogically necessary requirement which is also e;pressedly demanded in

the regulation, that the special circumstances and the overall persona-
lity of the person to be rebuked must be taken into account. Thus for
example only 36.5% of the superiors questioned were able to state that
they always have enough time for their tasks as disciplinary superiors.
The respective statements by the privates and non-commissioned officers
still considerably support that assumption:
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of bringing the rebuked person to reason. However, neither NCO's nor
privates fully shared this optimistic attitude. The latter rather see
the primary purpose of disciplinary penalties in a deterrence by threat
of punishment. The purely punitive or retaliatory character of a dis-
ciplinary measure, however, is considered significant by none of the
career categories:

primary function of disciplinary penalties

- percentage of the choice alternative "very important" -

privates NCO's officers
(90) (50) (52)

retaliation 10.0 4.0

deterrence of the rebuked
person 25.6 20.0 13.5

deterrence of others 23.3 20.0 17.3

understanding of the
rebuked person 17.8 22.0 69.2

understanding of others 21.1 28.0 34.6

It is remarkable that all groups consider the deterrent or educational
effect of disciplinary measures on others more or less as important as
the effect on the rebuked person himself. This finding is to a certain
degree contrary to the regulation which expressively lays down that the
imposition of a disciplinary measure must only be determined by the
type of offense and the person concerned and which - except for a
strict reprimand - forbids a publication of the disciplinary measure.
T t is, however, obvious that the general preventive function of disci--
-linary penalties is considered important by the vast majority of soldiers
of all career categories.

In this connection the question is interesting how much importance is
attached to the deterrent effect of disciplinary measures as compared
to other motives for a correct performance of duty. For this we asked
for the primary individual importance of different motives. The re-
spective ratios of approval are as follows:

individual motives for a correct performance of duty

- ratios of approval in percent -

privates NCO's officers,

personal sense of responsibility 56.6 88.0 67.3

acceptance of the role as a soldier 56.7 74.0 25.0

loss of prestige in the eyes of the
comrades 37.8 44.0 21.1

fear of disciplinary penalties 72.2 54.0 65.4

fear of career disadvantages 37.8 63.0 45.1

fear of discrimination in duty 83.3 66.0 86.6

* officers: not their own motives but estimate of the
motives of their soldiers
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Assessments of the role of the disciplinary superior

-respective ratio of approval in percent -

privates NCO's

not enough time for subordinates 85.6 70.0

not enough knowledge on the private
problems of subordinates 85.6 84.0

not sufficiently trained 45.6 32.0

too much power 47.7 24.0

Privates and non-commissioned officers agree that their disciplinary
superior does not have enough time for them and does not know their
personal problems. For that reason an individual educational claim can
hardly be maintained. Nevertheless it is remarkable that the majority
of soldiers do obviously not doubt the disciplinary power of their
senior superiors, that is, they are not of the opinion that the superiors
have too much power.

6. Summary

The vast majority of the soldiers cunsider disciplinary penalties very

effect-ve and regard the possibility of their infliction as justified.
The importance as individual educational measure which is predominant
according to the Military Disciplinary Code must, however, be questioLed.
On the one hand, because educational claims with regard to adults are
obviously considered inappropriate to an increasing degree; on the
other hand, because the disciplinary superiors do not have enough time
to become sufficiently acquainted with their subordinates in personal
respect as well. If at all, the individual educational influence is
not exerted by the disciplinary superior, but by the direct superior
(squad leader, platoon leader) by means of the instrumentarium of the
"educational measures."

As opposed to that the central significance of disciplinary penalties
seems to be a general deterrent effect. They are an effective risk
treshold against offenses of duty and get things straight.

3
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Military Eligibility and Participation in the All-Volunteer Force

Mark J. Eitelberg
Naval Postgraduate School

Why, anybody can have a brain. That's a very mediocre commodity. Back where
i come from we have great universities, seats of great learning where men o to
become great thinkers. And when they cce out they think deep thoughts, and with

W no more brains than you have. But, they have one thing you haven't got: a diploma.

-The wizard to the Scarecrow in
The Wizard of Oz (1939)

The Wonderful Wizard was truly a wiz If ever a viz there was. Everyone has a brain. Some may
even have the capacity to think great thoughts. But, in the final analysis, people are just folks, and

*It doesn't matter a hoot whether your head is stuffed with grey matter or little bundles of straw. The
main martk o distinction is the educational equivalent of a red badge of courage: pieces of paper with
foreign words, lots of loops and curls, gold seals, and impressive signatures.

in some ways, the leaders of this country's modern military share a perspective not unlike that
of the Great and Powerful Oz-and the similarities even extend beyord a mutual attachment to the color
green. For, in the world of the military's policymakers and data analysts, in the realm of placement

C:c officers and recruiters alike, diplomas and degrees hold an almost wstical property. With diploma in
hand, accompanied by a reasonably high score on the standardized entry test, the fan~ed strataan him-
self could enlist in any one of the Armed Services with favorable opportunities for technical training,
special benefits, and career advancement. Moreover, because the amiable Scarecrow Is a bonafide
recipient of the treasured document, he stands a much better than average chance of fulfilling his
initial term of enlistment in praiseworthy fashion.1

Measures of sQuallty' and Eligibility for 11litary Service
7N Quaity," in the Departent of Defense lexicon, generally refers to those characteristics and

attributes of military personnel that are considered desirable and that contribate to a sore produc-
tive, better motivated, and highly capable force. Because of the difficulty in constructing individual
profiles and deriv'ng measures of motivation and performance--and because of the wide range of differ-
ent occupations in the Armed Services--manpower 'quality* is customarily described in the shorthand
terms of educational level and standardized test scorestc,-

The Armed Services place a high premium on compltion of high school. 2  It is coonly accepted
that "possession of a high sctlool diploma is the best single measure of a person's potential for adapt-
ing to life in the military. "  Male enlistees who have not completed high school iat time of entry),
for example, are about twice as likely as are high school graduates to leave the military before
fa.Aishlno their cull f'rst terh of active duty. In addition, non-high school graduates typically
exp.rienie more disciplinary, administrative, and retraining actions.4  Consequently, 'the active force
recruiting program have concentrated on enlisting high school diploma graduates.*5 The practical
gauge of military recruiting 'success' since the end of conscription in Decemer 1972 has been the
comparable proportion of high school graduates in the general population-even thougn the Military
Services attempt to recruit as many high school graduates as possible in any given year through the use
of quotas, enlistment bonuses and other special incentives, and differential qualifying standards.

As in the case of formal education, the Services would prefer to recruit the *best and the
brightest* young mer. and women from the general population. The experience of the last thirty-five
years suggests that individuals who score relatively low on the military's aptitude test tend to be
less successful in training program than those who score in the higher range. In addition, evidence
shows that higher-sccring recruits are less likely to have disciplinary problems and more likely to

1 The Cowardly Lion, if so inclined, could serve his country quite effectively along with Toto in
the Canine Corps. The Tin Woodman, because of his steely nature, might very well Do eligible to serve
in one of the ArmV's Infantry/Armor specialties. And dear Dorothy, of course, could remain close to
her home and Aunty Em by signing on with the Kansas National Guard.

2 Officers are normally required to have a college degree. The issue of educational quality in
the AVF is therefore focused primarily on the enlist-d ranks.3Deoartment of Defense, America's Volunteers (Washlngton, D.C.: iffic of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics], Decemer 197B), p. 30.

4 Department of Defense, Defense Manoower Duality Requirements, Report to the Comittee on Armed
Services of the U.S. Senate (asnington, D.C.: ut in. o; :he ASSistant Secretary of Defense [Manpower
and Reserve Affairs]. January 1974); and General Accounting Office, Problems Resulting from anagement
Practices in Recruiting. Training, and Using Non-High School Graduates ano ental Category IV Personnel
(FPCD-76-24) (Washington. D.C.: General Accounting Office, 1Z January 1976).

5Department of Defense, America's Volunteers, p. 30.
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develop the requisite skills to be effective on the job. "Though there arE miny high-scoring personnel
who prove ineffective and many low-scoring persons who perform well," the Department of Defense points
out, "on the average, the higher an individual's [aptitude test! score, the greater the likelihood of
successful military performance."

6

The test used to screen applicants for enlistment is the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB). The A VAB consists of ten subtests. The scores of four of the subtests (Word Know-
ledge, Paragraph Comprehension, Arithmett. Aeasoning, and Numerical Operations) are combined to produce
an Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) score. The AFQT score, supplemented by scores on various
composites of aptitude subtests, is used in conjunction with educational, medical, and moral standards
to determine an applicant's enlistment eligibility. Scures on autitude composites are also used to el'.
dA ormlne an applicant's eligibility t, enter training in specific military occupations.

"t Eli gi bll tty and participation in the Volunteer Miliary: A Portrait of Contepora, 1 Youth

1980, the Department of Defense and the Military Services, in cooperation with the Department
-i.r, sponsored a large-scale research project to as-ess the vocational aptitudes of American

c-... A national probability sample of approximately 12,OO young men and women, selected from parti-
cipants in the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Youth Labor Force Behavior, was administered the '

ASVAB. " .4
This major research endeavor, known as the "Profile of AmerIcan Youth," marks the first time that .

a vocational aotitude test has been given to a nationally representative sample. The "Profile" ttudy ,

thus offers an unpredecented opportunitt, to evaluate the "c.oss-sectional character" of military
enlistees based on a national measure of vocational test performance.

Tht "Profile" study sample c ntairs approximately equal proportions of ales and females,
including individuals ?rom urban and rural areas, and from all major census regions. For the purposes
of previous analyses, this sample was statistically weighted to correspond with the 1980 national youth
population. Since the "Profile" study incorporates thi scores of contemporary youth on a similar ...
version of t.te ASVAB used currently to screen military recruits, it is possible to est;mate, with
reasonable precision, the numbers and proportions of American youth who would be expected to qualify
for military enlistment under present standards. Enlistment eligibility rates for the general
population, whey. combined with information on enlistment behavior, also allow--for the first
time--accurate coiputtion of the military "participation rates" of qualified youth.

Numerous at.empts have been made throughout the years to fix the limits of the so-calleu
"eligible" populat'on and, therefrom, to calculate the military "participation rates" of various
demographic subgrou,..7  The rates of prticipation for all youth (or specific aV- cohorts) can be
easily determined with Department of Defense statistics (aster/Loss data files' -d Bureau of the
Census population estimates. However, the "participation rates" of qualified youth--a more "refined"
measure of participation--must be based on a reasonab'e estimation of t e numer and characteristics of
potentially qualified youth. Most attempts to desc.-ibe the pool of potentially qualified youth have,
in the past, hinged upon aptitude test score data compiled for pre-indurtees or the aggregate popula-
tion of applicants/examinees. Consequently, previous estimates of the articipation rates" of poten-
tially qualified youth are sub.iect to ;erious e-ror.

Each Military Service applies its own aptitude standards in determining eligibility for enlist-
ment. These aptitude standards reflect the diverse requirements of the separate Se ..Jes, and they
typically vary according to educational attainment (high school graduation status) and, at times,
according to sex. For example, in the Army, male and female high school graduates during FY 1981 were
required to achieve a minimum AFQT score of 16 and a score of at least 85 on one of nine Service-
specific aptitude composites. In contrast, Air Force enlistnent standards for FY 1981 required that
male and female high school graduates achieve a minimum AFQT score of 21; in addition, they were
required to attain . combined aptit-4de composite score (including the Mechanical, Administrative,
General and Electronics composites) of no less than 120.

6Department of Defense, Profile of American Youth: 1980 Nationwide Administration of the Armed
;.rvices Vocational Aptitude Battery (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Assistant Secretary ofleTeinse
Cinpower, Reserve Affairs, and ogstitcs], March 1982), p. 7.

7Examples of previous research include: R.V.L. Cooper, Military Minpower and the All-Volunteer
Force (R-1450-ARPA) (Santa Monica, CA: Rand Coporation, 1977T, .213 2t6 . rpinos, Qualifi-
ca ton of American Youths fur Military Service (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Surgeon M-FF-,
Deoartment of the Army, 1964), and several other publications by the same author, r. Kim et al., The
Al -Volunteer Force: An Analysis of Youth Participation, Attrition, and Reenlistmett (Columbus, OH.:
cener tor Human Resource Research, Ohio Stte Univefrtj, May 198U); and Direc.torate tor Manpower
Research, Geographic and Racitl Differences Among Men Qualified for Militar Service (Research Note
72-161 (Wshington, D.C.: ,ica of the ssistiant Secretary of Cefense for manpower and Reserve
Affairs, July 1972) and subseq.ent reports by the Manpower Pesearch and Data Analysis Center. The
other side of the issue--the characterittics of the population considered unqualified for military
serice--is treated in The President's Tas ".rce on Manpower Conservation, One-Third of a Nation: A
Report on Young Men Found linoualified for Military Service (Washington, G,7 6overnment Printing
Oftica, ,anuary 1964).
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Higher aptitude scores are required ordinarily for male non-high school graduates and recipients
of General Educational Development (GED) high school equivalency certificates in each of the Services.
In FY 1981, female non-high school graduates were not eligible for enlistwent in either thle Navy or the

* Marine Corps; and female high school graduates who wished to enlist in these 3ervices were required to
meet different aptitude standards than those established for malts.

Recent analyses by the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) and the Brookings Institu-
tion--using the separate Service aptitude standards in effect during FY 1981--have been performed to
determine (on the basis of ASVAB results and data on sex and education) the, numbers and proportions of
American youth (ages 18 through 23) who would qualify for military service."3 Apti tude standards for rY
1981 were used because this period (October 1980 through September 1981) coincides roughly with the
point of educational attainmuent established for the (iro li fAeia otupplto Ie.,
September 1980. or the start of the 1980-81 school year).

Table 1 displays the results of the HumRRO and Brookings analyses. First of all, it is apparent
that enlistment 'selectivi cy" varies from Service to Service. Proportionately more Amrican youth,
regardless of sex, would be expected to qualify for the Arnly than for any other Service. At the same
tele, the lowest proportion of youth would be expected to qualify for the Marine Corps. The stringent
Marine Corps 'selectivity quotient" is largely the effect of entry restrictions on females. The Navy's
debarment of female non-high school graduates also affects the eligibility rate for all youth in this
Service. Not shown in Table 1 are the separate eligibility rates for males and females. The estimated

- . eligibility ratus for all male yo.uth, by Service, are az follows: Army, 7pretNv,7 ecn
Mzri.1e Corps, 72 perciii ana AirForce, 63 percent. The estimated eligibility rates for all females
are: Army, 80 percent; Navy, 58 percent; Marine Corls, 45 percent and Air Force, 60 percent.

Table I

Estiie 6 ercont of American Youth (18-nl years) 9A
Would Qualify for Enlistment in the mhi"r Serricee

By llacal/Eduric Grou Me Educational Lavoie

PaialEthaft uwlitary ServAcr
Edcito Am NV, Cone Force

P0456 41.7 19.9 22.3 11.2
GED 76.0 ?0.4 35.1Ai
MSG 96.4 87.5 i9.8 BE.L

XH115 7.1 -1z3.9 0.8
* .ED 35.2 26.6 13.9 11.2

MSG 68.6 AM. 33.6 32.1

Hispic
6556 13.6 4'a 6.5 1.5
660 40.0 35.' 18. 16.8
MS6 65.7 64.8 54.7 56.7

-7Me_1r -Tr

TOTAL
NI4SG 31.6 :S.0 16.8 8.0

6068.0 62.i 31.1 47.4
4 92.7 81.6 73.2 77.6

Source: 4. ginkin and M.J. Mielberg with A.;. Sct,,xider &I'd 4.M. Smith. 3lACzL and
%t 411ar (Washington, D.C.: The 3tookings :'iscitution, 1982). .o;Ll

TpT-'ulazions ;rovided by the Office of tie Assistant Secretary of
aefefse for Manipower. Reserve Affairs. LOd Logistics.

..tiiutes of the Percent of youth Qualified for military service were calculated
on 0he 0asis Of "nsult$ from the rofill. of Americar Youth (adminstration of the
ared Services forational Aptitude Sattery CASYAB] to a nations;l probability %ale
in 1980) and the 1981 educatiosiaotitude standards used by the Arm"O Services. (It
should be -toted that eligibility for enIfStment would alst, depend on other
factors-fincluding nedical anld voral roduireeants.)

oNiHSG is non-high school graduate. GE0 is recipient~ of Santeal Educational
5avlo-nt (660) '11gh school equivaieicy certificate. -45G is hligh school diploma
3radua or aboove. The Amricsn )outn populationu Inclntoj111 persons :trn between,
jiluery 1. 1957 and Oteaeer 31. 1962. Educatlonal level was determined as of
Setebr 1;80 (start of !980-a1 school year).

C~it category includes all rtcacilethnic groups other than placs or Hisrenlc.

131ACK CategorY does not includs persons of -tlnoanic origin.

8See Martin Binkin and Mark J. Eitelberg with Alvin J. SChexnider and Marvin M. Smitl, Blacks and
the Miliary (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1982).
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The differences in the enlistment eligibility rates for the three racial/ethnic groups displayed
in Table 1 are quite substantial. For example, approximately four out of five white youth wou,- be
expected to qualify for enlistment In the Army. Just over half of all Hispanic youth, and just under
half of all black youth, would meet the minimum aptitude standards established by the Army. And the
disparity between racial/ethnic groups is even wider in the othe" Services. About three out of ten
white youth, for Instance, would probably fall to qualify for entry into the Air Force, based on FY
1981 mlnimum aptitude/education standards; in sharp contrast, almost four out of five black youth would
probably be rejected by the Air Force.

Substantial variance in the eligibility rates of youth oy educational level can also be observed
both within and between separate racial/ethnic groups. The enlistment eigibility rates for nor-high
school graduates, regardless of racialiethnic group, are considerably below the comoarable rates for

, persons with equivalency certificates or high school diplomas. Minorities who are high school dropouts
(without GED certificates), in fact, have litcle or no likelihood of being able to meet the minimum
enlistment criteria established by the Armed Services.

Table 2 displays the estimated numbers of young men and women (totals by racial!ethnic group and
Service only) who would be expected to qualify for enlistment. These data give some idea of the
approximate number of youth affected by the eligibility rates shown above--as well as the differential
impact of Service standards on the supply of qualified applicants. (A forthcoming report by HumRRO
will present the percentages and numbers of American youth who would be expected to qualify for illi-
tary service--according to racial/ethnic group, educational level, ,ender, and geographic region--under
the same standards outlined here.)

Table 2

Estimated Number of A.mrcaa Youth (18-23 Years)
in the General Population and the Estimated Number
w lculd Qualify for Enls ti n the Military Services

by Racial/Ethnic Grovp a
(Nmer in Millions)

Racil/Et9ic Nmer in Nmer Qualified fo iiayservice
Grn"u general Air

9oplation Ar' Navy Co.r, Force

White 20.1 17.2 15.0 13.6 14.2
SlarJ 3.4 1.6 1.1 0.8 3.7
Hispanic 1.5 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.5

TOTAL Z5.1 19.6 16.7 14.9 15.4

Souce: Derived from special tabulations provided by the Office of the Secre-
tary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics).

3Base population includes residents of the United States born between January
1, 1957 ,.nd December 31, 19v2. Base population figures in this table exclude
persons for whom education was unknown. Exclusion of these persons reduced base
population figures by an average of 1.4 percert below Bureau of the Census esti-
mates. Unkr.own cases occurred most often among black males (2.2 percent) and
least oftei, among Hispanic and white malts (1.2 percent).

bWhlte category Includes all raci'rletnlc groups other than black or His-
"anic. Black category does not include Hispanic.

The military "participation rates* of American youth (males ,)nlv) were calculated with data from
the "Profile ot American Youtho study and recruiting statits ccop-led by the Defense Manpower Data
Center The "participation rate" is defined as the percentage of male youth born between January 1,
1957 and December 31, 1962 who enlisted in tie military (for the first time) between July 1973 and
September 1981.

Table 3 shows the participation rates, by racial/ethnic group at:i educational level, for two base
populations: (1) all male youth (within the respective category); and (2) all male youth who would be
expected to qualiff _r enlistent under FY 1981 aptitude test standards (by racial/ethnic group and
education calgoi. It should be noted that the cross-sectional participation rates displayed in
Table 3 actually understate the true percentages of male youth who join the military, since they do not
include individuais who either (a) enlist after September 30, 1981 or (b) enter officer programs. It
slnalJ also be pointed out that eligibility for enlistment would depend on other factors in addition to
" w)ltude and educution--including medical and diora! requirements.
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Table 3

Military Participation Rates of Kale Youth Born Between
1957 through 1962 by Racial/Ethnic Group and Educational Level&

Racial/Ethnic Grou
Educational Levelb h Blckd Hispanic TOTAL

Below High School Graduate

All Youth 16.6 12.1 S.3 14.5
Qualified Youth 39.0 135 .7e 45.7 45.1

GED High Siml Equivalency
All Yuuth 18.6 14.2 14.5 18.0
Qualified Youth 25.5 37.6 29.7 27.0

I~ Sic~m 00iploma Graduate

All Youth 9.8 22.3 10.3 11.2

Qualified Youth 10.2 33.7 11.6 12.2

TOTAL
All Youth 11.5 18.2 8.3 12.3
Qualified Youth 13.6 41.6 15.3 16.0

Sources: Statistics on qualified youth are derived from data that appear in Department of
Defense. Profile of Aafericrn Youth: 1980 Nation-ide Arinistration of the
Armed Services Vocational Actitude at er (Washington, D.C.: Office of tne
Assisutnt Secretary of Defense for Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Logistics,
March 1982); and special tabulations provided by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.

aparticipaton rate is the percentage of ale youth born between January 1, 1957 and December
31. 1962 who enlisted in the military (for the first time) between July 1973 and September
1981. Participation rates are shown for two base populations: 1. all male youth within the
racial/ethnic and education category; and 2. all Wle youth who wouT-bexpectad to qualify
for enlistment under 1981 aptitude test standdrds (by racial/ethnic and education catI5yT.
The cross-sectional participation rates understate the true percentage of sale youth who join
the military since they do not include indTviduals who a) enlist after 30 September 1981 and
b) enter officer program. Estimates of the number of youth qualified for the military were
calculated on the basis of results from the Profile of American Youth (administration of the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery to a national probability smple in 1980) and the
1981 education/aptitude standards used by the Armd Services. (It should be noted that
eligibility for enlistment would also depend on other factors-including medical and moral
equi eets.)
or military personnel, education at time of entry (and initial qualification) into service.

Approximately one percent of the male youth population could not be identified on the basis
of education; and one percent of military personnel could not be identified on the basis of
racial/ethnic group. These unknown cases were not included in the calculations of participation
rates.
cWhite category includes all racial/ethnic groups other than black or Hispanic.
d~lack category does not include persons of Hispanic origin.
eDuring FY 1976-8C, the Armed Services unknowlingly accepted volunteers who did not meet eligi-
bility standards because of errors in test calibration. These errors affected principally non-
high school graduates with low aptitude scores. The inusually high *participation rate' for
black non-high school graduates reflects the fact ..at many more black youth in thi. category
were accepted for military !.ervice than would have qualified with the correctly calibrated test.

The attraction of the military for minority youth is vividly portrayed in Table 3. Black and
Hispanic youth who are qualified for military service have generally enlisted in proportionately
greater levels than their white counterparts. This is particularly true for blacks: as of September
1981, almost 42 percent of a'Cl potentially qualified black males in the United States (born in 1957
throu h 1962) have entered military service. One out of three black male youth who had a high school
diplora or a GED, and would probably qualify for enlistment, had enlisted by September 1981--while the
comparable rate for black high school dropouts is a whopping 136 percent. (This unusually high rate
reflects the fact that ASVAB misnorming during FY 1976-80 affectedprndpally the eligibility of non-
high school graduates with low aptitude test scores. Many more black youth in this categcry conse-
quently were accepted for military service than would have qualified with the correctly cajibratea
test.) In contrast, the participation rate for potentially qualified white high school graduates is 10
percen and the overall -ate for white maas, who would qualify for erlistment is about 14 percent.
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Perhaps an even more revealing aspect of youth participation lies in the fact that potentially
qualified youth who do not have a high school diploma or equivalency. certificate--regardless of race--
find military service an especially appealing job or education alternative. Almost half of all high
school drrpouts who could pro ao y pass the military's aptitude test standards had enlisted; and more
than one out of four qualified GED recipients had made t4e same choice. In fact, the impact of the
Armed Services as a place of opportunity, equal acceptance and involvement, regardless of prior social
disaavantage or pre-axisting handicap, has helped to make the military a traditional channel for social
mobility. The participation rates displayed in Table 3 tend to confirm that both the image and the
promise of "opportunity" are still quite strong.

Some Gemeral Observations
As a matter of fact, our fantastic friends from the Wizard of Oz may pass the military's educa-

tion/aptitude requirements. Their perseverence in getting to the Emerald City and the Scarecrow's
diploma make them good risks insofar as the completion of their first term of duty. Witt; "passing"
scores on the AFQT, they would be eligible to join the enlisted ranks. It is highly questionable,
however, whether Dorothy's three strange companions could ever meet the medical standards established
for military eligibility. (And, alas, the poor Scarecrow hmself would surely be a fire hazard.)

In the real world, nevertheless, the Military Services are faced witt the task of selecting--fre
among almost a million potential recruits each year--hundreds of thousands of the nation's very "best"
prospects. And for several hundred thousand young men and women annually, acceptance or rejection by
the Armed Forces will affect not only their immediate opportunities for employment and training, but
the total sum of their early "life chanceso and the eventual course of their working life. For some
young men and women, servic in the nation's military may even be a sort of crossroad or junction
between a path to socioeconomic "failure" or "success."

Recognition of the consequences of personnel screening decisions in the Armed Forces--on the
individual "life chances" of today's youth as well as the nation's own defense capabilities--has opera-
ted to place the military's enlistment criteria under greater scrutiny than ever before. As the
authors of one recent study observe: "Whether the standards used for eniistment, 4ob classification,
and assignment are as valid as adherence to them implies is an open question. While in many cases
present standards are based on years of experience and are the products of extensivt. and rigorous
research, in others they appear to be nothing morm, than legacies of the conscription era when there was
virtually no pressure on the armed forces to Justify their manning criteria."9

Congress has strongly urged the Department of Defense and the Military Services to develop an
empirical research and analytical foundation for enlistmL-,,t standards presently in use.' 0  Indeed,
major efforts are currently underway to validate existing standards and to expand the selection and
classification measures applied by the military (particularly aptitude test scores). Research is also
in progress now to include consideration of various high school credentials, additional aptitude test
scores, high school academic records, and attendance and behavio.'al records in an effort to refine
further the recruit screening process. For example, it has been noted that, with the wide and almost
limitless variety of high school "graduation" standards being used in the various states- school
districts, and individual secondary schools, the current educational standards applied by the Armed
Forces appear almost arbitrary. More "precise" standards, it is felt, can be developed to coincideith the substantial canes that have occurred in the secondary school systems of t.1% country over

the past two decades. Clearly, some applicants who should not be allowed to enlist arr oelng accepted;
on the other hand, it is quite possible that many individuals who would probabl. perform well in the
militarj are being eliminated from consideration due to educational standards that are outdated,
unnecessarily rigid, imprecise, -And overly generalized. Current and future research efforts--including
testing research, an assessment of educational and moral standards, a reexamination of medical
criteria, and the ongoing analysis of the "Profile of American Youth" data base--should help the
scientific and policymaking -omunity evdluate the standards presently used by the Armed Forces as the
basi:. for their personnel decisions--and, at the same time, reach a more complete understanding of the
relationship and role of the military in society.

98inkin and Eitelberg, BlacKs and the Military, p. 155.

10 Department of Defense, Department of Defense Efforts to Develop Ouality Standards for Enlist-
ment, Report to the House and Senate Committees on Armed Servces (Washington, D.C," Office of the

ssistant Secretary of Defense [Manpower, Reserve Affairs, and Loo.stics], December 1981), p. 1.
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ABSTRACT

Criterion-Referenced Testing for -Technical Training*

John A. Ellis, PhD

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

Modern military instruction is developed according to a systematic
method called Instructional Systems Development (ISD). Testing of
student performance is an important part of ISD, sirze the adequacy
and maintenance of any tra~ning program depends on careful assess-
ment of the quality of student learning. .To.facilitate the test
and test items development process, the Handbook for Test in
Techniical Training was developed. This paper described the hand-
book and discussed the role of criterion-referenced testing in
technical training.

NOTE: Material contained in this presentation
will be included in a forthcoming book to be pub-
lished under the auspices of the Military Testing
Association and tentatively entitled Military
Contributions to Development of Training Technology.
(Editors: John A. Ellis, Navy Personnel Research
and Development Center, and Hendrick W. Ruck, Air
Force Human Resources Laboratory.)
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INSTRUCTOR ATTITUDES
TOWARD INSTRUCTIONAl SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

AND PERFORMANCE BASED TESTING

By: Homer C. Emery, Maj, MSC, USA

00 Florence P. Emery, Education Specialist, AHS
-\ Ben Pierce, Education Specialist, AHS

This paper focuses on an issue often talked about among professional

0 training developers and frequently discussed in the literature.at,3). The
issue which we address is -instructor attitudes toward instructional systems
development and performance based testing-

First let me admit that I am an instructor, or as normally referred to,
"the subject matter expert (SME)". My first experience with ISD was at Fort

| C Sill, Oklahoma, where one of my colleagues, Ms. Florence Emery, was involved
in instructional development for subjects ranging from "crater analysis" to
"map reading". My first attitudes toward ISD were formed on the question of
"How can a non-subject-matter expert develop effective technical training
better than an SME?" At that time, for me, this question was an honest con-
tern.

This same concern is very real for many trainers in organizations that
are implementing an instructional development system that involves professional
training developers rather than subject matter experts. When this concern is
ignored, neglected, or simply overlooked it may have negative impacts on
delivery of the final training product.

During discussions with the co-authors it appeared that identifying in-
structor attitudes toward ISD and performance based training would be helpful
in the implementation of new training programs. We decided to develop an
instrument that could be used for assessing instructor attitudes that could
impact on training. Our original project was designed in three phases:

Phase one: Develop statements for use in an attitude assessment
Ps w instrument.
Phase two: Conduct formal item analysis of the assessment instrument.
Phase three: Apply the instrument in an actual training environment.

in this paper we will be reporting on what we have accomplished in Phase
one of this project and discuss preliminary observations concerning instructor
attitudes toward ISD and performance based testing. In addition several
strategies for implementing ISD in traditional training organizations will be

[:. presented.

Before we continue it will be helpful to first dafine attitude and deve-
lop an operational definition of "instructor attitudes". From Lang's early
description of "aufgab" (task-attitude) the concept and definition of attitude
has been argued and debated. Some experts l-zve even suggested that the concept
of attitude should be abandoned.

A dictionary would define attitude as: "The mental posture or position
in relation to some purpose or emotion." Numerous definitions of attitude
can be found in the literature. Thurstone provided an early definition that

.- we will share with you, "An attitude is th 3um total of a man's inclinations
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and feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats,
and convictions about any specified topic."(4)

For the purposes of this paper instructor attitudes are defined --e,
"concerns of the instructor about ISD, performance based testing, and the
training environment that may influence the training process."

The first problem encountered was the selection and development of an
instrument for assessing instructor attitudes. Several methods and instruments
for ascertaining attitudes have been successfully used by other workers. It
was decided to use the Likert Summated-Rating method due to its relative -

simplicity and the time required for construction. Developed by Rensis -

Likert in 1932 the method of summated ratings consists of a series of state-
ments to which an individual may respond by indicating a range of concurrence.
Each statement represents different aspects of the attitude object.

Thirty-nine statements were constructed from training journals and train-
ing development publications. These statements represented the following areas

of possible instructor concern:
*Concerns about testing.
*Concerns about Instructional Systems Development.
*Concerns about student abilities.
*Concerns about training methods and design.

Responses from subjects were obtained by use of five categories: strongly
agree (SA); agree (A); undecided (UN); disagree (D); and strongly disagree (SD).
Numerical scores of 5-1 were used to indicate the degree of response as possi-
tive or negative.

To minimize possible set response from test subjects approximately half

the statements were designed so that scoring was reverse. This is illustrated
in the following statements:

Positive Statement-

Students should be provided with an outline of the steps of a perform-
ance test prior to testing.
SA(5); A(4); UN(3); D(2); SD(1)

Negative Statement-

A few students can always be expected to fail a course.
S'.(1); A (2); UN(3); D(4); SD(5)

The total attitude score for an individual is ootained by summing the numer-

ical scores of individual statements.

To determine which of the original statements would be selecte-d for

formal item analysis a preliminary investigation was conducted utilizing the
criterion of internal consistency. In this method the summed response from

25% of the highest scoring individuals is compared to the summed responses
from 25% of the lowest scoring individuals. The difference in sumnated
ratings is used to rank the statements. (5)
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In our preliminary analysis the criginal instrument was given to a group

of training development professionals (n=40). Tis group was selected from
the membership of professional training development organizatior and was
assumed to be a known positive group (KPG). The instrument was also given to
a group of military instructors (n=40) associated with the 91S MOS (environ-
mental health specialist) course at the Academy of Health Zciences, Fort Sam
Houston. The instructor group represented an unknown group (UNG).

In this presentation only selected statements will be presented for
discussion. Responses to the following statements indicated a difference
in how developers and instructors viewed testing. "A test that all students
can pass is too easy and should be modified." The summated rating for the
known positive group (KPG) was 41 and the unknown group (UNG) summated rating.
was 26. "Some test items need to be more difficult to enable ranking of
students." The summated rating for the KPG was 42 and the UNG 27. The
instructor group tended to view testing as a means of numerical ranking of
students rather than as an indicator of performance ability.

The second area in which statements were constructed was that of concern
about ISD. Response to the following statements indicage an uncertainty on
the part of instructors about ISD. "ISD is less effective than traditional
methods." The summated rating for KPG was 42 and the UNG 26. "ISD developed
training weakens the instructor's role in the classroom." The summated rating
for the YJG was 41 and the UNG 19. This may indicate that instructors may feel
threatened about the ISD process.

The th'rd area addressed was that of student abilities. "A few students
can always be expected to fail a course." The summated rating for the KPG
was 40 and the UNG 20. "Student abilities have greatly decreased in the last
few years." The summated rating for KPG was 40 and the UNG 25.

A difference in how these two groups viewed training methods and design
wa. also indicated. "Use of platform instruction is the best method of train-
ing." The summated rating for the KPG was 43 and the UNG 26.

Even though we have not applied extensive statistical procedures in ourpreliminary work it is indicated that instructors view concerns about ISD and

performance based testing differently than training developers. The authors
suggest the following strategies to minimize training turbulence that this
difference may create in institutions implementing ISD:

1. Organizational Implementation Plan
2. Use of matrix organization
3. Using resistance to change as a resource to change

4. Formal end of course reviews

An organizational ISD implementation plan that has been approved and is
fully supported by all senior staff members is a necessity. An implementation
plan should include an extensive instructor orientation to the ISD process.
Without such a plan implementation of ISD will likely be in a "muddling through"I mode at best. In 1975, the Army's Infantry School at Ft. Benning developed
an excellent 1SD implementation plan consisting of 11 major activities carried

4| out over a 15 month period. The result was an easier transition from tradit-

ional subject matter focused training to a performance based ISD system.
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Since the introduction of ISD in the early 70's military schools have
reorganized on the basis of function. This tends to further isolate the in-
structor from the developer. Matrix organization synonymous with project
management in research and development would provide greater interaction be-
tween developers and subject matter experts. Organization on the basis of
MOS with other required personnel would do a great deal toward reducing po-
tential instructor resistance to the ISD process.

Labeling the instructor as a source of resistance to implementing ISD
may create a serious psychological block in the minds of those responsible
for implementing ISD programs. Instead of viewing the instructor as a source
of resistance to the ISD process, it is recommended to cultivate the instruc-
tor group as a potential resource. There may be a very real and legitimate
basis for what may seem to be voices of resistance. "ISD will take more time";
It won't work here"; We've always done it this way"; and other apparently
negative positions may be sources of identifying better alternatives and
improving original ISD planning.

Formal end of course reviews is an excellent means of dissemenating
current information to instructors and course developers. Student abilities,
student performance, what worked, what didn't work, are all items that should
be included in an end of course review.

SUMMARY: This presentation has focused on the issue of instructor
attitudes toward ISD and performance based testing. Our preliminary work
indicates that a difference does exist between instructors and training dev-
lopers and how each views certain concerns in the training environment.

The first phase of our project has resulted ir the selection of statements
for constructing a Likert Summated-Rating instrument. Formal item analysis
will be necessary to validate the instrument and to apply it in an actual
training environment. Anyone desiring to obtain a copy of this instrument
may do so by a request to any of the authors.

Even though our preliminary work has been limited the issue of instructor
attitudes toward ISD is a real one. Training organizations failing to rec-
ognize this potential problem will fine implementation of ISD in traditional
subject-matter-based system difficult at best.
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An Iterative Decision Method for
"/Selecting Medical Tasks for Training

Kenn Finstuen, M.S., M.Ed., Ph.D.

Academy of Health Sciences, United States Army
00 Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234

0Abstract
-This paper describes a group decision technique used by training policy

managerm of the Army Medical Department (AMEDD) to select and prioritize tasks
for enlisted medical training programfs. The method systematically ouantifies
a series of training decisions made by (-5 or 7 subject matter expe-t judges.0During the first iteration judges make Tndependent d:chotomous decisions I -
select versus 0 - nonselect) concerning n - !00 to 300 medical performance
tasks for a specific military occupational specialty (MDS). Training
decisions are analyzed via multiple linear regression procedures, and
predicted task scores, gcodness-of-fit, and inter-rater reliability measures
are coiouted. Tasks are simultaneously rank ordered by task scores and degree
of rater agreement and are displayed in a standard graphic format. The board
is convened and the results from the first decision iteration (31) are
examined. reedback results are used to direct group discussion. After
discussion, judges render revised group decisions (02) on disputed tasks. The
Judges then rate or rank the selected tasks in terms of combat criticality.
Results are used in task analysis and medical training design and developmnt.A -

"The --ews of the author are his own and do not purport to refluct the position of
ths Department of the Army or the Departsmnt of Defense."

Background
Decision making in a training environment can be viewed as a for, of

productivity. Within this approach, training decisions may be assessed along
the dimensions of effectiveness and efficiency. To be effective, decisions
should be accurate, be centered upon the appropriate issues, be understandable
and be useful as an integrated product. To be efficient, decisions should be
timely, be arrived at in an orderly, systematic manner, and be parsimonious in
the expenditure of resources. The purpose of this paper is to describe-the
rationale for, and tho Jynamics associated with the Iterative Decision Method
(IDM), a productivity based expert group decision-making technique developed
by the Individual Training Division of the Academy of Health Sciences (AHS),
Ft Sam Houston, T4. The method has been applied by an expert panel that
consisted of .n ei.rgency room physician and nurse and 3 combat medics to
select and prioritize tasks for the 91B30 Advanced Medical Specialist course
(Carroll & Finstuen, Note 1). More recently the IDM was employed by an AHS
Colonel's committee and an AMEDD General Officer board to prioritize medical
combat deficiencies for mission area a.ialyses (Finstuen, in press).

The IDM is a highly structured group judgment model designed to maximize
the effectiveness and efficiency of decision making for an expert panel of 5
or 7 decision makers. The process consists of a nominal group phase in which
members render independent task selection judgments (Jl) about a well-defined
list of potential medical training tasks. The J1 decisions are then
statistically modeled using multiple linear regression equations. The J1
results are employed as feedback in the second face-to-face interaction group
phase to arrive at a revised group judgment (J2). Each of the componerts of
the IDM procedure have been carefully constructed to optimize decision-making
effectiveness and to limit inefficient actions. The technology draws from
several decision-making techniques and is based upon the research findings of
over 70 small group interaction and productivity studies.

Productivity in Decision Making
Individual versus Group Decisions
'" Outputs from small groups have typically been found to exceed outputs of
single individuals (Rosenberg, 1969). An extensive literature review of small
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aroup and individual productivity from 1920 to 1957 (Lorge, Fox, Davitz &
Brenner, 1958) presented evidence in favor of group versus individual produc-
tivity across a variety of performance tasks. For example, groups were shown
to be more accurate than individuals in judgments of the weight of physical
objects, social situations, and in the solution of complex problems. More
recently Davis (1969) demonstrated that cognitive and intellectual task
performance may be enhanced by group activity

The need for collective decision making has long been recognized by the
military as evidenced by numerous boards convened for personnel selection,
promotion, disciplinery action, and budget and project planning. The goal of
the IDM process is not to replace board actions, but rather to enhance the
productivity of such actions.
Nominal versus Interactive Group Decisions

Although group decisions tend to be superior to individual decisions in
terms of productivity, different approaches may be taken to arrive at a group
decision. Are members of a board more effective and efficient in decision-
making if they work individually or if they accomplish most of the work in
face-to-face meetings? This question addresses the difference between nominal
and interactive grcup structures. Comparative studies of decision making in
small groups sugqest that there are distinct advantages associated with the
use of nominal versus interactive groups (Marquart, 1955). Differences in
performance may be attributed to three main factors, viz., the judgmental
difficulty associated with the objects of interest, characteristics of the
grouo members who make the judgments, and the situation in which the judgments
occur.

In reference to judgmental difficulty, both groups tend to function
equally well for simple unitary task decisions (Kelley & Thibaut, 1969), but
as decisions become more complex, interactive groups tend to perform-more
accurately and tend to be more satisfied with their performance (Faust, 1959;
Hackman, 1968; Morris, 1966; Shiftlett, 1972). Many studies have investigated
the moderating effects of task difficulty and interpersonal interaction upon
performance and consequent satisfaction and have arrived at similar findings
(Trow, 1957; Ewen, 1973; Bray, Kerr, & Atkin, 1978).

Several concerns separate the nominal from the interactive process in
regard to the characteristics of croup members. First, a nominal group
maintains a higher degree of imoartiality because members make their decisions
individually. Independent action limits the amount of influence that board
members may exert uoon others (Van de Ven & Delbecq, 1971). Secord, by
discussion, members tend to stimulate thoughts that other members might not
have if they work alone (Hall, Mouton, & Blake, 1963). Third, an interactive
group benefits from a pooling of resources while the nominal does not. In
terms of accuracy, face-to-face interaction provides opportunities For errors
to correct themselves, for clarification of issues, and for an analysis of the
logic behind member decisions (Delbecq, Van de Ven, & Sustafson, 1975). The
pooling-of-abilities model has prompted a great deal of research (e.g.,
Goldman, 1965, 1966; Laughlin & Johnson, 1966; Shaw, 1971; Steiner, 1972).
While the majority of these studies confirmed the obvious advantages of the
pooling-of-abilities effect on decision making in interactive groups, findings
also indicated that the effect was contingent on a high le.el of member
ability (expertise). In groups :omposed of experts each member has uiique
Specialized information, skills, and experiences that enhance collective
decision making. In interaction groups composed of individuals with
relatively low ability or knowledge of the issues; few, if any, gains were
observed beyond the productivity of nominal group conditions.
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In regard to situational effects on the productivity of decision making,
the amount of time allowed for solutions appeared to be one of the major
factors afficting both interactive and nominal group conditions (Restle,
1962).

Optimal group size. Another situational productivity factor involves the
size of the interaction decision-making group. Steiner (1972) hypothesized
that productivity generally increases with the size of the group up to a point
where coordination and motivation decrements take over. In the case of
coordination decrements, the larger the group, the greater will be the process
loss due to the requirement that all members function in a concerted manner.
For motivation effects, member effort declines as group size increases since
the addition of more persons to the group decreases the individual amount of
outcome rewards associated with the decision making. Research support for
coordination effects has been consistent. Ziller (1957) found that decision
accuracy increased 74% when the performance of one person was compared with a
3-person group. However, increments in productivity tended to be smaller as
more people were added to the group, i.e., when the group was increased from 3
to 5 me'bers, accuracy increased only 9 percentage points. Other researchers
have reported that members experienced difficulty in the coordination of
groups of more than 7 persons (James, 1951), and that as size increased above
7 that restraints against participatio: increased (Delbecq, et.al., 1975).

In addition to coordination effects, motivation is inversely affectEd by
increases in the size of interactive groups. Slater (1958) has shown that in
groups of from 2 to 7 meibers, that groups of size 5 were most satisfied with
committee actions. Larger groups complained of inefficiency, while smaller
groups became more concerned with interpersonal relations.

With respect to the optimal si:. for interaction decision groups, some
investigators recommend a size of 5 (Bales, 1956; Slater, 1958), while others
recommend a range from at least 5 to 7 (Delbecq, et.al., 1975; Hare, 1962;
James, 1951). Groups of less than 5 probably lack the diversity of skills
under the pooling-of-abilities model. Also, ip groups of 5 or more it has
been found that the opinions given are more carefully thought out before they
are presented (Hare, 1962). These findings indicate that, for optimal
productivity, interactive decision-making groups should consist of a least 5
but no more than 7 expert members. Further, the use of an odd number is
recommended to circumvent the possibility of a deadlock.

In summary, the evidence from the research literature indicates that 1)
collective decisions are more productive than decisions made by a single~individual, 2) that nominal groups are most useful for making unitary task

decisions a for maintaining impartiality, and 3) that interactive groups of
5 or 7 experts tend to be more satisfied and more productive in making complex
decisions.

Maximizing Decision Productivity For Medical Expert Boards
Many special purpose techniques exist for modeling expert judgments and

decision making such a.. the Delphi survey technique (Turoff, 19701, and the
nominal group technique--NGT (Delbecq, et.al., 1975; Vroman, 1975). Judgment
models can be differentiated by the type of group structure useu (nominal vs
interactive), and the types of judgments employed for making decisicns among
items or tasks. Nominal group results can be used two ways. First, decision
information may be used directly as an end product. Second, results can be
input to an interactive group decision. Results from Delphi and NGT research
have shown that group decisions benefit from the sequence of nominal and
interactive group actions. In this regard nominal group judgments may be
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viewed as a form of front-end-analysis--FEA (Harless, 197.) for the

interactive round of decision making.

The following task selection model was developed to maximize the judgment
productivity of A?4EDD expert boards (see Figure 1). Each of the components of
the procedure have been car-efully structured to optimize decision-making
effectiveness ind to limit inefficient actions. Analogcus to the medical
model, independent judgments from nominal groups, defined as J1, may be viewed

Sequencing of Interactive and nominal groups (similar to NCr and Delphi proceases)

nreedaccuracy (effectiveness) and satisfaction after dsuso

Model vs Actual JI: Nominal Group J2: Interactive Croup
Performance Independent J=dmets QRevised Group Judgments

Task or deficiency Lriit iniedStatistical by 5 or 7 experts Revised
CIctv cin flintay PAlain soing f- Dcso

'Cnlists Simple unitary decisions 11 by multiple Complex decisions Reut

developed by bnrdeios Sonanalysis Pooling"f-abilities Ts
staff I (selectInou-s-lect) to Interpret. eval- akostaff Standard graphic uate, andi revise deficiency

display of J1 decisions item list
results priorities

Diagnosis PrognosisI

Fronc-end-analysis J

* Figure .Diagram of the Iterative Decision Method for maximizing the productivity of eprt
board Judgment and deoision-msaking actions. The model is an Integration of several decisio-king
tecntques. smll group pro~9uctim.1ty concepts and research, and applied statistical anlysis.

* as an aid to diagnosis, that is they provide information about the present
state of a given decision-making situation. Revised group judgmenits defined
as 32. involve a prognosis for corrective actions to be taken. As shown,
nominal (31) and interactive (32) groups are alternated, In addition to the
seDarate advantages of using both types of groups, t.he comb~ined use of a
nominal group first and a discussion group second results in ai- increase in
effectiveness. The J1 results are used as feedback during the J2 phase of

- -decision making, and tend to increase the accuracy of decisions and to
decrease the range of judgments after discussion (Delbecq, et.al., 1975,
Thorndike, 1938).

*To increase the efficiency of the process, task lists are developed by a
FAstaff before the decision-making process begins. Unilike the ?4GT and

Delphi, the PEA frees the expert panel from the job of identifying judgment
items (i.e. potential training tasks) prior to making decisions of training
requirements.

The 1DM Process For Medical TraininQ Decisions
During the X11 rourdo jdgments, 5 or 7 medica expert decision-makers

*imoartially privide simple decisions in reference to the judgment items. For
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the selection of tasks for training, decisions are either yes (coded 1) or no
(coded 0). Lists consist of 100-300 medical tasks grouped into 15-25 duties
per MOS. While simple averages help to differentiate among tasks, explicit
measures of expert agreement, computed from multiple linear regression
equations, provide a comprehensive and efficient picture of the J1 decision
results. Predictive information consists of both task and judge variables
that are statistically analyzed with a series of special application APL
computer programs. In addition to standard descriptive statistics, i.e. task
averages and standard deviations, three statistical indices are computed for

each duty list. For each duty, indices reflect the goodness-of-fit for a
group equation that expresses individual judgments as a function of a set of
binary task and expert predictor variables, an index of the inter-raLer
reliability, and an F test which expresses the results of testing the
hypothesis of task mean differences. In addition, standardized graphic
displays of duty results allow the experts to efficiently direct the group
discussion and to focus on disagreements which merit attention. The only
reason that agreed upon tasks are discussed is to identify the rationale used
to arrive at selection decisions. While this information might be
interesting, it is secured at the expense of time which would be better
directed to the pressing problem areas. For the sake of efficiency, expert
positions are identified only when they are associated with disagreements.
With this form of decision making there are no correct or incorrect opinions,
however, the probability of 100% consensus for all J1 decisions is remote.
The objective of the process is to have the group arrive at an acceptable
level of agreement; it is not necessary that 100% consensus be obtained at J2.

Once the revised J2 selection decisions have been made, the experts
either rank or rate the tasks in terms of combat criticality. The result is a
prioritized list of medical tasks to be developed for specific MOS training.

Reference Note
1. Carroll, T., & Finstuen, K. US Army Advanced Medic (91B30) Training: An
iterative decision method application. Paper to be presented at the 24th
Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association, San Antonio, Nov 1982.
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SELECTION OF INTELLIGENCE ANALYSTS

M. A. Fischl

o and

() Arthur C. F. Gilbert

U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences

The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) is responsible for keeping the
Joint Chiefs of Staff informed of activities of potential military consequence
world-wide. A very important element in performance of this mission is the
uniformed and civilian staff of individuals who analyze social, political,
economic, and strategic information about assigned parts of the world.

Civilian intelligence analysts are selected for their jobs largely on the
basis of academic record and prior work history. Virtually all are college
graduates, many with graduate training and degrees, and many are former uniformed
military personnel. This paper describes a recent investigation into the'
feasibility of improving the process of selection of civilian intelligence
analysts, through adding the use of tests of the aptitudes and skills required
in the job.

A>
Method

The method employed followed a standard test-development paradigm. Job
analysis identified personal characteristics important to analyst success, an
experimental battery of tests to measure the characteristics was selected, and
it was administered to a sample of recently-hired incumbents for whom job per-
formance information was also obtained. Multiple regression analyses weighted
the tests, which were then cross-validated on holdout portions of the sample.

Job Analysis

Discussions were held with members of the DIA staff, to learn the nature of
the job performed by intelligence analysts and apparent causes of success and
failure on the job. Additional information about the analyst job and character-
istics judged important for its successful performance was obtained from personal
interviews with 14 incumbent intelligence analysts and from critical incident
questionnaires on which 20 supervisors of analysts provided descriptions of
positive and negative critical incidents, with explanation of the personal
qualities responsible for each incident.
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Experimental Test Battery

On the basis of the job analysis, a picture emerged of personal attributes
important in the intelligence analyst job. Table 1 presents these attributes
and the commercial tests selected to measure them and serve as potential
predictors of analyst success.

Table 1
Experimental Predictor Variables

and Their Tests

Variable Test

High Level reasoning ability Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal 1/

Inductive reasoning Comprehensive Ability Battery:
Subtest 6, Inductive Reasoning 2/

Intellectual flexibility Comprehensive Ability Battery:
Subtest 15, Spontaneous Flexibility

Writing skill Flanagan Industrial Tests:
Subtest 6, Expression 3/

Memory Flanagan Industrial Tests:
Subtest 12, Memory

Intellectual curiosity Gordon Personal Inventory:
Original Thinking Scale 1/

Deliberateness, carefulness Gordon Personal Inventory:
Cautiousness Scale

Interpersonal skill Gordon Personal Inventory:
Personal Relations Scale

Achievement motivation Gordon Survey of Personal Values:
Achievement Scale 3/

Self-discipline Gordon Survey of Personal Values:
Orderliness Scale

Perserverance Gordon Personal Profile:
Responsiblity Scale 1/

1/ New York: The Psychological Corporation

2/ Champaign, IL: Institute fo_ Personality and Ability Testing

3/ Chicago: Science Research Associates
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Subjects and Procedure

The experimental battery was administered in a 3-hour session to 64

intelligence analysts who had been employed at DIA for periods ranging from

1 to 24 months. The mean experience level was just under 12 months, and the

sample was approximately 2/3 male, 1/3 female. All but 3 members of the

sample were caucasian. These 64 analysts were the most recently hired by DIA.

Immediately after the testing session a DIA staff member met individually

with the supervisors of the 64 r;,alysts to administer performance rating forms.

At that time the supervisors were informed that the ratings were ad hoc and for

research purposes only, would not appear on a personnel record, and, when

completed, were to be transmitted in sealed envelopes directly to the research

organization outside of DIA. Candor and accuracy were encouraged, it being

pointed out that there was no risk to any employee but potential great benefit

to the Agency. A copy of the rating form appears as Figure 1.

ANALYS? RATING TOM1

Date:__

Analyst's Nowa (Print) later's Saw (Print)

Last First 1 Last First Mz

Lengtb of t1,e you have known this analyst
(Months)

one box to indicate your appraisal of this analst's perfor-szce. in cali.ng
your ratin g of perfomance. consi der th~e ara1st'$ de=ozstrated p~e-fo.'--sace

. relative to the Performance Of al.l other analysts you have kzc%-= at his/he:"

~stage of experience.

Bottom Kiddle 
Top

102 Next higher 40% Next higher IU
(M-srgi al) 202 (Average) 20? (rtsan dizs)

Figure 1. Performance appraisal instrument
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The full sample of 64 intelligence analysts was randomly divided into two
half samples, and independent stepwise multiple regression analyses were
performed on each. The regression weights emerging from analysis of bdf-
sample A were utilized to compute a score for each member of half-sample B,
and that score distributicn was correlated with the distribution of criterion
ratings for these individuals. Similarly, the regression weights emerging from
analysis of half-sample B were utilized to compute a score for each member of
half-sample A, and that score distribution -zas correlated with the distribution
of thei: criterion ratings.

The validation procedure will be recognized as standard double cross-
validation, yielding two regression equations and two validity coefficients.
From that point, judgment was utilized to integrate the two solutions- that is,
to select the final test battery-- and to arrive at a single best estimate of
the criterion-related validity of that battery.

Results

The most valid test was the test of Expression, correlating 0.55 with the
criterion in half-sample A and 0.37 in half-sample B. Of equal validity to
Expression in half-sample B was the Critical Thinking Appraisal, and this test
also correlated 0.36 with the criterion in half-sample A.

Addition of tests resulted in five-variable solutions in both half-samples.
In half-sample A this solution was:

Y 2.144 +.0.054 Expression - 0.036 Orderliness +

0.015 Memory + 0.015 Spontaneous Flexibility + 0.010 Critical Thinking

In half-sample B the five-variable solution was:

Y 1.36 + 0.046 Expression + 0.026 Critical Thinking - 0.025 Orderliness

+ 0.022 Memory + 0.013 SpontaDeous Flexibility

When these five-variable regression equations were cross-validated in the opposite
half-samples, the resulting correlation coefficients were 0.60 and 0.38.

Note was taken that Orderliness had a negative regression weight in both
solutions. For operational application the use of negative weights was judged
highly undesirable, and the Orderliness scale was deleted frow rurther consideration.
At th= same time, more careful examination of the Spontaneous Flexibility test
disclcsed that it could not be scored by a non-professional, that careful
subjective judgment was needed. This second administrative concern disqualified
the test of Spontaneous Flexibility. The remaining three variables were common
to both regression equations, and the only tasks remaining were to derive a new
set of weights for a three-variable equation, and to estimate tha validity of the
three-test battery. These tasks were performed in each half-sample, crossed on
the other, and also in the full sample of 64 cases. Table 2 presents the outcomes.
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Table 2
Regression Weights and Validity Coefficients

for the Three-Test Battery

Weights Validity Coefficient

0.069 Expression + 0.011 Critical Thinking + 0.009 Memory 0.42, NA= 32

0.045 Expression + 0.032 Critical Thinking + 0.003 Memory 0.54, NB =32

0.057 Expression + 0.021 Critical Thinking + 0.007 Memory 0.50, N =64

Discussion

The three-test battery consisting of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal, and the Memory and Expression subtests from the series of Flanagan
Industrial Tests, requires about 1 -hours for administration and is scorable by
a clerk using stencil overlays.

If simple unit weights-i.e., the sum of raw scores on the three tests-are
employed in operational use of the battery, the counterparts to the validity
coefficients shown in Table 2 become respectively 0.41, 0.48, and 0.44, all
significant at p/O0.01.

Analysis to detect any adverse gender impact disclosed no difference in

test battery scores of the women and the men in the sample. Using the simpler
weights, for which the total possible score is 150, the women's mean was 105
and the men's mean was 104.

An alternative to the unit weighting procedure might be differenti whole-
number weighting of the tests of the battery. Inasmuch as the regression
analyses weighted Expression between 1 and 7 times as heavily as Critical
Thinking and between 7 and 15 times as heavily as Memory, a set of weights in the
ratio 5:2:1 or 6:2:1 might be superior. Its use was not investigated.

On the basis of the investigation performed, it appears that a relatively
short battery of easily administered and scored tests can appreciably improve
the procedure for selection of intelligence analysts.
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- DEVELOPMENT OF TANK PLATOON GUNNERY TACTICAL
STANDARDS THROUGH SIMULATION'

by
Patrick Ford

Roy C. Campbell
(HumRRO)/

0 0 Highly realistic training exercises are not necessarily suitable testing
> means. The difficulties are highlighted in the Army Tanj Gunnery Table IX -

Platoon Battlerun, which is a live fire, free play exerclse. As outlined in
SFM 17-12-2, Tank Gunnery, M60 Ch. 2, Table IX is scored 9bjectively by an

assessment of target hits, engagement times and ammuniti6n conservation. More
subjective evaluations are made of the platoon's tactics hich involve use of
terrain, cover and concealment, and movement techniques. The purpose of the
work described in this paper was to identify meaningful tactical measures that
would discriminate between qualified and unqualified tank platoons and improve
the objectivity of such measures.

The immediate procedural problem to overcome was that, like most tactical
exercises, Table IX is expensive dnd time consuming to conduct even under dry
fire or subcaliber fire conditions. Table IX is especially complex because of
the impact of variables such as weather. vehicle breakdowns, safety restrictions,
minor terrain variations and individual tank commander capabilities. While
such variables must be dealt with during any tactical exercise, considering
them at this phase would have obscured focus on identifying and expressing can-
didate tactical measures.

To overcome the problems of cost and c3mplexity, the general approach
was to have platoon leaders (PL) conduct a simulated offensive mission an either
a map or terrain boards. The first study was conducted on a pictomap of
Fort Carson, Colorado marked with grid lines and contour lines. The second
study was conducted on two terrain boards. One covered the battlerun area at
Fort Carson, Colorado; the other covered the battlerun area at Fort Knox,
Kentucky. All three were in the approximate scale of 1:2500.

The number of distinct threat arrays was reduced from the FM 17-12-2
Table IX requirement of eight to four. Tnat is still more than a platoon would
challenge without additional support. The enemy locations were selected at the
start of data collection and were the same for each subject.

With both for ats a PL was given an operations order for movement to and
occupation of a terrain objective. He then planned his movement inciuding
preplotted artillery targets. After reporti;ag his prepiots the PL moved scale
model tanks along the route he had selected. When the platoon came within
the effective range of an enemy position, a controller announced that the
platoon had been fired upon, who had received the fire, and where the enemy
was located. The PL options for reacting to the fire included maneuvering,

'The work describea here was performed under contract with the U.S. Army
Research Institute for the Betav'oral and Social Sciences. G. Gary Boycan
was the Technical Representative. George Wheaton, American Institutes for
Research, directed the project. The opinions expressed are those of the
authors.
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firing, and calling for indirect firo. The delay for delivering indirect
fire varied by the proxigity of the preplots. All other requests for sup-
port including reinforcement were denied.

The movement and engagement rules were based on protocols developed by
Medlinl for combined arms engagements. Each move represented ibout one minute
of real time. Distance was controlled by terrain; maximum distance per move
varied from 50 meters through wooded areas to 250 meters over open terrain.
Casualties were not assessed on the platoon.

Study One: Experienced Vs. Inexperienced

Subjects

Two studies were conducted. The first study was conducted on the pictoap
and compared the performance of experienced PL with inexperienced PL. The exper-
ienced group included three lLT (0-2) and one SFC (E-7). All had participated
in battleruns as Platoon Leader or Platoon Sergeant. The inexperienced group
contained five students (0-1) in the Armor Officer Basic Course. All had com-
pleted classwork, terrain board practical exercises, and REALTPRAIN field exercises
on offensive operations. Three had fired Table IX, one as a Platoon Leader.

Results
The results identified two promising aspects for evaluating the PL and the

platoon: indirect fire planning and movement techniques.

Table I shows te distribution of four categories of effective preplots for
indirect fire. There appears to be a range of ability with indirect fire.
Almost everyone planned for fire on the objective, which is a reasonable minimum
requirement. The experienced group had a clear edge in ability to identify
potential enemy locations.

Table 1

Indirect Fire Preplots

Subject Preplots

In Front Within 400 M
On Objective Of Objective On Enemy* Of Enemy*

* Z 1 ! 1 1 1
( 2 1 1 1 13 1

4 1 2

2l
3ll

5 1

*Preplots were made prior to problem play without -nowledge of actiial threat
locations. This table shows the number of preplots that matched rtreat locations.
The 400 m category requires the minimum adjustment delay.

lMedlin, Steven M. Behavioral Forecasting for Realtrain Combined Arms (Technical
Report 365). U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences,
1979.
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Table 2
Number of Times Prior To Assault

That Both Sections Moved During the Same Turn

Range of Range of
Group Total Moves Mean Simultaneous Moves Mean

Experienced 10-27 22 0-3 2.25

Inexperienced 20-29 25.6 4-5 4.4

In terms of movement techniques, all participants traveled basically in
bounding overwatch; one tank section1 moved while the other occupied an o-er-
watch position where 'hey could engage likely enemy. This is the doctrinally
correct technique for this type of mission. Still, there were differences
in the way the groups implemented the technique. One difference was that the
inexperienced group were less likely to use bounding overwatch consistently
that the experienced group. Table 2 shows the number of moves where there
was no effort at overwatch. The inexperienced players averaged about twice
as many nonoverwatch (simultaneous) moves. The second difference in movement
techniques related to the size of the bounds (that is, the distance the maneu-
vering section travels before the overwatch section displaces). As shown in
Table 3, the average bound for experienced subjects was about 45% longer than
for the inexperienced subjects. The apparent difference between the groups
is promising, especially for continuous measures of movement techniques
(rather than GO/NO GO measures).

Table 3
Distance of Bounds

Range of Range of
Group # of Bounds Mean Mean Length (Meter) Mean

Experienced 2-4 2.75 425-850 591

Inexperienced 2-7 4.2 350-625 414

Study Two: Expert Cover and Concealment

The second phase of the data collection was conducted on terrain boards.
The primary focus of this part of the data collection was to explore the
suitability of numerical values of cover and concealment.

Subjects

Three groups of experts on platoon tactics worked through an offensive
mission on the Fort Knox terrain board and on the Fort Carson terrain board.
Groups were from Armor School staff: Directorate of Training Developments
(DTD), Command, Staff and Doctrine Department (C&S), and Weapons Department
(WPN). There were three Experts in each group. The experts agreed among

IThe organization given the participants was the five tank platoon equipped with
M6OAl tanks with Add On Stabilization. Nonal employment dictates controlling
the platoon by section. The Heavy Section normally consists of the PL tank and
two other tanks; the L-ght Section of the platoon sergeant's tank and one other
tank. With this division a variety of overwatch and maneuver combinations are
possible depending on the terrain, mission and tactical situation as outlined
in FM 71-1, Armor Operations.
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themselves on the general concept of the operation. For each move, one of
the experts proposed a move and the others responded until they reached a
consensus. Otherwise the same movement and engagement rules applied as for
the pictomap.

Procedure

After the missions were completed, the routes were plotted again on the
boards. The four enemy locations in each exercise were the locations for
enemy weapons. The segments where a tank section was in an exposed area within
effective range of the enemy weapon were measured. A section was considered
to be exposed if there was line of sight from the enemy location to the section.
Movement through wooded areas or along woodlines was considered to be concealed.
If the PL coordinated the delivery of smoke to mask a move, exposure was cal-
culated both without smoke and with maximum effectiveness for the smoke. The
results reported here are for exposure without smoke.

Results

The central problem was to establish a standard for exposure that could
be applied to several battlerun locations. We had hoped to set a combat -efer-
enced standard where any tank that was exposed to an observer at an enemy
position long enough for effective fire would be considered dead. Pilot
studies showed this approach has limited benefits for Table IX for two reasons.
first, since Table IX is live fire, observers could not be located at the
enemy positions. Second, at least using the size threat in FM 17-12-2 Table IX,
all tanks would have been exposed long enough to be killed at least once. This
approach would be comparable to a multiple-choice question where all alterna-
tives are in.orrect.

In the absence of a suitable combat referenced standard, we examined three
candidate indexes. Meters exposed to the enemy is the basis for all indexes.

Percent of Movement Exposed. The first index is percent of movement
exposed. The obtained exposure is divided by total distance traveled. If a
section traveled 4000 meters and was exposed for 2000 meters, its index would
be 50%. The percent of movement exposed indexes are shown in Table 4.

With one exception, the indexes are very similar, an encouraging result
since each group was considered expert. The exception resulted from a limita-
tion in the terrain board medium where WPN moved along the edge of the board
in areas that were not exposed to the enemy positions on the board but would
!iave been exposed to likely enemy positions on adjacent terrain.

Table 4
Percent of Movement Exposed

Group Fort Knox Fort Carson

DTD 59% 78%
C&S 63% 7 9%

WPN 63% 54%
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This index had been expected to vary depending upon the terrain. Since a
battlerun conducted on flat, sparsely wooded terrain--such as Fort Carson--
offers fewer opportunities fo." cover and concealment than a battlerun conducted
on rolling, moderately wooded terrain--such as Fort Knox--platoons were expected
to be exposed for a higher proportion of their movement on the Fort Carson
battlerun than on the Fort Knox battlerun. And, as shown in Table 4, there was
a tendency toward higher exposure for Fort Carson than for Fort Knox. Because
of this tendency, an "expert" level would have to be established for each loca-
tion. A generalizable minimum standard is not apparent.

Percent of Baseline Exposure. This figure is derived from a plot of the
most direct trafficable route from the assembly area to the objective. Exposure
on this route indicates the amount of cover and concealment that would be
obtained by accident. For example, the Fort Knox battlerun baseline exposure
is 3200; a section that was exposed for 2000 meters would obtain an index of 63.

Table 5
Percent of Baseline Exposure

Group Fort Knox Fort Carson

DTD 90% 85%

C&S 78% 86%

-- WPN 90% 58%

The results of this analysis are shown in Table 5. Two characteristics
should be noted:

* All groups chose routes that exposed them less than
the baseline route. This suggests a logically
appealing minimum standard: A platoon should select
a route that provides enough cover and concealre.ent
to match or reduce exposure along the most direct
route.

" The indexes do not get higher as the amount of cover
and concealment available decreases. In fact, two
groups obtained a lower index on the open Fort Carson
terrain than on the rolling, moderately vegetated
Fort Knox terrain. This suggests two possibilities.
First, the concern for increasing cover and concealment
may intensify as the amount of available cover and con-
cealment decreases. Or, the shortage of effective
enemy positions makes it easier for the platoon to
protect itself from the actual positions.

Percent of Straightline Exposure. This index is based on plots of
straightline routes between each position for a section. The amount of expo-
sure for these bounds is sunmed and used as the denominator. If a section's
actual route exposes the tanks for 2000 meters and the st:-aightline route
would have exposed them for 2400 meters, the section's index is 83.
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The rationale for the index of straightline exposure is similar to the
rationale for the index of baseline exposure. The intent is to find the gain
in cover and concealment over what would be obtained by accident. The differ-
ence is that the hypothetical route for thc straightline index is based on
movement between overwatch positions on the assumption that a Platoon Leader
might be willing to trade increased exposure for good overwatch positions.
The question was how much will the platoon ,aneuver to decrease exposure when
moving between the positions?

Table 6

Percent of Streightline Exposure

Group Fort Knox Fort Carson

DTD 149% 100%
C&S 96% 95%

WPN 96% 98%

As Table 6 indicates, the answer appears to be "not much." With one excep-
tion the exposure of the route is very close to the straightline exposure. The
exception is that the exposure of the DTD route on Fort Knox is considerably
higher than the straightline exposure. The main reason for the increase is that
one section avoided wooded areas even though the areas would have decreased
exposure, with the justification that wooded areas would also have decreased
speed of movement and provided inadequate fields of fire during the bound.

Discussion

Ability to take advantage of cover and concealment is an important aspect
of a platoon's overall tactical ability. The route a platoon travels is an
important factor in the amount of cover and concealment that is available. But
giving a score based on the route selected presents enough problems that each
group responsible for a battlerun should analyze the particular situation before
committing to any score.

The major problem to overcome in an evaluation is that it is very difficult
to say that any route from the assembly area to the objective is unacceptable
because it exposes the platoon too much. The routes on the terrain board exer-

I cises indicate that selecting a route involves tradeoffs among cover and
concealment, fields of fire, and trafficability. The weight a PL assigns to
any factor depends on elements such as knowledge of the enemy situation, the
mission, the time available and the personality of the leader. The conditions
for a live-fire battlerun reduce concern for cover and concealment even more.
The understandable desire to focus on firing at and reacting to targets tends
to make acquisition of fields of fire the dominant concern. There is also
iften pressure to evaluate several platoons during a day. Administrators may
encourage, or even require, platoons to take more exposed but faster routes
than normal. Because so many factors vary, trying to evaluate a platoon in
terms of cover and concealment for the complete route is often comparable to
asking a multiple choice question where all alternatives are correct.

+I
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There may be segments of a route that all platoons must cross, and that
segment may provide attractive, incorrect alternate routes. If so, evaluating
cover and concealment during that segment would be meaningful. Such areas
are most likely between the line of departure and the first target array.

Recommendations for Evaluating Cover and Concealment. The analyses of
routes on terrain board exercises suggest two recommendations that may benefit
a unit that wants to evaluate cover and concealment in a Table IX battlerun.

1. Determine whether the mission and the terrain support
evaluating a platoon's level of qualification in terms
of cover and concealment. This decision involves two
questions:

0Is there an occasion during the mission when
a qualified PL or Section Leader would make
cover and concealment his primary concern?

* When that occasion occurs, does the terrain
offer correct routes and incorrect routes
that the platoon or section will be allowed
to take? If tanks are not allowed in the
"incorrect" areas (because of safety fan or
trafficability concerns), there would be no
difference among platoons regardless of their
level of qualification.

Both questions should be answered "yes" before evaluators
are committed to evaluating cover and concealment of a
route segment.

2. If a cover and concealment index is used, establish
chance and expert exposure. The standard for a mini-
mally qualified crew or platoon is somewhere between
amount of cover and concealment a platoon would obtain
by chance and the amount an expert platoon would obtain.
Of the indexes presented here, baseline exposure appears
most valuable.

Conclusion

Because of problems with cost and troop support the benefits of the
dimensions identified and the approaches to express the dimensions have not

been validated. We are convinced though that the simulation technique used
is promising for determining standards for tactical exercises. The approach
elicits the type of decisions required for combat while presenting four
advantages over deriving standards from "dry" battleruns:

* Cost, in terms of personnel, equipment, and time, is much lower.

* Researchers can isolate specific tactical conditions for study
and replication.

* External variables do not control tactical decisions.

* Researchers can obtain more accurate transcripts of movement.
This allows a trial and error approach to identifying meaningful
measures.
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Predicting Subsequent Service Potential
for Former Army Prisoners

i0
Dr. Lawrence J. Fox CPT James M. Georgoulakis

Research Psychologist Chief
Research & Evaluation Division Research & Evaluation Division
U.S. Army Retraining Brigade U.S. Army Retraining Brigade

K Fort Riley, Kansas Fort Riley, Kansas

Recent studies completed at the U.S. Army Retraining Brigade, a seven-
week program for Army prisoners, at Fort Riley, Kansas, have provided
comprehensive personality profiles of the Amy's prisoner population,----
(Georgoulakis & Fox, 1982). Administering the Sixteen Personality Factor\
Questionnaire (Cattell, Eber, & Tatsuoka, 1970) to 5'5'Oprisoners entering \
the program, Fox (1980) identified 10 scales with significant differences
between those individuals who later graduated and their counterparts who
failed to complete the program. Georgoulakis (1982), with a battery of 7
scales from the California Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1957), 2 scales,
from the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (Edwards, 1959), Rosenbergs'
(1965) Self-Esteem Scale, and Hudson's (1974) Index of Self-Esteem, foujd
significant differences between graduates and-non-graduaes-on4-.

/ The results of the two studies are consistent, and suggest that the
/graduates of the retraining program have more self-control, a better sense
/ of personal responsibility, and are more sociable than those who fail to

complete the program. Non-graduates, on the other hand, tend to be more
independent, aggressive, and more careless or indifferent.. It is important
to note that these differences exist a priori, and are not causal effects
of the program. This suggests that individuals who complete the training
successfully may well have personalities better suited to the specific
requirements of the Retraining Brigade program, and probably to the Army
environment in general, than th&;.- non-graduate counterparts.

Until only recently, individuals selected for graduation (and further
military service) were identified\solely by a consensus of opinion on the
part of their training team cadre.2. The purpose of the present study is
to determine the extent to which personality measures, employed as inde-
pendent variables, can predict graduation from the Retraining Brigade
and the quality of performance during subsequent assignments. A parallel
purpose of the study is to determine whether military and personal history
data, available from conventional military records, offer a pool of potent-
ially superior predictor variables.
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Methodology

Since the two studies were conducted with different samples, two series
of analyses were required. In each case, the various personality dimensions
were entered as the independent (predictor) variables into a discriminant
function analysis in order to predict graduation (versus an administrative
discharge) at the Retraining Brigade. Next, 10 military/personal history
variables, collected from the same samples, were employed in precisely the
same manner, and the results compared. -

Of the 550 prisoners to whom the 16PF was administered, 263 graduated
and were returned to subsequent duty assignments with new units. After a
three-year folow-up, Separation Program Designators, collected from DD
Form 214, were recorded for each of the graduates. Success was defined as
an Honorable Discharge upon completing military service, while failure in
the subsequent assignment was defined as a General Discharge, a discharge
under other than Honorable conditions, additional military or civilian
confinement, and those individuals dropped from rolls (DFR). Using these
two categories as the dependent variable, the 16PF standard scores and the
10 background variables were each entered into discriminant function
analyses in order to determine the extent to which subsequent duty perform-
ance could be predicted from data collected upon entering the program.

In all cases, variables were entered into the discriminant functions
concurrently (rather than stepwise) in order to enhance direct comparisons.
A total of 6 discrimant functions were computed, utilizing computer programs
from the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkins,
Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975).

Findings

a. Predicting Graduation or Discharge at the Retraining Brigade.

The discriminant functions in Table 1 represent linear combinations of
the predictor variables which best distinguished between graduates (subse-
quently returned to new units) and those who were discharged after failing
to complete the Retraining Brigade program successfully. The coefficients
(interpreted in the same manner as factor weights) indicate the extent to
which each variable contributed to differentiation between the two groups.

Both personality instruments produced discriminant functions which
appear logically consistent. The 16PF described graduates as controlled
(Q3), emotionally stable (C) and persevering (G), while portraying those
who failed to graduate as aggressive (E) and independent (Q2). The CPI
scales indicated that graduates tended to have a greater degree of self-
acceptance (Sa), were more sociable (So), more responsible (Re) and had more
self-control (Sc) than those who failed to complete training. Non-graduates
had a greater need for autonomy, on the EPPS, and less self-esteem,
on the Rosenberg (1965) scale.
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Table 1

Predicting Graduation/Discharge from Training

16 Personality Factors (N=550) Background Variables (N=550)

-.338 Q3 (Controlled) -.600 Offense Category
-.313 C (Stable Emotionally) -.560 Highest Pay Grade
-.312 G (Persevering) -.352 Number of Dependents
.259 E (Assertive, Aggressive) .342 Marital Status
.250 Q2 (Independent) -.244 Court-Martial Category
-.243 H (Socially Bold) .194 Race
.228 F (Happy-Go-Lucky) .182 Months' Remaining Service
-.199 A (Outgoing, Friendly) -.169 Age
-.182 Q4 (Tense, Frustrated)

Group Centroids

.394 Graduates -.332

.361 Non-Graduates .304

------------------------------------------------------------------- _

11 Selected Scales (N=100) Background Variables (N=100)

.743 Self-Acceptance (CPI) .588 Education Completed

.410 Socialization (CPI) -.445 Highest Pay Grade
-.388 Social Presence (CPI) -.443 Marital Status
.388 Self-Fsteem (Rosenberg) .384 Court-Martial Category
-.379 Need for Autonomy (EPPS) .261 Number of Dependents
.64 Dorrnance (CPi) -.246 Offense Category
.178 Self-Control (CPI) -.200 Age
-.114 Index of Self-Esteem (Hudson)

Group Centroids

.281 Graduates .344
-.281 Non-Graduates -.352

Graduates Failures

Wilks' Correctly Correctly Predict.
Predictors Eigenvalue Lambda Predicted Predicted Validity

16 PF (N=550) .143 .874 67.3% 67.9% .676
Background Data .101 .907 58.2% 66.2% .624

11-Scale Battery (N=100) .079 .926 58.0% 57.0% .575
Background Data .122 .890 65.0% 60.0% .625
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Eigenvalues and Wilks' Lambda, measures of separation between groups,
remain very weak even after the optimum linear combination had been found.

The 16Pr produced the best classification results, correctly identifying
slightly more than two-thirds of both graduates and non-graduates. For
the 11-scale battery, the magnitude of the coefficients on the discriminant
function suggests that several of the scales are potentially good predictors.
The relatively small sample (N=100) may have prevented better classification
accuracy.

:" ;b. Predicting Graudates' Performance in New Units

Using the original subsets of independent variables, discharge cate-
gories were predicted for the 263 graduates to whom the 16PF was administ-
ered. Table 2 presents the discriminant functions and the classification
results for the long-range prediction problem.

Table 2

Predicting Discharge Categories for
Graduates Returned to New Units

16 Personality Factors (N=263) Background Variables (N=263)

-.601 H (Socially Bold) .892 Months' Service Remaining
-.507 Q2 (Indep ,dent) -.363 Offense Category
.496 N (Astute, Shrewd) .238 Court Martial Category
.382 F (Happy-Go-Lucky) -.219 Age
.354 A (Outgoing, Friendly) .171 Number of Dependents
-.277 C (Stable Emotionally) -. 166 Marital Status

; -.271 G (Persevering) -.070 Race
-. 265 Q4 (Tense, Frustrated) .031 Education Completed
-.260 0 (Apprehensive) -.024 Hhest Pay Grade

.231 Q1 (Experimenting) .005 GT Score

.203 L (Suspicious)

Group Centroids

0.218 Honorable Discharges -0.516
-0.433 Other Separations 1.027

Honorable Other
Discharges Status

Wilks' Correctly Correctly Predictive
Predictors Eigenvalue Lambda Identified Identified Validity

16PF (N=263) .095 .913 89.7% 20.5% .665
Background Data .534 .651 89.1% 64.8% .810
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The 16PF pruduced a discriminant function whose largest coefficients
describe the false positives--the 88 graduates who failed to earn Honor-
able Dischargas after returning to new duty assignments. They are
ch!racterized by the personality inventory as uninhibited (H), inde-
pendent (Q2), more sophisticated (N), and carefree (F), when compared with
their more successful counterparts. Separation between the groups remains
quite weak, however, and the 16PF obviously failed to correctly idntify
those individuals who failed in subsequent duty assignments. The invent-
ory misclassified nearly 80% of these eventual failures as graduates who
would eventually earn Honorable Discharges.

In contrast, the 10 background variables produced good separation
between the two groups, correctly identified nearly 90% of the Honorable
Discharges and over two-thirds of the failures, for a predictive validity
of .81. The discriminant function produced with these variables indicates
that the amount of time remaining to serve on active duty is clearly the
single most important consideration.

Discussion

The purpose in predicting graduation or failure within the training
program was to obtain diagnostic information from the discriminant
functions, not merely to replicate the decisions of the team cadre. We
now know, for example, that graduates tend to be more conforming and
more persevering than those individuals who fail to complete the program.
This generalization breaks down, however, when we examine success and
failure in subsequent assignments. Here, the background variables become
far superior predictors of the type of discharges that graduates will
eventually receive.

It is possible, if not probable, that Retraining 3rigade cadre
reinforce conforming behaviors during the short (two-month) program, while
denying the individual sufficient opportunities to perform independently
of supervision. In other words, the trainee may not experience the kind
of "freedom to fail" that he eventually encounters if he is returned to
duty. This explanation appears even more logical in view of the fact that
many graduates who fail to obtain Honorable Discharges get into trouble
after duty hours and/or independently of the normal duty performance
requirements. When the graduate is returned to duty, the new freedom may
require qualities of self-initiative and self-responsibility which, in
many individuals, are lacking.

In April, 1980, the Brigade's Research & Evaluation Division proposed
that all candidates for graduation should be screened on the basis of the
individual standard score on the discriminant function produced with the
10 background variables. Originally rejected, the concept was later
reviewed and endorsed by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, LTG
Maxwell Thurman. By then, validation had been completed with a new sample
of over 2,000 graduates returned to duty, utilizing a discriminant function
including 12 background variables and offering a predictive validity
approaching .85. Since May, 1982, all candidates for new duty assignments
have been screened using this model. Within the next two years, after
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recent graduates have had sufficient time to complete military service,
Honorable Discharge (ETS) rates for graduates returned to duty are expected
to reach 82%, a significant improvement over the prevailing rate if about
62% for recent years. The technique also retains the additional advant-
age of permitting the Retraining Brigade Comander to control both the
quantity and quality of graduates return(ed to duty, consistent with the
Amy's enlisted strength requiremeits.
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Personality Traits of U.S. Army Prisoners

CPT James M. Georgoulakis Dr. Lawrence J. FoxChief Research Psychologist

Research & Evaluation Division Research & Evaluation Division
U.S. Army Retraining Brigade U.S. Army Retraining Brigade

Fort Riley, Kansas Fort Riley, KS

~The study of personality traits among military prisoners is both exten-

O sive and somewhat conflicting. A. Army Chaplain (Berbiglia, 1971) adminis-
tered the Taylor-Johnson Temperamunt Analysis (Taylor, et al, 1968) to
confined AWOL offenders in post stockades at Fort Bliss,'Texas, and Fort Polk,
Louisiana. Results revealed a similiarity in test profiles which was subse-
quently termed the "IAWOL Syndrome." Later tests were conducted with 800 men
in a Fort Bliss artillery battalion and with 803 members of an advanced Indi-
vidual Training Battalion az the same installation. As a result of these

studies, Berbiglia concluded that the T-JTA identified individuals with
various problems who were not apparent to their company commanders. Further,
he reported that AWOL rates were drastically reduced by providing counseling
for those men whose test patterns matched the "AWOL Syndrome." However, addi-
tional research by Bell, Kristiansen, and Houston (1974) and Frass and Fox
(1972), among others, failed to validate the "AWOL Syndrome." Additional
research with military (Army!Air Force) prisoners was conducted by Gough and

Peterson (1952) utilizing the Socialization Scale of the California Psycho-
logical Inventory. Results of the investigation indicated significant differ-
ences in the scale between first time offenders and recidivists. However,

additional research by Thorne (1963) failed to find such differences. In
light of these differences, the following two studies were undertaken at the
U.S. Army Retraining Brigade (USARB), Fort Riley, Kansas, to determine if
measurable differences exist between prisoners who successfully complete the
USARB training program from those who do not. The USARB training program

consists of 7 weeks of training designed to place a soldier under sustained
physical and mental stress within a stringent military environment. This
stress is considered essential to the rehabilitation process.

Methodology

In the first study (Study A), the Sixteen Mersonality Factor Question-

naire (Cattell, Eber, and Tatsuoka, 1970) was administered to 550 prisoners
prior to entering one of the eight training teams. In the second study (Study
B), a battery of seven scales from the California Psychological Inventory
(Gough, 1957); two scales from the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(Edwards, 1959); Rosenberg's (1965) Self-Esteem Scale; and Hudson's (1974)
Index of Self-Esteem were administered to 260 prisoners prior to entering the
USAB program.
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In both studies, all the prisoners who were administered the instrument
were followed through,-ut the dii tion of the program. Upon completion of the
program, the prisoners vere placed into one of two groups, graduate and non-
gradLate, depending upon completion/noncompletion of the program. The groups
were then randomly reduced to 100 in each group. All data was keypunched and
analyzed utilizing the computer program for the t-test as contained in the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner,
and Brent, 1975).

Findings

The results from the Sixteen Personality Factors are shown in Table 1 and
the results from the other personality measures are shown in Table 2.

The results of the two studies are consistent and suggest that graduates
of the retraining program have more self-control, a better sense of personal
responsibility, and are more sociable than those who fail to complete the pro-
gram. Nongraduates, on the other hand, tend to be more independent, more
expedient, careless, indifferent, and agressive. It is important to note that
these differences exist a priori and are not casual effects of the program.

Discussion

From the results obtained from these two investigations,it appears that
individuals who complete the training successfully may well have personalities
better suited to the specific requirements of the Retraining Brigade program,
and probably to some extent, to the Army environment in general than their
nongraduate counterparts. Today, with the Army meeting its recruitment goals
with high quality accessions, a case could be made for sending only those
prisoners who have the greatest potential for success to the United States
Army Retraining Brigade.

\
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AB STRACT

Vocational- Interests-/Aptit-udes • as Predictors
of USCG Academ Cadet Performance

Robert L. Frey, Jr.

US Coast Guard Headquarters

Prediction of success versus failure for cadets in the US Coast
Guard Academy is a vital concern. For the graduating classes of
1978 through 1981, the attrition rate was approximately 48%.
However, academic ability masures alone do not provide sufficient
predictive power; the minimum entrance score on the SAT eliminates
a high percentage of those applicants who would drop out solely
for lack of academic ability. Upon entering the CG Academy, the
cadets take the Strong Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII). To
improve the prediction process, six "general occupational theme"
scores from the SCII were used in conbination with SAT scores.
General occupational theme scores characterize a person with respect
to six idealized occupational interest personality types as described
by Holland (Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising,
and Conventional). Multivariate analysis of variance was used with
Academic Major and Graduation/Attrition as the independent factors;the six occupational interest scores and two SAT scores (verbal,

math) were the criteria. The relative importance and incremental
predictive power of occupational interest dimensions and academic
ability as predictors of academic major and graduation were determined.

4
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LB STRACT

Relative-.Time !Ypent. Rating Scales:
A Historical-Perspective

Sharon K. Garcia

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Relative time spent rating scales are used as the primary measuring
device in taskoriented job inventories. These scales permit incum-
be;,ts to report on the amount of work time they spend on each task
relative to the amount of time they spend on other tasks performed.
Measures of relative time spent are currently being collected by the
Air Force and other governmental agencies; however, no consensus has
been reached regarding the most efficient and accurate scale format
to use. This paper tracked the evolution and development of rela-
tive time spent rating scales from early attempts at direct estima-
tion of time spent through the use of various relative time spent
scales. Research aimed at evaluating and comparing various scale
formats was reviewed and conclusions were drawn concerning their
usefulness in occupational analysis.
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> CAREER ATTITUDES OF ROTC CADETS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS

Arthur C. F. Gilbert, Ph.D.
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

*Alexandria, Virginia 22333

Lucy B. Wilson, Ph.D.
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

The research reported in this paper is part of a larger research program
being conducted by the US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and

*Social Scienceu (ARI) on cadet retention in the Senior Army ROTC Program.
In this research variables that infiuence the cadets' decisions to join,

* remain in, or leave the program will be identified. Based on the findings
of this research, it is anticipated that a number of strategies to enhance
retention in the ROTC program can be formulated

Earlier ARI-sponsored research (Armstrong, Farrell, & Card, 1979) inves-
tigated the attitudes and characteristics of ROTC cadets and college students
and made comparisons between the two groups on a variety of dimensions. The
purpose of this investigation, as in the 1979 effort, was to evaluate and
compare the attitudes and values of ROTC cadets and other college students
with respect to career aspirations, the Army, and the Army ROTC program. An
additional purpose was to contrast these attitudes and values with those of
cadets and college students over a three-year period. The information ob-
tained as a result of this research will be combined with other information
obtained through literature review and focus group interviews to form the
basis for the development of instruments that will be used in the ROTC cadet
retention research.

.METHOD

A sample of 1,120 students from 11 colleges participated in the research.
Selection of the colleges attempted to replicate those used in the 1979 re-
search and accommodated college size (e.g. large, small) and representation
by ROTC geographical region. This was accomplished even though 13 colleges
were used in the 1979 research.

A slightly modified version of the 1979 questionnaire (Armstrong,
Farrell & Lord, 1979), developed for ARI by American Institutes for Research,

was used. The questionnaire was divided into four sections that covered

IThe views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the US Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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(1) background information, (2) school life, (3) career plans, and (4) knowl-
edge about and attitudes toward the military and ROTC. The last section was
divided into two parts, one for cadets and the other for non-cadets.

The original questionnaire was updated in two ways. In two media ques-
tions regarding magazine readership and radio program preferences, the pre-
coded answer categories on the 1979 questionnaire were expanded to incorporate "
all previously volunteered answers. That is, if students in 1979 reported
reading a magazine not then listed, it was included in the modified question- $
naire. The second update involved three new items regarding possible changes
in the program that might enhance the attractiveness of the ROTC program.

On each of the college campuses, a coordinator for the research was
designated from the staff of the ROTC unit. The coordinators made arrange- ,-
ments for questionnaire administration in the ROTC classes and also contacted
college instructors to have the questionnaire administered in required fresh- ,
man or sophomore classes for non-cadets. Completion of the questionnaire
required approximately 45 minutes. Participation in the research was volun- !.
tary and subjects were not asked to identify themselves.

All questionnaires were returned to a central location. The analyses
reported in this paper involved a series of cross-tabulations to determine
differences in response patterns between ROTC cadets and college students
who were not cadets.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sample of 1,120 students was predominantly male (66%) and white
(68%) as in the 1979 survey. Unlike the previous survey which was almost
equally divided between cadets and non-cadets, about 60% of this sample
were enrolled in either Military Science I or II. Most of the students
were reared in the South in a small town or city. This same pattern
occurred in the 1979 survey and is the result of overrepresentation of
southern colleges.

Students in the present survey are older by a year than they were in
the previous effort, with the ROTC cadets being significantly younger
(19.85 years) than the non-ROTC cadets (21.06 years). Mean parental
income is reported to be higher now than before, but in line with inflation
since the previous survey.

Cadets and non-cadets share the same media habits. They direct their
attention mainly to newspapers, general radio, campus newspapers, and TV.
ROTC cadets are more likely to read sports and outdoor magazines, while
non-ROTC cadets are more likely to read home service and women's magazines.
However, this is probably merely a function of the gender composition of the
samples. Campus newspapers and radio were included in this survey (and not
in the 1979 effort) as potentially useful types of media. The campus news-
paper is clearly a popular choice with all students, although campus radio
broadcasting receives very little audience support. Students report exposure
to numerous magazines and appear to be "reachable" through several general
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and focused vehicles. Across the campus, the most popular magazines are
the weekly news-oriented ones: Time, Newsweek, and Sports Illustrated.
Also widely read are TV Guide, Reader's Digest, U.S. News and World Report,
National Geographic, and People. Although ROTC cadets report more exposure
to more magazines than non-ROTC cadets, their choices of reading materials
do not differ importantly.

The TV preferences of students in many ways parallel those of the
American public at large. M*A*S*H is the overwhelming first choice among
all groups of students. Other popular choices are the continuing dramatic
series of Hill Street Blues, Dynasty, and Dallas. Also popular is 60 Minutes.
This pattern is somewhat different than two years ago, when student TV view-
ing was heavily skewed toward comedy series. These changing patterns are
in line with the shifting tastes of the general TV audience. FM programming
is a universal favorite among students and will provide the widest reach
into the campuses.

Cadets have closer ties to the military and are more knowledgeable
about Army life than non-cadets. A finding from the 1979 survey, confirmed
in the present study, is that ROTC cadets have more contacts with the mili-
tary. They more often have good friends and relatives who either were or
are ROTC cadets themselves or who have seen military service.

Information about ROTC reaches students through multiple channels--
some of which are interpersonal and some media-based. Friends, ROTC per-
sonnel on campus, and recruiters all play a role in getting out the message.
On the other hand pamphlets, radio/T.V., magazine, and newspaper ads also
serve to make students aware of the program. Program awareness and scholar-
ship awareness are not gained concurrently. Students hear about ROTC before
becoming aware of scholarships. In fact, it may be because of their aware-
ness and interest in ROTC that they learn about the Scholarship Program.
This relationship is demonstrated by the types of information sources used
to learn about the Scholarship Program; they are primarily military-related--
ROTC perconnel on campus, recruiters, and brochures. It is also supported
by tue fact that one in five non-cadets are totally unaware of ROTC scholar-
ships. As the sLI.olarship is perceived to be an attractive feature of the
ROTC program, early and consistent communications about it across all groups
will be desirable.

Not surprisingly, ROTC cadets professed more knowledge about ROTC than
non-cadets and demonstrate this knowledge. Cadets answer more ROTC/Army
knowledge questions correctly. As found in the earlier survey, non-cadets
tend to overestimate the obligations of ROTC aad underestimate some of the
benefits. For example, non-cadets think summer caap is required every year
of college but do not recognize that cadets receive a ^100 stipend as fresh-
men and sophomores. The patterns of resporse to the 1982 and 1979 surveys
are remarkably similar. Nearly all respondents know that ROTG is available
to men and women and that postgraduate training is available to officers.
They consistently err in thinking that all officers are obligated to bzrve
four years of active duty.
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As would be expected, cadets find the ROTC program more attractive than
non-cadets. However, all students rate highly the guarantee of a job after
college and the Scholarship Program. Cadets and non-cadets are consistent
in that the requirement for obligated duty after college is valued least by
both groups. It should be noted that one feature of the ROTC program, that
is, subsequent military service, is perceived as both a plus and a minus.
When students think of service as guaranteed employment in this uncertain
economy, they find that to be very positive. However, when their attention
is focused on the fact that this commits them to a specified period of ser-
vice, they tend to dislike the obligation. Communications about the ROTC
military service requirement need to be particularly sharp when addressing
this issue and to convey the opportunities without the perceived liabilities.

Echoing their concerns for employment, students say job security is the
most attractive feature of Army life. Officer pay and fringe benefits are
also highly rated. Overall, ROTC cadets find the Army more to their liking
than non-ROTC cadets. This is shown through higher ratings given to indi-
vidual features and more aspects of Army life being positively evaluated.
Although half of all students would serve in the military if needed, cadets
are more likely to perceive it as their duty, whereas most non-cadets have
not given military service much thought.

Only about three in ten students had Junior ROTC available to them, and,
for the most part, this was an Army program. Only one in ten participated
in any Junior program. The attractive and unattractive features of the
Junior program parallel those of college ROTC. That is, instructors and
the quality of the program are valued, whereas the ROTC cadets and the
image of the program are not.

On campuses today, popular college majors are ousiness administration
and engineering. The sources of financial aid to college students are
multiple, and similarities are found between those used by cadets and non-

cadets. The family represents the mcst important source of money to stu-
dents. Cadets report ROTC scholarships as an important source, where
non-ROTC cadets are more likely to mention other scholarships.

Those closest to the students have the most influence cn their educa-
tional and career plans. The role model provided by someone in the field
is more important to cadets than to non-cadets. This may explain why more

cadets have friends and relatives connected to the military and have more
contacts and information from ROTC personnel and recruiters.

Cadets have higher salary goals than non-cadets and career choices are
congruent with the course of study being pursued in college. Thus, busi-
ness is a frequent career choice, as is engineering. Cadets, as a group,
often seek a career as an Army officer. The ROTC cadets' higher salary
expectations may be tied into their views of ROTC and an Army career as
a secure position which provides the opportunity for advancement and lead-
ership. On the other hand, it may be that they believe the experience
they gain in ROTC and the Army (in addition to their college degree) will
contribute to an increased marketability of their skills, should they
enter the civilian job market ten years after college.
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It is not clear whether students realize that there is opportunity in
the Army to pursue activities that draw on their educational training and
career interest. It is as if one could not consider a ma.1litary and techni-
cal career at the same time.

Aspects of a job which are highly valued by students include the oppor-
tunity to advance, interesting and challenging work, job security, and
self-improvement. Essentially, these are the same job factors rated highly
in the 1979 survey, only now job security has increased in importance.
Cadets also value the chance to be a leader and to be associated with a
prestigious organization more than non-cadets. Rating *he Army's potential

to satisfy various needs along these same job dimensic:.,, it seems that, at
least for cadets, the Army can satisfy most of their important criteria.
The Army is seen as offering job security, the opportunity to advance and
to perform as a leader. In addition, the Army is much more positively
rated on most dimensions by cadets than non-cadets, and particularly high
ratings are by black cadets. The aspects of the Army which detract from
its value in the minds of both cadets and non-cadets are perceived restric-
tion on personal freedom, less opportunity for a stable home life and in-
volvement in the community, and uncertainty in geographic location.

Given that cadets have more friends and relatives with exposure to the
military and that the Army is rated highly on many dimensions, it is con-
sistent that cadets think their friends and parents would all rate a mili-
tary career positively. In general, the cadets are consistent in their
positive orientation to the military. They are knowledgeable about and
value aspects of a military lifestyle. The dimensions of a job that are
important to them are also ones which they think the Army will satisfy.
Moreover, the Army is perceived to satisfy many of the aspects which they
look for in a job.

Cadets, although aware of and interested in the program by the time
they are in high school, tend to delay their decision to join the program
until college. This is a departure from the 1979 survey where it was noLed
that the majority of cadets decided to join ROTC in their high school years.
The factors influencing a student to join ROTC are similar to those leading
him or her to continue into the Advanced Course--that is, there is support
to join from family and friends. Being in the program is consistent with
the student's personal system of values and beliefs, end with career objec-
tives. Advertising and information from military personnel do not figure
in as factors influencing the decision. It is likely the message that is
communicated about the program does not "persuade" anyone to join or con-
tinue in the program--rather, it provides information or clarification for
students to see how ROTC will meet their personal goals and needs. Slightly

Fless than half of the cadets intend to continue through the Advanced Course,

which is about the same as reported in the 1979 survey. Fully one-quarter

will not Eign up, which again is consistent with the earlier research.
The bulk of these who do not intend to continue are female, and a rela-
tively higher proportion are white. It may be that those who joined ROTC
found that it did not meet their needs as expected, and therefore they
decided not to continue, while those who intend to make the transition
believe it will be consistent with their goals.
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When four variations on service obligations were linked to the decision
to make the transition to the Advanced Course, little impact was noted.
Options which offer guaranteed Reserve or National Guard service, a two-
year commitment, or a scholarship with an extended or variable tour Uere
presented. The most attractive alternative as measured by the interest
shown in it is a two-year service obligation instead of three. About one-
third of the cadets state such an alternative would increase their likeli-
hood of continuing in S III and MS IV. For the most part, the alternatives
tested are met with indifference. More than half state the changes would
neither increase nor decrease their likelihood of continuing in the program.
This reinforces tae notion that participation is maintained if it appears
to fit one's needs, and if that link cannot be established in the cadet's
mind, then the program is abandoned. Cadets are split equally about whether
or not to continue ROTC without subsistence. A surprisingly sn .il group of
cadets say they would join the Army even if they were not required to do so
by contract. As with the previous survey, cadets show a slight inclination
toward not joining. For the most part, cadets have not given much thought
to their military service. A sizable group are unsure whi.ch type of Army
service they would prefer and the majority do not know how long they would
serve if they joined, and nearly half would not seek a career in the Army.
The same optional program changes presented to cadets were evaluated by non-
ROTC cadets. In all cases-whether the choice was guaranteed Reserve or
National Guard duty, a two-year obligation, or a scholarship with extended
or variable tour--more than half of the non-cadets would uot be persuaded
to join or stay (if they were dropouts) in the Army. Less than one in five
would be attracted by any of the proposed alternatives. The students' needs
and ROTC or the Army's perceived ability to meet thEse desires may be the
key to attracting and retaining more students. The program changes will
give an added appeal but are unlikely to function as inducement if the
basic compatibility between needs and satisfaction is not perceived.
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7 THE MATRIX FORMAT FOR TASK INVENTORIES:
A FIRST LOOK

Charles D. Gorman1

N United States Air Force Academy

Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) Occupational Analysis is an attempt to
determine what people in a specific career area (mustering) do on their jobs.
The procedure employed is to provide members of a mustering with a survey
instrument (called a task inventory) and ask them two questions. First, they
are asked which tasks they perform in their present jobs; and second, they are
asked to rate on a scale from I to 9 the relative amount of time they spend on
each task they perform. From responses to these two questions, it is possible

to determine, for any subgroup within the mustering, the percentage of that
subgLoup who perform each task and the percentage of the subgroup's time which
is spent on each task.

Traditionally, task inventories &re presented to respondents in linear
format as shown in Figure 1. Respondents check the tasks they perform in boxes
opposite the task statem':nts, then time-rate the tasks on computer response
sheets.

OCCUPATIONAL ANALYSIS

RESPONSE SHEET
Duty A. Removing and Repirir.g Electronic Components

racx No.

I. Remove electronic tuning mechanisms.

2. Repair electronic runiag mechanisms. z

3. Rewove electro--echanical reservoirs. 3--

.. Repair electrozezhanical r-scrvoirs. 4......... .

S. Remove electronic timing devices. 
5 . , . . -

6. Repair electronic timing devices. 6 _ r ,. . ... ... .,

SRecmve electronic counter aeazures equipzent. 7 j . U............... -

3. Repnir electronic counter eJisures equiment. .. , -

9. Remove electronic interface units. j
M H. Repair electronic interface units. 9 .

I! ~ I. "T'r" L:ne,.r [o",I

While the linear format has been successful in several RAAF Occupationa±
Analysis Surveys, it does present problems when a mustering encompasses a par-
ticularly large number of tasKs. Some technical musterings, for example,
involve the potential performance of 3000 or more tasks. Attempts to survey
such broad musterings may result in a linear list of tasks which is probably
more than the respondent can handle. Even those conscientious enough to try
and complete the survey may become alienated through the inventory's sheer
length. In either case, the resulting d3ta ace of questionable validity and
reliability,
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This study investigated an alternative format for task inventories admin-
istered to broad technical musterings comprising large numbers of tasks.
Called the matrix, this format involves identifying pieces of equipment all of
which have similar tasks performed on them. An example of the format is shown
in Figure 2. Respondents simply check in a matrix of brackets those task-
equipment combinations that describe their jobs, then make their time-spent
ratings in the appropriate boxes. This format is far less time consuming than
the standard linear format and has the added advantage of making it easy for
the respondent to spot possible omissions from the task inventory.

A. REMOVE.
t B. INSTALL.
t C. FAULT FIND

+ t 0. hEPAIR
+ 4 t + E. PERFOP0M PROGPA.ME) MAINTE1NASCE

t t + + f F. OVERIAUL
t t + + 4 + C. CAI.IBRATE/ALIGN

- 4- + -+ - 4 t H. TZST
+ 4 t 1. HODIRY/DESIGl
4- + + 4 4 J. PREFABRICAT/KAiIUFACTU
+ t f- t + 4 + I K. ONITOR PERFORHANCE
t 4 t +- + + + +

f t t f + Case No
S 4t 4 - 4 t t + Cols 1-4

4+ + 4 4 4- + + + +

1. Electromechanical tuning rechantsrs 1L .i( 7 col
and grar trains

Cols 1 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 RESONSE CUIDE

2. Electromechanical -esevoirs TIESPN

M II r~l.,, Ll 1. Very mah below
Cola 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 average

3. Electronic and mechanical timing r4 L a -C-1 2. Well below average
Li i ! I L 3. S. Below average

coli 33 34 35 36 37 .38 39 40 41 42 43

4. Electronic counter measures _L ,£ 4. Slightiy below
equipment average

Cols 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 S. Average

*S. Electroniic Interface units 1. Slightly 6 above

Cola 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 61 64 65 7. Above average

8. VeZZ above average
FIGURE 2 THE MATRIX FORIAT

9. Very n-.ch above
average

METHOD

The present study was designed to compare data obtained by means of the
linear format with data obtained through the use of the matrix format. From a
practical perspective, if data obtained by means of the two formats were not
significantly different, then one could argue for the use of the matrix format,
especially in those circumstanceb where large numbers of tasks are involved.
Conversely, significant differences in data obtained by the two formats would
cause one to seriously question the appropriateness of the matrix format for
collection of job analysis data.
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The procedure for collecting the data for this study was straightforward.
Two formats, a linear one and a matrix one, were developed, each containing the
same 250 task statements taken from a RAAF technical mustering. Twenty-four
technical mustering job incumbents from three RAAF bases served as respondents
and completed both formats. Half of the respondents at each location completed
the matrix format first, then completed the linear format several days later.
For the other half of the respondents at each location, the order of format
completion was reversed.

RESULTS

Several comparisons were made between data obtained from the two formats.
To gain an overall idea of the similarity of the data from the two formats,
two group membership programs were run, one for each format, using the same
case as a starter for each. This resulted in two sets of KPATH sequence num-
bers, one for linear and one for matrix. Case numbers were then placed in
order, and the KPATH sequence numbers for the linear format were correlated with
the K2ATH sequence numbers for the matrix format. The resulting correlation
coefficient was .24. When one examined the corresponding diagrams, it was obvi-
ous that not only did they differ in appearance, but a given individual was
likely to be grouped with different people under the matrix format than under
the linear format. In other words, if one were to carry out a job type anal-
ysis on the linear diagram, one would obtain different results than if one
used the matrix diagram for the job type analysis.

As another overall indicator of similarity of the data obtained under the
two formats, a job description was computed for each format, and a group dif-
ference description was run. That group difference description showed differ-
ences in both percent members performing and percent time spent for 170 of the
250 tasks in the inventory. While the differences for the most part were not
particularly large, they were nevertheless present.

To look at the effect of the formats on individuals' responses, job
descriptions were computed for each respondent on each format. Then each re-
spondent's time spent ratings under the linear format were correlated with his
time spent ratings under the matrix format. Those correlation coefficients are
presented by respondent in Table 1. It can be seen that some respondents'
ratings appeared relatively unaffected by the format, while others were obvi-
ously severely affected. The overall correlation of .86, when composite time

spent ratings from all respondents were correlated across formats, was encour-

aging.

In an effort to determine if percent members performing data were less
affected by format than were percent time spent data, diagrams for each format
were run based solely on percent members performing data. Results were encour-
aging. The correlation coefficient between the KPATH sequence numbers ob-
tained from the two formats when only percent members performing data were con-
sidered was .65. While the diagram based on the linear format was a slightly
different shape from the diagram based on the matrix format, there was a
greater tendancy for specific individuals to be grouped similarly in both dia-
grams than was the case j., the percent time spent diagrams. In other words,
job type analyses would produce more similar results regardless of format if
only percent time spent data were used in the analysis. This is not to suggest
that one should use only percent members performing data to conduct job type
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analyses. However, it does suggest that one might place more confidence in
percent members performing data than in percent time spent data when the data
are collected with the matrix format.

TABLE 1.

Correlations of Time Spent Ratings
Linear vs. Matriy Format

Respondent Correlation Coefficient

001 .70
002 .88
003 .69

005 .62
006 .51
007 .78
008 .16
009 .06
010 .79
011 .56
013 .75
014 .07
015 .90
016 .33
017 .75
018 .49
019 .56
020 .64
021 .77
022 .57
023 .80
024 .44
025 .56
026 .87

ALL .86

One final comparison was made between the two formats. The mean number of
tasks performed under the two formats was computed. Members performed a,- aver-
age of 50 tasks, as reported in the linear format; but only performed an aver-
age of 39 tasks as reported in the matrix format. This difference in average
number of tasks performed was significant at the .05 level (t=2.51, df=23 for

matched group t-test for the difference between means).

DISCUSSION

The results of this study are equivocal. In some analyses, the matrix
format apparently distorted data; in other analyses, data collected with the
two formats correlated highly. Specifically, it was generally the case that
abberations, apparently caused by differences in the formats used to collect
data, were more severe in the case of percent time spent data than in the case
of percent members performing data. There are at least two possible explana-
tions for this tendarcy, one statistical and one more psychological.
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From a statistical perspective, 'imsc of the results that throw a negative
light on the matrix format could possibly be attributed to the small sample
size employed in this study. That is, because of the small sample size, a few
divergent raters may have had a disproportionately large effect on the time-
spent results of the study. Any future research on the matrix format would
want to employ a much larger sample to counteract this effect.

From a more psychological perspective, the matrix format may itself be the
cause of disparities within time spint data. When making their relative time

spent ratings on tasks they have checked, respondents are instructed to use as
their frame of reference their current job in its entirety. If one assumes that
the sample format in Figure 3 represents the entire inventory, then the appro-
priate frame of reference is all tasks checked within the solid line. The
matrix format may induce respondents to develop sub-frames of reference around,
for example, each piece of equipment or each type of task as indicated by the
areas surrounded by broken lines. Use of such sub-frames of reference would
completely destroy the meaning of time spent data as it is presently defined
and would make interpretation of these data impossible. The fact that much of
the disagreement in the data collected between formats is in time spent data
could be interpreted as support for this shifting frame of reference hypoth-
esis.

4 4C. FAULT 7X10
t t D. JLPM~tH
. * 4t 1 PERTU ?Ro=LMM NADTMIUcZ

4 4 9 * F. OVERHAIL
+ t + + C. C .IrAffIALIOE

+ 4 4 * t t I . )tI1tY/DZSa=
+ + J .t 4 4 P ICAUI) BAMPA
+ 4 4i tt f f f a 4 4 L

t 9 919 9 4 4 4 4 4 4 Cu.

4 + + 9 4 4 9 9 9 4 4 Colo 1-4
f t t + +

4 4 4 4 +CARl) 0

.1. Electromechanical tuning mechanism ColS
and gear trains.

Cos I1 12 13 I 1 6 17 18 19 20 21 3!SPDWIZ IDM

2. E ectromechanical resevo rs C DESU

1. P;rj =wa Wo.
Cols 22 23 24 25 126 27 28 29 3031 3N

3. Electronic and rechanical timing 2.1* I11 &wa r

Cols 33 3 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

4. Electronic counter( mesue 4. SZightaiy below
equipment 1-E.9I h- 1_. *

Cols 44 45 46 47 4 ,9 50 51 5Z 53 54 S. Averege

. Electronic interface ni.ts t6. 5Z

Cols 55 56 5 ! 0 61 62 63 64 65 7. A m u'avge

FIGURE 3. VARIOUS FRAMES OF REFERE.-CE
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CONCLUSION

The results of this study indicate that, from a practical standpoint,
further research of the matrix format may be fruitful, especially with
respect to the collection of percent members performing data. From a more
theoretical perspective, investigation of the shifting frame of reference
question is certainly an interesting research possibility. Use of the matrix
format in constructing task inventories has been shown to be beneficial be-
cause of the ease with which subject matter specialists can identify missing
tasks. However, use of the matrix format for the collection of job analysis
data might best wait until further research is completed.

IThe opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not reflect

official policy of the USAF or DoD.
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K-- STABILIZED GUNNERY TRAINING TECHNIQUES

James H. Harris
(HumRRO)

Stephen L. Goldberg
John E. Morrison

IM (ART)

Modern main battle tanks can be fired while on the move. To realizeO the full putential of these ajinor systems, tank gunners must be taught to

fire from a moving platform. Live-fire exercises, however, are prohibitively
*expensive in terms of fuel and ammunition costs. This paper presents a pro-

gram designed to train stabi-ized gunnery skills in the conduct of fire phase
of the Armor OSUT M60A3 program without requiring live-fire exercises .The
paper also presents conclusions based on tryouts of two products of the train-
ing program.. The training approach has applications to unit training and

i- training on other stabilized tanks (i.e., the M6OAIAOS and the Ml). The
'.Z M60A3 tank was chosen over the M6OAIAOS because it has the more sophisticatedI

stabilization system and more closely resembles the fire control system on
the Ml which had not entered the OSIJT inventory when the proj..ct began.

The tra'ning program content was derived from literature on stabilized
gunnery, a hands-on orientation to M60A3 stabilized gunnery, and interviews
of subject matter experts. The program material consisted of three products:
(1) a knowledge videotape for presenting information on stabilized gunnery,
(2) an inexpensive training device for practicing the timing skills of stabi-
lized gunnery, and (3) hards-on exercises for practicing on actual M60A3
equipment skills learned from the knowledge videotape and training device.

Determine Program Content

A review of relevant field manuals and technical manuals indicated two
principles that must be followed when firing on the move:

1. Treat each round as a separate engagement. When
firing on the move, particularly against moving
targets, the rapidly changing tank-to-target
relationship makes BOT difficult, if not impossible,
to use.

2. Fire only when the gun tube is over the front or
rear fenders. The smaller the acute angle between
the gun, and the line of tank travel, the better
the stabilization. Therefore, fire over the flank
only as a last resort.

The hands-on orientation began with a review of the "arrangement" of
both the gunner and tank commander stations, to include the oper-:tion of the
fire control system. Then, dry fire engagements were run at various speeds
over progressively rougher terrain. In addition to clarifying the mechanics
and operation of stabilization on an M60A3, the orientation clarified vividly
the major difference between firing from a stationary tank and firing from a
moving tank.
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': stabilization system of the M6QA3 tank is designed to keep the gun
tube ai.. sights at the same elevation and direction regardless of the up-
and-down or sidc-to-side movement of the tank. Thus, stabilization aids the
gunner in. keeping the reticle on target, Nevertheless, there are "error"
inputs into this man-machine system which tend to draw the target off the
reticle cross hairs, inducing apparent reticle movenent with respect to tar-
get scene. A primary source of error input, common to moving platform and
stationary gunnery, is movement of target relative to firing tank. The
critical difference between tie two gunnery modes is that, in moving plat-
form gunnery, appare't reticle movement can also be caused by movement of
the firing tank. Fortunately, these error sources are somewhat predictable
and can be corrected by adjustments in tracking.

Two other error inputs are caused by limitations of the stabilization
system itself. The first error source is due to tank movements too large
or too Fast for the stabilization system to compensate. The second is
caused by the linkage of the gun and the sight: if the linkage has some
play in it, the sights will appear to jiggle.1 These errors also induce
apparent ret 4cle movement. However, both errors are too fast and unpredict- -

able to be corrected by tracking adjustments. Experienced M60A3 gunners
report that to overcome the seemingly random sight movement, that is, the
movement of the target relative to the firing tank, the gunner must be able
to time his shot because the cross hairs are on the target only momentarily.
He must anticipate when the target will approach the center of the reticle
and lase and fire prior to its reaching that point. This timing skill is
a gunnery component peculiar to firing on the move.

The interviews with subject matter experts were informal and open-ended.
A soldier's response to a particular question led naturally to other ques-
tions. Some of the information gathered from these interview sessions proved
useful during the development phase of the project. Following are some of
the questions whose answers helped determine the program content:

1. Whcn firing the M60A3, what is harder about firing
from a moving platform (at least the first few
times' than firing from a stationary platform?

Answers:

a. Timing "pattern" 2 about the target.
b. Changes in speed of apparent reticle movement

when firing tank changes speed.

1Discussions vw'th TR,DOC Swstems Manager (TSM) personnel indicated that
much of the -sight jiggle" in early production M60A3 tanks was due to a
faulty gun/sio' , linkage. Mechanical improvements to thz older sights
have minimized the problem, however.

2These "patte-ns" are the seemingly random reticle movements caused by
the three types of error inputs inherent in moving platform gunnery.
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2. What do you do to compensate?

Answers:

a. Time shot. This timing, or anticipating, skill
is a gunnery component peculiar to firing on
the move.

b. Learn to recognize drift patterns and fire on
first return to target.

c. Ambush the target.
d. Fire lots of rounds.
e. Let stabilization system operate around target

area; gunner just track target.
f. Know speed at which stabilization system smooths

out.

Information gathered from the reviews, orientation, and interviews was
consolidated and the following principles of firing on the move emerged:

1. Treat each round as a separate engagement.
2. Know the "sweet spot" for your tank.1

3. Know reticle drift pattern for your tank.
4. Anticipate "pattern" of reticle movement.
5. Anticipate movement of tank.
6. Fire between front or rear fenders.
7. Fire over flank only as last resort.
8. Press head into browpad, back against seat back.
9. Allow stabilization system to do its work.

10. Lase and lead with either thumb switch.
11. Know that when turret is in STAB mode, don't have

to squeeze palm switches to traverse or elevate
and depress turret.

12. Know there is no such thing as a "perfect" sight
picture.

13. Know that main gun, within limits, maintains
fixed orientation in space regardless of vehicle
motion.

14. Take up same sight picture.

The development of a training program centered around these principles was
undertaken. But since the program was to be used during the conduct of fire
phase of M60A3 OSUT, certain constraints had to be considered: the relative
inexperience of the soldiers; the limits on available time; and, a scarcity
of tanks, main gun ammunition, gasoline, and ranges suitable for moving tank
gunnery. Thus both the analytically derived gunnery principles and the pre-
vailing program constraints guided the design of training materials.

lThe "sweet spot" speed is the speed where the apparent reticle movement
is minimal. The sweet spot differs for each tank depending on such
factors as terrain type.
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Develop Training Materials

The developmental approach to training was straightforward: provide
performance-oriented instructional events in which the soldier could acquire
(a) knowledge of the relevant stabilized gunnery principles, and (b) skill
in their application. Too, the approach nalled for a training medium that
was inexpensive yet permitted a level of visual realism sufficient to display
realistic stabilized reticle movement in relation to recognizable targets.
A video display linked to a simple response mechanism met these requirements.

Tank targets at various speeds and ranges were filmed through the stabi-
lized sight of an M60A3 moving tank. Films of these targets were sorted out
on the basis of clarity and demonstration of the stabilized gunnery principles;
then, arranged in terms of engagement difficulty. Two videotapes, one for
training knowledge of stabilized gunnery principles, the other for practicing
those principles were prepared. After the videotapes were prepared, a series
of exercises was developed to enable soldiers to practice on M60A3 tanks what
they had learned on the videotapes. The exercises are designed to be used
anytime the soldier is in the gunner's seat and the tank is moving.

The knowledge videotape (KT) presents the firing on the move principles
in terms of their knowledge components. The practice videotape (PT), when
coupled with a simple response device, enables practice of some skill compo-
nents of the firing on the move principles. In general, the.videotapes are
to be used during training to:

1. Familiarize soldiers with the "patterns" of reticle
movement about the aim point during stabilized gun-
nery engagements. (KT)

2. Demonstrate the correct point in the "pattern" to
lase and fire. 'KT)

3. Provide practice in 'anticipating" the reticle move-
ment about the aim point during stabilized gunnery
engagements. (PT)

4. Provide practice in lasing and firing. (PT)

The knowledge videotape presents twelve situations in increasing order
of engagement difficulty. Engagement difficulty is presumed to increase
as range to target increases and firing tank speed, target speed, or both
increase. The M60A3 orientation focused the scope of the training content
on target engagements where the firing tank is traveling at speeds of 10 MPH
or less, the target tank is stationary or traveling at 10 MPH, and the firing
tank-to-target range is 1600 meters or less. The '.. situations are followed
by five new situations in which the correct lase and fire points during the
reticle movement are demonstrated. In eddition, on the last two situations,
the correct technique for adjusting fire is discussed and demonstrated.
Narration describing the firing on the move principles as they are presented
is provided throughout the videotape.
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A series of five exercises was developed to enable soldiers to practice
on M60A3 tanks sime of the things presented in the knowledge videotape and
practiced using the device and practice videotape. The exercises comprise
the essential requirements for acquiring proficiency in moving platform gun-
nery on the M60A3 tank. They should be practiced whenever possible. The
practice can be done formally, during scheduled training time, or informally,
whenever the tank is moving and the soldier is in the gunner's position.

Exercises were developed to include:

Exercise 1: Taking up the correct position in the gunner's
seat.

Exercise 2: Determining the sweet spot for the tank on
which he is the gunner.

Exercise 3: Tracking targets when tihe tank is moving.
Exercise 4: Lasing and firing on targets when the tank

is moving.
Exercise 5: Reengaging to adjust fire.

The videotape training products were tried oft, revised based on the
tryout results, and tried out a second time. The data obtained in the two
tryouts and the constraints which guided the design of training materials
permitted the following corclusions:

* The stabilized gunnery knowledge videotape is an
effective procedure by which to present information
on .oving platform gunnery to soldiers. They
expressed positive attitudes towards its use in a
training program. The KT can be group administered
using equipment available in any OSUT battalion.

* Soldiers indicated that the stabilized gunnery prac-
tice tape device enabled them to gain confidence
both in their ability to anticipate the apparent

* reticle movement aid to respond to the movement.
The PTD is relatively inexpensive to produce and
can be set up in a dayroom or corner of a classroom.

* The stabilized gunnery practice tape device is of
little value in training soldiers to perform the
tracking element of moving platform gunnery. Ss
did, however, tend to decrease their lasing and
firing time across sets of engagements, although
with one exception these time improvements were not
significant. These empirical results seem to back
up Ss feeling of confidence gain.
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The principles presented on the videotape are:

* Three contact points
- Press head firmly against browpad.
- Press lower back against gunner's seat backrest.
- Place feet flat on turret floor.

* Reticle movement
- Movement caused by stabilization system.
- Influenced by speed of tank and type of terrain.
- The speed where vibration in sight picture smooths
out and reticle jumps around less is t.ie "sweet
spot."

* Tracking
- Let stabilization system make fine corrections
around the target area.

- Use gunner's control handles to track the target.
m Front deck

- Lase and fire only when gun tube is over the front
deck, unless . . .

- You encounter a surprise target on your flank.

* Lase and fire
- Depress and hold either palm switch.
- Track for at least 1-1/2 seconds.
- Anticipate reticle movement toward center of mass.
- Lase immediately when it moves toward center of
mass.

- Fire immediately when reticle moves again toward
center of mass.

0 Adjust fire
- Reengage technique to adjust fire.
- Release and then depress gunner's palm switch.
- Track target.
- Relase.
- Fire a second round.

The practice videotape presents 18 situations of 20 seconds each. The
first nine situations are presented in increasing order of difficulty; then,
the same nine situations are presented in random order. The videotape is
to be used with a very simple mechanical response device called the Practice
Tape Device (PTD) which includes a set of M60A3 gunner handles and periscope.
The gunner handles are not responsive; the device provides practice only on
timing (anticipating) not tracking. The device is designed so that the
soldier observes the video display through the periscope and lases and fires
when he determines the sight picture to be correct for lasing and firing.
When the soldier thinks the sight picture is correct for lasing, he presses
either gunne-'s thumb switch to set lead and fire the laser. The videotape
"freezes" and the accuracy of his response, in terms of deflection (left or
right) and elevation (short or over), as well as the time to respond can be
recorded and evaluated. The device is reactivated after the lasing response
is recorded and the soldier presses either firing trigger when the sight
picture is correct for firing. Again, the videotape "freezes" and the accuracy
of his response as well as the time to respond can be recorded and evaluated.
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Assessment of the Hometown
Recruiter Assistance Program

Allyn Hertzbach, Timothy W. Elig, Paul A. Gade, Guy L. Siebold,
Newell K. Eaton, John W. O'Hara

US Army Research Institute
"00 for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

: Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present an assessment of the Hometown
C> Recruiter Assistance Program (HRAP)' which is doQented inUg-Army Re3iting

Commantid Reguition No_601-64, 1981.\It describes the resulzs of the investigation
of the nomination, selection, and training of recruiter aides

Background

!The HRAP is a tr-service program that returns young military personnel
to their hometowns to.assist recruiters in a local recruiting station.r Recruiter
aides, as the Army's HRAP participants are called, come from Training ahd
Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and Forces Command (FORSCOM) installations. Usually,
TRADOC aides are sent after completing Advanced Individual Training (AIT);
occasionally, aides may be deployed following Initial Entry Training (IET).
FORSCOM recruiter aides are selected from regular duty units. All aides are
nominated by their enlisting recruiters and approved by their AIT or duty units.
The aides are volunteers and usually serve for 45 days on temporary duty (TDY).
Their function is to bring in qualified applicants to meet recruiters rather than
to recruit.

Evaluating the productivity of aides is difficult because there is no
existing basis to fully rate their f:.formance. Aides are credited for individuals
they brought to the recruiter who subsequently enlist, but the total effect of the
aide's efforts is more subtle than the sum of their recruits. For example, aides
can "plant seeds" or lay the groundwork months in advance of an enlistment decision
and receive no credit for an enlistment that occurs months after his or her departurel
Also, the criteria for receiving credit are not standardized. Some aides might be
given credit for the enlistment of an individual whom they did not initially bring
to the station, but helped "sell," while others may get no such credit. (Much might
depend upon the recruiter's feelings about the recruiter aide.) Finally, there are
a myriad of criteria that could be used to evaluate aides, aside from enlistments,
which would credit the aide's skill and effort, such as the number of appointments
made for the recruiter, number of prospects seen, and level of effort as noted by
the station commander or recruiter. Since the job of an aide is getting qualified
people to the recruiter, perhaps the ability to bring in interested and qualified
people is a better measure of aide performance than the total number of enlistments.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the US Army Research Institute or the
Department of the Army.
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Despite the difficulty in measuring a recruiter aide's productivity, there
is some evidence that the contribution of recruiter aides is significant.. Trautwein
and Toomepuu (Note 1) found that recruiter aides made a positive contribution in the
recruitment of high school diploma graduates in Armed Forces Qualification Test
(AFQT) categories I through liA. In this analysis recruiters produced an average
of 3.5 of these recruits per quarter; aides contributed .5 of these recruits.

However, a more comprehensive measure of aide productivity is required before 4

the program can be accurately evaluated. Productivity figures do not adequately

differentiate among organizations that effectively use aides and those that do not.
It is possible that if aides were employed to maximal advantage throughout the
US Army Recruiting Command (USAREC), dramatic positive effects could be achieved.

Approach and Method

As previously mentioned, this research paper describes the reaults of the
investigation of the nomination, selection, and training of recruiter aides.
Information was collected from the personnel most familiar with the day to day
performance of recruiter aides. Station commanders, recruiters. and where possible,

1' recruiter aides were surveyed and interviewed between August and October 1981.

Surveys and Structured Interviews.

The survey consisted of a paper and pencil questionnaire that solicited
information about demographics, recruiter productivity, job satisfaction,

*personality characteristics, and job preferences. The structured interviews
covered several topics and the questions were identical for recruiters (RCs) and
station commanders (SCs). Responses were usually open ended. Interviews lasted
between I and 2 hours per person.

Survey and Interview Samples.

Recruiters and station commanders were sampled equally from each of the
5 recruiting region commands. Within, each region, 5 district recruiting commands
(DRCs) were selected at random; then 2 recruiting stations were selected from each
of these designated DRCq. Due to problems with sample stations an additional
3 stations were visited. The sample included 53 station commanders, 103 recri-ters,
and 20 recruiter aides. Five ARI researchers conducted the interviews, with each
collecting data at different sites. Interviews were conducted in a private location
within the station (du:ing normal duty hours).

Nomination and Selection of Recruiter Aides

Station commanaers and recruiters were asked about their HRAP nomination
practices, who they thought should select recruiter aides, and what qualifying
criteria should be met by young soldiers returned to their hometowns to assist

-*• recruiters. Respondents also provided estimates of the percentages of their
recruits that they nominated for the HRAP. They then estimated the percentage
of their nominations that have been returnee for duty as recruiter aides. Nom-

% inations for the HRAP range from 0 to 100% of recruits. Thirty-six percent of
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SCs and RCs nominated between 0% and 10% of their recruits. Forty percent of all
respondents nominated between 11% and 50% of their recruits; the remaining 24% of
respondents nominated between 51% and 100% of their recruits, a total of 51 SCs
and 92 RCs comprised the total of respondents. The pattern of noil'nations was
similar for recruiters and station commanders; and, despite a wide range in
nomination rate, most respondents actively nominate aides.

The pattern that emerges from the above analysis is not partic-Aarly revealing..
Some respondents nominate very few of their recruits while others nominate -
majority of their recruits. The clue to nomination practices could lie in a number

of possible explanations. But for this discussion, the key question is, how effecti
is the nomination process? Are a reasonable number of aide nominations made and
returned to the stations? The first question about nominating practices suggests
that SCs and RCs are not reluctant to nominate recruits for the HAP, though some
appear to be more discriminating than others.

Th(. next important consideration is the rate at which aide nominations are
returned to the station. Nearly 75% of the respondents reported a return rate of
5% or less. An additional 14% of the respondents reported a return rate of fewer
than 33% of their aide nominations. Four percent report a return rate of more than
50% of their nominations; however, these individuals are usually relatively new at
recruiting and have made only 2 or 3 nominations and gotten one or two returned.
The overwhelming number of respondents get a very low rate of return of their aide
nominations.

This finding is supported in general comments or asides that respondents made
during the interview. Often, complaints were made that individuals ret-irned were
not nominated and/or not qualified by the nominal requirements in USAREC Reg. 601-64.1
Nearly 30% of the recruiters reported dissatisfaction with aides returned or with
the effectiveness of the selection process.

Other evidence describing the view that RCs do not have adequate contrc.l of
the selection process is found in responses to the question, "Who should select
recruiter aides?" Overwhelmingly, SCs and RCs declared that recruiters should be
at least part of the selection process and given a powerful voice in aide selection.
Eighty-seven percent of all respondents named recruiters solely or in ccmbination
with duty or training unit cadre as the individuals who should select recruiter
aides. Thirteen percent of the respondents named the training or duty unit only
or a board of varying compositton.

In addition to the call for increased recruiter control in the selection of
aides, respondents detailed a comprehensive list of criteria for determining
qualification for selection as a recruiter aide. The thirteen most frequently
menti3ned criteria are enumerated in Table 1.

Perhaps, one important way to improve the current system would be to make the
nomination for the HAP more discriminaring by providing recruiters with a list of
criterio and ask that they justify each nomination.
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TABLE 1

Recommended Aide Selection Criteria by SCs and RCs

SC* RC*
Objective Criteria % %

1. High School Degree Graduate 16 30
2. AFOT Category liA (or higher) 20 15
3. Delayed Entry Program Performance 26 28
4. Training/Duty Performance 28 21
5. Good Military Appearance 51 34

Subje:ctive Criteria

1. Ponular 22 11
2. ('.3 Attitude & Character 22 11
3. C,- communicate 29 28
4. Motivated 15 --

5. Gregarious 66 40
6. Sensible/Smart 12 25
7. Positive Attitude toward Army 52 38
8. Desire to be an aide 32 40

N=53 SCs N=98 RCs

*Percentages do not adJ to 100%, as respondents often suggested more than
one criterion. Each category, however, reflects a respondent only once.

Recruiter Aide Training

Respondents' perceptions of recruiter aide training form the basis for this
section. RCs and SCs were asked, "What, if any, training problems exist in the
aide program?" Ihe views expressed suggested that current train-ng is inadequate.

Most respondents identified training problems. When RCs and SCs were asked if
they thought there were aide training problems, 56% said yes and 26% said no. An
additional 18% (of all recruiters) expressed no opinion. Several kinds of problems
were identified by respondents, the largest being the inadequacy of training prior
to the aide's arrival at the recruiting station (43% of SCS and 59% of RCs).

When asked to enumerate the problems, respondents who had previously stated
that there were none were usually consistent and either stated that there were no
problems or made no response. Several other SCs and RCs followed up their no
problems response by saying that there was virtually no training prior to the aide's
arrival at the station because there was too little time and/or money for the

* provision of training.

The opinion that RCs and SCs expressed about the lack of adequate training for
aides prior to their arrival at the recruiting station is supported by the recruiter
aides inter,,iewed. Of the 20 aides interviewed,.17 reported fewer than 2 hours of
briefing or training prior to being sent to the recruiting station. Often the
briefing concerned administrative matters only, i.e., how to fill out forms. There
was very little training in the activities that the aide would need to be successful
in assisting recruiters. Twelve of the aides requested additional training; they
most often desired training that would help them attract qualified individuals to

. the station. Aides most often desired training in the use of the telephone and in
prospecting. They also felt that they needed more product knowledge to successfully
perform in the field.
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AWhat emerges from these responses is the view that there is little or no

training of recruiter aides prior to their arriving at the recruiting station.
Even some respondents who do not label this deficit in training a problem are
aware of it. Of course, some other respondents may feel that the station can
adeauately provide the training, and that there are no problems.

Then, respondents were asked whom they thought should train recruiter aides;
a majority of respondents (51%) felt that the recruiting station should do the aide
'-raining. Fifty-five percent of the respondents who expressed the view that the
station should provide train:.aig did not mention another command level; forty-five
percent of respondents who mentioned that training should be provided by the station
felt that other command levels should provide training, as well. The most frequentl
mentioned command levels were the DRC and/or the area (39%).

Of the remaining respondents, 44% named one or more command levels other than
the recruiting station to provide recruiter aide training. The most frequently
named single command level was USAREC (12% of the total sample). The DRC in
conjunction with USAREC (10%) and Area (11%) was the next most frequently mentioned
command for assuming aide training responsibility.

Additional evidence for the need of higher command assistance in the training
of recruiter aides was found in examining the curriculum recommended by SCs and RCs
(see Table 2). This list of topics requires a sound instructional design, which
station personnel could help develop. However, RCs and SCs lack the time and
training to design and implement what would be a relatively sophisticated training
program. Future efforts need to be directed at developing and testing alternative
training programs, in order to identify the most effective and efficient training
to be provided.

TABLE 2

Recommended Recruiter Aide Training

SCs RCs TOTAL

f % f % f %
Knowledge
Product knowledge 12 24 26 27 30 26

Prequalification & 16 31 35 35 51 35
Eligibility

Skills

Prospecting 17 33 14 15 31 21

Interpersonal/Social 9 18 9 9 18 12
Persuasiveness/Sales 8 16 34 35 42 28
Telephone 19 37 24 25 43 29
General Skills 26 51 70 73 96 65

Conduct 5 1 4 4 9 6

Other 9 18 8 8 17 12
T121* 224* 345*

N= 96 RCs
N= 51 SCs

I 147
* Respondents often made more than 1 response so that column percentages add

to more than 100%.
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In order to develop an effective tratning program a curriculum and a method
of delivering training need to be selected. The results (Table 2) of this research
effort could be used as the basis for a training curriculum, although final approval
should rest with representative samples of SCs and RCs. Next a field test should
compare efficient ways of delivering training to recruiter aides. Sharing of training
between the DRC (or Area) and the station could be compared with the station alone
providing training. A final decision could be made on the basis of immediate
outcomes from the training and later recruiter aide productivity.

Reference Note

Trautwein, M. and Toomepuu, J. Analysis of the Contribution of Recruiter Aides

to Recruiter Mission Accomplishment. Program Analysis and Evaluation

Directorate. US Army Recruiting Command, Ft. Sheridan, IL. July, 1981.
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16 STRACT

Current Status of Counter-Attrition Programs
in the Armed Services

Jack M. Hicks

US Arny Research Institute

This was a progress report on the current status of three
categories of programmatic effort which show promise for
countering first-term enlisted attrition. The program
areas are (a) preenlistment education and training,
(b) realistic expectations intervention, and (c) correctional
retraining.
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Computer Assisted Training for Letter Sorting
Machine Operators

Joseph M. Hillery, James E. Mahoney
and Timothy J. Bohen

U.S. Postal Service, Washington, D.C.

teThe U.S. Postal Service has conducted a series of studies on

the feasibility of using Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) for
4 training of operators of machines using various keyboards.

Earlier studies clearly demonstrated a strong possibility of cost
Ceffectiveness for CAI training but the exact combination of
qz hardware and software that would show a distinct advantage over

the existing training system provec elusive.

The earlier CAI studies in the series used minicomputer
hardware. With the development of the microcomputer in the late
1970's, a training package was developed taking advantage of the
new developments in microcomputer hardware. By late 1979 a
prototype of the system was operational and a pilot test began in
early 1980

The target job for the test of CAI training was that of
Multi-position letter sorting machine (MPLSM) operator. The
majority of the mail which flows through the distribution network
of the Postal Service is sorted by the MPLSM's. Each MPLSM
consists of 12 operator consoles from which the mail is sorted
into 277 bins. The operators rotate between the tasks of keying
mail, keeping the console ledges loaded with mail, and sweeping
the mail out of the bins. The vast ritt.iority of time and the task
of greatest importance is the keyii.zi oz codes.

The MPLSM operator must key a code for letters presented at
the machine paced rate of 50-60 letters per minute, depending on
the type of .auil to be sorted. The keyboard consists of ten
regular piano type keys plus ten prime or piggy-back keys located
directly over the others. The letters stop momentarily in the
viewing position above the console keyboard to allow the operator
to read the address. As the letter starts to move away from the
viewing position, the operator keys the appropriate code. At
present there are over 37,000 MPLSM operators in 224 Post Offices
and the projected yearly need is for an additional 6000
operators.
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Method

Participants. All individuals in the study were selected
i . for training from the MPLSM operator selection register in the
.=North Suburban Mail Processing facility, outside Chicago, between
" the dates of April 18, 1980, and August 9, 1980, In order of-

their test scores. A few of these people had some previous
~training on the MPLSM or were current Postal Service employees. "

~~Excluding these, 274 people started dexterity training as study
: participants in the field test.

Information on the trainees was obtained from the employment -
application and from Iiformation available through the North
Suburban Personnel Office. The composition of the participants
was as follows: age, 17 to 64 with a me.-n of 27.86; test score
range (without veteran preference points), 79 to 100 with a mean
of 89.23; and sex composition of 51% females and 49% males.

MICRO (CAI) training. The basic hardware requirements for
the t:raining system were completely indepeadent training units
with video display, simple graphics capability, relatively high
external data transfer rate, hard copy capability, and the
ability to accept external inputs. The search for an
oft-the-shelf microcomputer that best me-c these requirements
resulted in the selection of -he Tandy Corporation TRS-80 Model
I.

For the field test, the totc! training configuration
consisted of ten training systems and one management system used
by the instructor. Each training system included one 16 KV RAM
CPU/keyboard combination, 12" B,'W video monitor, expansion
interface with 32 K RAM, 54" mini disk drive, Quick i. inter II,
interface box and MPLSM keyboard. The management system included
the same CPU/keyboar-d, monitor and expansion interface along with
three 5h" mini disk drives and a Microtek MT-80 printer. The
interface box used with the training systems was designed so that
a variety of keyboards, not just the .--LSM, could be used with
the tMraining system.

All the applications programs were developed in-house and
afl programming was done in TRS-80 BASIC. Some second source
utility software was purchased to provde high speed scrolling,
sorting, and for external keyboard input. Sincoe eof the most
important elements in the training is the development of a sense
of ti.ing, a letter was simulated and moved across the CR screen
at predetermined speeds. The MICRO trainer created the image of
a ( otter by using two parallel horizontal lines, a three line
address and simulated stamp.
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Two aspects of the training lessons made possible by CAI
were automatic speed increments and automatic lesson termination.
In two of the training lessons, the lesson started at a speed of
46 letters per minute. When the trainee reached a predetermined
accuracy level at that speed, the speed was automatically
advanced two letters per minute. When the prescribed accuracy
level was met at a speed of 60 letters per minute, the lesson was
completed and the next lesson was presented.

An additional feature of the CAI training was that of
automatic lesson termination. This feature applied to any
practice or test run which required a certain accuracy level.
For example, if the deck sire was 200 simulated letters and
accuracy required was 95%, no more than 10 errors could be made
for the trainee to advance to the next speed or next lesson. The
lesson was terminated automatically when the trainee got to 10
errors, the point where they could not possibly qualify on that
deck. This was incorporated to avoid the situation where the
trainee had to continue keying a dpck even though the trainee
knew that they could not qualify.

A -~The error analysis feature of the CAI training consisted of
an error analysis grid to be used by the student as well as the
instructor. When a unsuccessful practice run occurred, the
computer asked the trainee if an error analysis was desired. If
requesteC, the errors were prpsented on the CRT in such a way
that the letter preceding and following the error was also shown,
as well as the number that should 'ave been keyed and the number
that was actually keyed.

Procedure. Individuals were notified by the Personnel
Office to come to the office on a specified date if they were
interested in employment as MPLSM operators. When the people
reported, they uere givei an orientation to the Postal Service,
administered an eye test, and scheduled for the first day of
training.

The tirst group of trainees was randomly assigned to either
;he DETEX training or MICRO training prior to their arrival for
the orientation. Since few MICRO trainees qualified on dexterity
training in this group, subsequent call-ins assigned more
trainees to MICRO than to DETEX.

The DETEX training is the conventional training used for
MPLSM operators. The training device is a simu];tor of an actual
MPLSM console, and DETEX cards simulate letter-. Photoelectric
cells on the training device read holes on the DETEX cards and
deposit cards keyed correctly and incorrectly into separate bins.
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The training program for MPLSM operators in the field test
for both DETEX and MICRO training programs consisted of two
parts, dexterity training which had an 18-houz maximum and
outgoing primary training which had a 47-hour maximum. Dexterity
training ccnsisted of learning to key 3 digit numbers on the
lower keyboard at 40 per minute. Outgoing primary training
consisted of keying on the upper and lower keyboard at a rate of
60 letters per minute. Dexterity training had a maximum of 18
hours and outgoing primary had a 47-hour time limit.

The 47-hour maximum time limit became policy during the data
collection phase of the study. The field test was exempted from
this limitation and participants were allowed three weeks of
training (approximately 22 hours) after the 47 hours if needed to
qualify. The results of the field test are reported two ways,
with and without the 47-hour limitation in outgoing primary
training.

The tests used for qualification on dexterity training for
both MICRO and DETEX training consisted of one run of 200 items
of three-digit numbers at 40 per minute and 95% accuracy. The
outgoing primary tests consisted of 250 items at 60 per minute
and 98% accuracy.

On the day following successful completion on the outgoing
primary qualification test, the trainee was given two days of
MPLSM floor orientation, approximately two hours each day. On
the second day of floor orientation, each trainee was given 20
minutes to key "live" mail on an MPLSM console. On the third
workday after qualification, the individual was installed as an
MPLSM operator and a job performance monitoring was begun.

Measurement of Job Performance . The Nort Suburban
facility agreed to have each recently qualified MeLSM operator
key a minimum of four hours each workday. The keying accuracy of
each MPLSM operator was monitored by means of the EDIT procedure
(Engineering Data Isolation Technique). For each MPLSM operator,
six samples of 50 keyed letters each were taken, evenly
distributed over each MPLSM assignment. The letters were then
compared to a tape of the codes keyed for those letters to
determine keying accuracy.

Data collection was performed by employees hired exclusively
for this purpose. Daily assignments of the data collectors was
controlled by a listing which identified each MPLSM operator's
exact position for each 20 minute time period over the operator's

tour of MPLSM assignment. Data collector activity was submitted
to constant review by data collection assistants selected on the
basis of their technical familiarity with MPLSM operations. Data
collection assistants also reviewed tapes and samples for proper
identification and scoring accuracy. Routine checks included
random, unannounced reviews of samples scored.
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Data was collected for a period of 12 weeks of job
performance. Since the study had to be terminated before all
trainees reached the 12th week, the samples for the later weeks
drop off compared to the ..±rst weeks of job performance data.

Results

The overall pass rate for DETEX considering all qualifiers
was 55.6 per cent (76.9% x 72.3%), while the overall pass rate
for MICRO was 48.7 percent (51.6% x 94.3%). Considering only
those who qualified on outgoing primary in 47 hours, the overall
pass rate for DETEX was 26 per cent (76.9% x 33.8%), while the
overall pass rate for MICRO was 40.9 percent (51.6% x 79.27%).

Results of the statistical tests indicated that DETEX took
significantly less training time in dexterity (t=8.22, p<.01).
In outgoing primary MICRO took less hours but the difference was
significant only when considering all qualifiers (t=4.64, p<.01).

For total training time, the MICRO training took
*significantly fewer hours to train when considering all

qualifiers (t=2.30, p<.05) but there was a nonsignificant
difference when considering those who passed in less than 47
hours.

A comparison between DETEX and MICRO which contains data
from pass rates and training time is the computation of the
average number of hours used to successfully qualify one trainee.

*For dexterity, DETEX used 11.81 training hours to qualify one
trainee while MICRO used 27.42 hours to qualify one trainee. In
outgoing primary, the opposite was true. For all qualifiers,
MICRO took 40.31 hours for one qualifier while DETEX took an
average of 68.93 hours. Considering only those who qualified in
less than 47 hours, DETEX took 116.96 hours while MICRO took
44.40 hours. The jump in hours for DETEX from 68.93 hours to
116.96 hours reflects the fact that 25 of the DETEX qualifiers
(out of 47) needed more than 47 hours to qualify.

Comparisons for the MICRO and DETEX training groups for job
performance error rates showed few significant differences over
the 12 weeks of the collection of jobperformance data for the
entire qualification group. DETEX trainees had the edge the
first three weeks with only week 1 showing a significant
difference (t=2.96, p<.01) while MICRO maintained an edge from
weeks four through twelve. Only week 8 (t=2.45, p<.05) and week
9 (t=2.59, p<.05) showed significant differences. The same trend
existed when the data analysis was restricted to those who passed
in less than 47 hours.
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Discussion

From a job performance standpoint, as measured by the first
60 days of job performance data, it could be concluded that
neither training method exhibited any statistically significant
advantage, although MICRO trainees generally performed better
after the third week on the job.

The number of training hours needed to produce a qualified
operator showed a distinct advantage of the MICRO training
system. Given the existing condition of 47 hours maximum in
outgoing primary training, MICRO needed 71.82 hours compared to
128.77 hour3 for DETEX. The reason for this aifference was that
MICRO failed many more trainees in the first part of training
whereas DETEX failed individuals only when the 47 hours of the
second part of training had been exhausted. Differences in the
lesson plans between the two training systems may be largely
responsible for this finding. In the dexterity training, MICRO
used speeds up to 60 cards per minute while DETEX stayed at 40
cards per minute. Both training programs, however, used the
identical test, administered at 40 cards per minute.

The conclusion from the pass rates, training time, and job
performance data was that the MICRO/CAI training system was at
least as effective if not more effective, than the conventional
DETEX training. Additional advantages of the CAI approach was
the ability to develop unique features in the training such as
automatic speed increments, automatic termination of lessons
after specified number of errors, increased feedback of error,
and standardized work samples for qualification tests. The
microcomputer-based system has the added advantage of each
training system standing alone, thereby reducing the impact of
hardware malfunctions. In addition, microcomputers do not
require a controlled environment.

No doubt, the most distinct advantage of CAI training as
applied to keyboard training is that of reduced cost. The
conventional training system necessitates manual preparation of
millions of DETEX cards annually because of wear and tear and
changes in the addresses caused by changes in the carrier routes.
In the CAI system, changes are accomplished by keying in changes
on the disk, and this is needed only in the case of carrier route
changes. Additionally, the cost of the microcomputer hardware is
substantially less than the cost of the simulator currently being
used by MPLSM training.
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- IMPROVED COURSE TEST DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Edward N. Hobson, Ph.D.
DATA-DESIGN LABORATORIES

1755 S. Jefferson Davis Hwy.
Suite 307, Arlington, VA 22202

I. BACKGROUND

Training for the POLARIS Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM) System was reviewed in

(C the late 1960's and was found deficient in several respects. The actual train-
ing requirements were confusing, training pipelines were excessively long,

04 overtraining was common, trained personnel often were unfamiliar with current
technical publications, and no adequate method existed for evaluating training
effectiveness. To correct these problems, the Chief of Naval Operations
directed the establishment of the FBM Weapon System Training Program and

*. k.assigned specific responsibilities for its implementation and administration.
SThe advent of the POSEIDON and TRIDENT systems required further refinements to
the training program and the name was changed to the Strategic Weapons System
Training Program (SWSTP). The Strategic Systems Project Office (SSPO) was
designated to implement and provide overall technical control of the program.

;4SPO, in coordination with the Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) and
/ his principal designee for submarine training, the Chief of Naval Technical
Training (CNTT), has provided continuing support for development and implemen-
tation of this training program through a number of civilian contractors.
Data-Design Laboratories (DDL) has been one of those providing assistance in

\,curriculum materials coordinatio- and management as well as in the evaluatlua
c nefft- -fFtiprogram. This paper describes the design and development ofnew end-of-course tests for use within the SWSTP. Much attention has been

focused upon these tests because they are one of the most visible products of
the evaluation component and they provide a great deal of the data for assess-
ing how well individual courses and SWSTP, ia ttnerpal, are performing

II. SWSTP OVERVIEW

"'The SWSTP is a systems approach to training composed of five major elements.
described below. For a more complete description of the training program refer
to Proceedings 23rd Annual Conference of the Military Testing Association, x
Volume I, pages 191-201.

he Personnel Performance Profiles-.(PPP) are comprehensive, minimum require-
ments listings of the knowledges abd skills required to operate and maintain a
system, subsystem or equipment.- The PPPs are essentially the result of hard-
ware-oriented task ana-yses and are prepared using current information from
approved engineering drawings, technical manuals, training literature, etc.

- The Training Path System.TPS) assigns the knowledge and skill items of the
PPPs to specific Navy peronnel in a logical order and to a defined depth of
knowledge and level of skill.

I4Curriculaaie composed of training materials designed to accurately reflect the
training requirements identified in the TPS. Curricula may be designated as
either formal or informal. Formal curricula are used in training facilities

ashore to provide background, replacement, conversion, or advanced training.
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* .Informal curricula are used in unstructured environments and frequently in on

board training programs.

;The Personnel Qualification Guides (PoG) are promulgated by the Submarine Force '2'
Commanders. The PQGs identify soc fic knowledge and skill requirements or
standards that must be met--by-jrsonnel to "qualify' or "requalify" for various .
watchstations on board a submarine or tender. These qualifications differ from
training, in that they require a specific demonstration of ability using the
actual equipment in its operational environment after appropriate training has .

1been completed.

$The Personnel and Training Evaluation Pro&ram PTEP) is the element that meas-

ures, evaluates, and reports on the effectiveA's of the total program. It is ..
designed to assist management by monitoring, providing evaluation and feedback,
and making recommendations for improvements. PTEP accomplishes its objectives
by means of personnel testing, collection of test and nontest data, evaluation,
and reporting. For a more detailed description of the PTEP element and how it
functions refer to Proceedings 23rd Annual Conference of the Military Testing
Association, Volume I, pages 573-579. Most of the day-to-day responsibility
for implementing and operating PTEP rests with the Central Test Site (CTS) lo-

cated at Dam Neck, Virginia.

III. NEW END-OF-COURSE TEST DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENT

The SWSTP utilizes approximately 180 courses spread over five enlisted communi-
ties. These courses of instruction range from one week to twenty-six weeks in
duration. A typical technician might attend up to twelve of these courses.
End-of-course tests originally prepared for these courses were adequate, but
areas for improvement were evident. Consequently, an effort was initiated to
develop a set of test construction procedures that would result in better
tests--tests which focused most of the questions upon aspects of the training
course deemed to be most important by subject matter experts.

After the new procedures had been developed, a limited test (validation) was
initiated to ascertain: 1) how well the new procedures worked, 2) how much
manpower/resources they consumed, and 3) if there was an improvement in the
data received from the new tests.

IV. STATUS OF END-OF-COURSE PTEP TESTS

During the years 1980 and 1981, efforts were made to improve the quality of
tests provided by CTS to the SWS training activities for administration as com-
prehensive end-of-course tests in advanced and replacement training courses.
Under the direction of the SSPO, DDL designed procedures for the development of
new end-of-course tests which would provide a better assessment of student
mastery of the more important learning objectives.

The primary purpose in designing and producing improved tests was to provide
better assessments of how well students had mastered the most important aspects
of the course and how well the curriculum met the training requirement. When
PPP tables were developed the system lacked some of the rigor now deemed appro-

priate. Therefore, the tests designed using the equipment orientation of the
PPPs without sufficient attention to "the most imporrant objectives", gave
emphasis to hardware knowledge instead of functional operations and mainte-
nance. Thus, end-of-course tests based upon these sources (i.e., the FPPs, the
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amount of time devoted to topics in the classroom, and at times the availabil-
ity of good test items) resulted in reasonably good tests but with an emphasis
on knowledge of hardware rather than functional operations and maintenance
tasks.

This new look at the test design and development process refocused attention
upon the fact that evaluation involves the whole system. One of the first
shortcomings discovered was in the objectives. Frequently there was no hier-
archy of objectives within major tasks. For example, the four courses selected
for the validation effort are listed below with the number of Section Learning
Objectives (SLO) contained in each. The SLO was chosen by test design person-
nel as the most appropriate curriculum level for testing.

Course Number of SLOs

D-to-D CONVERTER 22

MTRE MK 6 MOD 3 17
NAVAIDS BLOCK 3 40
LAUNCHER BLOCK 200

In the test case when the number of SLOs exceeded 40, subject matter experts
were unable to reach agreement on which SLOs were most important. For the
validation effort the Launcher Block test was split into two parts. This per-
mitted a larger number of SLOs to be tested and served as an interim solution.
Subsequently, courses that seemed to have an excessive number of SLOs were
reviewed by representatives from the training facilities, CTS, and DDL. These
working groups restructured, reworded, and revised the objectives so that the
intent of all objectives was retained while building a hierarchy to facilitate
both instruction anA testing. Furthermore, most of the objectives lacked a
criterion of satisfactory performance. While these facts were known, in
general, the impact was not really felt until more rigorous evaluation (i.e.,
better tests) procedures were developed and tested.

V. COMPARISON OF NEW AND OLD PROCEDURES

Tests designed using "old" pro_.dures focused upon an analysis of applicable
curriculum and OAC, on evaluation of associated knowledge and skills contained
in the Instructor Guide, and on the length of a course of instruction. Usually
tests were designed to meet the following statistical and time requirements:

o Not more than one test item per hour of instruction
o Short courses contain a minimum of 30 test items
o Knowledge rest areas contain a minimum of 5 test items
o Total average work time for all skill exercises administered in one

three-hour session should not exceed two hours
o Total test time (all knowledge sections) will not exceed three hours

per course
0 Combined knowledge and skill test time will not exceed six hours

The old end-of-course development process was initiated 28 weeks before the
test was due to be administered. New end-of-course tests require about the
same amount of time for design, development and production. However, there are
some significant differences between old and new procedures that provide a bet-
ter test of the "most important objectives" of the courses. These differences
are presented in Figure 1.
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PROCESS NEW OLD

T 3 SMEs are required. 1 SHE is required.
E
S Design is based on review of Design is based on OACs,
T actual subject matter as specified only by PPP item

stated in curriculum SLOs. & TOS level.

D SLOs are prioritized to en- Except for identifying
E sure testing of most critical instruction times & sequence,
S learning objectives, no specific requirement
I exists to review IG.
G Process reveals discrepancies
N between the IG and what is

taught.

T 2 SMEs are required. 1 SME is required.
A

I N TI content is matched with SLO TI selection is based on
D content (to level of TLO & DP, PPP/TOS test design criteria.

S if needed).
E R
L E A rigorous review (technical Procedures do not specifical-
E V applicability, format, training ly require verification of
C I specification coding, grammar) PPP/TOS applicability pre-
T E is required for those TIs which viously assigned to selected
I W match the SLOs. TIs.
0
N Detailed procedures flag faulty Procedures for review of TI

TIs for review/improvement, are not detailed.

ACRONYMS

DP - Discussion Point SME - Subject Matter Expert

IG - Instructor Guide SLO - Section Learning Objective
OAC - Item-to-Topic Objective TI - Test Item

Assignment Chart TLO - Topic Learning Objective
PPP - Personnel Performance Profiles TOS - Training Objective Statement

FIGURE 1. Comparison of New and Old End-of-Course Test Procedures
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VI. ADMINISTRATION OF NEW TESTS

Upon completion of the design, development, and review of the tests, they were
administered to students by Navy instructors without mentioning that they were
taking a different type of test. Following the test, each student was asked to
complete a short questionnaire. The numbers of students ranged between 30 and
52 for each of the courses in the validation effort.

Student test results and information from the questionnaires were used in
subsequent analyses. Navy instructor: also completed a questionnaire following
the last administration of the test.

VIII. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The new procedures improve the design and development process so that the
school is more certain that those students who score high on the new end-of-
course tests have attained reasonable mastery of the most important objectives.
Notice that an unequivocal statement of mastery is not made. Why? Because
many of the objectives (some developed several years ago) do not have specified
criteria or conditions under which performance will be measured. The new pro-
cedures do, however, provide an improved test. Furthermore, these procedures
can be used for the design and development of criterion referenced tests in the
future.

In the process of developing and validating the new procedures, a number of
*items surfaced. For example, in the four courses validated some of the "actual

instruction" in these courses was found to differ from the approved curriculum.
It became clear from this information that the SWSTP revision/update process
had failed in these cases. The curriculum cont:ol group is aware of this fact
and is making a more careful surveillance uf the ,-urriculum.

During the validation of the end-of-course test procLdures, it was also deter-
mined that the test item bank did not support certain objectives. These short-
ages tended to be associated with test items for "operations" and "maintenance"
areas. Most "knowledge objectives" were adequately supported and occasiona]1v
there was an overabundance of these test items. This discovery led to the
development of new test items tc support the four validation tests.

Now, as new "end-of-course" tests are designed by CTS using the new procedures,
the total shortfall in test items is being determined. Additionally, a new
test item acquisition form has been developed. This new form provides detailed
information on objectives for use by the test item developer. Each new acqui-
sition form also has a copy (listing) of current applicable test items attached
so that new test items will not dupl.cate what is already in the test item
bank. Test items acquired in this manner will match more closely the Navy's
testing needs.

It had been known prior to the validation effort that certain deficiencies
existed within the 22-25,000 bank of test items. Some of these problems were

." with the primary technical data of individual test items or with the related
data--that data/document referenced by the test item. Other deficiencies known
to exist included test item stem faults, distractor (plausible incorrect

rr- answersN shortcomings, and grammatical errors. However, until these new pro-
*- cedures were developed, the resolution was basically unmanageable or too

- costly. Therefore, while new end-of-courses tests are being developed using
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the new procedures, a very serious problem (test item bank deficiencies) is
also being resolved.

The validation effort also pointed out that the Navy should require all future
courses (new and revised) to have a hierarchy of objectives. This requirement
alone will facilitate future evaluation efforts since tests can be designed to
sample the higher level objectives rather than having to sample from an over-
abundance of objectives at a lower level of difficulty.

Questions regarding acceptable performance criteria have resurfaced and are be-
ing reviewed by UTS, SSPO and CNTT. Likewise, the scoring, reporting, inter-
preting, and presenting of test results to the submarine crews are also being
re-examined.

IX. CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion of the findings of the validation effort should not
leave one with the impression that previous evaluation/testing efforts were
inadequate. In fact PTEP has served the SWSTP well as the evaluation comeo-
nent. Prior end-of-course tests satisfied the basic testing requirements.
However, the time had come to upgrade and improve the testing aspect of PTEP's
functional responsibility. The problem was "how to" upgrade an operational
evaluation system with no increase in funding and with as few disruptions to
the system as possible. it was not an easy undertaking. The newly developed
"end-of-course" procedures turned out (hindsight) to be an excellent vehicle tc
initiate change (improvements) that attacked basic problems while generating
only a moderate (manageable) set of attendant problems.

In summary, the new end-of-course test design and development procedures take
no more total time than the previous test development procedures and provide a
test much more closely related to training objectives than the old tests. At
the same time they have opened up other areas for improvement; curricula devel-
opment-hierarchy of objectives, better test item procurement process, and po-
tentially better scoiing and reporting of the data. While the procedures work-
ed well for courses with a small (40 or less) number of objectives, the results
were not as conclusive for courses with a large number of objectives all of
which were at a coparable level of importance.

-* The validation effort also left some unanswered questions. For example, should
data from tests using a criteria base line receive the same analytical treat-
ment as the scores from tests designed to discriminate or, when applied to a
different test instrument, produce a bell-shaped curve? On one hand, having
all students make correct responses to all questions would be considered excel-

lent--everyone would have met the criteria. On the other hand, these same test
results would create a problem where the object is to provide some Giscrimina-
tion between individuals taking the test--no bell-shaped curve. Furthermore,

once the question has been answered regarding the appropriate analytical treat-

ment the implications for computer software must be considered. Likewise, any
scoring trend analyses must recognize the potential step change that could be
caused by moving toward a more criterion-referenced testing system. Still an-
other question deals with the whole scoring scheme (pass/fail, met criteria/did
not meet criteria, scores by objectives, percentiles, T-scores, etc.). So,

- while use of the new procedures is producing better end-of-course tests, a num-
ber of important questions and issues still need to be addressed, ccasidered,
studied and resolved.
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MISSION BASED AND ISD BASED COMPONEITS OF
TASK CRITICALITY JUDGEMENTS

R. Gene Hoffman and Eugene H. Drucker
00. Human Resources Research Organization

00 and
David W. Bessemer

Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

0 Given th, limited time and resources available for soldier training,

0 there is always the need to be careful in the selection of tasks to be
included in formal institutional training. The general concept of task
criticality arose to guide that selection process. Tasks which are more
critical receive training priority. Less critical tasks are included in

Ctraining only if time and resources allow.

",Determination c task criticality is problematic for two major reasons.
A frequently considered issue concerns the dimensions on which task
criticality is judged. Another and related issue concerns the contex within
which task criticality is con idered. Both issues will be addressed in this
paper.

Before continuing, a significant assumption must be made clear.
Assessment of task criticality is almost of necessity a matter of judgement.
Empirical determination would require comparison of missiop success with and
without performance of each component task, or with the quality of
performance of each task varied over a number of attempts at the mission.
Obviously, the feasiblity of such manipulations is inconceivable and,

- particularly for combat missions, the ehics reprehensible. Therefore,
expert judgements usually comprise the daL. base for detetraning task

criticality. Certainly one can ask about the validity of these judgements,
but it is a question that cannot be directly answered in most cases.
Criticality judgements may be accepted as judgements and often the best

available data. Our best safeguard is to obtain average rating from as large
a sample of expert judges as feasible in order to control for individual
idiosyncrasies. On the other hand, the effects ot the methods and procedures
used for obtaining these judgements is an open question.

TRADOC Circular 351-4, Job and Tasks Analysis (1978) defines a critical

task as "as task which ts esseDLial for: Accomplishment of the unit's
mission or successful individual job performance or survivability in combat
situation" (p.H-4). Consequently, Circular 351-4 also suggests that ratings
be gathered concerning the consequences of inadequate perforrance of

potential training tasks. In addition, Circular 351-4 prescribes the use of
three additional Judgements that are particularly germane to the training
perspective. One judgement concerns the time available to oegin a task once
the need for it arises. Implic-t in this consideration is the idea the

delays may be used as preparation time to acquire or develop the needed

skill. Learning difficulty is another criticality factor prescribed by the

ISD model. The final factor is percent performing a task. The greater the

number of soldiers required to do a task, the greater the benefit of
st~..dardized institutional training.
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Circular 351-4 also specifies that a weighting system be es.ablished and
used by each proponent schcol to combine these criticality factors into an
overall judgement of each tasks' criticality. It also implies that such C!
weighting systems should not be rigidly adhered to. Thus, to some extent
judges' overall assessments of task's criticality for mission success may
play a significant role in determining what tasks are eventually included in
training. One purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship of global C
ratings of task criticality for mission success to three of the ISD
prescribed judgements. These include time available to start the task, time
to learn, and the amount of damage or injury possible from failure to perform
the task. That is, how are experts' Judgements of ISD model components
related to their assessment of overall task criticality?

The accomplishment of any mission depends on numerous interdependent
functions, activities, and events. At one level of abstraction, it is very
easy to argue that some tasks must be more important than others. On the
other hand, it is also easy to construct situations where even the most
minuscule tasks not performed can lead to mission failure (e.g., the
proverbial nail for the horse's shoe). The possibility of these situational
differences are often recognized by training developers and expert judges.
However, because any given training program is designed to prepare personnel
to perform in a variety of situations, judgements concerning task criticality
are required without reference to any special circumstances. Rather, they
are made in the abstract.

There is no reason criticality judgements cannot be tied to specific
situations. Another part of the research (Drucker, Hoffman and Bessemer,
1982), compares differences between summary ratings of task criticality made
with and without reference to specific mission scenarios.

When considering the criticality of a task within the context of a
combat scenario, the criticality dimensions germane to training (i.e. time to
learn and time available) seem less important. Rather, the relationship
between the tasks and combat functions seems more in line with the basic
definition of a critical task. That is, tasks can be rated for their
criticality in relation to unit (1) fire power, (2) mobility, (3) command and
control, (4) sustainment of effectiveness, and (5) survival of men and
equipment, as well as their overall contribution to the success to

specifically described scenarios. The second purpose of this paper is to
look at the relationship among expert ratings of these factors.

To acquire combat criticality ratings, four combat scenarios were
constructed. Scenarios included action on contact, hasty attack, occupy
battle position and defend battle position. Because of differences in the
objectives of these missions, the combat functions may have differential
importance. To investigate this, relationships among criticality for these
functions and overall mission success will be examined separately for each
scenario.

The final question of this study concerns the comparison of ISD based
ratings to combat mission based ratings. That is, are judges' ISD component

ratings representative of the mission based global criticality ratings?
Slailarly are judges' combat function ratings related to ISD global
criticality ratings?
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Method

Questionnaire

Two separate questionnaires were developed. One questionnaire was based
on ISD components and used to assess 161 tank platcon leader tasks. Ratings
were obtained for TIME TO LEARN (none, one hour or less, several hours, one
day, two or more days), TIME AVAILABLE (none, one minute or less, several
minutes, several hours, one day or more), amount of DAMAGE or injury (none,
small, moderate, large, extreme), and the overall effect of task performance
on successful accomplishment of the team mission (none, small, moderate,
large, extreme).

The second questioniaire assessed the criticality of a subset of these
tank platoon leader tasks zalative to combat functions within the context of
the four combat scenarios. The scenarios were further divided into mission
phases. That is, hasty attack consisted of two phases, conduct fire and
maneuver, and conduct the assault. Eight tasks were included in conduct fire
and seven tasks in conduct the assault. The action on contact scenario
included three phases: (1) immediate action (three tasks), (2) develop the
situation (three tasks), and (3) occupy suppressive fire position (six
tasks). Occupy battle position consisted of occupy platoon battle position
(six tasks), and organize platoon battle position (17 tasks). Defend battle
position included three phases: (1) maintain surveillance in platoon sector
(two tasks), (2) initiate indirect fire in platoon sector (two tasks) and
initiate direct fire in platoon sector (nine tasks). Fifty-one different

*platoon leader tasks were included in the combat mission based questionnaire.
Six tasks were repeated in more than one scenario or in more than one phase
within the same scenario for a total of 66 unique tasks within scenario phase
combinations. All of these combinations were rated for the tasks' effects
(none, small, moderate, large, extreme) cn FIRE POWER, MOBILITY, COMMAND,
SUSTAIN, SURVIVE and OVERALL SUCCESS.

Subjects and Procedure

Two groups of US Army Armor Officers enrolled in the US Army Armo-
School's Armor Office Advanced Course were administered the questionnaires.
One group (n=65) completed the ISD based questionnaire. The other group
(n=57) completed the combat mission based questionnaire.

Criticality ratings for each task on the four ISD scales and the six
mission based scales were averaged across raters. These mean ratings
constituted the data base for this paper. Interrater reliabilities wgre
calculated using Cronbach's alpha with tasks treated as subjects and raters
treated as items. Reliability estimates ranged from a low of .86 for
sustainment ratings from the mission based questionnaire to .96 for time
available and for time to learn for the ISD based questionnaire.

Results and Discussion

The ISD model suggests that time to learn, time available to start the
task and the anticipated amount of damage or injury from failure to do the
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task are key components of a task overall criticplity. On the other hand the
scenario model suggests that a task's effect on unit fire power, mobility,
command and control, survivability and sustainment are key components of task
overall criticality. Multiple regression was used to examine the
relationship among these criticality ratings. ISD correlations among 4

components were based on the rctings of 161 tasks. Because of the repetition
of task within the scenario model and the expectation that task ratings might
differ by scenario and scenario phase, each task-within-scenaria phase
combination was treated separately and the correlation based on an N of 66
unique task/scenario phase combinations.

For the 161 platoon leader tasks, the ISD component DAMAGE is highly
correlated with success (r=.84, 2<.01) TIME TO LEARN is also strongly
correlated with success (r-.61, R<.O1); tasks which take longer to learn are
most likely to have a significant effect on mission success). However, TIME
AVAILABLE showE essentially no relationship to SUCCESS (_I-.08, n.s.). The
regression analysis, Table 1, collaborates these conclusions. In the full
model with all three components, TIME AVAILABLE did not contribute
significantly to the regression equation. DAMAGE and TIME TO LEARN we:-e
retained iith statistically significant betas in a reduced model. The
multiple R =.74 between these two scales and SUCESS is greater (<. 0 1) than
the zero order of either DAMAGE or TIME TO LEARN. However., the unique
contribution of TIME TO LEARN, represented by an increase in R from .70 to
.74, is certainly not large. The regression weights also indicate that
DAMAGE contributes substantially more to ratings of a task's effect on
SUCCESS than does TIME TO LEARN.

Table 1
Regression Analysis of Successful

Accomplishment Ratings

Standardized Regression Weights 1 1
ISD Components: Damage Time to Learn Time Available R R

Full Model: .74** .19** .06 .86** 1.75
Reduced Model: .71** .24** .86** .74*

Scenario Components Fire Power Mobility Command Survive Sustain "I4
Full Model .44** .14* .14* .08 .43** 93* 86*

Reduced Model .43** .15** .11* - .50** .93**L8*

-*< .05
•.< .01

'he regression analysis for the scenarios model scales is also presented
in Table 1. SURVIVE was substantially correlated with SUSTAIN (r=.90, p<.31)and in the 2ul model with all fire predictors included, only SURVIVE failed

to make a statistically significant contribution. fhe foui remaining
components achieved a remarkable .86 multiple R with successful
accomplishment with fire power and sustainment displaying the largest
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regression weights. Clearly, either set of component ratings, ISD or combat
based, provide adequate representation of Judges' global ratings of task
criticality. However, the differences among the component weights suggests
that they are not equal in importance. Tudgements about tasks' criticality
related to platoon fire power, sustainment, and minimizing damage and injury
appear to predominat. judgements about a tasks overall criticality.

To examine the possibility that the contributions of the scenario
components may vary across scenarios, a regression analysis was conducted to
examine the interaction between scenario ard components. The set of scenario
by task interaction terms that were eptered into thi regression solution
significantly (2<.0 1) increased the R- from .92. To uncover the specific
nature of the interactions, separate regressions were calculated for each of
the four scenarios. Reduced equatiors for these separate regressions are
presented in Table 2.

Table 2
Regression Aaalyses on Successful
Accomplish for Each Scena-to

Scenario Standardized Regression Wei'hts R
Fire

Power Mobility Command Sustain
Action on Contact .93** - - - .93**

Hasty Attack .93** - - -. 93*

Defend Battle Position - .:15* - .66** .99**
Occupy Battle Positiod 66*- .28* - 4*

< .05
< .01

The regression weights do appear to vary substantially across the four
scenarios. Fire power is the only combat function which enters the two

*. essentially offensive scerarios (Action on Contact and Hasty Attack). On the
other hand, mission success for Defend Battle Position appears to be
primarily dependent on sustainment of effectiveness in the judgement of ArLior
officers. The Occupy BattLe Position scenario, which has elements of offense
end defense, includes both fire power and sustainment as important task
at'ribut-i.

The theoretical significance of t,e variation in these weights is
dimi'ished when corielations between the overall reduced "omposite and
SUCCESS ratings are examined within each scenario. That is, when the
predictions of SUCCESS ratings are made using the regression equation derived
across all iour scenarios, and these predictions correlated with SUCCESS
w:ft.in each scenario, the correlations are .90, .94, .97 and .90 for Action
on Contact, Hasty Attack, Defend Battle Position and Occupy Battle Position,
respectively. There correlations certainly approximate the multiple R's for
the regression equation developed w! .: eaah scenario. This suggests that
the relative weights among the c, ;-ites ate less important than the
components themselvez. That is, t'e Pulticollineerity among the components
is large enough that shifting the relative size of the regression weights
does little to affect the overall predictability of SUCCESS judgment by the
set if components.
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Cross-Method Comparisons

The final correlational analysis involved a validation of both the ISD
and Scenario rating component regression composites against the SUCCESS
ratings made by the alternative method. Each of the 66
task-within-scenario-phase combinations from the scenario method, were
matched with the ratings from the ISD method. Repeated tasks simply received
the same ISD values while their scenario ratings could vary across the
scenario in which they appeared. Composite indices were calculated from the
reduced regression equations previously developed for each method.
Correlations between the composite indices and SUCCESS ratings were
calculated fnr the set of 66 task-within-scenario combinations.

The ISD composite correlated with scenario SUCCESS almost as highly as
with ISD SUCCESS (r-.69 compared to r=.76) for the subset of tasks included
in this analysis. The combat based composite showed a more noticeable
decrease (r-.45 with ISD SUCCESS compared to r=.93 with combat scenario
SUCCESS). The correlation between the t'- SUCCESS ratings was .57 (<.01),
and the correlation between the two compo --es was .67 (2<.01).

This pattern of results suggests that the combat based criticality
ratings of tasks' contribution to mission success relate more highly to
combat functions than do the ISD criticality ratings. A supplemental
analysis revealed that when combat SUCCESS was regressed on the ISD
components (using the tasks common to the two methods), DAMAGE was again the
dotinant variable with TIME AVAILABLE instead of TIME TO LEARN as the second
and only other variable (total R=.71). Given that TIME TO LEARN is a training
factor, while TIME AVAILABLE is a combat situation factor, this is further
support for the argument. Furthermore, regression of ISD SUCCESS onto the
combat scenario components did not yield a composite with any more predictive
power than the original combat composite (R=.47, with FIRE POWER as the only
variable entering, p<.01). This argument ihould not be construed to mean
that the ISD ratings are invalid. Rather, we know less well what they mean.
Perhaps our efforts would be furthered if a more clear separation were made
between task criticality as it relates to mission success, and training
criticality, which relates to training management factors. Clearly, combat
scenario based ratings can increase our confidence in task criticality
ratings for mission success.
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Does Measurement Hurt or Help a Sacrosanct System?

Clark L. Hosmer

39 Tong,,,ood Drive
/, Zhalimar, Fl 32579

M-pt1ose is to examine whether the Honor System at West Point would be
hurt or helped by making the cadets aware of survey findings of how they
stand on toleration of dishonesty,

The Honor Code states, "A cadet will not lie, cheat, or steal nor tolerateO those who do." (USMA p. 1). If a cadet is found guilty of dishonesty, he
or she is dismissed. Similarly, if a cadet is found guilty of tolerating
another cadet's dishonesty, the tolerator is dismissed.

* ' The Honor System is Sacred

The renown and sanctity of the Honor System depends upon its rigor. Dis-
missal of cadets who are found guilty of personal dishonesty, or tolera+ion
of another's dishonesty, resembles excommunication by a church of its un-
worthies who are cast out from the in-group of communicants. Remaining
members of the in-group are thus confirmed as worthy of continued service.
In sum, honor is revered as an all-or-none proposition. The tenet of all-
or-none is shared by the United States Air Force Academy's Honor System
(USAFA p. 1).

Only about one percent of the cadets may be found guilty and dismissed in
a year. As to toleration, over a period of ten years, fewer than one in
one thousand cadets was found guilty of toleration alone. (Borman p. 17).
The Honor System apparently has accomplished the awesome job of convincing
young men and women that non-toleration of others' dishonesty must be put
before loyalty to closest friends.

Before West Point, youngsters grow to know that the worst crime in the book
is to "rat on a buddy." At West Point, that peer loyalty is further reinforced
by close support of classmates in joint tasks. New cadets are taught, however,
that the higher loyalty is their responsibility to the Honor Code and its
non-toleration clause. The central obligation in the motto of West Point -
Duty Honor Country - and each cadet's oath that service to the nation is
more important than self or friends is fulfilled by the vast majority of the
cadets. In sum, the Honor Code is held to be an absolute and is revered as
sacred.

But Honesty is a Variable. Not an Absolute

Dishonesty may range from signing a false official certificate to the white
lie of a cadet flattering his girlfriend, from using notes taken into an
examination to using information accidentally heard in a social conversation
with a friend who has taken the exam before, from stealing a stereo set to
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using a ball point pen in a government office, walking away with it, and
later keeping it as an item not worth making a special trip to return it.

Similarly, a cadet's information about another cadet's dishonesty is a
variable, not an absolute. Information may range from direct obserration,
to hearing another cadet's shocked statement that he was flabbergasted when
he saw his good friend cheat on an exam, to simply hearing about somebody
in the next company having stolen money. Presumably, personal observation
is ground for reporting an honor violation. But what to do about circum-
stantial evidence, or compelling hearsay as cited for example, or persistent (

rumors of group cheating?

Finally, a cadet's idea of a reportable violation is a variable, not an abso-
lute and thereby toleration may vary. Toleration may range from being an
accessory before-the-fact,to counseling the violator but not reporting the
violation and thereby becoming an accessory after-the-fact, to tolerating
a good friend's theft of a government ball point pen because dismissal is
thought to be too gross for such an offense.

Problems in the Honor System

In the last 31 years, cheating scandals have occurred six times. More than
100 cadets were dismissed in the latest episode. On earlier occasions of
group cheating, 19 to 90 cadets were dismissed. Some people say that proves
the system works. If a group is found guilty, out everybody goes. While
the rigor of handling those brought to dock is impressive, what was the
basic cause of the half-dozen large-scale cheating scandals?

During the investigation of the latest episode, both cadets and officers
cited views that only a fraction of the cheating that was 'known' was re-
ported. (Borman p. 15-17). An official survey revealed that more than two-
thirds of the cadets said that they would not report a good friend for a
possible honor violation and more than one-third said they would not report
a good friend for a clear-cut violation. (Borman p. 14)o

. eviThe Government Accounting Office (GAO), citing the Superintendent's Honor

Review Committee study that was vompleted before the latest group cheating
was discovered , reported that the non-toleration clause was, "one of the
biggest problems for the cadets." The GAO also reported that, "Some cadets
f1. that friendship is more Important than reporting a fellow cadet," and,
"Generally toleration increases as a cadet progresses through his four years."K (GAO p. 565.

Finally, because toleration is held to be as serious as personal dishonesty,
investigation of an honor violation naturally should look into whether other
cadets tolerated the offense. Therefore, the almost total absence of con-
victions for toleration seems strange.

In sum, the heart of the vulnerability of the Honor System to group cheating
may be cadet toleration of the few individual honor violations that occur.
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Indeed, the evidence suggests that toleration of toleration was widespread.
So far as group cheating is concerned, its growth is associated with the
pressure on a cadet to join a violator he has tolerated. Both may be dis-
missed. There's little difference between being hung as a goose or as a
gander.

Three other problems merit brief consideration. The Honor System can be
used to enforce regulations. A cadet may be put upon his honor to say if
he has shaved instead of the inspector deciding whether the cadet is accepta-
bly whiskerless. Cadets tend to resent many requirements being checked for
under the Honor System as an inspector's quick and easy way to insure comp-
liance. The result can be reactions of technical compliance but with clever
ways to beat the system.

Another problem is a history of cases of heavy handling of what can be con-
sidered trivial or remediable offenses., For example, a cadet wore the coat
of an upperclassman to a movie that he was not authorized to attend. He may
have accepted the risk of breaking a regulation but was dismissed as a dis-
honorable person. Another cadet was dismissed after he reported himself for
having said he had shaved but he had not shaved. (Borman p.6 ). Similarly,
a cadet was dismissed after reporting himself for stating that he had done
ten pull-ups but he d one only two. (Borman p. 21).

A fourth and last problem is whether toleration is a matter of personal honor
as its inclusion in the Honor Code implies. Or, is non-toleration strictly
"an awesome duty" as the official text on the Honor System stat-s in the
section on the philosophy of non-toleration? (USMA p. 15). Surprisingly,
the official survey of the Corps of Cadets showed that 4.% said they wanted
toleration removed as an honor violation. (Borman p. 14). Perhaps the
Corps' exploration of all of the pros and cons of defining toleration as
"dereliction of duty" without any change in the Honor Code would be enlighten-
ing.

Proposed Use of Survey Findings

In the fall of 1981, I submitted a proposal to the superintendent of West
Point, "To increase the effectiveness of the non-toleration policy." If
acted on, the proposal could have produced something along the lines of
Figure 1. The graph shows the percent of cadets, by class, who are wI lling
to report a good friend for an honor violation. The questions proposed were
the same as used in an earlier official survey, "Would you report a good
friend for a clear-cut honor violation?" and "Would you report a good friend
for a possible honor violation?"

The hypothetical results are consistent with the rkO report that a cadet's
inclination to tolerate another cadet's honor violation increases as the
cadet progresses through the four years. (See Note on References page)
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H Y P 0 T H E T I C A L views of non-toleration

Percent
100

75

25 I I
o I I

2nid 1st - -Clear-cut Violation
Four cadet classes Possible Violation

Figure le Percent of cadets willing to reportI a vilolation2 by class.

1. "Report" means that, to enhance validity, the alleged violation is
checked with the violator, then reported to the Company Honor Representative,;

2; An alleged "violation" may be observed or suspected.

H Y P 0 T H E T I C A L viers of non-toleration

Percent
100 Woul report cLear-cut viola io .

75
50

25 Would report possible violation

0

A B C - - -

Cadet Companies

Figure 2. Company differences in percent of cadets willing to report
an alleged honor violation.

Company variation may highlight potential trouble. Some companies may need
free-for-all airing of uestions, preferably in small groups of peers.
E-ney found that unii :'-ibited discussion among peers to be an effective way
for emergence of agreed loyalty to roup goals as contrasted with individual
competitive intereAts. (Elney p. 84). Role-playing can be effective in helping
cadets to learn how to confront a friend with tact and persistence to validate
a suspected violation. That skill requires maturity and can be developed but
not by lecture and exhortation. In sum, an overall average plus differences
among organizations may point to problems and serve as yardsticks to reflectthe effectiveness of remedial actions.
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To help see whether the other three problems exist, my proposal included:
(1) exit interviews of every cadet dismissed for dishonor, academic deficiency,
or other reason, (2) A paper from every cadet once each year on any self-
selected strength or limitation of the Honor System, and (3) views of ex-
change students from the Air Force and Naval Academies because they havefamiliarity with two honor systems.

Would Cadet Knowledge of Research Findings Hurt the Honor System?

A friendly critic of my proposal said that if cadets were tx know that the

levels of toleration were high, West Point would be laking an enormous risk.
The non-tolerating cadets might join the tolerators! Moreover, would not
leaks of the findings to the public media produce a seandal of itself? The
old grads would see solid evidence that the Corps has gone to hell.

Would Cadet Knowledge of Research Findings HelD the Honor System?

If alarming levels of toleration were revealed, what better foundation is
there than objective estimates of the problem ireas? With all their slippages,
well conducted surveys can provide estimates superior to subjective impressions
of the workings of the system. As to leakage of findings to the prblic media,
the record of the furor over the latest cheating scandal included staunch de-
fenses of West Point's splendid reputation for the Honor System and editorial
confidence that the reputation soon again would be earned, as it has been.

Finally, who owns the Honor System? The cadets do. The officers in the
academy and the old grads think that they own a part of it because the Honor
System has had such a profound influence in their lives. Nevertheless, the
cadets know that the Honor System is theirs to nurture and to hold the new
cadets to understand, comply with, and revere. On that ground, I think that
the odds favor good things happening if the Corps of Cadets were provided
findings from research on the workings of the Honor System; As a former
superintendent said, in the long run, openness as well as honesty is the
best policy.

In conclusion: (1) Available data support the idea that toleration of honor
violations is associated with group cheating. (2) Organizational and class
differences in willingness not to tolerate honor violations help to identify
problems in the system. (3) Honor Committee instructional focus on the com-
plexities of implementing the non-toleration policy, small discussion groups
among peers to air question.;, and role-playing to develop skills in confront-
ing a suspected violator wou~d help to solve the problems of individual cadet
implementation of the non-tol-ration policy. (4) Exit interviews of dismissed

4i cadets, annual papers from every cadet on self-selected aspects of the Honor
System, and views of exchange students would help to describe o';her possible
limitations of the Honor System.

More power to the sacrosanct Honor System at West Point!
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Notes With regard to tolerance increasing during a cadet's four years, after
a new cadet has carried the non-toleration torch for a year, perhaps honesty
begins .o loom as a variable., The harder a cadet finds honesty to be an
ail-or-none proposition, the more readily he or she, on graduation, may phase
into the responsibilities of an officer. Officers operate with less than
puritanical correction of others' every lapse from rectitude. Moreover,
while serving with integrity, an officer often works in a sea of classified
information. The truth is told to those who have an official 'need to know'
the trutho In intelligence work, quiet forms of deception are often part of
the job, All this does not mean that upperclass cadets may be excused for
tolerance nor do cadet and officer need have less regard for the power and
the beneficial influence of the Honor System.

For their criticisms of this paper, I thank John Carley, Patricia Dawes,
Charles Hosmer, Wi'liam Jones, Dan and Fran McElheny, Richard Morgan, M. A.
Roth, Brett Sortor, and Teresa Ward.
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___ IDENTIFICATION OF RATING POLICIES IN
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INTRODUCTION

The Air Force Occupational Measurement Center (USAOMC) conducts task
based occupational surveys of Air Force specialties which include the
collection of specialty supervisors' ratings on task factors such as training
emphasis (TE). These TE ratings are utilized to determine the first-term task
training priorities for individual specialties. Fof a small number of
specialties TE ratings have been difficult to interpfet due to poor rater

C1 agreement. Current analysis technology does not permi these complex data to
be fully processed and applied. The suggestion has 4een that the data for
these "complex specialties" may contain information Ilimited to job areas
within a specialty needing spezial training attention. This paper reviews the
currently employed analysis technique, discusses possible causes of poor rater
agreement and reports research findings for the effect of sample size on rater
agreement and the utility of employing cluster and factor analysis techniques
for identifying multiple rating policies in training emphasis data.

BACKGROUND

Analysis of training emphasis ratings is usually performed using REXALL, a
special purpose program within the Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis
Programs (CODAP) system. The two main functions of REXALL are: (a) to
calculate the mean training emphasis for each task, and (b) to assess the
level of rater agreement. With respect to rater agreement, REXALL is designed
to cope with a sample of raters who are anticipated to be relatively
homogeneous in terms of their rating ability and judgements.

Ratings for TE (first-term training emphasis recommended) are made against
a nine-point scale; 1, extremely low to 9, extremely high. However, the
instruction to "rate only tasks which you believe require training for
first-termers" recogizes the validity of a zero rating. By default, all
non-ratings are interpreted as zero ratings equating to "no training
recommended" and are included in calculating the mean TE for rach task. Two
further consequences of the zero rating are that: (a) the zero anchor point
is perceived as distorting the meaning of the I- to 9-point relative ratings,
and (b) the dichotomous recommend training/recomiend no training decision
skews the distribution of task means towards zero. These two factors prevent
standardization of the ratings as a means to reduce rater differences.

As a measure of rater agreement, REXALL computes two indices of interrater

reliability: Rll, single rater reliability which approximates the average
of all possible pairwise rater correlations; and Rkk, reliability for a
sample of k raters, which is the expected correlation between the set of
observed sample task means and the task means of an hypothetical equivalent
sample. R11 and Rkk meeting or exceeding minimum criterion values are
interpreted as meaning that sufficient rater agreement exists to produce
stable estimates of task mean values.
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The standard REXALL analysis procedure for achieving acceptable rater
agreement and a set of reliable task mean ratings is to eliminate divergent
raters from the sample. Divergent raters are those raters whose ratings
differ significantly from the ratings of good raters because of their
deliberate non-cooperativeness in following instructions, inverted or poor
discriminative use of the rating scale, unique perception of task, or lack of i-;
knowledge. These divergent rater characteristics are reflected by a low or

"" negative correlation (Pearson r) between the individual rater's set of ratings
and the sample task means (excluding the subject rater's ratings). A typical .
rater sample is assumed to have a simple structure consisting of a majority of t
good raters who formulate a set of stable task means and a minority of '-:

divergent raters who disagree with the majority rating pattern. For
determining training emphasis, the rank-ordered tFsk means computed from the ..

r..- ratings of the residual good raters constitute the recommended training
priority and define the common rating policy (CRP).

REXALL analysis does not permit TE data displaying persistent low R11
and/or divergent raters after application of deletion procedures 

to be further 74
processed. The rationale underlying the present research is that for such
specialties, low R11 may be a function of multiple rating policies
associated with sub-groups of raters sharing similar training perceptions

aligned with specific employment areas within the specialty. If this is the
case, mean ratings across a total specialty sample could conceivably dilute
expert ratings on technically critical subsets of tasks to the point where
they compete with less important general tasks for recognition in the final
task training priority.

APPROACH

In establishing the research thrust, the following factors were initially
regarded as possible causes for poor rater agreement (low R-il) in TE data:
(a) sampling variations, (b) multiladder task lists, (c) random rater
heterogeneity, (d) presence of divergent raters, and (e) multip'e rating
policies. The research reported in this presentation focuses on sampling
variations by examining the effects of sample size on interrater reliability
and examines the remaining possible causes of poor interrater agreement by
ssessing the results of two different analytical approaches. Overall, the

research approach to investigating the multip.e rating policy/poor rater
agreement hypothesis was to employ two independent analysis techniques: (a)

CODAP cluster analysis, and (b) factor 
analysis. A brief introductory outlinefor each technique is provided in the rele--ant findings section in this paper.

Sample size is an important consideration in the deliberation of possible
causes for poor rater agreement. Average operational TE sample size is 45
raters with a range of 10 to 80 raters. Statistically, therp is a greater
chance of obtaining an unrepresentative sample with abnormal.. 'ow (or high)
rater agreement for the smaller samples. The relationship betw,.en sample size
and the interrater reliability indices, R11 and Rkk, is algebraically
summarized by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. In general terms it states
that Rkk increases as R11  and sample size increase. The criterion
minimum, R11  = .20, for acceptable rater agreement is obtained from this
formula by insertion of Rkk - .90 as the widely recognized criterion minimum
for stable task means, an' a sample size of approximately 40 raters being
regarded as sufficiently large to be stable. Estimation of this minimum safe
sample size assumes the level of rater agreement and basis for agreement
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(rating policy) within the sample reflects that of the parent population. To
address the issue of the stability of R11 as a function of sample size, the
two large single specialty samples were taken as independent finite
populations; 100 sub-samples for each of 12 sample size points in the 10 to
100 rater range were randomly selected and assessed fo"- level of rater
agreement (Rll).

In the case of the multiladder condition where more than one specialty is
surveyed with a single comprehensive survey instrument, low Rll would be
attributed to conflicting specialty aligned interests with little or no common
training recommended. REXALL analysis would obviou.ly be inappropriate under
this condition. Analysis of a dual specialty sample was included in the
investigation of multiple rating policies both in combined form and as two
single specialties.

The third factor acknowledges the possibility of a rater sample where most
raters agree to disagree due to their highly individual interpretations of the
task list and/or rating scale. This represents the extreme multiple rating
policy condition with no meaningful applicable training recommendations.
Although the research approach taken here uses cluster and factor analyses as
prioary methods, an understanding of how interrater agreement is assessed and
how ratings rolicies are examined using existing techniques is in order.
Being the only ratings analysis tool readily available in CODAP, REXALL is
normally used for analyses of all ratings.

Standard REXALL analysis is based on the fourth cause, i.e., that the
presence of divergent raters serves to depress sample rater agreement.
Existing REXALL procedures for extracting a reliable CRP involve the deletion
of the initial divergent rater set (pass 1) and, if necessary, deletion of any
newly generated divergent rater(s) (pass 2). Consistently observed increases
in R11  and Rkk resulting from the deletion of divergent raters in
operational sampyies support this procedure and contribute to the face validity
of the following operational CRP extraction criteria: (a) minimum acceptable
level of rater agreement, Rll = .20, Rkk = .90; (b) rater divergency, r<
.30, (c) deletion confidence - maximum of two deletion passes, maximum of 10%
raters deleted; and (d) desirable number of good raters, 40. Failure to
achieve a reliable CRP via this procedure because of persistent low R11
and/or divergent raters results in specialties being considered complex. One
possible interpretation of the complex rater sample is that it contains an
inordinate number of divergent raters who disguise the underlying CRP to an
extent which renders existing CRP extraction criteria unsuitable. However,
considering the research to be driven by the quest for identifying multiple
rating policies, the adequacy of these criteria was assumed.

Accepting the multiladder sample type as being obviously predisposed to
being complex and unsuitable for REXALL analysis, the postulated single
specialty rating policy domain is summarized in Figure 1. The simple or
complex specialty classification corresponds to achievement or non-achievement

of a reliable CRP employing the previously described standard REXALL analysis
procedure/criteria.
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SINGLE SPECIALTY SAMPLE

REXALL
LCurren~t Criteria

Achievement of Non-achievement
Reliable CRP of Reliable CRP

SIMPLE SPECIALTY COMPLEX SPECIALTY
-R - CRP comprised of
- CRP with divergents competing policies

- Two or more competing
policies (no CRP)

- No main policies

Figure 1. Single specialty rating policy domain

Multiple rating policies are defined in terms of differences in the
rank-ordering oF tasks between various subgroups of raters. A rank-order
correlation r s < 50 was taken as indicating a practical difference in the
recommended training priority between any two rating policy groups. In
relation to meaningful alternative training policies, it would be highly
desirable for raters within significantly different rating policy groups to
share a common barV','ound characteristic such as job title or major command
(MAJCOM).

The analysis techniques were tested with TE data for five single
specialties and a dual career-ladder which was analyzed both in the combined
form and as two single specialties (see Table 1). All samples failed to
qualify as a simple specialty (reliable CRP plus divergents) under strict
application of the 10% deletion confidence criterion.

Table 1. Training Emphasis Samples Analyzed

AFSC Title Number of Raters

404X0 Precision Imagery and Audio-Visual Media Measurement 47
811XO Security Specialist 120
328XX Avionics Communications/Navigation Systems 148
328X0 Avionics Communications Systems 65
328XI Avionics Navigation Systems 83
672X2 Disbursement Accounting 149
304X4 Ground Radio Communications Equipment 335
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FINDINGS

The findings presented pertain to the research of sampling error and
multiple rating policies as possible causes of poor rater agreement.

Sampling Variations

Table 2 details the variation in Rll (7 & SD) at three sample sizes for
the two specialties. The observed range in Rll (MIN, MAX) illustrates the
extent to which observed agreement can differ from that of the parent
population for a typical operational sample size in the 10 to 100 rater
range. With respect to establishing a suitable sample size for REXALL
analysis, both specialties are sufficiently stable at the 50 to 60 rater size
to permit extraction of the CRP (if present). For sample sizes much below 50
raters, the problem of sampling error as a cause for poor rater agreement is
more significant.

Table 2. Variation in R11 With Sample Size

Sample R11 fcr AFSC 672X2 R11 for AFSC 304X4
Size

X SD MIN MAX X SD MIN MAX

10 .238 .112 .017 .517 .156 .061 .025 .205

50 .257 .033 .144 .335 .167 .020 .110 .214

100 .259 .021 .211 .3U8 .165 .012 .132 .196

N PR= .:-796 R 1
.3

Detecting Multiple Rating Policies

Cluster Analysis

The CODAP clustering programs were applied to the samples in an attempt to

develop new procedures and guidelines for using and interpreting existing
occupational clustering software with task factor data. For all samples the
percent training emphasis overlap algorithm aggregated raters who were very
homogeneovs with respect to the number and type (by duty) of tasks rated.
REXALL analysis of these main rater groups produced significantly higher
values of R11 than observed with the parent sample, indicating that once
raters are found to have high overjap with one another on the ratings of tasks
they choose to recommend for training, they have a high level of rater
agreement

The following limitations are seen as major obstacles to accepting the
training emphasis cluster structures as a suitable method for defining
multiple rating policies: (a) the requirement to adjust ratings to a
percentage of a rater's total rating sum results in the loss of important
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information about the level (magnitude) of assigned ratings, (b) the overall
clustering is strongly driven by overlap across all (non-zero) rated tasks
which detracts from common duty emphases, (c) subjective decisions are
required to determine the cluster group boundaries, and (d) the status of the
considerable number of isolate raters (5 -20%) is an unknown.

Factor Analysis

A Q-Type principal components factor analysis was applied to each sample.
With this approach, raters were treated as variables loading on factors
(dimensions of common variance) which were interpreted as potential rating
policies. he customary criterion loading of .33 was taken as the minimum
absolute value for meaningful rater contribution to a factor rating policy.
In contrast to cluster analysis, where rating policies are characteristic of
rater groups with mutually exclusive membership, factor analysis generates
rating policies which are external to the rater set by determining each
rater's loading on each rating policy extracted. This permits evaluetion of
rater performance across all policies. A further feature of this appoach is
the capability to control the number of rating policies for analysis.

'Initially, the extent to which a single general factor common rating policy
prevails was investigated. By employing a VARI-MAX rotation/factor building
methodology the relative utility of factor solutions consisting of iteratively
increasing numbers of rating policies was evaluated.

General factor solution. The general factor extracted in a one-factor
solution accounts for the greatest amount of shared variance within the data,

* and is conceptualized as the CRP underlying the total rater set. Analysis of
the pattern of rater loadings on this factor establishes the extent to which
the CRP exists within the sample. All single specialty samples were found to
have a factor CRP characterized by: (a) all significant loadings being
unidirectional, atid (b) an acceptable level of rater agreement. For all but
the least agreeable sample (AFSC 404X3) these factor CRPs accounted for the
majority of raters. in contrast, the dual specialty (AFSC 328XX) general
factor was comprised of bipolar significant loadings indicative of two
strongly opposing specialty-specific rating policies and preclusive of a CRP
as the dominant policy for the total sample. For all single specialties,
iterative removal of raters from the low loading end of the rank-ordered
general factor loading sequence resulted in a steady increase in R11
and Rft, establishing this sequence as an accurate distribution of rater
performance with respect to the CRP. Comparison of the REXALL high-low rater
correlation sequence (as produced by the sample mean vector!, with the
corresponding general factor high-low rater loading sequence for each single
specialty revealed a close matching in rater rank orders and
correlation/loading values which tended to virtual equivalence with incleasing
total sample Rll. Except for AFSC 404X0 the REXALL grand task mean vector

performed adequately as a standard for determining the relative worth of a~l
raters with respect to the CRP.

The information conveyed by the one factor solution, together with the
factor/REXALL analyses comparisons, permit modification of the original REXALL
CRP extraction criteria described in the report background. In general terms,
these findings demonstrate for the single specialty samples, the reliable CRP
is derived via REXALL analysis when a level Rll .20 and Rkk ; .90 is
attained by the successive deletion of sets of divergent raters Cr < .30),
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providir ki7 increases with each deletion pass and no more than 25% to 30%
of the sample is deloted. Allowing for the deletion of this maximum number of
divergent raters, and taking into a'count the R stability/sample size
findings, it was found that a minimum sample size of 5 raters was required to
attain min-imum acceptable rater agreement. For smaller samples dictated by
rater avallaoility, R11 > .20 and Rkk,. .80 would be acceptable.

Rotated factor nns. Application of the VARI-MAX rotation/factor
b'ilding techniqu - samples identified different rating policies (rs<
.50) in two ins(;.. complex single specialty, AFSC 404X0; and the dual
specialty sample, .328XX. For all other samples the rotated solution
analyses reinforced the CRP as the dominant rating policy by identifying two
or three main internal rating themes as minor variations of the CRP.

The competing multiple rating policies within AFSC 404X0 and AFSC 328XX
render these t,,tal samples complex and unsuitatle for REXALL analysis. The
rotated solutions for the remaining five single specialty samples share common
features which disqualify the component factors as meaningful .ultiple rating
policies. These five single specialties are appropriately classified as
simple or non-complex in that the REXALL CRP reliably subsumes the competing

4component rating policies.

CONCLUSIONS

1. ;actor analyses of the single specialty training emphasis samples in this
repoit have demonstrated them to be less "complex" than anticipated.

K ,EXALL analysis employing the new CRP extraction criteria is adequatc for
:he followin, sample types: (a) CRP with no divergent raters (ideal); (b) CRP
with divergent raters, and (c) CRP comprised of competing rating policies.

3. Re;all analysis is inadequate for the foll(wing sample types: (a) two or
more competing rating policies, eg, AFSC 404X0; (b) no rating policies; and
(c) multiladder surveys, eg, AFSC 328XX

4. CODAP cluster analysis is not adequate for identifying multiple rating
policies.

5. Princ'pa, component factor analysis has a high utility for identifying the
CRP and multiple rating policies.

I
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- O A COMPARISON OF TWO BASIC RUSSIAN TEACHING METHODOLOGIES
[DLI's 47-Week Basic Course and the NCS RS-15A Program

Ronald C. Jenkins, Department of Defense
Lee Corrigan1 Defense Language Tnstitute,

Foreign Language Center

O 1. INTRODUCTION

This report contains the results of a comparison or two
. J basic Russian language teaching methodologies -- the RS-15A

program as presented at the National Cryptologic School (MCS),
which is a contextual method with multiple teaching strategies,
and the Basic Russian Language Course, a 1nultiple-strategy
approach with audio-lingual overtones, as presented by the
Defense Language Institute, Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC),
Monterey, California.

II. BACKGROUND

The RS-15A Russian curriculum is the core element of the
3sian Linguist Acquisition Program (RLAP), a recruitment and

Lraining program developed at the NCS, and designed to produce
competent Russian linguists through academic and on-the-job
training.

The Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center's
Russian basic language curriculum relies heavily on rote memory
by the student of word patterns accompanied by lessons in the
"qrammar aspects of the language. All the DLIFLC instructors
employed in the curriculum are native speakers of the foreign
language being taught. They may or may not be proficient
English speakers. They emphasize proper pronunciation and word
patterns presented in daily memorized dialogs with the under-
lying philosophy that the student .1. recall the dialogs and
be able to function efficiently in the foreign language should
the need occur.

4 The R9-15A Russian curriculum was modified slightly to
control the time variable. (The original RLAP program was 42
weeks of class work followed by an on-the-job training period.)
The class time was increased to 47 weeks to be equal with the
DLIFLC training period and because the students selected for
the military training program were not subject to the rigorous
RLAP screening process.
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III. THE RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

WhiLe the DLIFLC methodology has served foreign language

instruction well for several decades, recent research conducted
separately and cooperatively by government agencies has
indicated that audio-lingual techniques which concentrate on

pattern drills without proper attention to the contextual
aspects of the language may not be as effective in teaching the
deeper structures of the language as a method that incorporates
study of the grammar, syntax, and contextual features. .-

Since the RS-15A Russian curriculum incorporates grammar
instruction with pattern drills along with syntax and cultural
studies, it should (and under controlled conditions using
highly sElected students has) produce linguists with measurably
higher proficiency than methods where such instruction was not
used.

IV. THE METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Three groups -- one at the NCS and two at DLIFLC -- were
formed. The NCS group, as stated earlier was instructed in the
RS-15A Russian curriculum material and methodology while the
two groups at DLIFLC received instruction in the standard
DLIFLC course material and methodology. The reason for the two
groups at DLIFLC was to check for a "Hawthorne" effect.

One variable that could not be foreseen was the previous
foreign language studies (in languages other than Russian) of
-he NCS Group. This group had twice the experience in foreign
languages as the other groups.

For the purposes of this experiment, measurements of
attained foreign language proficiency were made using group
mean scores and significance was determined at the .05 level.

Since the only criterion for selecting candidates for
the experiment was that they meet standard DLIFLC entrance
requirements, no effort was male to influence the composition
of either group.

V. THE EVALJATION PLA'N

Foreign language learning aptitude was determined through
the administration of the Defense Language Aptitude Battery
(DLAB).

While it is yet uncertain just what role knowledge of
the grammar of one's mother tongue plays in foreign language
ac(1ui- 2t~(m ?s an adult (studies being conducted at DLIFLC are
as - i on, co.Lve), the English Grammar Recognition Test
(EGPf) was a:lministered to all students dariig the first week.
The data was used to determine differences in English skills
among the three groups.
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In addition to measuring the outcome of the process, it

was desirable to assure that the process was properly conducted
in order to increase the confidence that the outcome, whether
the results were favorable or not, was a result of the process.
To this end, a Student Opinion Form (SOF) was developed to
gather da'ta on the conduct of the students, the instructors,
and the course operations. The SOF was administered twice
during the 47 weeks of study, in the 16th and 46th Weeks.

The following tests were administered at the end of course
to determine the proficiency of the students.

a. Defense Language Proficiency Test (rLPT) -- A multiple
choice, paper/pencil and magnetic tape, norm-referenced
test which tests the candidate's ability to understand
the spoken language and to read the language.

b. Standard Proficiency, Entry Level 2 Test (SPEL-2) -- A
contextual reading test designed to evaluate the
candidate's understanding of the foreign language
syntax and semantic structure at language level 2.

c. Language Proficiency Test (LPT) -- A contextual
reading test designed to operate the same as the
SPEL-2 test but which tests at language level 2+.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The following analysis of the data was performed to
maximize the value of the primary findings, investigate the
operations of the proficiency tests.

1. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the EGRT scores
to insure that there were no significant differences among the
groups in English skills.

2. A one-way ANOVA of the OLAB scores to insure there were
no significant differences in aptitude among groups.

4. A one-way ANOVA of the OLPT scores collected at the mid-
point of the course for DLIFLC (roup A and the NCS Group to
determine if significant differences among groups could be
determined at that point.

VII. CONDUCT OF THE EXPERIMENT

Although the experiment ran smoothly for the most part,
all groups suffered attrition. In addition, due to scheduling
problems, not all the DLIFLC subjects were tested with all of
the tests during the final week. In the interest of including
as many subjects as possible in the experiment, subjects with
incoml ete test data were included but allowances were made for
missing data points during the etatistical calculations. For
the final analysis of results, DLIFEC Group A comprised 18
subjects; DLIFLC Group B, 15 subjects; and the NCS Group, 17sub)jects;
sub)"ects.
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VIII. FINDINGS

The ANOVA's were performed on DLAB and EGRT scores and the

results showed that the students in the three classes were from
the same population. Further, the ANOVA's indicated that the
DLIFLC classes operated as one; there was no "Hawthorne" effect

An analysis of the SOF surveys indicated that the students
at the two locations viewed their instructors as effective and
capable and that the students' study habits were similiar. The
SOF did indicate that the DLIFLC students were required to per-
form more military duties than their NCS counterparts and this
probably impacted the final measured language proficiency.

The language proficiency tests were administered as
scheduled and ANOVA's run for the scores. The DLPT failed to
measure any significant differenc:s among the groups but the
LPT and the SPEL-2 tests measured significant differences.

IX. TEST RESULTS CONVERTED TO STANDARD SCORES

To illustrate the measured differences among the groups on
the lDnguage proficiency tests, the group mean -cores have been
converted to Z scores and plotted in the tables below.

Table 1
Z SCORES FOR THE LPT

Group I Part 1 I Part 2

DLIFLC A I -.70 I -.53 I
DLIFLC B I .04 I -. 20
DLIFLC A & B I -.32 I -.35
NCS I .47 I .53 I

Table 2 Table 3
Z SCORES FOR PART 1 Z SCORES FOR PART 2
OF THE LPT PLOTTED OF THE LPT PLOTTED

I- - -.--.-.- , t
DLIFLC A- 'CS DLIFLC A = NC-S

DLIFLC A & B-_ DLIFLC A & B

DLIFLC B DLIFLC B

For Part 2 of the LPT, the NCS Group scored:
1.17 standard deviations higher than DLIFLC Group A

-- .43 standard deviation higher thart DLTFLC Group B
-- .79 standard deviation higher than the DLIFLC Groups A & B

For Part 2 of the LPT, the NCS G-oup scored:

-- 1.06 standard deviations highe3r than the DLIFLC Group A
- .73 standar deviation higher than -LIFLC Group B

-- .89 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Groups A & B
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Similar resul~ts were obtained using the SPEL-2 language
proficiency test.

Table 4 -2TS
Z SCORES FOR THE SPEL-2TS

IGroup I aPart at2 ITotal

IDLIFLC A I-.19 I -. 23 I-.21 I
IDLIFLC B I .02 I -.70 I-.48 I
IDLIFLC A & B I-.07 I -.44 I-.33 I
NCS I .14 I .86 I .54 I

Table 5 Table 6
Z SCORES FOF. PART 1 OF Z SCORES FOR PART 2 OF
THE SFEL-2 TEST PLOTTED THE SPEL-2 TEST PLOTTED

4DLIFLC A I CS DLIFLC AI ~ LN C S
DLIFLC A & B-DLIFLC A &B

DLIFE.C B DLIFLC B-

For Part 1 of the SPEL-? Test, the NCS Group Scored:

-- .25 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Group A
-- .16 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Group B

L- .?1 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Groups A & B

While the performance of the N. 'roup is higher than that
of -he DLIFLQ' students on part 1 of :he NCS SPEL-2 test, the
ANOVA JiscusseO earlier showed that the differences are not
significant at the .05 level.

For Part 2 of-" the SPEL-2 Test, the NCS Group scored:
-- 1.19 standard deviations higher than DLTFLC Group A
1- .59 standard d*'viations higher than DLTFLC Group B

-1.30 standard de viations higher than DLIFLC Groups A &B

Table 7
TOTAL SCORE F*OR THE SPEL-2 TEST PLOTTED

A -.-J A L-NCS
DLIFLC A &

DLIFLCB

.4 Overall, on the SPrL-2 Test, the NCS Group scored:.9 tnaddvito ihrtanDIL ru
1-.12 standard deviations higher tan DI.IFLC Group A

-- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i r.l stnaddvain-hge ~IL Groups 7\
-- .97 standard deviation higher than the .LIFL%-rus
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Table 8
Z SCORES FOR THE PLPT

Group Part 1 Part 2

DLIFLC A .06 -.14
DLIFLC B -.09 -.05
DLIFLC A & BI -.01 -.10
NCS GROUP 1 .01 .19

Table 9 Table 10
Z SCORES FOR PART 1 OF THE DLPT Z SCORES FOR PART 1 OF THE DLPT

ALFL 8 An LL A D L f A'LTA-L--

DLIFLC A & - DLIFLC A & B
NCS DLIFLC B

For Part 1 of the DLPT, the DLIFLC Group A
-- .05 standard deviation higher than the NCS Group
-- .07 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Groups A & B
-- .15 standard deviation higher than the DLIFLC Group B

For Part 2 of the DLPT, the NCS Group
-- .33 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Group A
-- - ? standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Group B
-- .29 standard deviation higher than DLIFLC Groups A & B

X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The comparison of the NCS RS-15A curriculum with the
DLIFLC Basic Russian curriculum was conducted as much as
possible along classic experimental lines. The three groups
began the experiment on an equal footing and the curricula was
presented by the instructors as designed. The students at the
two locations behaved similiarly in study habits, etc. There
was one unpredicted difference that almost certainly impacted
the outcome of the experiment; the DLIFLC Group was required to
petform more military duties than the NCS Group.

* Only two of the final tests used measured any differences
among the groups. The measured differences, however, were
significant at the .05 level, with the NCS Group achieving
higher levels of proficiency in all instances.

Although there were two variables that were not controlled
in the experiment which probably affected its outcome, the
significant measured difforences in language proficiency as
tested by two of the three language proficiency tests in the
experiment strongly support the hypothesis that the RS-15A cur-
curriculum can produce more competent ]inguists than the course
used by DLIFLC at the time of the experiment.
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PROVIDING THE MAN IN THE BACK SEAT

by ALAN JONES
Department of Senior Psychologist (Naval), United Kingdom

INTRODUCTION
00

Despite his passive-sounding nare the Rcyal Navy Observer is a very active
0and important member of a helicopter crew. He acts as a navigator and

tactical coordinator in 2- and 4-man helicopters. He operates variable
depth sonar, radar, electronic warfare equipment, and weapons systems

0 such as homing torpedoes, dupth charges, and air to sea missiles

: J4  >- The Royal Navy has met various problems in recruiting suitable personnel,
that is, in providing this important -Than in the back seat e The majority
of Observers join the Service on a Short or Medium Career ngagement,

"~ and only a relatively small number come from amongst Fu Career Officers.
The Short/Medium Career Commission for aircrew in factprovides the majority
of both Pilots and Observers in the Royal Naw-.-

For Short/Medium Career Officers the training pattern until recently has

been 8 months basic Officer training, twenty four weeks Basic Flying Training
(100 flying hours in a fixed wing aircraft), Advanced Flying Training
(27 flying hours in a helicopter), followed by 50 flying hours of Operational
Flying Training. Over a seven year period Short/Medium Commission Officers
have shown a 28% wastage rate during Officer training, of which half was
voluntary. During Basic Flying Training (BFT) there was 29% wastage (40%
of those entering), and 7% (16% of those entering) at Advanced Flying
Training (AFT). The overall wastage has therefore been approximately
two-thirds of those recruited.

From the abo~e figures two major problem areas can easily be identified:
voluntary wastage in Officer training and wastage in Basic Flying Training.
Failure at this latter stage is predominantly (90%) ascribed to problems
in the air (as distinct from ground school). Often trainees are described
as "leaving some of their brains behind on the ground."

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION OF OBSERVERS

_-Faced with such a situation there are a number of (theoretically) straight-

forward approaches to study and possibly to rectify the situation which
a psychologist cri adopt. One obvious step is to examine the existing
selection system and procedures and carry out appropriate prc.i1ctive validity
research.

The two mamn stages in the :rocedur . are the aptitude tests (for aircrew
potential) and the assessment centre (for Officer potential). The aptitude
tests are those used by the Royal Air Force for Pilot and Navigator selection
and are basically updated versions of tests produced by the end of World
War 2. From the tests an index of suitability is produced, using different
weights for the various tests.

Examination of the predictive validity of this index and of the individual
tests has been complicated by factors such as relatively small sample
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sizes, changes in the training system, the effect of the voluntary wastage
rate and so on. However it soon became clear that the index had deficieLcies.
In fact one of the 5 tests used (Mathematics) was providing most of the
predictive power. The weighting of the index has subsequently been changed, C
but it appears unlikely that further reweighting of existing tests will
give much improvement. Q

Although the aptitude tests might be expected to predict training performance,"+,
it is probably unreasonable to expect them to predict voluntary withdrawal.
However, market research and attitude survey results may help clarify
the broad reasons for withdrawal.

One target market research study and one attitude survey of aircrew have
been carried out. The most important result from he market research
study was that first and foremost aircrew applicants are committed fliers
(rather than Naval Officers) and have often thought of the RN rather late
in the process of career choice. Since the prime motivation is to fly,
it is not surprising that Observer is very much a second choice; a number
of those surveyed said they would accept it if it was the only way to

.2. fly,whilst some said that they would not accept it on any terms. Few
- candidates have even the vaguest notion of what an Observei does.

The attitude survey (of serving and ex-aircrew) confirmed that helicopter
flying appears to attract a large number of young men who are outside
the standard catchment area for Armed Service Officer recruitment. Aga!.n,
despite all the efforts made in the literature and elsewhere, some entrants
thought it was difficult to find out what an Observer actually does and
putting Observer as second choice may be done more to look enthusiastic
about a Naval career than as a result of a genuine interest in the Observer
role. In fact, even after all the recruiting literature and counselling
given, the number putting Observer as first choice is still small (around
i%).

The difficulty of attracting Observers (which really means attracting
Observers from those who very strongly wish to be Pilots) has led to
more recruitment resources being deployed in this area. However, *tt may
be that, as well as attempting this, it would be sensible to aim at non-
fliers, either by allocating more Full Career Officers to this speciali-
sation or by attracting Short Career Seaman Officers. Both these groups
are likely to suffer less from the "frustrated pilot syndrome" and may

have acquired relevant skills from experience in surface ships.

Whilst the studies quoted so far have suggested ways in which iecruitment
and initial selection might be improved, it appeared unlikely that they

alone would solve the problem. When the first test validation results
become available, there were doubts about whether the process of cross-
validation of a reweighted index or the development of new aptitude tests

would be likely to achieve any short- or medium-term solution. There was
also the consideraticn of sustaining Observer motivation and developing
knowledge of the Observer role during Officer training. Accordingly emphasis
was put on the development of a trainability test (known as "miniaturised

training tests" in the USA).

TRAINABILITY TESTS

Trainability tests, as their name suggests, are aimed at predicting training
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success (rather than job performance). The selector is attempting to predict
the extent to which the individual will successfully cope with training. Some
form of teaching and learning is included in the predictor measure so that a
sample of training behaviour can be observed and' used as a basis for prediction.
A structured and controlled learning period is therefore an important aspect
of the testing procedure. Care must be taken that this preparatory procedure
incorporates existing instructional and training approaches. During the test
itself how things are done are uobserved as well as what is done.

Assessment is usually made by instructor-assessors, using an error checklist
and giving an cverall rating (grade) of the likelihood of completing training.
Robertson and Downs (1979) cite validity evidence for a number of training
courses (jobs such as carpenter, fork-lift truck driver, and sewing machinist).
From 16 predictive validity studies (total N = 835), the average validity
coefficient was .44 (range .02 to .72) for the error checklist and .54
(range .04 to .81) for the assessor's rating. These validity coefficients are
encouraging and, as Reilly and Chao (1982) state, are at least comparable with
validities for standardixed tests and biodata. They appear most valid for
short (6 months or less) training courses. Because of the method of test
development they also have high content and face validity.

At an early stage in test development the task to be used as the test has to
be determined by analysis of the training course, usually using a critical
incidents technique. The task has to be based on crucial elements of the job,
use only such skill and knowledge as can be imparted during the learning
period, be sufficiently complex to allow a range ot observable errors to be
made, and be capable of being carried out in a reasonable time.

The main benefits of trainability tests are high predict.ive, face, and content
validity, but their main dis.:advantage is cost, since trained personnel, equip-
ment and materials are involved.

ThE OBSERVER TRAINABILITY TEST

Because of the high failure rate (40% of those entering) in Basic Flying
Training (24 weeks of 100 flying hours) it was decided, after an initial
feasibility study, to develop a trainability test (or "Grading") aimed at
predicting success in this stage of training.

It should be noted that up to this point the trainability test technique had
been applied to jobs with a psychomotor skill emphasis. This was the firsc
time a high-level, essentially cognitive job had been tackled.

From an analysis of problems encountered by trainees in BFT, it was found that
trainees tended to have problems in navigation and radar sorties, with ground
exercises and tactical navigation less of a problem. Eight main types of
error were identified, for example poor pre-planning, memory of procedures,
and accuracy of computation.

The analysis we carried out emphasised the difference between the air and
ground situation. -An individual who copes well on the ground might perform
badly in the air. This may be because of the paced effect of being in an
aircraft, the realisation of the actual responsibility in directing the

aircraft, or the constantly changing signals. it was felt that an airborne
trainability test offered the most feasible way of assessing the likelihood
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that a trainee could cope with the flying aspects of training. However,
exercises are also carried out on the ground; the same dead reckoning
navigation exercise is given twice and subsequent results have suggested
tha: performance here has some predictive value.

The test is carried out at the air station where BFT takes place. Students
'eceive 14 hours ground instruction and receive a Student Study Guide to help
rhem prepare for the classrocm work and the trainability test itself. Because
the test takes place toward the end of Officer training they will already have
had some experience of some relevant areas, particularly of navigation. The
trainability test instruction covers areas such as direction, air speeds,
velocity, use of Dalton computer, radar modes, fixing, plotting and RT
procedures. A briefing is also given on the trainability test flight itself,
and time is allowed for familiarisation with instrumentation.

The flight lasts 1 hour 30 minutes. One student is graded per flight by an
experienced Observer instructor, whose main job is Grading ana who is not
involved in BFT. He uses an error checklist (with 55 points overall), com-
pletes 6 ratings (e.g. on airsickness), marks the student's chart and log
card (using the system used in BFT itself), and makes an overall assessment
of the student's likelihood of getting through BFT. A six grade system is used:

% CHANCE OF
GRADE DEFINITION PASSIG IFT

A This student should do well in 90-100
basic training

B This student should pass basic 70- 89
training

C This is a marginal student 50- 69

D This studen: is likely to be a 40- 49
training ri-k but might get through

E This is a poor student who is likely 25- 39

to fail training

F This student can be expected to fail 0- 24
basic training.

0
The flight is in a Jetstream aircraft (cruising speed around 200 mph),
at heights between 500 and 2000 feet, and is as follows. After take-
off the instructor directs to an on-top position off a small island and
then carrie, out one modified curve of pursuit heming to a ship contact
24 to 30 nautical miles away as a demonstration. The student then directs
the aircraft back to the island, advised throughout by the Instructor.
When at the island, a debrief given if required. The student then carries
out 2 moified curve of pursuit homings - one to a target at a range of
24 to 30 nautical miles and then one back to the island. The aircraft
then climbs. The gradee than passes the heading for the first point on
a 2-leg navigation exercise (using dead reckoning and navigation aids).
In fact the course is essentially that of the dead reckoning tests carried
out earlier on the ground, but data must be read off the instrumentation.

During this section he is assessed on his ability to navigate. The aircraft
then returns to base and the examiner makes the overall assessment based on
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AI
the error checklists, objective scoring of the log and of chart, and his

impressions of the gradee's performance. The pilot also contributes a
rating on the voice communication from the student to direct the aircraft.

Little work has been done on the inter-rater reliability of trainability test
assessments but there are reasons for believing it is high (Robertson and
Downs, 1979). In the case of the Observer trainability test only one
assessor is appointed to this job at a time and so the problem is one of
ensuring an efficient handover and maintenance of the current standards.
So far, over the 2 years or so of grading, 3 assessors have been involved
and care has been taken in the handover period. Analysis of their ratings
has not shown any individual leniency or harshness effects. Nor has there
been any evidence of any effect of the order in which individuals in the

6roup are flown and graded. So far 63 direct entry Short/Medium Career
Observer trainees have been graded, giving the distribution of overall
grade shown in Table 1. Roughly 20% have been considered relatively unlikely
to get through training (grades E and F), and it would be individuals so
assessed who would probably be excluded if the trainability test were used
executively. Results have been kept from trainers and trainees to avoid
any possibility of self-fulfilling prophesies.

TABLE 1. DISTRIBUTION OF TRAINABILITY TEST GRADES

DEFINITION - % PERCENTAGE
GRADE CHANCE OY PASSING FREQUENCY

BASIC FLYING TRAINING

A 90-100 5

B 70- 89 27

C 50- 69 29

D 40- 59 20

E 25- 39 14

F 0- 24 5

Of those graded, 43 have entered flying training and should have completed
Basic Flying Training. The relationship between grade and failure in
training is snown in Table 2. There is a progression of percentage fa{lure
as one moves down the grades, with the observed frequencies reasonably in line
with the definitions for each grade (see above). The biserial r correlation
given by the data is .48.

The two grade Es who completed BFT are worthy of brief examination. One
withdrew voluntarily at the beginning of the next stage of training and
so is difficult to consider a real error of prediction. The other individual
(assessee early on in the project) appears to have been misclassified by
the assessor as his recorded performance during the test might be expected
to yield a C or a D. This one case perbaps illustrates the difficulty
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of using observations made during the Grading flight, where subjectivity
may unduly intrude.

TABLE 2. TRAINABILITY TEST
GRADE AND BASIC FLYING TRAINING

GRADE N ZFAIL BFT

A 2 0
B 14 22
C ii 45
D 7 57
E 8 75
F 1 100

A correlation of .48 (even if a little higher in the light of the above
comments) is a little lower than might be expected on the basis of previous
trainability test research. One reason for this may be that for previous
jobs studied, it was easier to observe the students performance (eg car-
pentry). With the Observer the tasks are more cognitive and it may be
more difficult to "see" what the individual is doing (besides such gross
behaviours as airsickness); the error checklist may therefore be less
effective in this situation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to describe some approaches to studying and remedy-
ing a costly situation. As such it perhaps exemplifies the view that no one
methodology will solve a problem; a combination is required. It also has
detailed a methodology not so well knowm in the USA as in the UK, and its
application to a high-level job.

One reason for the initiative in trainability testing was a belief that, in
the short term, it offered more chance of success than the development of
aptitude tests, but it may be that, particularly with mini- and micro-
computers, tests which capture the more dynamic elements of the Observer's
job can now be considered. Another important reason was the need to improve
the perceived status of the Observer and to improve trainees' knowledge of
the Observer role.

So far the idea of the trainability test has been well-received by the
training authorities and by trainees. Interim validation results are
encouraging and it is hoped that it will soon make a cost-effective contri-
bution to providing the important "man in the back seat."
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* Comparison of the Coast Guard's Selection & Classification Batteries

Karen N. 3ones

U. S. Coast Guard Institute, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

1This report compares examinee performan(e on the selection and classification
O batteries used by the U. S. Coast Guard - the Coast Guard Selection Test (CGST) and the

Navy's Basic Test Battery (BTB). For this investigation, test information curves were used
0 to compare location of optimal measurement and measurement accuracy (or quantity of
o information) on the operational form of the CGST, an alternate form of the CGST, and

Form 6 of the BTB.
\14 Description and History of Batteries

Each test battery analyzed in this report contains three tests: General Classification
Test (GCT) or Verbal Performance Test (VPT) with approximately 65% verbal analogy
items and 35% word usage items; Arithmetic Test (ARI) with approximately 40%
computation items and 60% reasoning items; and Mechanical Test (MEC) with 100%
mechanical comprehension items. Additional information on the three batteries is
presented below.

Operational Form of the CGST. To determine if applicants meet the Coast Guard's
minimum mental requirements for enlistment, the Coast Guard administers a short (one
hour) selection test at its recruiting stations. In 1979 the CGST replaced the Navy's Short
Basic Test Battery (SBTB) as the Coast Guard's primary selection test. The operational
form of the CGST contains 110 items: 50 on the GCT, 35 on the ARI, and 25 on the MEC.
To develop the CGST, the Coast Guard revised items from obsolete forms of the SBTB and
BTB, administered the items to Coast Guard applicants for enlistment to collect item
statistics, and selected items for inclusion in the battery. The CGST was standardized
against the BTB at recruit training centers. In March 1980, the Coast Guard extended the
time limits on the CGST to ensure that all of the tests were power tests for
approximately 90% of the examinees. In this paper, the data from the operational form of
the CGST with the original time limits and with the revised time limits were analyzed
together.

Alternate Form of the CGST. The alternate form of the CGST compared in this
report is one of two alternate forms which were developed by the Coast Guard. This form
has 105 items: 45 on VPT, 35 on ARI, and 25 on MEC. It was developed using items from
the operational form of the CGST, items from a Coast Guard item-writing contract, and
items developed in-house. To develop the test, items identified as potentially biased
(Scheuneman, 1979) were excluded from the item pool and items providing high informa-
tion, as measured by the item information curve in the range on the ability continuum
near the pass/fail score used by the Coast Guard, were selected for the test. To locate the
desired range on the ability continuum, the pass/fail Navy Standard Score (NSS) on the
CGST was divided by 3 to arrive at a NSS of 45 per test. This NSS score of 45 was
increased to a NSS range of 44-46. Using the conversion tables and test characteristic
curves for the operational form of the CGST, this NSS range was converted to an ability
range on each test. The alternte form of the CGSI was administered at recruiting stations
in March-May 1982 to collect data for standardizing the alternate form of the CGST
against the operational form of the CGST.

Form 6 of the BTB. The Coast Guard administers a classification battery to all
recruits at its recruit training centers to determine each recruit's eligibility for training
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aT "A" schools. The Coast Guard uoes Form 6 of the BTB, which was developed by the
U. S. Navy, as its classification battery. The three tests from the BTB analyzed in t'*.is
study are: GCT with 100 items, ARI with 50 items, and MEC with 50 items. A descriDtion
of the development end standardization of these three BTB tests with examples of the
types of items included in each test is presented in Rimland (1958a and 1958b) and
Swanson (1958). With the exception of the MEC, the tests and conversion tables used by
the Coast G iard are the same as the ones originally developed by the Navy. The MEC
developed by the Navy contains 50 tool knowledge and 50 mechanical comprehension
items. In May 1981, the Coast Guard began using the MEC without the tool knowledge
items. The Coast Guard standardized the 50-item r. .-cnanical comprehension part of the
MEC against the total MEC (50 tool know!edge items and 50 mechanical comprehension
items) on the BTB. In this study, the data from only the mecbanical comprehension part
of the MEC were analyzed.

Procedure

Data. Data from the following examinees were used An this investigation: (1)
approximately 5,600 recurits who took the BTB at the Coast Guard's recruit training
centers in 1980 and who had entered the Coast Guard by taking the CGST and (2)
applicants who took the operational CGST and one of the tests on the alternate form of
the CGST as part ef the enlistment screening procedure in March-May 1982 (700-900
examinees per test on the alternate form of the CGST.)

Analysis. To compare the selection and classification test batteries, the three-
parameter logistic model was selected. In this item response theory (IRT) model, the item
parameters are: item discrimination, a; item difficulty, b; and lower asymptote, c
(Hambleton and Cook, 1977). The item parameter estimation program ANCILLES (Urry,
1975) was used to obtain item parameters for each test (e.g., GCT on the BTB). Since the
IRT item parameters differ in origin and unit of measurement across sets of items and
test administrations, it was necessary to transform the items on equivalent tests (e.g.,
items from the ARI on the three batteries) to the same metric. To accomplish this, items
from equivalent tests on the BTB and on the operational form of the CGST were
calibrated together as one test. The items from equivalent tests on the operational and
alternate forms of the CGST were also calibrated as one test. Using the items on the
operational form of the CGST as a "linking test," the items on the alternate form of the
CGST were transformed to the same metric as the items on the BTB and the operational
form of the CGST (Marco, 1977).

Using these item parameters, che test information curves were obtained for each
test on the operational form of the CGS r, the alternate form of the CGST, and the BTB.
Since the number of items per equivalent test varied across batteries and the test
information cur~e is a summation of the information provided by all of the items, a
problem was encountered in comparing the test information curves. Therefore, the
quantity of information provided by each test was multiplied by a constant to transform
the test information curves for equivalent tests to the same scale.

Results and Discussion

The test information curves for the GCT/VPT, ARI; and MEC are presented in
Figures 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Each figure contains the test infcrmation curve for the
operational form of the CGST, for the alternate form of the CGST, and for Form 6 of the
BTB.

Comparison of the BTB and the Operational Form of the CGST. As a review of these
figures indicates, the most noticeable difference across test batteries is the fact that the
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BTB provided more information (i.e., was a more accurate measurement instrument) in
most parts of the ability continuum than the operational form of the CGST. This larger
quantity of information could be attributable to two factors in test development: number
of alternatives per item and differential performance between Blacks and Whites.

The number of alternatives per item is related to the quantity of information per
item. A larger number of a'ternatives decreases the item parameter c which in turn
increases the quantity of information provided by the item (Warm, 1978). Since the BTB
has five-alternative items as compared to four-alternative items on the CGST for the
CCT and ARI, the BTB items should have lower c-values. A comparison of the mean c-
values on the BTB and CGST supported this expectation (mean c-values of 0.08 and 0.22
for the GCT on the BTB and operational form of the CGST, respectively; mean c-values of
0.10 and 0.23 for the ARI on the BTB and cperational form of the CGST, respectively).
The lower c-values on the GCT and ARI on the BTB could partially account for the higher
information provided by the BTB's GCT and AR!.

The second factor which might have contributed to the increased information on the
BTB is differential performance between groups. When the alternate forms ol the CGST
were developed, one of the test developers noted that in many instances the items
providing the highest information were also among the items identified as potentially
biased. Although the interaction between item bias and quantity of information has not
been investigated with these data, a comparison of the differential performance between
Blacks and Whites, as measured by mean score difference between Blacks arid Whites,
showed that the differential performance between groups was greater on the BTB than on
the operational form of the CGST. On the CGST, the mean scores for Blacks were 14%,
11%, and 18% lower than the mean scores for Whites on the GCT, ARI, ap d MEC as
compared to 25%, 18%, and 20% lower on the GCT, ARI, and MEC on the BTB. Since it is
feasible that excluding items identified as potentially biased would reduce the quantity of
information on the test, the relationship between item bias and information is worth
additional investigation -- especially in our current environment which emphasizes test
fairness and efficiency in use of resources.

'On each of the tests (e.g., GCT on BTB), the difference in performance between

Blacks and Whites was significant. Percent differences were used for this type of
comparison because of the differences 'n possible scores on equivalent tests across
batteries.
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Comparison of Operational and Alternate Forms cf the CGST. The tests on the
alternate form of the COST were developed by selecting items which provided high
information in the range on the ability continuum near ihe Coa., Guard's cut-score of
NSS=45 for each test. Therefore, it was expected that the tests on the alternate form of
the CGST would provide more information in this range tFan the tests on the operational
form of the CGST. The data in Figures 1, 2, and 3 confirm that this was the case. On the
alternate form of the CGST, the range on the ability continuum equivalent to a NSS range
of 44-46 was -1.2 to -0.9 for the VPT, -0.6 to -0.1 for the ARI, and -0.6 to -0.4 for the
MEC. As shown in the figures, each test on the alternate form of the CGST provided mor-e
information in the selected range than the equivalent test on the operational form of the
CC-ST. This increased information was accompanied by ar increase in differential
performance between Blacks and Whites. On the operational form of the COST, mean
performance for Blacks on the GCT, ARI, and MEC was 20%, 14%, and 17% lower than
mean performance for Whites in the sample of applica.-ts for Coast Guard enlistment. In
the same sample, mean performance for Blacks on the VPT, ARI, and MEC on the
alternate form of the CGST was 24%, 20%, and 20% lower than mean performance for
Whites.

Comparison of the BTB and Alternate Form of the CGST. The differences between
the test information curves for the BTB and alternate form of the CGST were less
consistent than the differences noted in tt-e previous compariscns. The GCT on the BTB
provided more information than the VPT on the alternate form of the CGST. The ARI on
the BTB and the ARI on the alternate form of the CGST pt ovided roughly the same
quantities of information. The MEC on the BTB provided more information than the MEC
on the alternate form of the CGST by providing high information over a wider ability
range. In addition to differences in quantity of iniormation, the locus of maximum
information on each test varied across batteries.

As with the comparison between the operational and alternate forms of the CGST,
the differences in the locus of maximum information can be explained by the method used
in developing the alternate form of the CGST. Since the differences in quantity of
information between the BTB and operational form of the CGST were attributed to
differences in c-values and differential performance between groups, it was logical to
assume that the same explanations could be used here. However, comparisons of c-values
and differential performance between Blacks and Whites on the BTB and the alternate
form of the CGST showed that the differences were quite small. The mean c-values for
the GCT, ARI, and MEC on the BTB were 0.08, 0.10, and 0.13 as compared to 0.10, 0.12,
and 0.16 on the alternate form of the CGST. The percentage differences in performance
between Whites and Blacks for the GCT, AR!, and MEC on the BTB were 25%, 18%, and
20% as compared to 24%, 20%, and 20% on the alternate form of the CGST.

In evaluating the differences between the BTB and the alternate form of the CGST,
the following factors should be considered: (1) The examinee data for the two batteries
came from two different populations. The data for the alternate form of the CGST came
from the Coast Guat d's applicant population. The data for the BTB came from a restricted
sample - Coast Guard recruits. (2) The sample size for each test on the alternate form of
the CGST was much smaller than the sample size for the BTB -- 700 to 900 for each test
on the CGST as compared to approximately 5600 for each test on the BTB. Although the
test information curves should not be greatly affected by these differences in samples,
the accuracy of the c-values may be slightly affected (Cook and Hambleton, 1979) and the
classical statistics are definitely affected.
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Summary and Conclusions

The tests on the Navy's BTB provided more information than the GCT, ARI, and
MEC on the operational form of the CGST and more information than the VPT and MEC
on the alternate form of the CGST. Each test on the alternate form of the CGST provided
more information at the Coast Guard's cut-score than the equivalent test on the
operational form of the CGST. These differences in quantity of information and locus of
maximum information were explained by number of alternatives per item, differential
performance between Biacks and Whites, and the method used in developing the alternate
form of the CGST. Although the finding that increased information was associated with a
iar-er difference in performance between Blacks and Whites was not consistent across all
comparisons, the trend was strong enough to support a recommendation for research into
the interaction between quantity of information and item bias.
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Using Ceneralizability Theory to Assess Interrater
Reliabl.licy of Contract Proposal Evaluations

Richard A. Kass, Timothy Hiug and Karen Mitchellr' ; US Army Research Institute for the Behavio_-al and Social Sciences

0The purpose of this report is to present a technique for estimating
interrater reliability in terms of a generalizability coefficient, give an
example of this technique from five recent contract proposal evaluations, and

Ot present the implications of these data for organizing future contract proposal
reviews

General izability Theory
Most investigations of interrater reliability report the product moment

correlation between the ratings of the raters. When more than two raters are
C employed, the product moment correlation may be reported for all possible

'" pairings of raters. There are three general disadvantages with the
correlational approach to assess interrater reliability. First, there is a
theoretical problem of conceptualizing proposal evaluation scores in terms of
the classical notion of true scores. Second, the correlational method does not
permit the investigation of different sources of error. Third, when more than
two evaluators are involved, pair-wise correlations do not readily allow for
estimates of rater reliability based on composite ratings.

Generalizability Theory is an analysis of variance approach t, interrater
reliability explicated most completely in a book by Cronbach, Gleser, Nanda and
Rajaratnam (1972) entitled The Dependability of Behavioral Measurements.
Brennan (1977) provides an amplification of the basic principles and procedures.

The first evantage of Generalizability Theory is that it does not rest on
the classical notion of true and error scores. Evaluating contract proposals in
terms of classical test theory assumes that there is associated with each
proposal a true score, and the more (or better) raters employed the better the
final observed score will approximate a proposal-s true score. In
Generalizability Theory, there is no single true score which the evaluators are
attempting to approximate. The Generalzability Coefficient (GC) is an index of
how well we are measr'rng (approximating) one patcicular specified universe out
of any number of possiole uuiverses of interest.

A universe is a collection of behavioral measurements. A particular set of
behavioral measurements in a universe is further defined in terms of the facets
or conditions of measurement. With respect to contract proposal evaluations,
there are often three facets: raters, criteria and proposals. It will later be
shown that the calculation of the GC on the data in this report involves
computing a three-factor (facets) completely crossed ANOVA. The
generalizability" (universe of iterest) of Generalizability Theory refers to

the extent that the facets defining the universe of interest may be fixed or
random.

It will be useful to show the relationship betieen the calculation of the
reliability Loefficient (Rxx) and the Ge-ieralizability Coefficient (GC).
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Reliability can be written as:

2 (T)

2
-- (T) + -2(E)

Where T and E represent true and error scores, respectively.
If we substitute universe score U for true score, the equation for the
generalizability coefficient (GC) is:

*2.
S(U)

GC = (2)

2q-"(U) + G- 2(E)

It can be seen that the relationship among the terms remains the same for
reliability and generalizability coefficients. The major difference is that the
relative size of the U and E terms in the GC formulation will vary depending on
the number cef facets defining the universe score and whether these facets are
considered fixed or random facets.

It was stated earlier that the second major limitation of the
correlational approach to interrater reliability is its inability to distinguish
different sources of error. In classical test theory there is one complex error
term. In eneraliz~ability Theory error variance may be identified for each
facet. Estimation of the sources of error variance is most useful in making
decisions concerning the design of future contract proposal evaluations. One
can answer the question of how much interrater r-liablity would be affected by
increasing or decreasing the number of raters or number of criteria, or both.

The third limitation of the rraditional correlational approach is that it
becomes awkward when more than two raters are used in the evaluation. The
traditional approach is to report the product moment correlation between all
possible pairings of raters. In some cases an average or median correlation may
be given as a single index for the interrater reliability, There are problems
with this approach. An individual correlation between any pair of raters
represents the reliability of the evaluation score, if either rater-s score was

used as the proposal's final score. In practice, this is never done. Both
raters' scores are used to yield a composite score. Consequently, the
correlation between individual rater's scores is an underestimate of the
reliability of the composite score. Since all correlations between possible
pairs of ratings are underestimates, the average or median of these correlations
will be av underestimate also. The extent to which the correlation
underestimates the reliability of a composite score increases as the number of
raters increases. The Generalizability coefficient provides an index of the
reliability of the composite rating. In this manner it may be noted that
generalizability coefficients are interclass correlations (Ebel, 1951).
Generalizability Theory, however, is an expansion of the interclass coefficient
approach to allow for more complex experimental designs.
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An Empirical Example
In this section, the interrater reliability of five different sets of

contract proposals are analyzed using the generalizability theory approach. The
contract evaluations are actual evaluations conducted at the US Army Research
Institute (ARI) and they vary along the following dimensions:

Contract
Proposal Number of Number of

Evaluation Proposals Number of Criteria
Set Evaluated ARI Raters Used

A 3 5 3

B 6 3 3
C 8 4 4
D 9 4 5
E 31 3 4

To illustrate the ANOVA method, the Interrater reliability of contract proposal
evaluations set "D" is worked out in a step-by-step fashion. Table 1 depicts
set -D- contract proposals evaluation in terms of a three-way ANOVk experimental
design. Nine proposals were received, four raters were used. Each rater (R)
rated all proposals (P) with respect to five criteria (C). These criteria
reflect separate ratings for different aspects of the proposals, for example,
technical adequacy, organizational experience, etc. Accordingly, each proposal
received a total of 20 ratings (4 raters x 5 criteria).

In contract proposal evaluations, raters are considered a random facet so
that the final evaluation scores will generalize to the use of other raters
having similar levels of expertise. The criterion facet is considered a ft-ed
facet in that the final evaluation scores do not generalize to other criteria.
That is, the use of some other criteria for a prcposal evaluation may result in
a different final rauik ordering of the proposals.
The proposals facet is considered a random facet In that having more or fewer
proposals would not change the score assigned to any one proposal.

Table 2 presents the taditional ANOVA summary data for the actual ratings
obtained in the proposal evaluation. In the traditional ANOVA, emphasis is on
the statistical tests of the "main and "interaction" effects by selecting the
ratio of the appropriate Mean Square effect and appropriate Mean Square error
term. In Generalizabil.ty Theory the ANOVA summary table is used only to obtain
the quantities for the Mean Squares.

The next step is to compute the unique variance estimates for each facet
using data in the ANOVA summary table and the formulations of the components of
the Expected Mean Squares. Fortunately, there are well worked out procedures
for this (Brennan, 1977). The final variance estimates for the separate facets
are presented in Table 3 under the column for G-study variance estimates.

Generalizability theory distinguishes between G studies and D studies. G
studies are oriented towards obtaining estimates of the various sources of error
variances and G studies are characterized by random-effects ANOVA models. D
studies, on the other hand, are designed to determine variance estimates in an
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actual situation where some facets of the ANOVA model are fixed. While our
empirical example is a D study, the results can be used to estimate G-study
variances by temporarily assuming that the three facets are random effects.
These estimated G-study variances can, in turn, be used to estimate variances
for various D-study configurations of interest. The individual D study variance
estimates are obtained by dividing the G-study variance estimates by their
respectve sampling frequencies. The D-study universe (U) and error (E)
variances are combined according to equation 2 to compute the GC. For data set
"D" with four raters (R - 4) and five criteria (C - 4), the generalizability
coefficient is .85.

Exrapolation of Data Set "D" to Other Evaluation Designs
One can compute the extent of expected change in the GC when either (or

bcth) the number of raters or number of criteria is changed. The
ne-essary computation is quite easy. To determine the effect on !nterrater
reliability of increasing the number of raters from four to six, the sampling
frequency (N) is changed accordingly and the G-study variances are divided by

the new sampling frequencies. This procedure is equivalent to using the
Spearman-Brown prophesy formula to determine increases in reliability as test
length is increased.

Data in Table 3 summarize changes in the GC for data set "D" when the
number of raters or criteria is changed. Increasing or decreasing the number of
raters directly increases or decrease* the CC. This is because both ANOVA
components involving raters contribute to the error term. This may be
contrasted to the negligable effect resulting from changes in the number of
criteria. Since criteria contribute to both the universe score variance and
error variance, the CC ratio of these two terms changes little.

Extrapolation to Other Evaluation Designs Using Ail Five Data Sets
The projected changes in interrater reliability in Table 3 are based on the

C-study variance estimates from one data set. Estimates of the effects of
increasing and decreasing the number of raters and/or criteria on interrater
reliability are strengthened to the extent that more G-study variance estimates
are obtained. The procedure outlined for data set "D" was applied to the other
four data sets. The computed generalizability coefficients for all five data
sets are presented in Table 4.

The information in Table 4 can be used to compute the effects on reliability
of changing the number of raters and/or criteria. Five replications of Table 4

can be estimated by using each data set independently to estimate changes in GC
due to changes in the number of raters and criteria. Combining these five sets
of independent estimates would yield five interrater reliability coefficients in
each cell of Table 4. Moreover, the table can be expanded to provide estimates
for combinations of one to seven raters and one to seven criteria. For
comparison purposes, the means for each cell have been plotted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 indicates that as the number of raters used in the evaluation

increases, so does the interrater reliability. The rate of increase decreases,
however, as the number cf raters exceeds five. In a similar manner, there is
little effect of increasing the number of criteria beyond three. These data
suggest for similar evaluations an average level of interrater reliability of
.90 can be attained by using three raters and three criteria per contract

proposal evaluation.
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FIGURE 1. Interrater Reliability as a Function of the Number
of Raters and Criteria.
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Using Automated Personality Test
Interpretation for Security Screening

Benjamin Kleinmuntz

University of Illinois at Chicago

Introduction

Automated decision rules for personality test intarpretation have been

.: in use since the mid 1960's. About a dozen such systems are currently avail-
able, mainly for psychodiagnosis and to plan treatment for psychiatric pa-
tients in hospitals and zlinics. One of the first such automated decision
rule systems was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University (Kleinmuntz, 1963).

0 It demonstrated that a computer can be programmed to simulate and even out-
Sperform the human clinician whose interpretive strategies it originally

: modeled.

The system so developed was based on the "thinking aloud" protocol of
San expert interpreter sorting through 126 Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

7. Inventory (MMPI) profiles of emotionally maladjusted and adjusted college
students. The protocol of an expert MMPI interpreter, plus information sub-
sequently drawn from the MNPI research literature, served as a data-base for
developing the decision rules. The final set of interpretive rules also
outperformed many other clinicians in a crossvalidation study that pitted
the computer's ability against that of human expert interpreters (Kleinmuntz,
1969).

The purpose of this paper is to describe a similar MMPI automated in-
terpretive system that was specifically designed for a nonpsychiatric popu-
lation, patticularly for purposes of screening personnel who will hold
sensitive positions in paramilitary and military settings. But first a brief
description of the process of automating human judgments.

Background

The idea of borrowing, simulating, or modeling the decision strategies
of experts in particular specialties has its origins in the work of the in-
formation processing group at Carnegie-Mellon University (see Newell & Simon,
1972). Automating intelligent behavior has been applied in a variety of
areas including chess (de Groot, 1966), symbolic logic (Newell & Simon, 1961),
cryptarithmetic (Newell & Simon, 1972), physics (Langley, 1979; Simon & Lea,
1979) and mcdicine (Kleinmuntz, 1983). Essentially, the task of the researcher
in computer 'imulation studies is to attempt to learn from an expert diag-
nostician or decision maker how that person makes decisions - i.e., what stra-
tegies and information the expert uses to arrive at problem solutions. Thus,
if we were interested in simulating a military intelligence officer's deci-
sion strategies, we might design a task environment that encourages him to
think through (and aloud) his problem from its beginning to its solution. If
the officer is a good problem solver as judged by some predetermined criterion
rf a correct solution, then we have a tape or video recorded trace of the
correct solution path; likewise, if the officer is not a good problem solver,
we obtain a trace of the incorrect path. Clearly, this permits modeling,
automating, and comparing good and poor decision makers.

Method

The information processing or simulation approach is a lengthy and some-
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times unfeasible procedure. It requires many hours of laboratory work and,
although it may yield important fine-grain data, it may not be practical for
developing decision rules that need to be designed for immediate application.
Therefore, in our study, because there was a need to develop a set of decision
rules quickly for an existing population, we used a more direct method of ob-
taining a data-base of decision strategies. Our method relied heavily on exis-
ting research literature for information about how clinicians arrive at MMPI
interpretive decisions.

Consequently, the MMPI research literature was examined in order to locate
as many descriptive adjectives as possible that are commonly associated with
particular profile elevations. This search uncovered 500 such descriptive
statements, which were then narrewed down to 162 descriptions that were deemed
appropriate to settings that employed personnel for sensitive assignments.

In order to determine empirically whether these descriptions in fact
would be helpful for personnel screenino in the particular settings where
they might be used, a questionnnaire was sent to admir.istrators oC police
officers (state, municipal, and county), security guards, correctional officers,
nuclear plant employees, and military intelligence personnel. At each of
these 331 installations, clinical psychologists and other supervisory adminis-

trators rated each of the 162 adjectives as either "Useful", "Somewhat Useful,
or "Useless."

Results

An analysis of these questionnaire ratings disclosed that 88 descriptive
statements were considered very useful by a large majority of respondents. The
adjectives were then dividec into the following categories, according to their
relevance: 1) Test Taking Attitudes (e.g., "is dishonest about self-descrip-
tion"); 2) Attitudes Toward Others (e.g., "is devious in dealing with people);
3) Work Attitudes (e.g., "is not alert, capable, and responsible"); 4) Emotional
Factors (e.g., "can be sadistic"); 57 Decisiveness (e.g., "has difficulty
making decisions"); 6) Areas Requiring Further Investigation (e.g., "may use
hard drugs excessively"); and 7) Overall Evaluation (e.g., "is not trustworthy",
"do not hire", "needs psychological counseling").

In the interpretive decision rules that emerged, each of the adjectives
is associate with its appropriate decision rule and is printed out by the
computer if and only if an individual's MPI profile has particular clinical
scale elevations. And depending on the extent of the elevations - expressed
in terms of T-scores that have means of 50 and standard deviations of 10 -

each of the relevant descriptive statements is assigned a 5-point rating that
reflects the height of the respondent's MMPI scale elevations. These ratings
range from a relatively low (T-score of 70) to very high (T-score of 90) levels
and are calibrated along a continuum of half standard deviation increments
beginning from T-score of 70 (e.g., T-scores of 70, 75, 80, 85 and 90). Hence,

the least severe manifestation of a behavior reflects an appropriate elevation(s)

of a T-score of 70, whereas the most severe form reflects an elevation(s) of
a T-score of 90.

Thus, an automated MMPI report for an individual consists of a print-
out of that person's MMPI raw and T-scores, a profile plot, scores on certain

special research scales, an interpretive and calibrated description of the
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meaning of that person's scores, a narrative that reflects the respondent's
possible need for psychological counseling, and an evaluation of assessee's
probable risk for assignment to a sensitive position.

Discussion

The NMPI interpretive decision rules, which were developed under contract
with London House Management Consultants, Inc. of Chicago, are now being
normed, validated, and crossvalidated in several studies being conducted in,
a variety of settings. These studies are taking place among Washington and
Wisconsin State Police, Honolulu Police Department, a number of security guard
firms, and the United States Army Military Intelligence Command at Fort
George G. Meade, Maryland. Consequently, the automated systems are being
tailored to the specific needs and cut-off scores prevailing in these settings.
Future studies will be aimed at collecting similar data in other settings.

The really unique feature of the London House automated MMPI decision
rule system is that it is based on the surveyed needs of users and therefore
does not rely merely on the testimonials of satisfied customers. As such
the present system was devised according to one of the pivotal guidelines
of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, which has over the years
stipulated that tests and interpretations of test scores take into consideration
the demand characteristics of the employment environment. In this case, since
the MMPI decision rules were designed according to Employers' specifications
of undesirable and potentially damaging personality and attitudinal charac-
teristics, the decision rules are content validated in terms of these employ-
ment demands. The empirical validation of the rules, as indicated earlier,
is now being conducted.

Summary

Automated MMPI decision rules for the detection of prespecified undes-
irable personality attributes in sensitive assignments were developed. The
settings included police, security, correctional, and military intelligence
installations where it is important to identify potential disruptive persozi-
alities. The system consists of 88 descriptive statements plus several
other evaluative interpretations that are quantitatively assigned to MMPI
scale elevations. The system was developed in the context of an information
processing approach to computer thinking.
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Importance of Personal Characteristics to Job Performance

William R. Koch

° 0 The University of Texas at Austin

0 Introduction

0 >As is so often the case, practical considerations served as the primaryO motivation for the present research. Administrative concern had surfaced
over the need to update the existing methods used tc screen and select appli-
cants for the position of Guard for the University of Texas Police Department
(UTPD). The desire was to develop entry-level assessment procedures that
would assist in predicting subsequent job performance levels and in reducing
high employee turnover rates, while still complying with the Uniform Guide-
lines on Employee Selection Procedures (1978).

Efforts began at the ground level becauselthe job descripticn for the
position of Guard was quite general, and no task analysis of the position
had been performed. Furthermore, literature on job descriptions and tasks
of city and state police officers could not be generalized to the university
setting due to the quite different functions of campus peace officers. Also,
the position of Guard was further differentiated from that of Commissioned
Officer within the UTPD. Guards were expected only to have the equivalent
of a high schcol diploma and were responsible for parking enforcement,
building security, and public relations posts; Commissioned Officers were
expected to have a minimum of two years of college, were responsible for
law enforcement and crime prevention, and were authorized to carry weapons.

Preliminary Procedures

It was clear that a detailed job content analysis would be required, not
only to specify the requisite knowledge, skills, abilities, and personal
characteristics for successful performance of the job tasks, but also to
develop a list of criteria to indicate job performance levels for use subse-
quently in predictive validity studies. An extensive program of structured
personal interviews was conducted with a wide cross-section of employees and
supervisors. The purpose was to obtain information as to the specific tasks
performed by the Guards, the relative amounts of time spent on the various
tasks, and the knowledge, skills, and personal abilities necessary to per-
form the tasks. Detailed notes were taken during the interviews and later
were used to construct a questionnaire consisting of items that reflected
traits of the employees which were consistently mentioned as being important
to job performance.

Upon completion of pilot testing and item revisions, the final form of
the questionnaire consisted of 32 items. The same seven-point Likert response
format was chosen for use with each item on the questionnaire. Respondents
were asked to rate each item in terms of its perceived importance to success-
ful job performance, ranging from "Not Important" at one end of the scale to
"Extremely Important" at the other end.
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The basic purposs of administering the questionnaire was to attempt to
derermirne, from the viewpoint of the employees themselves, the generaL dimen-
sians or factors underlying successful job performance. It was felt that the
identification of such dimensions would facilitate the subsequent selection
(or development if necessary) of ai-. appropriate instrument that could even-
tually be tried out and possibly validated for entry-level employee selection
purposes. For example, one instrument widely used as part of an employee
assessment battery has been the Survey of Interpersonal Values (Gordon, 1976),
intended to measure the values that people deem important in their inter-
personal relationships in teros of six separate factors.

Factor analysis has been the procedure used traditionally to attempt to
determine the dimensionality or number of factors being measured by the items
on a Likert-type questionnaire. However, factor analytic procedures make
some fairly restrictive assumptions about the input data, assumptions that -.

may not be met in practice. For example, factor analysis assumes that tie
input variables have continuous rather than discrete distributions, that the
variables are measured on so-called equal interval scales, and that the rela-
tionships among the variables are linear. Moreover, the often used rule of
thumb is that the ratio of observations to variables should be at least ten
to one for stable results.

When the input data fail to meet the conditions for factor analysis, as
they certainly do in the present research, a viable alternative for analysis
may be nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS). No distributional assump-
tions about the variables need to be made, the variables need only be mea-
sured on ordinal scales, and the relationships among the variables are
merely assumed to be monotonic.

In MDS the input data frequently take the form of proximity ratings
(Shepard, 1972) which indicate the similarities, dissimilarities, or other
associations among-the variables. The underlying goal of the procedure is
to approximate a one-to-one relationship between the ordinal information in
the input data and the corresponding rankings of the distances among the
variables represented as points in space. Also, similar to factor analysis,
dimensions of the space may sometimes emerge that represent the variations
among individuals' ratings of stimuli. However, unlike factor analysia, MDS
is not restricted to -:ector or axial representation of the space. Fre-
quently, regional interpretations of the spatial configuration are the most
obvious and useful (Levy, 1981).

Method

The questionnaire was administered by mail to all employees in the
Guard position, with instructions for them to complete the form individually
and return it directly to the present author. Anonymity of responses was
assured. A sample of 53 out of 57 total Guards returned the survey, a very
good response rate.

Prior to the MDS analysis the 53 respondents to the questionnaire were
divided into two separate groups consisting of those who were relatively
new employees (less than two years on the job) and those who were longer
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term employees (more than two years). It was hypothesized that systematic
differences might exist in the relative importance placed by each of these
two groups on the various items on the questionnaire.

In order to obtain dissimilarity data to serve as input to the MDS run,
the rectangular array of raw datd was transformed using the formula

d N 2
d N E (Xia x.a)  for i,j 1 ,...,n items

a=1

where d.. was the dissimilarity between the scores (ratings) for item i and
item j aross the N persons in each group. This transformation created two
square, symmetric matrices of dissiiAlarities based on 29 persons in group I
and 24 persons in group 2. These matrices were input to the nonmetric
individual differences MDS option of the ALSCAL-4 computer program (Young &
Lewyckyj, 1979).

Results

The program parameters were set to request that solutions be performed
in from two to six dimensions so that the proportion of variance accounted
for could be compared across solutions. The stress (Kruskal, 1964) for each
solution was also obtained, although the stress coefficient is not strictly
applicable to individual differences scaling problems. It is common practice
in MDE analysis to use parsimony, interpretability, and visualizability as
the primary criteria in deciding on the dimensionality of the solution.
Taking all of these criteria into account, the three dimensional solution,
accounting for 85% of the variance in the data (and stress = .21), was
deemed to be optimal.

Table 1 below contalns the coordinates for each item, relative to three
ortl- ..-: ..,ference axe-, that locate the items in the spatial configuration.
The actual text of each -tem is also presented. The reference axes in MDS

solutions are purely drbitrary and usually do not correspond to the actual
dimensions underlying the relationships among the items (stimuli). Rather,
the patterns of the positions of the points in space must be examined in
detail in an effort to detect meaningful groupings of the items into regions
or general dimensions of item variation. This is especially necessary in
the absence of outside criteria that might otherwise be regressed on the
coordinates to facilitate the interpretation of the configuraticn and the
labeling of dimensions (Kruskal & Wish, 1978).

A subjective process of classification of variables can often be quite

helpful as a preliminary step in attempting to interpret the MDS solution.

Hypothetical dimensions along which the stimuli vary are formulated and then

tested by examining the projections of the stimuli onto various directions

through the space. It is important to consider the ordering of the stimuli

along dimensions, the distances between the stimuli, and the stimuli that

are positioned at opposite ends of dimensions. All of these procedures were

used in interpreting the NDS configuration in the present research.
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Table 1

Coordinates for the Questionnaire Items

Reference Reference Reference
Item Axis 1 Axis 2 Axis 3

1. leadership ability 1.28 1.82 3.20
2. being dependable -1.12 -1.23 - .77
3. job knowledge - .18 -1.05 -1.09
4. maturity in behavior - .16 -1.08 - .32
5. educational background 3.01 2.89 .89
6. ability to accept criticism 1.03 .53 -1.17
7. tolerance in dealing with public -1.12 - .85 -1.10
8. coping with stress 1.32 .61 - .15
9. common sense -1.25 - .87 -1.29

10. asserting yourself .32 1.38 .15

11. taking pride in your work - .68 .05 1.03
12. being observant - .25 .09 - .26
13. punctuality -. 78 - .79 -. 96
14. helping others .06 - .41 .41
15. ability to work alone .06 - .96 .74
16. setting a good example - .86 .61 .44
17. quick thinking - .23 - .15 .54
18. reliable job attendance -1.11 - .54 - .31
19. being easy going or relaxed .41 1.57 1.08
20. courtesy toward others -1.05 - .38 - .59
21. alertness - .12 - .31 .23
22. good judgment - .87 - .46 - .23
23. honesty -1.25 -. 95 -. 50
24. controlling your temper - .99 - .76 - .63
25. verbal or communication skills .59 - .15 - .15
26. personal appearance .05 - .64 .26
27. sensitivity to others' feelings .00 .65 .62
28. memory for names, faces, numbers 2.01 .65 -. 59
29 firmness in dealing with others - .46 1.44 - .67
30. familiarity with the campus .52 -1.26 - .94
31. tolerance for boredom .79 - .29 2.62
32. following written procedures 1.02 .86 - .49

Three distinctive regions or clusterings of items were discovered in
the space, each having the general shape of an ellipsoid. The major axis of
the first ellipsoid defined an interpersonal relations dimension, the major
axis of the second ellipsoid defined a cognitive skills dimension, and the
major axis of the third ellipsoid defined a work ethic dimension. All three
of the dimensions were bi-polar in the sense that the endpoint items were
somewhat opposite to each other in meaning. However, these dimensions were
nft orthogonal. Rather, the interpersonal relations dimension was highly
related to the cognitive skills dimension and moderately related to the work
ethic dimension. Also, the cognitive skills dimension was slightly related
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to the work ethic dimension. The angles formed by the major axes to each
other were used to estimate these interrelationships. Table 2 below illus-
trates the items classified into each of the three ellipsoid regions and the
item locations along the major axis of each.

Table 2

Classification and Locations of !t-_-

DIM i DIM 2 DIM 3
Interpersonal Cognitive Work

Location Relations Skills Ethic

1. leadership ability 5. educ. background 31. tolerance for
19. being easy going. 28. memory for names, boredom

High or related faces, numbers
Positive 10. asserting yourself 32. follow written

29. firmess in dealing procedures

with others

8. coping with stress 25. verbal or co-uuni- 11. pride in work

6. ability to accept cation skills 15. ability to work
criticism 17. quick thinking alone

27. sensitiviy to 21. alertness 16. setting a good
others' feelings 12. being observant example

14. helping others 26. pers. appearance

20. courtesy toward 30. familiarity with 4. maturity in
others the campus behavior

High 24. controlling your 3. job knowledge 18. reliable job
Negative temper 22. good judgment attendance

7. tolerance dealing 9. comon sense 23. honesty
with public 2. dependability

13. punctuality

The positive end of the interpersonal relations dimension reflected
assertive, self confidence behaviors, while che negative end reflected self
control behaviors, with all of the items related to interactions among per-
sons. The positive end of the cognitive skills dimension denoted formally
learned skills, whereas the negative end denoted on-the-job learning and
basic comnon sense, and all of the items can be classified as cognitive skills.
The positive end of the work ethic dimension was defined by ability to toler-
ate boredom on the job, while the negative end was defined by traditional
work ethic behaviors like honesty, dependability, punctuality, etc. Again,
all of the items can be classified intuitively as manifestations of work
ethic behaviors.

The subject weights derived from the individual differences scaling (see
Schiffman, Reynolds, & Young, 1981), indicating the relative importance placed
on the dimensions by inexperienced compared to experienced employees, revealed
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differences only with respect to the third dimension. Inexperienced Guards
placed substantial importance on the work ethic dimension, while the weight
for the experienced Guards was close to zero. It was not surprising to find
that new workers, eager to make a good impression, were quite concerned with
the importance of such traitionl indicators of job performance as being
dependable, punctuality, and reliable job attendance.

Conclusion

The results of the present research have considerable utility in and of
themselves. Namely, in developing an instrument or set of rating criteria
for use by superviors to evaluate employee job performance, it is valuable
to know the three basic dimensions that the employees themselves believe to
be important to doing a good job. Procedures for employee selection for the
position of Guard would also need to be focused on the assessment of inter-
personal relations abilities, cognitive skills, and work ethic behaviors.
However, beyond the practical considerations of the present research, the
advantages of MDS methods were demonstrated i1 their ability to discover
underlying relationships among variables while making only minimal assump-
tions. MDS methods will likely find many applications to a wide variety of
measurement requirements arising in the context of personnel assessment.
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Enlisted Military Selection:

Impacts of Changing Aptitude Standards Since 1940 1,2

Janice H. Laurence, Brian K. Vaters, ad Linda S. Perelmn
Nunn Resources Research Organization

-0 Uncle Sam wanted "you" in 1940 if you had the ability to comprehend simple orders given in the
____ English laniguage. Today, considerably greater evidence of training aptitude is required of military

applicants. Mental standards for entry into the Military Services have become more stringent, or at
least more sophisticated, over the past four decades.

Since World War I, military technology (e.g., weapons system) has become increasingly complex00 and, as a result, greater msent3l and educational demands have been placed upon enlisted personnel. The
Navy, for example, cannot rely solely on brawny seamen to fulfill its mission. Rather, it needs tech-
nical specialists to man nuclear powered ships, to maintain air:raft, and to operate radar devices.
The demand for personnel quality, above and beyond basic literacy, has prompted the Serv:ces to employ
more complex psychometric screening and classificaton devices to determine which individuals have the
capacity for efficiently absorbing training and becoming effective soldiers, sailors, marines, or
airmen.

Currently, the Army will let you "be all you can beo, the Navy will let you 'see the world, the
;arine Corps will consider you to be one of the "few good men, and the Air Force will let you *fly
with them" if you meet their partic-lar mental requirements based upon aptitude test scores in conjunc-
tion with educational status. Each Service designates minimum acceptable Anied Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) scores and (with the exception of the Navy) specific Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASYAB) aptitude area scores separately for high school graduates and non-graduates wishing to
enlist.

Although aptitude standards for entry into the Armed Services are much higher today than they
were before World war II, they huve not increased monotonically since that time. Selection criteria
for Induction and enlisment into the military have been adjusted many times since 1940 in response to
a number of factors, in addition to the military's technological demands. Factors both internal and
exter.al to the military (e.g., manpower requirements and national economic conditions) have at times
necessitated tmporary 'lowerings" or enabled the raising of aptitude requirements for military

-- service.
--->The present report historically tracks the changes in minima. aptitude qualifications for

mi1 tary serv'ce and discusses some of the factors accompanying such changes. Standards have changed
in tne past and they are likely to change in the future. An historical track of the shifts in minimu
qualifications szj enable manpower analysts to recognize the conditions which may lead to lower or more
complex aptituoe :tandards1 . _

Definitions of SudardAs amdOAlity
Selection standards are the cvIteria oelow which individuals may not be accepted for induction or

enlistment into a Military Service. The basic purpose of such standards is to screen out potential
enlisted personnel who are least likely to profit from training and who might be actual liabilities to
the Services.

Beginning in 1946, entry aptitude standards were expressed in terms of mlnimum scores on stand-
ardized tests in addition to the previous literacy requirements. Since the mid 1960s, standards have
differed according to educational attainment. That is, minimum qualifying scores are use. in conjunc-
tion with educational level to determine whether an examinee is eligible to serve in the Armed Forces.
Today, for example, non-high school graduates and GED recipients are required to achieve higher scores
on the AIOT than high school graduates to be cmnsidered for military duty.

Unde- varying DoD lieitatons, the individual Services, due to their unique missions, technical
requi.ements, and recruiting market experience, set the standards below which individuals are not
eligibie to enlist. Meeting Service miniamu standards, however, does not guarantee entry into the
,litary. From tme to time, the Services set higher quality goals and temporarily adjust applicant
qualification requirements through more selective operational "cutting scores." These are a less
definable set of decision rules which operate on a daily oasis to regulate the flow of lower quality
personnel.The Services ;ref,.r "high quality* pesonnel. They seek to recrujit and select as uan hi n
school graduates and persons scoring at or above average on the AFOT as manpower requirements demand
and te labor market supplies. when there is a reduction in numerical requirements aid/or when the
recruiti market shows ample supply of top quality applicants, these higher "cutting scores' operate
to selecthe best from the applicant pool. While lower auality oersonnel do enter t'e system, tnei-
nbrs are greatly reduced. As icommon in civilian hir practices, litary recruitment proce-dures move toward groups previously exclud:d or numerically limited (by policy ) in a tightening market
and either qualify individuals nearer the existing minimum standards or adjust the standards
downward under extreme conditions (e.g., .ar,.

IThis paper is an abbreviated version of a forthcoming tecnnical reort for the office of
Naval Research.

2Paper presented at the 24th Annual Meeting of the Military Testing Association, San Antonic,
TX: Novemter 1932.
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* The recruiting market of the past fiscal year (1982) was one in which all four Services could
afford to be choosy in selecting recruits. informal enlistment standards operated at a relatively high

lvland good quality aong accessions resulted. A recruiting oom such as this will not last
- .forever. In the past, quality has often been the first to suffer in an unfavorable sciection

*envi ronment. Perhaps it is possible to learn our lessons from the past and prepare for alkeclin in
the nuer of military applicants without incurring the risks involved in an extrom reduction in the

- -proportion of well qualified personnel.

* ~~Simplifying Coulexity: A Model of Factor Influencing the Selectfon Poes S -

in~aService enlistmnt policies and hence the quality of military accessions derend upon the-, -
itrlyof environmental factors, both internal and external to the military. Figure 1 shows scue f

the many factors which influence Service minimm and operational selection staniards and the quality
six of accessions.

EXTER4ALI..ViIUAN FACrOMS *3dTEM"4L tPUUARY) FACMM

An vww Fr=Oai f

Ohwen-wo' of Wa Ms e ,ia P

C~.&*,mWn AMMs, & MG~.M Ann

AR. PAM. ftoG Air &m-

Fig"o 1. HmARO ModM f Facmsnflumia SWs~anAoftsS~rw*NW
ChmICO~iO of ACOMBOM

The military selection process. while at all time, trying to maximize quality, operates within
the context of external (i.e., civilian) constraints, examples of which appear in Box A of Figure 1.
These factors are briefly delineate4 below.

* All-Volunteer Force/Draft - National policy on the establisveent of
an AWF as opposed to-compulsory service has the greatest effect. of
any single factor, on the quality of examinees and required recruit-
ing resources to meet strength objectives.

c Sh3racterist-cs af the Manpower Poo - The mlitary draws its
recruits primarily from civilian male youth ages 18 to 23. The
number and aptitude levels of such youth, for example. are major
recruiting aket considerations.

a Congressional & Executive Branch Activities - Congress and/o, the
Executive branch may ptace tegai ano-for policy constraints on
military service selection.V. _________Aooritots helvl ffndn ndporamtiaRefens nudge A oatons T helvlo udngaduoraeisors intealneodget process directly affect minpower
program.

9 National Economy (Uimnwloyment) - There is direct correspondence
between whe youtn un"e*Ioyment rate and the ouantity of unil itar
avolicants. Operationat cutting scores can be adjusted so as to
produce a large proportion of top quality military accessions.

e Drovetsity to Enlist: Attitudes Toward Militar7 - Favorable
attitudes toware. the vilitary in ganiral and towardis sPecific
Services greatly affect the likelihood that an individuai will
enlist.
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Social/Political Pressures - Generally, equal opportunity considera-
tlons come into piay nere (e.g., utilization of women and minority
representation). An example is pressure to involve the military
institution in social rehabilitation for the underskilled ana under-
educated. Standards and/or cutting scores may be adjusted downward
to accommodate such pressures.

These external factors effect and in turn are affected by factors within th_2 military. As
depicted in Box R, and elaborated on below, these internal factors generally are relateo to or subsumaeo
under mil itary manpower requirements.

* Mobilization Status - Force strength objectives are primarily driven

by war/peace preparations. During wartime mobilizations, for exam-
ple, standards may be lowered to qualify more men in the face of
drains on available manpower.

a Attrition & Reenlistment Rates - The number and type of recruits
needec tomorrow are direct functions of the retention behaviors of
the enlisted personnel of today.

* Recruiting Incentives - Enlistment bonuses, educational benefits, and
assignment options can affect the attractiveness of a military
Service tc potential recruits.

* Recruiting Success - Tomorrow's recruiting goals are an inverse
function of today's ecruiting outcomes.

* Interservice Market Cm tition - The relative attractiveness of one
Service to potential recruits impacts upon the quality of personnel
available to the other Services. For example, the perceived desira-
bility of the Air Force negatively impacts the numer of high
quality Army applicants.

* Technology - As military weapons systems become more complex the need
for 1 qualified recruits to operate them increases.

Although these factors have been discussed separately, they interact to effect DoD and individ-
ual Service policies (Box C) in settln selection aptitude standards and operational cutting scores
(Boxes 0 & E) which, in turn, determine the quantity and quality of military accessions (8ox F).
Finally, as shown by the feedback loop from Box F to A, the accessions which result from the complex
selection process have an impact on the external and internal drivi ng factors. For example, the high
levels of youth unemployment in FY 1982 are assumed to have increased the propensity of large segments
of the manpower pool to enlist. with ample supply, all Services-through operational citting scores-
achieved a large percentage of quality accessions (e.g., high school diploma graduates and/or AFOT
scores at or above the 50th percentile).- In response to such recruiting success, the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee recently cut FY 1983 Defense personnel funds including recruiting incentives. No doubt
the feeling was that with applicants banging cn the Services' doors and quality accessions coming in,
recruiting incentives would be un'ecccsary or at least a low priority item. Furthermore, Congress has
set a 20 percent ceiling on below average personnel and has limited non-high school graduates to 25
percent in F'T 1983. Such budget cuts and quality objectives are fine so long as other environmental
factors such as high unemployment and low force requirements continue to positively affect accession
quantity and quality. Rhetorically we my ask--what will happen to quality if numerical requirements
increase sharply and/or the civilian labor force is not crippled by high unemployment? If it is true
that history repeats itself, It is to history that we turn for the answer.

The selection process is a complex multivariate personnel management system. Although it is
convenient to discuss environmental factors in isolation, they act as a unit. Despite this caveat, the
present authors apt for convenience and pimarily focus on mobilization status and youth unemployment
rates in relation to changes in appllcznt qualification requirements and accession quplity.
Respose to War: Indectlan & Enlistmn Stamdards Durtn tne r Tea

Many changes in selection policies occurred during the draft period from 1940 to 1973. Mental
standards for induction and enlistment varied mostly In resoonse to the quantitative de-aan!s posed by
World War I, the Korean Coiflict, the Berlin Crisis, and the Vietnam War.

curing mo t of the dratt years, tuo sets of standards existed: one for indtctees and generally a
higher set for enlistees. inductee standards were lower and tours of duty shorter for reasons of
equity. All except the most untrainable must be eligible and accepted since the Selective Service
could not ju;tify picking only the cream of the crop to bear the brunt of compulsory service. Although
the draft brought in many high aptitude Personnel. it brought in marginal performers as well: there-
fore, shorter tours helped to prevent compromising the quality of future careerists and/or niorcom-
missioned officers. Since it is to volunteers that the Services turn to first, even in times of war,
draftees wer_ used only to supplement the forces, perticularly the Army with its large manpower demands
and often iradequate market.

In tites of war or national emergency, and to a lesser extent during peacetime recruiting
shortages, the Army found it necessary to shift from qualitative considerations to auantitative
demands. With each wbilizatlon or manoower buisd-up, enlistraent and induction stardars were "oIered
to increase te size of tne pool. Standards barring the induction of those with less ruan a "ourth
grade reading capacity at the initial phase of the World War mi obilizatlon. for example, quickly
proved too stringent. Concern over possible manpower sho.tages coupled with oressure from Southern
Congressmen--whose constituents were being rejected at nigh rates--paved the way for a 101 illiterate
quota system in August of 1942 (Wool, 1968). This was the Army's first experience of sacrificing
quality for quantity.
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The Navy's smaller manpower demands enabled it to avoid using inductees until 1943 whcn the
Selective Service became the sole procurement agency and distributed illiterates to the Navy as well.
From this time on, all Services were to be affected by the Army's quantity needs and quality problems,
particularly in war.

Following the war (1946), reliance on the draft was reduced and higher peacetime enlistment
standards prevailed. In order to forestall Army and Marine Corps manpower shortages under predom-
inantly volunteer recruitment, the Selective Service Act of 1948 enabled the draft to become a peace-
time procurement tool. This act established by law--for the first time--a specific minimum mental
standard for induction which w,- hgher than the World War Ii standard. Inductees were to be accepteu
if they achieved a standard score of 70 or better on the Army General Classification Test, correspond-
ing to a percentile score of 13 on the AFQT. Even though the Army and Marine Corps needed the help of
the draft, the standard was not set extraordinarily low, for they did not need "too mt, help" at liis
time.

In 1951, however, under the Universal Military Training and Service Act the minimum mental

induction standard was lowered to the 10th percentile on the AFQT. This action was taken by Congress
to broaden the manpower pool in light of the demands of the Korean Conflict. As in World War II the
Army was the primary user of inductees and was saddled with a disproportionate amount of low aptitude
personnel in comparison to the other Services.

To avoid a concentration of low quality persnnnel in the Army, DoD adopted a qualitative distri-
bution policy from 1951 through 1958. This policy set all enlistment standards at the same level as
inductees and required that each Service acceot a specific percentage (quota) of personnel in mental
categories I through IV. The quotas for low aptitude personnel (Mental Category IV) ranged from 27

percent to 12 percent of nonprior service accessions.
With strengths reduced following the Korean hostilities, the DoD imposed quotas were reduced and

finally suspended in 1958. Not only were enlistment standards raised but in July of 1958 Congress
authorized modifications to induction standards except in time of war or national emergency. This year
marks the first time that supplemental aptitude tests were used &.;fig mitn AFQT criteria for screening
inductees and enlistees, especially those scoring In the lowest acceptzble aptitude category (i.e.,
Category IV - AFQT 10-30).

The period between 1958 and 1965 was a peacetime period somewhat disturbed by the Colo War and
the Berlin Crisis (1962). Enlistment standards were set unilaterally by Service and generally ranged
between AFQT 21 and 31 with varying supplemental test requirements. Between 1958 and 1963 induction
standards required an AFQT 31 or AFQT 10-30 and standard scores of at least 90 in two or more Army
Classification Battery aptitude composites. Those who failed were deferred from peacetime Service. In
1963 standards were raised further by adding a General Technical composite requirement of at least 80
for those in AFQT Category IV.

In November of 19o5 Army and Marine Corps enlistee standards were set by DoD at approximately the
same level as for inductees to assure a maximum input of voli.nteer enlistlnents (United States Congress,
1966). Drevious supplementary aptitude test requirements were waived, for example, in the case of high
school graJuates with AFQT scores between 16 and 30. Two reasons can account for such a reduction in
standards. First, volunteer enlistments may have been down in these two Services because of the
sizable reduction in the national unemployment rate among males ages 18 to 24. In 1964 the rate was
9.7 while in 1965 it was only 8.1. Even more plausible, however, was the approaching U.S. involvement
4n,';ietnam.

Table I

Comiarison of October 1965 and June 1966
Service Enlistment Aptitude Standards

October 1965 June 1966
(Pre-Vietnam) (During Vietnam)

Aptitude Aptitude
AFQT tests Education AFQT tests Education

Army 31 ------------------------------ 31 -----------------..............
21-30 AQO-3 ---------- High school 16-30 AQB-2 ----------------------

graduate 16-30 ----------------- High School
Navy ---------- 31 ------------------------------- 31 ------------------ graduate

21-30 ----------------- High ",ool 16-30 GT-80 plus -------------
graduate 2 other AQB.

21-30 ----------------- Hioh S.hool
r -ate

Quota -------- (a) (a) (a) (b) (b) (0)
Marine Corps--- 31 ------------------------------------- ------- -31-

21-30 AQB-3 ------------------------ 16-30 AQB-2 ----------------------
16-30 ----------------- High School

grdduate
Air Force ------ AFQT-31--- I area out High school (C) (c) (C)

of 4 in Air graduate
Force test, prefer-
at percentile ence.
score of 40+

21-3t., - Hi g school
graduate

a12-percent group IV ceiling.
bS-percent group IV ceiling.
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Since Vietnam was never officially declared a war or even a national emergency, induction stand-
ards were not reduced to an AFQT of 10 which Congress cdlled for under such conditions. Despite what
Vietnam was called, numerical requirements increased and enlistment and induction standards were
lowered. Table 1 compares the enlistment standards in effect just prior to the Vietnam build-up
(October 1965) and those which operated in the midst of our involvement.

With the advent of the Vietnam war, test score and educational standards were lowered four times
and DoD imposed quotas to accommodate the Army's numerical requirements and the fortuitous social
progra--Project 100,000. This program, as part of the President's War on Poverty, admitted low apti-
tude and previously rejected personnel into the military in order that they miqht learn useful skills.
The goal was to admit 100,000 of these "New Standards Men" into the military annually. In addition to
this general goal DoD established Category IV quotas ranging from 25 percent of Army arcession to 15
percent of Air Force accessions. At least 50 percent of the Category IV quotas was to b., met with "New
Standards Men"; thus, men scoring in the AFQT range of 10 to 15 were brought into all Services.
Towards the end of the Vietnam War, draft calls. were reduced, Project 100,00 ended and standards were
raised as plans for an all-volunteer force got underway.

Throughout the draft period the militiry's mobilization status and force strength requirements
affected enlistment and induction standards. Although the specific standards varied, the pattern was
essentially the same: with each manpower build up for war, standards were lowered and reliance on
inductions increased to yielu more accessions. Standards could be raised witil the draft still operat-
ing to forestall Army and Marine Corps shortages. Although the Navy and Air Force had little trouble
obtaining volunteers, tparticularly with the draft stimulating enlistments), and could have mainta~ied
higher standards, DoO imposed quotas and lowered their standards so that the Army would not be saddled
with all the low quality personnel. Generally, from 1940 to 1973, standards were affected by factors
and policies internal t. the military while external factors played more of a role once the draft
ended.

Quality Objectives in an All-Volunteer Environment

The years 1972 and 1973 are known as the transition period to the All-Volunteer Force (AVF).
With declining draft pressure and abolition of DoD quotas, the Services began to shift their entry
standards and ceilings on Category IV and non-high school graduate personnel in order to find the best
quality mix that their individual markets would support (Lee & Parker, 1977). In their efforts to
maximize quality during this time when the market was changing, the Armyf, Navy, and Marine Corps some-
times experienced recruiting shortfalls. Quality objectives were then lowered and standards adjusted
in response to shortfalls. The Air Force set relatively high standards and were able to maintain them
and even flourish under the free market of the AVF due to its more favorable image, adequate supply,
and lower numerical requirements than the Army and Navy. I

With the draft gone as a peacetime procurement tool, the Services could no longer afford to set
standards and .bjectives unrealistically high since inductees and draft motivated enlistees were no
longer available to fall back on. Through trial and error standards were set in light of manpower
availability as well as quality demands. Early in 1973 the Marine Corps, for example, required a
General Technical (GT) composite score of at least 80 and standard scores of 90 on two additional apti-
tude composites for all applicants with AFQT scores between 21 and 49. In order to increase supply,
all composite requirements were dropped for high school graduates. In addition, GT requirements were
later dropped for non-graduates scoring between AFQT 31 and 49 and graduates scoring between the 21st
and 30th AFQT percentiles.

'2-Table2

: (Remtidraoseal Score an ASYAB 8 - 10) by
. £EdecatIl&l Lt"l

MININUN STIDARDS
sedr E icate/ E AM APUte COKOS ltFV

Perctle Score StandarlPe Cal tlle Score

H.S. 31pim Gridate 16 85 C" Any I
GI: 31 as in Any !
4on-H.S. raduata -1 35 on Any 1

H.S. Dlplmea Graduate 17
GED or CPT 31
lon-H.S. Graduate ?8 b

NtAt K CORP

H.S. O'.;ioa Graduate 21 1-c-80
mOn-H... radzate

(Includin GE) 31 GTQlo0

AIR FORCE
H.S. o1tola araousa 21 Gd-30-. %IGER-120
GED 50 Gd-30; 4AGIII-20

4on-H,.;. GraUste 65 30.30:

flnimust composi s ors are ornse In term standard %core for *
Amy, 4avy, ano marine Corps. 3erceatl scores are Jsed in tne Air Force.

,4o mtnlam require mn for tnifstatnt.
CGineraI-Tacnnical ASVAI Composilte.
dinaral ASWAB Composite.
diechanical, Advinlstratlve. Geral, E l1ectronics ASYAB Comosits.
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Toward the late 1970s minimum AVF enlistment standards were set at levels which were practical
for each service. With minor adjustments along the way, minimum standards evolved into those of
today. As shown in Table 2, each service has a unique set of minimum AFQT and aptitude composite
standards. For all Servicps, these requirements are more stringent for non-nigh school graduates an
GED recipients (because of their higher first term attrition rate) than they are for high school
diploma graduates.

While minimum standards do not preclude the en'tistment of Category IV or non-high school graduate
personnel, they are the least preferred group of accessions. Good quality, on the other hand, is
generally defined as high school diploma graduates scoring in AFQT categories I-lIIA (i.e. AFQT 50
through 99). When market conditions are favorable, the Services often set operational cutting scores
and quality objectives at levels higher than the minimum standards, thus pursuing the more desirable
candidates. Environmental factors external to the military have played an increasing role in the
military selection process since the inception of tne AVF. There is a strong indication, for example,
of en inverse relationship between the nations overall economic health and the ability to attract an
adequate number of well-qualified youth into Service (Toomepuu, 1981; Philpott, 1982). When youth
unemployment is low and competition with the private sector is fierce, the Service recruiters tend to
enlist individuals as they apply, thus bringing in more individuals who score closer to the minimum
standards. When unemployment is high the Services are afforded the luxury of choice and can enlist
more preferred quality personnel. Although it is difficult to state what the actual cutting scores are
for each branch, it is possible to see their effect on the quality of accessions.

DRAFT AVF

80

-_,. NN

70 High S ...'k " /Graduate Accessions • •

60

Y oh U in epT Categories

= U.

41

30-

b

Youth Unemployment Rate for Males #100%/
10-8-24 .00, 1% 10

.00

Fiscal Year

Figure 2. Quality of Male Non-Prior Service Accessions, as Measured
by AFQT Categories 1-111A and High School Graduation,

14 in relation 1.0 the Unemployment Rate For Male Youth
Ages 8.24. (Total DoO , Fiscal Years 1952 through 1982)

a. Catevorip: -1II A\ ccrreicoond to 1cores at or al-ove the 50t percentile on AFQT.
bo. The Yoi,th UnemDploymont Rate wis ralcullate-i front lata provided by the Bureau

of !Atwr Statisti,;$, Current Poplul-otion Survey.
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Figure 2 tracks the quality of accessions and youth unemployment rates from fiscal year 1952
through 1982. While there is no discernable pattern between ouallty and civilian unemployment during
the draft period, a clear relationship does exist under the AVF. Quality shifted prior to 1973 mostly
in response to force strength requirements. Between 1966 and 1971, for example, requirements for
Vietnam and Project 100,000 led to a decrease in the percentage of above average AFQT and high school
graduate accessions. Economic conditions appear to be irrelevant until the AVF was firmly estab-
lished. Since then the Services have been playing the manpower market--maximizing their intake of
Category I-IIIAs and high school graduates when unemoloyment rates rise. prom these fluctuations in
quality one can assume that the Serviues have been flexible in their application of minimum enlistment
aptitude standards, adjusting them upward when conditions permit. In trading off quality for quantity,
it appears from the AVF side of Figure 2 that aptitude level is sacrificed Lefore education. Under
unfavorable market conditions the Services continue to pursue high school graduates, but increase
supply by enlisting them with scores close to, or at, the minimum standards.

Report Implicatlions

While recognizing the complexity of the military personnel procurement process, this report has
indicated that environmental events must be considered in setting aptitude selection requirements.
Events both internal and external to the military act as warning signs which may lead to a change in
selection standards and daily recruit quality objectives. If we assume that the All-Volunteer ;orce
will continue to operate in the future then external factors, such as the unemployment rate, will
continue to have a strong impact upon the quality of accessions.

The time is ripe for evaluating enlistment standards and quality objectives. Chances are,
unemployment rates will descend in the near future. Recent history has shown us that with active
competition from the civilian labor market, the Services (particularly the Army) will tend to experi-
ence recruiting shortages and react by lowering operational cutting scores. The current high cutting
scores and accession quality may be affected by other factors as well.

In addition to the negative impact of expected lower unemployment rates, recruit supply may
suffer from a decline in the size of the prime manpower pool (i.e. male youth ages 18-23). Although
technological advances will continue along with preferences for recruits who are high school graduates
in AFQT Categories I to ILIA, the Services may be forced to select at their minimum standards. Depend-
ing upon the Severity of the supply-demand ratio, it is possible Wat minimum standards might also be
affected. DoD is making some preparations through its investigations of less preferred segments of the
manpower pool such as non-high school graduates.

Finally there is one more implication offered. From the many standards and cutting score changes,
it appears that the "quality" sought is a function of the "quality" available. Minimum standards are
based, to a large extent, on Service preferences, market conditions, and training ease. With the
present efforts by the Services and DoD to link aptitude standards to actual job performance we may
indeed be headed tcwards a change in standards. Hopefully research efforts may reduce "demandsu and
pave the way to more efficient utilization of the personnel that are dble to be recruited.
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Differences on Personality Measures
Related to Recruit Attrition

Lieutenant-Colonel D.A.L. Lefroy
Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit (CFPARU)

o0 Introduction

Cotton (1974) in his emographic studies has indicated that major
problems relating to recruit ng and attrition will face the Canadian
Forces over the next decade. Not only will the recrulting base be
emaller but the potential rec it will be better educated and with a
d 'ifferent set of expectations. The present study attempts to shed
further light on the phenomena of attrition by focussing on attrition
during recruit training. This choice was influenced by the studies of
Porter and Steers (1979) who indicate that the initial period of
membership in an organization is the most critical as that is when most
attrition occurs, and by VanMaanen and Schein (1977) who point out that a
large number of studies demonstrate that early organizational experiences
impact on one's later organizational behaviour.

However, recent reviews of the research literature on personnel
turnover indicate that measures of personality, interests, and
intelligence do not reveal what could be considered a consistent
relationship with turnover across situations (Muchinsky and Tuttle, 1979;
Mobley, Griffeth, Hand, and Meglino, 1979). Consistent cross-situational
predictors were found to be personal predictors (age), attitudinal
predictors (job satisfaction), and work related predictors (leadership).
Mullin (1980) in reviewing these summaries and other research concluded
with respect to the studies in attrition:

1. The knowledge of such "explanatory fiction" as "Job
Satisfaction" or "Organizational Commitment" may be ofp- descriptive or predictive value but adds nothing to
the knowledge of the dynamics of attrition.

2. The level of aggregation has not been sufficiently
dealt with in analysing attrition. That is to say, a
macro organizational perspective tends to mask
important differences at the sub unit level.

3. Grouping of all types of leavers into a single
category within the stay/leave criterion may mask the
potential predictive value of sub classes within the
criterion group.

In the present attempt to determine whether personality variables
relate to recruit attrition in the Canadian Forces, and what might

underlie attrition, these observations were taken into account.
Consequently, the main focus was placed on the within squad interaction
between the NCO, the recruit and the recruit peer group. Also, several
discrete and composite attrition categories were utilized.
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To obtain useful answers to the questions raised relating to

personality variables and the dynamics of their effects on vocational
change, one must have a theory of vocational development that is broad
enough to incorporate work values, interests, or beliefs, that is A
researchable, and is prgmatic enough to be useful to military career
counsellors. The work of Holland (1973), to a large extent, satisfies "
these requirements by presenting both a logical and an empirical . .

framework. In his personality-environment congruence hypothesis, Holland '

(1966) considers vocational achievement, satisfaction and stability to be
related to the congruency between one's personality and the vocational
environment largely composed of other people. Therefore, it was
hypothesized in this study that recruits whose personality measures were
similar to those of the squad NCO and to the largest personality grouping C "
in the squad (modal) would show lower attrition than recruits whose
personality measures were different. Ir was also hypothesized that work
values were related to attrition. A third hypothesis was that in a high
constraint, high discipline environment, with structured leadership,
recruits with an External Locus of Control would have lower attrition.

Method

In order to reliably measure different facets of personality that
would likely relate to attrition, a number of personality measures were
administered to all recruits on arrival at the Canadian Forces Recruit
School, Cornwallis, and to theii s aad NCOs. These included Holland's
Preference Inventory (VPI), Levenson's Locus of Control Scale (LCS) and
Super's Work Values Inventory (WVI). Holland's VPI is a personality
linked measure of vocational interest (Holland 1966) which impl3 s that
personality has a determining effect on choice of vocation. The ocus of
Control Scale (Rotter 1954) is the measure of generalized expectancy or
belief iL tne connection between one's behaviour and the occurrence of
outcomes, thus affecting one's adaptation to life events. For example,
Internals believe thac their behaviour is responsible for reward and

punishment, while Externals (C) attribute reward and punishment to fate
or Chance an( Externals (PO) attribute both to the acticn of Powerful
Others. With respect to his WVI, Super (1957) implies that one's value
system is a significant variable in the selection of a career. Thus,
life values find expression in work. In all, 15 Work Values are measured.

During the periods 15 October 1979 to 18 November 1979 and 27
January 1980 to 3 March 1980, a total sample of 1306 English speaking
male recr.jits ranging in age from 17-23 undergoing an eleven week basic
training course at Cauadian Forces Recruit School, Cornwallis were
available of which 1070 were tested (on arrival) and 980 were used; (90
we re released for reasons relating to purely medical, social or learning
p.oblems). The 30 squad NCOs responsible for thLs sample of recruits
(comprising 41 squads ranging in size from 21 to 44 recruits) were also
part of the sample. Fourteen of the NCOs commanded two different squads
and thirteen commanded one squad only. Three acted in an assisting
capacity only. All were experienced instructors from the combat arms.
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Eight single and three composite attrition categories were
utilized:

Category Definition

0 completed training - not recoursed
2 failing course - requested release - granted
3 passing course - requested release - granted
4 failing course - learning ability
5 released - medical (physical only)
6 released - social (theft, homosexuality, chronic drug use)
7 poor performance - recoursed and failed again
9 poor performance - recoursed and passed
F-I failed to adjust to initial squad (2, 3, 7, 9)
F-If eventually left forces because of adjustment (2,3,7)
F-III designated by squad NCO as failing (2,7,9).
P-I Pass (0)
P-Il Pass (0+9)
P-III Pass (0+3+9)

Table 1 VPI Types Related to Attrition From Forces

Personality Types (grouped)
I II

R (realistic) E (Enterprising)
C (conventional) S (Social)
I (Investigative) A (Artistic)

I II
I I I

Passii I 659 I 192 1851

I 70! 361 106
FailII I I

729 228 957

2 = 6.369 df = 1 Sig = .0132 p4 05

Table 2 LCS Recruit-Envirorment Congruency within
Squads Related to Attrition

(recruit LCS type similar both to NCO + squad mode)

No Yes

PassI I 661 I 134 1795
I 1(5 I 19 I 185

FailI i I I
827 153 980

2 = 4.45240 df = 1 Sig = .0349 p<.05
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Table 3 Differences in Mean Scores on Levenson's
LCS Sub Scales I, Ec, po between
Recruits who adapted to their Squad and

those who did not

Sub Scale I Cat M SD N df F Sig

Internal I Pass I 35.977 6.639 795 1 1.315 .2518
I I Fail I 35.357 6.595 185

External Chance I Pass I 17.355 7.557 795 1 4.035 .0449*
E(C) I Fail I 18.600 7.758 185

External I Pass I 22.547 8.686 795 1 0.017 .8977
Powerful Others I Fail I 22.638 8.423 185

E(PO)

* p <. 05

Table 4 Significant Correlations Between a Subset of Super's
Fifteen Work Values and Six Categories of Attrition

V I 2 3 7 9 F-Ill F-I

CR -.030 -.005 -.062 -.047 -.068* -.063*
Ma -.081* .009 -.012 -.037 -.069* .059
Su .067* .036 -.009 .017 .042 .049
WL -.034 .066* -.052 -.070* -.081* -.C53
ER -.021 .038 -.055 -.094** -.090** .070*
IS -.019 .010 -.073* -.041 -.063* .053

p < .05* F-Ill = (NCO designated failures)

p < .01** F-I = (adaptation to squad)

CR = Creativity

Ma = Management
Su = Surroundings
WL = Way of Life
ER = Economic Returns
IS = Intellectual Stimulation
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Results and Discussion

In Table 1, due to the small number of recruits with C, E, S and A
personality characteristics the data were collapsed using Holland's
Hexagonal model which groups personality types according to their
similarity (Holland 1973). As a group the Enterprising, Social and
Artistic types showed significantly higher attrition from recruit
training than the Realistic, Investigative, Conventional types, who by
their numbers constituted an 7, R, C environment, thus supporting
Holland's personality-environment congruence hypothesis as a theory of
career change.

In Table 2, Holland's personality-environment hypothesis is again
supported. However, only when there was an internally consistent
environment was attrition significantly less, that is, when recruits
shared perceptions on the squad reinforcement contingencies with both the
squad NCO and modal group type within the squad. It is noteworthy that
ten of the sixteen congruent squads were Internals. Cook et al (1980)
found when accounting for differences in attrition between platoons
during Marine Corps Training the Locus of Control was found to be
significantly related to attrition. It was found that a change in the
Internal direction occurred in the low and medium attrition platoons
while a change in the External direction occurred in the high attrition

platoons. The authors propose that different trainin, environments have
a mediating effect. A consistent Internal environment would maximize
this effect.

In Table 3, those who do not adapt to their initial squad tend to
score significantly higher on the External Chance sub scale with no
differences on the I or Epo sub scales. The studies from which the
hypothesis was formulated that Externals would adapt better to the high
constraint, high structure, high discipline military environment (Parent
et al 1975; and Wolk 1976) did not control for local reinforcement
contingencies. As indicated by the Cook et al (1980) study reinforcement
contingencies independant from these three factors could lead to shifts
in perception of control with consequent effects in adaptation. Those
scoring high on Ec would require a greater shift ani consequently would

be less likely to adapt.

In Table 4, the largely negative correlation between the work
values; Creativity, Hanagement, Economic Returns, Intellectual
Stimulation and Attrition would be what one might expect in a largely
Realistic group of individuals with their "blue collar" orientation. Two
values correlate positively with attrition, Way of Life and
Surroundings. Those who perform well but request release tend to value
Way of Life highly. Those who perform poorly (failing) and request

release, value Surroundings highly. It is interesting that in spite of
disparate data sets, military people in the United Kingdom, United States
and Canada commonly express unhappiness with pay and lifestyle (Wiskoff
and Mutlock 1980). However, in view of the negative correlation with
attrition it would seem that pay is not an important consideration at the
Recruit level.
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The results of this study would suggest that there is a significant
relationship between personality as measured by VPI, WVE and LCS and
attrition from the Canadian Forces Recruit school. The evidence suggests
an interaction effect between the individuals personality and the
environment as defined by other personality types. Also, the approach
confirms the usefulness of a micro organizational-design and the use of
multiple dependant variables.
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HUMAN PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS IN

/ C3I SYSTEMS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
iN SYSTEM DESIGN

Dr. Leslie Lewis TRW/DSG
Melinda Copeland TRW/DSG

i. Human performance in Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence
(C31) systems is an area of increasing concern among system designers. This
interest in the human dimension arises from the recognition by system de-

0 signers that the operators are the critical links in the system; they per-
form the analytical work of defining the battlefield and, based on that0 analysis, provide information on which commanders' decisions are made.

O To do this work the C31 operator uses a variety of cognitive skills
or mental processes to analyze data presented to him by the system. The
system provides analyticdl tools to assist him in this work. It is critical

. to system design that the cognitive performance requirements be clearly
-c defined in order to identify optimal data presentation methods and formats,

as well as software tools and aids for the operator.

2' - Uinf~UA unately, he identification of the cognitive processes essential
to performing intelligence analysis, and the translation of these processes
into system requirements, is-difficult because cognitive processes are not
readily definable into quantitative and testable units. TRW has begun to
address these issues in several program-related Independent Research and
Development (IR&D) activities. This paper concentrates on some of the work
d~ne in the user interface area and the design implications specific to
C I systems.

Cognitive skills are information processing techniques used to re-
structure one's knowledge of a situation. The term cognitive skills is
often used synonymously with problem-solving skills. Human information
processes vary widely in their complexity. In most tactical intelligence
environments, combinations of skills are used by the most successful
analysts to perform threat analyses, for example. Such skills as recall
and recognition memory are classified as low-level cognitive skills, while
deductive and inductive relsoning are high-level, sophisticated skills.
TRW research for several C I systems (Tactical Computer System/Tactical
Computer Terminal (TCS/TCT), Corps Support Weapon System (CSWS) and Battle-
field Exploitation and Target Acquisition (BETA)Testbed), has revealed that
there are thirteen types of cognitive tasks required for operators to per-
form various battlefield analyses. These tasks and associated subtasks are
presented in Table I. All of these tasks are performed in some form and
in varying degrees of complexity for all the systems analyzed. How the
operator prioritizes, performs and completes the tasks is determined by
the messageand the medium in which the information is received, processed
and transmitted by the operator. In the systems studied, five message-
media types, i.e. ways in which data were presented to the users, were found:
operational paperwork, manuals and technical documentation, hardcopy messages,
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TABLE I. REQUIRED COGNITIVE TASKS OF A C3 I OPERATOR/ANALYST

SUBTASKS
COGNITIVE TASK COGNITIVE AND REASONING SKILLS

1. Determine Require- o Comprehend concepts d
ments/Criteria o Formulate new requirements

o Translate abstract ideas into meaningful
requirement criteria

o Integrate requirements into priorities

2. Plan Action Sequence o Determine and sequence mental and physical
actions

o Plan simultaneous computer and mental
processes

o Change mental strategy flexibility

3. Assess Situation o Comprehend global information
o Match strategies to the appropriate problems
o Form appropriate concepts

4. Store and Retrieve o Use all equipment efficiently
Information from o Know data base
Computer o Know data sources

5. Translate Symbols o Recognize pattern
into Information o Transform pattern information into usable data

o Translate abstractions into trends and patterns

6. Reason Inductively o Macro-to-micro reasoning

7. Reason Deductively o Micro-to-macro reasoning

8. Generate Hypotheses o Synthesize data
o Recognize inconsistencies
o Fill in gaps or aborts

9. Formulate Prob- o Develop alternate hypotheses
abilities o Develop probabilities of hypotheses

10. Tesc Hypothesis o Relate changes in tactical situation to
hypothesis

o Change hypothesis
o Formulate new hypothesis

11. Visualize Dimensions o Ability of analyst to see entire situation in
of Time snapshot

12. Synthesize Data into o Present total data
Comprehensive Whole o Eliminate perspective misconceptions

o Transform tactical data into usable in-
formation

13. Debriefs in Order o Conduct lessons learned evaluation
to Replan and Reassess o Amend 2 and 3 above into an updated protocol
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_. verbal interactions and computer displays. The type and complexity of
- the message-media contribute significantly to the difficulty of the

operator's job and frequently require the most sophisticated cognitive skills.
Preliminary research on the above systems indicates that critical per-
formance deficiencies exist in at least seven of the thirteen cognitive skill
categories, with severe deficiencies in four: Formulate Probabilities, Test
Hypotheses, Visualize Dimensions of Time and Synthesize Data into Coherent
Wholes. Lack of these cognitive skills is either ignored or treated inade-
quately in the system design process. For example, it is vital that
operators be able to visualize dimensions of time to convey an accurate pic-
ture of the battlefield to a commander. Yet, we found that little or no
ddta were provided to assist the operator in this task.

Two problems exist in a poorly defined C31 user interface. First, most
operators are critically deficient in one or more cognitive skills. Secondly.
the computer graphics and alphanumerics present the data in a format which
hinders the development of the skill. The skill remains undeveloped, and
the operators rely on supervisors or more experienced personnel for assistance,
resulting in an inefficient distribution of the workload to the better trained
operators.

TRW is convinced that a rigorous systems engineering activity is the
key element in defining an optimal user interface. The term user inter-
face refers to the user's operational environment. This environment is
composed of many interfaces, all of which affect user performance. Since
these interfaces cut across all majoir subsystems, the definition of the
user interface must accompany other system- and subsystem-level definition
efforts. There is a myri3d of technologies that affect the user interface.
Among the most critical are: (1 requirements analysis, (2) operational
thread analysis, (3) user command and querye languages, (4) data base manage-
.ent ;ystems and (5) simulators and testbeds.

The requirements analysis within most design efforts concentrates en
performance requirements and bounding the system from a hardware and soft-
ware perspective. Human performance and user interface issues are either
not dealt with or are described within the context of human factors. This
orientation establishes requirements concerning environmental factors, key-
board layouts and the location of knobs. Though these issues are important,
they do not define key system level elements nor do they drive system design.
We are finding that when front-end analyses consider the user interface,
rather than strictly hardware oriented human factors issues, interfaces among
system elements which are critical to the user can be determined early.
The user interface can then be incorporated into the overall system design,
and in many cases becomes a subsystem. As the system reqz.rements evolveinto B level development specifications and C level product specifications,

detailed relationships between the user interface, hardware and software
sub-systems become clear.

Operational thread analysis is a part of the front-end systems
engineering that is critical to and goes hand-in-hand with requirements
definition and functional analysis. We have performed operational
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thread analyses on several systems within TRW. It is a time consuming, itera-
tive process but has been extremely beneficial from the perspective of user
interface design. It supports functional allocation and allows systems
engineers to define functions which should be automated. It also simplifies
the identification of user interface technologies critical to the system,
e.g., decision aids, command language structure and software tools. The
thread analysis begins with the identification of processes currently being
performed in the environment studied. These consist of processes currently
performed manually as well as precesses which are already partially or
fully autcmated. Part of the operational thread analysis, then, is a
definition of what functions the user performs, and most importantly,
how the system supports the user. Apart from the user interface design
benef;ts, operatio;al thread analyses allow systems engineers to see how
the system will operate across functions and subsystems, i.e. it demonstrates
by example the system level operational concept.

The two user interface technologies which have the greatest effect
on hur.an performance, and which depend heavily on front end analyses in
order to be treated appropriately in the system design, are user command
or query languages and data base management systems.

Comriand languages are among the poor relations of the computer
language family. At the present time, there are signs of rapid growth
in both the mportance and power of command languages. Their growth
stems from th? proliferation of terminals providing access to single systems
and to networks. The people vho are using command languages are not
always specialists/programmers and do not want to learn a command language
per se; rather, these people want to feel at ease in using and interactinr
with a terminal. The response to the expansion of computer technology-has
been that command languages began to rese,,Lle programming languages. Fre-
quently the very need for a command language was defeated by the fact that
it was written by programmers who were sensitive to programming needs but
often lost sight of why they were writing the language -- to serve the
user betzer.

The current trends and structures of command languages are heavily
influenced by networks. Here, the critical user interface design principle
is uniformity o; the interface across the n|etwork. We are finding that
part of this uniformity in C31 systems is dependent upon a command language
and structure that is dialogie-oriented and maps to a menu structure. Our
experience with the Army and Air Force shows that defining a language which
is con st'_. nt with the user's mental model of task operations, and has
easily compreimnsible semantic and syntactic structures, is necessary :o
support users in invoking and utilizing system functions. We feel that
such e language can be developed for military C3I systems, and that it
will provide adequate fault tolerarce and fast response times (both of the
system and the user). The success of the language hinges, however, on
thorough and accurate operational analyses.

Another issue related to the user cor-eand langua.,2 concerns the system

manager command language. The structre of this language is a problem
since it must be both a programming language as well as a medium for inter-active dialogue. It is not clear whether or not this language should be
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mutually exclusive from the user language. Resolution of this question is
dependent upon the definition of the system manager's role and tasks for
a particular system.

The semantics and syntax of a command language are inextricably related
to the data base structure. The capabilities of command languages to handle
the relationships between data and computer programs which use that data
are currently based on data bases structured via conventional file methods. I
This is inadequate and inappropriate for DBMS data bases. A DBMS data base
is desirable because it supports a more flexible and transparent user inter-
face. or example, conventional file structure data bases do not allow
data element naming at the file level; or put another way, a file, record
and field cannot all be named in the same command, but require three separate
transactions. However, data element naming in a DBMS system may be done in
one transaction as with filename7.<recordname)'. 4fieldname7. A dis-
advantage with this scheme is that naive and casual users are intimidated
by having to know complex storage attributes such as file/record/field
structures. A system is needed with multiple interfaces for a variety of
users. A top-down, layered, abstract machine approach to computer system
design will achieve tnis. In this concept the nutermost layer presents the
simplest interface for the most inexperlenced user. The simplicity may be
achieved by presenting only limited capabilities, or by presenting the
same capabilities available to the experienced users, but in a way tailored
to the naive user. Each layer of the machine should have all thc capabili-
ties of the previous layers plus capabilities specific to that layer. What
these capabilities are depends on the application environment of the system
and who the end users will be.

The relationships between command languages and data bases will become
more important and complex as the diversity of C I s'stems increases. The
driver in this relationship must be the consideration of the mental model
Sof the user both in terms of how he perceives system operations and what
cognitive processes he uses to perform his job.

Finally, a critical element in the validation of a user interface is
the building of a simulator. Accurate human modelling is difficult for
dynamic, real-time C31 systems, so simulation with the user in the loop is
necessary to closely approximate system operation.

There are four major types of simulators. Test driver simulators
provide simulated messages and inputs for test purposes. Performance
analysis simulators are used to determine the quantitative parameters of
the system, usually in terms of throughput. These simulators test whether
or not the system requirements have been met. Training simulators are used
tP train operators to use a systm where on-the-job training would be cost
or time prohibitive.

User interface simulators, often called testbeds, are the most appli-
cpblc type of simulator for this discussien. These testbeds generally per-
firm qualitative assessments of the system, e.g., determining whether or
nc. incoming data are sufficient for human decision-making tasks. These
testbeds are also used to validate operator and/or system level operational
concepts. This is done by validating the operational thread analyses.

(,!ice valid threads are defined, user interface elements and technologies,
which were missed in the top level analyses,often become obvious. The
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simulation and validation of operatienal threads is an ongoing, iterative
process performed in concert with increasingly detailed system design.

We are seeing that t e term man-machine interface (MMI) is deceptive.
A critical step in system design 'is the defirition and bounding of interfaces
to systems and subsystems. The MMI is bounded too narrowly; it is toooften limited to the %concept of "man-at-the-console". As shown earlier in
this discussion, the user interface implications and requirements go

far beyond that concept.
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ORGANIZATIONAL AND NON-ORGANIZATIONAL INFLUENCES ON

ATTITUDES TOWARDS WORK

Robin I. Lissak, University of Illinois
Captain H. Meades. Canadian Forces Personnel Applied

Research Unit (CFPARU)
h. Ailan Lind, University of Illinois

Research aad theory ,.n attitudes towards work has long been based on
ta~e view that the rewards obtained by working are a major determinant of
attitudes. QExchange'- theorists (eg AdamaQ1965; HUas.--96) have gone
so iar as to point to relative or absolute level of reward as the central
cause of worker satisfaction or dissatisfaction with work. We will describe
here a study of attitudes in the Canadian Forces that suggests that this
emphasis on the level of outcome is misplaced. In particular, we will present
c ata that shows that an individual's satisfaction with the organizational
procedures used to allocate outcomes is at least as important as his

satisfaction with the outcomes themselves in affecting overall job

satisfaction.

ea 1any studies have examined the relationshin between the magnitude of
reward associated with a job and the individual's attitudes towards work. A

consistent finding in this research has been that there exists a positive, but
weak, relation between reward and attitude. That is, higher rewards are
associated with more positive attitudes, but most of the variation in
attitudes cannot be explained by reward magnitude. The weakness of the
reward-attitude relation has prompted theorists to seek more sophisticated
notions of reward, which seek to allow for indivi.dual differences in the

meaning or value o. rewards. But even when these more sophisticated models of
reward are used to predict attitudes, there is much variation in work

attitudes that is not explained.

We undertook tha present study in order to test whether at least part

*of the unexplained variation in work attitudes could be accounted for by the
organizational procedures that link rewards to behavior. Prior to the present

* study there had been almost no work on the general effects of organizational
*procedures on job attitudes. We were neverthelesa persuaded by a growing body

of literature in social psychology that such effects do exist and that

" procedures might well explain the "missing" variation in job attitudes. The
social psychological studies had shown .at the procedures used to resolve
disputes, assign grades, or make political decisions had substantial effects
on the attitudes of those affected by the procedures. These effects occur
independently of the outcome of the procedures; even if an individual receives
a poor outcome, the use of a particular procedure that is seen as fair makes
the outcome more palatable and produces more favorable reactions to the
organization. Similarly, the use of a procedure that is seen as fair makes
favorable outcomes even more satisfying than they would be otherwise and,
again, produces more favorable reactions to the organization. We reasoned
that such procedural effects might well occur in the Canadian Forces and that
they might play a major role in affecting, for better or worse, the attitudes
of individuals towards their jobs and towards the Forces.
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In deciding o examine the role of rrocedures in affecting job

attitudes, we were j'-.o influenced by a practical consideration. Although it
would be of 3ome acddemic interest to discover any factor that influences job ,

attitudes, it would be of considerable practical importance if that facto: was
something under the control of the Forces. Procedures, because the5 are
promulgated by the Forces for the Forces, are more ea3ily modified than are j
other porential influences on attitudes. The line of reasoning we followed
went as follows: suppose we find that job attitudes are affected both by an
individual's satisfaction with the rewards associated with military service
and by his satisfaction with the procedures used to allocate those revards.
Suppose further thac we wish to improve attitudes to achieve our overall goals
in tne Forces. There is relatively little we can do within the Forces to
accomplish Lajoz changes in the leiel of rewards our people receive, buL there
is much more freedo)m of action in changing the procedures used to decide how
those rewards are to be distributed. If it is the case that procedures play a
major role in wock attitudes, we need to know that this is so, in order to
know what options axist for change and improvement.

The Caradian Forces, like any military organization, uses procedures to
govern and regulate its actions. We are concerned here, in particular, with
the procedures that govern the relationship between the Forces and its
memoers. Like most aimea Forces, we nave procedures that govern our
performance evaluation process, procedures that govern our promotion and pay
decisions, procedures that control posting decisions, procedures that control

retirement benefits, and procedures that allocate the work resources our
people use to do their jobs. These procedures are appropriately judged on the
basi3 of many criteria besides whether they engender positive attitudes, but
their potential effect on attitudes cannot be ignored. Most of us have seen

procedures that might have been a good idea with respect to the quality of
decisions they produce but that engendered such resentment that both general
morale and tie functioning of the procedure itself suffered. A major purpose

of our study was to determine how extensively attitudinal reactions to
prccedures affect overall attitudinal reactions to one's work.

The social psychological research and the theory it has generated
suggests that procedures engender posiLive attitudes to the extent that they

are seen as allowing those affected by the decision some "say", some input of

information prior to the decisL:n. The previous :csearcb also shows that the
favorability of an Lndividual's reaction- to a procedure could be measured by
soliciting ratings of his "batisfaction with prczedure" or ratirgs o- the
"fairness of the procedure". Aiiother measure thar. has been shown t;o be
closely tied to evaluations of procedures Is an individual's ratings If how
3atisf ed he is with his "treatment' by an o-ganization. The study described
below allected ratings on each of these groups of measures of reactions to

procedures, and it collected comparable ratings on measures of reactions to
several classes of rewards or benefits that one receives as a member of the
Canadian Forces. In addition, data was collected on general attitudinal

reictions to work in the Forces. Our major hypothesis was that measures of
reactions to procudures would be at least as important as the measures of
reactions to outcomes in predicting iob satisfaction.
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Method

The data reported in this study was collected as part of a pilot study
on attrition and retention in thE Canadian Forces conducted by the Canadian
Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit. The data was collected at four
military bases in ranada from 262 military personnel. A complete description
of the survey, sample and method is provided in Lissak and Mendes (in
preparation) and Mendes and Lissak (in preparation).

The measures of procedures and resources used in this study are as
follows: Subjects were asked to Indicate how satisfied they were with six
military benefits or resources (pay, promotion, personnel evaluation ratings,
postings, retirement benefits and resources needed to perform one's job). The
participants were then asked to indicate how satisfied they were with the
procedures used to allocate these six resources. The scales used were 5-point
scales ranging from "Very Dissatisfied" to "Very Satisfied". General attitude
was measured using the Job Descriptive Index (Smith, Kendall and Hulin, 1969).

Results
Ai

R ts results f the survey show that procedures are important predictors
of job attitudes. Table 1 shows the results of hierarchical regression
analyses predicting theta, the underlying satisfaction trait of the Job
Descriptive Index, from measures of reactions to procedures and from measures
of reactions to outcomes. The overall multiple correlation when all measures
of both outcome and procedure are used to predict job satisfaction is .657.
The hierarchical analyses test whether each set of predictors makes a
significant, unique contribution to explaining the variance in job
satisfaction. In the first analysis, nine measures of reactions to procedures
(satisfaction with each of the six specific procedures, agreement with
military procedures, an overall measure of say in determining outcomes, and an
overall rating of satisfaction with treatment) were entered first in the
regression equation. The resulting multiple correlation was .639. In the
second step of this analysis, seven measures of reactions with outcomes
(satisfaction with each of the six specific outcomes and an overall measuze of
satisfaction with Canadian Forces benefits) were entered in the regression
equation. The increase in the multiple correlation between the first and the
second step is an indication of the extent to which the predictors entered in
the second step make a unique contribution to the prediction of job
satisfaction. As can be seen in the table, reactions to outcomes made very
little difference in the regression equation; a test of the significance of
the increase in the multiple correlation fell far short of significance.
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Table 1

Hierarchical Regression Predicting Work Attitudes

Predictor Set Step R dR 2  F

Analysis 1

Procedure 1 .639 - -

Outcome 2 .657 .024 1.47

Analysis 2

Outcome 1 .509 - -

Procedure 2 .657 .173 8.29*

*p < .01
Analysis 1 df (7,245)
Analysis 2 df (9,245)

The second set of entries in Table 1 shows tbe results of a
hierarchical analysis that tested the unique contribution of reactions to
procedures in predicting job satisfaction. In step one, only the outcome
measures were entered in the equation, with a resulting multiple correlation
of .509. The addition of the procedure measures in step two of this analysis
resulted in a relatively substantial increase of the multiple correlation. As
reported in the Table, the test of the increase in the multiple correlation
was significant.

Discussion

We began the present study with the hypothesis that reactions to
procedures have a substantial effect on work attitudes. The results just
presented are entirely supportive of that hypothesis. No single study can
prove that reactions to organizational procedures are a major cause of job
satisfaction, but the present data exceeded our initial expectations in its
support of that idea. Not only do procedures appear to be equal to outcomes
in their effects on work attitudes, they appear to be more important.
Additional research will be needed to replicate this finding and to assess its
generality, but the present data leaves little doubt that further
investigation of the role of procedures is worth doing.
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This study clearly establishes the importance of studying the manner in
which the affective responses of members of an organization are influenced by
characteristics of that organization. In making this statement it should be
reiterated that no one single study can adequately address all questions.
This study did not, for example, investigate questions of causality or
variation in specific procedures. Nevertheless, this data points to a
potentially fruitful avenue of research on the formation of individual
attitudes.
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\ Assessing Motivational Skill Deficiencies
in Military 7rainees

Barbara L. McCombs
Denver Research Institute

Experience and research with the Air Force Advanced Instructional System (AIS)
indicated tLat many students entering this computer-managed instructional (CMI)
environment lack the basic conative, afiective, and cognitive skills required to effectively
motivate themselves and perform well in their technical training courses. Prior work in

00 this area has shown that substantial payoffs in reduced training time can be achieved,
through self-instructionaJ student training in time management and study skillst,
(Mc Cmbs, Dotovolny, & Jui2l1979). This earlier--work, h-odvere irr'estigaZL.
small set of skills essential to effective and efficient student performance in a CMI
technical training environment. "The present study was part of an effort to address

S additional student skill training areas particularly tailored to the unique conative,
affective, and cognitive skill deficiencies of those students performing in the lowest

0 qcuartile on course performance measuras.

*The basic approach taken to the identlifcation of likely sources of student skill
deiicier-cies k the conative, affective, and cognative domains consisted of the following
steps. First. an extensive review of literature related to underachievement and skill
training approaches was conducted. Second, the performance of students perfrming in
the lowest quartile on CMI course variables of interest (completion times and test scores)
was analyzed to determine whether existing AIS individual difference variables, measured
in a testing battery students completed before entering their technical training course,
could reliably discriminate this unsatisfactory group's performance from the remaining 75
percent of the students. Third, instructors and students in each AIS course involved in the
study were interviewed to provide a more intensive look at the kinds of student
characteristics that distinguished good versus poor performers. Information from these
first three steps was then used to design a set of individual difference measures related to
the identified conative, affective, and cognitive skill deficiencies of the poor versus good
performers and to the time and score performance variables of interest. The results of
validation efforts conducted with thr- resulting test battery are the subject of this paper,
as well as the implications of these findings for future validations of the battery and for
specialized skill training programs to addre-s the identified motivational deficiencies.

Results of the Literature Review

One goal of the literature review was to identify relevant theoretical and
empirical sources suggestive of skill deficiencies commonly experienced by those students
performing unsatisfactorily in instructional situations. Literature was reviewed from a
variety of prevalent theoretical perspectives, including attribution theory (e.g., Bar-Tal,
1978; Covington & Omelich, 1979; Halperin & Abrams, 1978; Thomas, 1979; Weiner, 1979),
information processing theory (e.g., Mischel, 1979; Rogers, 1977; Sternberg, 1977, 1979;
Wittrock, 1978, 1979), cognitive-behavioral orientations (e.g., Ellis, 1977; Kendall &
Hollon, 1979; Mahoney, 1977; Meichenbaum & Asarow, 1979; Woolfolk & Richardson,
1978), and theories of human development (e.g., Elkind, 1978; Erikson, 1968; Maslow,
1954; Miller, 1978; White, 1966).

This review identified the importance of the following student characteristic
variables for academic achievement: (a) the extent to which students have an integrated
value system; (b) the extent to which students accept personal responsibility for learning;
(c) students' level of self-esteem or self-acceptance; (d) students' inherent interest in
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learning or intrinsic motivation; (e) students' perceptions of the locus of responsibility for
their academic successes and failures; (f) students' feelings about the amount of control

. they have over academic outcomes; (g) students' ability to effectively and spontaneously
initiate executive processes and strategies that can be applied to prcblm solving or
reading comprehension tasks; (h) students' ability to effectively execute ,&Ills for dealing
with negative affect (e.g., test anxiety) while engaging in information processing
activities; (i) students' ability to cope with and adapt to task demands; (j) students' beliefs ' i/and expectations regArding learning situations and their ability t& perform in these

situations; (k) students' ability to cope with stressful situations through the use of '-)

assertiveness or stress management skills; (I) students' commitment to meaningful ,%o

academic and personal goals; (m) students' level of intellectual, emotional, and vocational -
maturity; (n) students' achievement of ego identity or personality integration; and (o) the
nature of students' self-verbalizations regarding themselves, their abilities, or
instructional factors.

Results of Data Analyses and Interviews A
The AIS performance analyses suggested that in the conative domain, compared

to students performing satisfactorily, students performing unsatisfactorily had low -
interest and motivation toward learning the course materials. In the affective domain,
the data indicated that students in the unsatisfactory versus satisfactory group
experienced high anxiety toward the course and toward -taking tests. In the cognitive
domain, results indicated that unsatisfactory versus satisfactory groups had poor logical
reasoning, reading comprehef:sion, and study skills. In addition, a greater percentage of
younger students and students with less education were in the unsatisfactory performance
groups.

Both instructor and student interviews indicated that the kinds of students
having the most difficulty successfully completing their technical training course were
those who exhibited the following characteristics which distinguished them from students
performing well. In the conative domain, the poorer students consistently were those with
low motivation to learn, with few military or personal goals, and who could be classified
as being low in maturity, with little self-disicpline or the ability to take responsibility for
their own learning. In the affective domain, the poorer students were generally those
with high levels of anxiety toward learning and taking tests, and who lacked ef fective
skills for coping with the demands of technical training. In the cognitive domain, the
poorer students were generally those with poor reasoning and comprehension skills, and/or
those who lacked decision makinE and problem solving skills.

Approach to the Design of a Motivational Skills Battery

Based on the results of the literature review, AIS student performance analyses,
and instructor and student interviews, a set of individual difference measures was
selected from available measures or designed in the case where existing measures that
tapped the par~icular student variables of concern could not be located. In general, the
measures assessed students' (a) personal values and goals (b) psychological and vocational
maturity, (c) self-esteem and self-efficacy, (d) expectations about the demands of the
military, technical training, and being able to take responsibility for their own learning,
(e) perceptions of their ability to deal with various sources of stress, (f) ability to make
responsible decisions (be assertive), (g) achievement motivation or fear of failure, (h)
success/failure attributions, (i) learning-related self-verbalizations, and (j) problem
solving and critical thinking skills.
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A total of 140 items were selected or designed to assess the student variables of
interest. These items were grouped into the following eight scales for the purpose of test
administration: (1) Reasons for Joining the Military (MILREA); (2) My Skills (MYSKILL);
(3) Who Am I? (WHOAMI); (4) What's Important to Me? (IMPORT); (5) My Expectations
(MYEXP); (6) Critical Thirking Skills (CRITHK); (7) Things I Say To Myself (THISAY); and
(8) Attitudes and Feelings About Learning (ATTSG). The MILREA scale was developed on
the basis of d similar scale used in assessing Army students' reasons for joining the
military. The MYSKIL, MYEXP, and ATTSG scales were developed to assess student
variables not assessed in other existing measures. The WHOAMI scale consisted primarily
of items selected/modified from Shostrom's'(1962) Personal Orientation Inventory and
Gordon's (1965) Survey of Personal Values. The CRITHK scale consisted of developed
items patterned after Watson and Glaser's (1964) Critical Thinking Appraisal. The
THISAY scale was composed of developed items which were based in part on the kinds of
cognitions and self-verbalizations identified by Crandell and LaPointe (1979) as being
related to level of psychological functioning.

The resulting battery of items was subjected to a validation process for the
purposc of identifying the smallest set of items which could (a) reliably discriminate
satisfactory and unsatisfactory performance groups in two AIS courses, and (b) define
particular skill training needs for those students performing unsatisfactorily. The results
of this validation process are described in the following section.

Validation of the Motivational Skills Battery

Administration of Measures. The eight measures described above, which
requirer" a total of between 30 and 40 minutes for students to complete, were
implemented at the beginning of the routine preassessment testing procedure for students
entering zhe Inventory Management (IM) and Precision Measuring Equipment (PME)
courses. Course supervisors and instructors responsible for preassessment testing in each
course volunteered to administer the measures at the beginning of preassessment for the
required period of time to collect adequate student data for validation purpose-s. They
were reminded of project goals, told of progress to date, and were informed of the
purpose of the individual difference testing and procedures to be followed in coliecting
data on the measures. Testing packages were prepared for each course and contained a
complete set of directio-, the eight tests, and two AIS answer sheets. Students were
instructed to complete the eight tests, in a specific order, and were told there was no
time limit. Instructors explained to students that this testing was being done for a
research project and their answers would be kept confidential.

Computer-based procedures for creating a separate study file of the individual
difference measure data, at the item level, were developed to enable validation analyses
to be conducted as part of the AIS data analysis capability. The study file was designed
to be compatible with requirements SPSS (Nie et al., 1975) and the AIS Test Item
Evaluation program, as well as to allow easy merging with regular AIS student
performance data. During the period of c;ata collection, data on 195 IM students and 117
PME students were collected for analysis. Perfomance data were available for all six
blocks of the IM course. Due to the much longer length of the PME course (30 weeks) and
the lower student flow, performance data were available in sufficient quantity for onlythe first block. Criterion variables for the predictive analyses were times-to-complete
each block and block test scorer.

The primary questions being addressed in this validation of the 140 items,
conceptually divided into eight scales, were: (a) How reliable were the scales initially? (b)
What construct validity could be demonstrated for the items? and (c) How well did the
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items discriminate between students performing satisfactorily and unsatisfactorily in the
IM and PME courses?

Initial Reliability of the Scales. 1T'e AIS Test Item Evaluation program was used

in the calculation of means, standard deviations, and alpha reliability coefficients for
each o± the eight scales. In both the IM and PME courses, moderately high internal
consistency (more than .75) was found for the MYSKIL, WHOAMI7 IMPORT, and THISAY
scales; moderate internal consistency (between .65 and .75) was found for the MILREA
scale; and low internal consistency (less than .50) was found for the MYEXP, CRITHK, and
ATTSG scales. These results provide some support for the conceptual classification of the
items, but also point to the fact that improvements in internal consistency could be made.
In addition, the similarity of findings for the two cou,-ses suggests that students were
interpreting items in a similar manner.

Initial Construct Validity. The construct validity of the 140 items and their
defining scales was first examined in a factor analytic process which successively
compared factor structures for various combinations of scale items until consistent
factors within and across courses were identified. In all factor analyses, tte Varimax
rotation procedure was used and only factors achieving an eigenvalue greater than 1.0
were selected. In addition, variables were considered to define a factor only if their
factor loading was eqdal to or greater than .40. Using this procedure, a total of 30
consistent factors were identified across the two courses' successive factor analysis runs.
The following number of stable factors were identified for the eight scales: (a) MILREA-
5 factors; (b) MYSKIL-2 factors; (c) WHOAMI-5 factors; (d) IMPORT-4 factors; (e)
MYEXP-2 factors; (f) CRITHK--2 factors; (g) THISAY-2 factors; and (h) ATTSG-
factor. This resulting set of 30 factors left 22 items not consistently loading on these

-factors, or a total of 52 variables o be examined in the next step of the validation.

Predictive Validity. The hasic question to be answered in the predictive validity
process was whether the 52 variabLes identified in the initial construct validity analyses

could reliably discriminate students performing staisfactorily in each course (fastest 75%,
high scoring 75%) from those students performing unsatisfactorily (slowest 25%, lowest
scorinox 25%). For both the IM and PME courses, frequency distributions were first
calculated on times-to-complete each block and block test scores, and score ranges for
the satisfactory and unsatisfactory groups were defined. Discriminant analyses were then

.. calculated, using the 52 variables from the motivational skills battery in the
discrimination -f satisfactory and unsatisfactory time and score groups. Next, Lhe
variables that best discriminated the groups were identified foi each course. Finally, the
complete set of variables that best discriminated satisfactory and unsatisfactory groups
across the two courses were identified.

The discriminant analysis results across the block time and score analyses for the
IM and PME courses indicated that 30 of the 52 original .riables were consstently
entering into the set of variables wnich discriminated the unsatisfactory and satisfactory
student groups at the p<.10 level. These 30 variables enrc;,c_ ass a majority of the
characteristics which were identified in the literature as possible indicators of students in

need of special skill training because of deficiencies in motivaticn. ior the IM data, the
best 30 variables correctly classified between 71.8 and 81.3 percent oi the students Ci the

p < .00i level. For the PME course data, the best 30 variabies Correctly classified
between 85.9 and 89.9 percent of the students at the p 4 .001 Across the two
courses, the set of variables which consistently discriminated s'e.. g:oups tapped the
following areas: military expectations, self-responsibility ani p.erceived efficacy for
learning, self-esteem, motivation for self-growth or improvement, decision making skills,
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positive versus negative self-verbalizations, ability to handle test anxiety, and presence or
absence of academic goals.

Implications of Findings

The initial validation of the motivational skills battery indicated that a reduced
set of the original items (30 variables) is predictive of the kinds of students performing
satisfact.",ily versus unsatisfactorily in a CMI technical training environment. The
variables making up the best predictor set are those theoretically related to student
moti-tation and achievenaent, and they have been used following this validation effort to
define a motivational skill training package for technical training studente.
Implementation of this package with PME students led to the findings that this type of
training can significantly improve student test scores and reduce test failure rates
(McCombs, 1982). What remains to be demonstrated, however, is the ability of the
validated predictor set to identify those students who would most benefit from particular
subsets of motivational skills training motivational deficiencies. A fruitful line of future
research, the-efore, is one directed at refining the revised motivational skills battery for
use in individualizing student assignment -o specific kinds of training addressed in the
motivational skill training package (e.g., career exploration, stress management, goal
setting, effective communication, problem solving). Not all students with motivational
problems require training in all these areas. Individualized assignment promises to
improve the efficiency of this type of training.
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- ISSUES CONFRONTING THE DESIGN OF A NEW
"-" BATTLE DRILL TRAINING SYSTEM*

Larry L. Meliza, G. David Hardy,
David Johnson and Jack H. Hiller

- U.S. Army Research Institute

"* for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Army units organize their combat training around two programs: (a) indivi-0} dual soldier training based on Soldier's Manual (S) tasks, and (b) collectivetraining based on their Army Training and Evaluation Program (APTEP). The
ability of units to meet individual and collective training requirements isreduced by shortages of experienced trainers. peacetime garrison/administrative0 distractions from training, and personnel turbuloncf (Funk, Johnson, Batzar,

! Gambell, Vandecaveye and Hiller, 19e0).

Effective training in the unit trinlng envirorment depends on the degree to.c which training and evaluation ca. be standardized across units, and it depends on
the extent to which individual trining and collective training can be suecess-
fully integrated. The Chief of Staff of the Army, General Meyer, called for
efforts to integrate individual Pnd collective training in his White Paper dated
February of 1980, and in a subsequent letter, dated June of 1980, called for
efforts to standardize Army traininc.

A standardized tran'ng system would, in effect, remove much of the burden
of preparing training ex.Jreises from the shoulders of inexperienced juniorlrders. Such a system would also insure that soldiers entering a unit would
have a training history similar tc that of the unit being entered and alleviate
many of the training problems caused by erscnnel turbulence. Further, a
standardized training system would reduce the amount of time required to plan/
prepare effeBctive training exercises and help to compeneate for garrison/
administrativ- recuirements which disrupt training schedules and reduce the timeavailable for training. Integration of individual and collective training could
insu .e that soldiers have mastered those individual skills necessary to benefit

m' rn collestive training and even make it possib'.e for training on selected
L, ,ividual tasks to be conducted concurrently with collective training.

. 2 Tegoal of the present project was to develo- a standardized training

system which integrates both iniividual and collective training requirements in
smdll units (e.g., squad, armor platoon, secti on, crew). The focus of the effort
was collectiv. training, with individual skills training subordinated to collec-
tive training requirements. The proponent for this research was the U.S. Army
Training Board (ATB). ATB required a product in the form of guidance materials
which training developers across U.S. Army scaools could use to apply the
standardized, integrated training system conc t, to their branches.

Inadequate or inappropriate utilization of new training innovations is a
frequent cad well documented problem (McCluskey and Tripp, 1975; Sialek, Brennan
and P...Ller, 1979; Scott, 1981). It was decided at the outset of the current

*The views expressed here do not necessarily represent those of the U.S. ArmyResearch Institute or the Department of the Army.
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projec that concern over the utilization of a product should influence the early
stages of product development, in that arAy new training system should be designed
t % nave a high potential fcr utilization in the field. This decision meant that
system characteristicz which might be ideal from the training technician's point
of view had to be compromised Zo mesh with the less than ideal circumstances in
whi-h unit traiuing exists. Designing a system which is compatible with the ,,
training environment would insure that th6 systeta is usable and is perceived by
user. ns being a pr,'duct which meets their real needs. Designing a system in this /o
way also supports the eventual implementation of the eystem, since the need for
Lpiementers to first radically alter thu skills/perceptions of the intended "

us-.rs or existing Army training management/organization (Gray, 198.) is cat'aful-
ly eliminated/reduced.

This project started with the design of a concept for standardizing small
unit training and integratir, individual skills training with collective train-
ing. The system concept was then further developed through trial application to
a sample branch of the Army, light infantry. After a usable prototype system had
been developed for light infantry, the principles/rules used in preparing the
?ine.l system were reco[,ded in the form of a draft guideline for training
developere. The clarity/adequacy of this guideline was then tested through trial
application., and necessary revisions were made in the guideline.

DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM CONCEPT

The starting point for this effort was a careful analysis of the tasks a
trainer must perform to plan. prep.re, and conduct integrated small unit train-
ing. The primary sources of this infcrmation were the various documents
describing the Army's Battalion Training Systeme Given that the purpose of the
project was to develop a standardized trainirg system, the next step was to
determine the extent to which these trainer tasks had been standardized or could
be standardized within the frameworr of ARTEP documents.

After a caraful review of ARTEP 7-15 for i . intry units and ARTEP 71-2 for
Mechanized Infantry, it was decided that increased standardization of entire
ARTEP missions would not meet the need for a stanaarized, training-envirorment-
3ompatible, small unit training system. ARTEP mission traiaing objectives
contain variable task, conditions and standards statements necessary to describe
the diverse situations in which a unit must be ab.e to perform each of its
missions. If entire ARTEPS were standardized to the degree necessary to help
inexperienced trainers conduct training and to rednce the effects of personnel
turbulence, ARTEPS would become extremely large, eumbersome documents. Time
constraints would force leaders to select among a l.rgc number of potential
training objectives, and, as a result, training would not be standardized across
units in terms of the specific training objectives being trained/evaluated.

It was decided to select small "chunks" of' battle actions which, .f
standardized, would provide the greatest benetit to small unit training. Two
criteria were believed tc be of special importance in selecting such chunks of
battle. First, the chunks of battle selected should require specific, active
participation by all, or nearly all, unit members. This ;riteri.on would insure
that all unit members would benefit from taking part in training. Second, the

portions of battle selected should have wide applicability across ABTEP missions.
in selecting these mission chunks, the siall unit training vehicle would be one
which fit tne general rubric of "battle drills." The primary distinction between
te present cattle drill training system concept and battle drills informally
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used by various unit leaders was in terms of the intended degree of standariiza-
tion.

The selection of drills as a small unit collective training vehivle meant
that the goal of inte, ating individual and collective train±ng would be accom-
plished by integrating individual skills training with drill training. The set
of SM tasks potentially covered within the small unit training system was tnue
reduced to those which are drill relevant. It was further determined that indi-
vidual skills training could be integrated with drill training in three ways.
First, certain SM tasks must be trained/evaluated in preparation for drill
training to avoid tying up the collective training with individual training.
Second, certain SM tasks could be completely trained/evaluated to SM standards by
simply embedding them in the drill standards. Third, certain S74 t'sks could be
fully trained/evaluated as time permits after parzial coverage during drill
training.

It was determined that the appropriate Method of integrating a particular
individlial skill would depend upon identifiable characteristics of the indivi-
dual skill. A decision rule was developed to determine how each sold4 oer's manual
task needed for a drill was to be integrated (i.e., as a drill prerequisite,
embedding it in the drill, providing. part.al coverage in the drill with a
recommendation to finish training as time permits). The primary goal of the
decision rule was to insure that a particular individual skill would not disrupt
drill training per se, or cause drill-training-time to be used in &n inefficient
manner.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTY, CONCEPT

Based on the definition for drill tasks formed early in rhe project (see
Table 1), the ARTEP for light infantry squads was analyzed to identify squad/
fireteam level drill candidates. Twenty-five candidates were found and then
reduced to 16, with the assistance of Army Training Board subject matter experts.
By retrospective analysis, the rules for identifying drills through analysis of
ARTEP missions and for, preparing standardized drill training objectives were
developed.

TABLE I

CHARACTERISTICS OF A DRILL TASK

- Keyed to one or more ART3? mission task~s

- Requires performance by most or all unit members

- Requires rapid unit reactions to enemy threat or leader order

- Minimizes need for lader tactizal decisions and coordination with

other units

- Requires a rela'Urely atandard Set of actions in a variety of
situations

- Has natural starting and stopping points

- Maximizes apDlication across ARTEP Mfissions - .
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Thp prototype drill trainiLng objectives included administrative conditions
for conducting training, as well as traditionax tactical -conditions. The

prototypes provided a brief description of desirable training site features,
instructions for properly positioning the unit and the opposition force at the
start of the drill, and the instructions to be given to the unit and to the
opposing force. The precisely defined administrative conditions served to
provide infcrmation which inexperienced junior leaders need ro conduct training
exercises that provide meaningful training to meet the performance standards.
The prototype training objectives were reviewed by subject matter experts (SMEs)
and a few ainor changes wpva made in the content of the training objectives in
response to SME feedback.

In the ccurse of preparing prototype drill training objectives, it became
apparent that certain portions of the ARTEP selected for drills were too complex
to be directly covered by standardized drill training Objectives. This com-
plexity was due to the large number of different tactical situations possible.
It was decided to simplify these complex trainiog objectives to facilitate
standardization and make it easier for trainers to conduct drill training by
narrowing the scope of those battle chunks initially selected as candidate
drills. This decision represented another compromise made to produce a usable
system, since it had the effect of reducing the number of drill-relevant SM tasks
and reducing the extent to which individual skills training and colictive

training would be integrated within the drill training system.

While defining prototype light infantry squad drills, it became apparent
that relatively few individual skills could be included in drills without

detracting from the objective of using drills as a collective training venicle.
A substantial number of SM tasks were excluded from drill training bec-iuse
including them would have required drill trainers to spend an excessive amount of
time training or evaluating each individual, at the expense of collective
training. Including certain other SM tasks in drills would have made it

neuessary for trainers to bring cumberscme equipment to the field, without
supporting collective training. Ctner SM tasks could simply be more efficiently
trained-evaluated using resources best used in garrison. Of the -e SM tasks found
appropriate for training/ evaluation in the field, only a few OoL. ' be completely

covered by drill performance standards, because the SM tasks standards often
require performance of actions not relevant to a given drill.

It was recognized that the act of merely placing battle drill training
objectives in the hands of junior leaders was not sufficient to insure that
effective drill training would be conducted. Four major potential problems in

the execution of drill training were identified. First, junior leaders might
lack the degree of familiarity with tactical doctrine necessarl. to conduct
effect've drill ti aining. Second, leaders might have difficulty controlling the

execution of an exercize. Third, leaders might not know how to most easily/mean-
ingfully apply each performance standard. Fourth, management of unit training
(i.n., planning, sequencing, resourcing, etc.) is c;,mplicatea, and drill train-
ing is no exception. Each of these problems wa2 addressed. Drill Trainer's

Guides were prepared for each of the sixteen prototype drills. Each Trainer's
Guide provides a lesson plan dhich includes (in addition to a training objective)
references to specific drill-relevant doctrine and step-by-step instructions for

conducting training on a particula drill. An abbreviated field-expedieira

version of cach Trainer's Guidle, the Trainer's Guide Out~ine, was prepared fo-

use by tra.ners during the conduct of training. Guide Outlines were bound
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together in the form of a pocket-sized booklet. An additional booklet, entitled
Drill Evaluator's Checklists, was prepared for use by training supervisors to
evaluate unit performanc- on a drill at the and of training. This latter booklet
is a gzreatly abbreviated version of the Trainer's Guide Outline, omitting such
features as the step-by-step procedures for conducting drill training. Finally,
a Drill Training Management Guide was prepared to help leaders resource and
schedule drill training in an efficient manner. These four training system aids
comoined tr form a prototype Drill Training Package (DTP).

The prototype DTP was tried out within two companies of one battalion
within the 7th Infantry Division. Companies were free to use or not use the DTP,
at the option of leaders, during a two week period of training away from their
home station. Training was observed on a non-interferenue basis. Both companies
made extensive use of the Drill Trainer's Guide Outlines and Drill Evaluator's
Checklist during the tryout. As a result of feedback provided by trainers,
seven minor editorial changes were made in the content of the Guide Outlines and

Checklists.

The principles/rules used in preparing the prototype DTP were recorded in
the form of a draft "Guideline for DIsiguing Drill Training Packages." The
clarity/adequacy of this guideline were tested using contract staff imulating
the role of school training developers. Members of the contract staff used the
draft guideline to prepare sample drill training objectives for both light
infantry and mechanized infantry units. Certain critical difference were found
between the training objectives produced by a contract staff and the prototypes.
In general, the sample trainiug objectives were very complex and left much of the
responsibility for designing drill training exercises on the shoulders of
trainers. In effect, the sample training objectives were too similar to their
parent ARTEP training objectives. In discussion with members of the contract
staff, i* became apparent that the failure to adequately specify the administra-
tive conditions under which each drill should be conducted was due to the
complexity of the sample training topics. In response to these findings, the
draft guideline underwent considerable revision to eyplain'demonstrate the re-
quired simplicity of drill training objectives relative to ARTEP mission training
objectives.

UTILIZATION OF SYSTEM CONCEPT

Soon after the company level tryout, the parent battalion and the parent
brigade adopted the prototype DTI' for use in training. The second resident
brigade later adopted the DTP for use, as did the 1st Brigade of the 82nd Airborne
Inf Division. To date, a total of over fifteen hundred copies of the DTP have
been requested for use by units in the 7th Infantry, 9th Infantry, 4th Mechanized
Infantry, 82nd Airboinc. 101st Airborne, California National Guard, Penitsylvania
National Guard and Oregon National Guard.

The U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) distributed six hundred

additional copies of the D)TP across major Army commands for purposes of review.
Feedback received from these major commands has been highly favorable. ATB has
decided to publish the revised "Guideline for Designing Drill Training Packages"
as a TR.DOG Pamphlet and is considering the possibility of publishing it as a
Regulation. The U.S. Army Avnor School has now used the guideline in preparing
drill training objectives for Armor platoons.
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A METHOD FOR IMPROVING SOLDIER'S MANUALS _

Elmo E. Mille-

Human Resources Research Organization

00 Problem

0 ,This research addresses the perennial problem of how to develop
effective printed instructions. It is directed specifically at task

*summaries for Soldier's Manuals, but the method is applicable to vir-
tually any kind of military task. We also wanted to translate theO method into a guidebook that would be a practical help for Army writers.

~~"4 Approach I

*Our basic approach was: (a) to revise a wide variety of task sum-
maries, trying for radical simplicity, and (b) to formulate rules that
were inherent in each revision. This is quite different from the "arm-
chair" ruminations on which most guidance for writers is based. We also
found some general principles that incorporate many of the particular
rules.

Some rules and examples

The first rule is to reduce all instructions to the barest essentials
in both words and pictures. Such instructions must involve a clear path
that leads the reader th,'ough the essential steps to the task objective.
The reader should not be led back and forth between text and illustrations,
between the text and various notes, or between alternate descriptions of
the procedure. Resolve that there is no "safe" way in your basic in-
structions to provide extra-material or alternate routes, just in case
someone might need them. A writer must rely on each element of the in-
structions to carry the message, or find a better way to say it.

For example, th. first illustration in Figure 1 combines several
pictures from the original. It shows all performers and all items of
equipment at the start. Since the purpose is to show configuration of
these elements, the component pictures can be small, because the reader
only needs enough detail to recognize the elements. Labels are provided
for each person or item of equipment, so the reader is not required to go
back and forth between text and illustration or between the illustration
and a legend. Notice that this differs from the common practice of using
call-out numbers, which are an arbitrary code requiring many extra steps.

-This research was conducted for the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences under Contract No. MDA 903-79-C-0191
monitored by Dr. Charles 0. Nystrom. The findings in this report are not
to be construed as an official position of the Department of the Army
unless so designated by other authorized documents.
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GROUND-MOUNT 81-1M MORTAR

Conditions: You are the gunner in this situation.
ASSISTANT

AMC9 BEARER

direct. in stake
•baseplate .,*

• "stake " r**

1 meter

10 meters t25 meters

2. Assembling Mortar eM E
Squad leaer: "TO YOUR FRONT." (crew stands up) "ACTION."
Scorer starts timing, 90 seconds.

IT.--

lhook chain and spread bipod legs

Figure 1. Revision, Mortar Example

This also exemplifies the keystone of our method: the integration of
text and lustratlions. What is said with illustrations is not repeated
ia the text. The writer must decide in each instance which will work

better, illustrations or text, and bet on that way. This may appear to be
only common sense, but it is contrary to standard practice. This rule
leads to tremendous simplification in most kinds of instruction. In the
second illustration (of Figure ldier enows w hostwo arrows replace alot of complicated prose.

Another means of simplifying is to focus on the results of each step,
and leave out alit trivial manipulations. Fo- example, the revision says
"hook chain" (bottom of Figure 1) instead of "Kneeling on his right knee in
front of the bipod and supporting it with his left hand, he unhooks the
chain, unwinds it, and rehooks the end hook on the chain hook." The
result is a hooke. chain, and that's all the soldier has to remember.

Note also that we used a dot as a handy way of indicating which steps
will be scored. This way, the soldier k-nows which steps constitute the

standard as he reads them.
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Notice the continuity between the illustrations in Figure 1. There
should be no abrupt changes in viewpoint (i.e., camera angle) between suc-
cessive illustrati':is unless that change is clearly indicated. One pictgre
in the original was very confusing because the viewpoint was flipped 180
without any indication~ of the change.

Our revisions used many fewer illustrations than the originals, but
* relied on them much more. The main reason for reducing the number of

illustrations is not to save paperor artwork, but to eliminate the need to
*relate several pictures to each other. Inferring such relations is a

tremendous burden for the reader. The number of sentences is reduced even
more, for similar reasons.

Our method also involves hierarchical organization (i.e., "chunking")
of the steps. An undifferentiated "laundry list" is generally hard to
understand, and very difficult to remember. The more effective organization
is quite compatible with other desirable features.

Figure 2 is another example, involving a comparison between original

Original Instructions Revision

b. To chc hzincwietsn 5est etr b. To check the firing wire:
iSeparate the 5rinit wire conductors a h.,&h ends, ind c..nnect (1) Twist wire together

those at one end to the te,t tc btndinic past. At..IS-te terst iet. Theindicantr
tastnp shouid not -lasn. [fi~t does. :ht i~rng wire hav a sort .1W

UktsSUtAre.O 0109"TSS71 of -M is
S*PAXAf5 A so, f04 Sos

lamp should flash .-

%OrS FLASRI

SATS~CTRY(2) Then untwist wire and

not flash

itd"not :!asn. :se -1-~.se -aS a 0"3Ks inmae zb.

..S54fSULA1 fD P1Rr-7fS OF MACeS
rVISTED foC2TWht A r 0545 -40

Figure 2. Integration of Text
-~ and Illustration

SAMCSACTORY DEECT".E

r.-gulr 2b
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instructions and our revision. The original has iour pictL-es involving
trivial variations, following bad advice to "use lots of pictures." There
is even grsater compounding of the prose, which leads the redder down an
extremely devious path. The revision is considerably shorter, and the
instruction "twist wires together" is connected directly to the pictur
with a call-out line. The revision also has a clear sequence, reading From
top to bottom, without detours. This degree of simplification is not un-
common.

The same basic method applies to procedures th c don't involve equip-
ment, such as computations or making entries in a standard form. In fact,
the payoff may be the greatest when n3 equipment is involved, because such
tasks provide little intrinsic feedback, and they tend to be abstract and
conceptually complex. Also, such "paperwork" tasks are often done with
minimal supervision.

Figure 3 is our revision of instructions from TM38-750, on how to fill
out a standard form for defer.ed maintenance. Tha most important feature
is thbat all instructions are clustered, with each cluster connbcted directly
to a particular response block. After each cluster there is an implied
"execute" command, so the reader can respond immediately, thus minimizing
the burden on memory. This differs from the common instructions to "read
everything before you do anything." By sorting the information according
to the reader's needs, we greatly simplify his task.

The original instructions also covered aircraft maintenance, which in-
volves some confusing variations. But aircraft are maintained by different
groups of people, so theiC instructions were given on a separate page.

The clusters of -esponses involve various kinds of subroutines, which
specify behavior with exceptional precision. The first block, "nomencla-
ture, refers to a long list of acceptable abbreviations, at the required
level of oenerality. But this "sist" kind of subroutine would not work for
the date block, which requires a more generic kind of specification. Notice
that these subroutines ar-e for very familiar kinds of problems. This
suggests that they have general applicability, and that a limited number of
subroutines may cover most instances. Therefore, we expect to develop a
highly generalizable technology as we apply our method to other tasks.

A demonstration experiment

Bob Cooper (who was with our organization) and I conducted a demonstra-
tion experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of tnis revision. Twenty-six
students and professors at U.T. Austin judged the correctness of six entries
on the standard form, under each of two conditions: by referring to the
original instructions, and by referring to the revision. Order of presen.-
tation was balanced. We scored the number correct under each condition,
and asked them to rate their confidence, and to indicate which set of in-
structions was easier to follow. The revision was significantly better on
all three measures (p-c.01, sign test). It reduced errors by 64%.
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TASK 143: Fill Out DA Form Z408-14

Conditions: In filling out DA Form 2404 there was a fault that could not be
corrected ineiately, but the e-,t.ipment was still operable. (This page is for
equipment other than aircraft. Aircraft faults are discussed on the following
page.)

Standard: Check correctness of entries on all cojaLs specifie~d below.
Procedure:

1. identification of vehicle
list nomenclature and model numbers From vehicle inspection tog, ar from
from TM 38-730, Appendix E nomenclature plate on vehicle

-~R K wfl4 i~iI

2. EntriesrUse one of the following:
deferred saintenane on action,
equipment still operable j. defined '1n In 38-750

-' -deficiency that oniy degrades par& 4-2 c(l)
efficiency

-- pnaencially dangerousj
Do not use "r" because that means the equipment is inoperable, and you should
use DUA Form 2407.
Do not erase status symbol tC it is an error. Instead, draw a line through
t-he wole entry and start again on the next line.

Copy verbatim from 2404, column c. Date of entry

Give reason for delay and -,Signature of commanding
information about action officer or designated

taken.representative

i3* Fault Corrcted itLsp rp&w7 A

a. Di NSoN:(sio Si t oc after the lat ulian correta atsrqetedtifrmve

discarded.

Figure 3. Revision of Standard Form for Mainten~ance
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A classification of tasks
A taxonomy of tasks was developed so that the method could be better

applied to specific tasks. A basic split is between (a) procedures with
equipment, (b) procedures with data, and (c) performances that are irreg-
ular in sequenca. This is because involvement of equipment and sequence
of steps are important considerations in writing instructions. The finest
division involves 31 categories, which is too many for discussion here.
However, the following classes (with examples) may indicate the general
kinds of distinctions involved: construction (construct a mortar position),
assembly (ground-mount a mortar), diagnosis it, maintenance (electronic
troubleshooting), using numerical tables (for getting a logarithm), and
identification of equipment (combat vehicle identification).

Discussion

A
Revision is a craft involving numerous rules and principles. However,

it is not some vague form of art, in which the practices are merely a
matter of opinion. Revision becomes much easier as numerous examples and
more explicit rules are developed. Even today there are many high-density
tasks, in which people are especially dependent upon printed instructions,
where this kind of revision will be well worth the effort.

The keystone of our method is integration of text and illustrations.
This allows us to slip through the horns of an old instructional dilemma:
whether to present rules first, or examples. Our method leads the reader
to consider rules and examples together, which appears to be the best way
by far.

The aethod may alleviate critical manpower requirements. Some of the
most stringent requirements seem to result from tasks that have not been
sufficiently proceduralized. It generally requires more experience and
ability to develop effective procedures and to communicate them, than to
perform the procedures once they are established. Our methods may be an
important tooi in proceduralizing of tasks.
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'.> RETENTION OF ARMOR PROCEDURES:
A STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

John E. Morrison

ARI Field Unit - Fort Knox

0- ) Over the last few years the nature of armo- tasks has changed rather

00 dramatically. In older tanks, tasks such as ranging to the target and
leading a moving target have a large skill component. With the advent of

0 the laser rangefinder and automatic lead components built into modern fire
control systems, these tasks have become largely automated and thus easier
to execute. However, the pre- and post-operation procedures required by
these sophisticated systems are quite complex and difficult to learn.
Complicating this training problem is the fact that procedural skills areparticularly susceptible to forgetting over periods of no practice. Be-

.- cause of the importance of procedural skills to armor performance, the ARI
Field Unit at Fort Knox has been involved in developing methods for train-
ing and sustaining procedural skills.

>" As a basis for this research programlbrrison and Goldberg (1982)
p-esented a model of the memory structure which underlies procedural task
performance. The model assumed that memory for a procedure is hierarchic-
ally organized around task goals. In the present study, this model was
tested by a proximity analysis of soldiers' recall. Proximity analysis
(Friedly, 19-9) is based on the assumption that items grouped together in
memory tend to cluster together at recall. To perform this analysis, esti-
mares of temporal or ordinal proximity are obtained on an item-by-item
basis. The proximities are then subjected to a hierarchical cluster analy-
sis, the result being a graphical representation of memory structure. This
technique was applied to the verbal recall and hands-on performance of
armor procedures. It was predicted that soldier responses would cluster
about discernible task goals.

A significant characteristic of procedural skills is their tendency to
be forgotten over time. For instance, Osborn, Campbell, and Harris (1979)
documented declines in armor task performance over the period between basic
ttaining and field unit assignment. Perhaps such decrements in skill are
associated with changes to memory organization. To investigate this possi-
bility, memory structures produced by armor crewmen in the final phase of
entry-level craining were compared to structures of armor crewmen assigned
to an operational field unit.

METHOD

Testing Procedure

Two groups of armor crewmen participated in the present research pro-
ject. One group was made up of 12 soldiers from the 1st Armor One Station
Unit Training Brigade at Fort Knox (OSUT soldiers). The second group con-
sisted of 12 soldiers drawn from the 194th Armored Brigade, a Forces Command
unit at Fort Knox (UNIT soldiers).
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Soldiers were tested on six procedures in all, but results from only two
were reported here. (Results from all six tasks were presented in Morrison,
1982.) The representative tasks were to clear the M240 coaxial machine gun
and to put the AN/VRC-64 tactical FM radio into operation. Soldiers were
first asked individually to recall the procedures in a step-by-step manner
while a tester record3d their responses on audio tape. Then, they were
given hands-on tests on the same tasks. Hands-on performance was video-
taped by another tester. Later, the audio and video tapes were transcribed
into written protocols.

Proximity Analysis

According to Friendly's (1979) technique. proximity can be measured in
terms of the differences in ordinal positions of recalled items or in terms
of inter-response times. The choice of measures depended on the sequence
demands of the task.

The elements of the clear task had to be performed in a fixed order, and,
for the most part, soldiers recalled the procedural elements in that sequence.
Consequently, adjacent elements in the protocols all had a proximity of one
with respect to output order. In contrast, the time intervals between proto-col elements were free to vary between subjects. For the clea: task, then,
proximities were defined in terms of inter-response times. However, inter-

response proximities could be obtained for verbal recall and not for hands-on
performance. Two problems prevented measurement of times between hands-on
responses. First, the onset and offset of a response element could not be
reliably observed within the fluid series of actions which comprise hands-on
performance. Second, factors other than memory organization (e.g., spatial
location of parts) affected inter-response times. Thus, the memory structure
for the clear task was derived from verbal recall and not bands-on performance.

In contrast to the clear task, elements of the radio operation procedure
could correctly be performed in various orders. Consequently, both inter-
response times and output order could have been used as measures of proximity.
However, output order had two advantages over inter-response times under
these circumstances. First, output order was a more stable measure than inter-
response time, especially without restrictions on response order. Second, out-
put order could be measured for hands-on performance as well as verbal recall,
allowing comparisons of memory structures derived from boch modes of perform-
ance. Thus, output order was used for this task to derive two memory struc-
tures based on verbal and hands-on performance.

Proximities for every pair of elements were computed by taking .:he median
of the inter-response times (clear task) or the mean of the differences in out-
put order (radio operation task). Medians were used in the clear task because
of the markel positive skew of the inter-response times. The central tenden-
cies of the soldier proximities were then entered into element-by-element prox-
imity matric s. A hierarchical cluster analysis was then applied to these
data. The order of elements for the clear structure (left-to-right) was simply
the prescribed sequence for the clear task. For the radio operation procedure,
however, the displayed sequence was determined by the transition probabilities
generated by the soldiers' performance.
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RESLTS AuND DISCUSSION

Table 1 contrasts OSUT and M~IT groups 3r, the mecm, ntumbezz of total

Table 1
Xeau Errors in Respoaise _____ ___ ___

Tasks OSUT Grou
_____________ __________ Verbal Rera11______

Clear the N~240 -1.4 3.2<.0
Operate the AN/VRC-C14 0.8 6.0 <.001

Clear he 40(Hands-On Perfiraice)
Cla h 200.6 [.4

Operate the A.N/VRC-64 1. 0 M~ ____ <.31

errors conmitted while either recalling or Derforming the procedures. As can
be seen, UNIT soldiers made rTore errora than OSUT suldie::s on every task. T
tests revealed these differences to be significant except ft-r the contrast of
hands-on performance on the clear task. These results provided further evi-
dence that procedural skill performanc;e does decline over the period from
entry-level training to field unit assig'-ient. Furthermore, the group dilfer-
ences in accuracy of verbal recall para .el the differences in hands-on
proficiency.

The hierarchical structures derived from verbal recall of the cleae task
are shown iii Figure 1. Beth OSUT and UNIIT structures indicate that task ele-
taents are organized around discernible, temporal subgoals. It can be seen
that both stzuetures are 3egmented into two high-level sequential subgoals.
Elements of the first group relate to the removalI of all sources of ammunition
from the weapon. The second group of elements pertains to returning the wea-
pon to a safe state after unloading. As can be seeiz, si)me of the iitermediate
hierarchical connect ions dif fez between OSUT and 1N1. 3tructures, but the low-
est level telations show exactly the same pairings of elements. These first-
order relationships reflect a few mechanical and safety rules which serve as
basic constraints to order: (a) The safety must be in FIRE In order to move
the bolt either forward or bacrward; (b) to prevent aCLidental discharge, the

* safety must be in SAFE before opening the cover; and (c) the fing chamber
Is accessed by lifting the feed tray.

The OSUT and UNIT structures for the radio operation procedure are shown
in Figure 2. In contrast to the temporal organiz5ation Jf the clear task, re-
call~d elements of the radio operation procedure are organized around the
spatial relL-Ionships batween the AN/VRC-64 components. In both 0OSUT and UNIT
structures, there are three discernible 3ubgrials which relate to major rrdio
components: econnect/adjust the audio accessories, operate the audio frequency
amplifier, and operate the radio-transmitter. The latter two subgoals are
joined at a superordinate level presumedly because the audio frequency ampli-
fier is locate6 on top of the radio-transmitter, both of which are separated
in space from the crewmarD's -ontrol box and audio accessories. Even at the
lowest hierarchical level, spatial organization is szill obvious. For in-
stance, tie elements 'adjuS-. L. volume" and "set function switch on SQUELCH"

do not hava Lo be perfoi-ee4 i any particular .. rder. However, because the
volume control. and function s;witch are- locazed close together on the radio
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transmitter, both OSUT anL UNIT soldiers recalled the two steps together in
their protocols. Consequently, these elements are directly connected at a
low hierarchical level.

Although there were some minor discrepancies between OSUT and UNIT
structures, the similarities between group hierarchies were more striking
than the differences. To obtain a measure of structural isomorphism, en-
tries in OSUT proximity matrices were correlated with corresponding entries
in UNIT matri-es. For the clear task and the radio operation procedure, the
correlations were quite high (.93 and .82, respectively) indicating similar
patterns of re3ponse proximities. These findings suggested that changes in
recall levels do not necessarily imply changes in memory organization.

Using output order as a proximity measure, hierarchical structures of
the radio task were also derived from hands-on performance. All in all, the
hands-on structures were remrkably similar to the verbal structures. How-
ever, the correspondence appeared szronger for the UNIT than the OSUT sol-
diers. To test this, verbal and hands-on matrices were correlated for OSUT
and LNIlT data separately. The correlation coefficients were .95 and .75,
respectively. The significance cf the difference between correlations was
tested by using the "jack-Ikife" procedure for estimating the sampling dis-
tribution. The difference was highly significant, t (14) = 23.70, 2 <.001.
The aalyses thus confirmed a high degree of similarity between verbal and
hands-on structures for OSUT soldiers but a lesser degree of correspondence
in the UNIT structures.

Research has indicated that making learners awa-e of task structure in-
creases response organization and improves recall. Thus, structural infor-
mation garnered from proximity analyses may be used to aid in training and
sustaining procedural skills. However, to apply this information to a real-
world training situation, task goal structures must be presented in a way
that is comprehensible to trainers and students with a minimum of explana-
tion. Future research will be addressed to designing structural training

aids and determining how such aids can best be incorporated into procedural
training.
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-) The Rolationship between Farm.ing Activities,
Physical Fitness and Body Fat

John B. O'Leary, MD
Department of Family Practice and Community Health

University of Minnesota

INTRODUCTICN

' 0 "The ultimate goal of this research is to develop a simple, accurate method
* ___ for measuring physical fitness in large population groups.

"-The objectives of the present study represent small steps toward this larger
goal:

'@To calculate mean fitness levels of groups of National Guardsmen and to
determine the statistical significance; if any, of observed differences. -

0 eo explore the generalizability of studies on National Guardsmen by compar-
ing height/weight data on National Guardsmen with data from the most recent
probability sample of U.S. males, the 3971-1974 U.S. HANES survey. (AbrJm,
JohniQh & Raiar, 1921-1974).

0 To identify military units with higher percentages of farmers and to begin
pilot studies of life habits, fitness levels and body fat of men in these
units. -

o o record baseline data for fut-ire calculations of the reliability and
validity of this new fitness testing method.

BACKGROUND

The health status of farmers is difficult to describe and much harder to
measure. Ten years ago, a group at the University of Ilinnesota attempted to
corelate z. widely used health status questionnaire with three direct measure-
ments of physical fitness and oral hygiene in a group of farmers (O'eary,
Zaki & Alexader, 1973). i-he questionnaire consisted of four questions
covering days of hospitalization, the history of the use of medicines, a check-
list of acute conditions and a checklist of chronic conditions. Each condition
was assigned a numerical weighting on the seemingly logical assumption that
higher scores would represent poorer health (Kisch, Kovner, Harris & Kline,
1969). RanK order correlation of all variables revealed no significant
relationship between the health status questionnaire, physical fitness measured
by bicycle ergometry, oral debris as measured by staining and periodontitis
evaluated by direct inspection. The failure of a standard health questionnaire
to correlate with direct health status measurements suggested that farmers as
an occupational group are not an homogenous subset. This inference was
supported by a statement by the director of the southwestern Minnesota

Agricultural Experiment Station who estimated that about half of the farmers
in that area grew only crops while the other half were diversified with farm
animals, usually hogs or cattle, -n addition to crops of corn, soybeans, or
small grain.
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There are obvious differences in the appearance of these two types of farmers'
land and in their work habits. Cash cropping is closely associated with
flatland and a life-style which includes working intensively a few months of .
the year. Those farms with both crops and farm animals appear quite
different from those with only crops. The more diversified farming is often
associated with rolling hills, younger farmers and a work schedule that goes
on for seven days a week, twelve months a ysar.

The medical literature of recent years is filled with reports of the relation-
ship between work activities, leisure activity and coronary disease (Chave,
Morris & Moss, 1978; Brand, Paffenbarger, Sholtz & Kampert, 1979; Magnus,
Matroos & Strakee, 1979). For the last 40 years medical literature has
emphasized life-style and disease rather than life-style and health. More
recently, especially within the Past years, many medical writers have shifted
from a disease orientation. There appears to be increasing emphasis on direct
measurement of health with several investigators relating life habits to
measurements of physical fitness levels and body fat (DeBacker, Kornitzer,
Sobolski, Dramaiz, Degre, DeMarneffe & Denolin, 1981; Leon, Jacobs, DeBacker
& Taylor, 1981).

The need for accuracy in fitness testing has confined more testing to exercise
physiology laboratories because no simple yet accurate technique has been
available for field fitness testing. Fifty years ago, Hunt (1921) described
the search for a technique of making physical fitnest measurements in the field
by saying that what we are really trying to measure is the capacity for
moving one's body from place to place by one's cictomary means.

Customary activities imply motivation and a major difficulty with field tests
of walking or running is the evaluation of motivation. Performance on a
performance-based field test can be directly proportional to the amount of
effort expended by the subject. Treadmill testing can provide an evaluation
of motivation by electrocardiographic recording of maximum heart rates.
Motivation can be evaluated even more accurately during maximal treadmill
testing by determining the amount of oxygen an individual is able to consume
when worked to exhaustion. When the maximal amount of oxygen utilized remains
the same on repeated testing, it can be assumed that the individual has made
a maximal effort. The amount of oxygen consumed has been shown to be the single
best predictor of an individual's actual performance in exercise situations.
This, then, is the gold standard . . . V02 max . . the "truth" against which
other fitness testing methods are judged.

The most widely used field physical fitness tests were recently evaluated by
Edmond Burke (1976) who reported that among all tests, the 12-minute run
correlated be;t with V02 max. Other studies have supported this and in general
have concliCed that field tests which correlate best with V02 max are tests
lasting 12 to 15 minutes and covering distances of 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 miles
(Cooper, 1968; Cooper & Askewin, 1966; Doolittle & Bigbee, 1968).

But all these field testing methods suffered f-om the same two problems,

evaLuating motivation and controlling pace. About 15 years ago, Sedgewick
and Paddick (1966) were the first to suggest a field method for accurately
controlling pace. Their pacing device consisted of a 20-foot rotating arm
which paced individuals running on circular tracks. The advantages of this
method were that it did involve measuring the capacity for moving one's body
about by one's customary means, namely walking and running on a level surface.
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It also had an advantage over laboratory tests in that it could be given in a
minimal period of time to a large number of subjects. The disadvantage was the
technical difficulty of constructing and controlling a 20-foot rotating arm.

During the past two years, I have developed a field method for fitness testing
which replaces the 20-foot rotating arm by a timing device placed in the center
of concentric circles. This timer emits a short bee. every six seconds and
can be calibrated so that when one crosses a diameter of a circle at six-
second intervals, one is walking at a controlled speed regulated by the timer
and the circumference of the circle.

This new field test works in a manner similar to the device suggested by
Sedgewick and Paddick (1966). It simulates a treadmill by having subjects
walk in progressively larger concentric circles Work loads can be controlled
accurately and can be increased from three miles per hour to ten miles per
hour by one MPH increments, four minutes at each stage. The endpoint is the
number of minutes completed before subjects become too exhausted to continue.

This new method was first used to test l,.00 National Guardsmen attending
annual training at Camp Ripley, Minnesot±, during the summer of 1981.
Approximately 1,000 of these men were f2om rural areas. The fitness levels in
men age 18-24 were excellent but there was a sharp decline of fitness with
age. As fitness levels declined, measurements of body fat by a standard
skinfold method showed a marked increase in the mean percentage of body
fat (Sedgwick & Paddick, 1966; O'Leary, 1982). It was these findings which
raised questions as to whether rural groups would differ from a probability
sample of the U.s. population in height and weight and, if so, would farm
life-style account for these differences?

METHODS

Military units to be tested were selected from among southwestern Minnesota
communities which were estimated by senior National Guard officers to contain
the highest percentage of men actively engaged in farming. Guardsmen in these
communities train on weekends. Previous experience had suggested that the
circular testing pattern could be marked on the local armory floor with colcred
masking tape so that floors would not be damaged.

Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Data was recorded on a pre-
coded data form which included Social Security number and age. Height and
weight were measured and a smoking history obtained. Farm life-style was
determined by asking those who worked on farms to record how many acrea they
had in cultivation, hw many feeder cattle, how many cow-calf, how many airy
cattle and how many hovs were on their farms?

Body fat was estimated by two methods. First method was girth measurement
using standard military technique wnich involves duplicate measurement of the
neck and waist circumference. The second method of estLoating body fat
involved duplicate measurement of chest, abdomen, and thigh skinfold using
a Lange caliper calibrated at 7.5 grams per square millimeter of faceplate.
Physical fitness levels were d =Lerxitined by the method previously described
(O'Leary, 1982) with the endpoint being the nunber of minutes completed
before exh-ustion.
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RESULTS

The 1981 study of National Guardsmen (O'Leary, 1982) suggested minor differences
between the nine National Guard units (n = 464) with the highest percentage
of participation in the study. However, when homogenous subsets for the
variables weight and fitness were compared by analysis of variance, these
differences were not found to be stat.istically significant. Most differences
could be accounted for by age (Jackson & Pollock, 1978), with those units
composed of younger individuals scoring significantly better on fitness tests
and having significantly less body fat.

TABLE 1

GROUP NUMBER 1 2 3 4

Military unit of U.S. Army 682 1742 200 47

National Guard ENG BN TRANS Co ADA Arty HQ DIV Arty

Number of Guardsmen Tested 46 113 36 34

Mean Age of Guardsmen in 30 30 36 37
Years ......

Mean Height in Inches of 69.5 70.3 68.0 70.5
Test Group SD 4.5 SD 2.8 SD 2.4 SD 2.5

Mean Weight in Pounds for 173.8 181.2 186.1 192.0
Test Group with Correlation SD 28.7 So 24.4 SD 22.5 SD 29.2
for Clothing Factors

95% Confidence Interval for 165.2 to 176.6 to 178.5 to 182.0 to

Mean Body Weight 182.3 185.7 193.8 202.1

Mean Body Weight for Men of 175.3 180.4 181.3 191.6
Same Age and Height as Test SD 23.3 SD 24.2 SD 23.5 SD 26.2
Group from U.S. HANES
1971-1974 Survey (Abraham,
et al.)

Mean Fitness Levels Recorded 19.2 M3N 18.3 MIN 17.4 MEN 17.9 MIN

as Number of Minutes SD 4.9 MIN SD 5.0 MEN SD 5.3 MIN SD 4.1 MIN
completed in Incremental
Walk/Run to Exhaustion,
and Standard Deviation

95% Confidence Tnterval for 17.8 to 17.4 to 17.8 to 16.8 to
Mean Fitness Level 20.7 19.2 20.7 18.9

Minutes Minutes Minutes Minutes

As shown in Table 1, which compares groups of similar ages, there were no
significant differences in fitness levels.

Of the 347 individuals tested in March 1982 at armories located in seven south-
western Minnesota communities, there were 45 who were actively engaged in
agriculture (see Table 2). The difference in age between farmers who produce
cash crops and those who work with farm animals is significant.
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TABLE 2

N X Age SD X %BODY FAT* SD

Individuals Who Work 10 27.7 Years 19.2%
Only with Cash Crops SD 5.2 SD 4.3

Individuals Who Work 35 23.0 Years 13.4%
with Both Crops and SD 4.8 SD 3.9
Farm Animals

*When Mean Body Density (MBD) = 1.10938 - 0.0008267 (X2) + 0.0000016 (X )
20.0002574 (X,) when X = Sum of Chest, Abdomen and Thigh Skinfolds and

X3 = Age in Years. Percentage Body Fat = (4.57/MBD - 4.142) x 100
(Jackson & Pollock, 1978)

DISCUSSION

The finding that only 45 [approximately 13 percent] of men in seven rural
Minnesota National Guard units were actively working on farms was surprisingly
low. This may simply represent a sampling error in that many farmers may not
join the National Guard. Large farm operations have such a great capital
investment that there may not be a financial inducement to join a National
Guard unit.

Another explanation of the low percentage of farmers might be that the massive
migration from farms to cities in the United States has depleted the Minnesota
farm population. Shover (1976) reported that movement from farms to urban
areas has been very rapid. Outmigration reached a peak of 1 million per year
in the 1950's. He states that at present, less than 5 percent of the popula-
tion of the United States is employed in farming.

Vogel and Patton (1978) reported significant differences in fitness levels and
body fat among regular army units. They speculated that these observed
differences were related to stages of training. The insignificant differences
in fitness levels noted in the present study probably reflects the fact that
National Guard units tend to be at similar stages of training.

National Guard units, because they are composed of citizen soldiers, may also
be more representative of the general population than other military groups.
This is suggested by the nearly identical weights of the National Guardsmen
and the U.S. HANES probability sample. Only Group 3, the 200th Air Defense
Artillery Unit from New Mexico, differed slightly from the HANES sample.
This probably reflects a basic anthropological difference bctween this
primarily Mexican-American group and the HANES sample.

The small number of National Guardsmen actively engaged in agricultural pro-
duction and the selection bias inherent in a military study limit the
inferences that can be drawn from this study. The seemingl, large differences
in body fat between cash croppers (13.4 percent] and those .!orking with farm
animals [19.2 percent] is not signficant because body fat increases with age
and the mean age of those working with farm animals was 23 years while the
mean age of the cash croppers was 27.7 years [Table 2].
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ABSTRACT

The Effect of Fatigue on Reliability of
Job Inventory Responses

John J. Pass, PhD
Robert E. Chatfield

Navy Occupational Development and Analysis Center

Marjorie Royle

Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

It has long been hypothesized that the length of a survey
instrument such as a Job Task Inventory or a so-called
Training Importance Survey could well have an effect on the
reliability of the responses on that instrument. In design-
ing the Navy's current Training Importance Survey (TIS), a
decision was made to examine this hypothesis. The approach
was to administer two versions of the instrument, one con-
tairing sectIons of items in the reverse order of the other,
and then determine if responses to items were a function of
the item order of presentation. This determination con-
sisted of comparing vectors of mean responses to items within
and across forward and reverse versions and examining the
reliability of items as a function of order. Findings for
one particularly long instrument revealed that there was
indeed a greater difference in mean vectors across as compared
to within versions and that reliability in terms of number of
responses made to an item was a function of order. Additional
studies are ongoing to determine the generality of these
findings and to determine procedures to minimize this
unrel i abi i ty.
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A COMPARISON OF STRATEGIES FOR
IMPROVING STRESS-COPING RESPONSES

Earl H. Potter III
Department of Economics and Management

0U. S. Coast Guard Academy

SImplicit in the many studies of the relationship between stress and per-
formance isthe belief that abetter udrtnigof steswill spotthe

-ith understanding of es supr

development of treatments for stress. Foremost, these studies demonstrate
that excessive stress does have negative consequences for performance. In
addition, such studies have begun to detail the process whereby stress im-
pacts on performance. In the first case we have a call for action; in the
second, the tentative outline for an action plan.

Stress, according to Selye (1974), is the response of the body to any
perceived demand. McGrath (1976) argues that the perception of demand is a
complex process that includes the individual's estimate of the degree of dif-

ficulty of the demand contrasted with the availability of resources to meet
the demand. Some cituations are likely to be perceived as stressful by any-
one, for example, running out of gas in the Bronx after midnight or receiving
a registered letter from the IRS. The experience of stress in other situations,
however, will vary widely with individuals. Meeting new people or taking an
exam are comon situations which terrify some while boring others.

When i dividuals encounter demands which they experience as streszful,
their pc .ormance of a wide range of tasks tends to suffer. Decrenents in
performance are most severe when stress is high and the task is new and un-
familiar. Yet even in the most demanding situations some people tend to
succeed. A growing body of evidence suggests that such people may actually
experience a level of stress comparable to other persons who fail in the same
situation. One reason for their success appears to be in their ability to
focus on the task at hand and avoid distracting thoughts and behaviors directed
at coping with the experience of stress itself (Anderson, 1976; Sarason, 1979).
The possibility that such skills for dealing with stress might be taught to
less skilled persons is suggested by the several existing approaches to deal-
ing with test anxiety (e.g., Meichenbaum, 1972).

Other researchers have noted that seemingly exogenous influences such as
available social supports can diminish the negative consequences of stress.
Available social supports have been reported to minimize the impact of stress
on psychological and physical health (Bloom, 1975) and to improve academic
and professional performance (Goper'und, 1980). In combination, these studies
suggest that a member of a cohesive team who avoids catastrophising about the
consequences of failure and concentrates on meeting the challenge is the per-

son most likely to survive stress and prosper.

7hi!s paper summarizes one aspect of a set of three studies intended to
develop coping skills and social supports among the cadet corps of the U. S.
Coast Guard Academy. 14hile smaller, and popularly considered less military,\
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the Coast Guard Academy functions much the same as the larger Academies oper-
ating under the Department of Defense Cadets enter the Academy at the begin-

ignfng o ff- e summer preceding the1i-f-reshman year. This summer training period
which precedes the start of the academic year is called "Swab Summer" and is

intended, among other things, to be stressful. It has changed little since
Dorbusch (1955) used the Coast Guard Academy as a model for military social-
ization. Swab Summer is a period of radical change, tremendous pressure for
success, heavy demands on time and physical challenge. Previous studies have
shown that many of the stressful elements of tie summer training experience
exist throughout a cadet's four years at the Coast Guard Academy. These
studies have also shown that such stress is associated with a decrease in
academic perfcrmance (Barnes, Potter & Fiedler, 1982). Recognition of these
results presented the Coast Guard with a dilemma. On the one hand, it is
desirable to maximize cadet performance, on the other hand, the Coast Guard
has no inteption of modifying its training program in order to reduce stress.
Tqefore- fforts to improve cadet performance have been focused on improv-
fng the capability of cadets to deal with existing levels of stress. -

Study I was planned as a field experiment in which one treatment group
would receive a manipulation intended to focus a cadet's attenticn on his own
ability to meet and deal successfully with the challenge of Swab Summer. A
second treatment group received an additional manipulation intended to increase
support networks within his platoon. It was hypothesized that subjectsin the
treatment groups would see the Swab Summer experience as being more manageable
and less stressful and report themselves to be more ready to meet the challenges
of the fall semester than a control group. Furthermore, it was hypothesized
that the support network treatment would result in an increase in the quality

and number cf social supports. Assuming that treatments were effective in
changing cadet responses to stress, it was hypothesized that cadets in the
treatment groups would perform better academically than cadets in the control
group during the fall semester.

Study ii was intended as a replication of Study I. Study III was designed
to follow up on the unexpected outcomes of Studies I and II. In Study III the
nature of the coping skills treatment was reversed in order to assess the im-
oact of a different instructional set upon perceptions of stress and perfor-
Manc$i.

STUDY I
Method

Subjects. Subjects in Study I were 345 cadets of the Class of 1984 who entered
the Coast Guard Academy in July of 1980. One platoon of 40 persons was omitted
from the study because they were all members of the band and were therefore
systematically different from the otherwise randomly comprised platoons.

Procedure. Subjects were assigned randomly by platoon to the two treatment
grouns and the control group. One treatment group comprised of three platoons
totalling 123 cadets was instructed to keep a daily stress record. These
records were to list stressful events which occurred during the day and for
each event: (1) describe the event, (2) tell what the cadet did in response to
the stressful event, and (3) describe the outcome of the cadet's action.

Typical stres~ors reported by cadets were behaviors of their leaders, punish-
ment, required attention to detail, physical exercise demands and inspections.
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Responses included anger, goal setting, htuor, practice, discounting and model-
ing. Outcomes included feelings of accomplishment, changes in performance
levels and frustration. Stress diaries were collected at the end of each
week and new diaries were issued. Protection of their diaries was guaranteed
and feedback provided to the chain of command was promised to be anonymous.
During the remainder of the summer an experimenter collected the diaries weekly
and kept in touch with the cadet officers in order to encourage their support
of the exercise. This treatment was intended to focus the cadet's attention
on his own role in dealing with the stress of Swab Summer.

A second treatment group comprised of three platoons totalling 117 cadets
received the sarie instructions as the first treatment group. In addition,
however, this group was randomly divided into subgroups of four people. Cadets
were instructed to meet weekly with the members of their subgroup and at those
meetings to share one success which they had during the week. This group was
called the "Meeting Group" while the first treatment group was labeled "Non-
meeting Group." It was expected that the support groups would result in the
treatment being more effective and, in addition, would result in the formation

* of significant support networks for the subjects. A control group was com-
prised of two platoons. All data collected for both Meeting and Non-meeting
Groups was also available for the control group with the exception of the
stress diaries. No instructions were given to the control group.

Dependent Variables.

Summer Evaluation Ouestionnaire. AUI cadets were administered a Summer Train-
ing Evaluation Questionnaire (STEQ) as part of the Coast Guard Academy regular
administrative process following the sompletion of Swab Summer. The STEQ was
not linked to this study in any way. From the 53 questions included in the
STEQ, eight questions were identified as being relevant to the purpose of the
study. These included:

1. Swab Summer was much more physically demanding than anticipated.
(Physical Demands)

2. The most difficult aspect of Swab Summer is the psychological stress
cadets must contend with. (Psychological Demands)

3. If I really knew what to expect of Swab Summer, I never would bave
accepted my appointment. (Regrets)

4. As promised, the training experience during Swab Summer proved to be
a continuous challenge to me. (Challenge)

5. I personally would have benefktted greatly from additional free tive
during Swab Summer. (Need For Free Time)

6. Swab Summer was so tough I ,ontemplated resignation almost every day.
(Resignation)

7. Psychologically, Swab Summer has left me feeling strained and ill
prepared for the academic year. (Strained)

8. On the average, the level of 'tress you experienced daily -uring
Swab Summer was. .nune to extreme. (Stress)

Questions 1 through 7 were rated on a 5 point Likert Scale from strongly dis-
agree to strongly agree. Question 8 was rated on a 7 point Likert Scale from
none to extreme.
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tzademic Performance. Academic performance was indicated by the cadet's grade

point average (GPA) for the five courses of the essentially identical curric-
ulum taken by all cadets during their first semester.

Pesults. Results were unexpected and not only did not support the hypotheses
bLt were exactly opposite from those results predicted. Attrition of subjects
was very great. In the Non-meeting Group no subjects participated in the study
for the e- ix weeks of Swab Summer. In the Meeting Group 25% of the sub-
jects p. " for the entire six weeks. Interpreted as a siguificant
findi:.t" t clearly demonstrates that self-help efforts benefit from
the su, ,. peers. Other well known treatment programs such as Alcoholics
Anonymous and Weight Watchers have followed this principle for some time.
What is surprising is that in this military environment a ccumitment to share
your diary with your peers is more effective than the continual "encouragement"
of your seniors to participate.

r allThe second surprise was that differences in STEQ responses were few and
all s-gnificant differences showed treatment group sibacts reporting higher
stress than controls. Subjects in the Meeting Group, now numbering 30, per-
ceived the summer as more paysicaliy demanding (p <.001), more challenging
(p <.001) and felt that they needed more free time (p <.01). All other dif-
ferences, though non-significant, were in the same direction with the excep-
tion of Regrets (Treatment = 1.80, Control = 1.85).

The most troubling fi:ading, however, was the non-significant difference
(p = .06) between the Treatment Group's GPA (2.39) and the Control Group's
GPA (2.63). While this difference did not reach significance, it is doubtful
that the Dean of Academics would have found that defense accepta- Le.

From their combined resultj it appeared that the combinatior of stress
diLry and support groups was effective in changing cadet perceptions of Swab
Sumner.

STUDY II

One reason for the findings of Study I might have been that cadets found
*. the pressure to keep strcss diaries in itself stressful. Therefore, a second

stur was planned along essentially the same lines with changes which would

re, ce the pressure on cadets created by the stress books. This study was
conducted with 400 students in the Class of 1985 who entered the Coast Guard
Academy in the summer of 1981. One platoon of 40 persons, all members of the
band, was again omitted. The remaining cadets were randomly divided by pla-

-. toun among the two treatment ai'd control groups.

For the study more effort was put into the instructions concerning how to
keep the records and more mention f the benerits to the cadets was made.
Secondly, - serious effort was made to minimize pressure to participants in
the -tudy placed on the cadets by their plat-n leaders.

4 . Tbh esults of Stdy III, in retrospect, might have been expected. Vir-
tually none of the cadets in either treatment participated for the enLire six
SwRekr of mab Summer. Again, the dropout rate was greater for cadets in the

Non-,ieeting Group. By lowering the criterion for participat'rn to three weks,
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29 cadets in the Meeting G:oup were identified as participants. Using this
redefined treatment group, none of the STEQ comparisons w.-re significant but
several approached significance and all items showed treatment subjects as
reporting higher stress than control subjects with the exception of one item
(Challenge Treatment = 3.96, Control = 4.03). The lack of STEQ differences
would suggest that there should be no GPA differences which was the case
(Treatment = 2.60, Control = 2.66).

Despite the failure of these findings to reach siguificance, the pattern
of findings supports Study I and serves as some evidence that the results of
Study I were not specious. It is also useful to note that the findings de-
,re ,ed as the length and degree of involvement in the treatment procedure
decreased.

STUDY III

In evaluating the results of Stulies I and I!, it became clear that given
the same treatment one might have hypothesized the observed effects based on
sensitization to the environment. Verbrugge (1980) in discussi_, her findings
with respect to the keeping of health diaries notes that patients who keep
symptom diari-s report more symptoms than do 'atients who are asked to retro-
spectively summarize their symptoms. While Verbrugge values the increase in
reported symptoms, it may also be that the keeping of health diaries acts as
a placebo in reverse. The data or Study I and to some degree Stuy II suggest
that requiring cadets to constancly attend to their stress results .*' a greater
perceived level of stress.

Study III, therefore, followed exactly the same format with one major
difference. Cadets were requested to keep logs of all the good things that
happened to them instead of the stressful things. One hundred forty-eight
cadets in the Class of 1986 who entered the Coast Guard Academy in July 1982
began the study. By the end of six weeks, no cadets in the Non-meeting Group

* and 21 cadets in the Meeting Group were participating. This pattern of par-
ticipation corresponds exactly to the pattern observed in Study I.

It was predicted that participants, now the 21 cadets in the Meeting
Group, would report lower stress than controls and would consequently have
higher GPA's than controls. Treatment subjects, in fact, reported less psycho-
lcgica.l stress (p <.001), fewer thoughts about resignation (p <.05) and a
greater readiness with less strain (p <.01) than did controls. All other dif-
ferences showed treatment 3ubjects reporting less stress with the exception
that they experienced a slightly greater degree of physical demands (Treatment =

3.24, Control - 2.84).

GPA was taken for treatment subjects and controls at midterm and as yet
no differences have appeared (Treatment = 2.52, Control = 2.54). A second
indicator of performance was available for this group. Military performance
derived from ratings made by peers and seniors in the cadet chain of comand
showed no significant differences in treatment and controls (Treatment 646,

SControl = 616). Further analyses of these results pends the end of the fall
semester.
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Discussion

It is clear that these findings do not smite one betwean the eyeballs
(Fiedler's noted "Intraoccular Trauma Test"). What is significant is that,
given the tremendously stressful nature of Swab Summer, any treatment at all
is successful. These studies were clearly not a major feature of the cadets'
summer experiences, yet Study I and Study III showed significant contrasting
results clearly dependent on the nature of the treatment. It does appear
possible with a simple exercise to alter the way in which people perceive
stressful events.

One criticism of this study can be based on the tremendous drop out rate.
Self-selection surely resulted in subjects who were no longer random repre-
sentatives of the cadet corps at large. A post noc analysis using archival
data which consisted of the 16PF, Edwards Personal Preference Index, and
California Personality Inventory showed that cadets who persisted in the study
showed higher on leadership and responsibility traits. Given this fact, it
is even more significant that persistent cadets in Study I report more stress
than controls and persisting cadets in Study III report less stress than
controls.

While the paper may nave implications for the design of future attempts
to modify coping behaviors and stress perceptions of students, a more impor-
tant suggestion may be relevant to everyday practice. If cadet perception
can be altered with such little effort, what effect do our "rap groups" to
explo. problems, our critiques to solicit criticism, our . nscant public
acknowledgement that such experiences are "horribly stressful" have on the
day to day perceptions of students or service personnel? Without trying to
souna like Norman Vincent Peale, leaders would do well to enccirage the recog-
nition of what works well in their organizations. Stress is truly present in
our lives, but the exaggerated perception of that stress is probably a sig-
nificant factor in the negative relationships that have been found between
stress and performance.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW FORM FOR TEACHER APPRAISALS OF LEADERSHIP*

Robert F. Priest, Ph.D.
United States Military Academy

ABSTRACT

0 Teacher ratings are not useful as predictor- of academic achievement because
' 0 standardized tests work better. No satisfactory standardized measure of

leadership ability has been developed. Nevertheless, the military service
0" academies are particularly concermed with development of leadership attributes

and use estimates of leadership ability in selecting candidates. Though all0 such measures have low validities, high school teacher ratings are the most
promising (Priest and Adams, 1980). This paper describes the development of a
new teacher rating form which was field tested experimentally in 1980-81, and
has been adopted operationally for admissions in 1981 at West Point. Prelimi-
nary data on reliability, validity, and teacher acceptance are reported.

BACKGROUND

An unstructured letcer of recommendation is widely used in selection, both in
industry and in education. The literature on personne selection (Stone &
Kendall, 1956; Guion, 1965) questions the predictive validity of such recom-
mendations. A recent review of college admissions research also questions the
validity of teacher recommendations in predicting performance in college
(Willingham and Breland, 1982). Nevertheless, teacher evaluations of student
attributes are frequently considered in selecting among applicants at competi-
tive colleges (Aleamoni, 1972; Greenberg & O'Brien, 1976), medical school
(Rainey & Luecking, 1974), law school (Pipkin & Katsh, 1976) or graduate
school (Lewis, 1972). Much of the criticism focuses on the unstructured let-
ter of recommendation because, except for Orvic (1973), almost no work has
been aone on the predictive validity of structured ratings made in the context
of recommendations. Present research compares the reliability and validity of
two systems of teacher ratings.

Standardized tests are s.perior to teacher ratings as measures of cognitive
abilities needed in college (Cleary et al., 1975; Stanley, 1976). However, it
is often asserted that teacher ratings can be useful in predicting noncogni-
tive criterir such as motivation, c,.eative accomplishment, or leadership. No
standardized te;t has proved to be satisfactory in predicting leadership.
Given the importance of selecting and training leaders in the Military, the
Service Acadenmies have taken care to develop systematic measures for assessing
the leadership potential of high school students. For many years, the U.S.

*Any conclusions in this report are not to b,- construed as official U.S. Mili-
tary Academy or Department of the Army positions unless so designated by
other authorized documents. ',le authoT wishes to thank Richard Butler and
Carlton Bacon for suggestions on earlier phases of this project.
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Military Academy has used three elements to quantify the "leadership poten-
tial" of candidates: an athletic accomplishment score, basad on a bio-
graphical record of student participation & achievement; an extracurricular
accomplishment score; and a Faculty Appraisal Score (FAS), based on ratings
from four faculty members with diverse perspectives--guidance counselor,
coach, English and math teachers. Research studies over a period of over 17
years have shown low validity coefficients for all such measures; but FAS has
consistently been the most promising predictor (Priest, 1980). Even though
validities are low, there is justification for using such measures in selec-
tion (Schmidt et al., 1979). Recent work showed that the FAS was not biased
against any one race or gender (Priest 4 Adams, 1980). Because of the impor-
tance of leadership as a criterion and the promise of earlier FAS measures,
the Academy began a project to improve the FAS. This report compares the new
rating system to the one in use in 1979-80.

METHOD

In 1979-80, the Military Academy developed a new system for appraising the
military performance of cadets. Whereas prior appraisal systems focused to
some extent on future potential, the new system was based on behaviorally
anchored rating scales of six dimensions of curreift military performance:
task structuring & manaaement, interpersonal relations, compliance with org?-
nizational expectations, intellectual application & gr.'th, personal & pro-
fessional ethical behavior, and performance oriented development.

In 1980, USMA began to develop a new Faculty Appraisal Form which would meet
several criteria: (1) it should reflect the six dimensions of military per-
formance; (2) it should be acceptable to teachers in the field; and (3) it
should have satisfactory inter-rater reliability and predictive validity.

A committee of officers and staff generated over 160 items to fit these six
dimensions. The-, were given a list of ten criteria for evaluating items, and
on the basis of their preliminary ratings, the 24 items with the best mean
scores were selected for further development. Two alternative rating formats
were developed and evaluated by a sample of 27 high school guidance counsel-
ors. The most acceptable rating forma was zsigned to reduce rating infla-
tion. Comments by counselors were also used to edit and revise a final set of
15 items (see Table 1).

rhe new form was field-tested with the Class of 1985. The original research
plan specified giving two old 10-.item forms and two new 15-item forms to each
candidate, so that every pair of rate-s (from -he set of Guidance Counselors,
and English, Math and PE teachers) would be equally represented. Unfortu-
nately, the new forms arrived two weeks late from the printer, and the first
group of candidates received only old forms. The admitted class file contains
ratings for 796 cadets who were rated only on the old form, 126 who were rated
only on the new form, and 760 who were rated on both. Of those rated on both,
465 received an equal number of old and new rating forms.

In late 1980, an in-process review of the new form was conducted. The new
form was well-accepted in the lield by teachers who used it. Military Academy
admissions officers liked the greeter specificity of comments on the ncw form.
Institutional Research examined 101 candidate folders where there was at least
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TABLE 1

THIS CANDIDATE HAS DEMONSTRATED ,N ABILITY TO:

1. Make friends easily ................................................. B

2. Show interest and concern for the welfare of others ................. B

3. Influence other students to work together ........................... B

4. Communicate effectively in face to face discussion .................. B

5. Communicate effectively in written work ............................. B

6. Set an example of good conduct for other students ................... C
7. Exert maximum effort, showing a strong desire to achieve in every

field ............................................................... C

8. Show self-control and perform well, even under pressure ............... C
9. Adjust tc a demanding schedule of activities without neglecting

school work ......................................................... A

10. Set high standards for own performance in a number of areas of
school work ......................................................... A

11. Seek academic challenge beyond that required by normal coursework ... D

12. Accept criticism and make improvements from it .......... ............ E
13. Accept full responsibility for personal shortcomings ................ E
14. Teach practical skills to others .................................... F15. Correct others who make mistakes in firm but supportive manner ....... F

Notes: B = Interpersonal relations, items 15.
C = Compliance with organizational expectations, items 6-8.
A = Task structure & management, items 9-10.
D = Intellectual application, item 11.
E = Personal & Professional Ethical Behavior, items 12-13.
F = Performance oriented development, items 14-15.

one old and one new form, and discovered the new form was having the intended
effect of reducing rater inflation: on the old form 56% of the ratings were
in the top block ("superior"), in contrast to 29% on the new ("top 1%"). Al-
though the planned study of reliability and validity of the new form was not
scneduled to be completed until one year after the Class of 1985 had entered
(i.e., 1982), the Admissions Office decided on the basis of the in-process
review (and for administrative simplicity) to adapt the new form fcr opera-
tional use for the Class of 1986.

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the correlations between total scores by different teachers
ratina the same candidate. Both old and new forms were equally low in inter-

rater reliability. The new form was mcre reliable for certain rater pairs,
but the old form was more reliable for other rater pairs. Another analysis
(Priest, 1982) shows that morm of the items on the new form had inter-rater
r's greater than .17 than on the old form.

Table 3 shows the validity of the old and new forms in predicting first semes-
ter Military De-elopment Ratings. The new form is slightly more valid for
four of the six rater pairs. Although it appears that different rater pai :s
have different validities, in fact, there is no significant difference am-',.
the six validities for the new form [X2 (5) = 5.3, p > .05]. For cases with an
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TABLE 2

INTER-RATER RELIABILITIES

New Form Old Form

Rater-Pair N r N r

English-Math 79 .20 423 .33*

English-Guidance 142 .27* 496 .14*

English-Coach 139 .22* 428 .18*

Math-Guidance 84 .30* 396 .19*

Math-Coach 112 .10 374 .22*

Guidance-Coach 65 .10 367 .26*

TABLE 3

VALIDITY IN PREDICTING FIRST SEMESTER MILITARY DEVELOPMENT GRADE

Niew Form Old Form

Rater-Pair N r N r

English-Math 59 .24* 384 i5*

English-Guidance 119 .15* 446 .11*

English-Coach 114 .27* 380 .14*

Math-Guidance 68 .27* 359 .153

Math-Coach 90 .14 337 .18*

Guidance-Coach 54 -.07 324 .03

p < .05

NOTE: Using all cases with at least two raters on each form and
no more than 7 (new form) or 5 (old form) items marked
"unablc to judge."
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equal number of old and new ratings, the new form has a validity of .123, in
contrast to .115 for the old form, disregarding the source of the ratings.

There is some evidence that the new military development rating system is mold
oriented to academic achievement than former leadership rating systems were.
For example, the academic predictor used by USMA (a combination of High School
Rank and College Board Test Scores) correlates .20 with Military Development
Ratings (N = 1,341, p < .001). That is, the USMA academic predictor is a bet-
ter predictor of "leadership" than faculty ratings on old or new forms. In
former year;, Physical Aptitude Test Score was also a modest predictor of
leadership :atings, but in the current sample, its validity is only .08.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The new form is quite acceptable to users, but its reliability and validity is
only slightly better than the old form. There are several limitations and
constraints in evaluating these results. Botn practical experience and psy-
chometric •heory show that ratings of any type tend to be more reliable and
valid when the ratings of several different observers are combined or aver-
aged. In the present application the reliability and validity of the ratings
on the new form are based on, at most, two raters. Thus, their reliabilty and
validity are likely to be misleadingly low. It is expected that the validity
coefficients reported here will be larger when complete data from four or five
raters are available for the Class of 1986.

All the admitted cadets, on whom this analysis is based, were carefully
screened for leadership potential. Thus, even though the new forn was not
explicitly quantified for use in admissions, we assume that cancidates were
selected partly on the basis of how they were rated on the new form. As a
consequence of this restriction in range, the validity coefficients are lowerthan they should be, and most importantly, tend to understate the true impor-

tance of the FAS in selection. If USMA were to deliberately admit a few
candidates with the lowest possible FAS (for example--an obnoxious, but bril-
liant scholar, or a prize athlete who was thoroughly disliked by his teachers)
to achieve class balance goals, and if the form is as good as we think it is,
it would have a marvelous effect on raising the validity coefficients.

Little research has been done to quantify the impact of unstructured teacher
comments on the admission process at USMA. Given the amount of time spent by
admissions officers in reading such comments, such research may prove worth-
while.

The new form was explicitly designed to measure six dimensions of military
performance. Some dimensions may prove to be more important or more predict-able than others. Thus, further research is needed to ascertain the conver-

gent and discriminant validity of the six dimensions.

The criterion variable, end-of-first-semester leadership grades, was chosen in
part because it provided an opportunity for reiatively quick feedback on the
validity of the new form. N4evertheless, we plan to continue to study the

leadership of these cadets in later years, in order to ascerta-n the general-
ity of the initial validities reported here.
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Use of Delphi-Based Interdisciplinary Goals
for Evaluating (,,urse Outcomes*

Robert F. Priest, Ph. D.

U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY

A. INTRODUCTION

-Over the past decade there has been a renewed interest in the teaching of

0 ethics. Starting in 1977, the Hastings Center for Society, Ethics, and the
Life Sciences began a study of the teaching of ethics in American higher educa-

*' 0 tion (Stromberg, Wakin, and Callahan, 1982). At about the same time, Department
of the Army was studying ways to make the overall structure and environment of

-the US Military Academy (USMA) more conducive to the moral growth ard development
-of cadets. In 1977 a Department of the Army study recommended that USMA "establish

a comprehensive and progressive program in ethics and professionalism to prepare
- -- cadets for the ethical...problems that confront officers." The study further
< recommended that USMA establish a committee to insure that the program was inte-

grated into the USMA curricultun (Dickson, et al., 1977). Starting in 1978-79,
cadets were required to take eight courses which related to ethics and profes-
sionalism: Military Heritage/Standards of Professional Behavior, Behavioral
Science, Philosophy, Law, History of the Military Art (that is, military history),
Military Psychology and Leadership, and an interdisciplinary course in American
Institutions. Three of these courses were new courses (Military Heritage, Philo-
sophy, and American Institutions). The remaining courses were established courses
which provided important components of the cadet's professional and ethical in-
struction.

In order to integrate USMA's academic program with the honor code, religious
activities, and other aspects of the Academy vhich promote moral or professional
development, a permanent interdisciplinary Ethics and Professionalism Committee
was established in 1979. The committee reviews and evaluates programs and occa-
sionally publishes papers to stimulate faculty dialogue on ethical and professional
matters. One of the committee's tasks - evaluating the teaching of ethics-is
particularly difficult and controversial, even for a sirgle cuurse, let alone a
broadly based interdisciplinary group of courses. Nevertheless, to evaluate
progress in meeting goals requires some attempt at measuring student reactions
to the program (Stromberg et al., 1982, p. 51 - 55).

Few colleges attempt to structure interdisciplinary programs such as USMA
has done with its ethics and professionalism "curriculum", and few have attempted
to evaluate the cummulative result. Dressel (1976) notes that most undergraduate
curricula are lacking in sequence and direction. When output objectives common
to a set of courses are not specified, the result is a "pre-occupation with
specific knowledge" (p.303). The purpose of the current study was to provide
input into the development of an end-of-course critique sheet for the eight

*Note - Any conclusions in this paper are not to be construed as official U.S.

Military Academy or Department of the Army Dositons unless so designated by
other authorized documents. The author wishes to thank Richard Butler and

Carlton Bacon for suggestions on earlier phases of this project.
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Ethics and Professionalism-related courses, one which would provide reliable,
objective and useful information. If such a common measuring standard can be

developed, it would increase the likelihood that the Academy would be able to
measure whether or not the courses were helping the cadets grow over the four
years in cognitive skills and attitudes relevant to ethics and professionalism.
It would also promote teamwork among courses on those issues where it is appro- .. ,,

priate, while at the same time respecting the autonomy of each course to pursue
its own unique goals.

B. METHOD

The Delphi technique is a method for developing and improving group con-
sensus (Anderson, et al., 1976). It is an interactive process, involving a

group of experts in formulating goals for policies and coming to agreement
about them through successive stages using a questionnaire. Although the Delphi-
technique originated in the context of technological forecasting (Linstone and

Turoff, 1975), it has been used to formulate national policy on drug abuse

among U.S. experts (Jellison, 1975), to define competency and educational ob- _

jectives in podiatric medicine (Lanham, 1979), and curriculum planning for -

undergraduate chemistry (Melton, 1977).

The general procedure in the present study applied the Delphi technique as
follows: it asked instructors to respond to a list of proposed common goals,

and to revise them or add new goals as desired. Next, the researcher summarized
the responses of instructors, provided written feedback on the results of the

survey, and administercd a second Delphi survey to the original instructor group.

Finally, the results of the second Delphi survey were summarized and sent to in-
structors to provide feedback to them, as promised.

A list of course objec Lves for each of the eight ethics and professionalism
courses was supplied by the eight course directions. Many objectives, if not

most, were stated in te'is of particular facts, knowledge, or cognitive skills
which are unique to each particular course. Since the objective of this project

was to discover the geneLal principles and skills common to all eight courses,

it was evident that many of the statements would have to be restated or reformu-

lated in more general terms so as to be more generally applicable.

Both Callahan (1980) and Caplan (1980) have discussed the problems of formu-

lating goals in ethics teaching and evaluating such goals. Based on Caplan's

work and on specific course objectives, a list of 24 possible common goals was

formulated.

Each of the 24 statements represent an uutcome that instructors strive for,

or wish to avoid, in their course. Based on the work of Peterson (1970) and

others, we decided to inquire both into the perceived existing goals (to what
extent does the course yuu teach, as you taught it, emphasize attainment of this

criterion") and the ideal goals ("to what exzent should it").

A six category response code was used for all items: "Maximum possiLe

emphasis" (50 points), "extremely strong emphasis" (40), "strong emphasis' (30),
moderate emphasis" (20), "little emphasis" (10), and "no emphasis" (0). Prior

work showed that instructors could employ these categories in a discriminating
manner to describe cadet performance.
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The original phase 1 questionnaire was administered by the Office of the
Dean to all instructors who had taught one of the eight courses one complete
semester. The Delphi method usually identifies a group of experts, and in this
application, one semester of teaching experience was required to qualify as an
expert in course goals. Based on analysis of phase 1 data, six statements were
dropped and 13 instructor-generated statements were added to the phase 2 question-
naire. This report is based mainly on an analysis of phase 2 results.

Table 1

Number of Instructors in Each Phase

Course Phase 1 Phase 2

MS 101 Military Science 9 20
PL100 Intro. Behavioral Science 6 7
PY201 Ethics 8 9
LAW 300 Law 6 9
H1300 History of the Military Art 9 4
HI383/HT302 History of the Military Art* 2 2
PL300 Mil Psychology & Leadership 4 5
A1479 American Institutions 2 1

* Two Semester Course 46 57

To evaluate whether or not a given goal was seen as equally important in
all courses, a oneway analysis of variance was computed for each item. If the
mean emphasis on a goal in the eight courses was sufficiently different, a
statistically significant test statistic resulted. In this analysis, we con-
cluded that items with no statistically significant difference among courses
would be considered "common" items. In this analysis, "common" items are not
necessarily the items with the highest overall mean emphasis ratings.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The phase 2 questionnaire asked: "Are there some statements which you
would consider abstract platitudes with little relevance for day to day teach-
ing? If so, list the item numbers below." When four or more instructors
nominated the same item, it was considered a platitude. Three items out of
the 31 were considered platitudes: these items also have the lowest mean
importance rating. Thus, "abstract platitudes with little relevance for day
to day teaching" were given low emphasis by instructors in actual practice as
well as in ideal emphasis.

Table 2 lists the items which qualify as common goal items because in-
structors in the eight courses do not differ significantly in their perception
of the actual emphasis or the ideal emphasis for that item. The last two items

are also regarded as platitudes. Thus, there are 12 items in the "strong" or
" extremely strong" emphasis category which are not platitudes, and can serve

as the basis for a future end-of-course critique.
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Table 2

List of "Common Goals"

Interpretation
*[ Of Mean Score

Extremely strong Participate actively in classroom discussions, where
emphasis appropriate.

Extremely strong Believe the course content is relevant to broad profes-
sional issues outside the classroom.

Extremely strong Refer to course readings and lecture materials in class
discussions.

Extremely strong Accept personal responsibility for moral ethical behavior.

Extremely stlJng Demonstrate an ability to analyze behavioral, historical,
legal, military or philosophical issues increasingly
well over the semester.

Extremely strong Are able to conduct a reasonably coherent discussion
about a professional or athical issue of importance.

Extremely strong Are able to identify the potential ethical and professional
issues in a given case study, hypcthetical example, his-
torical account, or legal procedure.

Strong Go beyond the lectures and readings in applying ethical
and professional issues.

Strong Raise issues concerning moral or professional problems
in appropriate circumstances outside the classroom.

Strong Continue their study and consideration of ethical issues

after the course ends.

Strong Use in spontaneous informal discussions with classmates
concepts and theories of ethics and professionalism
developed in the classroom.

Strong Develop their own individual moral philosophy and are
able to defend it rationally.

Moderate Are able to express why it is that loyalty to the Military
Academy is an essential trait.

Moderate Come to a clearer understanding of why Ac.idemy rules and
regulations are as they are and why their superiors
decide as they do.
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One of the goals of the Delphi method is to build and improve group con-

sensus. I! would be expected that the standard deviation of ratings for specific
goals would be smaller on phase 2 than for phase 1. This hypothesis was tested

for the 18 items which were in both the phase 1 and the phase 2 questionnaire.
For the actual emphasis ratings, 10 of the 18 standard deviations decreased;

for the "should" ratings, seven of the ratings decreased. Overall, these results
do not indicate a trend toward greater consensus among the instructors as a group
for all 18 items. Furthermore, there was no trend toward increased consensus
within courses. Although the Delphi technique did not lead to increased consensus
in this application, it did identify the items of greatest common interdiscipli-
nary agreement (Priest, 1982, Note 1).

D. CONCLUSIONS

The first 12 statements in Table 2 represent the general goals which are
common to the eight ethics and professionalism courses, and are also given
sufficient emphasis to warrant inclusion.

* f An evaluation of a particular course should be broadly based on both a
course-specific component and an interdisciplinary component. Thus, the pre-
sent research study provides only one component, the interdisciplinary one,
for a complete course evaluation. Almost all previous work in developing
measures of student evaluators of courses has focused either on goal-free
assessment (i.e., not specific to course objectives) or only on the goals of
a particular-course'>The present study raises the interesting possibility of
studying relationships between attainment of course-specific objectives and
the attainment of interdisciplinary objectives. We are currently conducting

follow-up research to measure cadet perceptions of both course emphases (actual
and ideal) ane of their own attainments in each course. If the interd--.cipli-
nary ethics and professionalism program is aiding cadet development, we would
expect to find improved self-perceptions of cadet attainments on these inter-
disciplinary objectives over the four year program.
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INIRODUCTION

Hierarchical clustering as defined by Ward (1963) i3 at the heart of
the task inventory approach to job analysis. It is the results of the
grouping process that many occupational anayses use to evaluate character-
istics of interest in a given population. Clustering, stated in the most
basic terms, is an iter~tive process that combines, in stages, the most
similar of a given array of objects. As most commonly used in occupational
analysis, clustering forms a series of groups based on the similarities
between incumbent relative time spent ratings. The similarities it, incum-
bent relative time spent ratings are determined, when using absolute Lverlap,
from two features of the incumbent response. The first feature is what can
be called the "pattern" of the response. That is, those specific task
statements responded to be by a given incumbent that are representative of
that incumbent's job. The second feature is the "magnitude" of the time
spent ratings. Absolute overlap is calculated by summing the minimum common
value between corresponding responses for two incumbents. Corresponding

0 responses referring again to the pattern of response.

Traditional job descriptions are comprised of the average time spent
ratings for a group of similar incumbents. Every task responded to by a
group member will appear in the group's job description. As a result, many
task statements appear in the job description that are not characteristic
of the group's similarity. In fact, the frequency of these outlying task
statements increases as group homogeneity decreases.

Typically the task statements within group job descriptions are sorted
in descending time spent order to allow the job analyst to focus on those
tasks that are representative of group commonalities in the distribution of
work time. For many purposes this is a productive approach.

An alternative method presenting the data is the listing of task
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statements in the job description by a previously defined "duty field".

Duty fields are typically comprised oF tasks that have some feature
or characteristic in common. These features are defined in an apriori
fashion and thus do not address an attribute of tasks that has some im-
portance to occupational analysis. That attribute is the "occupational
relatedness" of tasks. Occupationally related tasks are performed to a
significant extent in concert with one another and thus define the in-
terrelationship of tasks in addition to defining job content.

,-This paper details one possible approach to dEfining and describing
jobs with occupationally related task modules. The ad,,anced processing
required for t;he analysis was made possible by the enhanced irocessing
capabilities of the CODAP80 System ceveloped at Texas A&M under sponsor-
ship by the U.S. Navy. The occupational data used in the analysis was
obtained from the responses of 283 Navy Minemen to 232 task statements.

THE GROUPS X MODULE (GXM) APPROACH

The method selected to determine the degree of occupational relatedness
in this analysis was a binary overlap algorhythm discussed by Phalen, (1981):

(i)
A +B -@

where @ = number of incumbents performing task A & B

A = number of incumbents performing task A

B = number of incumbents performing task B

Clustering tasks using binary overlap identifies the pattern of incumbent
response. If incumbents perform task 1, this measure indicates the extent
that they also perform task 2 or task 3, etc. Task clustering can be thought
of as a process that provides a dual solution to the incumbent clustering.
It should be stressed that the result of the binary clustering highlights
the pattern of response only; magnitude of response, which is captured directly
in the incumbent clustering, is evaluated at a subsequent stage in thisanalysis.

The results of the binary clustering on tasks is used to define task
modules. Task modules are analogues to incumbent groups in the clustering
process. The selection of modules, however, differs significantly from that
of groups in that groups, once selected, remain constant. The groups repre-
sent stable bodies in the occupational setting and efforts are directed
toward descrioing the characteristics of the group.

Task modules, on the other hand, are under no such restriction. During
the iteritive process of clustering, modules form based on the degree of in-
cumbents' inconcert performance. As the collapsing process progresses,
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modules with the most similar performance-nonperformance characteristics are
brought together. The result is a distinctive array of task module "families"
that represent gereral patterns of task relatedness in the occupational set-
ting.

The clustering process procedes from the formation of modules with a
high degree of relatedness to the combination of modules with a lower degree
of relatedness. By evaluating a group's time spent values across an entire
family of modules a precise description of the group may be obtained with
only a few modules and a minimum in lost information.

A module family is comprised of basic elemental units termed "base"
modules. The combining of base modules in the form defined by the collapsing
process allows the analyst to account for every task statement in the in-
ventory in addition to expressing the group's job description in the most
general terms possible. This strategy enables the job description to retain
the characteristic of occupational relatedness.

The selection of a given module for a group under investigation is
guided by the degree of time spent "over-representation" calculated for the
group and module in question. The index used for this determination is the
'core ratio".

CORE RATIO

The results of the incumbent clustering on relative time spent using
absolute overlap is combined with the results of the task clustering on in-
cumbent performance-nonperformance to yield a Groups X Module (GXM) matrix.
The core ratio is used to unitize the magnitude of time spent in each module
of tasks in order to effectively select those modules that are representative
of a group's work time distribution.

The core ratio is formulated as follows:

CRij = (Ti /100)/(nI/N) (2)
where CRij = core ratio for group i for module j

Ti. = time spent value for group i in module j

n. = number of tasks in module j

N = total number of tasks in inventory
A critical value for the core ratio is derived based on two assumptions.

The first is that incumbent responses to the task inventory represent, in
sum, 100 percent of an incumbent's work time. The second assumption is that,
prior to the analysis of incumbent responses, the probability of response to
a given task statement is equal to the probability of response to any other
task statement. This second assumption provides a convenient procedure for
gauging the magnitude of incumbent response across all occupational subgroups.
Thus, the critical value of the core ratio is defined as:

CRITICAL CR = 1.0
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Core ratio values in excess of 1.0 may be taken as evidence of time spent
over-representation and the module in question is thus selected for use in
the job description.

QUALITY OF GXM JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Extensive comparisons performed between the task statements listed in
traditional job descriptions vs. the task statements listed in the GXM job
description confirm the notions underlying the GXM selection criteria. Th?
results show that a significant portion of the group job description is pre-
served while the extraneous or uncharacteristic task statements accountir.g
for a small percentage of time are removed. A sample of 10 groups selected
from the Navy Mineman study and evaluated with the GXM approach revealed that,
on the average, 89.7 percent of the group's time was described in modular
form with 64.1 percent of the task statements from the traditional job
description. This, of course, is not a significant finding in itself. Sorting
task statements by time spent would enable a similar reduction in job descrip-
tion length. The significant contribution of the GYM approach is the assem-
blage of occupationally related task statements into modules based on quanti-
tative criteria. Arrangement of tasks in this fashion allows the analyst to
easily determine, describe and evaluate the characteristics of the work settings
under investigation.

The following figures present a more detailed evaluation of a single
group's job description from data derived from the Navy's Mineman study.
Group 179 (G179) has 10 members and a traditional job description of 124 tasks.
Of these 124 tasks the GXM job description retained 71 tasks in modular form
and rejected, as not characteristic of G179, 53 other tasks. Figure 1 shows
the frequency or accepted vs. rejected tasks at the various percent perform-
ing levels within G179.

O.OAccepted tasks

S 18 A---- Rejected tasks

0
,-o 12 _.0 0

.00

6N

0 0

6 0

100 80 60 40 20

Percent G42 Performing Task

Figure 1 Number of tasks accepted vs number of
tasks rejected with f Jobdec at
different percent performing levels.
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As can be seen in Figure 1, the accepted tasks are those performed by
a majority of G179 members. Those tasks uncharacteristic of G179 are rejected.

Figure 2 shows the per task time spent values for accepted vs. rejected
tasks across the percent performing values for the same group. The GXM
approach effectively screens out those tasks that do not account for a sig-
,-ificant portion of the group's time.

3.0

2.5- 0 ---- Accepted tasks

20__ Rejected tasks
S2.0

- 1.5-

1.0

.5.

I I p

100 80 60 40 20

Percent G179 Performing Task

Figure 2 AVGA time spent per task at different
percent performing levels for accepted

vs rejected tasks.

The overall amount of time spent accounted for by the accepted tasks
for G179 was 87.93 percent. This general pattern of acceptance and re-
jection of tasks has been found to hold for all groups tested suggesting
that the core ratio measure operates in the expected manner.

CORE RATIO INDEX AND WITHIN GROUP HOMOGENEITY

Formula 2 presented the calculation used to determine the degree of
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time spent over-representation of a given GXM cell. The same general form-
ulation may be applied to the sum of the module selections to measure the
coherence of the final joo description. The core ratio measure may be cal-
culated for both the accepted (CRa) and the rejected (CR ) tasks for a given
group. This measure may be callea for the purposes of this paper, the compo-
sit core ratio.

CRa : (Tij/1OO)/(zn /N) (3)

CRr =(Tr/l00)/ (ni rN) (4)

where: CR a = core ratio for group i for all selected modules

CR = core ratio for group i for all rejected (r) tasks

Tir = sum of the time spent value for group i for rejected
tasks in traditional job description (t)

nir = number of rejected tasks from traditional job descriptionfor group i.

The co--posit core ratio for accepted tasks is a unitized value represent-
ing the degree of time spent over-representation for a given group on its
selected task modules. The composit core ratio for rejeczted tasks may be in-
terpreted as the degree of time spent under-representation on tasks that are
uncharacteristic of the group as a whole. Both measures rely on the allocation
of 100 percent of a groups work time across a set of defined task statements;
the traditional job description. The fact that job descriptions vary in length
means that a varying percentage of time spent is allocated to tasks, from group
to group, as a function of job description length. The comparison of pro-
portional time spent to the total number of task statements in the inventory
(N) thus tends to bias the measure downward for groups with long job des-
criptions and upward for groups with short descriptions.

An effective control for the systematic bias introduced by varying job
description length is obtained by evaluating CRa in relation to CRr for
each group. The ratio of these two measures, the core ratio index, has been

-0 found to yeild a good measure of the quality of the GX1 job description. The
core ratio index is defined as:

CORE RATIO INDEX = CRa/CRr (5)

An evaluation of the core ratio index across groups selected from the
Navy's Mineman study shows that the CR index correlates highly (r=.95) with
the "Within" group homogeneity figure (n=1O cases). This result suggests
that as group iomogeneity increases the quality of the GXM job description
improves. While this is not arn unexpected finding, it does lend further suo-
port to the cortention that the GXM approach is capturing and describing the
fundamental patterns of task performance in the occupational setting under
investigation. The predictive capability of Within group homogeneity with
respect to the core ratio index holds, in the present study, for groups of
N<16 incumbents. For groups largi.r than this, the Within group homogeneity
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figure fails to correspond directly to the increases in the core ratio index.
This limiting feature of the Within value was pointed out in a recent paper
by Phalen and Weissmuller, (1981) in which they discuss the need, and present
a method for improved job type identification. The method presented to over-
come some of tie difficulties encountered in previous measures of group ho'.o-
geneity is the core-task homogeneity index. This measure concentrates on
those task. that are most representative of a specific group of workers and
the amount of time the group devotes to those tasks.

As with the GXM job description, the core-task homogeneity index ignors
the many tasks that are specific to individuals and are thus not truly charac-
teristic of the group as a whole. It is a measure that should provide the
job analyst with an improved method of group selection. The optimization of
group selection in conjunction with the GXM job description offers a powerful
tool to the occupational analyst. It should allow the identification and
description of the various groups and subgroups within a population with in-
creased accuracy by capturing the underlying property of occupational related-
ness.

The CODAP80 system, which makes the processing requirements for the GXM
approach manageable, also has the capability to produce the resulting job
description in modular form. it allows the analyst to specify how the task
statements are arrayed within modules and can calculate descriptive statistics
either acrvss all selected modules or within selected modules. Since task
modules often combine task statements from a number of pre-defined duty fields,
these labels, in addition to others may accompany the task statements.

This paper does not attempt to explain in detail every step in the GXM
approach. It does attempt to lay-out the general strategy and premises as
developed to date. The potential applications of the GXM -2p~ruacn are many
and varied. Training, succession planning. e..pleyea compensation, to name
a few, may all benefit from the defli;iujo of task performance patterns.
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Using Rating Scales to Determine Aptitude Requirements of Army Systems

Paul G. Ross'eissl anc" John A. Dobme
U S Army Research Institute

Q

S The United States Army is facing the possibility of a serious manpower
shortage in the not to distant future. Three factors, operating concurrently,
are ctntributing to this shortage. First, census data iudicate that the
quantity of individuals available for military service (18-25 year olds)
will decline throughcut this century and, if the birth rate remains
unchanged, for the foreseeable future. Also, standardized aptitude and
achievement test scores have shown a consistent decline over the past 15
years (Waters, Eitlberg, & Laurence, 1981). Taken together, these two
factors indicate increased future competition among the armed forces and
the civilian sector for qualified personnel, with the competition expected
to be most severe for the more highly skilled individuals.

The third factor is the increasing technological sophistication of
the Army's new systems. It is widely accepted that increased sophistication
is increasing operator and maintainer job complexity and in turn increasing
skill requirements and quantitative demand for personnel (Kerwin, Blanchard,
Atzinger, & Topper, 1980), although quantitative evidence of this suspected
trend is lacking (GAO, 1981). The Army, therefore, faces the possibility
of increasing quantitative and qualitative personnel demands while the
capability of the population to fill that demand is decreasing.

This specter of manpower shortage makes it all the more important
that the Army investigate and develop techniques :hat will help make

\ optimal use of the personnel that are available.

This paper reports the results of a scudy to assess the feasability
of using rating scales to estimate the aptitudes or abilities required
to operate and maintain Army systems. If accurate aptitude estimaces
can be obtained in this manner, the methodology could prove to be useful
in two manners. First, the scales could be used to estimate the aptitude
requirements of Army systems still in the design process, (Rosseissl,
Kosfyla, an4akerA981). ) Secoiid, aptitude requirement information
from systems about to be, or already, fielded could be used to develop
-election and classification instruments to assist in tle assignment of
personnel to jobs,

The current research investigated three aspects of the utility of
obtaining estimates of army aptitude requirements using rating scales.
If rating scales are to be useful in the context they should shcw three
properties: they should have high inter-rater reliability, they should
reliably discriminate among the aptitudes being investigated, and they
shnuld discriminate among different Army jobs.
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Method

Rating Scale Development. Army aviation was selected as a test bed
for investigating the use of rating scales, so a set ol scales were
developed that would be directly relevant to four Army helicopter missions:
Aeroscout, Attack, Cargo, and Utility.

Using task analysis procedures thirty aptitudes or abilities were
identified as being possible requirements for the helicopter missions.
One rating scale was then developed for each of those aptitudes. The
final rating scales were very similiar to those used oy Fleishman (1972,
1975) in that each scale contained the Fleishman definition of the
aptitude and a seven point linear rating scale. The current scales did
differ from those typically used by Fleishman, however, in that the
scale anchor points were directly relevant to Army aviation.

To develop these aviation-specific anchors for the 30 abilities, an
ARI psychologist and an ARI Master Aviator developed as many Army aviation

-- "task statements as possible for each aptitude. The objective was to
create anchor candidates that would cover the range of eaco aptitude
from the least to the greatest amount require-d in performfng all four
Army aviation missions. In other words, to develop mission general
statements that would be comon to all four missions. For each ability,
1520 candidates anchor statements were generated using the Aircrew
Training Manuals (A7Ms) and helicopter Operator's Manuals (-10's) as
guidee.

Once the anchor candidates were generated, two Standardization
instructor Pilots (SIPs) were brought in to represent each mission and a
roundtable discussion was held to eliminate those candidate statements
that did not apply to all four missions. Certain mission oriented
candidates were also eliminated because they were not part of the training
regimen for a given mission. In addition, the eight SIPs edited the
working of the candidates to improve their clarity.

The remaining anchor candidates were included in a questio-maire
instrtment that was administered to 44 field experienced Army Warrant
Officer aviators. These subjects were either current field aviators or
students in the Warrant Officer Senior course (WOSC) at Fort Rucker.
The subjects, who were mostly CW3 and CW4 ranks, were distributed across
the four misslons as follows: Aeroscout 20%, Attack 27%, Utility 23%,
Cargo 30%. The anchor development questionnaire was adapted from the
methodology used by Fleishman (1972-1973). Subjects assigned a value
from 1-7 to each candidate corresponding to the amount of the given
aptitude required to perform that task. Conceptual definitions were
provided fr each aptitude. The mean and standard deviation for each of
the 288 anchor candidates were calculated and an attempt was made to
select three anchors for each aptitude: one high, one low and one

K medium. In a few cases (6 of the 30 aptitudes) it wasn't possible to
develop three anchors because the mean values clustered toward one end
of the seven Point scale, so onl7 two were created. For each aptitude,
the criterion was to select anchors that had small standard deviations,

preferably 1.3 or less. The anchors were selected judgmentally to
obtain the hi E lest and lowest mean ratings having small standard deviations
and also the rating closest to midscale (4.0) having a small standard
deziation.
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Rating Scale Evaluation. The rating scale approach to aptitude assessmnt
was then evaluated by having Army aviators estimate te aptitude requirements
of the four helicopter missions using the rating questionnires with the
aviation anchors served as points of reference on the seven point
aptitude scales. The questionnaires were administered to experienced
unit aviators (mimimum total hours 700, minimum hours in mission 200) at
Fort Campbell, Kentucky: Hunter Army Airfield, Georgia and to a few
combat and combat support unit aviators at Fort Rucker who had recently
been.gained from field assignments. A total ot 73 warrant officer aviators
were sampled 19 Aeroscout, 19 Attack, 17 Cargo and 18 Utility.

ResulLs

Inter-rates reliability. To estimate the inter-rater reliability of
rating scales the aeroscout mission was chosen for detailed analysis.
The data from the nineteen aeroscout aviators was factor analyzed across
the thirty aptitudes. Analysis runs were conducted investigating the
possibility of uncovering one through six factors in the data. However,
if the interrater agreement fo the scales is high a single factor should
account for the data. The results of the two factor analysis for the
nineteen subjects are shown in Table 1. As can be seen from the table the

Table 1
Two Factor Loadings of Ae-oscout Data

Factor 1 .63 .60 .60 .68 .83 .47 .69 .54 .82 .74
Factor 2 -.47 .38 .13 .03 -.16 .17 .06 .36 -.13 -.22

Factor 1 .84 .67 .84 .66 .49 .69 .16 .57 .70
Factor 2 .19 -.07 .17 -.43 .30 -.39 .31 -.19 -.08

data can be captured pretty well by a single factor. Fifteen of the nineteen
subjects loaded on the first factor at over .5. No loadings on the second factcr
were over .5 and any second factor loadings between .4 and .5 were negative.
Statistically 93% of the variance in the data could be attributed to factor
one. This finding of a single facter indicates that most of the aviaters were
performing the task in a similar manner and the inter-rater agreement of
the rating scales was high.

Discrimination Among Aptitudes. To determine whether or not the rating
scales were able to discriminate among the thirty aptitudes an analysis
of variance was conducted on the data from the fifteen aeroscout aviators
who loaded greater than .50 on factor 1 above. The results of this
analysis showed that the rating scales were able to discriminate among
the aptitudes (F. 29,14=13.6, y 4.01). Given the successful analysis
of variance, a Newman-Keules test was conducted to uncover any trends
in the mean scores among the thirty aptitudes. The results of this
analysis indicated that the aptitude ratings tended to fall statistically
into three categories: primary requirements, secondary requirements, and
incidental or low requirements. The aptitudes that were classed as primary
or low requirements are given in Table 2. The remaining twenty aptitudes
fell into the class of secondary requirements.
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Table 2

High and Low Aeroscout Aptitude Requirements

Primary Requirements Incidental Requirements

stamina written expression
stress tolerance visualization
time sharing number facility
divided attention static strength
perceptual speed finger dexterity

.Mission/Job Discrimination. To determine if the rating scale methodology was
able to discriminate among the aptitudes required for the four different helicopter
missions a two-way analysis of variance was conducted. The results of this
analysis showed a statistically significant (F.29,001-30.07 p 4.01) main
effect of aptitude, again indicating that the rating scales.were able to show
differences among the aptitudes. However, both the main effect of mission
and the mission helicopter interaction did not reach statistical significance
(F 3,69=-2.21 E-.095 and F 87,001=1.44, L=.76 respectively). Taken together
these latter two findings indicate that the rating scales were not able to
uncover any differences in the aptitudes required to fly the four different
helicopter missions.

Discussion

The results discussed above showed that the rating scala meth-,dology suceeeded
in two of the three properties that were investigated. The methodology showed
acceptable inter-rater reliabilities and was able to successfully discriminate
among the levels of required aptitudes. Thas, it appears that the approath may be
useful in analyzing Army jobs.

However, in this case the rating scale methodology was unable tr distinguish
among the aptitudes required to fly the four different missions. This finding
is probably not surprising since the four different jobs are pretty similar.
But it does indicate that the approach has limitations, and further research

--. should be conducted to determine how much jobs should deffer before the rating
scals will uncover different aptitude requirements.
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Organizations and Roles

USAREC is the proponent and developing agency for the Joint
Optical Information Network (JOIN) System. The U. S. Army
Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI)
is providing research and technical advisory services to USAREC
for the JOIN project. In FY79, the Navy Personnel Research and .

Development Center (NPRDC) began developing the Navy Personnel
Accessioning System (NPAS), a system similar to JOIN, for the
Navy Recruiting Command (NRC) . Severe budget cuts suffered by
NRC during FY81 resulted in a cancellation of funding for the
NPAS Project for FY82 and the outyears. At this point, ARI
proposed that the NPAS research team work on the JOIN System %under ARI funding. An inter-laboratory agreement between ARI and

NPRDC provides for a three-year effort beginning in FY82.

MAJOR FEATURES

Sales Presentation

Managers at USAREC Headquarters believe that the most
critical area in the entire recruiting process is the sales
presentation. As a result, the development of a sales presenta-
tion capability for the recruiter and the guidance counselor has
assumed top priority.

Prior to the advent of JOIN, Army recruiters did have access
to a Fairchild projector system using video cassettes to assist
them in making sales presentations. However, current videodisc
technology offers a far superior presentation. Moreover, the old
system, with the numerous video cassettes, required considerably
more storage space than does a videodisc player and a few,
large-capacity videodiscs. This difference is important because
physical space is at a premium in many recruiting stations.

The JOIN System will assist recruiters in presenting a
realistic picture of the Army. This accurate and consistent
information structures thc development of realistic expectations
on the part of the applicant. These realistic expectations, in
tur-', should have two direct benefits. First, both the incidence
of recruiting malpractice charges and the attendant costs should
decrease. Malpractice can result from a recruiter leaving a
person with an impression of Army life which is found to be false
after enlistment. A recent Government Accounting Office (GAO)
report found that the most frequent cause of Army recruiter
malpractice was misleading applicants about service conditions
and benefits. The standardized videodisc presentation should
drastically diminish this problem. The second probable benefit
of realistic expectations is a reduction in premature attrition,
a significant portion of which appears related to a discrepancy
between pre-enlistment expectations and post-enlistment ex-
periences. The JOIN System will allow the recruiter or guidance
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-RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR THE JOIN SYSTEM

William A. Sands
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

San Diego, CA 92152

Paul A. Gade
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Alexandria, VA 22333

James D. Bryan
U.S. Army Recruiting Command Headquarters

Ft. Sheridan, IL 60037

~INTRODUCTION

Recruiting Mission

The U.S. Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) has been tasked by
the Department of the Army to enlist sufficient numbers of
qualified young men and women to sustain desired force levels.
The success or failure of "Manning the Force" depends directly on
the Recruiting Command's "fighting forces;" i.e., the more than
5000 field recruiters located in more than 2200 recruiting
stations across the country and overseas. Instead of being armed
with rifles, these soldiers employ recruiting tools such as lead
lists composed of seniors in a high school, combined with a
high-powered national advertising campaign, to aid them in
achieving their mission.

Market and Product

The target market for this recruiting effort consists of
bright young men and women between the ages of 17 and 21.
Recruiting from this market is required because modern weapon
systems involve the latest available technology. It takes high
quality personnel to use systems involving sophisticated computer
and laser equipment. Unfortunately, this segment of the popula-
tion is decreasing and forecasts indicate that this trend will
continue throughout the decade. The increasing demand for high
quality personnel, coupled with a decreasing supply, means that
the Army recruiter will face stiff competition for high school
diploma graduates, from the other military services and from
colleges and universities which are facing declining student
enrollments.

The product which the recruiter must sell to be successful in
accomplishing the mission is a commitment, in the form of an
enlistment. Ideally, in addition to "making mission," the
recruiter will enlist many young people who will find that the
Army offers numerous opportunities and benefits, and will choose
to make the Army a career.
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F
counselor to show an applicant a wide range of video segments,
with audio commentary, to illustrate Army enlistment options,
benefits, and training opportunities.

Another feature in the sales presentation is the collection
of information on the applicant's stated intereszts and needs.
This information is used by the recruiter to determine which
factors will influence the applicant's enlistment decision, and
thereby tailor the sales presentation to focus on these areas in
order to obtain an enlistment commitment.

Person-Job Matching

Early in the recruiting process, the recruiter needs to know
the likelihood that an applicant will achieve a qualifying score
on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). An
accurate estimate of this likelihood of qualifying has a number
of benefits. It enables the recruiter to avoid wasting valuable
time with applicants who will not be eligible for enlistment. It
reduces unnecessary costs for round trip transportation between
the recruiting station and the test site. Finally, an applicant
who spends the better part of a day attempting to enlist in the
Army and finds that he or she is rejected, returns to the
civilian community with a negative attitude regarding the Army.
Communication of this 'negative attitude to friends will make the
Army recruiter's job even more difficult in the future.

It is difficult to sell an individual on the idea of
enlisting without providing some idea of the type of work that he
or she will be doing. This is especially true for bright, high
school diploma graduates. Under present USAREC policy, the job
of the recruiter is to "sell" the Army, not a particular job or
Military Occupational Specialty (MOS). Matching the individual
with a specific MOS training slot is the job of the guidance
counselor at the Military Enlistment Processing Station (MEPS).
The recruiter can, however, discuss fourteen occupational clus-
ters (e.g., electronics and communications) and show video
segments of these MOS clusters on the JOIN System. The guidance
counselor at the MEPS location will also have these video
segments available, plus segments on the individual MOSs.

Management Support

USAREC is made up of a Headquarters, Five Region Recruiting
Commands (RRC), a Recruiting Support Center (RSC), 56 District
Recruiting Commands (DRC), 257 Recruiting Areas (RA), and over
2200 Recruiting Stations (RS). Like any large organization with
an emphasis on sales productivity, USAREC is critically dependent
upon an effective Management Information System (MIS). This
system must insure that the right information is available in the
right location, at the right time, so that decisions can be made
with a minimal amount of guesswork. The effective communication
of information within USAREC is a complex problem, involving over
2600 sites, many of which do not have access to AUTOVON or
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AUTODIN. This existing situation creates real management prob-
lems. For example, if Headquarters decides to limit enlistments
to high school diploma graduates for a specified period of time,
the policy message may take days to reach all the recruiting
stations. In the meantime, some Army recruiters, unaware of the
policy change, will have invested considerable time ia some
applicants who do not have high school diplomas. Aside from the
obvious waste of valuable recruiter time, this situation is quite
likely to create negative feelings on the part of those
applicants affected. These negative feelings tarnish the image
of the individual Army recruiter as a professional, and the image
of the organization represented. This, in turn, will have
negative consequences for future Army recruiting.

Management of a large, distributed, information-dependent
organization like USAREC requires the use of automated data
processing equipment. Historically, business and government
organizations employed centralized information processing, due to
the high cost of mainframe computers. Recently, however, there
has been a substantial decline in the cost of computing power and
a proliferation of microcomputers, prompting decision-makers to
re-evaluate the various means of satisfying their information
processing requirements. The trend towards decentralization,
wherein computing power is located where the work takes place,
has been termed "distributed computing." The JOIN System is a
good example of this trend, and, when augmented by an electronic
mail service, will provide real-time management information
throughout the Command.

At present, procedures for collecting and recording informa-
tion on an applicant are manual and highly labor-intensive. For
a single applicant, over 35 separate forms may have to be
completed at various points in the enlistment process. Much of
the information on these forms is redundant, resulting in
multiple data entry tasks, unnecessary clerical time, and
numerous administrative errors. The JOIN System, in conjunction
with the Army Recruiting Accessions Data System (ARADS), will
effectively solve this problem by capturing data at a single
location and transmitting these data over communication links co
other sites where they can be used to produce the required forms
and management reports. USAREC is also examining all the various
pre-printed enlistment forms to determine if some can be
eliminated and to evaluate the possibility of revising the format
of the remaining ones to facilitate their generation by computer.
In addition, the JOIN System will provide recruiting personne.
with a word processing capability. This will enable them to
generate correspondence to prospects and to produce the numerous
management reports necessary for production monitoring.

Personnel Training

Providing recruiting personnel with the training necessary to
keep them abreast of changes in recruiting procedures and to
maintain their skills and knowledge is a difficult problem for
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the same reason that USAREC has communication problems; i.e., the
geographical dispersion of over 5000 recruiting personnel in over
2200 locations across the country and overseas. When a new
enlistment option is introduced or when substantial changes occur
in some benefit, considerable recruiting time and expense is
invested in some form of centralized training. Even when changes
can be communicated entirely in writing, thereby avoiding
centralized training, the written word is not always the most
effective training medium.

The JOIN System will, to a large extent, solve this problem.
The microcomputer and videodisc player combination provides an
ideal vehicle for on-site training, using interactive, Computer
Assisted Instruction (CAI) techniques. Moreover, on-site train-
ing can be accomplished at the reoruiter's convenience, minimiz-
ing the disruption of normal recruiting activities.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BY NPRDC

Aptitude Screening

At present, recruiters from the Army and the other military
services are administering the Enlistment Screening Test (EST) to
assess the likelihood that an applicant will achieve a qualifying
score on the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB).
The EST is a conventionally-administered, paper-and-pencil test
and, hence, suffers from a number of serious shortcomings: (1)
excessive administration time; (2) relatively poor measurement
precision at the extremes of the ability distribution; (3)
susceptibility to test compromise; (4) cumbersome scoring and
interpretation; (5) expensive and time-consuming replacement; and
(6) limitations on the types of abilities which can be measured.
Psychometric developmentF in the area of item response theory,
coupled with technological advances and cost reductions in
microcomputers, have provided an opportunity to address these
shortcomings using Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT).

The Computerized Adaptive Screening Test (CAST) has been
develcped by NPRDC and will be administered, scored and inter-
preted by the JOIN System. Item banks for Word Knowledge and
Arithmetic Reasoning have been developed and the test items have
teen calibrated. Current research in this area involves field
testing the instrument and administrative instructions on Army
applicants and the development and evaluation of a prediction
system for estimating an individual's Armed Forces Qualification
Test (AFQT) score on the ASVAB. Plans call for implementation uf
the CAST on the JOIN System in earls CY83, in conjunction with
full implementation of the system nationwide.

Vocational Guidance

Work has been initiated to design and develop a comprehensive
vocational guidance capability for the JOIN System. An extensive
literature review on computer-based vocational guidance systems
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is underway. The .mmediate purpose of this vocational guidance
is to produce a well-informed applicant for enlistment. This
will involve an exploration of values and career choices and the
measurement of vocational interests. The long-range objective is
to create realistic expectations and to facilitate person-job
matches that are rewarding to the individual, while meeting the
needs of the Army.

Personnel Assignment

At least for the forseeable future, actual personnel assign-
ments will continue to be made by guidance counselors at the
MEPS, using the Automated Recruit Quota System (REQUEST).
Howeve., it may be possible to provide the applicant and/or the
Army recruiter with an estimate of the chances that the applicant
will be offered one or more specific MOSs by the REQUEST System,
given the MEPS arrival date and the date of availability for
training. This information could be used to focus an applicant's
attention on likely assignment possibilities, reducing indecision
and hesitancy during the subsequent interview with the guidance
counselor and facilitating a smooth, efficient enlistment.

Forms Generation

To date, the research and development in this area has been
focused on the automation of the Application for Enlistment (DD
Form 1966). NPRDC has developed a stand-alone system of
interactive computer program modules, which automates the entire
eight pages of the DD Form 1966. A central concer. throughout
the software development, test, and evaluation phases has been
ease of use; i.e., the software must remain "user-friendly.:
Extensive documentation has been prepared for the system includ-
ing a User's Manual and a Program Maintenance Manual. The
software and supporting documentation have been submitted to ARI
and, subsequently, to USAREC for conversion and integration into
the operational JOIN System.

SUMMARY

The JOIN System combines state-of-the-art technology in
several fields into a unique, powerful, computer-based,
audiovisual, communications, anC data management system that will
benefit both Army applicants and recruiting per3onnel at all
levels of USAREC.K -Above and beyond the myriad contributions that the JOIN

V System will make towards meeting USAREC's mission of "Manning the
rForce," the potential uses of the system are not fully realized

at present. Recruiting personnel, upon understanding the power
which this system provides them, will discover new and creative

eapplications which will enable them to enlist people into the
Army better, faster, smarter, and with absolute integrity.
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Geometric Radar Symbology: Static Cathode Ray Tube Testing

Gary G. Sarli and Richard J. Carter
US Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI),

Fort Bliss Field Unit, Ft Bliss, Texas

Many air defense (AD) systems use geometric symbols to indicate aircraft

0 on system displays and different shapes to encode friend-or-foe information.
The purpose of ARI's AD symbology research was to identify sets of geomet'ic
symbols associated with high discriminability and quick response times----
to It was felt that AD personnel would respond fastest and most accurately\

to symbols with stereotyped meanings. Phase 1 of this research (Carter, in
~ press) identified nine such 3ymbols:

FRIEND: Circle (0), 5-Pointed Star ('), Heart (V), Flag (P)
HOSTILE: Swastika (r'), Collapsed Box (X ), The letter "X" (X) "
UNKNOWN: Question Mark (?), 6-Sided "U" (U)

Phase 2, using paper displays, tested these symbols in sets of three ( 1
of each type) and five (2 friend, 2 hostile, and 1 unknown) symbols. The
three-symbol set with the quickest response time (RT) was Star-Box-U; the one
with the least errors was Heart-Box-U. RTs for the five-symbol sets were not
significantly different, but set Heart-Flag-Swastika-Box-Question Mark had
the least errors. (Carter, 1980)

-This paper deals with Phase 3, in which the symbol sets were presented
1on a cathode ray tube (CRT) display. Symbol shape was the independent
variable; RT and errors were the dependent variables. The hypotheses were
that some sets would have lower RTs and errors, and that the results of
Phases 2 and 3 would agree.

Experiments 1 and 2: Three-Symbol Sets

Mechod

Subjects. For each experiment, 30 subjects were drawn from a pool of
enlisted personnel (grades E2-E6) in AD console operator Military Occupational
Specialties (16C, E, H, J) at the US Army Air Defense Center at Fort Bliss,
TX.

Apparatus. A PATRIOT Tactical Operations Simulator/Trainer (TOS/T)
provided a 36.2 cm diameter, round CRT, as well as necessary switches andcontrols, including an isometric joystick. A FORTRAN program was used to

gonerate 64mm-wide symbols on the CRT and to record the data.

Procedure. A 900 top oriented search sector was plotted on the CRT
(Figure 1). Each soldier, seated at the TOS/T console, was given 2 practice

The authors wish to thank CPT David Smull, SP6 David Arvieux, Jeri Price, and
John Davis for their valuable assistance.
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and 8 test sets (see Table 1) which each consisted of 1 friend, 1 hostile, and
1 unknown. On each set, the soldier was showr 27 scenes; each scene contained
24 symbols (7 to 9 of each type). The 27 scenes were divided into 3 groups
of 9 scenes; the soldier was told to locate and "hook" either the friend,
hostile, or unknown symbols in each group. The soldier hooked each symbol
by using the joystick to superimpose a Dlus-sign-shaped cursor upon the
symbol and then pressing the "hook" button. Feedback was provided by causing
a PATRIOT "hold fire" modifier to appear around the hooked symbol.

Results

Experiment 1. The RTs for the eight symbol sets were significantly
different: F(7,203) = 2.391, P=.0225. A Nfewman-Keuls' test showed that the
soldiers hooked the symbols in the Star-Box-Question Mark and Heart-Swastika-
Question Mark sets significantly faster than the two slowest sets. The number
of errors made on the symbol sets were also significantly different,X 2(7)=49.37,
p <.001, as were the numbers of errors made on the two hostile symbols,
X 2(1)=7.13, p <.001. Symbol set Star-Sox-Question Mark had the fewest
errors among sets and the Collapsed Boxes had fewer errors than the Swastikas.

ExDeriment 2. The RTs fnr the symbol sets differed significantly:
F(7,203)=2.283, p=.029- set Circle-Box-juestion Mark was significantly faster
than the slowest sets. The times for the friend symbols were also different,
F{3,87)=5.993, p=.0012, with the Circle being significantly faster than the
Flag. The number of errors were significantly different for Aets (x,2(7)=14.87,
p c.025), friends (x(3)=17.16, p< .001), and unknowns ( (1)=7.13, p< .01).
Set Circle-Box-Question Mark, friend syribol Heart, and unknown symbol Question
Mark had the fewest errors in their respective groups (see Table 1).

Experiments 3 and 4: Five-Symbol Sets

Method

Subjects. For each experiment, 24 subjects were selected in the same
way as subjects in Experiments 1 and 2.

Apparatus. Thp apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1 and 2.

Procedure. Each soldier was given 1 practice and 6 test sets (see Table

2) which each consisted of 2 friends, 2 hostiles, and 1 unknown. On each set,
the soldier was shown 50 scenes; each scene contained 25 symbols (4-6 of each
shape). The 50 scenes were divided into 5 groups of 10 scenes each. The rest
of the procedure was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2.

Results

Experiment 3. The RTs were significantly different only among friend symbols:
F (2,46)=6.707, p=.0031. A Newman-Keuls' test revealed that the Hearts were
significantly faster than the other friend symbols. The number of errors
were significantly different for sets (X.2(5)=9.51, p < .05), and for friend
(%2(2)=16.79, p-< .01) and hostile (y2(2)=12.52, p < .01) symbols. Set Star-
Heart-Box-X-Question Mark had the lowest error rate among sets. Hearts and
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Tablie 1
Mean Response Times and Error Rates for Experiments I and 2

EXPERIMENT I EXPERIMENT 2
Sets RT ERRORS Sets RT ERRORS

Q.( k) (PRACTICE) (PRACTICE)

rx?(PRACTICE) 2 X9? (PRACTICE)

rF 9 322.07 2.80 O9 299.02 .83

326.13 1.63 O ? 293.17 .34

9 308.15 .90 F ?308.54 1.035~j i:i .)314.36 1.27 r2 H 302.97.3

Friends Friends
109.69 .55 0 99.54 .19

109.14 .42 105.29 .60

Hos ti 1 es 1' !05.08 .10

39.02.31 .80 109.18 .42

103.31 .44 Hosti es

Unknowns 1 96.30 .16

104.95 .42 96.24 .13

105.96 .45 Unknowns

01102.56 118

104.26 .37
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Swastikas had the lowest error rates among friends and hostiles, respectively.

Experiment 4. Because only one unknown symbol was used, only sets, friead
symbols, and hostile symbols were compared. The RTs for the sets were not
significantly different, but the times for the friend (F(2,44)=30.369, p < .00005)
and the hostile symbols (F(2,44)=7.510, p=.0019) were Newman-Keuls' tests
revealed tha: the Circle was significantly faster than the other friends and
that the X was significantly faster than the Collapsed 3oxes. The errors
were significantly different for the sets (y 2(5)=19.44, p C .01) and the
friend symbols (x 2(2)=55.64, p< .01). Set Circle-Star-Box-X-Question Mark
and friend symbol Circle had the lowest error rates for their groups (see
Table 2)

Discussion

The hypotheses that the symbols and symnol sets would have significantly
different time and error rates was generally supported. Note that response
time differences were found among 3-symbol sets but not among 5-symbol sets.
Inasmuch as the total number of symbols displayed at one time were comparable
across the experiments, it is assumed that the effect of any one symbol on
response time decreases as the diversity of symbols displayed increases (Earl,
in press).

The hypothesis that the same sets and symbols would be identified as best
in Phases 2 and 3 was not supported. This may be due to slight differences
in the symbol shapes as displayee on the CRT versus on paper, the fact that
CRT symbols were white-on-black instead of black-on-white, or differences in
hooking procedures and practice sets. In general, the subjects in Phase 2
performed better on the Flag and six-sided "U" but worse on the "X" and
Question Mark than the subjects in Phase 3. Clearly, paper simulations of CRT
screens must be interpreted with great care.
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Table 2

Mean Response Times and Error Rates for Experiments 3 and 4

EXPERIMENT 3 EXPERIMENT 4

Sets RT ERRORS Sets RT ERRORS

0 rt XY) (PRACTICE) (5 r (PRACTICE)

(73 r' X~ (t (PRACTICE) r J"1i-X ij(PRACTICE)
* ~F ~ t? 498.67 2.46 2 X U) (PRACTICE)

I L 493.49 2.83 ~r -'~ ~ 501.58 2.65

r~jX ? 473.24 2.71 (j~jX? 47.920

" X ? 479.26 1.71 477.46 1.57

? 502f5 2.54 i 487.12 1.61

K? P FH.-9 484.99 2.00 () 9 i< ? 491.77 1.57
Friends O :'>' P 480.04 2.35

107.23 .80 Friends

100.32 .40 94.51 .17

I 105.46 .52 105.07 .68

Hostiles 108.73 .86

il± 93.91 .30 Hosti I es

94.74 .60 94.01 .33

- 89.73 .40 97.44 .30

Unknowns 91.34 .39

96.12 .31 Unknown

96.92 .38 94.90 .33
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"WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD--

THE IMPACT OF CBI UPON INSTRUCTORS"

Worth Scanland, Ph.D.
Director, Research, Development,

Test, and Evaluation
- -. Chief of Naval Education and Training

Pensacola, Florida

ABSTRACT

Computer Based Instruction (CBI) has been around in one of0its several forms or another for the last two decades. Both in

0 research settings and in schoolhouses it has consistantly shown
to be able to deliver high quality instruction to almost every

O level of student in most s'bject matter areas, provided that
the courseware is written by skilled practitioners. Yet the
world of education and training continues, in the face of
mountains of evidence to the contrary, to stick with the belief
that, "CBI is a valuable adjunct among the many other instruc-
tional aids, such as audiovisual, available to the instructor,
but it will never take the place of that instructor."

- It is the purpose of this papereLt- clear the air of the very
erroneous and harmful notion that I can not and will not re-
place many instructors. To believe, or be deceived into believ-
ing, the contrary is doing both the instructors and CBI a dis-
service, and may if not countered, lead us to the -costly error of
failing to grasp the full benefits which CBI is about to be
able to deliver as the costs of both hardware and software
continue to sharply decline.

Several weeks ago I attended a seminar conducted at the loc 1 community
college on the subject of computers in education. The audience i:as made up
principally of youngish men and women engaged, in one form or another, in
public education and military training. They were curicus abeut computers
and the role computer based instruction might play in their wor'd of work,
and I was there to hear what the world of higher education had t say about
that subject. The speaker, he said, was a doctoral candidate at a univer-
sity well known for its curriculum in educational technology (in fact I
took my graduate degrees there and regard its teachings most highly). We
were all appropriately impressed with his credentials to speak on the topic
at hand.

The seminar opened with the leader saying something such as the follow-
ing, and my quotation, if not verbatum, is at least accurate in its sense.

V-- "Let me set the record straight for us right here at the beginning," he

said. "A computer will never (and he underlined with his voice the time-
lessness of his prediction)...the computer will never take the place of a
teacher. Let me ask you a question," he went on. ave you ever tried to
imagine a computer drying the tears of a little six year old girl?" I
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stood up and left the room at that point, unable to listen to more of that
sort of pablum about the relationships between teachers and computer based
instruction, yet realizing as I did so that nowhere have I really heard the
subject openly and frankly addressed. I think the time has arrived for us
instructional technologists to cease apologizing for advances in our techno-
logies, and begin to face the facts, disconcerting to some as they may be.
Let us, therefore, "Go where angels fear to tread", and, to thoroughly mix
our metaphors, "Grab the bull by the horns!"

Prior to about 1400 A.D., when either the Dutchman Coster or the German
Gutenberg invented movable type (and you may take your pick), books were the ,
exclusive communications medium, other than word of mouth, of the church
hierarchy and royalty, and common man remained ever forbidden the truths of
science and the wisdom of the arts. But with that revolutionary invention
a whole new world of education was opened up to the entire populations of
the world, and a major step forward toward science, medicine, geographic
discovery, navigation, mathematics and social equality was born. Books were
our primary medium of communications between the peoples of this earth until
early in the 19th Centruy, when Samuel Morse invented the telegraph which
allowed the written word to be transmitL d all over the globe at the speed
of light. And then Alexander Graham Be'l brought forth the first telephone,
allowing people of all ages and races and nation)alities to exchange informa-
tion by orally spoken words. One must grasp the historical significance of
these events and their impact upon mankind in order to place the computer in
its true perspective...invented in the middle of the 20th Century, the com-
puter is as significant to mankind and his abilities for rapid and ubiquitous
communications as were those inventions which preceeded it, and perhaps
history will someday tell us, even more important. We are emerging into a
"brave new world," as Aldous Huxley named it, where the computer will be as
essential to the conduct of human affairs as has been the printed page, the
telephone, the television, the automobile and the airplane, only far more
so than we can, even today, imagine. It will become the constant and ever-
present medium through which we exchange ideas, knowledge, scientific fact and
the arts, and by which we will order our daily lives, businesses, production,
economics, both public and private, and our education and training. If you
don't believe that, you are as far bo-FTnd the times as those who burned the
early bouks because they were heretic.

As you are likely aware, the early computers which appeared on the scene
about 1948 to 1952, were in fact simply very fast mathematical calculating
machines. Although they could, in fact, only perform the basic functions
of addition and subtraction, they could do so at such speed that other mathe-
matical functions could be performed, or seem to be performed, as well. Fan-
tastic as these developments were, they had been envisioned more than a century
ago by a most astute lady named Ada Augusta Lovelace, who said and I quote
from her writings, "--The P,,alytical Machine (her name for a computer) holds
a position wholly its own; and the considerations it suggests are most inter-

* esting in their nature. In enabling mechanisms to combine together general
symbols in successions of unlimited variety and extent, a uniting link is
established between the operations of matter and the abstract mental processes
of the most abstract branch of mathematical science. A new, a vast, and a
powerful language is developed for the future use of analysis, in whici

4
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to wield its truths so that these may become of more speedy and accurate
application for the purpose of mankind than the means hitherto in our
possession have rendered possible." That, my friends, is an amazing
statement, considering that it was pronounced before the Civil War took
place.

It was through the progression of computers to the point where they
could deal with other forms of communications than mathematics, princi-
pally the written word and other symbols conveying ideas, facts and con-
cepts, that the real breakthrough occurred. Once this had been achieved
the floudgate of computer capabilities had only to await the development
of languages with which to communicate to the computer itself, and the
engineering and technologies to produce smaller and faster operating
systems. These advances have been the hallmark of computer technological
advances over the decade of the seventies, and the advent of the personal
and home computer is the obvious result.

At the risk of saying something which is fairly apparent even to the
least enthusiastic computer observer, let me point out to you a very
significant perspective. In Figure l, we see a graph on which the
absissa represents time in years, 1950 to 1990, and the ordinate repre-
sents the cost of computer capability, in whatever units you might select.
What the curve says is that back in the 1950s any usable computer capa-
bility, let's say to solve complex calculus equations, cost millions of
dollars (and, I might add, occupied hundreds of cubic feet of space.) As
the years went by this curve took a definite turn downward, until by the
year 1980 we could purchase handheld computers which had the capability
to perform complex engineering equations with the touch of a button and a
PDP-ll/23 could predict the trajectory of a space ship to the moon and
back, at a cost of less than one tenth that of a 1960 IBM 1500. Today one
can buy at the local computer store a Timex-Sinclair 1000 for less than
one hundred dollars, and can bring it home, plug it into any 120 volt 60
Hertz outlet ani talk to it like a Dutch Uncle! If that doesn't impress
you, let me say that I heard the Chief of Naval Research, Rear Admiral
Kollmorgan, describe a computer which will be on deck by 1986 with the
computing capacity of a PDP-ll/23, all packaged on a wafer three inches
in diameter. So inexpensive computer capability will very soon blanket
the world just as have paperback books and the Sony "WALKMAN.

Now then, what has all this to do with computer based instruction,
and the role of the teacher in that new world?

Computer assisted instruction, along w4th its companion piece, com-
puter managed instruction, express the primary applications of the com-
puter to instruction generically known as computer based instruction
(hereinafter referred to as CBI). The advent of CBL followed the develop-
ment of the early computers by about a decdde. In the middle of the 1960s
CBI had been reasonably well researched as to its efficacy and ability to
perform the instructional role, especially in thq provision of facts, con-
cepts and ideas, and the management of practice and testing. Most CBI
programs used the typical "programmed instruction" format, which is fairly
easy to author, and suited the programming limitations then prevalent. By
and large these experimental systems were sponsored and funded by the U.S.
Department of Education (then H.E.W.), and resided in universities from
Stanford on the West Coast to Florida State University in the East. There
were numerous public school demonstration projects of CBI, these also
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funded by the Government. In summary, it can be safely said that through-
out the sixties and into the early seventies there were more than adequate
demonstrations and evaluations of various forms of CBI to persuade those
who kept open minds that this new form of instructional delivery could
handle the job as well as the best of teachers, and Ltter than the majority.
Only in the affective domain is it not at its best, but fortunately little
instruction, compared with the total, is in that category. However, an
history of that period would reveal that when the support of the Federal
Government was withdrawn (and quite properly), the states and communities
were not financially capable of sustaining these experimental CBI systems,
and they, by and large folded for lack of support. The plain fact of the
matter was that, regardless of the demonstrated utility of the CAI concept,
the cost of both hardware and software was prohibitably high. Thus for the
better part of a decade CAI, with some isolated exceptions kept alive by
either a farsighted industry or a university, lay dormant. There was,
fortunately, one form of computer based instruction which was, even then
and still is, quite affordable, namely computer mahaged instruction, or CMI.
In this form of CBI one computer can handle as many students simultaneously
as is required. For example, the Navy's CMI system, supporting its techni-
cal training program, has a large general purpose computer located near
Memphis, Tennessee. It currently has ten thousand students registered on
the system at any one time, and manages their instruction without signifi-
cant problems. This application of the computer to the instructional process
dQes not bring the students into a face-to-face interaction with the computer
program, as does CAI, and therefore demands much from the student in the way
of self-teaching. Nevertheless, it is a very, very efficient way to manage
individualized instruction, and has saved the Navy millions of dollars in
training time.

But despite the success of CMI where it has been applied, it is far from
the ideal way by which to take advantage of the computer's capability to
deliver instruction, and therefore, while not as dea6 as the dodo bird, wili
soon e overtaken by CAI. How, considering the costs factor we have mention-
ed briefly as being the reason CAI has not proliferated, can we so confident-
ly predict the future success of CAI? The reason is quite simple...it re-
sides in the cost/capability vs time curve we showed in Figure 1. The fact
is that the costs associated with large computer capability and high comput-
ing speeds have plummeted over the last few years, to the point where today
anyone with a modest income can afford his own computer, and compared with
the costs of a human teacher (in Navy training about $32,000 a year), a CAI
computer is fast becoming very, very affordable.

The purpose in taking you down this path with me on the brief history of
CBI has been to permit us all to address the issue before us--to wit, what is
the role of the instructor in CBI--on a common understanding of just what
that instructional methodology is all about.

There are seven primary instructional functions which any teaching system,
be it a tutor, a classroom instructor or a machine, must address. These are,
sort of in the order of their appearance on the stage, as it were, as follows;

* Information presentation

* Demonstration
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. Drill and practice

• Evaluation

* Feedback

. Remediation, and

Instructional management
Of these seven, CMI takes care of only the evaluation, feedback, to some

extent the remediation, and the instructional management functions. CAI
takes care of them all, with belI; on. How well can the average, or even the
best, human teacher get around to performing all these functions? If you
know anything about the average clascroom instruction you know that all ma
get some attention to a limited extent, but that normally most are provided
in half measure, if that well. Fifteen years of research, experimenting and
demonstration have conclusively proven that good CAI (and let me say that any-
thing but good CAI is worse than no CAI)...that good CAI can handle all seven
functions with ease, and do them very well indeed.

If this is the case for CAI, and it is affordable, even economical when
compared with human instructors, where is the problem? The problem is that
the introduction of CBI, as with the introduction of any new major change in
the accustomed way people do things, is threatening and therefore to be ra-
sisted.

It is a fact that the introduction of new technologies does, in many
- instances, replace the people who heretofore oerformed the o-now capable of

being done by the new technology. The introduction of machine tools into the
British world of production and manufacturing threw thousands of worers out
of their jobs, as is the introduction of robotics into the automobile produc-
tion lines today. But it is also an historical fact that machine tools in-
creased the demand for British goods by orders of ,-agnitude, and new roles
for working people grew from that demand. The end result has always been an
overall increase in gross national product and a better standard of living for
our society. Automation of many manpower intensive functions in the society
is going to demand changes in the roles of those impacted, and the solution is
historically evident that those people must make adjustments, primarily thtough

* retraining and education.
So it will be, and even is today, with the introduction of automation into

* the world of education and training. My personal qxperience in public school
education is limited pretty much to twenty years as a student, so I will leave
the debate on this topic in that setting to others more qualified. But in the
domain of technical training I am perfectly willing to take my stand t,at the
automation of instruction will, among other good things, result in the replace-
ment of human instructors with computer based instruction. Now that doesn't
necessarily mean that schools are going to have to offer up some of their

- instructor billets: In the case of the current Navy initiative to implement
widespread application of CBI the computers will take the place of instructors
who would otherwise have to be hired to accommodate -he planned increase in stu
dent load. But we should not let that sophism lull us into the belief that CBI
will not, tomorrow or the day after tcmorrow, take the place of instructors now
on the job. Not all of them, mind you. I do not foresee that day. But some of
them, to be sure. One way around the problem, shortsighted as it appears to us
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L all, is to assure and reassure the threatened instructors that CBI
cannot replace them in the system, and that it will only be another
adjunct among the many they are accustomed to which will, and I quote,
"Make the instructors' task easier.") We must not make this mistake.

The student-to-instructor ratio in the Naval Education and Training
Command at this time is ten to one, which includes among the instructors
those in training, those on annual and sick leave, maintaining curricula,
or otherwise not necessartly on the podium. If we are serious about
taking advantage of the potential for instruction inherent in the com-
puter we should look forward over the next five years to that ratio
becoming more like twelve or thirteen to one. In other words, we should
expect, even demand, at least an increase in instructional productivity
on the order of twenty to twenty-five percent. If we do not achieve
that, we are failing to take advantage of the opportunities made available
to us through autcation.

But there is a brighter side of this picture from the standpoint of
those instructors who enjoy playing a role in training. For every in-
structov who must give up the podium there is a place, a major requirement,
for people who can provide routine maintenance to computers, repair them
when they fail, and most of all, for people who can author well designed
and developed instructional programs to be placed on those computers. Such
changes in roles requires re-training, of course, and it is our duty to
plan for and implement such re-training programs for our institutions,
starting right now. CBI is here...large scale CBI is just around the corner.
The time to plan for the future is today, and I urge each of you who has
a responsible position in a traininq management situation to start looking
out ahead. Change is upon us, and CBI is a role changer. Let's be prepared
to meet the future instead of shying away from its challenge.

The view expressed in the above paper is the
personal and professional view of the authors,
and is not intended in any way to represent
that of the commands by whom they are employed.

WORTH and DOROTHY SCANLAND
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Women in the Navy's Civilian Skilled
Blue-Collar Workforcel

Amiel T. Sharon and John D. Kraft
- . U.S. Department of the Ravy U.S. Office of Personnel Management

Although women have traditionally not been well represented in the0 skilled blue-collar workforce of the United States, their numbers have grown
dramatically in recent years. The relatively high pay, affirmative action
programs, the generally higher level of women's participation in the
workforce, and the women's liberation movement have all contributed to their

" entry into the skilled trades and crafts in significant numbers. The U.S.
SNavy, which is among the largest employers o' craftsmen in the nation, has

also experienced a rapid rise in the number cf women in virtually all of its
skilled trades. The Navy currently employs over 50,000 blue-collar workers

__ in trades such as welding, air- ,nditioning and refrigeration, and electronics.
Jm.J. These workers perform a vital function for national defense -- they overhaul

and repair ships, aircraft, and complex weapons systems. They learn the skills
C of their trade in a grueling four-year apprenticeship, receiving both classroom

instruction and on-the-job training.

Method of Survey and sample description

As part of an effort to develop and validate new procedures for the
selection of apprentices to naval trades and to improve apprentice training
programs, a comprehensive occupational survey of a representative sample of
almost 5,000 skilled workers in 22 trades was conducted by the U.S. Office of
Personnel Management and the Navy Department. The survey was accomplished
through a structured questionnaire that sought information from jib incumbents
about educational and occupational background, methods of recruitment and
selection to present job, perceived discomforts and hazards of the job,
injuries sustained, relevance of classroom apprenticeship to the job, major
job duties, physical demands of the job, tools and equipment used, and job
tasks. The survey questionnaire was administered in group sessions at 18
different Naval installations.

The total sample was composed of 4,646 males and 197 females distributed
among all of the 22 trades that were surveyed (a list of the trades is
presented in the Appendix). Although no attempts were made to match the male
and female subsamples, a coincidental (and fortuitous) finding was that the
two groups had the same average length of timE working as civilian in the Navy
(7 years). This finding facilitated the comparison between the two subsamples
because length of experience in the Navy might have been a confounding factor
in the comparison of other variables.

The female subsample was found to have a higher average educational level
than its male counterpart. Although there were slightly more women than men
without high school degrees (17% women vs. 12% men), 54% of thb women had some

I1
•The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not

necessarily represent the positions of the Department of the Navy or ir-
Office of Personnel Management.
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college or a college degree in comparison to only 40 percent of the men. This
finding may be related to the type of job that job incumbents held immediately
before their current job. Twenty-one percent of the women as compared to only
12 percent of the men had prior jobs in a technical or professional area.
Men, on the other hand, were more likely to have jobs as journeyworkers or
apprentices in private industry (27% men vs. 11% women) or in the military
(9% men vs. 2% women) prior to working for the Navy.

Recruitment and selection .

By far, the most common way for an individual, whether male or female, to
learn about Navy's apprenticeship program is through relatives or friends who
work for the Navy. For more women than men, this was the major source of
finding out about apprenticeship opportunities in the Navy (29% women vs. 22%
men). Other recruitment methods were generally not effective with either
sex. The reasons for wanting to become skilled journeyworkers were similar
for men and women, with one exception. Pa3, and benefits led the list (28% for
each group) and was followed in the female'subsample by interest in the
technical and physical aspects of the job (16% women vs. 17% men). Job
security, however, was a much stronger motivating factor for men (24%) than
for women (14%).

The finding that only 19 percent of the women as compared to 73 percent
of the men were military veterans was not surprising. Since the civil service
selection process for apprentices requires the awarding of veteran's
preference points to qualified veterans, fewer women than men had the
veteran's preference advantage in the selection process. Many women were
hired into the apprenticeship program from white-collar jobs through merit
promotinn and upward mobility programs administered internally within the
Naval installations at which the women were already employed in other
capacities.

Major Job Duties

Survey respondents were asked to review a list of 27 major job duties
typically performed by journeyworkers in the skilled trades and indicate
whether these duties apply to their jobs. The percentage of men and women who
perform each of the duties was fairly similar. Five duties, however, were
found to differ by more than 10 percentage points between the two groups. For
each of these duties the percentage of men who performed them exceeded that of
women. The duties are:

- Teach or instruct trainees about job
- Lead or oversee the work of others
- Prepare written reports

- Give oral instructions
- Use or calculate fractions, decimals, or percentages

We can only speculate on the reasons why fewer women perform these duties.

One key reason may be that a higher percentage of women in the survey sample
were in apprentice positions (23%) than were men (9%). (The remainder were
mostly in journeyworker level jobs.) Four of the five duties are associated
with directing the work of others, the type of duties apprentices are not
prepared or qualified to perform.
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Discomforts, hazards, and injuries

The survey respondents were requested to indicate which of several types
of physical discomforts and hazards they encountered on the job. Fewer
discomforts were reported by women than men in every one of 13 categories of
discomforts such as long periods of standing and frequent kneeling or
stooping. The pattern of discomforts for both sexes, however, was similar.
Working in a noisy environment, for example, was the most discomforting aspect
of the jobs for both groups. Similar results were found with the hazards or
dangers frequently encountered on the job. Fewer women than men reported that
their jobs were hazardous in every one of 12 categories such as intensive heat
that could lead to burns or work that could lead to muscle strain. Again, the
pattern of perceived dangers was very similar for both groups, with exposure
to contaminated air and exposure to excessive noise being cited most
frequontly.

The women fared better than the men in injuries that resulted in absence
from work. Fifty-three percent of the women, as compared to 43 percent of the
men, never incurred such injuries. Significantly fewer women reported
receiving injuries to extremeties such as toe or finger; face, eye or ear
injuries; back injuries; and hernias. Approximately the same percentage of
men as women experienced scrapes or bruises, chemical burns, and damage to
lungs from smoke.

Physical demands of the job

We recently became aware of the decision by the U. S. Army to restrict
women from performing in many arduous enlisted jobs. One article in
The Washington Post (1982) said that women would be barred from 76% of Army
Military Occupation Specialties (MOSs) because of the new strength
requirements.

While the report on these research findings Las not yet been released by
the Army, we did attend a medical briefing by Major Dennis Kowal, the research
psychologist in charge of the research basis for these policy decisions. As a
result of this briefing, it appears to us that these findings should not have
impact on the ability or desirability of the Navy to hire, train, and utilize
more women in civilian skilled blue-cellar positions. We think thit this is
true for several reasons.

First, the legally mandated combat MOS automatic exclusion of a majority
of positions for women was not repo:ted in the papers. This policy, infact,
already excludes women from most of the physically-demanding Army jobs.

Second, while many of the military enlisted jobs are classified in the
same Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DO,) codes as the civilian jobs in the
Navy, they are quite different in how they are carried out. In order to
iazure military preparedness, enlisted nersonnel arq assigned to specific two
or three person teams who work together on tasks; no extra persons are
available to perfo-m a particularly arduous task. This is not true for
civilians; usually there are other persons around who can help perform a
particularly demanding aspect of a task.

Third, the research literature does not report significant differences in
industrial injury rates for men and women (Ballau and Buchman, 1978). An
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exception to this literature was the research by Major Kowal on injuries

during basic training. However, Kowal indicated that these injuries were
directly related to the sustained nature of basic training and the resulting
deterioration over a short period of time of body structure before it is
rebuilt (Personal communication and Kowal, 1980).

Fourth, different laws affect the military and civilian personnel
policies. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, and the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, as amended, .do not apply to military personnel but do apply to
Federal civilian personnel. As a result, the case law developments and
regulatory agencies' regulations apply to Navy's policies in this area.
The Federal government as a civilian employer cannot exclude women from a job
because of so-called bona fide occupational qualifications, such as strength
requirements, except in extremely rare circumstances. This includes such
industrial hazards as the use of solvents and similar chemicals which might
pose reproductive system hazards (Stillman, 1979). Even cases of lower back
injury will not exclude persons from employment in most arduous jobs.
Recently, a Federal judge citing Rehabilitation Act considerations ordered a
construction company to hire and provide back pay to an apprentice carpenter
who was d.nied employment because of a louer back condition. The basis of his
decision was that the possibility of future injury did not coustitute grounds
for di qualifying the carpenter from the job (Medical Standards News, 1981).

Our own survey results show few significant differences between men and
women in coping with the physical demands of the job. Using a taxonomy of
occupationally-oriented Basic Body Efforts developed by researchers at the Naval
Personnel Research and Development Center, survey respondents were asked to
provide information about the single most muscularly demanding task of their job.
No significant differences were found between men and women in the type of effort
applied to the most demanding job task. One-half of each group reported that
carrying bjects while walking, such as carrying a motor to the shop for
overhaul, and lifting objects without carrying them, such as lifting a box
onto a sbelf, were their physically most demanding tasks. Other types of effort
were reported by relatively few workers. Significantly more women (490%) than
men (35%) perform the most demanding task alone as opposed to being teamed
together with other workers to exert the required force. Although rhost
individuals in both groups indicated that they are able to perform the most
demanding tasks of their job without problems, 18 percent of the women as
compared to 10 percent of the men reported that the task sometimes exceeded
their strength capabilities. More women than men (40% vs. 32%) reported that
the task is difficult to perform because of the pounds of force exerted.
Fewer women, however, reported problems as a result of the difficult grip (47%
vs. 57%), cramped or rest-7.ted spaces which restrict body leverage or
movement (28% vs. 49%), a:'o the reach required to move or install an object
(32% vs. 43%).

Conclusion

"-7 The results of the survey suggest that there are some differences and
many similarities between men and women working in Naval skilled trades. The
differences, which were highlighted in this paper, should.not overshadow the
preponderance of similarities between the two groups. Most of the evidence
suggests that women in naval skilled trades are not unlike their male
counterparts in the duties they perform and in the difficulties they encounter
on the job.--Q*
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Based on our limited survey findings, literature on injuries, and

the present interest in increasing the number of women in underrepresentative
civilian jobs, it may be that a larger proportion of the Navy's skilled
blue-collar civilian work force will be women in the future.
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APPENDIX

- NAVAL TRADES AD CrUGIFS SURVEYED

Air-conditioning Equipment Mechanic

Aircraft Electrician

Aircraft Engine Mechanic

Aircraft Instrument Mechanic

Aircraft r-ecbanic

Boilermaker

Boiler Plaut Operator

Carpenter

ElectroLic Mechanic

Electrician

Electroplater

Equipszent liechanic (formerely MIaFri -cmbinist)

Inside Machinist

lasularor

Painter

Pipefltter

Rigger

Sheetnetal Mechanic

Sheetmetal Mechanic (Aircraft)

Shipfitter

Shipwright

Welder
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Transition Socialization Processes in the U.S. Marines*

James B. Shaw, Department of Psychology
Richard W. Woodman, Department of Management

Texas A&M University

% w: ogiuia study of socialization processes in U.S. Marines %tho
were transfed from Camp Pendleton, California to Okinawa was begun in
August 1981. This paper presents data relating to expectations concerning

0Okinawa that marines develop and the effect of expectations upon several
job-relevant attitudes and behaviors.0 Van Maane-n an-Sei-IiiTr1ave defined organizational socialization

" /as 'the process by which an individual acquires the social knowledge and
- skills necessary to assume an organizational role" (p911). Feldman (1981)
breaks t;e socialization process into three stages: (1) anticipatory
socialization, (2) encounter, and (3) change and aLquisition. It is this
first stage of anticipatcry socialization that is under scrutiny in the

acc present study. Van Maanen (1976) defines the anticipatory stage as being
concerned with Othe degree to which an individual is prepared - prior to
entry - to occupy organizational ositi-ns" (p.081. Feldman (1976) sug-
gests that one important factor in determining this degree of preparation
is the realism of information concerning the organizatior and job which the
individual has prior to entry. Research (Ilgen 5 Seely, 1974; Wanous,
1073; and Zaharia & Baumeister, 1981) has shown that realistic job informa-
tion provided prior to beginning work facilitates role adjustment. Much of

*. this work has centerei around the notion that informatioa given prior to
organizational entry results in the individual deva'oping expectations
about the job. These expectations (or lack thereof) affect the ability of
the person to adjust to thr new job situation.

"---- In the present study, we were interested in the relationship between
expectations and ddjustment in transfers rather than initial organizational
entry-., Although Fisher, Wilkins and Eulberg (1982) point out that entry
and transfer situations differ somewhat in the nature and extent of antici-
patory socialization that would occur, they nevertheless suggest that
accurate pre-transfer perceptions will be as important as pre-entry peecep-
tions. - - __ ,,,

Thpres~at ;iay examinea the role of expectations developed prior tn
transfer on later transfer adjustment. Specifically we investigated the
relationship between e-pectations developed prior to transfer, their *real-
ism," and later adjustment in the new- job situation.

METHOD

Sample
The sample consisted of 91 marines stationed at Camp Pendleton, Cali-

fornia who were sched;led for transfer to Okinawa in November 1.98. Over
90% of this sample were assigned to 2nd Battalion, 7th Mar:he Regiment.
For 33% of the sample, the move to Okinewa would be their first experience
outside the U.S. Over 90% of the sample were E-4's or loter. Nine percent

7 This research was fanded by the Office of N-';al Rasearch, grant
. numoer ;N00014-81-K-0036, project NR 170-925.
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of the sample were married. The sample was not selected to be representa-
tive of 2nd Battalion, but was instead weighted with younger, less experi-
enced personnel.
Procedure

Preliminary interviews with personnel recently returned from Okinawa
were held in August 1981. These interviews were used to develop and refine
questionnaire items. In October 1981, 91 individuals about to transfer to
Okinawa completed the survey instrument and were interviewed. Follow-up
interviews were conducted with 79 of these marines in April 1982. The same
survey instrument was completed. Minor wording modifications of some iteiis
were made for the Okinawa sample. For example, an item which for the
Pendleton administration was worded "what do you expect Okina'-a to be iike

... " would be reworded "what has Okinawa been like ... " For each of these
expectation items, responses from Pendleton and Okinawa were available.
For each mr;iine a difference score, Okinawa-Perdleton was computed for each

i item.

Measures-: -. Dta were collected using the survey instrument. Expectations of

marines about living in Okinawa, their job in Okinawa, the natives in
Okinawa, their standard of living while in Okinawa, drug ard alcohol use in
Okinawa, closeness among members of their unit while in Okinawa, officer
strictness, rule enforcement, weather, entertainment opportunities, number
of friends they would have, how much they would miss their family, and
their overall difficulty of adjusting to Okinawa were collected as part of
the survey. Five point rating scales were used.

Also inciuded in the survey were items concerning various transfer
adjustment related attitudes and behaviors. Specifically, marines were
asked to respond to items concerning their intention to complete their
enlistment, their intention to re-enlist, their overall satisfaction with
the Marine Corps, their preference for being stationed in Okinawa or Pen-

' -. dleton, and the amount of time they felt it took them to adjust to being in
Okinawa. Marines also indicated the number of times per week they "got
really angry and told someone off," got in a fight, cot drunk, used drugs
other than alcohol, went on an unauthorized absence or were put in the
brig.

RESULTS

Expectations
Subjets answered 13 questions designed to measure v-rious aspects of

their expr:tations about their new assignment. For both the Pendleton and
Okinawa aiministrati3ns data on response frequencies to each of the items
as well ;s the mean response to each item were obtained. The results of t-
tests cc:ducted for each item between mean responses in the two administra-
tions (endleton vs. Okinawa) are discussed below. The Pend~eton sample
refers to the ninety-one marines from whom data was collected at Camp
Pendl(ton prior to their departure for Okitawa. The Okinawa sample refers
to tfz seventy-nine individuals interviewed, for the second time, during
thei" stay on Okinawa. In order to be included in the t-tests, a respoa -
dent had to compsete the item i. both data collections. Thus, the n for
this t-test varies across items.

Item: 'How interestia living in Okinawa w*&ld be." Almost 62% of
the Pendleton . pe expected living to oe more interesting in Okinawa, al-
though only a little over 20% actually later found living in Okinawa more
interesting. In like manner, over 14% thought living there would be :ore
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boring, but almost 70% found it more boring. The difference in mean re-
soonses between the Pendleton and Okinawa samples (3.54 versus 2.22) is
statistically significant (p < .001).

Item: "My job in Okinawa will be." Almost 54% of the marines expec-
ted that their job would be more interesting in Okinawa, but only 38% found
it so. However, significant numbers of respondents both expected (44%) and
found (54%) the job to be about the same as they had experienced before.
The difference in mean responses between Pendleton and Okinawa (3.68 versus
3.38) was not quite large enough to meet a criterion of statistical signi-
ficance (p = .053).

Item: "The natives on Okinawa will be." Marines answered this ques-
tion usng a -five-point s-ale that ranged-from very hostile (1) to very
friendly (5). The majority of respondents (60%) expected the Okinawans to
be "indifferent" while almost 32% expected them to be friendly. Both the
percentage of marines rating Okinawans as friendly (42%) and as hostile
(14%) were higher than the expectations in each category. However, mean
responses to this item in the Pendleton and Okinawa samples are virtually
identical.

Item: "Compared to here, my standard of living while in Okinawa will
be." Usin a five-point answer format (ranging from I = much poorer
much better), a slight majority of marines expected their living standard
to remain about the same. However, almost 47% of marire.s reported that
their standard of living dropped (only 26% had expected this to happen).
Some 15% of the Okinawa sample reported an improved standard of living,
while 23% had expected improvement. Mean responses declined almost one-
half point on the five point scale (from 2.98 to 2.53), and this drop is
highly significant statistically (p < .001).

Item: "In Okinawa, drug and alcohol r'se in my unit will." Almost 41%
of the Pendleton sample expecteTdr-ug -a "aTo'l use to d-crease in Oki-
nawa. Some 35% of the Okinawa sample reported a decrease. Over 38% of the
marines expected an increase in drug use and a majority (almost 56%) repor-
ted such an increase. While mean responses to this item indicated a per-
ception of increased drug and alcohol use in Okinawa, the difference be-
tween Pendleton and Okinawa responses is not statistically significant.

Item: "While in Okinawa, my unit will be." Marines responded to this
item using a five point scale that varied from-imuch less close" (1) to
"much closer" (5). A large majority (76%) expected greater closeness after
their unit arrived in Okinawa, but a somewhat smaller percentao (although
still a majority at 63%) reported greater closeness., Few marines (less
than 7%) thought their unit would be less close although almost 14% repor-
ted that it was. These numbers are reflected in a statistically signifi-
cant (p = .003) difference in mean responses between the Pendleton (P =
3.92) and Okinawa (v = 3.58) samples.

Item: "While in Okinawa, the officers in m unit will be." A major-
ity (56%) f marines expected greater s:rictess from thel Rffcers while
the unit was in Okinawa and over 54% reported this occurred. However, a
significant number neither expected (42%) nor reported (37%) much change in
officer strictness. Expectations were very close to reported degree of
strictness and there is no real difference in mean responses betweer the
Pendleton and Okinawa samples on this item.

Item: "While in Okinawa, rules and regulations will be enfor.ed." In
a manner similar to the previous question u large majorityT8-- ofrespon-
dents expected rules and regulations to be more strictly enforced. Over
82% reported that rules and regulations were followed more strictly while

*" the unit was in Okinawa. Again, expectations were very close to reported
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results, and statistical testing suqgests there is no real difference
between the two sanples.

Item: "Compared to here, the weather in Ok'nawa will be." Marines
responded to this question using a five point- scale ra iTng frm "much
worse" (1) to "much better" (5). Here again, expectations seemed accurate.
Over 61% expected worse weather in Okinawa and over 64% reported so. More
than 16% of the Pendleton sample had expected better weather, but only 6%
of the Okinawa sample perceived the weather as superior to southern Cali-
fornia's. There is no statistically significant difference between the
Pendleton mean response (2.52) and the Okinawa mean response (2.32).

Item: "Compared to here, the activities and entertainment available
for leisure time in Okinawa will be." Using the same answer format as the
previous quesifon, over 37% of the Pendleton sample expected leisure time
activities to be better, but only 19% of the Okinawa sample reported im-
provement. Some 33% of the marines had expected activities and entertain-
ment to be worse in Okinawa; a majority (58%) reported that this was so.
The mean response from Okinawa (2.43) is lower than the Pendleton mean
(3.13) by a statistically significant amount (p < .001).

Item: "Comoared to here, in Okinawa I will have." This item inquired
about friendship, and respon-d'ent' answered on a scaTe-from "many fewer
friends" (1) to "many more friends" (5). Only about 21% of the marines
expected to have more friends in Okinawa, however this number almost doub-
led with over 40% later reporting having more friends. A majority (over
61%) of marines had expected their number of friends to remain the same but
less than 41% reported this to be so. Approximately the same percentage of
respondents expected and reported having fewer friends. The Pendleton
sample mean of 2.98 is statisticaily different from the Okinawa sample mean
of 3.25 at p = .005.

Item: "In Okinawa, I will miss my family/relatives." Almost 54% of
the marines eofsd 5misstFif-amT1y and other relatives more while
overseas. Some 61% reported that they did miss their families more while
in Okinawa. However, a fairly large number expected (40%) and did miss
(33%) them about the same. There is no statistically significant differ-
ence in mean responses between the two samples.

Item: "Overall, I expect my transfer dnd adjustment to Okinawa to
be." Respondents chose among five answers varying from "very difficulT" to
"very easy." Over 14% of the Pendleton sample expected a difficult trans-
fer, but only 8% reported difficulty in adjustment. Almost 50% of the
marines expected an easy adjustment to Okinawa and a majority (57%) repor-
ted it to be so. The difference in mean responses to this question (3.41
versus 3.65), though not large numerically, is not due to chance being
statistically significant at p = .012.

The differences found between the Okinawa and Pendleton samples in
their responses to these 13 items, brings into question the effects that
such differences in expectations about Okinawa have upon the adjustment of
marines to their transfer. A number of analyses were conducted to examine
the relationship between the "reality" of Pendleton Expectations (as com-
pared to what it was actually like in Okinawa) dnd several measures of
transfer adjustment. Difference scores (Okinawa minus Pendleton) were used
in some of the analyses conducted. However, because o.f the serious psycho-
metric difficuities associated with the use of difference scores, alterna-
tive ANOVA and regression techniques were used which did not depend on
difference scores as the primary data base. The result of all of these
analyses showed that differerces between Pendleton and Okinawa did not add
significantly to the prediction of transfer adjustment above that gained by
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knowledge of Pendleton expectations or Okinawa evaluatlons separately.
Interestingly, we found fusing regression procedures) that certain aspects
of adjustment, i.e. intention to re-enlist, reports of heavydrinking, ano
"getting angry" (measured in Okinawa) were better predicted by Pendleton
expectations (R's = .52, .53, and .53 rpspectively, p < .05) than by
evaluations of Okinawa measured in Okinawa (R's = .43, .44, and .39 respec-
tively, p < .05). An examinaticn of the specific Pendleton items which
entered into the regression equations indicated that marines who left
Pendleton with certain types of expectations (e.g. the officers will be
strict, the entertainment opportunities wil' be bad, or the Okinawans will
be friendly) had graater adjustment difficulties than did marines who left
Pendleton with different attitudes about what Okinawa would be like. These
Pendleton expectations were relatd to Okinawa adjustment regardless of
what the marines found Okinawa to be like.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

For the 13 questions asked of both Pendleton and Okinawa samoles,
differences in mean responses to nine were statistically significant (p
<.05). This number is much higher than would be expected by chance. Dif-
ferences in responses to another three questions were marginally signifi-
cant (p between .05 and .10).

For a number of items, expectations concerning Okinawa were higher or
more positive prior to transfer than the marines' later assessment of
reality in Okinawa. This "negative" change occurred for items dealing with
living in Okinawa, the job to be done there, standard of living, unit
cohesiveness, and availability of activities and entertainment. On the
other hand, some things about Okinawa tui ned out better than expected on
average. For example, marines reported having more friends than they
expected.

A number of expectations -- for example, with regard to Okinawans,
officet strictness, rules and regulations, weather on Okinawa, and missing
family -- were not significantly at odds with later assessment. It would
seem that marines had a realistic and accurate view of what to expect in
these areas.

Finally, the data indicated that, at least in the case of three ad-
justment variarles, differences between what marines expected Okinawa to be
and what Okinawa actually was were not significantly predictive of Okinawa
adjustment when compared to data concerning expectations alone. The nature
of these findings might indicate a certain self-fulfilling prophecy on the
part of some marines (Jones, 1977). Specific expectations about Okinawa
lead to difficulty in transfe-r regardless of the extent to which those
expectations are proven acc.'-te by the Okinawa experience.
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A REDESIGNED PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SYSTEM FOR
NONCOMMISSIONED RANKS IN THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES

LCDR W. S. Shields, Canadian Forces Personnel
Applied Research Unit, To-onto, Canada

1

This now system, to be installed in 1983, was based on two years of research by a six-person
team. The study used secondary occupational analysis data, coutent analysis of performance appraisal
narratives, psychometric analysis of performance appra13al scores, primary survey data, and
longitudinal studies, to identify fourteen performance assessment dimension i, each of which displayed
broad applicability across the more than 100 assesses occupatiors. Unique features of the appraisal
system are (a) a new approach to numerical scale anchoring, (b) a built-in score-monitoriag system,

0and (c) the ability to adapt Lhe system to each occupation according tJ the importance of each
asaessment factor in that occupation, while maintaining a standard format.

0 Background
The existing Personnel Evaluation Report (PER) for uoncommissioned personnel in the Canadian

Forces (F) has been in use since 1968 and was based on a survey given to 438 Canadian Army personnel
in 1966. The survey used Flanagan's (1954) "critical-incident" technique to obtain 23 "sumary
statements of behaviour", 19 of which were used ini4ially in the PER and 17 of which remain in Jie.
An evaluation of this PER, and its associated orders and Instructious, was undertaken in 1980. The

0 , need for a revalidation of the PER was dictated both by the number of years since the 1966 study and
by the need to derive the content from data not just from soldiers, but also from sailors and alrmen.

Research Strategy

A prime consideration in the redesign of the PER was determining the performance dimensions to be
assessed. The basic strategy adopted to accomplidh this was: (a) identify and eliminate the
redundancies, if any. in the existing performance criteria, and (b) identify and fill che gaps in the
criteria - performance dimensios that are not now assessed but ought to be.

A. IDENTIFYING REDUNDANCIES

Procedure
Because the most important use of the appraisal form is in making promotion decisions, the ability

of the form to predict performance in the next higher rank is essential. Therefore, a study was made
of all noncommissioned personnel promoted in 1978, to so which of the 17 performance dimensions
(assessed in 1976) were predictive of performance in the next higher rank (assessed in 1980). An
equally-weighted score-averag- was used to estimate an individual's 1980 performance.

Results

All 17 performance dimensions proved to be positively and significantly correlat.d with
performance in the next higher rank, at all levels Corporal (Cpl) through Chief Warrant Officer
(CWO). However, this could be partly because zhe same instrument was used to measure performance in
both 1976 and 1980, and also partly because of halo in the appraisal form. In fact, several of the
correlations among performance dimensions were fairly high. For ex%mple, 13 of them, involving seven
dimensions, were greater than 0.71, indicating 501 or more variance overlap between the pairs of
dimensions so correlated.* The strongest of these was between "knowledge of trade/job" and "ability to
apply knowledge", suggesting that supervisors could assess "knowledge" only in its observable form,
i.e. its application.

To obtain a reasonably nour'dundant subset of the 17 dinension3, forward stepwise regressions to
predict performance at the next rank level were performed at each of five career segments, using a

program which prohibited entry of vaviables with negative beta-coefficients. The program was directed

to stop as soon as no var'Lble additions, removals, or trades could reduce the standard error of
estimate. The results are shown in Table 1.

Note that eight of tne 17 dimensions had no unique predictive value at any of the rank levels
examined. "Applying job knowledge" was only uniquely predictive at the Corporal (a nonsupervisory)

rank. "Initiative" and "Conduct" appeared to haqe greater importance at more junior levels,

"Planning" was important at all supervisory levels, and "St-pervision" was uniquely important only at
the most senior ievels. Communicating (Briefing) was fairly uniformly inpor.-nt through all levels.

Its failure to appear at the MWO-CWO level may be an artifact of the relatively small sample there.

1" The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not necessarily those of the
Department of National Defence. The author acknowledges the nighly professional participation in this
project of Col M.D. Gates (Project Team Leader), LCo1 G.M. Rampton IhD, .aj J.P. McMenemy, Capt J.M.
McCutcheon, Capt S.T. Halliwell PhD, Lt [.A. Akoodie PhD, C.P.). B.F. Weber, and numerous other
members of the National Defence Headquarters and CFPARU staff,
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Table 1

RESULTS OF FORWARD SIEPWISE REGRESSIONS TO PREDICT
PERPO14ANCE FOUR YEARS LAR - TWO YEARS INTO THE NEXT RGME RANK

I BETA ZOEFFICIENTS IICpl-_CpIl CpI-Sgt l S't-.O I WO-MWO I MIo-alo I
Performance 1 M-842 1 U-983 N,470 1 N-220 I N-68 I

Dimension IR-.29346I1-.33111u-.376071R-.547321R-.42143 
I

I I.- Preparation & Planning I I .06462 I .11833 I .14178 I .95281
2. Delegation " I I I I I i i%

I 3. Performance Under Stress 1 .08236 1 1 I ..120P I
i 4. Cooperation I fI I
I 5. Command & Self Assertion I I ----- 1 1 1
I 6. Suppo.t of Subordinates I I I I I-
J 7. Briefin Others 1 .06680 i .07851 1 .n1468 I .13275 1
13. Knowledge of Trade/Job I I I "I I
I 9. Ability to Apply Knoldgel .09671 1 1 1 1II
110. Adaptability 1 .06236 1 IT .13070 1J I
Ill. Initiative 1 .13650 1 .M300 I .1027 1 1 1
112. Appearance & Bearing 1 .26118 I I
113. Supervision 1 .13899 I .30688
14. Ensuring Understanding TI-I - I
115. Responsibility ' T'1 1I i
;16. Conduct 1 .06001 .15603 II. I
117. Learning I T 1 I 1 I

B. IDENTIFYING GAPS

Method
A primary source of new PE dimensions was a content analysis of 585 historical PER narratives,

approximately 100 In each of the ranks Cpl through CWO. The results obtained were further supported
by a psychometric analysis of hiatorical PER scores, analysis of secondary occupational analysis data,
and by a survey given to 243 officers and 200 ocher ranks. The narrative content analysis had several
objectives, the primary one being to identify those dimensions of effective performance that pervade
all 104 CF military occupations and, hopefully, all noncumissioued rank levels.

Results
The 585 narratives contained 47 performance dimensions, the present 17 plus 30 others. The

analysis tabulated not only the presence of one of these in a given person's nai-ative, but also
quantified the person's assessment in that dimension using a number derived from the adjectives used
in the narrative to e "ribe the performance. Thus, it was possible to estimate the correlations
among all dimensions except those which were mentioned very rarely. The correlations were expressed
as "city block" distances (dissimilarities). A "Johnson" (1967) clustering of these dimensions (using
the "maximum" distance criterion), aided by the judgements of a panel of content experts, was used to
group the aimensions into the 14 clusters shown in Appeudix 1. The appendix also contains the
frequency of mention of the dimensions in the narratives, and other data indicative of their relative
importance. Figure i diagrams a crude two-dimensional scaling of the dimensions, and serves to
emphasize that other cluster solutions, sow perhape superior co that chosen, are possible. However,
the solution chosen seemed to produce relatively few classification ambiguities; taerefore the
clusters of Fi-gure 1 were chosen ae the 14 assessment factors in the new PER.

A factor analysis - historical PER scores had earlier produced only three prime factors that were
consistent across all occupatioa: 11) Does own work, (2) Infltences others, and (3) Supervises
others. These factors were used to place the 14 clusters into three groups, as shown in Appendix 1.
Group 2, "Influences others" has the unique property that all its assessment factors can, like thosj
in Group 1, be raced for a person who has no subordinates, and yet the factors constitute qualit.es of
prime importance to leadership. Thus, they should constitute valuable indicators of leadership
potential.

A philosophy of cluster naming and assignment that aided greatly in reducing the number of
clusters (assessment fs.tors) to 14 was to express, wherever possible, the cluster name as an
outcome. For example, a single dimension "earning respect" was used in Cluster 9 to aggregate several
zpecifIc qualities. Without this kind of consolidation, cth PER would have had far too many
assessment factors to serve the practical needs of the CF.
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Figure 1

PER NARRATIVE CONTENT DIMENSIONS
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Usually, the selection of assessment factors is a samplir? process whereby a few of the =ore
important dimensions of performanc are rated and taken as representative of the much larger number of
relevant and assessable ones. I- is anticipated thdt the use of a clustering rather than a sampling
philosophy will result in a zre comprehensive set of appraisal criteria.

AlIhougi the content analysis revealed some significant changes in content with increasing rank,
these were not large enough to constitute a persuasive argument for the u-e of separate forms for
junior and senior ranks, especially in view of the capacity of the new form, like that of the old one,
to permit omission of supervisory factors for personnel who hzve no subordinates.

C. PER DESIGN FEATURES

The new PER form is shown in Appendix 2. It consists o( a single e 1/2" by 12 mach.ne-readahle

sheet. The instruct'ons which accompany the form contain a table of "word-pictures" that describe
each level of performance for each factor. Levl.ts 6 and 7 are combined in these descriptions;
therefore there are 84 word-pictures in all. As an exanple, the word-pictures for Performance Fator

12 "Gaining Cooperation" are shown in Table 3. The word-pictures were composed by a panel of experts,
rather than using cor-entional BARS (Behaviourally Anchored Rating Sca.Le) techniques; however, their

clarity and .rdinal properties are being verified through field trials.
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Ta'le 3
.- TTM OF A P.OW IN Ma WORD-PICTR TABL

112. G IMI COOPERATIO I
I Coraider: showing consider&.' )r
I subcrdinatss; giving praise ant. ticism;J

a effect on subordinates' motivari

4 -7
imakes unreasonable demads; Haes limited success in
;eldas praises and often Jzotivating others;
Icriti gzes unfairly; I Sometimes unwindf ui of
Idemor..llaes subordinrtes. 1subordinates' well-bei. I

6/7 8
IObtains willing cooperation ISubordinate foloc and
I larougbh fairness, reasonable Irespond eagerly, I
iexcpectations, and giving I I
Icredit when due. I I

9 10
-Praises and criticizes IEven in the most difficult I
I"isejly; Impressive effecL on Icircumstances, inspires the
Isubordinates' motivation. Iloyalty of all; subordinares I
I s2trive to earn his/her praise.1

The 1 -point scale was chosen because of its common use in Canadian societ-y, particularly in
evaluating student work it education and training. The ser-e also aligns very well with the coofcpt
of efficiency. It is truncated because preselection of CF applicants, together with further weeding
cut during training, results in the virtual absence of personnel with less than 4OZ efficiency.

A unique feature of the form is its built-in monitoring system. Unit C~s will be provided with CF
norms regarding the percent usage of the highest two rating categories. If Unit usage of these
categories departs from these norms within acceptable limits. IlLs will be monitored at headquarters

" only for techniccl errors. If, however, deviations are unacceptable and not accompanied by
documa .nary evidence of either prei-rred manning or extraordinary unit effectiveness, the Ils will be
"ubJect-] to a very stringent monitoring in the case of small units, and returned to unit (RTU) en
;asre in.the case of larger units. COa who neither subtantiate scores adequately nor bring them into
acceptable conformity after a second RTI will be liable to have a: PERs from their units stamped in

red writh the correction fac:cor that merit boards will be advised to xop.y to each person's aggregated
score.

A feature of the PER systea that has been deferred, pending the gathering cf additional data, Is a
plan for differential weighting of the criteria according to their importance in the particular
rank/trade combiuation being assessed. The aggregated performance score, if this feature is
imple-2ented, will then be the scalar product of the score vector with the Importance vector. It is
envisioned that a "potential" score will alsc be caLculated, uhicu will be the scalar product of the
score vector with the importance vector in the next higher rank in the trade assessed. The importance
data will he gathered after the new PER has been in place long enough for personnel to have a good
familiarity with the 14 newly defined perf-rmance factors.

Summary
T"he assessment factors in the new ER retain five of the previous 17 virtually unchanged. Two

other factors contitute relatively minor modifications of previous ones. The remaining seven are
either completely new or substantially different from chose in the old form. The revised set of
factors has a solid research foundation, can be claimed to represent all CF environments, and reflects
the current value systems of CF supervisors, reviewing officers and commanding officers.
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APlUriX 1

CLUSTERI i OF NARRATIVE ON7ENT DIMENSIONS

Cluster Names Influences Others
8. Effect on group morale

Does (,.-t Jork 9. Earning respect
1. Applying job knowledge and skills 10. Commnicating
2. Motivation toward work
3. Response to direction Suprvises Others
4. Inijiative 11. Planning work of subordinates
3. Probleam solving 12. Gaining cooperation
6. Performance under stress 13. Coordinating/centrolling
7. Learning 14. Developing subordinates

IIMRQUC JFURZHER I
I 1j01 EION I SMtLNG I

R FORMAWNE DDESION IIN n 5851 SUPPORT I CLOSTn I
INRRATIYES I S.Surv INDMIR SO c I

I I 10-cua- I

11. .-eparalon and Planning I 328 I S, O 1 4 1.1 1
12. Delexation 1 135 1 _ _ 1. 12 1

i 3. Performance wuder Strassifressure 1 208 1 S,, OA 1 6
4. coration 1 392 T s, 6' -

1 5. Comand and Self Aser ;on 129 1 S 1 10, 12 1
6Spport cf Subordinates - 228 r • S___
r Beriffng Otbers 1 236 S, OA T 10

8. Knowledge of Trade/Job 1450 S I 1I
- 9. Ability to Apply Er..nowe!de 536 1 S 1
110. Adaptability t 272 r S. OL I 7
Il. Initiative 1 261 I S, 3A" I 4
112. Appearance and Bearing I 296 1 1 3, - I
113. Sunervi lon T 260 i S 13 I
i14. Ensu i g Understanding of AssaiguentT 7F I T 10 12 1
1.5. Resposbility 307 1 S 3 4 I

'16. Ccn'ct I 210 1 1 3. 9 I
117. Lear i from Experience . 128 1 S 1 7 III,,.,' - - 1 1

118. Comunicated efficiently in writinx i 75 I OA i 10
119. Acted confidently 101 12
120. Gained the cooperatior of other 1 =221 1 0. 1
121. Acted couraseousiv -I 6 i 9 I
122. Accepted criticiu 9 1 I 1 I
123. Made sound decisions I 50 I S A T 5, 11 I
124. Observed rJ.Iita-y ethics 1 7 I 9 T I
125. Acted honestly I 3 I S 7___ I
126. Displayed creativity, ingenuity f 1 T I
I and imagination I 100 I4, I 5 I
127. Displayed -oyalty to the unit I -I I
i and to the Forces * 97 1 I 9 I
128. Was beneficili to group orale I 119 O 0A 1 8 1
129. Was well motivated tovards own work I 384 1 S ! 2 1
130. Analysed and solved problems 151 1 S. OA 5 I
131. 1spunct I 12 1 I 3 I
132. ta reliable 1 130 1 S, OA 3,
133. Obtained needed resources I 9 1 _ 11
134. Used resources efficiently 1 44 1 1 13 I
135. Responded to direction '4 1 Ok 1 3 I
136. Pursued self-improvement 1 122 I I 7 I
137. Required a milimum of supervision I 14b I Ok I 3t 4-1
138. Earned the respect of others l 1 0 1 9 I
139. Performed staff duties 1 24 1 5. 10 1

140. Contributed to the cnsnity 1 98 9 _ 9 I
141. Kept superiors inrored i " 37 i 10 1
142. Organized work 141 G 0A I 4, 11 I
143. Represeuted unit 1 19 0A 9 I
144. Coordinated activities 1 I _ _ 13 I
145. Others sought his advice i 38 1 1 9, 14 I
146. Was responsible 1 69 1 1 3. 4 I
147. Set a good example I 1 8, 9 I
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Revision of the Ogarnizational Assessment Package
/ System: Improvements in Assessing Air Force Organizations

Major Lawrence 0. Short, .h.J.
1Chief, Research Operations

Research and Analysis Directorate[Leadership and Management Development Center
0 Maxwell AFB AL 36112

"kThe Organizational Assessment Package (OAP) and its accompanying consulting
process have been in operation since 1979 Until recently, use of the OAP was
predicated on development~6 iported in Hendrix and Halverson (1979a;

1979b) and Hendrix 19/9._-.ALessons ar.d experiences fro more than two years of
0 field use needed to be incorporated into the instrument and its associated

software systems. This became the purpose of a research project to both look
V.4 closely at the existing OAP and to point the way toward the needed revisions in

many OAP system elements suopor*-ing the consulting process

--This paper is organized around two major issues. First is the description
of the current OAP, the associated consulting process, and some research
results pertaining to the OAP. Second is a description of the major elements
in the revision and how the changes will improve parts of the OAP system

A
The Current System

Description of the Instrument and Consulting Process

The OAP is a 109 question survey designee jointly by the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory and the Leadership and Management Development Center
(L!.DC) to aid the LMDC in its mission to: (a) provide management consulting
services to Air Force commanders upon request, (b) to provide leadership and
management training, and (c) to conduct research on Air Force systemic issues
with information within the accumulated data base.

Administration of the survey is the first step in the consultation process.
The survey is given to a stratified random sample of the organization to which
LMDC has bee. invited. The results of the survey are an important feature in
the assessment of the organization. The results are handled in a confidential
manner between LiDC and the client. After approximately five to six weeks for
analysis, consultants return to the organization to provide feedback of data to
commanders and supervisors.

When organizational problems are encountered, a consultant and supervisor
develop a management action plan designed to rasolve the problem at that level
of the organization. Within six to nine months, the consulting team returns to
readminister the survey instrument as a means to help assess the impact of the
consulting process.

The data from each OAP administration effort are stored in a cumulative
data base currently containing over 100,000 records for research purposes.
These data are aggregated by work group codes developed for this instrument.
The data may be recalled by demographics such as personnel category, age, sex,
Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC), pay grade, time in service, and educational
level. Through factor analysis, the 93 attitudinal items are combined into
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factors which cover job content, job interferences, and various types of super-
visory and organizational areas. OAP factor names are presen+od in Figure 1.

SkiCP1 Variety Ada;.--tRecognt tion

Task Identity Manageent-SuperPi sion
Task Significance Supervisory Comunications
Job Feedback Climate
Work Support Organizational Comunications 0
Need for Enrichment (Job Desires) Climate
Job Performance Goals Perceived Productivity (Work
Pride Group Effectiveness)
Task Characteristics Job Satisfaction
Task Autnnomy Job Related Training
Work Repecition -eneral Organizational Climate
Desired Repetitive Easy Tasks

Figure 1. OA-P Factor Names

Some Selected Research

--- The current state of the OAP as well as need for selected revisions can be
seen by reviewing some OAP related research. First, Short and Ham.ilton (1981)
proqided evidence of the factor-by-factor reliability of the instrument. Prior
to this study, OAP factors were expected to be internally consistent as
assessed by a Cronbach's alpha procedure and were expected to retain signifi-
cant test-retest correlations across both five weeK and six month time. inter-
vals. It was further expected ti t the six month correlations would be lower
than those for the five week interval because of both the longer interval and
the necessity that factors be sensitive to actual organizational changes rather
th&n being artificially rigid. These expectations were confirmed with the
exception of some of the two or three item factors. Therefore, reliability for
the primary OAP factors was shown to be acceptable to excellent.

In addition, Short and Wilkerson (1981) offered support for the group dif-
ferences aspect of OAP construct validity. Hypotheses tested were stated at
three levels. First, it was anticipated that all OPP factors would be sensi-
tive enough that between group variance would exc.--ed within group or error
variance across functional area groupings. Corresponding null hypotheses of no
differences among functional areas were stated for every factor. Second, based
in part on the work of Conlon (1980) and in part on consultants' observations
of task, climate, productivity and leadership patterns Air Force wide, it was
expected that factors dealing with perceptions of task would show the widest
variation across functional areas. Similarly, it was expected that perceptions
dealing with leadership function and style wou'ld be most consistent and show
the least variation across functional area groupirgs. Since perceptions of
climate as defined in the OPP may be related to perceptions of task, it was
expected that climate factors would nhow variations second only to task.
Finally, it was expected that perceived productivity, dependent t- a degree on
all the other three, would show more variat-on than leaGership factors but less
variation than task or climate factors. These logical factor groupings and the
hypothesized direction of differences we're su..narized as follows:
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Perceptions of Perceptions of Perceptions of Perceptions of
Task > Climate > Productivity > Leadership

Finally, specific pairwise differences between groups and direction of differ-
ences by factor across functional area groupings were hypothesized where infor-
mation was available upon which to base such hypotheses.

Results showed differences by OAP factor across major functional area
groupings were consistent and strong. These differences also held across
logical groupings of factors. Results were more equivocal, however, concerning
specific pair co mparisons within factors. These results provide strong support
for one ?spect of OAP construct validity, but they also showed a need for
further revision of the instrument, especially in regard to the two or three

item factors.

Next, Webster (1982) approashed the construct validity of OAP le3dership
and organizational climate indices by use of the multitrait - multimethod
appr -ach. This m,-thod allows assessment of both convergert (Are OAP results
related to outside criteria where relationships would be expected?) and dis-
cri.ninant validity (Do low relationships exist where those would be expected?).
The criterion measures in tie study were the leadership and climate measures
frcen the Survey of Organization (SO0) (Taylor and Bowers, 1972). The S03 is
considered a classic in organizational assessment and is described by Nadler
(1977) as, "an example of a comprehensive and thoroughly developed instru-
ment, . (p. 128). Webster noted that the results clearly iniicate signifi-
cant convergent validity for the OAP, while discriminant validity is also
present but is less consistent. Fe also noted the hich intercorrelations
between the leadership and climate factors of both instruments as an indicator
of possible methods variance which could be addressed by so=- instrment revi-
sion. Thus, while results were again largely positive and encouraging, some
revision and sharpening were indicated.

Finally, Hightower and Short (198ia; 1982b) studied consistency of the OAP
factors across selected functional area and demographic groups. In order to
study factor consistency, responses to the pre-intervention OAP were drawn from
the data base and aggregateo by major functional area and demographic group-
ings. The functional area groupinns were wing/group staff, resources, mainte-
nance, operations, medical, missi'ies, communications and unique, a category
containing people in organizations with scientific and technical orientations.
The demographic groupings included sex, personnel category (officer, enlisted,
civilian), and race (white. black, hispanic and other). In addition, factor
structure from Survey Time 1 pre-intervention results was compared to Survey
Time 2 post-intervention results.

Analyses were accomlplished using s princiral components solution r th a
varimax rotation. While principle components analysis and factor analysis are
not the sa-e, for sake of simplicity, the term :factor" will be used to --efer
to resulting statisticil groups of items in the remealrder of the paper. Each
variable was assigned to a factor (coqponent) based on two criteria: luadings
above .3 and high.st loadi_:g. With the exception of the male-female and Survey
Time 1 - Survev Time 2 co;..risGns which were done directly, all other compari-
son were accomrlished by compar'ng the factor solution for a specific group to

the factor sol:ztion for the OAP data base exclusive of that group. Three pro-
cedures were used to make all comparisons: the congruence soefficient (CC),
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the salient variable similarity index (S) and root mean square (RMS). Logical
comparison of the results of all three procedures was thought to provide a more
precise estimate of the extent of factor matches than could be obtained from
any single procedure.

The revised OAP factor solution was slightly different than that currently
• in use. Che revised solution, consisting of thirteen interpretable factors,

proved to be consistent across demographic and functional area groups regard-
less of analysis procedure used. Further, when variables were included only in
tte factor on which they loaded most highly, examination of factors across the
groups studied revealed that the factors consistently contained the same varia-
bles. This was especially true when only the variables which loaded strongly
on a factor (> .40) were considered.

In general, then, results provided support for the consistency of the OAP
revised factor structure across both functional area and demographic groups.
Further, this consistency was observed regardless of the method of comouting
factor matching value. The high values shown when comparing Survey Time 1
with Survey Time 2 reltIts were especially encouraging, since they indicate a
high degree of instrument stability across a six month consulting intervention.
This finding is especially important when combined with group difference stud-

-: ies. Taken together, these resslts show an excellent combination of stability,
consistency, and sensitivity to change that supports the use of the OAP as both
a data gathering and evaluation instrument and point the way for revising and
refining the C('P factor structure.

II The Revised System

In its simplest form, the re'.ision consists of three major elements: OAP
item and factor content, scan sheet and feedback package redesign, and an
cxpanded work group coding system. In regard to the instrument, several addi-
ti .aa. " zygraphic items will be added. These inrlude items on professional
military education, TDY requirements, family information, pay, source of
cownissioning, technical school training and a revised career intent item.
Attitudinal items will be expanded sli°-htly overal and will be summarized by
14 factors (technically components since the "factors" were derived by a
principal components analysis). The supervision and organizational cli'mate
factors did not separate and will be combined. In addition, new factors
measuring job relat.d stress and intergroup conflict will be added and the
training factor greatly expanded. Finally, the pride and job satisfacticn
factors did not separate and will be combined into a job role pride and
satisfaction factor. The revised factor structure is contained in Figure 2.

Job Performance Goals Job Related Stress
Task Characteristics Supervision
Task Autonomy Advancement
Work Repetition Intergroup Conflict
Jcb Related T-aining Work Group Effectiveness
Work Support lob Role Pride and Satisfaction
Work Interferences Organizational Climate

Figure 2. Revised OAP Factor Structure Names
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The scan sheet and feedback package will be revised consistent with the
instrument revision. The scan sheet will have spaces for expanded demographic
responses and space for matching code elements which now must be placed ir, item
response positions. These codes are crucial, since they provide a way of link-
ing OAP responses to responses on an additional survey without identifying the
respondent. Scan sheets will also be color coded by type of survey to reduce
possibility of coding errors. The feedback package is a computer generated
document provided to each supervisor who has four or more people from his/her
work group respond to the OAP with valid information. Currently, the package
provides means, standard deviations anC frequency distributions by OAP items
and factors. The revised package will include several rew elements including
an expanded presentation of OAP attitudinal and demographic items and the
possibility of a computer graphics generated display of OAP items and factors
on which a work group scored lowest. This will allow both consultant and
supervior tc more accurately and quickly diagnose work group problenms and to
propose appropriate interventions and action plans.

Finally, the work group coding system will be expanded beyond its present
format. A work group code is a unique combination of alphabetic characters and
numeric digits that identifies a functional element within an organization.
The code also allows direct comparison of a group with like groups in the data
base from other Air Force units. The new coding system will allow more precise
coding of a work group and allow groups to be specifically coded down to the
lowest level of the organization. rhis change will greatly help the accuracy
and precision of the data base in identifying and comparing specific groups for
consulting or Air Force systemic analysis purposes.

A Final Comment

The "bottom line" purpose of the revision was the improvement of a system
" that was already working well. The elements that have been included should do

exactly that. More precisely meas -ing attitudinal and demographic factors,
expanding the way results are returned to supervisors, and more precisely cod-
ing all work groups down to the lowest organizational level should be immense
help to LMDC's management consultation services in our goal of making a good
Air Force better.
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"" RETRAINED 1,IRMEN: VOLUNTEERS VERSUS NON-VOLUNTEERS

Mary J. Skinner
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Manpower and Personnel Division, Brooks AFB, TX

Selective (non-voluntary) retraining was identified as a special

interest issue in a Request for Personnel Research submitted by managers
of the Airman Retraining Program to the Air Force Human Resources

O Laboratory. The Airman Retraining Program processes 10,000 to 12,000
actions per year which retrain enlisted personnel from one Air Force
Specialty (AFS) to another. The majority of the actions are initiated

V" voluntarily by airmen interested in retraining into a second specialty.
0 Other actions, termed selective or non-voluntary retraining, are taken

without the concurrence of the individual. Selective retraining is used
primarily to fill shortages or reduce manpower overages in specific
AFSs. Airmen who disqualify or are unsuited for duty in their awarded
speciaties are also managed by selective retraining. Most airmen
identified as candidates for selective retraining are given notification
of the pending action and the opportunity to request voluntary retraining
to another AFS. Those few who elect not to exercise the voluntary option
are then subject to selective retraining (AFR 39-4, 1979). Historically,
Pir Force records indicate that selective retraining accounted for less
than one percent of all retraining actions processed annually between
FY79-82. Because of the possible negative impacts of non-voluntary
retraining and anticipated increases in the numbers of non-volunteers,
selective retraining issues were addressed as part of a multiphased
research effort designed to evaluate the progress of retrainees in their
new military specialty. (For an overview of the entire research proje
readers are referred to an Parlier publication (Skinner, 1981). The
objective of the current study was to evaluate the impact of retraining
under vuluntary or selective conditions on job attitudes, work
assignments, performanca and adjustment in the F cond occupation. Policy
concerns specific to selective retraining were aou essed, as well.

Information for the study was obtained from retrainees and their
supervisors who responded to inquiries about selective retraining issues
during a field survey in 1980. The survey approach was also used to
overcome a major obstacle to the study objective: identification of the
selective retrainees. Historical records were thought to be incomplete
in distinguishing between selective and voluntary actions. The field
survey provided an alternative data source and a means of capturing the
individual retrainee's perception of whether he/she considered the job
change to have been voluntary or involuntary.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were enlisted personnel who had retrained between July 1.73
and Aucust 1979. A stratified-random sample of 20,968 retrainees was
selected (see Skinner, 1981 for sampling strategy details). Due to the
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relatively small number of selectees identified on historical retraining
records, these cases were deliberately oversampled. Later,
administrative constraints limited the mail-out to a final sample of
18,065 retrainees and to heir first-lire supervisors.

Questionnaires

Survey topics and items were identified from literature on the
retraining system and from discussions with management personnel. Two £'-
questionnaires, one for retrainees and one for supervisors, were
developed. The instruments contained standardized items with
multiple-response, forced choice alternatives. Most response options
were presented in rating scale form.

Questionnaire items and topics pertinent to the study of selective
retraining included personal and demographic information and reasons fo'
retraining. Retraining effects on job attitudes and work assignments
were evaluated using measures ot job satisfaction, perceived use of
talents and training, and opportunity for assignment to responsible
positions. Performance and ability were assessed by items on quality of
work, jot knowledge, and supervisory skills. I formation on attitudes,
motivation, and interpersonal relations was collected to reflect
adjustment to the new occupation. The supervisors' questionnaire was
designed to collect appraisals of performance, ability, and adjustment.
For comparison purposes, supervisors were asked to rate both retrainees
and non-retrainees on the factors. Policy concerns were addressed by
soliciting opinions about the impact of selective retraining under
different conditions.

Analysis

Pescriptive statistics for the items (frequency, percentage, mean,
standard deviation) were obtained on cases with valid data entries.
Tests of significance were conducted with Student t statistics using the
Bonferroni technique to control Type I error ( ) per family of
comparisons (Miller, 1966).

Pesults

A final analysis sample of l?,227 retrainees remained after data
editing. About 79% ( = 10,122) of the retrainees reported that they
considered their retraining to have been voluntary. The remaining 21% (N

2,705) described themselves as involuntary retra-neec. 3ecause of
possible inaccuracies in historical personnel files. the
volunteer/non-volunteer classification reported by the retrainees was
subsequently used to categorize data from supervisors into separate
analysis groups. Ratings from supervisors of 9,263 voluntary and 2,457
non-voluntary retrainees, as well as of 5,237 non-retrained airmen were
analyzed.

The retrainees' own reports of their status were compared with 1he
voluntary or selective identity code on historical personnel records.
Table I shows the percentage of agreetmnt/disagreirent between the two
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data sources for the total sample of retrained respondents. Self-reports
corresponded with personnel records for 80% of the cases. 77% agreement
was found for the volunteer code and 3% for the selectee code. The most
notable feature of the discrepancies was that 90% of those who disagreed
were retrainees who perceived their retraining to have been selective,"-:but whose personnel trecords identified them as volunteers (I. e., the If"%of the 20% of cases whose pcrceptions disagreed with historical files).

Background Information/Retraining Circumstances

Volunteer and selectee groups .-ere similar with respect to
occupational and demographic characteristics. The present specialty
change was the first retraining experience for the majority of the
selectees (74%) and the volunteers (77%). On the average, they had been
assigned to the earlier specialty about the same amount of time before
retraining. Over 70% of the volunteers and of the selectees had four or
fewer years of experience in their current, retraining specialty.
Demographic data indicated that the two groups were racially mixed in
equivalent proportions and included both male and female enlistees. The
majority had completed at least a high school education. Military grades
were also comparable; 85% of both groups were in grades E4 through E6.

Views of the circumstances surrounding the retraining experience and
reasons for retraining distinguished the selectees and volunteers. Nine
of 10 selectees reported that their retraining actions were initiated b.
the Air Force, and most felt that the job change was effected primarily
to satisfy Air Force needs (68%). Selectees, more often than volunteers,
reported that their retraining was due to disqualification for the
earlier PFS for medical reasons, loss of security clearance, or poor
performance. P higher percentage of the selectees retrained, because
personnel overages, equipment phase-outs, or CONUS/oversea manpower
imbalances were experienced in thieir former AFSs Volunteers provided
divergent descriptions of retraining reasons and circumstances. Over 80%
of the volunteers reported that they had initiated their retraining
actions. They felt that they were retrained primarily to fulfill their
own career needs (36%) or both their own and the Air Force's needs
(p7%). Volunteers were more likely to cite bad working conditions, a
boring job, or family concerns as reasons for leaving the earlier
specialty.

Job Attitudes and Work Assignments

One approach used to evaluate whether job transfers under voluntary
or involuntary circumstances had differential impacts was to compare
volunteers' and selectees' self-reports of their job attitudes and work
assignments. Perceptions of job satisfaction, perceived use of talents
and traiiirg, and opportunity for assignment to responsible positions
were assessed. On these items retrainees used a 5-point rating scale
with poor to excellent options to describe their experiences in both
their prior and current specialties.

Item means and standard deviations of ratings by the two retrainee
groups of both AFSs are shown in Table 2. Two sets of statistical
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contrasts were conducted to evaluate retraining impact. The first set
addressed the question of whether volunteers' and selectees' attitudes
and work assignments differed in either the previous or current AFS. The
second evaluated whether there was any change in the experiences reported
before and after the specialty reassignment. T-tests were conducted to
evaluate the former (independent groups) and latter (correlated samples)
research concerns. The resultant t-ratios and statistical significance
decisions are shown in Table 3.

All contrasts of each of the three measures were statistically
significant, and the direction of differences was the same. The
representative data trend has been g,-aphically depicted in Figure I to
facilitate discussion of major findings. First, in the previous AFS
selectees assigned a mean rating of "Average" to "Good" to their job
satisfaction, use of talent and training, and responsibility level of
work assignments. Volunteers' perceptions were significantly and
appreciably (greater than one-half scale point) lower. Inspection of
ratings in the current specialty revealed a reversal in the standing of
the two groups. Volunteers' reports of their job attitudes and work
assignments were substantially better than selectees'. The last major
finding, as illustrated by the crossing lines, was that both the
volunteers and selectees reported significantly different experiences in
the two AFSs. Volunteers assigned more favorable ratings in the current
AFS. However, selectees' descriptions of their job attitudes and work
assignments were less positive in the current than in the former,
before-retraining specialty.

Job Skill, Ability and Performance Assessment

Ability and performance on the job in the new specialty were examined
using supervisors' ratings of retrained and non-retrained airmen on three
appraisal factors. These were job skills and knowledge, supervisory
skills, and quality of work. Item means and standard deviations were
computed for the two retrained groups and for the non-retrained group
(see Table 4). Other analyses were independent groups t-tests to
determine if mean ratings assigned by the supervisors differed for
selectees versus volunteers, selectees versus non-retrainees, and
volunteers versus non-retrainees. T-ratios for the three comparisons are
shown in Table 5.

Supervisors' appraisals of selectees, volunteers, and non-retrainees

on the ability and performance items clustered, on the average, near a
rating of "Good" (scale point 4) on the 5-point, poor-to-excellent rating
scale. All statistical contrasts were significant, with the exception of
selectees versus non-retrainees on the supervisory skills item. However,
none of the differences in mean ratings was judged to be of practical
significance. All were less than one-third scale point (aid of a
standard deviation unit, typically). Large sample sizes contr buted to
the extreme sensitivity of the statistical tests to small diffrrences in
mean ratings.
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Several trends in the data were noteworthy. Selectees consistently
received the lowest overall ratings on the skills and performance
measures. The magnitudes of the rating differences between the selectees
and the other two groups were typically greater than between the
volunteers and non-retrainees. On the average, supervisors rated the
voluntary retrainees and non-retrainees more similarly.

Adjustment to the Retraining Specialty

Supervisors' appraisals of attitudes toward work, motivation to do a
good job, and interpersonal relations with co-workers were used as
indicators of how well retrainees had adapted to the retraining
experience and new occupation. Analysis procedures for the adjustment
measures paralleled those for the performance criteria. Results are
shown in the lower part of Tables , and 5.

The selectee, volunteer, and non-retrainee groups each received
ratings which fell, on the average, near a rating of "Good" on the
5-point supervisory appraisal scale. Selectees received significantly
lower ratings than did either the volunteers or the non-retrainees on the
three adjustment measures. However, the magnitudes of the differences
between the groups were small (usually less than .2 scale point) and were
not considered to be appreciable. Statistical contrasts between
volunteers and non-retrainees were not significant.

Selective Retraining Policy Issues

The views of both retrainees and supervisors on policy issues related
to selective retraining concerns were solicited. Questions were designed
to elicit information which retraining managers could use to restructure
policies to provide a more favorable environment for selective retraining.

Retrainees were asked to judge what the overall impact of selective
retraining would be on their productivity, motivation, and morale in the
new job, and on their desire to remain in military service under three
policy-related conditions. The conditions were selective retraining (1)
without a choice of retraining AFS; (2) with several retraining AFSs from
which to select; and (3) with choice of base of assignment in conjunction
with retraining. Retrainees reported their opinions using a 5-point
rating scale with end point descriptors which read "large negative" and
"large positive" impact. Item means, standard deviations, and direction
of results were similar for the four measures. Representative findings
for the productivity item are shown in Figure 2. Selectee and volunteer
groups were highly consistent in their judgments of the policy
alternatives. Average ratings of impact of selective retraining on
productivity were clearly negative without a choice of AFS. With a
choice of several AFSs or base of assignment, the retrainees judged that
their productivity would not be affected appreciably by selective
retraining.

The supervisors' viewpoints were solicited on whether or not there
should be a cut-off time for involuntarily retraining an enlistee out of
his/her AFS and, if so, at what point in the military service career.
The majority of supervisors (7E%) favored a cut-off time not later than
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the l~th year of service. The minority opinion (21%) was that there
should be no time restriction on involuntary retraining. These
supervisors' views were in concert with operational practice at the time
of the survey.

Discussion and Conclusions

Collectively, the findings suggest that airmen whose retraining is
compulsory or involuntary may be expected to experience more difficulty
transitioning to their new specialties than volunteers. Selectees are
apparently more resistant to the job change, as evidenced by their
reports of poorer job attitudes and work experiences in the current
specialty than in their former, before-retraining AFS. They were also
less favorably disposed toward the current specialty than were their
voluntarily retrained cohorts. Supervisors' assessments complemented the
selectees' reports. Supervisors consistently gave selectees slightly
lower marks on performance factors than volunteers. The supervisors
seemed to be of the opinion though that both groups had acquired the
requisite job skills and knowledge and were performing at satisfactory
levels. Appraisals of work attitudes, motivation, and interpersonal
relations on the job suggested that the selectees had not adjusted to the
new occupational environment with the same ease as had volunteers. The
volunteers, moreso than the selectees, seemed to be viewed by supervisors
as performing and interacting on the job at a level comparable to that of
non-retrained airmen.

Management factors were identified in the study to attenuate some of
the observed negative impacts of selective retraining. Based on
supervisors' reports, retraining managers have recently implemented a
cut-off time at the 13-year point for retraining airmen involuntarily.
The introduction of new opportunities for choices into the retraining
decision system would also be expected to have a mitigating influence on
the consequences of involuntary job transfers. The options evaluated in
the study are not interpreted to be the best or only ones to make
available to prospective selectees, but the retrainees' ratings do
demonstrate the importance retrainees attach to ndving alternatives for
consideration. As a whole, +he current findings suggest that job changes
made on a selective basis should be done with caution and used only to

the extent needed to fulfill essential marpower requirements.
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VEvaluating Individualized and Group Instruction Programs
for Technical Associative Structure

BRANDON B. S.MITH
Minnesota Research and Development Center

For Vocational Education
0University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota

In recent years, considerable amount of time and dollars have been
expended to develop and implement individualized/computer assisted/managed

___ technical programs in vocational education (Oen, 1973) and in the mili-
tary (Brown and Rubininstein, 1976) (Brown, DeKleer, and Bernhain, 1976)

0 (Tennyson, 1981) (King, 1975) (Kingsley and Slelzer, 1974) (Judd, O'Neel,
and Spelt, 1974) (Dallman, and DeLeo, 1977). Textbooks also have been written
on the topic of Individualized Instruction (Pucel nd Knaak 1975), Howe, 1971).
At least two studies have been conducted to evaluate individualized/computer
assisted instruction (Orlansky and Streng, 1979, Dallman and DeLeo, 1977).

While it seems logical that as computer tecnnology advances, it should be
made use of for instructional purposes, the fact remains (Orlansky, and
Streng, 1979) individualized instruction/computer assisted instruction (a) is
effective for those who are able to complete the technical program, but it tends
to produce more program attrition than traditional group instruction programs.
Criteria used are (a) achievement measures, (b) task, performance and (c)

( field work competence.

Rationale/Purpose

-The purpose of th~s presentation is to evaluate two individualized and
group instruction tool ud die programs in terms of the technical
structure of associative knowledge and performance of experienced tool and die
workers as compared with technical student of knowledge high and low ability
students enrolled in two Minnesota Post-Secondary Vocational Tool and Die
programs. It was reasoned that because individualized and/or computer
assisted instruction programs are for the most part predicated on behaviorist
principles (e.g., one single instructional frame presentation (a) reinfor-
cement (b) feedback of results and (c) sequential accumulation of knowledge).
from simple to complex. It is hypothesized that tne learner may have dif-
ficulty integrating or assimilating this knowledge into a mcre global struc-
ture of techncal kncwledge. On the other hand, group instruction provides
learners with the opportunity to discuss knowledges and skills with the
instructor and peers and thus may have evolved a more integrated conceptual
structure of knowledge leading to improved task performance.

Population/Sample

Five diiferent tool and die workers in the Minneapolis a-ea were contacted
and empoyers asked to indepr.ndently rate all their tool and die workers on
several criteria (1) work variety, (2) versatility/adaptabilhty,
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(3) creativity problem solver, (4) most accurate, and (5) efficiency, (6)
quality. From these ratings, one worker from each of the five firms was
selected to participate in the study.

Similarly, post secondary vocational instructors rated each student in
their respective individualized and group instruction program as to the stu- '=-

dents ability to learn the content and successfully perform the tasks in a 2
year tool and die program. Based on teacher ratings of all students, two
groups of five high and low performing students in the individualized and
group instruction program respectively were identified to participate in the
study.

Methodology/Administration

The free association methodology was used to identify and comparc the
associative conceptual structure of knowledge for a purposive simple of five
groups of individuals in this study. The rationale for the methodology is
based on the previous work of various verbal learning theorists (Deese, 1962),
Garskoff and Houston, 1963),Johnson (1964), 1967) and the previous work of
(Smith, 1968), Pratzner (1970), (Liu, 1972), (Nee, 1979) (Ammerman, (1970) for
application in vocational education and the military fields.

The rationale for the free association methodology suggests that technical
workers possess verbal labels for the technical concepts in their field. By

. obtaining free association responses from them for a population of technical
stimulus words in their technical field it is possible to determine the
meaning of these words and then generate the asssociative structure of
knowledge of the words. The relationship among the associative menaning of
these technical words, will form a hierarchical association structure which
can be used to evaluate group and individualized technical instruction
programs.

The free associative methodology as is based on several principles or
assumptions about the verbal behavior of individuals in various technical
fields.

1. All technical fields used technical words to communicate and
teach technical concepts.

2. Workers and students use these technical terms to communicate and
0 understand these concepts.

3. Workers and students are capable oF responding to a stimulus word
with relevant technical responses.

4. Workers and students irganize their technical concepts into an
integrated structure iependent upon their functional relationship to
their work role/technical learning environment.

5. Relatedness coefficients can be computed for all possible com--

binations of stimulus word response and subjected to higher order fac-
tor analysis to generate a hierarchical associative technical
structure of knowledge for a group of individuals who are known to
possess and be perfoning at qualitatively different levels.
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A sample of 85 technical stimulus words were selected 3nd administered to
the five different groups in two test sessions where each greup was asked to
respond to each stimulus word with as many relevant technical iords they
could think of in a one minute time period. The associative technical
meaning were obtained for each of the 85 technical terms and for each of the
respective five groups of individuals by creating a rank ordered distribution
of all the responses given at least two times by the respective groups (pooled
associative meaning). A relatedness coefficient (RC) matrix was generated
which computed the amount of relationship among all possible combinations of
stimulus word response distributions and then subject d to a hierarchical fac-
tor analysis procedure to produce a hierarchical conceptual associative struc-
ture of knowledge for each of the five groups. This provided the opportunity
to compare both the verbal behavior of the five groups as well as the graphic
structure of how Lhese concepts were differentially integrated ly the five groups.

Objectives

The purpo s of this study was to evaluate and compare the five different
groups in terms of (1) test-retest reliability or their free response (2) th
size of the technical vocabulary (3) the number of factors in the heirarchical
associative technical structure and (4) the relationshp of the associative
structure to a performance task.

Test-Retest Reliability of Responses

Table 1 shows the test-retest reliability coefficents for each of the five
different groups for a random sample of fiteen different stimulus wards. The
coefficient of stability range from a low of .38 to a high of 1.00 for each of
the fifteen words with an average stability coefficient of about ,80, This
tends to indicate that the verbal responses of the workers and high and low abi-
lity students are quite reliable and thus are capable of producing a stable
associate technical structure of knowledge.

The associative technical structure of knowledge is a function of the size
of the technical vocabulary of a individual or group of individuals. It may be
hypothesized that workers would have the largest technical vocabulary and the
most integrated structure of technical concepts followed by high ability stu-
dents in group instruction and high ability students in individualized instruc-
tion programs. Low ability students would have the smallest technical
vocabulary and the least integrated structure of knowledge.

As can be seen in table 2, workers have the largest technical vocabulary,
the largest pooled technical vocabulary and used the fewest different words.
On the othe- hand, low ability students in the individualized instruction
program had the smallest pooled technical vocabulary followed by the low abi-
lity students in the group instruction programs. While the differences were
not great, students enrolled in group instruction program (both high and low
ability) seem to have a larger, more agreed upon technical vocabulary then
either the high or low ability students in the individualized instruction
program.
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Performance

Table 3 shows the correlation of the rankings of the five groups of indi-
viduals in a cognitive performance task believed to be related to their total
understanding of the too! and die field. Each group was given a tool and die
part as a sample and a drawing of the part and were given a list of eighty
randomly ordered sstatement necessary to design, plan Fio make the part. The
correlations among this ranking indicate relatively low correlations of the
worker group with any of the other student groups. The highest correlation
was between (I) high and low ability students enrollee in group instruction
(.595) and (2) De'ween high group instruction students and high iltdividualized
instruction students (r=.515) the lowest correlations were between low ability
individualized instruction students and high ability individualized instruc-
tion students (-r=.011).

The general conclusion whch seems most is plausable is that in terms of
the correlations among ranking of tasks. (1) high ability students are more
in agreement on tasks with worker rating then low ability students, (2) high
abiilty students in both instructional programs tend to relate tasks similarly
and (3) ther is a negative and low agreement among high and low ability stu..
dents who are envolved in individualized instruction then for high and low
ability students envolved in group instruction group.

Structure of Knowledge

The hierarchical function analyses of the associative structure of
knowledge has at this time not been completed, but will be coIpleted by the
time te report will be made. First, order Factor analysis has been
completed and the results are as follows:

Workers 32 Factors Group Inst. High 34 Factors
Group Inst. Low 29 Factors Ind. Inst. High 31 Factors

Ird. Inst. Low 33 Factors

Conclusion

Preliminary conclusion suggest the following:

1. Free asociation responses were quite reliable for all groups.
2. Workers tend to have a larger more consistant technical vocabulary

then either high o, low ability students in either group cr indivi-
dualized technical programs.

3. High ability students regardless of the mode of instructior tend to
perform better than low ability students, but low ability group
instruction students seem to perform as well as high ability students* 0in either group or individualized instruction. Low ability in
individualized instruction programs do least well in performance.

4. It is anticipated the hierarchical factor analysis of the five
different groups will also demonstrate quantative and qualitative
differences tmong the groups in terms ol (a) the number of factors,
(b) the number 3f levels in the hierarchical associative structure,

_4 (c) the integration of the structure and (d) the tables for the
factors.
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Management Information System for Processing USCG Class "A" School Reqsts

by James R. Stokes
mPsychological Research Branch, Office of Personnel, U.S. Coast Guard

Many managers today require immediate access to accurate data
_for generatation of timely output. Such was the case of the Training

and Education divisin. of t"e Oftice of Personnel, U.S. Coast Guard.
My branch, Psychological Research, used a powerful, interactive language
called APL that enabled us to design and implement a management
information system for procssing school request applications. Although
this system was specifically for training involving schools, it could
just as well been used for any other type of desired information.

For years the Training and Education Division of the Coast GZ'rd
had a problem. They lacked timely access to information on non-rated
enlisted personnel applying for a speciality school (i.e. Boatswain's
Mate School, Aviator Technician -- the Coast Guard refers to these
schools as "A" schools). A computer list from the Department of
Transportation's computer center was only provided every six weeks
and contained many mistakes. This outdated and inaccurate date%
caused many headaches for the Training and Education Division. It
was not unusual for twenty-five messages and forty phone calls to be
received in one day from frustated applicantz who really did not
know where they stood on a particular school list. In one instance,
a thoroughly disgusted chief sent fifty copies of his "dream sheet"
applic&tion to the division by registered mail. The lack of up-to-date
lists were the cause of many congressional inquiries.

The Psychological Research Branch, Office of Personnel was
approached by the Training and Education Division for help. After a
series of meetings discussing the "A" school list problem. it was
decided that a management information system was the solution.
Ideally, the Training and Education Division wanted an internally
controlled system that would allow for input, modification, removal
and listing of applicant's requests. Later, if feasible, the
information system could provide direct printout of orders or assist
somehow in the process of creating orders.

The Training and Education Division conferred with various local
contractors to see how much the cost of such a system would be.
When they were told that the price would be in the neighborhood of
$130,000, the division's representatives turned to the Psychological
Research Branch to see if the task could be done in-house. After a
series of meetings to determine just exactly what was needed,
Psychological Research agreed to take on the Droject. The project
was named TMIS (Training Management Information System).
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This project was a tremendou; success. The Training and Education
Division now has real-time access to files for input, correction, and
removal of an applicant's school request. Immediate output allows
the division to check for any input mistakes and make corrections on
the spot. By mailing copies ff the up-to-date lists to different

districts, the Training and Education Division no longer spends a
majority of the day answering questions and handling complaints.
Writing orders to a particular school is both simpler and quicker.
Most important, TMIS provided the Training and Education division
98% cf what they had originally wanted from a contractor, and saved
the Coast Guard over $100,000.

The first stage of TMIS is the INPUT PHASE. To begin entering
applicants' information into the data base, the user types in
"SCHOOLINP" and the computer responds, asking for information.
Figure 1 shows the terminal input by the user and correspoding
computer responses. __

Figure 1 INPUT PHASE

User: SCHOOLINP

Computer: NAME Computer: PASSED OR FAILED
User: SI41TH ZZ (ENTER "P" OR "F")

User: F
Computer: SSN

User: 123456789 Computer: 2ND PREF 'A' SCHOOL
SCHOOL 2

Computer: EOS User: YN
User: 841212

Computer: 3RD PREF 'A' SCHOOL
Computer: CO WAIiER (YES OR NO) SCHOOL3
User: YES User: XX

Computer: GCT Computer: PAYGRADE
User: 67 User: 3

Computer: ARI Computer: MINORITY
User: 65 User: 5

Computer: MECH Computer: SEX
User: 68 User: 1

Computer: ETST Computer: SIGDATE
User: 65 User: 800820

Computer: CLER Computer: OPFAC7
User: 62 User: 1730520

Computer: 1ST PREF 'A' SCHOOL Computer: UNITREPDATE
SCHOOL1 User: 801009

User: AD
Computer: ANOTHER ENTRY?

Computer: PHYS REC'D (YES OR NO) User: NO
User: YES
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All input is checked for at least some degree of validity. For
example, if the user enters a letter when the computer had asked for
social security number, the user would get an error message. When
an aviation school is entered by the user, the system executes a
subprogram to request information on the status of the applicant's
physical. When a unit identification number (OPFAC) is entered, the
system goes to a separate data base to extract the correct unit
mailing address. When input is completed, all information is stored
in a data base.

The second stage of TMIS is the MODIFICATION PHASE. This phase
allows the user to correct information on an applicant's request, and
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 MODIFICATION PHASE

User: MOD

Computer: ENTER NAME OF APPLICANT Computer: ENTER THE FIELD YGU
WISH TO CHANGE

User: POWERS TE User: PAYGRADE

Computer: HERE ARE THE FIELDS AND Computer: ENTER NEW VALUE FOR
CURRENT VALUES FOR: PAYGRADE
POWERS TE: User: 4

Computer: ANOTHER CHANGE?
FIELD CURRENT VALUE User: NO
NAME: POWERS TE
SSN: 123123123
EOS: 841212
GCT: 67
ARI: 63
MECH: 67
ETST: 70
CLER: 58
SCHOOLl: ET
SCHOOL2: SK
SCHOOL3: XX
PAYGRADE: 3
MINORITY: 5
SEX: I
SIGDATE: 800202
OPFAC7: 1730520
UNITREPDATE: 801009
PHYS:
CO: 5

After modification is complete, the new updated information
is written out to the data base.
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The third stage of TMIS is -he REMOVE PHASE. It is executed
when the user wishes to remove an applicant request from the data
base. The appropriate commands and corresoonding responses are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 REMOVE PHASE

User: REMNAME

Computer: ENTER NAME OF APPLICANT
User: POWERS TE

Computer: DID THIS PERSON GO TO A' SCHOOL?
User: NO

Compdter: ANOTHER ENTRY?
User: NO

At this point, T. E. Powers' application for 'A' school is
removed from the data base.

The fourth stage of TMIS is the LIST PHASE. When the user
wishes to see a list of applicants' by a particular school, he
enters the command "LIST" on the computer terminal, as shown in
Figure 4. The list is prioritized by signature date of the
application, and paygrade.

Figure 4 LIST PHASE

User: LIST

Computer: SCHOOL
User: AD

Computer: BY A PARTICULAR DISTRICT?
User: YES

Computer: DISTRICT
User: 01

Figure 5 illustrates the resulting ouput from the LIST phase.
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Figure 5 Output frwn'LIST PHASE

3:45 PM4 EDT 5/19/81

AD LIST

DISTRICT 01

P C
T AP 0
E YH N T
S GY UNITREF U EXP I SIG

NUN T R S NME SCHOOLS DATE S DATE S DATE UNIT

15 3 DELAVRO NJ AD XX XX 800624 840420 801213 BASE SOUTH PORTLAND OR
17 3 JEZIERSKI AD XX XX 800311 841212 801215 COGARD TRACEN CAPE M4AY NJ
20 3 M4ARZULLA MC AD XX XX 800627 841212 801217 USC(GC ACTIVE
25 3 PORAZZO PJ AD XX XX 800305 841212 810115 USCGC UNIMAK
30 3 DAVIS RK AD XX XX 800909 840701 810215 COGARD BASE :A0NOLULU HI
37 3 MOORE RL AD XX XX 800910 841212 810316 USCGC BUTTONWOOD
43 2 ALBEE FB AD XX XX WOO717 840309 800130 USCGC BIBB
44 2 INGHRAN DR AD XX XX 800202 841212 800201 USCGC UNIMAK
58 2 BOYNTON GH AD XX XX 800310 831025 N 800811 USCGC CHASE
75 2 F DELEO CM AD XX X) 801028 840824 801123 USCSC POLAR SEA
85 2 NOLDER D AD XX XX 801208 I 8'1005 801217 USCGC CAPE HORN

--.

Internally, TMIS selects from the data base oaly those applicants
who have applied for that school. It then sorts themi by paygrade and
signaturE date, and assigns them a priority number. At this point,
if the usc:r has requested only a particular district, the cavouter
selects on.y that information. It then checks time in service, test

4 scores for -.hat school, time served inside the contiiental United
States (INCONUS) or outside (OUTCQNUS), and for physical

->status (aviation schools only). Applicants must met these four
qualifying factors in order to became eligib'e for school. The
system then generates internal "flags" for non-qualified candidates.
It then formats the data e'nd lists the information at the user's

*terminal. TMIS alcc -,,nlains a method that allows the user to ouput
the list to a laser printer.
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Finally, there is the ORDERS PHASE. This feature alxows the user
to create order variables on selected applicants. The information
is then transferred to a word processor where orders can be wri tten.
These particular applicants are then removed from the main data base
and placed in another file which contains information on
applicants sent to school.

The TMIS system is now in place and fulfilled over 95% of a
contractor's proposal at a fraction of the cost. The flood of
telephone calls and other problems were reduced considerably because
of the system. TMIS lets managers quickly process applications.
At present, the system is undergoing expansion.

If other managers have similar problems regarding training --
or, for that matter, any other type of information storage and
retrieval problem --, I would recommend considering a system similar
to the one implemented by our branch in the computer language APL.

APL LANGUAGE

The Psychological Research Branch uses the computer language APL

for a variety of purposes. In addition to this type of management
information system, APL is useful and efficient in areas such as
simulation modelling and budget reports. One reason our branch
agreed to tackle TMIS was that APL is a language highly suited for
information projects of this type. Unlike most other languages,
APL is interactive to begin with, and thus fits in smoothly with the
interactive requirements requested by the Training and Education
Division. Coding and executing APL subprograms directly at the
terminal cuts down on programming and debugging time. Inside the
language, Boolean operators efficiently allow for capturing and
removing data without looping. Also, the language uses symbols
instead of words to execute commands. This reduces the number of
lines of code and, ultimately, programming time.

Here are some the symbols used in APL:

/\p~ t o, F L_ VAo ' 0 n ] T ( )I+x*

Finally, in APL there is no compiling and loading, just executing. It
is almost like working in the load module itself. By using APL in
place of other languages for applicable projects, an analyst may well
find that system design is easier, less time is spent programming,
debugging is faster, and additions and modifications become much simpler.
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Job Difficulty Data as an Indicator of Job Complexity

Thomas E. Ulrich and Charles D. Gorman

TUnited 
States Air Force Academy

It is widely acknowledged that the technological
Q. advances of the present are going to have a major impact on

the design and operation of future weapons systems. Future
systems will continue to depend on the performance of the
operator or the maintenance person assigned responsibility

* for the system 2

'Addressing this multifaceted problem calls for a focus
on the attitudes of the people involved with respect to
increasing complexity. It is clear that these attitudes can
impact many elements of the system, from personnel manning
to performance levels. The investigation of this area
prompted the application of the Job Difficulty data obtained
by the U.S.A.F. Occupational Measurement Center (JSAFOMC) in
a way which had not been used before.rIn addition to pro-
viding data applicable to the Department of Defense (DoD)
question of complexity, additional light was shed on the
construct of job complexity as measured by the concept of
job difficulty.

The Construct of Complexity

Complexity doesn't have a generally accepted operational
definition. It has been measured as workload (Wierwille,
1979); ambiguity (Abdel-Halim, 198i); and stress (Chiles &
Alluisi, 1979), among other labels. It is difficult to
define the continuum of complexity, or pinpoint what makes
one system more complex than another.

Hackman and Oldham's (1980) instrument called the Job
Diagnostic Survey (the JDS) measures among other things fivp
core job characteristics: skill variety, task identity,
task significance, autonomy, and feedback from the job
itself. These characteristics are measured via incumbents"
responses to questions concerning the degree to which cer-
tain factors are present in their jobs. A measure of "job
enrichment" is usually calculated by combining the five key
job characteristics into a Motivating Potential Score (MPS)
for the job in question.

The five core job dimensions have been used as a measure
of job complexity (Abdel-Halim, 1978; Katerburg, Hom, &
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Hulin, 1978). Low sccres on the job complexity measure are,
according to Hackman and Oldham (1980), descriptive of sim-
ple, structured jobs while high scores are descriptive or
relatively complex, unstructured jobs. Dunham (1977) has
demonstrated that jobs high in complexity have higher job
ability requirements, and that job complexity is positively
related to job ability requirements.

Subjectivity in Complexity Measurement

There has been widespread use of job complexity scores
based on the Hackman and Oldham instrument as indicators of
task content (Roberts & Glick, 1981), yet there has been
relatively little work outside the human factors literature
which has looked at the complexity of jobs from the task
structure viewpoint. The measurement via the JDS of work (Z
performed by incumbents is actually a measure of perceived
task and job complexity. O'Reilly (1977) has criticized the
subjective perceptual nature of the measurement of job
characteristics. Perceptual measures of task design con-
found individual differences in perception with the objec-tive task characteristics. In response to this, investiga-tors have called for more objective measurement of job

characteristics (Pritchard & Peters, 1974; Roberts & Glick,
1981)

The Use of Job Difficulty Data

A more objective measure of job complexity can be found
in the USAFOMC measure of job difficulty. For each enlisted
specialty surveyed, ratings are obtained from experienced
specialists in the career field as to the difficulty level
of each task which appears in the job task inventory. Dif-
ficulty is defined as the amount of time needed to learn to
do the task. Selection of the USAFOMC measure for this pur-
pose represents a new application of the job difficultydata.

Method

Sample Selection

The first stage in the investigation of the relationship
between complexity (as measured by job difficulty) and job
attitudes was a review of current occupational survey
reports (OSRs) with personnel from USAFOMC. It was impor-
tant to find a career field which had been recently ztr-
veyed, as well as one with job groups ranging from very dif-
ficult to very simple jobs. The specialty selected was the
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325X0 career field, Automatic Flight Control Systems (AFCS).
Within that specialty, four groups were selected; the groups
are presented in Table 1.

Table I

Jwt Groups b.: lected

Group 297 Group 2-4 Group 36 Group 551

TAC AFCS Fl;ghtlinc LC \FCS Shop mC r-41 MAC C-5 ' C-111

Grojp Title: Personnel Pcrsonnci ightizno t, Shop Flight~ine & Shop

Job Grout Si:e: n z 45 n - 39 n - 55 n - 38
(CSR)

Job 9ifficulty .00 9.44 11.53 16.53
Index:

Number of 35 .5 36 74
incumbcnts sirveyed:

SThe si:e of the sa=ple surveyeJ exceeded the number of original joh group
incumbentS at bases .here all AFCS shift personne: performing the same
job were contacted.

Data Collection

Once the groups were chosen, the PRTVAR listing of
respondents was obtained for the individuals within each of
the job groups. The next step involved contacting the
organizations at each base from which incumbents in the
selected job groups had come, and arranging in-person or by
mail administration of the survey instrument. At each base,
an attempt was made to insure that we were targeting the
same job group which had originally made up the job group in
the OSR. A check was also made with the NCOICs of the
maintenance shops to verify that the tasks which were cited
in the OSR as distinctive for the selected job groups were
indeed characteristic of the job the current incumbents were
performing. Survey data were collected from 190 325X0 per-
sonnel in this manner.

Characteristics of the Complexity Level Groups

The validity of selecting the job difficulty measure as
an objective measure of complexity depends on the accuracy
of the difficulty score obtained in the occupational survey
as it applies to the incumbents sampled in the current
study. When the surveys were received and the initial data
was examined, it became clear that one of the job groups
(Group 274) was appearing as performing more complex work
than would have been expected. In fact, the complexity
level (and other measures) for that group, which should have
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been second to lowest, was higher than any of the other
three job groups on the measures o£ interest. The findings
for these measures are presented in Table 2. The initial
interpretation was that the difficulty and complexity meas-
ures were thus tapping different constructs; however
further examination revealed ancther possible explanation.

Tacle 2

Difficult:, and Conplext, Measures

Group 297 Group 274 Group 396 Group 581

Job Difficulty 7.00 9.44 11.53 16.5S
Index:

Motivating 120 129 117 127
Potenlial Score:

JDS Job Co.picxity: 80 87 83 85

Review of the background data (equipment worked on, sys-
tems maintained, etc.) revealed that the incumbents who had
been selected as representative of Job Group 274 were
reporting working on many more different systems than did

the ociginal sample from the job group. Bases surveyed by
mail were contacted by phone and asked about the systems
worked on. It was confirmed that the data we received were
correct; the jobs had changed in the time since the job
inventory had been administered, and additional aircraft
were now part of the responsibility of incumbents at several
of the bases.

Examination of the other job groups did not reveal any
similar major discrepancy, so analysis continued with the
three remaining groups (and data from Group 274 was withheld
from further analysis). It would not have made sense to
proceed with Croup 274, since the job difficulty level of
that sample was no longer known.

Objective vs. Subjective Measures of Complexity

The measure of job difficulty was compared with the
Hackman and Oldham measure of job complexity For the three
job groups used in the analysis, the correlation between
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difficulty level and JDS complexity was only +.13, which was
significant only at the p < .10 level. Thus the relation-
ship between the objective measure and the JDS measure of
complexity was not especially meaningful.

One key factor may be a clue as to why such a low corre-
lation was observed. Based on the observation about job
change within Group 274, it was clear that for that group at
least the job performed at the time the job difficulty data
had been collected had changed for many of the job group

* . members. In the case of Group 274, many additional aircraft
and thus additional autopilot systems had been added to the
responsibilities of the incumbents in that job group, so the
JDS measures were clearly describing different jobs than did
the earlier job difficulty measure. We suspect that the
time between difficulty and JDS measurement may have had a
similar, though less obvious, effect on the other job groups
which were included in the analysis.

Suggestions for Further Research

This problem of the changing of jobs over time could be
eliminated if the job difficulty data and JDS data were to
be collected at the same time. A future direction which
will be pursued will be to have the two measures collected
in a single administration of survey materials. The objec-
tivity of the job difficulty measure will be retained
because the actual computation of the difficulty level of
the individual's job will be based on the independent
evaluations of task difficulty. However, we will have the
control of knowing that the incumbent's report of the task
characteristics present in his or her job are measures of
the same tasks and job on which we have a difficulty rating.
The correlation between difficulty and complexity measures
obtained in this way will be a much more reliable measure-
ment of the relationship between the two variables.

Recent research on the aptitude requirements of Air
Force jobs performed by personnel at the Air Force Human
Resources Laboratory (Weeks, 1981) has included the develop-
ment of "Benchmark Scales" for the measurement of job diffi-
culty across specialties within an aptitude area. This
methodology provides additional promise for the study of job
complexity, by eliminating the limitations inherent in the
within-specialty measurement of job difficulty used in the
present study.

NOTE: This study was partially funded by Directorate of Programs, Analysis,
ana Evaluation (Tactical Air) under the office of the Secretary of Defense.
Opini3ns expressed are thosc of the authors, and do not necessarily re-
flect DoD or USAF policies.
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Benchmarking Occupational Survey
Task Factor Data

David S. Vaughan
University of Texas at Austin

..1e important type of data gathered by the occupational survey process
that on task factors. Task factors are task characteristics that are

(at least relatively) independent of the particular jobs containing the
tabks. Task factors routinely gathered by the J. S. A. F. Occupational
Measurement Center include task learning difficulty and recommended
training emphasis. Other task factors which have been gathered include

c corqequences of inadequate performance and task delay tolerance.

Usually, such task factor data are gathered by having subject-matter
experts--peoplp who are familiar with most or all tasks in a particular
Air Force Specialty (AFS) or occupation--rate tasks on the degree to which
such tasks have the characteristic under consideration. In the Air Force,
such subject matter experts are usually senior non-commissioned officers
in the specilty being studied. Usually, task ratings are gathered on a
relative scal2, and the subject-matter experts are able to ra;.e tasks in
only one specialty.

Data gathered in this way allow tasks to be compared for the relevant
characteristic (say, difficulty) within one specialt. However, it is not
clear that ratings of tasks in one specialty can be compared with ratings
of tasks in other specialties. For example, it is not clear that a task
whose difficulty rating in one specialty was "five" has the same difficul-
ty as a "five" task in a different specialty. This is the benchmark
problem.

For certain practical applications, a solution to the benchmarking
problem in zask factor data is necessary. For example, we want to set
aptitude requirements to enter various job specialties so that the spe-
cialties t:hat are most difficult have the highest aptitude requirements.
In orde,' to use occupational survey data for the purpose of setting apti-
tude reouirements, data or the task learning difficulty factor must be
comparable across specialties.

In order to set aptitude requirements based on occupational survey

data, the Air Force 1' a major research effort (aurtch, Lipscomb, & Wiss-
man, 1982; Weeks, 19.1). The approdch used ir this line of research
involved finding and training subject-matter experts who could rate dif-
ficulties of tasks in many specialties. In addition, rating scales were
constructed on which each point was "benchmarked" by several tasks which
defined that particular point of the scale.

While this research effort has been successfL in that task 0 fficulty
o0'ta have been qathered which are comparable across specialties, this
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approach has proven to be very expensive and tme-comsuming. The purpose
of the present paper is to present a different approach for benchmarking
task factor data. This approach is primarily statistical in nature. Task -I

raLings on the factor to be benchmarked are gathered in the conventional
manner; other data about the tasks are used to adjust the ratings onto a
scale which is commjn to several specialties.

First, the statistical model of the proposed benchmarking will be pre-
sented. This will be followed by results of this method's application to
some real task factor data.

Statistical 'lodel

Consider task ratings of a factor in several different specialties. We
will assume that a common "benchmarked" scale exists for the factor,
although the observed ratings may not D on that common scale. Instead,
we assume that the observed ratirgs it. a speclaity " are on an arbitrary
linear transformation of the common scale, as

y(ij) = a(i) z(ij) + c(i), (1)

where
y(ij) = ob3erved rating on task j in specialty i,
z(ij) = (unobserved) rating of task j in specialty i

on the common "benchmarked" scale,
and a(i), c(i) are constants for specialty i.

We further assume that ratings on the common scale, z'ij)'s, can be
expressed afs a linear combination of scores on some predictors, where this
linear combination is the same for all specialties:

z(ij) = b' x(ij) (2)

where
x(ij) is a vectcr of scores on predictor variables,
for task .i in specialty i,
b is a vector of constant weights,
and z(ij) is as defined as above.

We could use thE a(i)'s and c(i)'s of equation I or the b-vector and
predictors of equation 2 to cbtain estimates of the task factor as meas-

ured on the common "benchmarked" scale. Since we do not know the z(ij)'s,
wu cannot solve either equat;on 1 or equation 2 for the desired values.
But by substituting equation 1 into equation 2 we obtain an equation that
can be used to estimate the needed values:

y(ij) = a(i) (b' x(ij)) + c(i). (3)

i'ow can we gn about estimating ine parameters of equation 3 from real
data? Probably the most straightforward approach is least-squares esti-
mation--find values of the parameters so that the sum of squared Oevi-
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ations between actual y-values and those predicted by equation 3 is as
small as possible. Methods for least-squared estimation of linear
equations are well-known. However, equation 3 is not linear in its param-
eters, since it involves products of the a(i)'s and the b's. Conventional
least-squares methods cannot be used. However, general-purpose numerical
optimization methods can be used for least-squares estimation of
equations like equation 3, and that approach is used here.

Statistical inference procedures use with least-squares estimation of
linear equations cannot, strictly speaking, be used for nonlinear
equations such as equation 3. However, simulation studies (Duncan, 1978;
Fox, Hinkley, and Larntz, 198U) have shown that, in practice, statistical
inference procedu-es for least-squares estimation in linear models work
reasonably well when applied to nonlinear (in parameters) models. Thus,
that approach is used here.

An Example: Task Strength Ratings

in the previous section, a statistial model was presented for estimat-
ing benchmarked task factor ratings from relative ratings and other data.
Here, &n example will be given in which the model of equation 3 was fitted
to real taskz factor data.

In this example, the task factor ratings to be benchmarked are ratings
of the overall physical strength required to perform tasks. These
strength ratings were gathered in the conventional manner. In addition,
data were gathered on a number of variables which might predict overall
strength. These data were gathered for approximately 25 tasks in each of
eight job specialties (AFSs). The tasks and specialties were selected
because they were thought to be likaly to have significant physical
strength requirements. The strength ratings were. gathered from several
subject-matter experts in each specialty; acceptable levels of interrater
aggrement were obtained in each of the eight specialties. Details of the
data-gatnering and interrater agreement analyses are presented by Goct
(Note 1).

'he predictor variables (the x(ij)'s in equation 3) ar.e summarized in
Table I.
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Table 1

Predictor Variables

Type of work (lifting or lowering; 1 or 2 hands)
Amount of Repitition
Rate
Weight handled
Body posture (standing, sitting, crawling,

lying, kneeling,stooping,
bending at waist, swimming)

Position (distance above or below surface)
Altitude
Distance
Holding time
Time
Percent performing
Percent time spent
Environment (% indoors, outdoors, in flight)
Manpower required
Frequency (times per day, week, and month)

Many of the predictors listed in Table 1 are categorical variables. Such
predictors were represented in the statistical model by sets on nonredun-
dent variables indicating which categories were present for particular
tasks. As a result, a total of 35 predictor variables were used in the
analyses. Least-squares estimation procedures were used, as described
above. All 35 predictors were used in all analyses. Up to 16 specialty
parameters (2 parameters each for eight specialties) were estimated,
based on 250 tasks. Data were available for 25 tasks each in six special-
ties and for 50 tasks in two specialties.

Three models were fit. One was the full model of equation 3. In addi-
tion, models were fit in which all the a(i)'s were constraioed to be
equal, and in which all a(i)'s were equal and all c(i)'s were equal. Com-
parison of the latter two restricteA models with the full model of
equation 3 allowed tests to be made of the degree to which the observed
scales in different specialties differed from each other. The proportion
of variance accounted for (R2) by the full equation 3 model was .858.
R2-values for the all a(i)'s equal model was .835 and for the all a(i)'s
equal and all c(i)'s equal model was .794. All of these R2-values were
significantly greater than zero. The all a(i)'s equal R2 was significant-
ly greater than the all a(i)'s equal and all c(i)'s equal model (F(7,207)
7 7.25, p<.05). Furthermore, .he full modtel R2 was significantly greater

than that of the all a(i)'s equal model (f(?,200) = 4.78, p<.05). In sum,
differences among specialties in scale use accounted for small but statis-
tically significant proportions of the overall strength rating variation.

Table 2 presents values of the a(i)s and c(i) 's estimated for the Var-
ious specialties.
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Table 2

Specialty Parameter Values

Specialty a(i) c(i)

112X0 3.061 .913

114X0 3.709 1.376
115X0 1.222 5.468
316X2F 4.564 .176
472X2 2.751 2.471
545X0 1.273 4.312
551X0 3.409 1.587
811XOA/X2A 2.949 1.936

Overall, the method proposed here for benchmarking task factor data
appears 'to be feasible. Numerical optimization techniques were able to
obtain least-squares estimates of the model parameters in the present
example. The overall fit of the model was extremely good, and the scale
use difference parameters, the a(i)'s and c(i)'s, accounted for a small,
but statistically significant proportion of the overall rating variance.
Further research is needed to investigate .pplication of the benchma-king
procedure to additional situations, in order to further explore the use-
fulness of the method.
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-' A TASK LEVEL INVENTORY FOR
DESCRII [NG JOB READING

- 4 Robert Vineberg
John N. Joyner

' Human Resources Research Organization

In recognition of the potential mismatch between the literacy skills of
personnel entering the Armed Services and the literacy demands of their jobs
and training, the Services have undertaken a variety of programs of literacy
research and development. One goal of these efforts has been to define the
level of reading skill: required to perform satisfactorily in different occu-
pational specialties. This has generally been done by relating some index of
the reading demands inherent in job performance (or in training) to a measure
of reading ability. Several procedures have been used. The most frequent
has been to relate the structural characteristics of prose passages in jcb
reading materials to reading comprehension scores. This can be termed the
readability approach. In it reading demands are estimated by applying read-
ability formulas to samples of publications found in jobs or training settings.
Such formulas typically translate features such as sentence length or number
of syllables per word into an index of difficulty such as reading grade level.
The Air Force in particular has used this method (Burkett 1976). Efforts to
measure and improve the comprehensibility of text can be viewed as ar- exten-
sion of this approach.

The readability approach does not investigate the relation between read-
ing performance and job performance; it takes as given that incumbents should
be able tc compreh,. ' le publications found in jobs. The reading require-
ment of a specialty .* -fined as the difficulty of comprehending these text-
ual materials, and the primary factor held responsible for differences in
reading difficulty is the structural nature of the material read.

An approach that does address the matter of a job perfozmance criterion
can be refe?:red to as the job proficiency approach. In this method reading
comprehension scores are related to some criterion of job performance or pro-
ficiency such as job knowledge or performance test scores or supervisor rat-
ings of performance. In using this method Sticht et al. (197'), for example,
defined the functional literacy requirement of the specialty as that reading
grade level at which no more than one quarter of job incumbents were found to
be among the lowest quartile of performers on job sample tests. This method
faces the problem of defining and measuring an acceptable criterion. Also,
depending on the criterion that is used, the approach can be rather costly and
may not be appropriate for general use. Undoubtedly the major difficulty with
this method is the need to establish a causal liuk between reading ability and
job proficiency. Unless reading is observed to be an actual part of job
behavior, one hesitates to conclude that a relationship between reading abil-
ity and job proficiency is not due to some third factor such as general intel-
ligence.

An alternative to both the readability approach and the job proficiency
approach is the job reading task approach. Here readJ'.g tasks in P job are
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first identifed and classified. hen tests incorporating a sample of these
tasks are constructed to assess job reading skill.

Both the readability and the job reading task approaches, then, define
literacy demand ultinately in terms of the comprehension of Job reading mat-
er.tals. The latter approach is more refined, since the comprehension tests
consist of tasks more nearly like job behavior than those on standard corn-
prehension tests and since the measurement of comprehension is more direct, in'
that the intermediary of a readability formula is not used.

The job reading task approach to defining functional literacy is subject
to ito share of limitations. One problem is the metric for equating func- -

tional literacy levels across occupational specialties. In order to generate
an index for this purpose, performance on the job reading task tests for par-
ticular occupational specialties has been related to scores on standardized
reading tests (Sticht et al., 1971; Caylor, Sticht, Fox, and Ford, 1973).
The literacy demand of a specialty is then defined as the reading grade level
associated with any given criterion level of performance on the job reading
task test. For example, Sticht.et al. found that, if 80% of incumbents were
expected to score at least 70% on the job readig task test, then the func-
tional literacy level of an Army cook's job would fall between reading grade
levels 7.0-7.9. So, the eventual expression of functional literacy require-
ments is less direct than the original specification of job reading tasks;
the methodology does not entirely escape dependence on reference to general
reading skill.

A second limitation of this approach is that it does not yield informa-
tion about the relative difficulty of different job reading tasks themselves,
nor about the relative representation of different tasks among different occu-
pations. If one occupational specialty is found to have a lower literacy

:-. skill requirement than another, as indexed in terms of general reading grade
level, it is not known whether this is due to a. lower proportion of more
difficult reading Lasks or to some other factor affecting reading difficulty.
Thus, although the approach starts by identifying job reading tasks in several
specialties, differences between specialties are not made explicit, but are
captured and represented only implicitly in the various job reading task tests.

Finally, the job reading task approach is a research method. Conducting
interviews and developing a job reading task test for each specialty under
investigation are costly. For this reason, the methodology is not sul.able
for application across a wide range of specialties.

In all of the methods I have lust reviewed an objective measure of an
incumbent's reading ability is introduced at some point. A procedure that pro-
vides direct, subjective estimates is the inventory approach. Sticht et al
(1976), for example, used an inventory to identify the frequency of two par-
ticular classes of tasks in the Navy: fa:t finding and fcllowing directions.
To estimate the difficulty of these tasks he returned to the reading task test
approach and found evidence that reading to "follow directions" was more dif-
ficult than reading to "find facts."

.The work I would like to describe this morning is a pure inventory
approach to the identification of job reading demands. In it we obtained
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r subjective ratings of reading diffictilty in addition to information about pur-
poses for reading, criticality of reading, and the types of material read.
Our approach can be seen as analagous to obtaining ratings cf difficulty of
performing job tasks, as is done in occupational analysis.

We were seeking a method for estimating readimg demands that wculd be

compatible with Air Force occupational survey methods and that could be imple-
mented readily without placing significantly greater demands on existing
resources.

Evidence of the usefulness and dependability of the inventory would be
sought in its capacity to detect differences in reading requirements across
Air Force career ladders, in the extent of agreement among incumbents in an
occupation about their reading, and in the extent to which the kinds of read-
ing reported conform to expectations based on the nature of the tasks per-
formed. As an obvious example, clerical personnel would be expected to report
reading to transcribe, or type, more frequently than would aircraft mechanics.

In pilot work in a variety of different Air Force occupational ladders
we found a task-specific reading inventory ;ias capable of being readily con-
structed and administered. In such an inventory, information about job read-
ing is obtained with regard to each one of a set of individual tasks that
appear in conventional occupational analysis inventories.

Forms of the reading inventory were developed for job incumbents in the
Airlift/Bombardment Aircraft Maintenance Career Ladder (AFSC 431X2) and the
Administration Career Ladder (AFSC 702X0). In order to maximize the number of
instances of reading in a field trial, the inventory in each career ladder
called for information about the 40 tasks performed by the largest number of
incumbents. Five questions are asked about each task. First, "The last time
you did this task, did you do any reading?" Response options list seven pur-
poses for reading. Second, "If you did any reading, how difficult was it?"
A seven-point scale is used to rate difficulty. Third, "Did you need any help
to understand what you read?" Fourth, "If instructions are needed for doing
this task, can they be obtained without reading?" Fifth, "If you do any read-
ing iu this task, what materials do you read?" Response options list 13 types
of reading materials.

Field Test Results and Discussion

In a trial, the inventories were administered to 169 incumbents in the
maintenance ladder and 257 incumbents in the administration ladder. Data from
the trial are based on approximately 4,500 occurrences of incumben-Itask per-
formance in the maintenance ladder and approximately 6,000 in thf: -!inistra-
tion ladder.

Frequency and Purpose

In both occupations there are differences between tasks in percentage of
incumbents who reported reading for task performance, ranging from 95% to 17%
in AFSC 431X2 and from 95% to 22% in AFSC 702X0. If these differences among
tasks prove to he stable, the inventory could be of considerable practical
value in identifying aspects of job performance where reading is especially
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important. In the present study, the sample was not split to permit estimat-

ing the consistency of the findings. Repeat administration of the inventory
to additional samples is warranted.

In many cases, it is reasonable to infer the nature of task content from
the task title, and the magnitude of reported reading generally appears to be
appropriate to the nature of the task. in AFSC 431X2, for example, the two
tasks with the largest percentage of persons reading are "Locate part numbers
in illustrated breakdowns" (95%); and-"Defuel aircraft using single-point
method" (92%), where safety requirements prescribe that defueling be done in
accordance with a written checklist.

Responses do not conform completely, however, to the expectations of such
rational analysis. For example, only 75% of performers of the task "Edit
drafts of administrative communications" reported reading, even though editing
implies reading. Although occasional error of this magnitude seems tolerable,
it may also indicate that response options for additional reading purposes
should be added to the inventory. Reading to edit had been listed as a pur-
pose in earlier trial versions of the inventory but was omitted from the final
version to simplify it. A person who reads for the purpose of editing but who
finds no such option on the inventory might mark "No reading done." While it
is not possible to list all possible purposes for reading in the inventory,
some changes in the current options may be desirable.

Other evidence of the dependability of the data obtained with the inven-
tory is found by comparing the purposes given for reading to expectations
based on the nature of the occupational tasks. In the maintenance ladder, for
example, the purpose of reading to look up facts is given by 81% of persons
performing the task "Locate part numbers in illustrated parts breakdowns," a
purpose clearly implied by the task title. The percentage of persons who indi-
cate reading in this task for other, less obvious reasons range from only 8%
to 36%.

. Some type of reading was reported in 61% of the occurrences of incumbent/

task performance in the maintenance specialty and in 67% of the occurrences in
the administration specialty. From 24% to 67% of job-related reading is done

.. to look up facts, find out that a task is to be done, or to learn or check the
procedure for carrying out a task.

.. Incumbents in the maintenance specialty showed greater agreement about
- their purpose for reading than those in the administration specialty. In the

maintenance ladder, 73% of the reliability coefficients computed for estimat-
ing agreement about reading purpose were .9 or above whereas in administration
32% were .9 or above and 69% were .8 or above.

Type of Material

In the maintenance ladder, 56% of task performance occurrences include
reading work cards, job guides, and inspection cards. In the administration
.adder, these same materials are consulted only 11% of the time. Publications
such as manuals, technical orders, and regulations provide the most frequent
rcading content in this specialty.
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M4ajor differences in the materials in which reading occurs in the two
specialties are found in the categories of work cards, job guides, and inspec-
tion cards (56% in APSC 431X2; 11% in AFSC 702X0),messages, letters, TWXs,
TCTOs (12% in 431X2; 21% in 702X0), and in material to be copied, typed, or
reproduced (6% in 431X2; 22% in 702-X0). Like purposes for reading, these
differences in types of material read conform to generally expected differ-
ences in the work requirements of the specialties.

As with purpose for reading, when the types of material read are examined
by individual task, they appear to be appropriate to task content. For
example, in maintenance, 90% of those who had performed the task "Inspect land-
ing gear components" reported using work cards, job guides, and inspection
cards.

In summary, incumbents appear to discriminate as well or better between
* types of material read as between their purposes for reading.

Reading Difficulty

The ratings of difficulty of reading in individual tasks provad to be the
aspect of the inventory of least certain usefulness. While there were differ-
ences across tasks in both specialties, agreement among incumbents about the
level of difficulty was poor. The reliability of the average reading diffi-
culty rating for tasks in the maintenance specialty was .24 and in the admin-
istration specialty, .74. Mean difficulty ratings in the two specialties were
not significantly different though perhaps they should have been. It can be
estimated on the basis of their higher AFQT scores that incumbents in the main-
tenance ladder possess higher reading comprehension scores than those in the
administration ladder. Ratings of reading difficulty, therefore, might be
expected to reflect this difference. On the other hand, AFQT also decreases
with grade and increasing difficulty of zeading is reported with increasing
grade in both specialties. Since the readability level of the printed material
read by respondents in each specialty is unknown, we can only speculate as to
whether the lack of difference in perceived difficulty of reading between spe-
cialties is due to the observed unreliability of the ratings, a compensating
difference in the difficulty of reading materials, or some other factor.

Need for Assistance

As I mentioned earlier, the inventory also included a more concrete mea-
sure of job reading difficulty: the need for assistance in reading.

In contrast to the ratings of readirg difficulty which showed little dif-
ference between specialties, there is a greater ueed for assistance in reading
in the administrative specialty. This finding is consistent with the estima-
ted lower reading ability of incumbents in this occupation. Although incum-
bents in this specialty did nc- rate their reading as very difficult, they
reported needing .help to understand it an average of one out of every eight
times they read sometbing in task performance. By contrast, those in the main-
tenance specialty reported needing help in reading less than one time in
twenty.
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CONCLUSIONS

The principal objective of this research was to develop an inventory
approach to estimating Air Force job reading requirements. We have concluded
that the approach is feasible for further development and implementation. The
inventory was readily compiled from existing occupational analysis data, mass
produced, mass administered using current Air Force procedures, optically
scanned, and analyzed using existing Air Force equipment and resources. It is
effective in capturing differences in reading requirements and behavior
between specialties and among job tasks within a specialty. On the basis of
job task titles and some obvious differences between maintenance and clerical
occupations, the kinds of reading reported appear appropriate to the nature of
the incumbents' activi/tes.fThe fact that incumbents do discriminate reading

*requirements across tasks ihdicates that data from the reading inventory
could be used conjointly with data collected In the Air Force Occupational
Analysis Program. Apart from a variety of modifications and adjustments to
the inventory the most compelling requirement is a need to administer the

*- inventory to additional samples of incumbents to determine the stability of
the findings and thereby the dependability and value of the instrument for
operational use.
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How To Display Data Badly

/ Howard Wainer
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541

K Sunmary

~'--4Methods for displaying data badly have been under devel-pment

for many years, and a wide variety of interesting and inventive
schemes have emerged. Presented here is a synthesis yielding the
twelve most powerful techniques that seem to underlie many of the
realizations found in the literature. These twelve (the dirty
dozen) are identified and illustrated.

This is the text of an address to the Military Testing
Association (MTA) at its 24th Annual Conference in November 1982.
It was supported by the Program Statistics Research Project of
the Educational Testing Servi:e, and a full copy of the manuscript
can be obtained by requestirng from the autaor the ETS Program
Statistics Research Technical Report RR No. 82-35.
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RULE 7: Emphasize the trivial (ignore the important)
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A PERSONNEL TEST OF FIREFINDER

RADAR TRAINING, TRAINER, AND SYSTEM

Raymond 0. Waldkoetter and Richard B. Modjeski
U.S. Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Alexandria, Virginia 22333

0 Analysis of earlier automated training development needs appeared con-
strained. Certain training design limitations were imposed by a rapid system
development schedule for the Field Artillery's AN/TPQ°-37 Firefinder Radar ando its A17E11 training device. A training device was proposed to reduce costs
that would accrue if soldiers were trained only on an operational system, where
numbers trained would be limited and length of time to train haid to control.
Such a training device can concentrate attention and effort to accomplish a
better integrated instructional process with attainment of individual and crew
task objectives.

With the accelerated acquisition program, early training design documents
could not fully accompany the radar and device. Development of test and evalu-
ation acceptance programs was seriously curtailed. These programs could furnish
training design guidelines if planned with greater detail in human factors and
personnel support for the actual equipment and device design products. An inven-
tory form for Firefinder training requirements was constructed to alleviate part
of the information constraint. The form was oriented on the system training
device to evaluate the utility of the commitment to simulated training and trans-
fer to the AN/TPQ-37 Radar. This form was also the primary instrument for a
personnel test of training and the Firefinder systems by verifying training design

specifications and prior results from concept evaluation and user test phases.

A convergence of Firefinder course design and test requirements occurred at
the earlier concept evaluation and user test phases (Lcvell et al., 1980) indi-
cating two apparent conditional training constraints. First, there were limited
data available about what should constitute testable training on the A17EI1 device
and AN/TPQ-37 Radar. Secondly, the user test was compelled to base evaluation of
training and system suitability on part of the first conditional constraint find-
ings, while extracting training measures of effectiveness subject to continuing

revisions in content and performance standards. Under these conditions there
were training issues and measures that were not tested at a desired level of pre-
cision. Student, instructor, training device and equipment system relationships
were nct identified sufficiently to evaluate which tasks, operations or system
features defined the best test of training system capability.

Other information-gathering alternatives were not proposed due to the pres-
sure of pending training development and system test schedules. Neither an
analysis approach nor model could concurrently evolve which would more economi-

cally "test" a small number of operators or mechanics in a manner similar to a

The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the view of the U.S. Army Research Institute or the Department of the Army.
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structured "test pilot" evaluation (Kratochwill, 1978). Naturally, design of
performance criteria should begin with the system creation. Later evaluation
of personnel test requirements and training can proceed directly frem those
documented design guidelines which specify human factors and personnel require-
ments fcr system engineering and functional operations. One proposed acquisition,
test and evaluation, and training development system has already been demonstrated.
It would design each performance requirement with simulator specifications and man-
machine interface controls (Hritz & Purifoy, Jr., 1980).

Thus a few carefully selected test-players could reliably exercise a system's
operational capabilities and automated training requirements in a completely
instrumented scenario, when guidelines specify human factors and personnel require-
ments. Group test evaluation procedures are now relatilely anachronistic if meas-
uring only operational task behaviors. A training device such as the AI7EII can
test a limited number of personnel for both learning and operational tasks. But
i must also display a high degree of fidelity, satisfy rigorous design parameters,
and have full performance evaluation guidelines for personnel test and training
procedures.

Personnel training effectiveness of the training program for the A17E1I
Firefinder radar trainer and AN/TPQ equipment was evaluated by an interview-
survey form developed to examine training policy needs. This 81 item form was

Nr given to 53 personnel selected as test-player subjects. To augment information
limited by the accelerated systems acquisition, the form was analyzed as a system
"personnel test" by group, background, and question (item) variables for learning
task effects on trainer A17E11 or AN/TPQ-37 Radar training. Test subject responses
were used to suggest training policy revisions using expected operator tasks and
observed deficiencies.

METHOD

A questionnaire approach to analyze training development needs and personnel
consequences is not unique. A comprehensive review format, however, was newly
forwulated to recover performance objectives rather implicitly expected in the
systems' design. There is an innovative procedure, additionally, in gathering
and synthesizing information for course design which was not previously refer-
enced nor based on immediately observed training conditions. Moreover, the
methodology application has pointed to finding a further clarification and coherent
integration of svstem design procedures. Such procedures should project specified
training guidelines and personnel test requirements so that an economical and accu-

* rate strategy will guide the parallel activities of Artillery system acquisition,
test evaluation, and training development.

If total coordination of system design, test, and training task objectives is
conceptualized and implemented, simulator and equipment systems should fully demon-
strate any designed operational features. Any suggested modification data are,
then, still acceptable as system test, personnel and training decisions are formu-
lated well before system installation. To support this adapLive concept requires,
also, the early selection of a centralized coordinator to direct and monitor every
critical aspect of acquisition, test and training requirements to deliver effective
decisions for system design and training. A coordinator must possess the stated
responsibility to intercede anytime to effect the required decision processing of
either institutional managers, technical experts or contractual support personnel.
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2a.
An alternative analysis approach was prompted by events to bring a degree of

synthesis between course design objectives and test sanctions. This would better
accommodate training and clarify test results for any course, device, or equipment
changes. Questionnaire acceptance suggests that the personnel test instrument was
effectively constructed to describe student concerns and equipment system relation-

- . ships. These features were noted from technical observations later verified by the
*.. Firefinder training device item responses given by students and instructors and a

critique of technical reviewers. Though a "one-time" instrument, the design
* review format for training analysis may suggest some type of standardized

- s°- ,p'.ach by which critical training issue and equipment capability measures
wove Zoward increased utility and precision. Other alternative analysis

,p,9. 3ches will surely evolve for training device acquisition and training
developmenc as more advanced computerized training systems are requested.

As an example of possible generic dimensions following from the question-
naire structure, some standard content features examining the A17E11/AN/TPQ-37
systems were projected. These generic dimensions developed on the given
systems were then applied tentatively in an evaluation of the A17EI4 Firefinder
Maintenance Trainer. Where write-in or interview comments appeared very briefly
because of the highly detailed survey analysis, there is no suggestion to pursue
collection of observer or test player remarks during test operations, except as
an analyst may wish to annotate some condition.

An interim analysis instrument as the method advocated in this rep. .-r
-' could yield significant training design information for review of course con-

cent and simulated performance criteria. When training infermation documents
may have omitted certain simulated and prime system traiaing and instructional
guidelines during accelerated development, an auxi'lary effort is justified.
That effort should construct a training inventcry and interview form to obtain
the best personnel test data available. Diveloping a flexible questionnaire
format to interpret user/operator transacticns with an automated system (Berger &
Hawkins, 1979), furnishes a viable alternative to support ISD system acquisition
and training development activities under constrained conditions. This approach
is illustrated in that simulated training device/eqaipment operations and person-
nel training needs were effectively augmented for :he Firefinder Radar Systems.

A progzessive review of system acquisition and training design testing would
be conducted by applying the instrument results using interface perceptions of
instructor, student and training device/equipment. Evolving content and form
design questions which arose intimated a possi-'- instrument combining eventually
personnel test and task inventory capabilities.

Research questions explored completion of perfOLmance objectives, proficient
" trainer transfer to the AN/TPQ-37, tasks trained and deficiencies. These questions

were designed to generally answer whether this personnel test of the implemented
training system could better integrate trainer (AI7EII) performance in the actual
MOS 13RI0 course. Group responses cvuld indicate significant preferences for
training policy activities, course content, proficiency needs, and augment already
proven .ystems. Minimal background variables might affect responses on training

performance standards while suggesting remedial training tasks. Though operator
skills may be perceived as difficult to learn, tasks wpre to be identified for a

-revised task sequence and correct operational procedures to achieve proficient
skill within critical learning times.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Research questions stated for the personnel testing of the training
effectiveness and transfer in the Firefinder course, resulted in a generally
positive set of findings for training design activities and A17EI1/AN/TPQ-37
operations. These questions ;ere intended as goals by which to analyze pro-
gressive achievement in training development. They have suggested modifi-
cations to support continuing training competence and course improvements.
Questionnaire evidence and intensive two-year observations by the researchers
tentatively found that probable training effectiveness for student operators
could be fully expected. Certain course insights and implied modifications
can work to furnish an optimal training program. Improved training develop-
ment and device requirements were being defined during the implementation
phase of trainer acquisition and instruction. Questionnaire items were
analyzed by percentages and the chi square test of significance (.05 level)
examined for each of the item cross tabulations with associated correlations.

Performance Objectives. Questionnaire items affecting performance objectives
were analyzed noting whether these items would describe learning constraints
or options to choose an effective training-task solution. Operators are
expected, it appeared, to attain or exceed performance objectives for the
AI7f11/AN/TPQ-37 systems when complementary tasks are explained, course content
is made pertinent, and instructor skills are evident. Items 67, 60, and 50
were interpreted as specifically conveying the confirmed findings for the first
research question. Performance objectives in course achievement could then be

further attained or exceeded as given tasks and operations were exercised in
the proper sequence. Operators succeeded, responses indicated, as instructors
displayed necessary skills and helped students on the trainer and equipment,
referring to manuals and radar experience. Students learned fazter and better
utilized study time to complete performance objectives, responses agreed, when
the training sequence applied the best mix of trainer/equipment practice and
study material3. item 38 reflected a relatively conclusive overview with 98%
of the test subjects significantly acquiring "reasonably to very sufficient
skill" on the trainer to operate the actual equipment. This finding additionally
reinforces the cumulative transfer evidence given below.

Trainer Equipment Transfer. Proficient trainer performance was expected from
responses to transfer to the AN/TPQ-37 Radar and result in successful operation.
Test subjects answered item 30 by a significant majority (76%) agreeing to the
performance similarity of the systems and procedures. Where personal background
of the test students showed some significant differences, this majority observa-
tion was still upheld. A contrast on item 24 was shown by the effects of group
background differences. Here differences were experienced by the test personnel
in that their " 'make-up' study to reach required proficiency standards" reflected
some individual training preferences and course flexibility. A compressed training
schedule seemed to affect the responses to item 68 regarding whether training on
the actual system was more effective and useful than on the trainer. Responses
tended to favor training on the actual equipment which may simply capture the pre-
ference of the test players preparing for their test site. Also the interesting
conclusion is implied that test students had enough short-term training experience

to compare system experiences and then prefer AN/TPQ-37 training over initial

AI7E1I training. The group response to item 57 showed about 74% expecting to need

ANiTPQ-37 proficiency training "monthly" or more often. Researcher observations
were used to analyze this relationship suggesting subjects were significantly

aware of A17EII/AN/TPQ-37 transfer skills needing practice in the unit location
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to complement resident training. Transfer from the AI7E1I to AN/TPQ-37
was facil!Lated by proficient map-reading and radar skills, it was noted,
and may be most handicapped if a student has lo reading skill and below
average mental ability (item 81).

Tasks Trained and Deficiencies. A narrative for training performance stand-
ards described in terms of items, what was trained effectively and deficiencies
needing further training development according to nine content factors. Review
of item responses permitted an evaluation that the course development process
had succeeded in designing critical performance sequences. Guidance furnished
from this process was used tc adjust proficiency standards in reference to prior
device acquisition and development requirements. Training of critical tasks and
identifying deficiencies were predicated on relating other items (43, 46, and
54) for example, using group difference and background variable difference. The
content factor results gave a unifying perspective, while a research question

'- analysis probed other item relationships affecting control of training perfor-
mance effects. If instructors explained task differences and assured availability
of training materials and feedback evaluation of student errors with increasing
efficiency, answers agreed, a firm basis was prepared to control critical task
learning and correct deficiences. In spite of some background variable differences
for item 32, a significant coLsensus was still obtained to report complete enough
"field training to learn the required operational tasks for the AN/TPQ-37."
Certain deficiencies were experienced relating to time in the primary MOS, time
in the Army, and rank. Item 34 gave an overview evaluation for AI7E1I task training
and guidance with nearly 100% of the test students answering that "usually to com-
pletely adequate" monitoring of student errors was give-n to direct feedback and cor-
rection.

Trainer-Course Testitg. Training effectiveness testing (Finley & Strasel, 1978)
of the Firefinder course increased the understanding of trainer features and
learning tasks, respondents agreed, to better integrate it in the course delivery
and with the AN/TPQ-37 Radar syszem. The related research question was confirmed
by a number of associated findings. Training requirements for the Ai7E1I were
studied more (item 47), replies agreed, as thte course was improved by on-going
training design changes. It was conceded (~item 73) that the instructor-student
ratio of I to 6 should approach I to 3 tr. increase the attention level and interest.
That some instructor-cousole tasks co..Id require most of the instructor's time (item
69) was largely rejected by test-pidyer answers, but less so the longer away from
school radar training. The instructor-console function needed further development,
it appeared, to maximize student A17EII simulation activities. Generally test sub-
jects significantly observed the effective %17EII "course sequencing" with about
75% replying they were able to riake suggestions improving AI7E11 instruction (item
26) and instructors were more cften able to answer AI7EIl questions to maintain the
training progress (item 40). The positive evidence presented for the other research
questions above was also accepted as reasonable support for a positive answer to
this last question area.

4T In summary findings indicated nodifications acceptable to continuing training
program development for the Al7E1I/AN/TPQ-37 systems. The personnel test more
clearly described how the training program could maximize the already engineered
potential for trainer/radar training effectiveness and transfer features. Training
policy decisions were derived from research observations sampling performance stand-
ards. Support was provided for an improved training design and device acquisition

process at generic, and system specific levels.
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THE NROTC INSTRUCTORS SEMINAR: PREPARING OFFICERS eOR COLLEGE TEACHING

L Commander John B. Washbush, USNR, Executive Officer NPOTC Unit and
Associate Professor of Naval Science, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
(previously head of professional development for the NROTC, Headquarters,
Naval Education and Training Command)

o BACKGROUND

0 For the past 37 years, the Navy has provided teacher training for naval
' officers being ordered to instructor billets at the Naval Reserve Officers
SL Training Corps (NROTC) units. These Navy officers are usually lieutenants

(0-3; rotating from their initial sea duty tours with operational units.
Because of the mobility inherent in sea duty, young officers do not normally

.< have the opportunity to complete post-graduate degree work while operational;
however they do complete basic warfare specialty qualifications. In
addition to Navy officers, Marine captains and majors are assigned to N1VTC
units as Marine Officer instructors (MOI). The operationally focused
backgrounds of these Marine officers are similar in nature to those of the
Navy lieutenants.

-At the educational institution the NROTC instructor is given faculty status
in a department of naval science and teaches accredited courses. Thus,
the officer needs appropriate academic training to round out operational
expertise in preparation for the teaching role. The Navy has responded to
this need by providing the officer with a special training program, the
NROTC Instructors' Seminar.

\ SEMINAR ELEMENTS AND STRUCTURE

The Seminar is more than a "how to teach" program. It recognizes the
reality of the multi-dimensional responsibilities of the NROTC instructor
as teacher, counselor, academic advisor, program administrator, and role-
model. The Seminar is structured into an intense two-week package which
addresses each of these facets and attempts to build or enhance appropriate
skills.

In its present state of deelopment, Seminar contains these distinct elements:

a. Curricular Education: Instruction in the form and content of the
courses the instructor will teach, inciuding instructional resources.

b. Teaching Methods Instruction: An overview of instructional
methods (including lecture, discussion, seminar, and teaching interview),
evaluation and testing, psychology of learning, and the philosophy of
teaching.

c. Instructor Competency Training: Identification and practice of
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behavioral competencies which are believed to promote superior performance
in NROTC instructors.

d. Training in NROTC Program Administration: A survey of student
administration, program procedures, data systems, at.ademic and training
requirements, and unit-headquarters relationships.

e. Counseling: Instruction a.d intensive practice in interviewing
methods aimed at helping students identify and resolve problems and make
personal decisions; overview of typical college student problems; ethical
issues in counseling.

f. Supervised Practice Teaching: Development and practice of applied
instructional skills using NROTC curricular material. This is the inte-
grative, capstone exercise for students.

As it is evolving, Seminar is becoming increasingly student-active. The

focus is the development of skills which will promote the acquisition of _A'I

performance abilities in order to benefit students and render impotent
any arguments that NROTC instructors lack sufficient academic credestials.

Staffing Seminar requires using NROTC-program personnel. Typically, the
officer-in-charge and the professional director are headquarters staff
members. Additional administrative personnel and all course content-
area instructors are supplied by field units. The content-area instruct-
ors are highly motivated and skilled officers who not only have demonstrated
superb instructional skills but who have been headquarters chosen to act
as points of contact at designated course-coord-.nator units. In addition
to these officers, instructors in teaching methods and counseling have
been available in the person of two naval reserve officers who are academic
professionals. They have provided a haven of continuity and superb impact
on student officers for the past decade.

FORCES FOR CHANGE

Until 1981, Seminar development was gradual and somewhat random. Addition-
ally, a substantial amount of student passivity occurred--too much tell-
them-how-to-do rather than doing. Two elements have converged c'uring the
past two years to establish a purposeful course toward an improved product.
The first of these was a deen-seated concern, expressed over several years,
that practice teaching was not sufficiently effective in promoting and
testing student instructional-skill development. The second event was
the impact of the Navy's Leadership and Management Education and Training
(WMET) program. This program requires some elaboration.

The IMT program is a broad-based commitment by the Navy to identify and
teach skills intended to improve the character of officer and enlisted
leadership. Tne program model is one developed by McBer and Company, a
consulting firm, and widely used with its clients. In brief, the method
used seeks to identify behavioral skills and abilities which are purported to
distingaish superior performers from average/poor ones. The critical incident
interview is used as the data-gathering tool. Interviews are examined and
scored to identify basic themes, and comparisons are made of interviews of
designated superiors with those of the less able in order to isolate
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different behaviors. Categories of behaviors are identified with differentiate
performance and causality is attributed. The "competencies" are then taught
-5, training courses. The research basis for the Navy U4ET program is not,
in the mind of this reviewer, very elegant, and certain assumptions might well
b? challenged; however the Navy has made so great a commitment to LMET, that
such arguments in this paper would take us off the track. Suffice it to say,
the job of the NROTC instructor has been identified by the Chief of Naval
Operations as one for which this training will be provided. Thus it must be
accommodated in the NROTC Instructors' Seminar.

The contractor conducted data gather at the Naval Academy, at the Officer

Candidate School, and at a sample of NROTC Units. Data, in the form of

critical incident interviews, were gathered on two billets, instructor
and company officer (the NROTC instructor billet is an amilgam of these
too, containing tasks of each). From this survey, McBer identified 16
competencies which are stated to be attributes of supericr performance as
an NROTC instructor. These competencies are:

1. Demonstrates Student-Centered Diagnosis
2. Takes Initiative
3. Sets High Performance Standards
4. Focuses on Results
5. Assesses Self Accurately
S. Clearly Communicates Abstract Ideas
7. Demonstrates Enthusiasm About Teaching
8. Creates and Uses Imaginative Teaching Strategies
9. Prepares Students for the Fleet

10. Influences
11. Demonstrates confidence in Personal Authority
12. Gives Negative Feedback
13. Demonstrates Self-Control
14. Demands Personal Responsibility
15. Demonstrates Positive Expectations
16. Understands

The log c applied to the LMET training program for NROTC instructors is as
follows: Competencies are described in such behaviorly specific ways that
they can be taught in training courses; training and practice in the compet-
encies will produce mastery of then; superior instructor performance will
result - supposedly! The training cycle used involves these stages: Pecog-
nition; Understanding; Self-Assessment; Skill Practice; and Application. In
the 1982 Seminar, competency instruction carried through the entire train-
ing cycle the three teaching competencies (Clearly communicates abstract
ideas; Demonstrates enthusiasm about teachina; Creates and uses imaginative
teaching strategies) and Influencing. Other competencies were considered
to be addressed to at least the recognition level in other parts of Seminar,
especial!y the teaching methods and counseling courses. The competency
training course itself used a combination of contractor personnel and
officer staff members.

in addition to the competency training course, a considerably improved
practice teacning program was devised and used in Seminar 82. Ten hours
of total Seminar time was allocated to supervised practice teaching
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during week two. Each student was assigned to a practice teaching group
and received about one individual hour of platform time. Students
made three presentations: An impromptu brief ice-breaker without critique;
a 10-minute supervisor-critiqued presentation on any topic; a
20-minute class-critiqued lesson on an NROTC course topic, including a
lesson plan. Evaluation forms used reflected and reinforced concepts
from both the competency training and teaching methods courses. When not
on the platform, students acted as class members and evaluators. Thus,
practice teaching became the integrative element in the overall instruction-
al program of Seminar.

PROBLEMS AND RiCOMMENDATIONS

Evaluation of Seminar 82 revealed growing pains. Many of the
difficulties noted are attributable to forcing the LtT competency
training into an established program while attempting to retain a two-
week training-cycle format. A large number of respondents stated strong
negative reactions towards certain aspects of the competency training.
Comments ranged from "waste of time" to "overkill". Excessive repetition
of terms was also cited. These negative reactions not only
document the need for continuing work at integrating the competency train-
ing into the other effective aspects of Seminar, but they also reflect
real flaws in the competency program.

The mo' t obvious flaw is overemphasis on an excessive number of competencies
&nd far too many accompanying behavioral indicators. A neater and
more logical package is needed. All competencies e' dress two fundamental
aspects of the NROTC instructors job: Communication and Feedback.
Such categorizing would permit the essential elements of Seminar to be
integrated in a meaningful pattern as follows:

Communication (content, structure and delivery)

Program Administration 'policies, regulations, procedures)
Course Content
Lesson Planning
Counseling/Advini.g
Classroom Methods
Practice Teaching

Feedback

Evaluation and Testing (student, course, program)
Program Administration (data systems and reports)
Counseling/Advising

Practice Teaching

In addition, the 16 competencies may be grouped within the categories:

Communication

(2) Takes Initiative
(3) Sets High Performance Standards
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(6) Clearly Communicates Abstract Ideas
(7) Demonstrates Enthusiasm About Teaching
(8) Creates and Uses Imaginative Teaching Strategies
(9) Prepares Students for the Fleet
(10) Influences
(11) Demonstrates Confidence in Personal Authority
(13) Demonstrates Self-Contxol
(15) Demonstrates Positive Expectations
(16) Understands

Feedback

(1) Demonstrates Student-Centered Diagnosis
(4) Focuses on Results
(5) Assesses Self Accurately
(12) Gives Negative Feedback
(14) Demands Personal Responsibility

The "forest and trees" problem outlizied here is a common difficulty in
modern education methods, whether competency or objective-based.
We educators love to over-define, to note too many discrete elements,
and to over-structure at the expense of integration. Here is the classic
problem of parts and the whole. Too often, implicitly or explicitly, we
Inhe summation of parts is sufficient. The results are predictable!
In the case of the NROTC Instructors' Seminar, these problems have been
made worse by the requirements to force a new program into a well-established
model.

In this somewhat critical impasse, considerable potential exi3ts for clari-
fying and improving the preparation of naval officers for NROTC
instructor duty. The following actions should be taken:

(I) Role Define the NROTC Instructor's Billet. The officer must
be able to understand and perform the roles of teacher, advisor, counselor,
administrator, and role-model.

(2) Objectivize. State, as simply as possible, training objectives
relating to each role. Emphasize integration and mutuality of objectives.

(3) Map the Program. Define clearly the means by which objectives
are to be met. Give careful attention to both content and process.

(4) Structure the Program. Define each major instructional area and

fix responsibilities for design and delivery. Highlight carefully-
defined integrative elements and focus on practice teacning as the place

where things come together.

(5) Staff Training. Develop and perform necessa.y staff training.
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(6) Conduct the Seminar.

(7) Evaluate Against Objectives.

(8) Revise and Restructure as Necessary.

-,Given the once-a-year nature of Seminar and the problems of staff turnover,
this will not be an easy task. Nevertheless, opportunity and necessity now
demand that a good program be made better.

.,7 0 0 0
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Examinee and Accession Quality: Past and Present

Brian K. aters, Janice H. Laurence, and Barbara M. Means
Humbn Resources Research Organization

--_ Mst published research on military recruiting has focused on characteristics of accessions with-
out considering those of examinees. To more fully understand the selection process and recruiting
results, it Is important to analyze not only the quality of those who enter the military but also the
quality of the larger examinee group from which accessions must be drawn. This paper traces both
examinee and accession test score trends since 1964 and considers the Implications of the data formilitary manpower policy in the 1980s.

Military Enlisted Selection Process
Before examining the military test score data, it is important that the reader be familiar with

__ the terminology used in the process of procurring recruits for the Military Services. Figure 1 graphi-
cally depicts the process.

tMANPOWER POOL

1A

COft3CTIP ACCESSION

APPLICANTO

Figure I - Military Enlisted Selection Process

The manpower pool, or population from which emergency mobilization personnel would be drawn,refers to those youth, ages 17 through their late 20s, who could be called for military duty in case
of a national defense emergency. Knowledge of the characteristics of this population is important to
defense manpower analysts for planning purposes. From this population, as shown in step i of Figure ",
applicants ano ore-inductees (during a draft) are screened for selection eligibility. During draft
periods ltne last draft call was in December 1972), local draft boards determine pre-inductee
registrant eligibility. Recruiters provide the initial screening for applicants. Individuals whoprogress to step 2 of Figure 1, are laoeled examinees. E.xaminees take the operational Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) or high school testing program version of ASVAB as part of theirentry procedures. Compared witi. the manpower pool, this examinee population is restricted both through
self-selection and through initial screening by local draft boards and recruiters. (Although this
paper focuses on test score data, "t should be noted that additional criteria are used to determine
eligioility, including level of educatior, physical fitness and health, citizenship, age, and moral
record.) Individuals at step 3, contracts, have actually signed a contract with one of the Military
Services. This category includes examinees who immediately enter the Service as well as those wno
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enter the delayed entry program (DEP). 1  The DEP shoul'i be kept in mind when comparing examinee data to
accession data at any selected time since a relatively large subset of those who have contracted to
enter the Service may not have actually entered. Not all examinees enlist. The application of selec-
tion stanaards and tte voluntary withdrawal from the application process (or contract reneging on the
part of some DEP members, reduces the number of examinees. Finally, individuals who actually enter the
military (step 4) are termed accessions (or recruits). The primary goal of the recruiting process is
the accession of new personnel of the quantity and the quality required to maintain authorized military
strength.

Military Exmdnee Test Score Treoes
Although there are many aspects of accession quality (including physical fitness and motivation), .

intellectual aptitude is the facet of quality which has received the most attention in recent years and
which is the focus of this paper. Since the early 1950s intellectual aptitude or trainability has been """

measured by the Services using a composite of verbal and quantitative subtests from the ASYAB to -
compute an Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT) score. These scores are reported as percentiles, /.-
which have been statistically related to the performance of the mobilization population taking the .
aptitude test used in World War I. Hence, an individual achieving an AFQT percentile of 60 in 1982
would presumably be at the 60th percentile of the world War II mobilization group in terms of mental
aptitude. Although the tests used to compute AFQT scores have changed over the years, the intent has
been to hold constant the relative aptitude of an individual with a particular percentile score.

The measure of aptitude quality used here to compare examinees and accessions over the years is
the proportion of each group scoring at or above the 50th percentile on the AFQT. Pence, this measure
shows the proportion of accessions or exauinees in a particular year who would have been in the top ,
half of the distribution of World War II examinees. in term of intellectual aptitude. For convenience, -

this group will be referred to as high quality.0
Table 1 shows the proportion of male non-prior service examinees tested for entry into the Mili-

tary Services between FY 1964 and FY 1981 who scored in this high-quality range. It should be noted
that examinees during the draft years (1964-1973) are not entirely comparable to All-Volunteer Force
(AVF) applicants since portions of the former group were draft-motlvated volunteers and pre-inductee
examinees. Considering the draft era and the AVF period separately, one notes a large difference in
the level of examinee quality between the two periods and the relative consistency of examinee qualitywithin each prio. Although ther ave been large changes from year to year within each period in the
numW of examinees (e.g., 1,100,000 in FY 1970 vs. 650,000 in FY 1971; 466,000 in FY 1978 vs. 676,000
in FY 1981), the proportions scoring ab,.ve the 50th percentile remained similar. Factors such as
enlistment incentives, enlistment standards, compensation changes, and e:ternal economic trends did not
have much effect upon the AFQT distributions of examinees during either he pre-AVF or the AVF period.
The AVF transition, however, had an enormous effect upon examinee quality.

Tale I

Permt AFQT Cat"eor 111A and Above (AfM0T960 ll o-@1w
Service Exaines by Serrice: -4-1901

Pert Cauqo,7 1-11IA
Fiscal Year AM et "1181e Cos Air Foce TOtal DOW

1964 39.7 41 .9
.965 41.3 43.7
1966 48.0 48.2
1%967 49.5 49.6
.968 47.3 47.8
.969 43.0 44.6
1970 51.4 51.0
1971 50.0 50.0
1972 49.8 50.9 33.6 55.0 49.7
1973 S1.5 50.3 31.2 57.5 51.3
1974 39.6 56.3 39.3 51.6 4S.1
197S 37.3 4S.Z 36.5 34.9 41.7
1976 "2.2 39.7 40.3 42.5 36.4
.977 Z5.1 42.3 33.2 ,8.4 34.8
1978 26.5 46.5 33.7 49.3 37.4
i979 23.3 IS.1 31.7 47.4 34.7
.980 23.0 50.5 36.3 50.7 37.2
1981 26.2 45.9 40.5 51.7 38.1

Sowms: Oats for Years 1964-1971 are based upon *Ousted Proinduction rxaeinee
Scores e9orted in the Office of the Surgeon 3eneral ror 1043,
:results of Preinductlon -Lmfnattons Sunelr/ and Are - orces
tilrnnlts o Entrance Stiten Sic.aiTttTe 31tr' bution Retort at 4aie
Inlls~iflmts. .?IcuctIln. ina ie~ectlons. , M-o..o-?j
3ata for years I3Z-'9e1 -ele ;roveo ny tre fefense winoower 3at
Center.

'Oats not available from 1964-1971.

1 Under DEl', individuals are permitted to enlist, but not actually report for active duty for up
to one year.
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Given the continuation of the AVF, it would seem reasonable tc assume that the proportion of
high-quality examinees will remain relatively stable (in the absence of major charges iii t,. econNy or
in military compensation and recruiting practices). However, the numbers of individuals in this
category must be expected to decline sharply. Demographic data show Ht-there will e a near 29k
reduction in the size of the enlistment-age manpower pool during the 1980s. A drastic reouction in the
number of the most desired ex&2inees must be expected to occur within the next five to ten years. Such
a forecast has considerable implications for military manpower planners.

Military Accessiom Test Score Trends

Although the examinee population represents the pool from which recruits must be drawn, it is the
quality of the accession population which is the primary concern. Table 2 shows the percentage of male
non-prior service accessions with above-average aptitude scores from FY 1972 to FY 1982.

The distributions of AFQT scores of military recruits reflect both factors under the control of,
and factors independent of, ailitary recruiting efforts and policy. Manpower requirements, incentives
and compensation, recruiting and marketing resources, enlistment standards, and accession policies are
examples of factors which DoD and the Congress can manipulate. But there are other important vari-
ables, such as the economy (particularly the youth unemployment rate) and attitudes toward the mili-
tary, which are beyond DoD's control. Thus, accession data must be analyzed carefully. Trends rarely,if ever, reflect simple causes. Nevertheless, the AFQT scores of accessions are a prime asure of
recruiting success.

Table 2

410 -ie. es-".4*r ServICAt
•

ifm SCWlaw IsAFQ p ZMlWm 1-11A by Servic ftMMn FT ItMl 9 FT 19U

"1101I Tow L. a= Mrsem 9 Ar Fame Total 066

1952 s9. 50.2 39.0 48.3 43.2

1934Z.: i4.a 42.8 54.' 45.3

964 50. 56.7 40.8 S2.1 50.

IM5 51.9 47.3 51.8 -2. S..

1556 51.; 0.7 A1.4 54.5 S.5

1.57 48.5 51.2 44.5 59.5 52.7

195 49.3 41.7 56.4 57.9 S6.5
53.0 69.2 S4.5 67.1 58.3

19na 4.4 .1: 49.6 45.0 "3.7

1941 56.. 41.0 58.3 52.2 SO..

1562 52.5 56.7 58.1 70.5 59.3

1963 52.4 615 3.5 68.2 S0.5

1~4 53.2 ff., 55.4 72.2 40c.0
196S 52.9 45.0 6(d.9 49.M 59.2
1966 SZ 7.2 51.5 71. 0.9
1.6 1 .5 76.1 rs.2 47.5 57.S

1966 494 72.9 49.1 64.6 S5.1

1949 s5.0 S6.1 44.3 04.3 55.2

19Th 51.0 710.0 44.0 45.3 1.

!971 51.3 70.8 44.7 c9. 5.0

197n S3.7 59.2 47.6 45. 56.5

i973 53.4 9.2 48.3 58.7 57.2

1974 47.9 40.9 42.9 49.1 54.16

1975 52.8 94.5 44.6 74.4 U1.1
1976 45.9 "7.5 45. 78.6 -9.2

,19n 2.4 C3.9 47.3 '2.: 47.3

.978 34.3 !3.9 44.1 59.4 49.Z

1979 Z15.5 55.4 42A 63.6 .1

1940 Z8.9 9. 43.13 S.9 40
'M96 39.9 C1.9 54.5 47., 54.S

1962 5.a29 65 5. 58.?

$*sm; 7U 'or. ".1 1952-1970 .. a alculataS fmw 4"wl Uaers of tM0.liltstive Ilst utto" 7f %lilts Va'7 ~4-n ---- ', -or IM

.IIL-t. ad e ,,Y IlrOGy me 4late4laW-r-'4ta C-r.

l.ate~a'es :-MA~l =-'MWN tO scOM' At *r 00 tin Sata "w'etl A WT.

One event that complicates the analysis of accession data is reflected by the numbers in Table
Z. The version of the ASYAB in operation from FY 1976 through FY 1980 was miscalibrated. (The raw
score calibrated as a particular perc.entile score sas not as high as that which would have been
achieved by an individual of the World war 11 mobilization-population with the same percentile score.)

This misnorming led to the accession of individuals whose aptitude scores, after they were
recalibrated, were considerably lower than assumed at the time of their original testing. (The data in
Table 2 are based upon corected scores for this period.)
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Except for this ive-year period, the years since the late 1950s show very consistent test s-ore
distributions. This observation suggests that the recruiting system adapts well to external changes in
the recruiting market and to changes in force strengtn requirements. By manipulating -l".ntves and
compensation, recruiting resources, accession policy and other variables, the recruiting system has
managed to hold the quality of accessions relittively constant despite marked changes In the quality of
cxaminees.

Figure 2 disolays the proportion of individuals scoring at or above the 50th parceatile on the
AFQT for both examinees and accessloits.

ALL VOLUNTEER
ORAFTERA FORCE ERA

40

I IA

..o..."...... . YOUTH
20 -

I S on I >. _ "

20 6

1960 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1990

FiMl Yur

1 4e. fnt MaleNon-Prim Serik TolaD 0o0Examina
and Accomions Scoring AFQT O 50:152-1962.

To provide an historical context for looking at these data, major events which impacted examinee
and/or accession quality are Indicated on the figure. Clearly the too most influential occurrences
over this eatIre 18-year period for eiarrinee and accession quality, respectively, were the
miscalibraton of the ASVAB and the advent .i the AVF. The proportion of accessions scoring 50 or
above on the AFOT remained between 55 and 601 from the late 1950s through the end of the draft. The
increased enlistment incentives, pay, and bonuses which were provided during FY 1974 to support the
transition to the AVF were clearly successful during the early AVF years. In FY 1976 the new versions
of the ASVAB were introduced with iscalibrated test norms in the lower AFQT score ranges. By the time
the error was verified and a new test became operational in FY 1981, the drastic drop in recruit
quality shown in Figure 2 had occurred. FY 1981 and FY 1982 accession data reflect a return to more
traditioaal quality 1l1vels.

Examinee trends show two distinctly different, though relatively stable, levels of quality prior
to and since the AVF transition. During the period of the Vietnam War, the proportion of high-quality
examinees generally remained close to the 501. level. A significant dip In quality occurred in FYs 1968
and 1969, probably as a function of widespread avoidance of the draft and extensive college exemp-
tions. After the redeployment of most U.S. troops from Vietnam during FY 1973 and the complete cessa-
tion of draft calls in December 1972 (mid FY 1973), examinee quality descended immediately such that
approximately 401 or less scored at or above 50 on the AFqT from FY 1975 through FY 1980. rYs 1981 and
1932 show so e improvement (probaoly attrlbitable to high youth ur.employ;Ient rates), althougn tne AVF
"base level" of high-quality examinees appears to have been established at around 36 to 400, a consid-
erable drop from the 50' of high-quality examinees typically experienced pre-AVF level. The authors
are not aware of any other published reports documenting this clear effect of the AVF on the exa.minee
test score distribution.

2The authors have been attempting to find pre-1964 examinee data reflecting AFOT category distri-
outions for pre-inductees and/or applicants without success. Thus, Figure 2 displays data only Dack
through 1964.
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For reference, the percentage of a representative sample of young men tested in late FY 1980 for
the Profile of American Youth study scoring AFQT 60 or 2bove is included in Figure 2. As s howt. i n
Figure 2, excluding the aberrant period of the AISYAB miscalibration, DoD accessions have generally been
of higher quality than the national population, although examinees have not u~een.

Study Implication's
The gap between examuinee quality and accession ouality must be bridged by effective marketing,

recruiting, selectiag, clascifying, and training of youth who comprise the male, 18-23 year old prime
population for enlistment. This study suggests that, assuming continuation of the AVP through the
1980s, oIl about 40% of examinees wil11 be above average in aptitude level. The numbider of individuals
in this group is expected to decline over the next eight years by about 201. as a result of reduced
birth rates. Despite this constraint, evidence from this study suggests that the AVF can work (as it
did during the period from 1974 t~early 1976) if sufficient resources are allocated Wo attract and
-etain quality personnel.

We would argue, as does the cartoon below, (Allison, 1982), that recent Congressional retractions
of previously programed funds seriously threaten the long-term viability of the AYF. The presen~
recruiting ma-ket is unusually good, but pressures created by the reduced size of the manpower pool,
increased technological demands of Service Jobs, improved civilian youth uramployment rates, r
reduced incentives to join and remain in the Services will likely result in significant losses in
recruit quality during the next five years. The warning signs are loud and clear-provide the incen-
tives for enl istment, reenlistment and career retention now or suffer the consequences in 1988.

MOAY:TO4POW

A PARACHUTE? 0d011UC7DC'r 4
SILY - LISTEN T IM GM LHUE

Soumc: Air Ftcw Tims. 21 Octobw 1M6

Allison, R.E., Cartoon In The Air Force Times. October 21. 1982, page 21.
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Introduction of Trade and Lifestyle Videotapes (TLVs)

. into a Canadian Forces Vocational Counselling Setting

Major F.P. Wilson, Lieutenant J.A. Flynn

Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research Unit (CFPARU)

Over the past decade, the Canadian Forces (CF) have faced the serious
problems of inadequate recruitment and high attrition rates. In order to
learn more about these difficulties and to effect some solution, the initial

*counselling process for potential recruits is one area that has come under

close scrutiny. Studies (Fournier & Keats, 1975; Wilson, 1980) suggested that
communication between the Military Career Counsellor (MCC) and tho applicant
could be improved. The recruiting prccedures, as they now exist, concentrate

on getting information about the applicant to the MCC. However, not enough is
being done to effectively provide information about the CF to the applicant.

C1 The present materials on occupational information are not sufficiently
comprehensive to provide the applicant with realistic expectations about
trades and lifestyle in the military. Frequently, the recruit neither has the

necessary information nor the background experience required to make
responsible decisions with regard to his optimum career choice.

Currently, trade and on-the-job lifestyle information is presented in
printed form, using a fairly detailed technical description, augmented by

brief brochures with glossy still ph6tographs. Additionally, the MCC uses

his/her own knowledge and experience to provide an account of trades and
military lifestyles. Notwithstanding, a large percentage of the recruits

appear to be ill prepared, as the CF lifestyles and occupations fail to match
with their initial expectations. Adding to these difficulties are

considerations concerning the individuals' stage of readiness to accept
understand, and internalize career information. Some career theorists ?Super,

1973) describe the varying degrees of readiness on a "vocational maturity"

continuum. Vocational maturity is defined as the rate and level of an

individual's development with respect to career matters. Normatively, it is

the congruence between an individual's vocational behaviour and the expc;ted

vocational behaviour at that age. Relative to the recruit population, who &re

normally in the late adolescent stage of life, the counselling tasks are both

to facilitate occupational exploration and to enhance career preparation.

This can only be accomplished through providing realistic, qualitative

vocational information using scientifically researched -ommunication

techniques.
Applied vocational research has shown the usefulness of audiovisual

presentations in aiding the process of imparting realistic and relevant
occupational information. Communicating realistic occupational information by

an audiovisual medium has been found to clarify job expectations by rendering

them more qualitatively accurate, and has the positive long 1ange effect of

increasing job satisfaction and lowering attrition rates (Horner, Mobley, &

Meglino, 1979; Ilgen, 1975; Wanous, 1975). The suggestion is that possessing

accurate occupational information prior to making a decision to accept a

position may lead to an increased commitment to that decision, and therefore,

to a decreased probability of resignation.
Several studies have shown that visual presentations may be more

effective than printed matter for those having learning difficulties, small
vocabularies or difficulties in decoding written material (Gagne, 1965;

Tanner, 1966). It has also been found that poor learners showed preference
towards the a,.diovisual modality for the presentation of occupation
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information (Johnson, Korn, & Dunn, 1975). In this vein, the other ranks

applicants to the CF have a bread spectrum of learning abilities, education
levels, and a wide range of verbal and reading comprehension skills. Hence,
they should benefit from having videotaped CF trade and environmental
lifestyle information available, in addition to printed information. By
offering more than one information medium, recruit applicants with low levels

of verbal and reading comprehension would learn more as a result cf the visual
presentation, while those with higher levels would be expected 7o learn well
from any mode of information presentation. Finally, it has been demonstrated
that individuals who watch vocational videotapes are more likely to be
motivated to do further research and reading on career information (Fisher,
1975). Thus, in the recruiting centre context, the recruit who is exposed to
occupational videotapes will more readily seek vocational information from the
MCC, trade briefs, and other sources. This results in a recruit who is better
inforymed about pcssible career choices, has gained in vocational maturity, and
is in a better position to make important career decisions.

Development of the Trade and Lifestyle Videotapes
Five naval Trade and Lifestyle Videotapes (TLVs), depicting realistic

trade information and military lifestyles, were developed by the staff of
CFPARU. The TLVs take advantage of the "peer counselling" concept which holds
that (in this context) an adolescent will develop a "better feel" for CF
occupations and lifestyle if s/he is given that information by someone his/her
own age who is already a member of the Forces and employed in that trade and
environment. A series of questions was generated based on the results of
occupational analyses, a survey reporting the most frequent concerns stated by
prospective recruits, and a study which examined dissatisfiers of mijitary
life as indicated by current serving members (CF Occupational Analysis Report,
1980; Fournier & Keats, 1975). Tradesmen in each occupation were interviewed
on film using these questions and the interviewer's voice was withdrawn during
subsequent film editing. Although the tradesmen did not rehearse the answers
to the questions, they were permitted to read them prior to being
interviewed. It was required that each answer to a question be stated as a
complete thought to obviate the necessity for the viewer to hear the
question. The interviewee's remarks were then used as a voice-over describing
himself or his fellow tradesmen, going about their trade tasks and general
military duties, hith occasional frames reverting back to the face of the
interviewee. The film was subsequently transferred to videotape and edited

\ down to a five-minute TLV.
... -In view of the existing evidence as to the value of audiovisual

occupational presentations, and the observed inadequacy of the extant
vocational counselling methods, it was decided to evaluate the communicative
efficacy of videotaped trade and lifestyle information as a part of the
counselling process at Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre (CFRC) Toronto. This
study examines the introduction of videotapes describing the following sea
trades; Weaponman Surface, Radar Plotter, Marine Engitieering Mechanic,
Boatswain and Signalman Sea, as well as the lifestyle at sea.

Method

Subjects
Two hundred and thirty two Anglophone recruit applicants were randomiy

selected from all eligible male applicants applying for other ranks trades.
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Instrumentation
The TLVs described above, and brief printed summaries of the five sea

trades were provided to the subjects in three of the experimental groups. The
summaries were oxtracted from vocational material currently used by CFRCs, and
thus did not precisely coincide with the information presented on the
videotape. Two carrels containing an 11" colour TV monitor, video-tape player
and a control panel enabled the subject to sit and watch the TLV while
listening to the audio portion using a headset. A Trade and Lifestyle
Inventory (TLI) was designed and pilcted to measure tha amount of information
learned by the subjects exposed to the two media. The inventory was made up
of two parts: Section I consisted nf four questions with a total of 11 parts
relating to trades and lifestyle, and Section Ii questioned the subjects'
reaction to the modality through which the trade and lifestyle information was
presented.

Procedure
The subjects were randomly assigned to five groups, each containing at

least 43 participants. Groups I and II acted as control groups while Group
III read a printed Trade Brief ZTB), Group IV watched a TLV only, and Group V
watched a TLV and read a printed TB. With the exception of Group I, all
Groups wrote the Pre-Test (TLI) which indicated the extent of their prior
knowledge. The five Groups wrote the Post-Test (TLI), however, Groups I and
II did not write Section II, the reaction portion of the inventory.

Hypotheses

I. Hl. There will be no significant difference across Groups in the
subjects Pre-Test scores.
2. H2. The subjects who received any treatment (Groups III, IV, V)
will have significantly higher Learning scores (Post-Test minus Pre-Test)
than subjects in the control Groups (Groups i, II).
3. H3 The subjects who received a bimodal treatment (Group V) will
receive higher on Learning scores than (a) subjects who watched the TLVs
only (Group IV) or (b) subjects who read the TBs (Group III).

H4. The subjects who viewed the TLVs only (Group IV) will have
significantly higher Learning scores than subjects who read the TBs only
(Group iII).
5. H5. The subjects who scored below the Canadian Anglophone
population mean on the General Classification (GC) test will show

significant relatively greater improvement in Learning scores when
exposed to the TLVs than those who scored above the mean.

Analysis

Quantification of Data
r!rior to examining the content of the Pre- and Post-Tests, the

content of the TLVs and TBs was evaluated. Using a method of
non-frequency analysis (Carney, 1972), the treatments 'five TLVs and five
TBs) were examineO by two raters who counted the number and category of
concepts presented by each modality, by sea trade. This procedure
provided an exhaustive list of concepts based on the contents of TLVs and
TBs. Both raters then extracted the numbers of salient concepts common
to both the TLVs and 1Bs.
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Content Analysis and Reliability of Ratings

The raw information in the Pre- and Post-Tests consisted of
statements written by the subjects. In order to convert these written
statements into a state amenable to quantitative analy.-is, a
non-frequency content analysis was utilized. This type of content
analysis is employed to describe the content of a communication in a
systematic form (Carney, 1972; Jahoda, Deutsch & Cook, 1951). Using the
common concepts as criteria, two raters independently rated the Pre- and
Post-Tests of 10 randomly chosen subjects who were exposed to Weaponman
Surface trade information . A value of one was assigned to each concept
found, Inter-Rater Reliability (IRH) was calculated for each subject
rated employing the method shown below.

IRR no. of agreements between raters
total number of common concepts

This process was repeated for the remaining four trades. The overall

mean IRR for all trades was .85. In this manner, quantitiative values
were obtained for subjects' Pre-Test, Post-Test and Learning (Post-Test

minus Pre-Test) scores.

Data Analysis and Research Findings
An ANOVA model was selected to measure the main effects of the

treatments. Due to the possibility of an interaction effect being caused
by differences in learning ability, an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was computed to partial out possible variance resulting from learning
ability differences as measured by the GC. The experimental model
represented an Incomplete Factorial Design with unequal cell frequencies,
because Groups II, III, IV and V wrote Pre- and Post-Tests, while Group I

did not. The absence or presence of TLVs, TBs or Pre-Test were used as
factors. An ANCOVA was carried out on Pre-Test, Post-Test, Learning
scores and GC Raw scores using the General Linear Model (GLM) from the
Statistical Analysis System (SAS). When the ANCOVA showed overall
significance, appropriate individual a posteriori contrasts were carried
out between Groups.

The covariate, GC Raw Score (because it could not be controlled
for, or eliminated), was divided at the mean of the total Anglophone
recruit applicant population sample, and high scoring (High GC) subjects
and low scoring (Low GO) subjects were added as variables. An ANCOVA was

performed on this data.

P.e-Test: An ANCOVA was performed on the four Groups of subjects'
Pre-Test scores. Since the observed F value was not significant at the
.05 level, there was no evidence that Pre-rest scores differed amongst
the four groups. Therefore Hl was accepted and it was assumed that all
subjects across Groups had approximately the same knowledge of the CF

trades and lifestyle before the treatments were administered. Thus,
Post-Test or Learning scores would be possible measures of knowledge

increase.

Learning: An ANCOVA was performed on the four Groups of subjects'
Learning scores (Post-Test minus Pre-Test score). Significance in this
analyses (F=27.06, p:5.O001) indicates that the treatments had an effect

in influencing the Learning scores and H2 was accepted. Table 1
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shows the mean Learning score for Groups II, III, IV, and V. It can be
seen that subjects who were presented with TLVs plus TBs had a higher
mean Learning score than either those presented with TLVs alone or those
presented with TBs alone.

Table 1
Mean Learning Scores across Groups

Group N Mean Learning Scores
Ii 43 0.79
III 43 3.00
IV 50 5.30
V 49 5.89

A posteriori comparisons were carried out between Groups. Subjects who
were presented with TLVs plus TBs (a) did not have significantly higher
Learning scores than subjects presented with TLVs alone, and (b) did have
significantly higher Learning scores than subjects presented with TBs
alone (F=1-34, p>.25:; F=28.25, 9!6.0001). Therefore, H3 (a) was
rejected and H3 (b) was accepter. Learning scores for subjects 'iho
uatched the TLVs only werI sird:'i-antiy higher than subjects who read
the TBs only (F=17.86, p-.00011. Therefore, H4 was accepted.

GC Raw Scores: GC raw scores were introduced as a covariate into the
ANCOVA of Pre-Test, Post-Test ind Learning scores. No significant main
effect or interaction was demonstrated. This would indicate that
learning ability, as measured by the GC, did not play a significant part
in the study and that the treatment effectiveness was not dependent upon
learning ability. Hence, H5 was rejected.

Trade and Lifestyle Inventory - Section II: Responses from Section II of
thre TLI indicate subjects in Group V (TLV plus TBs) overwhelmingly
preferred obtaining information by viewing the TLVs as opposed to reading
the TBs. Subjects in Groups III, IV, and V were also given an
opportunity to express their subjective impressions regarding the
treatments. By far, more comprehensive and favourable comments were
written about the TLVs in comparison to the TBs.

Results and Discussion
Strong evidence was found to suggest that presenting military

trade and lifestyle information through the use of videotape causes more
learning to occur than presenting essentially the same information using
the traditional printed brief. Learning was measured as the difference
between a Pre-Test score and a Post-Test score. Both types of treatment,
TLVs and printed TBs, greatly enhanced learning over the control groups,
however, Learning-scores obtained in the TLV and the TLV plus TBs groups
were significantly higher than the printed TB only group. These results
demonstrated that in this context, the audiovisual modality is superior
to printed material in presenting vocational information.

Although it was hypothesized that participants who received the
TLV plus TB treatment would score higher than both the TLV group only and
the TB only, this was not found to be the case. Significantly more was
learned in the TLV plus TB group than the TB only group; however, the
difference in learning between the TLV plus TB group and the TLV only
group was not found to be significant. Nevertheless, this finding does
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not negate the possibility or the TLV an TB in concert offering a more
owerful counselling tool. I'aterial of greater complexity may require
hoth modalities to ensure that all the ;nformation is being presented in
the optimal manner. Little research has been completed examining the
qtiestion of complexity of information in realistic job previews. Also,
although the relationship has not been satisfactorily shown (Schnamm,
1Q77; Johnson, Korn & Dunn, 1975), work is ongoing to determine whetiter
some individuals learn more from some types of media than others. These
last two considerations auger strongly for maintaining both audiovisual
and print at CFRCs for describing military trades and lifestyle.

GC scores were examined to determine whether the amount learned
- from the different treatments was contingent upon learning ability

differences. Analyses yielded no evidence that learning ability, as
measured by the GC, played a significant role in the amount learned from
either TLVs or TBs. However, it would be expected that higher learning
ability individuals would have an advantage if more complex information
was being conveyed - particularly considering the close relationship
between learning ability and reading comprehension. Once again, failure
to establish a link between GC score and vocational information learned
shoild not be accepted as sufficient rationale to dispense with using
printed matter along with TLVs when counselling at CFRCs.

I- An overwhelming majority of the subjects preferred videotape to
print as a trade information medium. Also, they felt that the TLVs
presented a well balanced view of the CF - showing both the positive and
negative aspects of military lifestyle.
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24TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

HARRY F. GREER iWARD

TO

JOE T. HAZEL

THE HARRY F. GREER PWARD IS HERIBY PRESENTED TO DR. JOE T. HAZEL

OF THE AIR FORCE HUMAN RESOURCES LfBORATORY. YOUR CONSISTENT

SUPPORT HAS SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTED TO THE SUCCESS OF THREE

MTA ANNUAL CONFERENCES.

THIS AWARD IS MADE WITH GRATITUDE AND FRIENDSHIP OF ALL ASSOCIATED

WITH THE MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION.
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BY-LAWS OF THE MILITARY TESTING ASSOCIATION*

Article I - Name

The name of this organization shall be the Military Testing Association.

Article II - Purpose

The purpose of this Association shall be to:

A. Assemble representatives of the vious armed services of the United
States and such other nations as might request to discuss and exchange ideas
concerning assessment of military personnel.

B. Review, study, and discuss the mission, organization, operations, and
research activities of the various associated organizations engaged in
military personnel assessment.

C. Foster improved personnel assessment through exploration and
presentation of new techniques and procedures for behavioral measurement,
occupational analysis, manpower analysis, simulation models, training
programs, selection methodology, survey and feedback systems.

D. Promote cooperation in the exchange of assessment procedures,
techniques and instruments.

E. Promote the assessment of military personnel as a scientific adjunct
to modern military personnel management within the military and professional
communities.

Article III- Participation

The following categories shall constitute membership within the MTA:

A. Primary Membership.

1. All active duty military and civilian personnel permanently
assigned to an agency of the associated armed services having primary
responsibility for assessment for personnel systems.

2. All civilian and active duty military personnel permanently
assigned to an organization exercising direct command over an agency of the
associated armed services holding primary responsibility for assessment of
military personnel.

*As approved at the 1978 General Meeting of the Association, 2 Nov 78,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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B. Associate Membership.

1. Membership in this category will be extended to permanent
personnel of various governmental, educational, business, industrial and
private organizations engaged in activities that parallel those of the primary
membership. Associate members shall be entitled to all privileges of primary
members with the exception of membership on the Steering Committee. This
restriction may be waived by the majority vote of the Steering Committee.

Article IV - Dues

No annual dues shall be levied against the participants.

Article V - Steering Committee

A. The governing body of the Association shall be the Steering
Commiittee. The Steering Committee shall consist of voting and non-voting
members. Voting members are primary members of the Steering Committee.
Primary membership shall include:

1. The Commanding Officers of the respective agencies of the armed
services exercis~ng responsibility for personnel assessment programs.

2. The ranking civilian professional employees of the respective
agencies of the armed service exercising primary responsibility for the
conduct of personnel assessment systems. Each agency shall have no more than
two (2) professional civilian representatives.

B. Associate membership of the Steering Committee shall be extended by
majority vote of the committee to representatives of various governmental,
educational, business, industrial and private organizations whose purposes

* parallel those of the Association.

C. The Chairman of the Steering Committee shall be appointed by the
President of the Association. The term of office shall be one year and shall

begin the last day of the annual conference.

D. The Steering Committee shall have general supervision over the affairs
of the Association and shall have the responsibility for all activities of the
Association. The Steering Committee shall conduct the business of the
Association in the interim between annual conferences of the Association by
such means of communication as deemed appropriate by the President or Chairman.

E Meeting of the Steering Committee shall be held during the annual
conferences of the Association and qt such times as requested by the President
of the Association or the Chairman uf the Steering Committee. Representation
from the majority of the organizations of the Steering Committee shall
constitute a quorum.
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Article VI - Officers

A. The officers of the Association shall consist of a President, Chairman
of the Steering Committee and a Secretary.

B. The President of the Association shall be the Commanding Officer of
the armed services agency coordinating the annual conference of the
Association. The term of the President shall begin at the close of the alnual
conference of the Association and shall expire at the close of the next annual
conference.

C. It shall be the duty of the President to organize and coordinate the
annual conference of the Association held during his term of office, and to
perform the customary duties of a Oresident.

D. The Secretary of the Association shall be filled through appointment
by the President of the Association. The term of office of the Secretary
shall be the same as that of the President.

E. It shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Association to keep the
records of the association, and the Steering Committee, and to conduct
official correspondence of the Association, and to insure notices for
conferences. The Secretary shall solicit nominations for the Harry Greer
award prior co the annual conference. The Secretary shall also perform such
additional duties and take such additional responsibilities as the President
may delegate to him.

Article VII - Meetings

A. The Association shall hold a conference annually.

B. The annual conference of the Association shall be coordinated by the
agencies of the associated armed services exercising primary responsibility
for military personnel assessment. The coordinating agencies and the order of
rotation will be determined annuilly by the Steering Committee. The
coordinating agencies for at least the following three years will be announced
at the annual meeting.

C. The annual conference of the Association shall be held at a time and
place determined by the coordinating agency. The membership of the
association shall be informed at the annual conference of the place at which
the following annual conference will be held. The coordinating agency shall
inform the Steering Committee of the time of the annual conference not less
than six (6) months prior to the conference.

D. The coordinating agency shall exercise planning and supervision over
the program of the annual conference. Final selection of program content
shall be the responsibility of the coordinating organization.

E. Any other organization desiring to coordinate the conference may
submit a formal request to the Chairman of the Steering Committee, no later
than 18 months prior to the date they wish to serve as host.
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Article VIII - Committees

A. Standing committees may be named from time to time, as required, by
vote of the Steering Committee. The chairman of each standing committee shall
be appointed by the Chairman of the Steering Committee. Members of standing
committees shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Steering Committee in
consultation with the Chairman of the committee in question. Chairmen and
committee members shall serve in their appointed capacities at the discretion
of the Chairman of the Steering Committee. The Chairman of the Steering
Committee shall be ex officio member of all standing committees.

B. T! e President with the counsel and approval of the Steering Committee
may appoint such ad hoc committees as are needed from time to time. An ad hoc
committee shall serve until its assigned task is completed or for the length
of time specified by the President in consultation with uhe Steering Committee.

C. All standing committees shall clear tfeir general plans of action and
new policies through the Steering Committee, and no committee or committee
chairman shall enter into relationships or activities with persons or groups
outside of the Association that extend beyond the approved general plan of
work without the specific authorization of the Steering Committee.

D. In the interest of continuity, if any officer or member has any duty
elected or appointed placed on him, and is unable to perform the designated
duty, he should decline and notify at once the officers of the association
that he cannot accept or continue said duty.

Article IX - Amendments

A. Amendments of these By-Laws may be made at any annual conference of
the Association.

B. Amendments of the By-Laws may be made by majority vote of the
assembled membership of the Association provided 'that the proposed amendments
shall have been approved by a majority vote of the Steering Committee.

C. Proposed amendments not approved by a majority vote of the Steering
Committee shall require a two-third's vote of the assembled membership of the
Association.

Article X - Voting

All members in attendance shall be voting members.

Article XI - Enactment

These By-Laws shall be in force immediately upon acceptance by a majority
of the assembled membership of the Association and/or amended (in force
2 November 1973).
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M4TA - 24TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE (1982)

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

STEERING COMMITTEE

Name Rank/Title Mailing Address

Hans Jansen Sqn Ldr Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
AFHRL/MO
Brooks AFB TX 78235

Arnold Bohrer Commandant Psychological Research Section
CRS
KAZERNE KLEIN KASTEELTJE
1000 Brussel, Belgium

Martin L. Rauch Chief Psychologist
Ministry of Defence
P.O. Box 1328
53 Bonn I
Federal Republic of Germany

R.-Eckart Rolfs Fregatten- Ministry of Defence -Germany
kapitan Armed Forces Staff IV

P.O. Box 1328

D-5300 Bonn 1
Federal Republic of Germany

Walter W. Birdsall NAVEDTRAPRODEVCEN
Code PDM
Saufley Field
Pensacola FL 32509

B. Michael Berger tnalysis ard Evaluation Division
National Headquarters
Selective Service System
1023 31st Street NW
Washington DC 20435

Martin Wiskoff Dr. Navy Personnel R&D Center
San Diego CA 92152

F. J. Hawrysh Directorate of Military Structures
ATTN: DMOS
National Defence Headquarters

101 Colonel By-Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada KlA OK2
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W. E. Driskill Dr. Air Force Occupational Measurement Center

USAFOMC/OMY
Raniolph AFB TX 78150

J. L. Mitchell Lt Colonel Air Force Occupational Measurement Center

USAFOMC/OMYO
Randolph AFB TX 78150

D. A. Lefroy Lt Colonel Canadian Forces Personnel Applied Research
Unit
4900 Yonge St.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M2N 6B7

John A. Burt US Coast Guard Institute
P.O. Substation 18
Oklahoma City OK 73169

Arthur C. F. Gilbert Dr. US Army Research Institute
5001 Eiseuhower Avenue
Alexandria VA 22333

Joe T. Hazel Dr. Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
AFHRL/AZ
Brooks AFB TX 78235

William C. DeBoe Colonel Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
AFHRL/AZ
Brooks AFB TX 78235

OTHER ATTENDEES

Frank L. McLanathan Colonel (Ret) Psychology Department
St. Mary's University
San Antonio TX 78284

R. 0. Waldkoetter Dr. US Army Research Institute Field Unit
P.O. Box 16117
Fort Harrison IN 46216

Shlomo Dover Lt Col Department for Behavioral Sciences
Section Branch
M.P.O.B. 01172, Israel

Stephen E. Riemer Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

(Recorder) AFHRL/AZ
Brooks AFB TX 78235
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